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Introduction

1. The problem and previous research

The central act in the worship of the ancient Greek heroes was sacri-
fice. Many other actions were also performed––processions, dances, music,
singing, prayers, athletic contests, horse-races, festivals and the deposition of
votive o¢ferings––but they were all, to some extent, connected with sacrifice.
The sacrifice was of major importance, since this particular ritual was aimed
at mediating between the worshipper and the hero by the consecration of an
o¢fering, which was destroyed in one way or another.1 This o¢fering could
consist of an animal victim but could also be bloodless, such as cakes, bread,
fruit and vegetables, or simply a libation.

The purpose of this study is twofold. First of all, I shall try to establish
what kinds of sacrificial rituals were practised in the worship of ancient Greek
heroes in the Archaic to the early Hellenistic periods (c. 700 to 300 BC) on
the basis of a combination of epigraphical and literary sources. It should be
made clear from the outset that the main focus lies on the animal sacrifices
performed to the heroes: bloodless o¢ferings and libations will be discussed
only in passing. The second purpose of my study concerns how these rituals
may be explained and interpreted, and what they can tell us of the place
and function of the cult of the heroes in Greek religion. The archaeological
evidence for hero-cults will be considered only occasionally, since I intend to
treat that material later in a separate study that will complement the written
sources.

The reason for investigating the sacrificial rituals of Greek hero-cults is
related to the picture of these rituals presented in modern scholarly literature,
which in its turn depends on which sources have been used and how. The
major studies on Greek heroes, which also cover the sacrificial ritual, were
written at the end of the 19th and the beginning of the 20th century and form
part of the thorough, philological investigation of Greek religion, mainly by
German scholars. The basis for the conclusions drawn then was mainly the

1 For the definition of sacrifice, see Hubert & Mauss 1964, 10–13; Vernant 1991, 290–291; cf.
Leach 1976, 83–84.
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literary sources, supplemented, to a lesser extent, by epigraphical evidence.
Archaeological material was used sparingly, since, at that time, only little
evidence of that kind was available.

Basically, heroes have been considered as receiving two kinds of
sacrificial rituals, both of which have been regarded as being distinct from
the sacrifices o¢fered to gods, and in particular, the gods of the sky, and more
closely connected with the cult of the dead and the gods of the underworld.2

The rituals of hero-cults have been considered as ultimately deriving from the
cult of the dead, as it was practised in the distant past and is therefore said to
preserve older traits that later had been abandoned in the cult of the dead.

According to modern scholarship, the first kind of ritual used in hero-
cults consisted of animal sacrifice, at which it was forbidden to eat the meat
and at which the victim was totally destroyed, usually burnt in a holocaust.3

The bloodletting was emphasized by bending the animal’s head towards
the ground when slitting its throat, while the blood was led into the hero’s
tomb by a tube or poured into a hole in the ground called a bójrov.4 The
destruction of the victim, as well as the bloodletting, is considered to have
been performed on a particular altar or hearth, an Çsqára, which was low
and hollow.5 The whole complex of rituals, which took place during the
night, was mainly designated by the terms Çnagízein, Çnágisma or Çnagismóv,
terms never used for the sacrifices to the gods.6

The other kind of ritual has been considered to have taken the form
of a meal or a feast, daív or deîpnon, usually called jeoxénia in modern
literature.7 A table, trápeza, and a couch, klính, were prepared for the hero,

2 Deneken 1886–90, 2486–2487; Rohde 1925, 116; Pfister 1909–12, 466; Stengel 1920, 141;
Farnell 1921, 95 and 370; Meuli 1946, 192–197 and 209; Nilsson 1967, 186–187; Rudhardt 1958,
251–253; Burkert 1985, 205. This view of the sacrifices to heroes is present from the beginning
of the study of Greek religion in the middle of the 19th century, for example, in the studies by
Creuzer 1842, 763–769; Hermann 1846, 66–67; Schoemann 1859, 173, 212–213 and 218–219;
Wassner 1883, 5–25. The 19th century scholarship will be further discussed below, pp. 296–298.

3 Deneken 1886–90, 2506; Pfister 1909–12, 477; Foucart 1918, 41; Rohde 1925, 116 with n. 14;
Stengel 1920, 16 and 142; Farnell 1921, 95; Meuli 1946, 193 and 209; Rudhardt 1958, 238–239;
Brelich 1958, 9.

4 Deneken 1886–90, 2504–2505; Pfister 1909–12, 474–475; Stengel 1910, 151; Foucart 1918,
99; Stengel 1920, 16–17; Farnell 1921, 95; Rohde 1925, 116; Meuli 1946, 194; Rudhardt 1958, 129;
Brelich 1958, 9; Nilsson 1967, 78 and 186; Burkert 1983, 9, n. 41; Burkert 1985, 199.

5 Deneken 1886–90, 2497–2498; Pfister 1909–12, 475–476; Foucart 1918, 97; Stengel 1920,
15–16 and 141; Farnell 1921, 95–96; Rohde 1925, 116 with n. 10; Rudhardt 1958, 129 and
250–251; Brelich 1958, 9; Nilsson 1967, 78; Burkert 1983, 9, n. 41; Burkert 1985, 199.

6 Deneken 1886–90, 2505–2506; Pfister 1909–12, 466–474; Foucart 1918, 98; Stengel 1920,
143; Farnell 1921, 95; Rohde 1925, 116 with n. 15; Méautis 1940, 16; Rudhardt 1958, 238; Brelich
1958, 9; Nilsson 1967, 186; Burkert 1983, 9, n. 41; Burkert 1985, 194 and 205.

7 Deneken 1886–90, 2507–2509; Foucart 1918, 101; Nilsson 1967, 187; Meuli 1946, 194–195;
Burkert 1983, 9, n. 41; Burkert 1985, 205.
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who was called upon to come and participate in the meal.8 The food on
the table was of the kind that could be eaten by humans, consisting mainly
of bloodless o¢ferings, such as cakes, bread, fruit and vegetables, but could
also include cooked portions of the meat or the edible intestines, splanchna,
of a sacrificed animal.

However, most previous work in this field has noted that there were
also hero-cults which did not follow the scheme of rituals outlined above.9

At these sacrifices, the hero received his share of the animal victim burnt
on an altar, while the rest of the meat was eaten by the worshippers at a
festive meal. The terminology used for these sacrifices was thyein and thysia
for the rituals and bomos for the altar, i.e., the same terminology as for the
sacrifices to the gods. The occurrence of sacrifices of this kind has been
considered as being unusual in hero-cults and has often been explained as
the result of later deviations from the sacrificial norm, as influences from the
cult of the gods or as depending on terminological mistakes by the ancient
sources.10 It has also been suggested that thysia sacrifices, including dining,
were used only when the hero had not died a proper death or when he was
to be considered more of a god than a hero.11 In 1944, Arthur Darby Nock
showed that the number of cases of thysia sacrifices in hero-cults was far from
insignificant and suggested that the choice of ritual depended on the purpose
and atmosphere when the sacrifice took place, as well as the disposition
and aspect imputed to the recipients, rather than their identity or supposed
habitat.12 Later works, touching upon hero-cults or upon Greek sacrificial
ritual, often state in passing that thysia sacrifices with dining were more
common in hero-cults than was thought previously, but holocaustic sacrifices
and blood rituals not followed by dining, as well as o¢ferings of meals, are still
regarded as the major rituals used in hero-cults.13 At present, the standard

8 Rohde 1925, 116; Nilsson 1967, 187.
9 Deneken 1886–90, 2506; Foucart 1918, 94–100; Pfister 1909–12, 478–489; Stengel 1920,

141–142; Méautis 1940, 16; Meuli 1946, 195–197; Rudhardt 1958, 264; Brelich 1958, 16–19;
Nilsson 1967, 186.

10 Foucart 1918, 101–106; Pfister 1909–12, 478–479; Rohde 1925, 140, n. 15; Meuli 1946, 197;
Nilsson 1967, 186–187.

11 Stengel 1920, 141–142; Pfister 1909–12, 480–489.
12 Nock 1944, reprinted in Essays on religion, 575–602. Some of the evidence was collected

and already discussed by Ada Thomsen in 1909 (Thomsen 1909).
13 For example, Habicht 1970, 203–204; van Straten 1974, 174; Slater 1989, 487–490; Kearns

1989, 3–4; Kearns 1992, 67–68; Seaford 1994, 114; Scullion 1994, 115; Bruit Zaidman & Schmitt
Pantel 1992, 37 and 179; van Straten 1995, 157–159. Sacrifices to heroes have, in general, received
little attention in the recent work dealing with Greek sacrifices. There is, for example, no study
dealing with hero-cults in any of the three comprehensive collections on Greek ritual, La cuisine
du sacrifice en pays grec (1979, translated into English as The cuisine of sacrifice among the
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view of hero-cult rituals is beginning to be increasingly questioned, but the
traditional notions have recently also been defended.14

Thus, it is clear that three kinds of rituals were used in hero-cults:
(1) animal sacrifice at which the blood was poured out, the meat was
destroyed and no meal was included in the ritual, (2) the presentation of a
table with food o¢ferings, such as cakes, vegetables, fruit and cooked meat,
and (3) animal sacrifice at which the hero’s portion was burnt on an altar,
while the rest of the meat was eaten by the worshippers. There are two
questions of main interest here. First of all, to what extent was each of these
rituals practised in hero-cults and which ritual, if any, can be said to have
been the most prominent in hero-cults? Secondly, why did heroes receive
di¢ferent kinds of rituals? Is the choice of ritual to be explained by the heroes
being connected with the dead and the gods of the underworld or can the
ritual pattern be better understood by being linked to the situation in which
the sacrifices were performed?

The problem with the earlier interpretation of the hero-cult rituals, i.e.,
as consisting mainly of destruction sacrifices, libations of blood and o¢ferings
of meals and more rarely of thysia sacrifices at which the worshippers
ate, concerns both how the evidence has been treated and the theoretical
approach to Greek sacrifices that has been chosen. First of all, studies of
hero-cults have almost exclusively been based on one category of material,
the literary sources. The epigraphical and archaeological material has hardly
been considered at all in this context. Secondly, literary sources of di¢ferent
dates and characters have been mixed indiscriminately and information
derived from later sources has been used to fill in gaps in the knowledge of
the practices in earlier periods. This is indeed tempting, especially since the
Archaic and Classical sources are in many cases less explicit than the sources
of the Roman period. Taken as a whole, the post-Classical sources often use
a more clear-cut terminology and provide definitions of the rituals considered
typical of hero-cults. Finally, the theoretical approach to the heroes and their
cults has been dominated by the understanding of Greek religion as divided

Greeks, 1989), Le sacrifice dans l’antiquité (1981) and Sacrificio e società nel mondo antico
(Grottanelli & Parise 1988).

14 Annie Verbanck-Piérard has challenged the existence of the heroic cults of Herakles and
Asklepios (1989, 1992, 2000), as well as demonstrated the closeness of gods and heroes in the
Attic deme calendars (1998). For critique of other aspects of the common notions concerning
hero-cults, see also Ekroth 1998, 1999, 2000 and 2001. At a seminar on the Olympian-chthonian
distinction, in Gothenburg in April 1997, Robert Parker (forthcoming) proposed a modification
of what constitutes heroic rituals, though still arguing for a distinction between the sacrificial
practices of heroes and of gods.

The validity of the Olympian-chthonian division and its applicability to hero-cults has been
defended by Scullion (1994, 1998, 2000). See also Riethmüller (1996, 1999), maintaining the
importance of holocausts, blood libations and bothroi in the cult of Asklepios.
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into an Olympian and a chthonian sphere, viewed as opposites. Accordingly,
the heroes have been classified as chthonian and linked to the gods of the
underworld and the dead. From this classification follows the assumption of
certain sacrificial rituals.

2. Method and evidence

In order to establish the sacrificial rituals used in hero-cults, I have invest-
igated the information which can be deduced from the epigraphical and
literary evidence. These two kinds of sources have been treated separately,
since each category of evidence poses its own problems. By first separating
the inscriptions from the literary texts and then comparing them, it is to be
hoped that a fuller picture of the sacrifices in hero-cults can be obtained.

My point of departure has been the rituals themselves: what was done
and what terminology was used for these actions? The importance of
concrete rituals in ancient religion has often been undervalued, since we
subconsciously tend to judge the contents of a religion from the Christian
point of view: a religion in which the internal experience is regarded as more
significant than the actual rituals performed and in which the ritual killing of
animals has no place.15

Chapter I consists of a deeper study of some terms usually considered as
being characteristic of hero-cults. The existence of a particular terminology
to describe sacrifices to heroes has commonly been assumed, but it has also
been noted that the use of the terms is not consistent. I have chosen to
concentrate on the terms Çsqára and Çsqarön, bójrov and Çnagízein and
the related nouns Çnágisma, Çnagismóv and Çnagistårion. To understand the
full extent of the relation between these terms and hero-cults, it is necessary
to look into all contexts in which these terms occur, no matter what the
recipient and the date. This is especially important, since the notion of a
particular terminology and ritual for hero-cults is mainly based upon sources
later than 300 BC. An extended investigation of these terms makes it possible
to distinguish whether the meaning and use of these terms have changed and
to what extent the later evidence can be used to throw light on the conditions
of earlier periods.

15 See, for example, Gould 1994, 94–106, on the awareness of Herodotos concerning the
details of sacrificial rituals and the di¢ficulties for anyone brought up in the Christian (and
especially in the Protestant) tradition to grasp the importance of ritual; Durand 1989a, 87–88,
who has studied the killing and butchering of animals in Tunisia in order better to understand
ancient animal sacrifice; on the importance of the practical details of sacrifices, see Vernant 1991,
280–281; cf. Detienne 1989a, 18. On the Christian, especially Protestant, concept of religion
a¢fecting the study of ancient rituals, see Graf 1995, esp. 114; Parker 1996, 79; Sourvinou-Inwood
1990, 302.
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Chapter II deals exclusively with sources no later than 300 BC, in
order to try to distinguish the sacrificial rituals of hero-cults strictly from
the contemporaneous evidence. The chronological span of interest here
is the Archaic to early Hellenistic periods (c. 700–300 BC). Though the
period covered is 400 years, the bulk of the material dates to the 5th and
the 4th centuries. The starting-point around 700 has been chosen, since it
is at the beginning of the 7th century that the earliest traces of hero-cults
have been documented definitely.16 The lower time limit of c. 300 BC has
been set, since a new phase can be distinguished in Greek religion from that
time on, even though tendencies towards this development can be found in
previous periods as well, and there has been a trend in recent scholarship to
underline the continuation of religious practices from the Classical into the
Hellenistic periods.17 In any case, the concept of the hero underwent major
changes in the Hellenistic period and the term heros was more widely used,
since individuals were heroized more frequently and for less clear reasons
than previously.18

Since some of the terms considered as particular to hero-cults are
only, or predominantly, documented in connection with heroes in the
post-Classical sources, a chronological restriction to 700–300 BC seems
particularly useful. This approach is di¢ferent from the one usually adopted
in studies of Greek religion, in which sources of various dates and characters

16 The beginning of the oikist cults, which may have been a source of inspiration for the
hero-cults in the Greek motherland, can be dated to c. 750–680 (see Malkin 1987, 261). In
Greece, the earliest inscribed dedication at the Menelaion (to Helen) is dated to the 7th century
(Catling & Cavanagh 1976, 147–152, c. 675–650; Je¢ferey 1990, 446 and 448, no. 3a, c. 600 for
the inscription), but the activity at the site began already during the 8th century, see Catling
1976–77, 35–36. The tripod dedications in the Polis cave on Ithaka, which begin in the middle
of the 9th century, may be another case of an early hero-cult (see Malkin 1998, 94–199, for
discussion and references). Some of the Iron Age activity at Bronze Age tombs stretches back
to the 9th and even the 10th century, but since there are no written sources to help to clarify
these remains, it is not clear whether they should be considered as being traces of hero-cults or
of tomb-cults (or of an activity of some other kind), see Antonaccio 1995a, passim; Antonaccio
1993, 46–70.

17 See, for example, Sourvinou-Inwood 1995, 199–216, on chaire not being used on funerary
epitaphs before the 4th century BC, since it implied a degree of heroization, deification
or immortality, a concept which gradually spread to the regular dead in the Hellenistic
period. For deifications before Alexander, see Fredricksmeyer 1981, 145–156; Sanders 1991,
275–287; Habicht 1970, 3–16. On private cult foundations, see Wittenburg 1990; Laum 1914.
On euergetism: Gauthier 1985. On ruler cults: Cerfaux & Tondriau 1957; Taeger 1957; Habicht
1970; Price 1984a. On the continuation of the polis religion into Hellenistic times, see Graf 1995;
Mikalson 1998, passim, esp. 315–323; cf. Parker 1996, 280.

18 See, for example Price 1984a, 35; Sourvinou-Inwood 1995, 205–206; Parker 1996, 276;
Herrmann P. 1995, 195–197. On the term heros on gravestones, see Craik 1980, 175–176;
Lattimore 1962, 97–99. Not all these new heroes may have received some form of cult, see
Fraser 1977, 76–81; Foucart 1918, 145–151; for evidence of cult, see Graf 1985, 127–135.
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have been mixed more or less indiscriminately, and it should be viewed as an
experiment to find out, which conclusions concerning the ritual practices can
be reached, on the basis of the Archaic to early Hellenistic material alone.19

The written evidence investigated in chapters I and II includes only
such inscriptions and texts as provide information on how the sacrifices
were performed. Simple mentions of cult places and statues or graves of
heroes have been excluded, as well as allusions to or hints of hero-cults,
which o¢fer no direct description of the ritual.20 The epigraphical material
consists of sacrificial calendars, sacred laws and various kinds of decrees
and generally has a more factual content than the literary sources. The large
body of dedicatory inscriptions to heroes has not been considered, since
they give no direct information on the ritual practices.21 Most of the literary
texts reviewed here are prose texts, such as those by historians, orators and
philosophers. However, poetry, tragedy and comedy also contain references
to sacrifices made to heroes. It is not possible to establish any criteria as
to which kinds of texts should be regarded as the more reliable, but it is
commonly accepted that the information yielded by tragedies and comedies
needs to be treated with a great deal more care than that derived from the
historians.22 What needs to be done in each case is to establish whether
the sacrifice described is of a kind that could have taken place in actually
practised religion or whether it is supposed to be a mythic or epic ritual
meant to di¢fer from the daily reality of the Greeks.

The geographical area that I have chiefly concentrated on covers the
Greek mainland and the islands of the central Aegean, since most of the
cults documented in the sources are to be found in these regions. However,
hero-cults are a phenomenon that occurs in all territories where the Greeks
were present, and examples from outside my main area will be considered
from time to time, since it is impossible, as well as unwise, to set too strict
limits.

19 Cf. Kirk (1981, 62), who cautions against the mixing of Homeric and post-Homeric material,
and Rudhardt (1958, 5–8) who advocates an “internal method”, meaning that ancient Greek
religion is to be understood and explained according to its own concepts and beliefs, i.e., on
the basis of material from a limited period of time. At a later stage, in a separate study, this
investigation of the written evidence will be combined with archaeological material from the
same periods.

20 Tragedy often alludes to hero-cult, see Mikalson 1991, 29–45; cf. Harrison S. 1989, 173–175,
on the particular case of Sophokles and a hero-cult of Philoktetes.

21 Many more heroes than those considered here are known from the written sources, but we
have no knowledge of their cults; see, for example, Kearns (1989, Appendix 1, 139–207), who
lists 298 heroes of Attica, for whom a cult can be attested in only 168 cases.

22 For a discussion on the problems relating to the character of the sources, see Kirk 1981,
61–62; Parker 1983, 15–16; Mikalson 1991, passim; van Straten 1995, 5–9; Johnston 1999, xii
and 7.
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Chapter III is focused in greater detail on each of the four ritual cat-
egories––destruction sacrifices, blood rituals, theoxenia and thysia sacrifices
followed by dining–– the uses of which were established in chapters I and II,
in order to better define the place and function of each kind of ritual in
hero-cults. To do so, the sacrificial rituals have to be put into a wider context,
by relating them to the occurrence of similar rituals both in the cult of the
gods and in the cult of the dead. Of main concern here is the question to
what extent the ritual variations are to be connected with the character of
the recipient or with the situation in which the sacrifice was performed.

Chapter IV, finally, deals with the ritual pattern of hero-cults, locating the
heroes in the Greek religious system from a ritual point of view in relation
to the gods and the dead.

This study concerns heroes in ancient Greece, but the concept of the hero
is not as clear-cut as it may seem at first. A hallmark of Greek religion is the
multitude of recipients of religious attention: not only the pan-Hellenic gods
but a variety of lesser gods, some of which were of foreign origin, while
others were local divinities sometimes connected with physical features such
as rivers or springs. To these can be added heroes, nymphs, Charites and
a number of other divine beings.23 The ancient Greeks themselves do not
seem to have had any clear-cut rules as to what distinguished one group from
another, nor does there seem to have existed any need for strict divisions.
Nevertheless, heroes were distinguished both from the gods and from the
dead, and a modern study dealing with heroes must make clear what is
understood by the term “hero” in its own context. In this study, I have
applied the following definition.24

First of all, a hero is a person who has lived and died, either in myth
or real life, or as Rudhardt puts it, le héros naı̂t, il vit, il meurt.25 This is the
main distinction between a god and a hero. He is thus dead and may have a
tomb at one or several locations. The tomb is sometimes the focus of a cult,
but it is not necessary to have the hero’s tomb to start a cult.

23 Of interest here are the divinities actually receiving a cult. The theoretical view of Greek
religion, as represented in the philosophical writings, o¢fers other categories, for example
daimones (see further, p. 193, n. 278) which, although not being worshipped, can be taken
as another sign of the variability of the Greek concept of the divine.

24 In the following pages, when I speak of the hero as “he”, it is a simplification meant to
cover both male heroes and female heroines.

25 Rudhardt 1958, 128. Some heroes, for example, Amphiaraos, did not die an ordinary death
but simply disappeared and they have thus been classified by modern scholars as not being
true heroes (Vicaire 1979, 2–45); on the disappearance of heroes in general, see Lacroix 1988,
183–198; Pfister 1909–12, 480–489. However, in my view, the way in which a person ended his
life does not a¢fect whether he should be classified as a hero or not.
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The di¢ference between a hero and an ordinary dead person depends on
the relationship between the recipient and those who are concerned with the
cult. A hero is a dead person who is released from the family. The ordinary
dead have some kind of connection with those presenting the o¢ferings and
tending the tomb, either as a known member of the family or as an ancestor
(even though an ancestor seems in many respects to have been more like
a hero). The cult of the ordinary dead is a private matter, of concern only
to the family. A hero, on the other hand, even though he is a historical
person, is not connected with the family but belongs to the public sphere.
Families and private persons worship heroes, but they are mainly of concern
to the community or groups of the community and are worshipped on a more
o¢ficial level than the ordinary dead.26

Furthermore, I consider the hero to be a local phenomenon. Many
heroes are known to have been worshipped at only one location, but several
heroes received cult at a couple of sites. The important fact for my purpose
here is that the cult is not spread over the entire Greek territory, like that
of the gods. Herakles, the Dioskouroi and Asklepios are examples of heroes
whose cult became so widespread that they must be considered as belonging
to a di¢ferent category. The ancient view of these deities seems to have been
that, even though they were once mortal men who died, they had o¢ficially
been transformed into gods.27

Finally, the denomination. It is clear from the ancient evidence that often
no sharp line was drawn between the divinities called heroes and those called
theoi and a hero could sometimes be called a god (theos) or become a god
permanently.28 It has been suggested that some heroes started out as gods
originally, but that process is less clearly defined in the ancient sources.29

26 A further distinction between a deceased person and a hero is that the latter was known to
appear on earth and to interfere with the living, mainly in a beneficent manner (see Hdt. 6.117;
Hdt. 8.37–39; Paus. 1.15.3). On the ghosts of the dead interfering with the living, see Johnston
1999, 36–81.

27 That Herakles was more of a god than a hero seems to be the opinion of many ancient
sources (Xen. An. 6.2.15; Isoc. Philip 33). The latest modern work on the nature of Herakles
considers him more as a god than as a hero (see Verbanck-Piérard 1989, 43–64; Verbanck-Piérard
1992, 85–106; Woodford 1971, 212–213). Dioskouroi: Farnell 1921, 193–228; Burkert 1985,
212–213; Hermary 1986, 591. Asklepios: Edelstein & Edelstein 1945, 1–138; Aleshire 1989, 26
with n. 7; Burkert 1985, 214–215; Verbanck-Piérard 2000, 301–332.

28 The athlete Theogenes from Thasos is often called theos in the sources (most of which are
of Roman date); see, for example, Paus. 6.11.2–9; Bernard & Salviat 1962, 594, no. 15; Bernard
& Salviat 1967, 579, no. 26; cf. Pouilloux 1994. The Heros Iatros from Athens is designated as
theos in IG II2 839 (221/0 BC): heros in this case seems to have functioned more as a name or
a title. Cf. the cases of the theos Hypodektes (IG II2 2501) and the heros Egretes (IG II2 2499)
discussed below, pp. 148–149.

29 Usener 1896, 252–273; Burkert 1985, 205–206.
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Some characters classified as heroes according to my definition are called
theos, as well as theos and heros, in the epigraphical and literary sources.
These heroes are still included here, if the worship is not pan-Hellenic and
they are considered as dead.30

To sum up, my definition of a hero is that he is dead and receives
worship locally on a more o¢ficial level than the ordinary dead. A hero can
be called theos occasionally but still be a hero. From this definition, it follows
that the heroes, as I see them, are a mixed lot, which includes mythological
and epic characters, famous historical persons, the more anonymous war
dead and characters known only from cult contexts. The sacrificial ritual,
and the terminology used to describe it, do not have any direct bearing on
whether a recipient of cult should be classified as a hero or not.

30 Furthermore, the use of the term heros itself is not always helpful, since its meaning
varied greatly between di¢ferent contexts and periods. In Homer and Hesiod, heros is used
for a warrior, prince or nobleman, but never for a recipient of cult (see West 1978, 190 and
370–373; for a di¢ferent opinion, see van Wees 1992, 6–8; cf. Hadzisteliou-Price 1973, 129–144;
Hadzisteliou-Price 1979, 219–228; Antonaccio 1994, 389–410). In the Hellenistic and Roman
periods, heros used on gravestones seems to have been an equivalent to “the departed” or “the
deceased” (see above, p. 18, n. 18).



Chapter I

Terms assumed to be related to

hero-cult rituals

In the modern literature on hero-cults, a number of terms have been classified
as being particularly applicable to the sacrifices to heroes. This terminology
is said to express the specific characteristics of the rituals used in hero-cults
and to distinguish them from the sacrifices to the gods, while at the same
time linking the heroes to the cult of the ordinary dead.

Among the terms chosen for a closer study in this chapter are Çsqára,Çsqarön and bójrov, which refer to the altars or sacrificial installations
that were supposedly used in hero-cults. Furthermore, the verb Çnagízein
and its three connected nouns, Çnágisma, Çnagismóv and Çnagistårion, will
be investigated: these terms all refer to the sacrificial rituals. The use
and meaning of eschara, escharon and bothros have not been extensively
covered previously.1 Enagizein, enagisma, enagismos and enagisterion have
been studied by Casabona, Rudhardt and Pfister, but the specific connection
between these terms and hero-cults merits further study.2

Other terms have also been considered as being particularly applicable
to hero-cults, for example, entemnein, sphagiazein, holokautein and choai.
These terms will be partly commented upon in Chapters II and III and have
also been the focus of thorough investigations previously.3 From this work,
it is clear that the connection between these terms and hero-cults is not as
prominent as for the terms mentioned above and that they were also used

1 For previous studies, see, for example, Pfister 1909–12, 475–476; Stengel 1920, 15–17;
Rudhardt 1958, 250–251.

2 Casabona 1966, 204–210; Rudhardt 1958, 238–239 and 250–251; Pfister 1909–12, 466–480;
cf. Robert F. 1939, 156–160 and 178–179.

3 Entemnein and related terms: Casabona 1966, 211–229; Rudhardt 1958, 281–286; Stengel
1910, 103–104. Sphazein and related terms: Casabona 1966, 155–196; Rudhardt 1958, 272–281;
Stengel 1910, 92–102. Holokautein: Rudhardt 1958, 286–287. Choai: Casabona 1966, 279–297;
Rudhardt 1958, 246–248; Stengel 1910, 183–185; Citron 1965, 69–70.
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to cover the sacrificial activity in other kinds of cults than hero-cults, either
of the gods or of the departed.

To understand the use and meaning of a term, all the contexts in which
it appears should be investigated. This is the lexical approach formulated
by Benveniste, which has been employed by Casabona and Rudhardt in
their work on Greek religious terminology and the same method has also
been applied by Peirce in her study of iconographical representations of
sacrifices.4

Casabona argues that any study of the terminology should include as
many contexts as possible: si l’on veut conserver le contact avec les réalités,
on se gardera de toute construction qui ne reposerait pas sur une étude
philologique aussi exhaustive que possible.5 Casabona emphasizes that the
terms are inseparable from the notions they convey and that their use and
meaning develop with them. It cannot be taken for granted that the use
and meaning of a certain term in the Classical period was the same as, for
example, during the 2nd century AD.

To be able to test the assumption that the terms eschara, escharon,
bothros, enagizein, enagisma, enagismos and enagisterion were particularly
connected with hero-cults, it is therefore necessary to look into all contexts
in which these terms are found, independently of their date and character.
This means including also sources which are substantially later than 300 BC,
since the connection between heroes and these terms is particularly apparent
in the post-Classical sources.6 The investigation of the whole chronological
span of the use of these terms is especially important, in order to define the
validity of the information derived from later sources for conditions also in
earlier periods and to distinguish whether the use and meaning of the terms
had undergone any changes.

The terms investigated in this chapter are used in sources spanning
more than 1500 years. The inscriptions of interest here date from the
4th century BC to the 4th century AD. On the whole, the epigraphical
material is not abundant, particularly from the Archaic and Classical periods.
It is also of relatively uniform character and there is therefore no need for a
division into more specific groups.

The literary material, on the other hand, is more extensive. The texts
date from the 6th century BC and well into the Byzantine period and to be
able to handle such a considerable period, the sources have been arranged

4 Benveniste 1954, 251; Casabona 1966, vi; Rudhardt 1958, 3–8; Peirce 1993, 219–266.
5 Casabona 1966, 348.
6 The date of the sources used by Pfister (1909–12, 475–476), Stengel (1920, 15–16), Rohde

(1925, 23 and 50, n. 53), Rudhardt (1958, 250–251) and Burkert (1985, 199 and 428, n. 4) to
define eschara as a low and hollow altar particular for hero-cults may serve as an example.
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in three categories depending on their date and character. The first category
consists of sources from the Archaic to early Hellenistic periods, i.e., from
approximately 700 down to 300 BC. The second and third categories are
formed by literary sources dated after 300 BC, but they have been separated,
depending on their character and aim. The second category comprises
post-300 BC sources, which use the investigated terms as something well
understood and still relevant in contemporary society. They date from the
3rd century BC to approximately the 5th century AD. The third category
partly overlaps chronologically with the second and consists of explicatory
sources, which aim at explaining a term or concept, such as the lexica,
the scholia and the commentators on earlier texts. The work of the ancient
lexicographers and commentators is mainly later than the 5th century AD
and some of the sources are as late as the 13th century AD.7 The scholia
are notoriously di¢ficult to date, even for experts; although some of their
contents may go back to the Classical period, they are mainly preserved in
the Byzantine editions, after having passed through the Roman abbreviations
of the Hellenistic hypomnemata.8

1. Eschara and escharon

The word eschara has a variety of meanings. The LSJ gives the follow-
ing explanations:9 (i) hearth, fireplace, pan of coals, brazier, watch-fires,
(ii) sacrificial hearth (hollowed out of the ground and so distinguished from
bomos, structural altar; used especially in hero-worship), frequently used
generally, altar of burnt-o¢fering, (iii) fire-stick, (iv) platform, stand, basis;
grating, (v) scab, eschar, on a wound caused by burning or otherwise, (vi) in
the plural, parts of the female sexual organs.10 In the LSJ supplement of
1996, the religious connotations of the term have been played down. The
explanations given here are, on the one hand, a place for the fire, from
which was derived the meanings “hollow scab”, “hollowed-out wood” and
“external female genitals”, and, on the other, a container for fire, brazier and
fire-basket (not clearly distinguished from the sense “altar”), from which was

7 Harpokration and Pollux date from the 2nd century AD. For the dates of these sources,
see OCD3 s.vv. etymologica, glossa, Harpokration, Pollux, Hesychius, Photius, Suda, Eustathius,
Lexica Segueriana.

8 On the di¢ficulties of dating scholia, see Smith 1981; Erbse 1965, 2723–2725; McNamee
1995; Dear 1931; OCD3 s.v. scholia.

9 LSJ s.v. Çsqára. There are some variants, which have partly the same meaning (cf. LSJ for
references): Çsqárion (diminutive of eschara), Çsqarív (brazier) and its diminutive Çsqarídion.

10 Eschara also seems to be a type of fish (sole?) or sea-food; see Archippos fr. 24 (PCG II,
1991), 5th century BC.
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derived the meanings “grid” and “lattice-work”.11 Escharon is explained as
“a place for a hearth” (LSJ s.v.).

Although the explanations presented above may seem highly diverse,
two common features can be distinguished.12 In the first place, fire is closely
related to an eschara, whether it is a religious installation where sacrifices
are burnt,13 a part of the equipment made out of wood for making a fire,14 a
scab on a wound which has been cauterized to facilitate healing15 or simply
a burn injury.16 Secondly, in most meanings of the term, there can be found
an indication of an eschara being hollow or surrounding something. The
hearth and brazier are by their nature hollow, an altar may have a sunken
area on top, the wooden board used for making the fire has a hole in it,17

and as a medical term eschara can signify a hollow wound on the body.18

The use of eschara in a religious context is not too frequent and the term
is, in fact, mainly found in the medical literature.19 In the modern scholarly
literature, the term has been particularly connected with the heroes, the dead
and the chthonian divinities.20 In these contexts, the term is explained as
an altar used in their cult and it is frequently contrasted with bomos, the
altar for Olympian sacrifices. An eschara is thought to have had a particular
appearance, being low, shaped like a mound and/or hollow, in contrast to a

11 LSJ, Second supplement (1996), s.v. Çsqára; cf. Chadwick 1986; Chadwick 1996, 111–115.
12 Chadwick 1986, 515–523, finds that the meanings diverge widely with no obvious link

between them. He argues that the original sense of the word was “fire-place”, which was later
extended to include the fire-basket, when such a construction had come into use. After this
development, eschara came to be distinct from the hearth, designated by hestia.

13 Ar. Av. 1232.
14 Theophr. Hist. pl. 5.9.7.
15 Arist. [Pr.] 863a; cf. the English term “eschar”.
16 Hippoc. Art. 11.30 and 70; Plato fr. 200, line 4 (PCG VII, 1989).
17 Theophr. Hist. pl. 5.9.7.
18 Ammonios FGrHist 361 F 1b. The form escharios can refer to the construction surrounding

a boat, when it is lowered into the water (Ath. 5.204c). This latter term can also mean “platform”
(Diod. Sic. 20.91.2). The connection between eschara and wooden constructions will be further
discussed below in the section on the epigraphical evidence.

19 For example, Hippokrates and the Corpus Hippocraticum (Art. 11.30, 11.40, 11.60 and
11.70; cf. Kühn & Fleischer 1989, s.v. Çsqárh) and predominantly in Roman or later medical
sources, such as Dioscorides Pedanius (1st century AD), Galenos, Pseudo-Galenos and Aretaios
(2nd century AD), Aëtios and Nonnos (6th century AD), Paulos (7th century AD) and the
Hippiatrica (9th century AD); cf. Durling 1993, s.v. Çsqára and related terms. The non-medical
use is generally rare.

20 Deneken 1886–90, 2496–2501; Pfister 1909–12, 475–476; Foucart 1918, 97; Stengel 1920, 15;
Rohde 1925, 23; Robert F. 1939, 185–187; Rudhardt 1958, 129; Nilsson 1967, 78; Burkert
1985, 199; Burkert 1983, 9, n. 41.
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bomos, which has been considered as being high and well-built.21 The use
of the term eschara for the altar has also been taken as a sign that specific
rituals took place in hero-cults, as well as in chthonian cults in general, for
example, the pouring of the blood of the animal slaughtered into a hole in
the ground and the burning of the entire sacrificial victim.22 At the same
time, it has been noted that the distinctions between eschara and bomos,
both concerning the appearance and the rituals for which they were used,
were not always accurately observed.23 The term eschara could be used
for bomos and in particular for the upper, sunken part of a bomos.24 The
variations in the meaning of the term eschara (a particular kind of altar used
for the heroes and the chthonians, as well as an equivalent of bomos or
simply a hearth used for sacrifices) have led some scholars to question the
distinctions between eschara and bomos and even to suggest that eschara
should be avoided altogether, owing to its lack of clarity.25

Eschara is commented upon in most studies touching upon Greek
religion. The term is usually discussed in connection with heroes and
chthonian cults in general and considered as adequately understood and
documented. In general, it can be said that there is at present a consensus on
a distinction between eschara and bomos as two di¢ferent kinds of altars, each
with a particular appearance and each used for di¢ferent kinds of divinities
and rituals, although there is an awareness of the evidence arguing against
such a division.26

1.1. Epigraphical sources

1.1.1. Eschara

The term eschara is commonly found in the inscriptions, but it is not
immediately obvious what kind of object is meant.27 Is it the altar on which

21 Deneken 1886–90, 2496–2501; Pfister 1909–12, 474–476; Stengel 1920, 15–16; Rohde
1925, 23; Robert F. 1939, 185–189; Yavis 1949, 93–94; Rudhardt 1958, 238–239 and 250–251;
Nilsson 1967, 78; Burkert 1985, 199; Burkert 1983, 9, n. 41.

22 Stengel 1920, 15–16; Rohde 1925, 23.
23 Deneken 1886–90, 2498–2501; Pfister 1909–12, 476; Stengel 1920, 16.
24 Reisch 1907, 614–617; Stengel 1920, 15–16; Robert F. 1939, 185–189; Nilsson 1967, 78.
25 Van Straten 1974, 174 and 185–187; van Straten 1995, 165–167; Reisch, 1907, 616; Stengel

1920, 16.
26 The literary definitions of eschara have been used to identify them in the archaeological

and iconographical material. I have dealt with parts of that evidence elsewhere (Ekroth 1998
and Ekroth 2001) and I hope to treat it more fully in the future. For the iconographical material,
see also van Straten 1974 and van Straten 1995, 165–167.

27 The terms escharidion, escharion and escharis are also found in the inscriptions, but the
meaning seems to be confined to small censers or incense-burners (see Hellmann 1992, 73).
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the sacrifice was performed or the brazier or grill on which some or all
the meat was prepared afterwards? Only a small number of the escharai
mentioned in the inscriptions can be interpreted as being altars, but the
interpretation is complicated by the fact that a hearth, too, could be used
for sacrifices.28

The majority of the escharai mentioned in the inscriptions are found
in the temple inventories from Athens and Delos dating from around the
mid-4th to the end of the 2nd century BC. Frequently, the escharai are listed
with other kinds of metal objects and specified as being of bronze, iron or
even silver.29 A silver eschara was probably not used as a simple hearth but
may rather have been an incense-burner.30 It is possible that all the bronze
and iron escharai were portable hearths.31 In some instances, the context
seems to be connected especially with dining, since in the same section
of the inscription are mentioned cooking-pots, meat-hooks, spits, vessels
for preparing sausages, trays, buckets, kraters, jugs, wine-ladles, strainers,
drinking-vessels, couches, lamps, stands, etc.32 A few of these escharai
are specified as megálh and a¹tóstrofov, the latter, according to the LSJ,
meaning something which rotates.33 These escharai are best interpreted as
grills equipped with an arrangement for placing and rotating the spits and
thus facilitating the grilling of the meat, like a modern Greek gyros or a

28 For example, the sacrifice by Eumaios on the household hearth in Od. 14.420.
29 Escharai of bronze, 4th century: IG II2 120, 46; 1414, 41; 1416, 8; 1424a, 260; 1425, 364;

1440, 53; 1640, 33–34; ID 104–12, 115–116; probably also IG II2 1638, 59; 1639, 1; ID 104, 133;
104–10, 10; 3rd century: IG XI:2 161 B, 124; 199 B, 76; probably also IG XI:2 164 B, 12 and 36;
199 B, 89; 2nd century: ID 1416 A, col. I, 14; 1417 B, col. I, 11; 1442 A, 81; 1452 A, 14; probably ID
439b, 16; 442 B, 173; 443 Bb, 96; 444 B, 11; 457, 22; 1400, 5; 1409 Bc, col. II, 28. Eschara of silver,
4th century: IG II2 1492, 70. Escharai of iron, 3rd century: IG XI:2 161 B, 128; 199 B, 79; 219 B, 74.
The inventories from Brauron also mention escharai (see Peppas-Delmousou 1988, 336). These
were probably simple braziers or grills, since they remained at Brauron, when the more valuable
objects were moved to Athens. An eschara worth two obols (presumably a piece of household
equipment made of terracotta) is mentioned in the Attic stelai, see Amyx 1958, 229–231, Stele III,
line 9; Pritchett 1953, 262.

30 IG II2 1492, 70, eschara of silver. Cf. the silver thymiaterion or escharis, a votive gift by
Boulomaga, mentioned in five Delian accounts from the 3rd century BC: IG XI:2 203 B, 44; 219 B,
52–53; 199 B, 16; 194, 4; ID 1401 a–b, 3–5.

31 Hellmann 1992, 77, interprets all the metal escharai in the Delos inscriptions as braziers or
pans of coal.

32 Escharai occurring in a context with dining equipment: IG II2 1416, 8; 1638, 68; 1639, 1;
1640, 31 and 33–34; ID 104, 143; 104–10, 10; 104–11B, 35; 104–12, 114, all 4th century. In ID
461 Bb, 52 (2nd century), [esch]ara is probably wrongly restored (see Linders 1994, 76, n. 29).

33 IG II2 1638, 68; 1639, 9; 1640, 31; ID 104, 142; 104–10, 10; 104–11B, 35; 104–12, 114; all
4th century; cf. the molubdokrateutaí, lead frames on which a spit turns, mentioned by Poll.
Onom. 10.96 (Bethe 1900–31). Chadwick (1986, 521), suggests that autostrophos possibly meant
that the fire-basket was hinged so that the ashes could be tipped out without moving the base
of the eschara.
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shwarma of the Middle East. None of the escharai listed in these temple
inventories can be interpreted as having functioned solely as altars.

The escharai found in the temple inventories, which form the bulk of
the occurrences of the term in the epigraphical evidence, seem to have
been used as hearths or grills and were in most cases movable. Some
of these may have been employed for sacrifices, but it seems most likely
that they were used for the preparation of food. Before moving on to the
escharai with a stronger sacrificial connection, it should be mentioned that
a completely di¢ferent meaning of the term is also found in the inscriptions.
Eschara could mean simply a grating, with no connection with fire. This
seems to be the meaning of the term in an inscription from Epidauros
dating to c. 370 BC.34 These escharai appear to have been connected
with the subterranean waterworks and were located in the drains of the
water-tanks for cleaning purposes. Another non-religious use of eschara is
found in an early 3rd-century inscription recording the monthly pay-outs
by the temple of Apollon on Delos.35 Here it is mentioned that a certain
Theodemos is paid one drachma and three obols for having made an eschara
of wood, an amount equivalent to one day’s work. A hearth or altar of
wood seems unlikely, since the fire would have consumed the eschara.36

Tréheux suggested that the wood referred to was a base or the feet of an
eschara of terracotta or of metal, while Hellmann interpreted the eschara
as not connected with fire at all, but as some kind of chariot used for the
transportation of stone.37

Few escharai mentioned in the inscriptions can be interpreted as being
altars and even fewer show any connection with hero-cults. The first and
clearest case of an eschara being connected with hero-cults, as well as
referring to an altar or a sacrificial installation, is an inscription from Porto
Raphti, Attica (Fig. 1). It consists of a stone-slab inscribed <Hrakleid÷nÇsqára and is dated to the 4th century BC.38 The topmost part with the
inscription is smooth, while the lower two-thirds are rough. The stone itself

34 Peek 1969, 48, no. 52, lines 15 and 16 = SEG 24, 1969, 277 (re-edition of IG IV2 118 A); for
commentary, see Mitsos 1967, 15.

35 IG XI:2 203 A, 33.
36 ID 1417 A, col. I, 76 (156/5 BC) lists a bwmòn xúlinon among the inventories of the

Thesmophorion, but it is perhaps best interpreted as meaning “wooden base” rather than an altar.
However, Paus. 9.3.7 mentions that at the Daidala festival in Boiotia, a bomos was constructed
of wooden blocks shaped and fitted together like stones. This altar was subsequently burnt.

37 Tréheux 1952, 564–566; Hellmann 1992, 73 and 77, with n. 22. For eschara or escharis as a
sledge for the transportation of stones, see IG XI:2 203 B, 97 and IG II2 1673, 63, cf. discussion
by Clinton 1971, 102; Raepsaet 1984; Orlandos 1968, 21, n. 15.

38 IG II2 4977; Rhousopoulos 1862, 83, no. 84. The stone is 0.49 m high, 0.21 m wide and
0.07 m thick.
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Fig. 1. Horos from Porto Raphti, Attica, bearing the
inscription <Hrakleid÷n Çsqára, 4th century BC, IG
II2 4977. Drawing after Rhousopoulos 1862, 83, no. 84.

is too small to be an altar, but the treatment, as well as the dimensions,
confirm that it is a horos. Nothing is known of the find circumstances. The
stone may have delimited a sacred area where the eschara was located.39

Perhaps the eschara consisted only of a heap of ashes on the ground and
had to be marked by the stone, owing to its inconspicuous appearance.40

Nothing further is known of the cult of the Herakleidai at this particular
location, but they received what seem to have been regular thysia sacrifices,
followed by dining, in both the Thorikos and the Erchia calendars, and they
are also known from other locations in Attica.41

39 Cf. the two 4th-century stelai inscribed >Amfiaráo >Amfilóqo and <Istíhv placed against the
smaller altar (5th century) in the Amphiareion at Oropos, IG VII 421; Leonardos 1917, 39–40,
no. 91, figs. 1–2; Petrakos 1968, 67–68, 96–98, and pl. 19.

40 A small shrine found below the terrace of the Middle Stoa in the Athenian Agora was
marked only by horoi before being fenced in (see Lalonde 1980, 97–105); cf. the four horoi
of the Tritopatreion in the Kerameikos (Brückner 1910, 102–104; Kübler 1973, 189–193; Knigge
1974, 191–192).

41 Thorikos: Daux 1983, 153, line 36; for the reading <Hrakleíd[aiv téleon], see Parker 1984, 59.
Erchia: LS 18, col. II, 42–44. For the Herakleidai at Axione and elsewhere in Attica, see Kearns
1989, 166–167.
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An eschara, as well as a bomos, are mentioned in an inscription from
Kos recording the testamentary foundation by a certain Diomedon, dated
from the late 4th to the early 3rd century BC.42 The object of worship was
Herakles, with the additional name Diomedonteios. In lines 120–130, there is
a small inventory of the sanctuary, in which the founder Diomedon informs
us that “he dedicated two lamp-stands, two lamps of bronze with seven
flames, a square eschara, a krater, a rug, a table, five gilt wreaths for the
statues, two clubs, three gilt incense-burners and one couch, so that all the
holy things will belong to Herakles, as well as a base for the couch and a
trencher (kyklon) of bronze”.43 Farnell suggested that this cult had two kinds
of altars, a bomos and an eschara, which would reflect the duality of the cult
of Herakles as being both a god and a hero.44 This seems unlikely, since
the eschara is mentioned among the inventories and the bomos only in the
section in which the regulations of the sacrifices to Herakles, Hebe, Hera,
Dionysos, Aphrodite and the Moirai are specified (lines 25–36). The objects
listed with the eschara could have been used by the worshippers when
banqueting. However, Herakles receiving food and drink also formed a part
of both his cult and his iconography.45 Since the inventories are specifically
dedicated to Herakles, the eschara is more likely to have been a grill or an
incense-burner, which was part of the theoxenia equipment for Herakles,
than an altar.46

The remaining cases of eschara are not connected with heroes, but
with gods. The first case concerns a group of inscriptions from Lindos,
Rhodes, dated from the late 5th to the 3rd century BC.47 They were found
cut into the rock, downhill from the acropolis towards the main port. Some
of the inscriptions are located near a small naiskos or temple, 9.20 × 5.35 m,
dated to around 700 BC on the basis of pottery evidence.48 Of a total of
40 inscriptions, 21 contain the expression prosqáraiov jusía.49 Blinkenberg

42 LS 177 = Laum 1914, vol. 2, no. 45; cf. Sherwin-White 1977, 210–213. The inscription
falls into three parts of various dates: (1) lines 1–55, c. 325–300, (2) lines 56–68, c. 300 and
(3) lines 69–159, c. 280 (see Sherwin-White 1977, 210, n. 21).

43 For kyklon (line 130) meaning “trencher”, cf. LSA 50, 32.
44 Farnell 1921, 122.
45 This aspect of the cult of Herakles is discussed by Verbanck-Piérard 1992, 85–106.
46 Jameson 1994a, esp. 42–43.
47 Blinkenberg 1941, 899–946, nos. 580–619; some examples were published in IG XII:1

791–804.
48 Blinkenberg 1941, 897–903, stated that among the finds was pottery dating from the PG

period to the 7th century, a Cypriote limestone figurine and other figurines dating to the
6th century. A re-study of the pottery by Sørensen & Pentz 1992, 57, shows that only a few
sherds can be safely dated to the PG or Geometric periods; cf. Dyggve 1960, 462.

49 Blinkenberg 1941, proscharaios thysia: nos. 581, 582, 584–586, 592, 593, 595–597, 600, 601,
605–608 and 610–614.
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took proscharaios to be a Dorian contraction of prò tâv Çsqárav and
interpreted the meaning as a thysia taking place in front of the eschara, which
he understood as a simple altar constructed for the particular occasion.50

Some of the instances of proscharaios thysia are labelled boukopia or
theodaisia: Blinkenberg suggested that the terms referred to sacrifices of
cattle or of meals and named the area of the inscriptions the Boukopion.51

Blinkenberg further argued that the divinity worshipped was Athena, who
received burnt animal sacrifices at the Boukopion and, in accordance with
the literary tradition, unburnt, bloodless o¢ferings on the acropolis.52

According to Blinkenberg’s interpretation, the Lindian inscriptions could
be taken as evidence for the use of eschara meaning an altar in the
epigraphical record. However, there are complications. The rock near some
of the inscriptions was flat and suitable for the slaughter of animals, but
in other cases there was no suitable area nearby for that kind of activity.53

Furthermore, the specification that a sacrifice is to take place in front of the
altar is both puzzling and unusual.54

Recently a new inscription was discovered in the same area.55 The pub-
lisher Kostomitsopoulos agreed with Blinkenberg that proscharaios thysia
could be interpreted as a sacrifice taking place before the eschara and
that eschara in this context would mean an altar on which o¢ferings were
burnt. The meaning of the expression proscharaios thysia would then be a
sacrifice performed in front of the altar for burnt-o¢ferings, i.e., a non-burnt
sacrifice, and be an example of the Rhodian tradition of apyra hiera, the
unburnt, vegetal o¢ferings mentioned by the literary sources (see n. 52).
Kostomitsopoulos found this explanation unsatisfactory for several reasons,
not least the ritual implications, and suggested instead that proscharaios may

50 Blinkenberg 1941, 908; cf. SIG2 no. 626, n. 2.
51 Blinkenberg 1941, 907–909, proscharaios thysia boukopia: nos. 581, 585, 586, 600, 601,

606, 608, 610, 611 and 614; proscharaios thysia theodaisia: nos. 582, 584, 593, 595–597, 605, 607
and 613. A thysia proscharaios ou boukopia is also found, no. 612, as well as the combinations
proscharaios boukopia, nos. 583, 599 and 602 and proscharaios theodaisia, no. 604. For
theodaisia, related to theoxenia, and usually connected with Herakles and Dionysos, see Nilsson
1906, 279–280; Jameson 1994a, 36, n. 5.

52 Blinkenberg 1941, 904–906; Athena is mentioned in inscription no. 615 and possibly also in
no. 616. Literary evidence for unburnt sacrifices to Athena of Rhodes: Pind. Ol. 7.40–49; Diod.
Sic. 5.56.5–6; Philostr. Imag. 2.27.3. Dyggve 1960, 174–180, rejected Blinkenberg’s theory, since
ashes and animal bones were found on the acropolis.

53 Blinkenberg 1941, 907–908.
54 Blinkenberg drew parallels with probomios sacrifices, see LSS 115 A, lines 61, 67 and 68,

and Eur. Ion 376. Probomios can refer both to a sacrifice in front of the altar and to a preliminary
sacrifice; cf. LSJ s.v.

55 Kostomitsopoulos 1988, 122–128 = SEG 38, 1988, 788: Pro(s)qáraio(v) Pratárqou jusíao¹ bokopía; dated to c. 350 BC.
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have no connection at all with eschara. Proscharaios could be temporal
instead of modal and refer to the circumstance that the ritual was performed
on the Proschaireteria or Procharisteria, a day at the end of the winter when
the crops were beginning to grow and sacrifices were performed to Athena
and Kore.56 However, the Proschaireteria or Procharisteria seems to be
known only from Athens and the sources mentioning this festival indicate
a particular connection with the religious situation in Attica.57 If Kostomit-
sopoulos’ explanation of the proscharaios inscriptions is to be followed,
we have to assume that this Ionian festival was also performed on Dorian
Rhodes. Therefore, in spite of the ritual oddity of a sacrifice before an altar,
proscharaios is perhaps to be interpreted as referring to some kind of eschara
in the sense of altar, rather than to a festival.

An eschara of Dionysos is mentioned in four Attic ephebic inscriptions,
ranging from 127/6 to 107/6 BC.58 The context in which the eschara occurs
di¢fers slightly between the four inscriptions. According to IG II2 1006, the
ephebes brought Dionysos from the eschara to the theatre by torchlight,e±sågagon dè [k]aì tòn Diónuson �pò tæv Çsqárav e±v tò jéatron metà fwtóv,
sent a bull to the Dionysia festival and sacrificed it at the shrine at the time
of the procession, Ïjusan Çn [t]÷i °er÷i tæi pompæi. The inscription from
107/6 BC (IG II2 1011, 11–12) states that the ephebes sacrificed (thysantes)
to the god before conducting him from the eschara and that they also
consecrated a phiale worth 100 drs.

This eschara seems to have been a well-known feature in the cult of
Dionysos, since Alkiphron has Menander exclaim in a letter “May it be my
lot always to be crowned with a wreath of Attic ivy and every year to raise
my voice in honour of Dionysos of the Hearth”.59

The procession, eisagoge, mentioned in the inscriptions was connected
with the City Dionysia and seems to have preceded the actual festival, which
began with a pompe.60 The statue of Dionysos Eleuthereus was brought
from his temple at the theatre, on the south slope of the Acropolis, to a
small shrine near the Academy.61 The eschara has usually been thought to

56 Kostomitsopoulos 1988, 125–126; Suda s.v. prosqairhtåria and s.v. proqariståria (Adler
1928–35, P 2851 and 2928); cf. Harp. s.v. prosqairhtåria (Dindorf 1853). Kostomitsopoulos
assigns the small shrine to Athena.

57 Deubner 1969, 17; Parker 1996, 303; cf. Harp. s.v. prosqairhtåria (Dindorf 1853).
58 Reinmuth 1955, 228, line 15, supplementing IG II2 1032 (127/6 BC); IG II2 1006, 12–13

(123/2 BC); IG II2 1008, 15 (119/8 BC); IG II2 1011, 11 (107/6 BC).
59 4.18.16: tòn Çp� Çsqárav ¸mnæsai kat� Ïtov Diónuson (transl. by Benner & Fobes 1949).
60 Deubner 1969, 139–141; Pickard-Cambridge 1968, 59–61; Sourvinou-Inwood 1994, 270.

Pélékidis 1962, 239–246, however, suggested that the procession took place at the Lenaia.
61 Mentioned by Paus. 1.29.2. For a proposed location of this shrine on the road to the

Academy, see Clairmont 1983, 30 and fig. 1.
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have been situated in this sanctuary and the sacrifices mentioned in IG II2

1011 must have taken place here before the god was brought back to the
theatre again.62 Recently, it has been suggested that the eschara mentioned
in the inscriptions should be identified with a low altar near the altar of
the Twelve Gods in the Athenian Agora, which has been considered as
being a typical eschara, owing to its low height.63 This altar was built
at the end of the 6th century BC and its construction has been linked to
changes in the ritual scheme of the City Dionysia during the same period.64

According to the excavators, the altar went out of use in the Hellenistic period
and could therefore theoretically be equated with the eschara of Dionysos
mentioned in the late-2nd-century BC inscriptions. However, a new analysis
of the stratigraphy in the area between the low altar and the altar of the
Twelve Gods indicates that the northern part of the low altar, which is
not preserved, was overlaid in c. 430–420 BC by a wall.65 This seems to
exclude the possibility of the low altar still being visible and in use in the
2nd century BC.66

In any case, judging from the inscriptions, it is clear that the term eschara
in this context refers to an altar, used for sacrifices, which was probably
located in a sanctuary. The term for the sacrificial activity in IG II2 1011 is
thyein and there is no reason to assume that these sacrifices did not include
ritual dining before the ephebes brought Dionysos back to the city for the
actual festival.67

62 Deubner 1969, 141. Nilsson 1951, 212–213, argued that the eisagoge referred to the bringing
of the god by the ephebes from his temple by the theatre into the orchestra. The sacrifices
mentioned in IG II2 1006, 12, on the other hand, were performed in the sanctuary by the theatre
in connection with the pompe.

63 Sourvinou-Inwood 1994, 281–285. Kolb 1981, 44, proposed that the altar in the Agora
belonged to Dionysos Lenaios. For the altar, see Thompson 1953, 43–46; Thompson &
Wycherley 1972, 132; Gadbery 1992, 467–469; Ekroth 1998, 119–120. There is no compelling
reason to label this altar an eschara simply on account of the lack of height (see the discussion
below on the literary evidence for eschara).

64 Sourvinou-Inwood 1994, 280–285 and 287–288.
65 Gadbery 1992, 456, fig. 8, section D-D, 464, n. 41 and 475, pottery lot 380. The northern

part of the low altar and its enclosure were perhaps removed when this wall was constructed.
The wall was built entirely of fragments of re-used poros, which have been thought to have
originated from the original altar of the Twelve Gods (see Crosby 1949, 95) but which may stem
from the dismantled low altar.

66 Cf. Mikalson 1998, 246–247, on the question whether these ephebic inscriptions reflect the
5th-century Dionysia or the conditions of the Hellenistic period.

67 Gow 1912, 237–238, and Ridgeway 1912, 138, connected the eschara with heroes and
traced a reminiscence of hero-cult in the Attic theatre, since Dionysos is called heros in a cult
hymn cited by Plut. Quaest. Graec. 299b. This passage is far from uncontroversial (see Brown
1982, 305–314, for the latest review of previous scholarship on the “heros Dionysos”). Brown
concludes that there must have been some error in the transmission of the text.
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A fragmentary inscription dating to c. 200 BC from Priene concerning
the sale of the priesthood of Poseidon Helikonios mentions a [ – – – °er]ànÇsqá[ran – – – ], unfortunately without su¢ficient context to establish more
precisely what kind of eschara this was.68 The restoration of eschara is quite
certain, but the word preceding it does not necessarily have to be °erán. If
the restoration of the eschara as sacred is correct, it is possible that the term
refers to an altar.69 However, the eschara could have been a part of the
kitchen facilities of the sanctuary of Poseidon, as seems to have been the case
in a fragmentary inscription from Smyrna dating from the late 2nd to the early
3rd century AD.70 This text deals with the construction or repair of a hieron,
probably belonging to a cultic association. A mageireîon is mentioned, as
well as an amount of lead, maybe to repair the roof, and finally an eschara
(line 9). Louis Robert interpreted the eschara as a low altar to be used for
sacrifices to chthonian divinities.71 Since the stone is damaged, we cannot
know for certain, but since a mageireion is mentioned, it is more plausible
that the eschara was a regular grill, housed in the kitchen where the sacrificial
meals were prepared, rather than an altar.

From this review of the epigraphical evidence it is clear that the term
eschara was mainly used to designate a hearth or a grill, often portable and
made of metal. Only a handful of the escharai mentioned can be interpreted
as altars of a permanent kind. They form a small and dispersed group
belonging to a range of deities: the Herakleidai and Dionysos, and possibly
Athena and Poseidon. The Herakleidon eschara inscription is interesting for
several reasons. It is the only evidence for a connection between heroes
and escharai in the epigraphical record. Furthermore, the inscription is the
earliest epigraphical mention of an eschara likely to refer to some kind of
altar or sacrificial installation (4th century BC), since the interpretation of the
Lindian rock-cut inscriptions as alluding to escharai remains doubtful.

These escharai/altars also had di¢ferent appearances. That of the
Herakleidai was perhaps simply an ash-heap marked by a horos, while the
eschara of Dionysos was placed in a sanctuary and may have been more
monumental. If the inscriptions at the Lindian acropolis refer to escharai,
these consisted of the bare rock or were constructed of loose stones for the
occasion.

68 Hiller von Gaertringen 1906, no. 202:8, line 37.

69 According to Kleidemos (FGrHist 323 F 1), Poseidon Helikonios had an eschara at Agrai,
Athens.

70 Petzl 1987, no. 737, line 9; Robert L. 1939, 193–197, no. 10, line 9.
71 Robert L. 1939, 194.
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1.1.2. Escharon

The term Çsqarön occurs only in inscriptions from Delos, a total number of
13 cases, dating from the early 3rd to the mid-2nd century BC.72 Fernand
Robert argued that escharon was to be understood as a large eschara.73 The
word is usually explained, owing to the value of the locative su¢fix -ön, as
being a place where an eschara is to be found or housed.74 The escharones
must be understood as rooms or buildings, owing to the constructions or
restorations mentioned in the inscriptions. Roofs were built with reeds or
tiles, new doors were installed and the area was occasionally cleaned.75 An
escharon must have contained some kind of hearth or fire, eschara, which
could have been used for sacrifices, but also for preparing meals either in
religious or more profane contexts.

Most of the escharones mentioned in the inscriptions cannot be connec-
ted with any particular building or sanctuary. Those which are identified or
for which it is possible to suggest an identification, are found at di¢ferent
locations: the Archegesion, the Dioskourion and the Sarapeion C (see Ta-
ble 1).76 Of major interest is the escharon situated in the Archegesion, since
this was the sanctuary of a hero, Archegetes or Anios. IG XI:2 156 A, 23–24
(early 3rd century), mentions the construction of the wall of the escharon in
the temenos of Archegetes (o±kodom]åsanti tòn toîqo[n t]oû Çsqar÷nov toûÇn t÷i teménei toû >Arqhgétou).77

The excavation of the Archegesion has revealed that the sanctuary
consisted of two structures: to the west, a walled, rectangular courtyard
with a peristyle, in the centre of which was found a heap of ashes, and
to the east, an oblong building divided into a series of rooms (Fig. 2).78 The

72 IG XI:2 144 A, 61, 96 and 99; 156 A, 23; 199 A, 103; 287 A, 76; ID 409 A, 12; 440 A, 82; 1400, 4;
1409 Ba, col. II, 26; 1416 A, col. I, 36; 1417 B, col. I, 37; 1452 A, 29.

73 Robert F. 1939, 190; Robert F. 1952, 48.
74 Cf. LSJ s.v.; Hellmann 1992, 76; Roux 1979, 115, with n. 25 on the locative su¢fix -ön;

Schulhof (1908, 39–40) argued that, judging by the context, escharon must be a building or
a part of a building, but that it was possible that escharon was a type of sca¢folding with no
connection with a hearth; cf. IG II2 1672, 308, Çsqareîon, and the discussion of eschara in the
sense of a wooden construction, supra, p. 29, n. 37.

75 Roof tiles or reeds for an escharon: ID 440 A, 82; IG XI:2 144 A, 61; new doors: ID 409 A, 12;
cleaning: IG XI:2 287 A, 76; cf. Hellmann 1992, 76.

76 For the Archegesion and the Dioskourion, see below. Sarapeion C: ID 1416 A, col. I, 36;
1417 B, col. I, 37; 1452 A, 29. For the suggestion of the location of the escharon in this sanctuary,
see Vallois 1944, 88–92; cf. Roussel 1916, plan III, building Z.

77 For the restoration by Ph. H. Davis, see Hellmann 1992, 73.
78 Robert F. 1953, 13–23; Daux 1962, 959–963; Daux 1963b, 862–869; Bruneau 1970, 424–426;

Kuhn 1985, 227–232; Guide de Délos3 1983, 200–201, no. 74; Ekroth 1998, 120–121. For the
inscribed sherds from the sanctuary, some carrying the inscriptions >Arqhgéthi or >Arq(hgétou),
see ID 35. The first phase of the sanctuary dates to c. 600 BC: both structures were extended
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Table 1

Instances of eschara and escharon in the epigraphical sources.

Term Recipient Source Date

Çsqára Herakleidai, Attica IG II2 4977 4th century BC

Çsqára?
Poseidon Helikonios,
Priene

Hiller von Gaertringen
1906, no. 202:8, 37 c. 200 BC

Çsqára Dionysos, Athens
Reinmuth 1955, 228,
line 15 127/6 BC

Çsqára Dionysos, Athens IG II2 1006, 12 123/2 BC

Çsqára Dionysos, Athens IG II2 1008, 15 119/8 BC

Çsqára Dionysos, Athens IG II2 1011, 11 107/6 BCprosqaraíov
(Çsqára?)

Athena at Lindos,
Rhodes

Blinkenberg 1941, 899–900
(for the nos. see p. 32, n. 51)

Late 5th to early
3rd century BCÇsqarön Archegetes, Delos IG XI:2 156 A, 23 Early 3rd century BC

Çsqarön Dioskouroi, Delos IG XI:2 144 A, 61 303 BC

Çsqarön Sarapis, Delos ID 1416 A, col. I, 36 157/6–156/5 BC

Çsqarön Sarapis, Delos ID 1417 B, col. I, 37 157/6–156/5 BC

Çsqarön Sarapis, Delos ID 1452 A, 29 c. 140 BC

Eschara has been included only when it is possible that the term refers to an altar. Instances of
escharon in which the recipient is unknown have not been included.

ash-heap, usually interpreted as an ash-altar, has generally been identified as
the escharon.79 The functions of the two structures are di¢ficult to discern in
detail, since the sanctuary awaits its full publication. Animal sacrifices may
have taken place in the courtyard with the ash-altar, where the worshippers
could have watched the rituals from the peristyle.80 Apart from the ash-heap,
a rectangular construction in the western part of the courtyard may also
have served as an altar or a bench for the deposition of votives or of food
o¢ferings, or perhaps for the carving of meat.81 Since the rooms in the
oblong building were equipped with drains for cleaning the floors, they were

in the early to middle 5th century and underwent further changes in the Hellenistic and Roman
periods.

79 Robert F. 1953, 22; Bruneau 1970, 424; Hellmann 1992, 76. The date of the ash-altar is
di¢ficult to ascertain, but it seems to have been late Hellenistic or rather Roman (see Bruneau
1970, 424; Daux 1963b, 865).

80 Kuhn 1985, 229–232; sheep bones were found in the ashes (see Bruneau 1970, 428). A
banquet relief dedicated to Anios shows the reclining hero being approached by a man and his
servant leading a ram (see van Straten 1995, R154; Bruneau 1970, 428, pl. 5:2; for the inscription,
see Butz 1994, 78, n. 4). For the prohibition on xenoi entering the courtyard, see Butz 1994 on
ID 68.

81 For this construction, see Daux 1962, 960; Bruneau 1970, 425; Ekroth 1998, 121, fig. 1.
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Fig. 2. Plan of the Archegesion, Delos. Modified after Robert F. 1953, 11, fig. 1.

probably dining-rooms and have been identified with the oikoi mentioned
in a mid-3rd-century inscription.82 The peristyle of the rectangular courtyard
may also have been used for ritual dining: it had a drain in the south-western
corner and among the finds were a large number of drinking cups, as well
as an obelos of iron.83

The escharon in the Dioskourion is mentioned in IG XI:2 144 A, 61
(303 BC). The identification of the sanctuary with the complex no. 123
has been accepted by most scholars.84 Roux suggested that the escharon
should be identified with the Temple A and that this building was the same
one as the hestiatorion and the naos mentioned in other, later inscriptions
concerning the Dioskourion.85 He further argues that the main function of
this structure was to serve as a dining-hall, equipped with tables and couches,
and that the designation of this building varied through time, though the
function remained the same.86

82 Kuhn 1985, 228–229. Oikoi: IG XI:2 287 A, 107–108; Bruneau 1970, 425 with n. 3. The same
inscription also mentions an oikos (line 109) which has been identified with an enclosure in the
south-eastern corner of the rectangular courtyard (see Bruneau 1970, 424–425).

83 Daux 1962, 960. The carbonized sheep bones found in the ash-heap and a deposit of
sea-shells (oysters, mussels) may be the debris from dining (see Daux 1963b, 865 and 863,
fig. 3; Bruneau 1970, 428).

84 Robert F. 1952, 5–50; Roux 1981, 43; Guide de Délos3 1983, 258–260, no. 123. Bruneau
1970, 383–385, is doubtful.

85 Roux 1981, 41–55. Hestiatorion: IG XI:2 161 A, 97 (279 BC); naos: ID 461 Ab, 32 (169 BC).
86 Roux 1981, 53–55; cf. Bergquist 1990, 46–49.
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The confinement of the term escharon to Delos seems to indicate that it
was a local term for a place or building housing some kind of fire or hearth.
Structures containing hearths found in sanctuaries are usually understood as
dining-rooms, hestiatoria, and the escharones in the Archegesion and the
Dioskourion can both be interpreted as having been used for that kind of
activity. The term escharon could thus be taken as a Delian term for a
hestiatorion. A further indication of escharon meaning a dining-hall may
be found in two inscriptions recording the inventories stored in the Oikos
of the Andrians. Here are listed various objects that have been brought
from the Escharon.87 The location of this Escharon is unknown and it is
di¢ficult to judge how many of the objects following this heading should
actually be considered as having been brought from that location. Some
of the objects listed, however, such as a rhyton, cauldrons, escharai (here
probably referring to portable hearths or grills) and cooking pots, are suitable
equipment for a building used for dining.88

1.2. Literary sources

1.2.1. Eschara in the Archaic to early Hellenistic sources

In Homer, eschara is used for the household hearth and never as referring to
an altar. A sacrifice can be performed on the hearth of the house, however,
as Eumaios does in the Odyssey in connection with a meal.89

The earliest instances of eschara meaning purely an altar are to be found
in Aischylos, Sophokles, Euripides and Aristophanes (Table 2).90 By this
period, the term had taken on a more specific meaning, apart from that of a
hearth and a place for the fire. It has been suggested that the language of the
tragedians was a special case, since the words used in drama may have been
deliberately chosen to echo a mythical past or at least to be more venerable
than contemporaneous Greek.91 Even if that was the case and the language
of the poets was likely to have been more varied and to have contained more

87 ID 1400, 4 (between 314 and 166 BC); 1409 Ba, col. II, 26 (166–145 BC).
88 ID 1400, 4–6; 1409 Ba, col. II, 26–29. Other objects are of a di¢ferent nature: hydria with

metal voting ballots, a small stele and ingots.
89 Od. 14.420. A Linear-B tablet from Pylos mentions an e-ka-ra, taken by Ventris & Chadwick

(1973, 499, Py 237) to refer to a portable hearth or brazier. See also Casevitz 1988, 58–59, for
the earliest uses of the term.

90 Euripides also uses eschara for the household hearth, for example, Cyc. 384 and El. 801.
An unidentified choral lyric fragment mentions the Pythian god at Delphi by the escharai (see
Page 1962, Fragmenta adespota, Fr. 991).

91 Rudhardt 1958, 6; cf. Reisch 1907, 614.
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Table 2

Instances of eschara in the Archaic to early Hellenistic literary sources.

Term Recipient Source Date

Çsqárai Apollon Adespota fr. 991 (Page 1962) Archaic

Çsqára Apollon Aesch. Pers. 205 5th century BC

Çsqára Erinyes Aesch. Eum. 108 5th century BC

Çsqárai – Soph. Ant. 1016 5th century BC

Çsqára – Soph. fr. 38 (Radt 1977) 5th century BC

Çsqára – Soph. fr. 730 (Radt 1977) 5th century BC

Çsqárai The gods Eur. Alc. 119 5th century BC

Çsqárai Apollon Eur. Andr. 1102 5th century BC

bwmoû Çsqára Apollon Eur. Andr. 1138 5th century BC

Çsqára Apollon Eur. Andr. 1240 5th century BC

Çsqára Zeus Eur. Heracl. 121 5th century BC

Çsqára Zeus Eur. Heracl. 127 5th century BC

Çsqára Zeus Eur. Heracl. 341 5th century BC

Çsqára Zeus Eur. HF 922 5th century BC

bömioi Çsqárai – Eur. Phoen. 274 5th century BC

Çsqárai Apollon Eur. Phoen. 284 5th century BC

Çsqárai Demeter and Kore Eur. Supp. 33 5th century BC

Çsqárai Demeter Eur. Supp. 290 5th century BC

Çsqára Apollon Eur. Supp. 1200 5th century BC

Çsqárai Daimones Eur. fr. 628 (Nauck 1889) 5th century BC

Çsqárai Olympian gods Ar. Av. 1232 5th century BC

Çsqára – Xen. Cyr. 8.3.12 4th century BC

Çsqára Demeter and Kore Dem. [In Neaer.] 116 4th century BC

Çsqára – Lycurg. fr. 6.10 (Conomis 1970) 4th century BC

Çsqára Poseidon Helikonios Kleidemos FGrHist 323 F 1 4th century BC

Only cases in which the term is used in a religious context have been included.

unusual words than prose texts, the meaning of the term eschara must still
have been intelligible to the audience.92

92 For the variations in language between di¢ferent classes of evidence, see Parker 1983, 13–14
and supra, p. 19, n. 22.
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There is no support in the tragedies and comedies for the notion that
eschara was particularly connected with heroes. In fact, it is not possible
to connect eschara with any particular kind of divinity. Furthermore, the
distinction between eschara and bomos as two types of altars used for
di¢ferent kinds of rituals is not reflected in the 5th-century sources.

A closer look at the usage of eschara shows that in several cases the
same altar is called both eschara and bomos, as well as thymele in one
instance.93 The choice of term is not connected with the part of the drama
in which it occurs, since eschara is found in both the regular text and the
chorus parts. Since the terms could be used interchangeably, the variations in
terminology may rather be explained by a wish to avoid repetitious language
or as being demanded by the metre. A further indication of the connection
between eschara and bomos is the addition of the adjective bomios, meaning
“of an altar”, to the eschara.94 If an eschara could be a part of a bomos, it is
less likely that it also formed a separate category of altar.

Only in one case, in the Antigone of Sophokles (1016), are bomoi
and escharai mentioned side by side. Considering the variations in the
denominations of altars in the dramas, this single instance should not
necessarily be taken as an indication that the two words corresponded to
two types of altar. The context in the Antigone is Teiresias’ complaint that
the town’s altars are full of the flesh of the unburied son of Oidipous, brought
there by birds and dogs (1016–1018). Altars covered with this type of filth
constituted a grave situation, and the poet may have wanted to underline the
fact that it included all the altars in the city and thus chose to use two words
instead of one to emphasize his point. In any case, there is no indication
that these escharai and bomoi belonged to di¢ferent divinities or were used
for di¢ferent kinds of rituals.

If we continue with the question to whom the escharai were dedicated
or in whose cult they were used, it is clear that there is a broad variety, which
does not include the heroes. The Olympian gods as a group could receive a
sacrifice on an eschara.95 Apollon, Zeus, Demeter and Kore are specifically

93 Eur. Heracl.: eschara 121, 127 and 341, bomos or its derivatives bomios or probomios 33, 61,
73, 79, 124, 196, 238, 249 and 344; Supp.: eschara 33 and 290, bomian 93 and thymele 65; HF :
eschara 922 and bomos 974. Aesch. Pers.: eschara 205, the same altar as the bomos in line 203?

94 Eur. Phoen. 274.

95 Eur. Alc. 119; Ar. Av. 1232.
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named.96 The daimones and the Erinyes also have escharai.97 It may have
been a pure coincidence that just these particular divinities had an eschara
or there may have been something inherent in their character or cult that
made the poet choose this term to designate the altar. The first explanation
seems more plausible, since, in some cases, the escharai of these divinities
are also called by other terms.

There is no pattern indicating that any particular rituals were connected
with the use of the eschara. In most cases, there is no information on what
kinds of sacrifices the eschara was used for, since this is just mentioned in
passing or the eschara was being employed for a type of activity di¢ferent
from sacrifice, such as supplication. In any case, there is a certain amount
of variation in the rituals performed on or at the eschara. Some of the
sacrifices performed or alluded to appear to have been regular thysiai, i.e.,
the burning of the god’s portion followed by the consumption of the meat by
the worshippers.98 The burning of the god’s portion is especially clear from
Aristophanes’ Birds (1231–1233). Iris is about to urge mankind to sacrifice to
the Olympian gods and slay sheep on the escharai used for hecatombs and
fill the streets with sacrificial smoke: júein toîv >Olumpíoiv jeoîv mhlosfageînte boujútoiv Çp� Çsqáraiv knisân t� �guiáv.99

A sacrifice to purify the house after a murder takes place on the eschara
of Zeus, but later in the passage the same altar is called bomos and the
ritual that follows has the components of a thysia sacrifice.100 The use of the
term eschara for the altar of Zeus may depend on the circumstance that this
altar, being the house-altar of Zeus, formed the centre of the house and in
that aspect had a function related to the hestia.101 In the Suppliant Women
by Euripides (1196–1202), Athena instructs Theseus on how to perform an
oath sacrifice in a tripod placed next to the eschara of Apollon at Delphi.
However, the eschara itself is not used for the ritual, only the tripod.

The only cases in which a clearly di¢ferent kind of sacrifice is being
performed on an eschara are the wineless libations (choai aoinoi and

96 Apollon: Aesch. Pers. 205; Eur. Andr. 1102, 1138 and 1240; Eur. Supp. 1200; Eur. Phoen. 284.
Zeus: Eur. Heracl. 121, 127 and 341; Eur. HF 922. Demeter and Kore: Eur. Supp. 33 and 290
(only Demeter).

97 Daimones: Eur. fr. 628 (Nauck 1889). Erinyes: Aesch. Eum. 108. The escharai which Athena
promises the Eumenides in Aesch. Eum. 806 seem to refer to household hearths, rather than to
altars used for sacrifices.

98 Eur. Alc. 119–121; Eur. Andr. 1100–1103.
99 For the translation of bouthytos as “for hecatombs”, see Casabona 1966, 140–142.

100 Eur. HF 926–930.
101 In Eur. Heracl. 121, 127 and 341, the supplicants have gathered around an altar of Zeus in

his sanctuary. The hestia of the house could also be used for the same purpose (see Nilsson
1967, 78).
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nephalia meligmata) and the nightly deipna that Klytaimnestra has sacrificed
to the Erinyes in order to seek revenge (Aesch. Eum. 106–109). This is a
sacrifice removed from the sphere of the thysia and does not include any
collective dining. It is questionable, however, whether the mention of the
eschara in this case should be explained by the fact that this was a particular
kind of sacrifice, since the escharai could also be used for regular thysiai.
Moreover, in the Persians (202–204), Atossa sacrifices pelanos on a bomos
to the powers that avert evil, apotropoi daimones, a sacrifice similar to that
made by Klytaimnestra.

Thus, it is clear that the tragedians and Aristophanes do not connect
eschara with a particular kind of divinity or with it being used for a special
type of ritual. In what sense do they use the term? In most cases, it is the
equivalent of an entire altar that is referred to, since sacrifices are performed
on the eschara and the same sacrificial installation is also called bomos.
More specifically, the term seems to have meant the upper part of the
altar where the fire was kept, since the texts speak of bwmoû Çsqára andbömioi Çsqárai.102 This area was the most important part of an altar and the
denomination eschara would then function as a pars pro toto. It is useful to
remember that one of the original meanings of bomos, besides “altar”, was
“base”.103

The relationship between eschara and bomos and how the terms could
be used to vary the text are well illustrated by Euripides’ Andromache
(1085–1165). The context is the killing of Neoptolemos in Delphi and the
passage contains references to eschara and bomos as altars. The eschara
mentioned has sometimes been assumed to refer to an altar situated inside
the temple of Apollon, since Pausanias was there shown the hestia where
Neoptolemos was killed, next to the iron chair of Pindar (10.24.5). If the text
of Euripides is read carefully, it is clear that Neoptolemos moves between
various spots during the tragic event. A neat explanation of his whereabouts
has been o¢fered by J. Pouilloux and G. Roux.104 Neoptolemos arrives at the
escharai mentioned in line 1102 in order to sacrifice. According to Pouilloux
and Roux, this altar must be understood as situated in front of the temple.
Then Neoptolemos enters the temple and is performing a sacrifice (1113)
when he is attacked and withdraws to the entrance and climbs the bomos in
front of the temple (1123). He makes his impressive Trojan jump from the
top of this altar, the bomou eschara (1138). Finally he returns into the temple
and is killed beside an altar, bomos, situated there (1156). Euripides may very

102 Eur. Andr. 1138; Phoen. 274.
103 Od. 7.100; Chantraine 1968–80, s.v. bwmóv; Casevitz 1988, 57–58.
104 Pouilloux & Roux 1963, 102–122. For the interpretation that Neoptolemos was killed by the

hestia inside the temple, see Fontenrose 1960, 213–218.
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well have used the extant topography of the Delphi of his own time, when
he wrote the tragedy. If one interprets the text with this in mind, the eschara
must refer to an altar where the present altar of the Chians is standing. The
two mentions of eschara fit the picture well. In the first instance (1102), the
term escharai refers to the whole altar in front of the temple where the sheep
are to be sacrificed, while in the second passage (1138), the bomou eschara
is the part of the altar that Neoptolemos jumps from, i.e., the upper part,
where the fire was to be placed.

An eschara of Apollon at Delphi also occurs in the Suppliant Women
(1200). Here an oath is taken by the Argives, and the throats of three sheep
are cut above a tripod placed next to the eschara. It is unlikely that a sacrifice
of this kind would take place inside the temple. Thus the eschara must refer
to an altar situated outside the temple, presumably at the same location as
the altar of the Chians.

The remaining passages, dating to before 300 BC, in which eschara is used
are more di¢ficult to grasp, since the term occurs only once in each text and
some of these have been preserved only in a heavily abbreviated form.

A speech ascribed to Demosthenes mentions the eschara of Demeter
and Kore in the courtyard at Eleusis, where the hierophant Archias sacrificed
(°ereîon júseien) during the Haloa festival, although animal victims were
prohibited on that occasion and it was the priestess who was to perform
the sacrifice.105 It is possible that the eschara in the Demosthenic speach
is the same as the escharai mentioned by Euripides (Supp. 33 and 290).
Lykourgos apparently used the term eschara in his speech concerning a
priestess, presumably that of Athena Polias, but nothing further is known of
the context in which the term was mentioned.106 Kleidemos, briefly quoted
by a much later source, mentions an eschara of Poseidon Helikonios at Agrai,
in the Ilissos area at Athens.107

105 Dem. [In Neaer.] 116. This eschara has often been identified with a Roman construction
of brick; see Clinton 1988, 72 with n. 35; Scullion 1994, 113, n. 124; Mylonas 1961, 168–170;
Kourouniotes 1936, 41–42. Earlier remains on the same spot consist of a 6th-century, polygonal
wall and part of a curved wall (8th–7th century BC?), neither of which seems to have had a
function similar to the Roman construction, see Mazarakis Ainian 1997, 96 and fig. 183, who
suggests that the curved wall may have been part of a peribolos or temenos enclosure.
106 Lykourgos fr. 6.10 (Conomis 1970), ap. Harp. s.v. Çsqára (Dindorf 1853). Phot. Lex. s.v.Çsqára (Theodoridis 1982–98, E 2042), and Suda s.v. Çsqára (Adler 1928–35, E 3242), follow

Harp. but have lumped together Lykourgos and Ammonios. On the identification of the priestess,
see Kunst 1927, 2457.
107 FGrHist 323 F 1 (ap. Anecd. Bekk. s.v. �Agrai [Bekker 1814, vol. 1, 326–327]). For the

identification of the archaeological remains of the sanctuary of Poseidon Helikonios, see Travlos
1971, fig. 154, no. 150, and fig. 379, no. 150.
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Finally, a non-Greek example may be added. In his description of the
sacrificial procession of Kyros, Xenophon mentions a large eschara, topped
with a fire and carried by several men.108 Whether this eschara was used as
an altar or simply as a substantial incense-burner is impossible to tell from
the context.

1.2.2. Eschara in the post-300 BC sources

Most of the later sources mention eschara only once (Table 3). The picture
presented is quite disparate as regards the appearance of the escharai, the
rituals performed and the recipients, but most of the characteristics of the
escharai of the earlier sources can also be traced in the later sources. What
should be noted is that in the post-300 BC literary sources can be found the
first direct connections between escharai and heroes, as well as the notion
that escharai and bomoi constituted two di¢ferent kinds of altars.

The earliest evidence for an eschara as a particular kind of hero-cult
altar is found in Neanthes of Kyzikos (3rd century BC), who is quoted as
saying “bomoi are for the gods and escharai for the heroes”.109 Neanthes
is a good example of how complex the source situation occasionally is. His
information is explicit, but highly abbreviated, and is preserved as quotations
in two stages by later sources.110 It is impossible to tell whether Neanthes
is implying that the distinction in altars also meant a distinction in rituals
between gods and heroes. Still, Neanthes is particularly interesting, since
he is the only literary source before the Roman period making a direct
connection between heroes and escharai.

108 Cyr. 8.3.12.

109 FGrHist 84 F 7: bwmoùv je÷n fhsin, Çsqárav dè �röwn. Neanthes is also quoted by
Eustathius, Od. 6.305 (Stallbaum 1825–26, vol. 1, 255, lines 36–37), as saying “bomoi are for the
daimones and escharai for the heroes”.

110 The quotation from Neanthes comes from his Katà pólin mujiká, an account of the mythical
history of Kyzikos (see Laqueur 1935, 2108–2110). The precise identity of the writings of
Neanthes is unclear and his accuracy is considered as unreliable (see OCD3 s.v. Neanthes;
commentary to FGrHist 84 F 7 by Jacoby, p. 144–149). This particular quotation is preserved
in the Perì Ãmoíwn kaì diafórwn léxewn (abbreviated Ammon. Di¢f.), probably dating to the
1st-2nd centuries AD (see FGrHist 361, commentary p. 83, n. 1). This latter work was originally
written by Herennios Philon and is known in various versions by various authors, for example,
Eranios Philon, Ptolemaios Askalonites and Symeon; see KlPauly 1 (1964), s.v. Ammonios 4;
Neue Pauly 1 (1996), s.v. Ammonios 4; Heylbut 1887, 398, s.v. bwmóv; Tresp 1914, 90–91; Dihle
1959, 1863. The Peri homoion kai diaphoron lexeon was reworked by a certain Ammonios,
probably during the Byzantine period, and this is the version that has been preserved; see
KlPauly 1 (1964), s.v. Ammonios 4; Neue Pauly 1 (1996), s.v. Ammonios 4. For the edition of
this text, see Nickau 1966.
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Table 3

Instances of eschara in the post-300 BC literary sources.

Term Recipient Source Date

Çsqárai Heroes Neanthes FGrHist 84 F 7 3rd century BC

Çsqárai – Kallixeinos FGrHist 627 F 2 3rd century BC

Çsqára Ares Ap. Rhod. Argon. 2.1170 3rd century BC

Çsqára Ares Ap. Rhod. Argon. 2.1175 3rd century BC

Çsqára Ge Olympia Polemon FHG III, 136, F 75 2nd century BC

Çsqára – Ammonios FGrHist 361 F 1a 2nd–1st century BC

Çsqára Alexander Diod. Sic. 18.61.1 1st century BC

Çsqára Zeus Astrapaios Strabon 9.2.11
1st century BC

to 1st century ADÇsqára Jahve Joseph. AJ 3.148 1st century AD

Çsqára Jahve Joseph. AJ 3.149 1st century AD

Çsqára Zeus Herkeios Paus. 4.17.4 2nd century AD

Çsqára – Paus. 5.13.9 2nd century AD

Çsqára Zeus Herkeios Paus. 10.27.2 2nd century AD

Çsqára bwm÷n The gods Diog. Laert. 4.56 3rd century AD

Çsqára – Porph. Abst. 2.36.4 3rd century AD

Çsqára Chthonian divinities
and the heroes Porph. De antr. nymph. 6 3rd century AD

Çsqárai Egyptian gods Heliod. Aeth. 1.18.4 3rd century AD

Çsqára Apollon Pythios, Artemis,
Aphrodite and the Erotes Heliod. Aeth. 4.18.6 3rd century AD

Only cases in which the term is used in a religious context have been included.

Porphyrios (De antr. nymph. 6), a substantially later source, stated that
the Olympian gods had temples and bomoi, the chthonian gods and heroes
escharai, the hypochthonian gods bothroi and megara and the Kosmos
caves and grottoes ( v gàr toîv mèn >Olumpíoiv jeoîv naoúv te kaì Îdhkaì bwmoùv °drúsanto, qjoníoiv dè kaì �rwsin Çsqárav, ¸poqjoníoiv dèbójrouv kaì mégara, oºtw kaì t§ kósmÿ �ntra te kaì spålaia). There is
no mention of di¢ferent kinds of rituals being connected with the various
types of altars and sacred places. In this case, there are no complexities in
the transmission of the text, but, on the other hand, the contents are coloured
by the philosophical climate of the period in which Porphyrios lived. The
hierarchical arrangement of the deities into these specific groups (Olympian,
chthonian, heroes and hypochthonian) is in accordance with the Neoplatonic
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view of the cosmos, formulated in the 3rd century AD, and therefore not
necessarily valid also for earlier periods.111

Most of the post-300 BC sources, however, mention the escharai in
connection with gods: Ares, Ge Olympia, Zeus Astrapaios, Zeus Herkeios
and the gods in general. The eschara of Ares referred to by Apollonios
Rhodios is described as being built of pebbles and used by the Argonauts
for a regular thysia sacrifice of sheep, followed by a meal.112 The Amazons,
when they came to the sanctuary of Ares, were not allowed to sacrifice sheep
and oxen and burn the hiera on this eschara, but only horses, which they
cut up and, apparently, ate (�ll� ²ppouv daítreuon, lines 1174–1177).

The escharai of Ge Olympia and Zeus Astrapaios were both permanent
installations, but there is no information on the sacrifices that took place at
these altars. From the eschara near the temple of Ge Olympia outside the
walls of Syracuse, mentioned by Polemon, a kylix was brought out to sea and
dropped in the water.113 The eschara of Zeus Astrapaios in Athens was used
by the Pythaistai when they watched the sky for signs of lightning.114 The
use of eschara for the altar of Zeus Herkeios, noted previously in Euripides
(HF 922), is found also in Pausanias, when he describes the killing of Priamos
by Neoptolemos.115

The more specific meaning of eschara as the upper part of the bomos,
where the fire is kept, is used by Diogenes Laertios (4.56), in describing
a man beginning desperately to sacrifice when he fell ill and death was
approaching. He feasted the noses of the gods with greasy smoke, fat and
meal broth, not only over the eschara of the bomoi, but also over the
sacred table (o¹ moûnon Çsqárhv ºper bwm÷n te kaì trapézhv knísþ, lípei,julåmasin je÷n Ïdaise �înav).116 Flavius Josephus describes a bronze altar
(bomos) crowned by an eschara resembling a network, through which the

111 On the Neoplatonic view of the cosmos, see Levy 1978, 509–512 and Nilsson 1950,
412–419, esp. 414. On the role of the heroes in the Neoplatonic divine hierarchy, see Rodrı́guez
Moreno 2000, 91–100; Ramos Jurado 2000, 101–110. The division into Olympian, chthonian and
hypochthonian deities (but without any mention of heroes) and their di¢ferent kinds of sacrificial
rituals is laid out in detail in Porph. De phil. 112–121.
112 Ap. Rhod. Argon. 2.1168–1177.
113 FHG III, 136, F 75 (ap. Ath. 11.462b-c). The quote from Polemon by Athenaios is incomplete,

which complicates the understanding of the ritual.
114 Strabon 9.2.11. Proposed locations for this eschara are somewhere on the north-western

slope of the Acropolis (Keramopoulou 1929, 86–92; Dörpfeld 1937, 14–15 and 106–107; Broneer
1960, 59; Travlos 1971, 91) or to the south-east of the temple of Olympian Zeus in the Ilissos
area (Judeich 1931, 386; Wycherley 1959, 68–72).
115 Paus. 4.17.4 and 10.27.2; the later eschara is also called bomos in the same passage.
116 On the meaning of thylemata, see Casabona 1966, 123–124.
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burning fuel fell to the ground.117 Eschara could also be the upper part of
a hestia, as in Heliodoros (Aeth. 4.18.6). For lack of a proper altar, a priest
lights tän ... Æstían Çsqáran to be used as a bomos and burns frankincense
at an oath sacrifice when Apollon Pythios, Artemis, Aphrodite and the Erotes
are evoked.118

In the later sources are also mentioned escharai that seem to have been
portable and functioned more or less as incense-burners. Two, gigantic,
gilt escharai of this kind were carried in the pompe of Ptolemaios II in
Alexandria, according to the 3rd century historian Kallixeinos.119 Eschara is
used by Diodorus Siculus to designate an altar on which Alexander’s generals
sacrificed to him as a god after his death.120 This portable eschara, with a
fire, is brought into the tent where the generals are meeting and they burn
frankincense on it. The upper part of an incense altar in the tabernacle at
Jerusalem is called eschara by Flavius Josephus.121

Eschara is thus used for the whole altar and, more particularly, the
upper part of the bomos, as well as for an incense-burner that could be used
for sacrifices. The basic meaning of eschara is still “hearth” or “the place
for the fire”, both of which could be used for sacrificial purposes. In this
context should be considered an interesting piece of information provided by
Pausanias. In discussing the ash-altar (bomos tephras) of Zeus at Olympia, he
compares it with the ash-altar of Hera on Samos, which, he says, is no more
conspicuous than what the Athenians call improvised escharai (a¹tosqedíav>Ajhnaîoi kaloûsin Çsqárav).122 These Athenian escharai mentioned by
Pausanias are likely to have had a religious function, not being just any kind
of hearths or fire-places. It is possible to imagine them as simple altars or sites
for sacrifices, probably not consisting of anything more elaborate than the
remains of the debris from previous sacrifices, just like the ash-altars of Zeus
at Olympia and that of Hera on Samos. These two ash-altars, however, seem
to have been more substantial, since they had been in use for a long time, and
particularly the altar of Zeus had acquired monumental proportions in the
course of time. Pausanias’ statement that the Athenians use the expression
autoschediai escharai for ash-altars of this kind may be taken as an indication
that this was the Athenian terminology for a kind of altar that in other regions

117 AJ 3.149; cf. the use of eschara for a grating in an Epidaurian inscription, Peek 1969, 48,
no. 52, lines 15 and 16.
118 For the use of the adjective Îstiov in the sense tæv Æstíav (particular for Heliodoros), see

Rattenbury, Lumb & Maillon 1960, vol. 2, 30, n. 2; cf. Aeth. 1.30.5.
119 FGrHist 627 F 2, 34; cf. Rice 1983, 118–119 and 171.
120 18.61.1.
121 AJ 3.148.
122 5.13.9.
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would be called a bomos tephras. It is interesting to note that all the other
altars mentioned by Pausanias in the same section are called bomoi, even
though they were made of ashes or, as in one case, of the blood of the
animal victims.123

The use of eschara for a simple kind of altar is probably what is
alluded to by the Athenian Kultschriftsteller Ammonios of Lamptrai (prob.
2nd–1st centuries BC), who wrote a study of altars and sacrifices, Perìbwm÷n kaì jusi÷n, which is preserved only in occasional fragments in
later sources.124 Of particular interest as regards eschara is the information
quoted in the Perì Ãmoíwn kaì diafórwn léxewn,125 where it is stated that,
according to Ammonios, there is a di¢ference between bomos, hestia and
eschara. Ammonios is quoted as saying that “bomoi, on the one hand,
have bases, while eschara is what is established on the ground for regular
use, and the elaborate ones are called hestiai, while megaron is a hestia
enclosed in a building”.126 The original text by Ammonios has probably been
abbreviated and the only thing that can be said definitely is that Ammonios
indicates that there was a di¢ference between bomos and eschara regarding
the appearance. It seems probable that eschara, in this context, refers to an
altar or a location where sacrifices took place, not just a hearth or a place for
a fire.

Considering the information found in Ammonios and Pausanias, it seems
as if eschara could also, at least from the Hellenistic period onwards, refer
to a simple altar, with an appearance di¢ferent from a bomos, particularly
in Attica. A final passage to be mentioned will be found in the Aethiopica
of Heliodoros (1.18.4). The text describes the temple of Isis at Memphis,
where the bomoi and escharai were full of all kinds of animals, dripping
with blood.127 If we are to understand the terms as meaning two kinds of
altars, they were both found in the same temple and received the same kind
of o¢ferings.

123 Paus. 5.13.8–11 and 5.14.8–10. Ash-altars: Olympian Zeus, Olympian Hera and Ge at
Olympia, Zeus at Pergamon and Hera on Samos. Altar of blood: Apollon at Didyma.

124 See FGrHist 361 F 1, commentary p. 118–120; Tresp 1914, 91, fr. 48.

125 1st-2nd century AD, but preserved in a later reworking; see the discussion above, in
connection with Neanthes of Kyzikos, p. 45, n. 110.

126 FGrHist 361 F 1a (ap. Ammon. Di¢f. s.v. bwmóv [Nickau 1966, no. 113]): bwmoì mèn gàr o°tàv prosbáseiv Ïqontev, Çsqára dè � pròv tän biwtikän ginoménh qræsin Çpì gæv, tà dè polutelæÆstíai, tò dè mégaron � periwikodomhménh Æstía, Ïnja tà mustikà tæv Dåmhtrov. Ammonios is
quoted also by Harpokration, Photios and Suda, who give slightly di¢ferent information.

127 This context echoes Soph. Ant. 1016.
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1.2.3. Eschara in the explicatory sources

The division between the later and the explicatory sources regarding the
term eschara is not so self-evident, since some post-300 BC sources, for
example, Neanthes and Ammonios, are only preserved as quotations in an
abbreviated form in explicatory sources. It is interesting to note that the term
eschara is found in a large number of explicatory sources, i.e., this was a
word that needed explanation (Table 4). Many of these sources quote each
other without any comments of their own.

Three major points are made in the explicatory sources: (1) a connection
between eschara and heroes, (2) a polarisation between eschara and bomos
as regards the appearance and mode of construction, and (3) an indication
that the earlier sources did not always use the terms in this fashion. At the
same time, many explicatory sources indicate that there was a certain overlap
in the use of the terms bomos and eschara.

As mentioned previously, the combination of heroes and eschara is first
encountered in the 3rd-century BC historian Neanthes, quoted in the Peri
homoion kai diaphoron lexeon. Ptolemaios of Askalon, a source which can
be dated either to the 2nd century BC or the 2nd century AD, says in hisPerì diaforâv léxewn that the bomoi of the heroes were called escharai.128

This work, however, is probably one of the variants of the Peri homoion kai
diaphoron lexeon, and even if the information given by Ptolemaios di¢fers
in certain aspects from that found in the latter source, it is possible that his
statement also goes back to Neanthes.129 More straightforward is Pollux,
who states that “eschara seems especially to be called that on which we
sacrifice to the heroes”.130 Finally, in a scholion to the Phoenician Maidens
by Euripides, it is said that eschara is mainly the bothros on the ground
where they perform enagizein sacrifices to those going down, while bomos
is that on which they perform thysia sacrifices to the heavenly gods.131 O°kátw Çrqómenoi should probably be taken as referring to the departed, since
katerchomai can mean “to go down to the grave”.132 Even though such a
group could include the heroes, since they were dead, it seems more likely
that it refers only to the ordinary dead.

128 Ptol. Ascal. s.v. bwmóv (Heylbut 1887, 398). For the date, see OCD3 s.v. Ptolemaeus 1.
129 See supra, p. 45, n. 110; cf. KlPauly 4 (1974), s.v. Ptolemaios 4.
130 Onom. 1.7–8 (Bethe 1900–31): Çsqára d� ±dik÷v dokeî mèn ¤de Änomázesjai, Çf� �v toîv�rwsin �pojúomen.
131 Schol. Eur. Phoen. 274 (Schwartz 1887): Çsqára mèn kuríwv Ã Çpì gæv bójrov ÏnjaÇnagízousi toîv kátw Çrqoménoiv; bwmòv dè Çn o´v júousi toîv Çpouraníoiv jeoîv.
132 See LSJ s.v. 1. For the terms bothros and enagizein in this scholion, see below, pp. 71–72

and pp. 114–121.
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Table 4

Instances of eschara in the explicatory literary sources.

Term Recipient Source Date

Çsqára –
Ap. Soph. Lex. Hom. s.v. Çsqára
(Bekker 1833, 78) c. 100 AD

Çsqára – Harp. s.v. Çsqára (Dindorf 1853) 2nd century AD

Çsqára Heroes Poll. Onom. 1.7–8 (Bethe 1900–31) 2nd century AD

Çsqára Heroes
Ptol. Ascal. s.v. bwmóv
(Heylbut 1887, 398)

2nd century BC
to 2nd century AD

Çsqára –
Hsch. s.v. Çsqára
(Latte 1953–66, E 6446) 5th century AD

Çsqára –
Steph. Byz. s.v. bwmoí
(Meinecke 1849) 6th century AD

Çsqára –
Phot. Lex. s.v. Æstía
(Theodoridis 1982–98, E 2025) 9th century AD

Çsqára –
Phot. Lex. s.v. Çsqára
(Theodoridis 1982–98, E 2041) 9th century AD

Çsqára –
Phot. Lex. s.v. Çsqára
(Theodoridis 1982–98, E 2042) 9th century AD

Çsqára –
Suda s.v. Çsqára
(Adler 1928–35, E 3242) 10th century AD

Çsqára – Etym. Gud. s.v. Æstía 1 (Sturz 1818) 11th century AD

Çsqára –
Etym. Magn. s.v. Çsqára
(Gaisford 1848) 12th century AD

Çsqára –
Eust. Il. 10.418
(van der Valk 1979, vol. 3, 101) 12th century AD

Çsqára –
Eust. Od. 6.305
(Stallbaum 1825–26, vol. 1, 255) 12th century AD

Çsqára –
Eust. Od. 7.153
(Stallbaum 1825–26, vol. 1, 270) 12th century AD

Çsqára –
Eust. Od. 14.159
(Stallbaum 1825–26, vol. 2, 68) 12th century AD

Çsqára –
Anecd. Bekk. s.v. Çsqára
(Bekker 1814, vol. 1, 256–257) 13th century AD

Çsqára –
Schol. ad Aesch. Pers. 203
(Dindorf 1851; Massa Positano 1963) –

Çsqára –
Schol. ad Aesch. Pers. 205b
(Massa Positano 1963) –

Çsqára – Schol. ad Aesch. Sept. 73i (Smith 1982) –

Çsqára – Schol. ad Ar. Ach. 888a (Wilson 1975) –

Çsqára –
Schol. ad Ar. Eq. 1286a
(Jones & Wilson 1969, vet.) –

Çsqára –
Schol. ad Ar. Eq. 1286c
(Jones & Wilson 1969, rec.) –

Only cases in which the term is used in a religious context have been included.
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Table 4 (continued)

Term Recipient Source Date

Çsqára –
Schol. ad Ap. Rhod. Argon. 2.1172
(Wendel 1935) –

Çsqára Those going down
Schol. ad Eur. Phoen. 274
(Schwartz 1887) –

Çsqára Zeus Herkeios
Schol. ad Hom. Il. 16.231
(Erbse 1969–88, vol. 4) –

Çsqára –
Schol. ad Hom. Od. 23.71
(Dindorf 1855) –

Çsqára –
Schol. ad Opp. Hal. 5.307
(Bussemaker 1849) –

Only cases in which the term is used in a religious context have been included.

The second point concerns the appearance and construction of the
eschara and how it di¢fers from bomos. The sources commenting upon this
are numerous, but they frequently echo each other in chronological order.
The information given by each source is often somewhat contradictory of
what is said in other sources. The individual source may also contradict itself
and it is di¢ficult to picture the kind of installation being described.

The following statements on the di¢ferences between eschara and bomos
can be disentangled. The major distinction was the height: a bomos was
high, while an eschara was low and situated on the ground.133 Regarding
the construction, the bomos was built up, presumably of stones, and had
a proper base.134 The eschara was not constructed of stones and lacked a
base.135 The eschara could simply be hollowed out in the ground.136 The

133 Ap. Soph. Lex. Hom. s.v. Çsqára (Bekker 1833, 78); Harp. s.v. Çsqára (Dindorf 1853),
quoting Ammonios; Ptol. Ascal. s.v. bwmóv (Heylbut 1887, 398); Hsch. s.v. Çsqára (Latte
1953–66, E 6446); Phot. Lex. s.v. Çsqára (Theodoridis 1982–98, E 2041–2042); Eust. Il. 10.418
(van der Valk 1979, vol. 3, 101, lines 14–15); Eust. Od. 6.305 (Stallbaum 1825–26, vol. 1, 255,
lines 32–34) and 7.153 (vol. 1, 270, line 33); Anecd. Bekk. s.v. Çsqára (Bekker 1814, vol. 1,
256–257); schol. Eur. Phoen. 274 (Schwartz 1887).
134 Steph. Byz. s.v. bwmoí (Meinecke 1849); Phot. Lex. s.v. Çsqára (Theodoridis 1982–98,E 2041–2042); Anecd. Bekk. s.v. Çsqára (Bekker 1814, vol. 1, 256–257); schol. Eur. Phoen. 274

(Schwartz 1887).
135 Ap. Soph. Lex. Hom. s.v. Çsqára (Bekker 1833, 78); Hsch. s.v. Çsqára (Latte 1953–66,E 6446); schol. Hom. Od. 23.71 (Dindorf 1855). On the other hand, a scholion on Ap. Rhod.

Argon. 2.1172 (Wendel 1935) says that an eschara is a bomos built of small stones.
136 Harp. s.v. Çsqára (Dindorf 1853), quoting Ammonios; Steph. Byz. s.v. bwmoí (Meinecke

1849); Phot. Lex. s.v. Çsqára (Theodoridis 1982–98, E 2042), quoting Lykourgos and Ammonios;
Suda s.v. Çsqára (Adler 1928–35, E 3242), quoting Lykourgos and Ammonios; Etym. Magn. s.v.Çsqára (Gaisford 1848); Eust. Il. 10.418 (van der Valk 1979, vol. 3, 101, line 15); schol. Eur.
Phoen. 274 (Schwartz 1887).
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shape is described either as having a square base or as being rounded.137

An eschara seems to be of a less permanent character than a bomos, since
the term could signify the fire established on the ground for regular use or
simply the ashes left behind.138 There is an evident connection with fire,
and eschara is often compared with hestia, both in the sense of an altar
and of a regular hearth, even if the explicatory sources often consider hestia
as being more elaborate and connected in particular with the hearth of the
house or the Prytaneion.139 This equating of eschara with hestia, both in
appearance and in function, complicates the understanding of eschara in
the explicatory sources, since it is di¢ficult to ascertain whether the eschara
mentioned is an altar or a plain hearth. Some of the explanations may be
based on the appearance of household hearths, which could be used for
sacrifices in some situations. In any case, whether the escharai mentioned
in these sources were used as altars or not, it seems clear that they were
understood as simple installations placed directly on the ground or in a
hole in the ground, consisting mainly of the remains of the fire. In this
aspect, eschara corresponds to the ash-altars mentioned by Ammonios and
Pausanias. In general, the distinction between eschara as a simple altar,
contrasted with bomos in the sense of a built-up altar is more obvious in the
explicatory sources. The remark that escharai could be hollow or sunk into
the ground is understandable, considering that cooking pits could be dug
into the ground.140 The particular characteristic of an eschara being hollow
should also be connected with the fact that some explicatory sources give the
explanation of eschara as being the upper, sunken part of a bomos, where
the hiera or hiereia were burnt.141

137 Square base: schol. Eur. Phoen. 274 (Schwartz 1887); rounded shape: Phot. Lex. s.v. Çsqára
(Theodoridis 1982–98, E 2041); Anecd. Bekk. s.v. Çsqára (Bekker 1814, vol. 1, 256).
138 Hsch. s.v. Çsqárai (Latte 1953–66, E 6447); Etym. Gud. s.v. Æstía 1 (Sturz 1818, 213); Eust.

Od. 6.305 (Stallbaum 1825–26, vol. 1, 255, line 33).
139 Ap. Soph. Lex. Hom. s.v. Çsqára (Bekker 1833, 78); Harp. s.v. Çsqára (Dindorf 1853),

quoting Ammonios; Hsch. s.v. Çsqára (Latte 1953–66, E 6446); Phot. Lex. s.v. Æstía (Theodoridis
1982–98, E 2025) and s.v. Çsqára (E 2041); Etym. Magn. s.v. Çsqára (Gaisford 1848); Eust.
Il. 10.418 (van der Valk 1979, vol. 3, 101, lines 8–10); Eust. Od. 6.305 (Stallbaum 1825–26, vol. 1,
255, line 33) and 14.159 (vol. 2, 68, lines 11–15); Anecd. Bekk. s.v. Çsqára (Bekker 1814, vol. 1,
256–257); schol. Aesch. Sept. 73i (Smith 1982).
140 Cf. the cooking pits found near the Tholos in the Athenian Agora (Thompson 1940, 25–27,

16, fig. 13, and 41, fig. 32); for barbecue sites located directly on the ground, see Bergquist 1988,
30–31 (Kato Syme); Bergquist 1992, 46 (Selinous, Naxos and Metaponto). The stone lined pits
found in many sanctuaries and usually considered as bothroi or escharai for chthonian sacrifices,
may also have been cooking pits. See, for example, the seven pits from the late 4th century BC
pre-monumental phase of the sanctuary of Poseidon and Amphitrite on Tenos (Étienne & Braun
1986, 28 and 187–188, pls. 3–4:1 and 68:3).
141 Schol. Aesch. Pers. 203 (Dindorf 1851); schol. Aesch. Pers. 203 (Massa Positano 1963,

scholia); schol. Aesch. Pers. 205b (Massa Positano 1963, glossemata); schol. Eur. Phoen. 274
(Schwartz 1887).
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Moreover, an indication that the bomos was especially constructed for
sacrifices, while the eschara may not have had any sacrificial function at all,
is also found in some explicatory sources.142 Among the other explanations
of the term, apart from altar, hearth or place for the fire, are round and
hollow wounds on the body, parts of the female genitalia and some kind of
stage machinery or construction: all these meanings of the word eschara are
to be found in the earlier sources.143

That eschara was an altar for heroes that looked di¢ferent from a bomos,
which was used for the gods, is not compatible with the meaning of the
term in the Classical sources. This divergence is commented upon by some
explicatory sources. Pollux, after connecting heroes and escharai, says that
some of the poets have also called the altars of the gods by that term.144

The Etymologicum Magnum states that eschara can mean bomos and refers
to the way in which Euripides uses the term.145 Eustathios notices that
Sophokles and Euripides use eschara instead of bomos.146 The Etymologicum
Gudianum says that eschara can be found instead of bomos.147

1.3. Conclusion

The term eschara had a variety of meanings in the epigraphical and literary
sources. The assumption that eschara was a special kind of altar for
hero-cults and was used for particular rituals cannot be substantiated for
the Archaic to early Hellenistic periods. Instead, when eschara is used as
referring to an altar, the term functions as an equivalent to bomos and cannot
be connected with any particular deities or rituals.

More specifically, the literary sources show that eschara meant the upper
part of a bomos, where the fire was kept. This interpretation of the term finds
additional support in its use in the epigraphical material. Several inscriptions
from Delos speak of repairs with stucco or plaster of the upper surface of an
altar (thymele), owing to damage caused by fire.148 Some preserved altars

142 Anecd. Bekk. s.v. Çsqára (Bekker 1814, vol. 1, 256–257); schol. Opp. Hal. 5.307 (Busse-
maker 1849).
143 Cf. Hsch. s.v. Çsqárai (Latte 1953–66, E 6447); Phot. Lex. s.v. Çsqára and Çsqárav

(Theodoridis 1982–98, E 2041–2042 and 2044); Eust. Il. 10.418 (van der Valk 1979, vol. 3, 101,
lines 12–17); Eust. Od. 7.153 (Stallbaum 1825–26, vol. 1, 270, lines 34–36); schol. Ar. Eq. 1286a
(Jones & Wilson 1969, vet.). For the earlier sources, see pp. 25–26.
144 Poll. Onom. 1.8 (Bethe 1900–31).
145 Etym. Magn. s.v. Çsqára (Gaisford 1848); cf. Eur. HF 922.
146 Eust. Il. 10.418 (van der Valk 1979, vol. 3, 101, line 13); Eust. Od. 6.305 (Stallbaum 1825–26,

vol. 1, 255, line 37).
147 Etym. Gud. s.v. Æstía 1 (Sturtz 1818, 213).
148 Hellmann 1992, 75–76; in some cases the whole altar was covered with stucco or plaster

or repainted.
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0 1 m

Fig. 3. Altar dedicated to Hera crowned by slabs of gneiss to protect the marble from the heat.
Sanctuary of Poseidon, Thasos, probably 4th century BC. After Bon & Seyrig 1929, 334, fig. 9.

of marble or limestone are crowned with a heat-resistant material, such as
serpentite, gneiss or terracotta, or had such a cover sunk into the upper
surface, protecting the stone from being damaged by the fire (Fig. 3).149

In other cases, the cover seems to have been made of metal, probably
bronze.150 From vase-paintings, it is clear that altars frequently had an upper
cover of some kind and that, in some instances, the object shown covering
the surface of the altar was presumably made of metal, since it protrudes

149 Serpentite: Heraion on Samos (Schleif 1933, 196 and 210). Gneiss: altar dedicated to Hera
in the sanctuary of Poseidon, Thasos, my Fig. 3 (Bon & Seyrig 1929, 333–337, fig. 9). Terracotta:
altar in the sanctuary of Apollon, Kyrene (Parisi Presicce 1991, 165 and pl. 51b-c).
150 No such metal trays are preserved, but occasionally altars show discolourations on the sides

where rain water has dripped from the metal onto the stone, as on a small altar from Paros (see
Ohnesorg 1991, 121 and pl. 25b). Other altars have a central cutting in the rough upper surface,
where this metal pan could have been fastened, for example, the altar of Aphrodite Hegemone,
Demos and the Graces from Athens (see Travlos 1971, figs. 103–104).
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Fig. 4. Vase-painting of altar equipped with a fire-cover (eschara). Athenian
red-figure volute-krater, c. 500–480 BC, Karlsruhe, Badisches Landesmuseum.

at a sharp angle from the altar surface (Figs. 4–5).151 If eschara is to be
understood as the place for the fire, it is possible that some of the metal
escharai mentioned in the inscriptions may refer to such metal sheets or
pans protecting the upper surfaces of the altars.152 The metal eschara must

151 I have treated the depictions of upper parts of altars elsewhere (Ekroth 2001). This section
is largely based on that study. For vase-paintings showing altar covers made of metal, see ibid.
152 This particular function as fire covers for altars may perhaps explain why some escharai

listed among various objects from the Chalkotheke on Delos are labelled as purkaióv (IG XI:2
145, 58; 161 B, 124; 164 B, 12 and 36; 199 B, 76 and 89, all dating from the late 4th to the early
3rd century BC) or as Çf� ¤n pûr kaíen (IG II2 120, 46; 1440, 53, both mid 4th century BC).
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 5. Vase-paintings of altars equipped with fire-covers (escharai).
(a) Athenian red-figure oinochoe, c. 490–480 BC, Athenian Agora.

(b) Athenian red-figure neck amphora, c. 500–480 BC, Vienna, Kunsthistorisches Museum.

have rested on an isolating bedding of clay or plaster, which would have
further protected the stone from the heat.

Since these escharai are listed among objects kept in storage, they are
not likely to have been lying on top of altars when the inventories were
made. In fact, the reason why they are mentioned in the inventories was
probably that they had been removed. They may have been temporarily
taken into storage if the altar was being repaired or permanently if the altar
went out of use altogether. Another explanation for the escharai being kept
in a storage facility, instead of being used, may be that they were broken.153

A connection between eschara and hero-cults could be made only in a
handful of cases and of these only the eschara of the Herakleidai in Attica
dates to before 300 BC, while the inscription mentioning the escharon in the
Archegesion on Delos dates to the early 3rd century BC. The earliest literary
source connecting escharai and heroes dates to the 3rd century BC, while
the rest of the sources making this connection are considerably later.

It is important to note that the use of an eschara in the cult of the
Herakleidai and in the escharon in the sanctuary of the Archegetes does

153 From the Chalkotheke on Delos, IG II2 1440, lines 53–54: Çsqárai qalkaî], Çf� ¤n p[ûr]káein, o¹[q ¸gieîv; cf. line 59: Çsqarídev qalkaî o¹q ¸gieîv, mid 4th century.
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not automatically imply that particular kinds of sacrifices (holocausts, for
example) were performed. Eschara in these cases is best understood as
referring to the altar being of a simple kind, a heap of ashes placed directly
on the ground, in the sense that the term is employed in later literary sources,
beginning with Ammonios of Lamptrai, and perhaps also in the rock-cut
proscharaios inscriptions from Lindos. In the Archegesion, the presence of
an eschara should rather be explained by the sanctuary being used for ritual
meals than by the recipient being a hero, since escharon seems to have been
a Delian term for hestiatorion.154 It is possible that the link between heroes
and escharai may have originated in the fact that the sanctuaries of heroes, to
a certain extent, were of a less elaborate kind than the sanctuaries of the gods
and therefore had simple escharai where the sacrifices were performed.155

Neanthes’ claim that escharai were used for heroes while bomoi were for
the gods may also be a reflection of such conditions rather than of any
distinctions in cult practices between heroes and gods. Furthermore, it is
possible that the term eschara was, in particular, a local Attic term for these
simple altars, which elsewhere would be called bomoi, just as escharon on
Delos seems to have been a local term for hestiatorion.

The explicatory sources particularly emphasize a distinction between
eschara and bomos, especially concerning di¢ferences in the appearances
and modes of construction. Even if such a distinction may have existed as
early as in the Archaic and Classical periods, it is clear that the explicatory
sources focus on the meaning of eschara as a hearth, a pit for the fire or a
simple altar on the ground.

The eagerness of the explicatory sources to distinguish eschara from
bomos may reflect an increased degree of specialization among the altars
and the use of the terminology. On the one hand, escharai were used in
particular for simple, more improvised altars, while bomoi were reserved
for the altars constructed of stone. On the other hand, escharai came to
be associated with the heroes, while the bomoi were used in the cults of
the gods. Why this specialization took place is hard to tell, but perhaps it
should be linked to a greater distinction between heroes and gods in later
and especially Roman times.156 Possibly, there was an increase of particular
rituals in hero-cults, especially in holocaustic sacrifices, which led to a higher

154 Furthermore, the actual ash-altar/eschara in the Archegesion dates to the late Hellenistic
or even Roman period, see above, p. 37, n. 79. It may of course have had an Archaic/Classical
predecessor.
155 For the archaeological remains of altars in hero-cults, see Ekroth 1998.
156 The heroes occupying a position separate from that of the gods is a thought developed

particularly in the Neoplatonic texts, see Rodrı́guez Moreno 2000, 95–100; Ramos Jurado 2000,
103–110.
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degree of specialization in the altars and the use of escharai in hero-cults.157

Such a development may also be discernable in the archaeological evidence.
For example, the Roman Palaimonion at Isthmia was equipped with a
pit where holocaustic sacrifices were performed and such an installation
corresponds to the escharai of the explicatory sources.158 Another candidate
for a Roman eschara used for hero-cults is an ash-filled pit in the agora
of Argos, installed in the 4th century AD but which included the re-use of
nine limestone posts originating from an Archaic monument dedicated to
the heroes who participated in the expedition against Thebes.159 If a change
in ritual practices in hero-cults had taken place in the Roman period, the
later and the explicatory sources would reflect the conditions of their own
periods and explain the term from its contemporaneous meaning, which is
not necessarily valid also for conditions during Archaic and Classical times.

It should also be noted that eschara is frequently commented upon
in the explicatory sources, i.e., this particular term apparently needed
explanation. The information found in the lexica and scholia is quite
ambiguous and the explanations given are often general. Considering the
fact that the use of eschara in general in the Roman period and later seems
mainly to have been as a medical term, it seems likely that a religious use
of eschara in the same periods was not very frequent. When the term was
explained, it had to be distinguished both from its general meaning of hearth
and place for the fire, from the term hestia, from the common word for altar,
bomos, and from the meaning “wound”. The descriptions of eschara as low,
hollow and connected with fire are very general. As shown above, both
fire and hollowness are characteristics of almost all meanings of the term,
whether religious or not. Perhaps some of the later commentators had never
seen an eschara functioning as an altar and, when they described it, they
focused on the general traits of the term, in order to distinguish eschara from
other phenomena covered by the same term or from similar concepts, such
as bomos and hestia.160 The distinction between eschara and bomos and the
connection between escharai and hero-cults may thus have been the result
of the bewilderment of the explicatory sources when faced with the use of
eschara in the earlier periods, rather than a reflection of the terminology and
ritual practices of previous periods.

157 The term enagizein for sacrifices in hero-cults became more common in the Roman period
(see below, pp. 90–91).
158 For references, see below, pp. 80–81, Enagisterion.
159 For this monument, see Pariente 1992, 195–225, esp. 195–197, and pl. 35. The pit measures

6.50 × 2.60 m and is 0.60 m deep. See also the Roman “eschara” of brick in the courtyard at
Eleusis, supra, p. 44, n. 105.
160 Cf. Chadwick 1986, 515–516.
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2. Bothros

The meaning of the term bothros, according to the LSJ, is a hole, trench or
pit dug in the ground. The LSJ also gives the explanations “hollow”, “grave”
and “ritual pit for o¢ferings to the subterranean gods”.

The bothroi used for ritual purposes have usually been considered as
being characteristic of the cult of the heroes, the deceased, the chthonian
divinities and the winds, just as bomos was a typical feature in the sanctuaries
of the gods.161 In correct use of the language, it has been claimed, bothros
was distinguished from eschara, but such a distinction was not always
observed in practice and both kinds of sacrificial installations have been
considered as being used in the same cults and for the same kinds of
rituals.162 More specifically, a bothros was a sacrificial pit, i.e., a hole in
the ground into which libations were poured, the most prominent being
the blood of the sacrificial victims.163 Sacrifices could also be burnt in the
bothros.164 The pit could be freshly dug for each occasion or be a permanent
construction, which sometimes was raised above the ground level, such as
the bothroi found in the sanctuaries of deities considered to be chthonian,
like Asklepios.165

2.1. Epigraphical sources

Bothros is a rare term, which seems to be documented only twice in
the inscriptions, none of which show any connection with hero-cults (Ta-
ble 5).166 The first inscription is an account of expenses from Delos dated
to c. 265–255 BC and unfortunately rather damaged.167 Line 2 mentions a
piglet, presumably bought to be used in the purification of a sanctuary.168

The only words preserved in the next line are t.oùv bójrou[v] – . It is not
clear whether the bothroi were used in the purification or whether this line
refers to a di¢ferent context. There are two sanctuaries on Delos for which

161 Deneken 1886–90, 2497; Rohde 1925, 50, n. 53; Pfister 1909–12, 474–475; Stengel 1910, 151;
Eitrem 1912, 1123; Stengel 1920, 16–17; Nilsson 1967, 78; Burkert 1983, 9, n. 41; Burkert
1985, 199.
162 Pfister 1909–12, 474–475; Burkert 1983, 9, n. 41; Burkert 1985, 199.
163 Deneken 1886–90, 2497; Pfister 1909–12, 474–475; Stengel 1910, 151; Foucart 1918, 99;

Rudhardt 1958, 129; Burkert 1983, 9, n. 41; Burkert 1985, 199; Riethmüller 1999, 137.
164 Nilsson 1967, 78, 180 and 186.
165 Deneken 1886–90, 2497; Pfister 1909–12, 474–475; Riethmüller 1999, 123–143.
166 A third case is to be found in a Christian inscription from Sicily dating to the Roman period,

in which bothros is used for the grave (IG XIV 238).
167 IG XI:2 235, 3.
168 [q]oîrov ¢st[e tò °eròn kajárasjai?] – .
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purifications by piglets are known. The sanctuary of Apollon was purified
monthly by the blood of a piglet and the purification of the Thesmophorion
is mentioned in many accounts.169 The inscription is too fragmentary for any
connection to be made, but it seems likely that the bothroi belonged to a
ritual context.170

Table 5

Instances of bothros in the epigraphical sources.

Term Recipient Source Date

bójroi Unknown, Delos IG XI:2 235, 3 265–255 BC

bójroi Gods of the underworld, Kallipolis Krauss 1980, no. 11, 25 2nd century AD

The second inscription using bothros is Roman (2nd century AD) and
comes from Kallipolis in Thrace.171 The text records an oracle against
pestilence given by the oracle of Apollon at Klaros. This inscription belongs
to a series of oracles, preserved in epigraphical form, given in connection
with a plague, which spread in the eastern part of the Roman empire in the
second half of the 2nd century AD.

At the end of the inscription, the remedies against the plague are
outlined (lines 21–33). The people of Kallipolis are “to sacrifice to the gods
below the earth”, Ïrdein ¸poudaíoiv jeoîv, a black goat to Hades and a black
sheep to Persephone.172 When the black blood flows into the bothroi, a
collection of libations and medicines shall be poured out from above. The
victims are to be burnt together with fragrant oils and frankincense. Wine
and milk shall then be poured on the pyre to extinguish the fire. It is not
clear from the text whether the burning is to take place in the bothros or
next to it.

169 Temple of Apollon: Bruneau 1970, 93; IG XI:2 203 A, 32–57. Thesmophorion: Bruneau 1970,
286–288; ID 440 A, 38–39 and 48.
170 Porph. De antr. nymph. 6, speaks of bothroi and megara as two di¢ferent kinds of

installations used in the cult of the gods of the underworld: ¸poqjoníoiv dè bójrouv kaì mégara°drúsanto. It seems unlikely that bothroi could be used as another term for megara, the holes
known from sanctuaries of Demeter, in which piglets were deposited during the Thesmophoria
(see Henrichs 1969, 31–37). On the megara and the deposition of piglets at Eleusis, see Clinton
1988, 72–79.
171 Krauss 1980, no. 11, line 25, the new edition and reading of the text followed here. Previous

editions: Kaibel 1878, no. 1034; Buresch 1889, 81–86. Cf. Parke 1985, 152–153.
172 The epithet E¹qaíthv usually refers to Hades, see Buresch 1889, 84, line 23; LSJ s.v. Krauss

1980, 76 (line 24) and 79 (commentary), suggests Dionysos on the basis of the sacrificial animal.
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2.2. Literary sources

2.2.1. Bothros in Archaic to early Hellenistic sources

Most occurrences of bothros in the literary sources refer simply to a hole,
dug in the ground without any religious connotations.173 These holes are
sometimes dug for a specific purpose, such as planting vines or olives,174

burying a corpse175 or keeping a fire.176 The common characteristic is that
the bothros was not a permanent installation but was created when the need
arose.

Table 6

Instances of bothros in the Archaic to early Hellenistic literary sources.

Term Recipient Source Date

bójrov The dead Hom. Od. 10.517 c. 700 BC

bójrov The dead Hom. Od. 11.25 c. 700 BC

bójrov The dead Hom. Od. 11.36 c. 700 BC

bójrov The dead Hom. Od. 11.42 c. 700 BC

bójrov The dead Hom. Od. 11.95 c. 700 BC

Only cases in which the term is used in a religious context have
been included.

The religious use of bothros in this period is indeed slight, and there is
no connection with hero-cults. In all, the evidence seems to be limited to
Odysseus’ consultation of the souls of the dead in Hades.177 This bothros of
a cubit’s length is dug by Odysseus with his sword in the bank of the river
Akeron. The sacrifice begins with libations: first melikraton, then wine and
water, followed by the sprinkling of barley meal. Then Odysseus prays and
promises the dead the sacrifice of a barren cow on his return to Ithaka, as well
as a black sheep to Teiresias. The black ewe and a black ram are slaughtered
over the bothros and the blood flows into the pit to attract the dead souls
(tà dè mæla labõn �pedeirotómhsa Çv bójron, �ée d� a´ma kelainefév).178

173 Hom. Il. 17.58; Od. 6.92; Arist. Hist. an. 579a; Metaph. 1025a. Just like eschara, the term
is found in medical contexts, and there bothros can mean a depression in the heart (Hippoc.
Corde 5); cf. Durling 1993, s.v. bójrion, in the plural referring to the sockets of the teeth.
174 Xen. Oec. 19.7 and 19.13.
175 Xen. An. 5.8.9.
176 Hymn. Hom. Merc. 112; Hippoc. Nat. mul. 109.
177 Od. 10.517–542, esp. 10.517; 11.23–50, esp. 11.25, 11.36, 11.42, and 11.95.
178 Od. 11.35–36; the animals may have been killed by cutting o¢f their heads completely

(apodeirotomein) rather than simply slitting their throats, see discussion, pp. 174–175.
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Finally, the slaughtered animals are flayed and burnt, while prayers are said
to Hades and Persephone. The burning seems to have taken place outside
the pit. After the completion of the ritual, Odysseus sits down with his sword
in his hand to wait for the souls of the dead to approach, and in particular
for Teiresias, who, after having drunk the blood, will proclaim the fate of
Odysseus.

There is a strong connection with death in this sacrifice and the use
of the bothros is aimed at putting the person sacrificing in contact with
the dead. The ritual is a single occasion. The atmosphere of the sacrifice
has a temporary character, which is further stressed by the fact that it
takes place away from society and outside the boundaries marking the area
where regular sacrifices are performed. The bothros was not a permanent
installation but was dug just for this particular occasion. There is a closeness
to water, and the pit is dug on the shore. The o¢ferings that go into the
bothros are all fluid: melikraton, wine, water and blood. Any burning takes
place outside the pit. After the ritual is finished, the participants leave without
any indication of returning.

That a bothros is used in a ritual to evoke the dead is hardly surprising,
considering the fact that the dead were imagined as remaining underground
and that the burial itself took place in a hole in the ground. A further
indication of the close connection between bothros and death/burial is found
in a fragment of the tragedian Ion. He mentions, in a non-Greek context,
that particular bothroi were used in the mourning of the dead and that the
mourners presumably descended into them.179

2.2.2. Bothros in the post-300 BC sources

In the later sources, the use of bothros in religious contexts is more frequent
and a connection with heroes is also found, the earliest cases being in
Pausanias. It is striking that many of the contexts in which a bothros is used
show similarities to the sacrifice performed by Odysseus in the Nekyia of
Homer, as regards the recipients of the sacrifice, the aim of the ritual and the
actual ritual actions performed.

Some of these later passages are direct references to Homer and the
Nekyia and need no further comment here.180 Other instances describe a
ritual that is almost a copy or a paraphrase of Homer, even though single
details di¢fer or the order varies, in which the separate actions are carried
out. When Lucian tells the story of how Menippos wanted to visit Hades

179 Ion fr. 54 (Nauck 1889). The context deals with the mourning habits of the Egyptians,
Syrians and Lydians.
180 Lycoph. Alex. 684; Paus. 10.29.8; Lucian De astr. 24; Philostr. Her. 43.14.
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Table 7

Instances of bothros in the post-300 BC literary sources.

Term Recipient Source Date

bójrov The dead Lycoph. Alex. 684 Early 3rd century BC

bójrov Hekate Ap. Rhod. Argon. 3.1032–1034 3rd century BC

bójrov Hekate Ap. Rhod. Argon. 3.1207 3rd century BC

bójroi The dead
CAF, vol. 3, Adespota,
fr. 128 (Kock 1888) 3rd century BC?

bójrov The dead Lucian De astr. 24 1st century AD

bójrov The dead Lucian Charon 22 1st century AD

bójrov The gods
of the underworld Lucian Menip. 9 1st century AD

bójrov A dead father, Hekate Lucian Philops. 14 1st century AD

bójroi The winds Paus. 2.12.1 2nd century AD

bójrov Kore Paus. 2.22.3 2nd century AD

bójrov Pelops Paus. 5.13.2 2nd century AD

bójrov Agamedes Paus. 9.37.7 2nd century AD

bójrov Agamedes Paus. 9.39.6 2nd century AD

bójrov The dead Paus. 10.29.8 2nd century AD

bójroi Any “necessary” gods Ael. Arist. Hier. log. II 27 2nd century AD

bójrov Hypochthonian gods Porph. De antr. nymph. 6 3rd century AD

bójrov Nerterioi theoi Porph. De phil. 114 3rd century AD

bójroi Hypochthonian gods Porph. De phil. 118 3rd century AD

bójrov The dead Philostr. V A 4.16 3rd century AD

bójrov Chthonian gods Philostr. V A 6.11 3rd century AD

bójroi Chthonian gods(?) Philostr. V A 8.7.9 3rd century AD

bójroi The dead Philostr. Her. 43.14 3rd century AD

bójroi Achilles Philostr. Her. 53.11 3rd century AD

bójrov The heroes
at the Academy Heliod. Aeth. 1.17.5 3rd century AD

bójrov The dead Heliod. Aeth. 6.14.3–6 3rd century AD

bójrov The dead Kyzikos Orph. Argon. 572 4th century AD

bójrov Hekate, Pandora
and Poinai

Orph. Argon. 951, 954, 964,
970 and 981 4th century AD

Only cases in which the term is used in a religious context have been included.
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with the aid of the Chaldean Mithrobarzanes, the ritual described must be
considered as copied almost exactly from Homer but with a slightly ironic
twist.181 Menippos and his Chaldean friend drifted along the river Euphrates
into a marsh to a woody, sunless place, dug a bothros, slaughtered the
sheep and sprinkled the blood around it, bójron te ¡ruxámeta kaì tà målakatesfáxamen kaì tì a´ma perì a¹tòn Çspeísamen. Philostratos is perhaps
also somewhat ironic, when he states that Apollonios managed to get into
contact with Achilles, even though he did not dig a bothros, like Odysseus,
or tempted the souls with the blood of sheep.182

Obvious similarities to Homer are to be found in the Argonautica of
Apollonios Rhodios, describing how Jason must act to take the Golden
Fleece.183 The story even echoes the narrative structure of Homer. First,
Medea tells Jason in detail how to proceed and then follows the description
of what is done, i.e., more or less the same account given twice, just as in
the case of Kirke and Odysseus. In the middle of the night, in a far-away
place, Jason is to bathe in a stream, dig a round bothros one cubit deep, cut
the throat of a ewe over it, pile up firewood and sacrifice the animal whole,
by placing the body on top of the pyre and setting fire to it. Finally, he is
to evoke Hekate and pour out libations of milk and honey. The sacrifice
aims at contacting Hekate and, when that has been accomplished, Jason is
to leave without turning back.

The ritual outlined in the Argonautica is echoed in the Orphic Argonaut-
ica, which is largely dependent on Apollonios Rhodios but is hardly earlier
than the 4th century AD.184 Here Mopsos instructs the Argonauts how, by
evoking Hekate, they are to get into the precinct where the dragon guards
the Golden Fleece. Orpheus digs a triangular bothros (or a bothros with three
compartments), fills it with various kinds of dry wood and places figures
made of meal on top of the heap. The sacrificial animals consist of three
black puppies. Their blood is mixed with various herbs and poured into their
stomachs, which are placed on top of the wood. The rest of the intestines
are scattered around the bothros. Orpheus sounds a bronze gong and prays.
Finally, Hekate, Pandora and the Poinai appear, carrying torches, and the
wood in the bothros kindles by itself.

The recipients of the sacrifices in the bothroi considered so far were the
gods of the underworld, as well as the dead. In fact, in almost all the cases

181 Lucian Menip. 9.
182 Philostr. V A 4.16.
183 Argon. 3.1026–1041 and 3.1194–1222.
184 Orph. Argon. 950–987. For the date and the relationship with Apollonios Rhodios, see West

1983, 37.
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in which a bothros is used for sacrifices, the recipients have a connection
with death and the underworld, either as gods associated with that sphere,
as heroes or as ordinary dead. Among the divinities named are Hekate
and Kore, and among the unnamed, the hypochthonioi and chthonioi
theoi, as well as any god to whom it is necessary to sacrifice in order to
avoid immediate death.185 The heroes found in these contexts are Pelops,
Agamedes, Achilles and the Athenian heroes in the garden of Akademos.186

Finally, the departed are approached by sacrifices in a bothros, both as a part
of the regular cult of the dead and in trying to get into contact with the dead,
either to be able to talk to their souls or to bring them back to life.187 The
only exception in which the recipient is not connected with death is the use
of bothroi to tame the winds at Titane, reported by Pausanias.188

The main aim of using a bothros was to get into contact with those
residing below ground. This ritual formed part of the regular funerary cult,
according to Lucian, who has Charon express his surprise that the living
actually thought that the dead could come up from below and eat of the
meals burnt on the pyres and drink of the wine and the melikraton poured
into the bothroi.189

More significant is the use of the bothros in magic rituals for direct
contact with a particular dead person. In Lucian, for example, a young man
has a magician dig a bothros and perform rites to summon his dead father and
to make it possible for the son to hear his father’s opinion of his girl-friend.190

In the Aethiopica of Heliodoros, a mother performs an elaborate ritual at a
bothros on the battlefield at night, to bring her fallen son back from the
dead, so that she can inquire about the fate of her other son.191 By digging
the bothros and sacrificing into it, a dead person or the divinity could be
summoned and called up to the world of the living.

185 Hekate: Lucian Philops. 14. Kore: Paus. 2.22.3. Hypochthonioi theoi: Porph. De antr.
nymph. 6; De phil. 118. Chthonioi theoi: Porph. De phil. 114; Philostr. V A 6.11. Any god to
whom it is necessary to sacrifice: Ael. Arist. Hier. log. II 27.
186 Pelops: Paus. 5.13.2. Agamedes: Paus. 9.37.7 and 9.39.6. Achilles: Philost. Her. 53.11. Heroes

in the garden of Akademos: Heliod. Aeth. 1.17.5; these heroes have been identified with either
Harmodios and Aristogeiton (cf. Ath. pol. 58.1) or the dead in the Persian wars (see Parker
1996, 137).
187 CAF, vol. 3, Adespota, fr. 128 (Kock 1888), from New Comedy; Lucian Charon 22; Lucian

Philops. 14; Heliod. Aeth. 6.14.3–6; Orph. Argon. 572.
188 Paus. 2.12.1. The association of the winds with bothroi may be due to the tradition that the

winds resided in a bothros in Thrace (see schol. Ap. Rhod. Argon. 1.826b [Wendel 1935]; Hampe
1967, 9–10).
189 Lucian Charon 22; cf. CAF, vol. 3, Adespota, fr. 128 (Kock 1888); Orph. Argon. 569–575.
190 Philops. 14.
191 6.14.3–6.
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The divinities of the underworld could also be evoked or called by the
use of a bothros. Hekate, either alone or in the company of other deities of
her kind, is summoned both by Jason, by the young man trying to contact
his dead father and by Orpheus.192 Heroes were also called in this manner:
Agamedes was called by those consulting the oracle of Trophonios, when
a ram was sacrificed in the bothros located on the site where the earth
swallowed up Trophonios.193 Achilles and Patroklos are invited to come and
participate in a dais on the burial mound of Achilles at Troy, where a bull is
slaughtered at the newly dug bothroi.194 The sacrifice in a bothros performed
by Herakles to Pelops at Olympia should perhaps also be taken to contain
an element of calling and inviting Pelops to come and participate.195

The second use of the bothroi, which partly overlaps the first, was to
perform a sacrifice to solve a di¢ficult situation and, in particular, to avoid
danger. Both Jason and Orpheus sacrifice in the bothros in order to succeed
in retrieving the Golden Fleece.196 These sacrifices are aimed not only at
contacting Hekate, but also at propitiating her. In Aelius Aristides, this aim
is even clearer.197 Asklepios tells the author that he will die in two days,
unless he seeks out a deserted location outside the city, digs a bothros and
performs a sacrifice to whichever god it is thought to be necessary. Back in
the city again, he is to perform a regular thysia sacrifice, followed by dining,
to Asklepios, as well as to cut o¢f a part of his body, which, fortunately, could
be substituted by the dedication of a ring. Similarly, from Philostratos we
learn that it was thought that pestilence could be averted by digging bothroi,
even though Philostratos himself mocks this belief.198 At Titane, the winds
could be tamed by sacred rites in four bothroi, as well as by the singing of
the charms of Medea.199

The rituals performed are of two kinds, those taking place in the bothros
and those executed outside it. The first kind consisted mainly of libations.
Honey, water, milk and wine could be poured in, either separately or mixed

192 Ap. Rhod. Argon. 3.1211–1220; Lucian Philops. 14; Orph. Argon. 966–982.
193 Paus. 9.39.6 and 9.37.7.
194 Philostr. Her. 53.11–12. Cf. Philostr. V A 4.16: Apollonios can get into contact with Achilles,

even if he does not dig a bothros or tempt the souls with the blood of sheep.
195 Paus. 5.13.2. This possibility will be further discussed below, p. 178, in connection with

Pind. Ol. 1.90.
196 Ap. Rhod. Argon. 3.1026–1041 and 3.1194–1214; Orph. Argon. 950–987.
197 Ael. Arist. Hier. log. II 26–27.
198 Philostr. V A 8.7.9.
199 Paus. 2.12.1.
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together.200 In the cases in which there was an animal sacrifice the blood was
poured out, usually in the pit itself directly from the slit throat of the animal,
but in one instance, the blood was sprinkled around the pit.201 Heliodoros
mentions an enagizein sacrifice to the heroes in the bothros in the garden of
Akademos, which should probably be taken to refer to an animal sacrifice,
in which the meat was completely destroyed. The blood may have been
separately poured out into the bothros.202 Pausanias speaks of two sacrifices
into a bothros, using the term thyein. The first case concerns the sacrifices
performed by Herakles to Pelops, a cult which seems to have consisted of a
blood libation followed by ritual dining.203 The second passage describes the
preparations before consulting the oracle of Trophonios, which included the
sacrifice (thyein) of a ram into a bothros. Presumably, the blood was poured
into the pit, while the meat was eaten.204 In Aelius Aristides, the expression
for the sacrifice is drâsai tà °erá, which must refer to an animal sacrifice
but since the bothros was to be dug explicitly for this occasion, it is likely
that the blood went into it.205 Non-liquid o¢ferings, such as cakes shaped
like a man (pemmata or ouloplasmata), could occasionally be thrown into
the bothros, but the sources mentioning this practice are both late.206 Finally,
Pausanias states that in the sanctuary of Demeter at Argos, burning torches
were thrown into the bothros in honour of Kore.207 This ritual seems to be
completely di¢ferent from the libations and animal sacrifices outlined so far
and should, however, perhaps be connected with the use of pits, usually
called megara, and torches in the cult of Demeter and Kore.208

The rituals taking place outside the bothros consisted mainly of burning.
The ewe slaughtered by Jason in the Argonautica was to be placed on the
pyre heaped up on the edge of the bothros and sacrificed whole, �daíeton
200 Ap. Rhod. Argon. 3.1035–1036, 3.1199 and 3.1210; CAF, vol. 3, Adespota fr. 128 (Kock 1888);

Lucian Charon 22; Lucian Menip. 9; Heliod. Aeth. 6.14.3–6; presumably also Orph. Argon.
572–575.
201 Blood poured into the bothros: Ap. Rhod. Argon. 3.1208; Porph. De phil. 114; Philostr.

Her. 53.11–12, digging of bothroi and slaughtering of a bull (esphatton), the whole ceremony
being designated by the term entemnein. Sprinkling of the blood around it: Lucian Menip. 9; cf.
Heliod. Aeth. 6.14.3–6, the woman performing the sacrifice sprays her own blood on the fires
near the bothros.
202 Aeth. 1.17.5.
203 Paus. 5.13.2. For discussion of the rituals of Pelops, see below, pp. 190–192. On the dining

on the meat from this sacrifice, see Ekroth 1999, 154.
204 Paus. 9.39.6.
205 Hier. log. II 27.
206 Heliod. Aeth. 6.14.3–6; Orph. Argon. 957–958.
207 2.22.3.
208 For megara and torches, see Burkert 1985, 242–243; Clinton 1988, 77.
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¡mojetæsai, i.e., completely burnt.209 At the enagizein sacrifices to the
heroes in the garden of Akademos and to Achilles at Troy, the location of
the burning is not specified, but it is likely to have taken place outside the
bothros.210 The burning of meals at the tombs of ordinary deceased persons
definitely took place on the ground, in front of the burial mounds and near
the dug-out bothroi.211 The only cases of anything being burnt inside the
bothros are found in the late Orphic Argonautica, where the wood is placed
in the pit, together with the animal victims, and subsequently burnt. What
happens to the blood in these cases is not entirely clear. At the burial of
Kyzikos, the victims are called entoma, which may indicate that the victims
were bled before they were burnt.212 In the sacrifice to Hekate, the blood
was poured into the stomachs of the puppies, which were subsequently
placed on the wood in the bothros and burnt.213

Looking at the location and appearance of the bothroi, it is clear that the
majority were single installations created for the particular occasion. A need
had arisen to contact the dead or the divinities of the underworld or to
make a sacrifice aiming at solving particular problems, such as the threat of
disease or death, and consequently the bothros was dug. In some cases, it is
emphasized that the bothroi are to be located outside the bounds of society
in a deserted spot.214 Other bothroi were dug at graves or in the actual burial
mound.215 One bothros is found in a private garden.216 These bothroi were
not meant to be part of a general and o¢ficial cult. As far as it is possible to
tell, they seem to have been fairly small and shallow. The pit dug by Jason
was one cubit deep (cf. the pit dug by Odysseus, which was one cubit long).
The fact that the bothros is often dug by one person, in one case even by an
old woman, also gives the impression of it being a fairly small hole.217 There
is no indication of these bothroi being adorned or elaborated; they were just
simple holes in the ground.

209 Ap. Rhod. Argon. 3.1032–1034.
210 Heliod. Aeth. 1.17.5; Philostr. Her. 53.11.
211 CAF, vol. 3, Adespota, fr. 128 (Kock 1888); Lucian Charon 22.
212 Orph. Argon. 571–572.
213 Orph. Argon. 960–963.
214 Ap. Rhod. Argon. 3.1026–1041 and 3.1194–1214; Lucian Menip. 9; Ael. Arist. Hier. log.

II 26–27; Heliod. Aeth. 6.14.3–6, on the battlefield; Orph. Argon. 950–951, at the enclosure of
the dragon guarding the Golden Fleece.
215 CAF, vol. 3, Adespota, fr. 128 (Kock 1888); Lucian Charon 22; Philostr. Her. 53.11; Orph.

Argon. 568–572.
216 Lucian Philops. 14.
217 Old woman: Heliod. Aeth. 6.14.3–6.
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The bothroi located in sanctuaries, on the other hand, seem to have
been both of a more permanent character and of larger size. Sacrifices were
regularly performed in these bothroi: to the winds at Titane, to Kore at Argos,
to Agamedes at Lebadeia and to the heroes in the garden of Akademos at
Athens.218 The sacrifices to Achilles at Troy took place on his burial mound,
but they were a recurrent event and his grave functioned as the sanctuary
of the hero.219 The bothros sacrifice performed by Herakles to Pelops at
Olympia may have been a single occasion in connection with the institution
of the cult, but it is possible that a similar sacrifice also formed part of the
ongoing rituals at the Pelopion.220 The sizes of some of these bothroi must
have been substantial. A woman committed suicide by flinging herself into
the bothros of the heroes at the garden of Akademos, and the bothros at
Lebadeia was identified as the hole into which Trophonios disappeared.221

To sum up the use of bothroi in the post-300 BC sources, it seems possible to
divide them into two categories. On the one hand, there are the bothroi dug
for the individual occasion, located outside any kind of sanctuary and often
set apart from society and the neighbourhood of the living. The sacrifices
consist either of libations (milk, honey, wine, water) or of blood, if an animal
sacrifice takes place. The animal victim was subsequently destroyed and
there is no sign of dining taking place at these sacrifices. The aim of the
ritual is to deal with a particular situation. The recipients of the sacrifices are
either the divinities of the underworld or the dead.

On the other hand, there are the more institutionalized bothroi, which
were permanent installations, used for recurrent rituals and located in
sanctuaries. The recipients of these cults are more diverse: the winds, Kore,
Agamedes, the heroes at the Academy, Pelops and Achilles at Troy. In the
case of the sacrifices to the winds, no details are known and the throwing
of torches into the bothros of Kore seems to belong to a category of rituals
di¢ferent from the other sacrifices for which bothroi were used.

The rituals of the heroes, however, have certain traits in common with
the rituals used at the temporary bothroi, but they also show some deviating
features. The enagizein sacrifice to the heroes in the garden of Akademos is
best understood as an animal sacrifice, including the complete destruction of

218 Paus. 2.12.1 (winds); 2.22.3 (Kore); 9.39.6 (Agamedes); Heliod. Aeth. 1.17.5 (heroes in the
garden of Akademos).
219 Philostr. Her. 53.11.
220 Paus. 5.13.2; see below, pp. 190–192.
221 Heliod. Aeth. 1.17.5; Paus. 9.39.6. The term can also be used for a cave, such as the one

located under the temple of Apollon at Hierapolis, Phrygia, and from which poisonous fumes
emerged (Damaskios, Vita Isidori, fr. 131 [Zintzen 1967]). The use of bothros for a natural hollow
is rare and in most cases, no matter the context, the terms refers to a hollow created by man.
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the victim, perhaps preceded by pouring the blood into the bothros.222 This
ritual is similar to the bothros sacrifice in Apollonios Rhodios, but it is an
institutionalized cult performed by the polemarch. The sacrifices to Achilles
at Troy comprised the slaughter (sphattein) of a bull into bothroi dug in the
burial mound, the calling of Achilles and Patroklos to come and participate
in the dais and the annihilation of the victim (enagizein).223 The ritual was
then continued with a regular thysia sacrifice on the beach using a second
victim. The Thessalians took the carcass with them when they left, and the
reason given for not consuming the meat on the spot was that they did not
want to dine on enemy territory. The first part of the ritual involving the
institutionalized bothroi is the same as the rituals at the temporary bothroi,
but it is complemented by a thysia probably involving dining.

The last two cases of hero-cults at bothroi seem to have consisted of a
blood libation, followed by ritual dining. The blood of a ram sacrificed to
Agamedes (thyein) at Lebadeia must have been poured into the bothros while
Agamedes was called upon.224 The meat from this victim, just like the rest
of the victims sacrificed at the consultation of Trophonios at Lebadeia, was
likely to have been eaten. Finally, the thyein sacrifice to Pelops at Olympia,
which was performed by Herakles at a bothros, included dining on the meat
by the worshippers, at least in Pausanias’ time, and it also seems likely that
Pelops was called upon to come and participate.225

2.2.3. Bothros in the explicatory sources

There is a handful of mentions of bothros in the explicatory sources as well,
but not much additional information is provided. Two cases are connected
with Homer’s Nekyia and explain the bothros as being used for the blood of
the victims sacrificed (thyein) to the departed.226 Similar information is given
by Hesychios, who explains kotyliskos as, among other things, the bothros
into which the blood of the sacrificed victims is discarded.227

In a scholion to Euripides’ Phoenician Maidens, discussed earlier in
connection with eschara, it is stated that eschara is mainly the bothros in
the ground where they sacrifice (enagizein) to those going down (toîv kátwÇrqoménoiv), i.e., to the departed.228 The use of a bothros for sacrifices to the

222 Heliod. Aeth. 1.17.5.
223 Philostr. Her. 53.11–13.
224 Paus. 9.39.6.
225 Paus. 5.13.2–4.
226 Eust. Od. 10.517 (Stallbaum 1825–26, vol. 1, 393, lines 16–29); schol. Hom. Od. 10.517

(Dindorf 1855).
227 Hsch. s.v. kotulískov (Latte 1953–66, K 3818).
228 Schol. Eur. Phoen. 274 (Schwartz 1887); see above, p. 50.
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Table 8

Instances of bothros in the explicatory literary sources.

Term Recipient Source Date

bójrov –
Hsch. s.v. kotulískov
(Latte 1953–66, K 3818) 5th century AD

bójrov The dead
Eust. Od. 10.517
(Stallbaum 1825–26, vol. 1, 393) 12th century AD

bójrov Those going down
Schol. ad Eur. Phoen. 274
(Schwartz 1887) –

bójrov The dead
Schol. ad Hom. Od. 10.517
(Dindorf 1855) –

Only cases in which the term is used in a religious context have been included.

dead is well documented in a number of sources, as we have seen above.
This scholion is the only source connecting bothros directly with eschara.
The explanation of eschara as meaning a bothros for the dead is probably
due to eschara here being understood as something hollow, since the same
scholion also explains bomioi escharai as the depressions of the bomoi.229

2.3. Conclusion

The chronological spread of the term bothros is uneven. Apart from the use
of the term in Homer, bothros occurs in a handful of Hellenistic sources, but
the most frequent usage dates to the Roman period. The great majority of
the recipients of the sacrifices performed in bothroi show a connection with
the underworld, either as deities linked to the realm of the dead, as heroes or
as ordinary departed. A direct link between the term and heroes cannot be
established before the Roman period. In all, the use of bothroi at sacrifices
to heroes is slight and this kind of sacrificial installation was never a regular
feature of hero-cults.

Most of the bothroi (no matter the recipient or the chronological context)
seem to have been temporary installations used for a single occasion. They
were dug for the specific purpose of getting into contact with the beings of
the underworld, to propitiate them, to seek their aid and to avoid danger
and diseases. The marginality of these sacrifices is clearly demonstrated by
the location of these pits in remote areas outside the bounds of society or at
cemeteries, and by the private or secret character of the rituals, performed
by only one or a few participants and not followed by any collective dining.

229 One of the basic characteristics of the term eschara, no matter what the context, is an
indication of it being hollow or surrounding something (see above, p. 26).
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It is interesting to note that the main characteristics of these bothros
sacrifices are all found in the Nekyia of Homer and it is clear that there is
a connection between this account and many of the ritual uses of bothroi
found in the later sources. In some cases, particularly when the bothros is
used in a mythical context, it can be argued that the later sources simply
copied the ritual of the Nekyia. It is possible that the whole concept of
bothros is to be considered as deriving from Homer, even though he must
presumably have referred to a ritual or an action which was comprehensible
to his audience.230 Homer’s use of the term bothros is, however, rather due
to his description of a ritual making use of a dug-out pit than bothros being
an established sacrificial installation already in this period.231 The impact of
Homer may, in its turn, have led to the creating of a sacrificial installation
designated by this term. The sacrifice of blood into a bothros, in order to
contact the dead and the beings of the underworld, seems to have become
more or less a topos, and most contexts in which the term is used in this
sense are purely literary and cannot be regarded as descriptions of rituals
actually performed. However, the epigraphically attested, 2nd-century AD
oracle given by Apollon at Klaros outlining a similar ritual, paralleled in the
writings of Porphyrios, seems to reflect a well-known and specific use of
bothros for actual ritual purposes in the Roman period.232

The bothroi used in hero-cults show a di¢ferent pattern. They were
recurrently used, forming a regular part of the cult and directly connected
with a specific location where the hero was worshipped. Furthermore,
the rituals were not private or secret, but involved a larger number of
participants, since they were more or less public. The bothros seems to have
been used for a blood ritual, aiming at contacting and calling upon the hero
to come and participate in the subsequent rituals, which, at least in some
cases, included ritual dining for the worshippers. The use of bothroi in hero-
cults cannot be said to be a dominant feature, since it can be documented
in so few cases and only in late sources. The reason for using the bothros
may be connected with the fact that the hero was dead and there was a will
to contact him. It is possible that bothroi, in Greek cult in general, were
primarily and originally used for occasional sacrifices answering particular

230 On Homer as normative for later conceptions of the Underworld, see Sourvinou-Inwood
1995, 15–16. Heubeck & Hoekstra 1989, 71, lines 516–540, suggest that the poet in the Nekyia
combines conceptions drawn from di¢ferent spheres in order to create something new. On the
idea that the blood ritual was taken over from the practices of oracular cult, see Page 1955,
24–25; Sourvinou-Inwood 1995, 83. On possible Near Eastern influences on the necromancy
described in the Nekyia, see Johnston 1999, 88–90.
231 The other terms for pit, bojúnov, lákkov or Ìrugma, all occur later, not before the

5th century BC (see LSJ s.v.).
232 Klaros: Krauss 1980, no. 11; Porph. De phil. 112–121; cf. Philostr. V A 8.7.9.
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needs and called for by the situation, as outlined previously. This use
was transferred to the hero-cults, but in these cults the bothroi became
institutionalized and were used for only one part of a larger ritual.

3. Enagizein, enagisma, enagismos and enagisterion

The last group of terms, which will be analysed in this chapter, is enagizein
and the nouns enagisma, enagismos and enagisterion. The LSJ explains
enagizein as “to o¢fer sacrifices to the dead, opposed to júw”. The meaning
of enagisma is given as “o¢fering to the dead” and of enagismos as “o¢fering
to the dead” or “sacrifice”. Enagisterion is explained as “a place for o¢ferings
to the dead”.

The general tendency in modern scholarship has been to regard en-
agizein and its associated nouns as particularly connected with sacrifices to
the dead and the heroes.233 The terms have also been linked to other terms,
such as eschara, bothros, entemnein, haimakouria and choai, which have
all been considered to express the specific ritual actions of these cults.234

Enagizein has been understood as being the opposite to thyein, the former
term indicating that the recipient was a hero or a dead person, while the
latter was used only for sacrifices to the gods.235 Casabona’s detailed study
of the sacrificial terminology has shown, however, that the relation between
enagizein and thyein is that of a technical term versus a very general term.
Thyein could be used for sacrifices to the gods above, as well as to the heroes
and deified mortals. Only when the two terms are used in opposition, does
thyein take on the meaning of “to sacrifice to an immortal or an Olympian
god”, while enagizein refers to a technical term for the funerary honours
given to the dead.236

On the general level, the meaning of enagizein has been understood as
tabu facere, to render sacred or to place in the domain of the sacred, i.e., to
remove from the sphere of the living.237 Concerning the rituals covered by

233 Deneken 1886–90, 2505; Pfister 1909–12, 466 and 477; Eitrem 1912, 1123; Foucart 1918, 98;
Stengel 1920, 143 and 149; Rohde 1925, 116 and 140, n. 15; Méautis 1940, 16; Chantraine &
Masson 1954, 100–101; Rudhardt 1958, 238; Casabona 1966, 204; Burkert 1983, 9, n. 41; Burkert
1985, 194 and 205.
234 Deneken 1886–90, 2505–2506; Stengel 1920, 143 and 149; Rudhardt 1958, 238–239;

Casabona 1966, 209; Burkert 1983, 9, n. 41; Burkert 1985, 200.
235 Pfister 1909–12, 467; Eitrem 1912, 1123; Rohde 1925, 116 and 140, n. 15; Nagy 1979, 308,

§ 10n4; Burkert 1983, 9, n. 41.
236 Casabona 1966, 85 and 204.
237 Stengel 1920, 143; Nock 1944, 593; Chantraine & Masson 1954, 100; Casabona 1966,

208–209; Burkert 1983, 9, n. 41; Burkert 1985, 200.
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the terms, two main explanations have been advanced. On the one hand,
enagizein has been considered to refer to a total destruction of the victims
or o¢ferings by burning them in a holocaust.238 In this sense, an enagizein
sacrifice would imply that no part of the animal would be available for
consumption by the worshippers. On the other hand, the terms have been
linked to various kinds of libations, such as wine, melikraton, milk and, in
particular, blood.239 It has also been suggested that enagizein and the related
nouns can refer to both kinds of actions, i.e., the discarding of the blood of
the animal followed by the burning of the carcass.240

3.1. Epigraphical sources

None of the three terms enagizein, enagismos and enagisterion is docu-
mented in the epigraphical record before the 2nd century BC. When they
are found, enagizein and enagisterion are used only in connection with
heroes, while the term enagismos is found for sacrifices both to heroes and
to the dead. The term enagisma, which, in the literary sources, occurs from
Aristophanes onwards, is not documented in the inscriptions.241 In all, the
number of instances in which the three terms are used in the epigraphical
record is low (see Table 9, p. 81).

3.1.1. Enagizein and enagismos

The earliest occurrence of the verb enagizein is found in a substantial
ephebic inscription dating to 123/2 BC, discussed above in connection with
the eschara of Dionysos.242 Among the deeds performed by the ephebes
and for which they were praised was that they marched to the polyandreion
at Marathon, placed wreaths on it and Çnågisan to those who had died in
the war for freedom: �gagen dè kaì Çpì tò [Ç]m M[ar]aj÷ni poluándr[eionkaì Çstef]ánwsan kaì Çnåg[is]an toîv katà pólemon teleutåsasin ¸p[èr]tæv Çleuthríav (line 69).243 In the same inscription are also mentioned
sacrifices to other heroes. Amphiaraos received sacrifices at the Amphiareion
(lines 27–28 and 70–71) and Aias on Salamis (lines 30–31 and 72–73), but

238 Deneken 1886–90, 2505–2506; Pfister 1909–12, 477; Stengel 1920, 143 with n. 8; Rudhardt
1958, 239; Burkert 1966, 103; Parker 1983, 329; Burkert 1985, 194; Parker (forthcoming).
239 Nock 1944, 592–593; Chantraine & Masson 1954, 101–102; Casabona 1966, 206; Nilsson

1967, 186.
240 Pfister 1909–12, 474–477; Rohde 1925, 116; Chantraine & Masson 1954, 101; Rudhardt

1958, 239.
241 Ar. Tag. fr. 504, line 12 (PCG III:2, 1984).
242 IG II2 1006, 26 and 69; cf. pp. 33–34; Mikalson 1998, 245.
243 In line 26, Çnågisan is completely preserved.
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the term used for these sacrifices is thyein. Presumably, there must have been
a di¢ference between the sacrifices to the Marathonian war dead, compared
with those to Amphiaraos and Aias, which prompted the use of di¢ferent
terms.

The sacrifices to Amphiaraos and Aias, on the one hand, and to the
Marathon war dead, on the other, di¢fer both as to their chronological
contexts and as to their contents. Amphiaraos and Aias were well-established
heroes, who had been worshipped by the Athenians at least from the
5th century BC onwards.244 The sacrifices to Amphiaraos mentioned in
the inscription took place at the Amphiareion, a sanctuary with a recurrent
festival to the hero, at which the sacrifices were followed by ritual dining.245

In the case of Aias, the sacrifices formed part of the Aianteia, a festival
which also included a procession, a gymnastic competition, a torch-race and
a boat-race.246 Here, too, it is reasonable to assume that dining formed a
part of the ritual activity.

The history of the cult of the war dead at Marathon is more tricky. The
first source which states that they received a cult is in fact IG II2 1006, fol-
lowed by Pausanias (1.32.4), who says that they were honoured (sebontai).
Most modern scholars consider them as heroes but waver as to whether
these war dead had a continuous cult from the 5th century onwards.247 It
is possible that this was the case, even if our sources do not say so.248 But
it is also possible that the cult, or at least the enagizein sacrifice, was a
late-2nd-century BC feature.

The sacrifice to the Marathonian war dead was performed by the
ephebes, a fact that may be relevant to the understanding of the ritual.

244 The main sanctuary of Amphiaraos was at Oropos (see Petrakos 1968; Petropoulou 1981,
57–63; Schachter 1981, 19–25; Parker 1996, 146–149), but he was also worshipped at Athens,
Rhamnous and Piraeus (see Kearns 1989, 147). On Aias, see Deubner 1969, 228; Kearns 1989,
141–142; Parker 1996, 153–154; Mikalson 1998, 183–184.
245 On the Amphiareia, see Parker 1996, 149 and 247; Pélékidis 1962, 253; on the sacrifices,

see Petropoulou 1981, 49, lines 25–36.
246 Parker 1996, 153–154; Pélékidis 1962, 247–249.
247 Loraux 1986, 39–41, considers the war dead as heroes who received time but does not

explicitly say whether those at Marathon received a cult; Jacoby 1944, 39 and 47 with n. 49,
classifies all war dead as heroes and dates the institution of the cult of the Marathonomachoi
to 490/489 BC; Whitley 1994, 216–217, speaks of heroic honours given to the Marathonian war
dead, at least in the first century BC; Welwei 1991, 62, argues that they were not considered to
be heroes before Pausanias’ time.
248 Loraux 1986, 38–41, argues that a particular characteristic of the ancient sources that speak

of the war dead, in particular Thucydides, is that they suppress the element of cult in favour
of politics; cf. Hornblower 1991, 292; Stupperich 1977, 62. Parker 1996, 132 and 135–137,
points out that, even if the war dead were not explicitly called heroes, their cultic honours
were indistinguishable from those of the heroes. On the Athenian 5th-century war dead being
heroized, see also Sourvinou-Inwood 1995, 194.
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After having petered out in the late 3rd century, the ephebic institution was
resurrected after 166 BC and transformed from a regular military institution
into an exclusive education for boys from the upper class, both Athenians and
foreigners.249 Participation in various religious activities was fundamental
for these ephebes. Athens was no longer a free city with its own foreign
policy but dependent on the Romans, and the emphasis on religious rites
connected with a glorious past is clear in the inscriptions documenting the
yearly activities of the revived ephebeia.250 Seen in this light, it is possible
that the enagizein sacrifice to the war dead at Marathon may have been
a particular, 2nd-century BC ritual, regarded as being specifically suitable
for the ephebes, since the ephebeia had an originally military background
and since this sacrifice also evoked the honourable history of Athens. The
enagizein sacrifice is mentioned only in IG II2 1006, which is one of the
earliest ephebic inscriptions, while other religious actions are found in
several inscriptions. The sacrifice to the Marathon war dead was perhaps
an occasional event and did not mark the institution of a regular sacrifice or
the continuation of an earlier cult.

The enagizein sacrifice took place at the tomb of the fallen warriors at
Marathon, which was decorated with wreaths, an action usually found in the
cult of the dead. The focus on the tomb, the placing of wreaths and the use
of the term enagizein indicate that this sacrifice was of a kind di¢ferent from
the thysia sacrifices to Amphiaraos and Aias. The ritual may have consisted
in a single visit to the tomb, at which sacrifices, either of animals or of other
kinds of o¢ferings, were performed. It is possible that this sacrifice, taking
place on the actual battlefield, should be regarded as a new invention of the
2nd century BC and as being a distinct ritual separate from the regular cult
of the war dead, which took place at the Kerameikos.

The second inscription in which enagizein is used also concerns sacrifices
to the war dead from the Persian wars, but in Megara.251 The text consists
of an early-5th-century BC epigram attributed to Simonides, inscribed by
the high-priest Helladios in the 4th century AD at the earliest, but possibly
even later.252 The epigram honours the Megarians who fell at Plataiai. It
is preceded by Helladios’ introduction, in which the war dead are called
heroes, and ends with the addition [M]eqrìv Çf� �m÷n dè � póliv [k]a[ì]
249 Pélékidis 1962, 183–209; Nilsson 1955, 17–29; Mikalson 1998, 181–185 and 246–249.
250 Jacoby 1944, 66; cf. Pélékidis 1962, 211–256; Mikalson 1998, 246–249. Epigraphical

evidence: Reinmuth 1955 (complements IG II2 1032), IG II2 1006; 1008; 1009; 1011; 1027; 1028;
1029; 1030; 1039; 1040; 1041; 1042; 1043, dating from 127/6 to 38/7 BC.
251 IG VII 53 = Kaibel 1878, no. 461. Cf. Wade-Gery 1933, 95–97; Page 1981, 213–215, no. 16.
252 Wade-Gery 1933, 96, is sceptical of the attribution to Simonides. Page 1981, 213–215, dates

the epigram to the early 5th century BC and excludes the possibility of Simonides as the author.
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taûron Çn[å]g[i]zen (IG VII 53, 13). The text is quite damaged and the exact
reading of the last word is di¢ficult.253 The content is clear, however, even
though the tense depends on how the last word is read: “Down to our time
the city also sacrificed a bull” (Lattimore), “Up to our own day the city has
consecrated a bull” (Campbell) or “The city consecrates a bull up to our time”
(Page). What is of major interest is the fact that the term enagizein is found
only in the 4th-century AD addition to the text. In the 4th century AD, the
Megarian war dead received an enagizein sacrifice consisting of a bull, but
it is questionable whether this was an early practice. Very little is known of
the Megarian war dead, and it is not even certain where they were buried
and where the sacrifice could have taken place. According to Herodotos,
they were buried on the battlefield (9.85), while Pausanias claims that their
tombs were in the city (1.43.3). In the introduction to the epigram, Helladios
says that the heroes are resting where the inscription was located and, since
the stone was found in Megara, presumably the tomb was considered to be
located there in the 4th century AD.

The last line of the inscription states that the bull sacrifice was performed
even in Helladios’ own time, which seems to indicate a long tradition. This,
however, may partly be wishful thinking on Helladios’ part. Wade-Gery
emphasized that Helladios inscribed, not re-inscribed, the epigram and that
the text seems to have been copied from a literary source rather than
from another inscription.254 Thus, Helladios seems to have either revived a
cult that had fallen into oblivion (the text says that the epigram had been
destroyed by time) or instituted a new cult. In any case, the enagizein
sacrifice was not part of a continuous, ancient tradition and may have been
a feature added by Helladios himself in connection with the execution of the
inscription. Perhaps the tomb of the fallen soldiers was restored on the same
occasion.

The term enagismos is found in five inscriptions, but only two of these seem
to refer to heroes. The first is from Pergamon and dates to the 1st cen-
tury BC.255 The inscription honours the Pergamene Diodoros Pasparos, a
great benefactor of his city, for what he has accomplished as gymnasiarch.256

253 According to IG VII 53, 13, the stone has ENNGZEN, read as Çn[å]g[i]zen, also followed
by Kaibel 1878, no. 461, and Lattimore 1962, 126–127. Wade-Gery 1933, 97, suggests enagizen
and Campbell 1991, 534 (Simonides, no. 16), Çnagízei. Page 1981, 213, n. 2, says that, while the
stone has enagizen, either Çnågizen or Çnagízei must be intended and that the context is much
in favour of the present tense.
254 Wade-Gery 1933, 96; cf. Campbell 1991, 532, n. 1.
255 OGIS, no. 764, line 16 = IGR IV 294. Schröder 1904, 152–160, no. 1, dated the text to the

reign of Attalos III, 139–133 BC. The inscription has now been dated down to 69 BC (see Jones
1974, 183–205; cf. Gauthier 1985, 47–48).
256 On Diodoros Pasparos, see Kienast 1970, 224–225; Jones 1974; Gauthier 1985, 62–63.
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Diodoros took a great interest in various cults in his city and among his deeds
was the execution of an enagismos to Aristonidas, an otherwise unknown,
Pergamene hero. The inscription is partly damaged, and it is not clear
whether Diodoros inaugurated the worship of Aristonidas or just promoted
its continuation.

Another hero receiving an enagismos was Aristomenes at Messene. A
substantial decree dating to the Augustan period, placed on the northern
side of the agora at Messene, lists the citizens who donated money for
the preservation and repair of buildings in that city.257 Kraton, son of
Archedamos, granted wood to the gymnasium for 300 denars and promised
an additional 70 denars for the enagismos of a bull to Aristomenes, e±vÇnagismòn >Aristoménei taúrou deinária Æbdomåkonta (lines 12–14). Aristo-
menes was the main hero of Messene and his exploits are described in detail
by Pausanias (4.14.7–4.22.7), who also states that Aristomenes was buried
at the gymnasium, after his bones had been sent to Messene from Rhodes
(4.32.3). The cult of Aristomenes, as described by Pausanias, follows the
same outline as the inscription: an enagizein sacrifice of a bull. Pausanias
adds further that the bull was tied to a pillar on the hero’s grave before being
sacrificed (4.32.3). Presumably the sacrifice to Aristomenes mentioned in the
inscription also took place at the hero’s tomb at the gymnasium, since the
donation of funds by Kraton concerned both the gymnasium and the cult of
Aristomenes.

The remaining three cases of enagismos all cover funerary sacrifices
to private individuals, and there is no reason to regard the recipients as
being heroes of the same kind as those considered so far. On an inscribed
sarcophagus from Byzantion, dated to around 100 BC, it is stated that the
judge Iatrokles Ainetos from Mylasa was given a burial and an enagismos by
the people of Byzantion, where he died.258 A similar wording, burial and
enagismos, is found in an inscription from Lampsakos dating from the 1st to
the 2nd century AD.259 The last inscription containing the term enagismos is
a foundation decree from Hypaipa near Ephesos dated to AD 301.260 One
part of the foundation deals with the reservation of financial means for an

257 Orlandos 1959, 162–173, esp. 170, line 13 (= SEG 23, 1968, 207); Robert J. & L. 1964–67,
308–311, no. 200; for a new edition of the text including a new fragment (irrelevant to
Aristomenes), see Migeotte 1985, 597–607.
258 Mansel 1957, 407–409, no. 4 (= SEG 16, 1959, 418); Robert J. & L. 1959–63, 59–61, no. 252.

The inscription dates to c. 100 BC, but the sarcophagus belongs to a group of sarcophagi reused
for burials down to the 2nd century AD and decorated with later reliefs.
259 Frisch 1978, no. 23 = CIG 3645. This inscription is identical with the wrongly catalogued

CIG 1976 from Macedonia.
260 Drew-Bear 1980, 533–536, esp. 534, line 2 = SEG 30, 1980, 1387 = Meriç et al. 1981,

no. 3803b = Laum 1914, vol. 2, no. 82.
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enagismos to the son of the donor, if he was buried in the family heroon. The
enagismoi in these three cases seem to have been single sacrifices performed
in connection with the burial, and there is no indication of a continuation of
the ritual.

3.1.2. Enagisterion

The term enagisterion is found only once in the epigraphical evidence and
never in the literary sources. The term occurs in an inscription dating to about
AD 170, dealing with work performed by Licinius Priscus Juventianus in the
sanctuary of Poseidon at Isthmia, which had been damaged in an earthquake
c. AD 150–175. Juventianus was a wealthy Roman who spent lavishly at
Isthmia. Among the buildings which he restored or had constructed were
the Palaimonion with its ornaments, the enagisterion and the sacred portal:tò Palaimónion sùn toîv proskosmåmasin kaì tò Çnagistårion kaì tän °eràne³sodon (lines 8–10).261 The buildings mentioned in the inscription have
been identified in the excavations of the site.262 The shrine of Palaimon,
located just to the south-east of the temple of Poseidon, shows three major
phases. The first phase dates to c. AD 50–80, the second to c. AD 80–100 and
the final phase to c. 150, to the late 2nd or possibly early 3rd century AD.263

The third phase, recovered in the excavations, corresponds well to the
buildings mentioned in the inscription. At that time, the shrine consisted
of two main parts: a small tholos on a podium and a stone-lined pit, both
placed within courtyards, and an elaborate entrance to the stoa to the north.
In the pit were found ashes and burnt bones, mainly from bovines and young
bulls that had been burnt whole in the fire.264 The stones forming the walls
of the pit had been badly damaged by fire.

The term enagisterion must be derived from enagizein and refer to
the pit where holocausts of the bulls were performed, as well as to the
courtyard in which the pit was located.265 Furthermore, in the description of

261 IG IV 203 = Gegan 1989, 350.
262 Broneer 1959, 312–319; Broneer 1973, 99–112; Gebhard 1993a, 89–94; Gebhard 1993b,

170–172; Gebhard & Reese (forthcoming); cf. Piérart 1998, 88–104.
263 Gebhard 1993a, 85, 89 and 93.
264 Broneer 1959, 313; Gebhard 1993a, 85 with n. 26; the bones have been re-studied by David

Reese, see Gebhard & Reese (forthcoming).
265 On the analogy with jusiastårion, meaning altar (Joseph. AJ 8.4.1), derived from jusiázein,

which replaces thyein in koine, see Casabona 1966, 139. The archaeological discoveries
invalidate Fernand Robert’s suggestions (1939, 178–179) that the enagisterion was the cave-like
structure under the round temple of Palaimon, where a blood libation took place. The bull
from which the blood came was, according to Robert’s interpretation, killed and bled at another
location and the meat burnt elsewhere, probably on a bomos. Similarly, Casevitz’s interpretation
(1988, 58) of enagisterion as an altar where the dead were honoured is not compatible with the
archaeological findings at Isthmia.
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the “Palaimon” painting, Philostratos states that Sisyphos is sacrificing (thyei)
a black bull and that the rituals also included enagismata.266 Even if the
enagisterion is mentioned only in the Juventianus inscription and refers to
the third phase of the Palaimonion, the two previous courtyards with their
sacrificial pits are likely to have been called by the same term.

It is important to remember that all the archaeological, epigraphical and
literary evidence for holocaustic sacrifices of bulls to Palaimon at Isthmia
dates to the Roman period. The whole sanctuary of Poseidon seems to have
been more or less deserted from the mid 2nd century BC to the third quarter
of the 1st century AD.267 There might have been an earlier cult of Palaimon
at Isthmia, but nothing is known of how or where it was performed.268 It
is thus possible that the enagizein sacrifices to Palaimon at Isthmia were
instituted at the Roman revival of the sanctuary.269

Table 9

Instances of enagizein, enagisterion and enagismos in the epigraphical sources.

Term Recipient Source Date

Çnagízein War dead at Marathon IG II2 1006, 26 and 69 123/2 BC

Çnagízein War dead in Persian
wars, Megara

IG VII 53, 13
= Kaibel 1878, no. 461, 11 4th–5th century AD

Çnagistårion Palaimon,
hero at Isthmia

IG IV 203, 9
= Gegan 1989, 350, line 9 c. AD 170

Çnagismóv Private person, Iatrokles
Ainetos from Mylasa Mansel 1957, 407–409, no. 4 c. 100 BC

Çnagismóv Aristonidas,
hero at Pergamon

OGIS, no. 764, 16
= IGR IV 294, 16 69 BC

Çnagismóv Aristomenes,
hero at Messene Orlandos 1959, 170, line 13 Augustan

Çnagismóv Private person,
Apollonios
from Lampsakos

Frisch 1978, no. 23
= CIG 3645 1st–2nd century AD

Çnagismóv Private person
from Hypaipa

Drew-Bear 1980, 534, line 2
= Meriç et al. 1981, no. 3803b AD 301

266 Philostr. Imag. 2.16.3. The Palaimonion was possibly in use into the 3rd century AD, and,
even if Philostratos did not see the rituals himself, it cannot have been di¢ficult to obtain
information on how they were performed.
267 Gebhard 1993a, 79.
268 Palaimon is mentioned in a fragmentary ode by Pindar, but no archaeological traces of a

cult have been found before the Roman period (see Gebhard 1993b, 170–172 and 177, n. 71;
Gebhard & Dickie 1999, 159–165). Gebhard (pers. comm.) refutes the identification of a Classical
Palaimonion with three statue bases along the southern side of the earlier racetrack, made by
Rupp 1979, 64–72.
269 Cf. Piérart 1998, 106–109.
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To sum up, the terms enagizein, enagismos and enagisterion are not
documented in the epigraphical evidence in connection with heroes before
the late 2nd century BC, and, taken as a whole, the terms are mainly used
in the Roman period (Table 9). Judging from the available evidence, the
sacrifices were focused on the tombs of the war dead at Marathon and
from Megara, as well as of Aristomenes at Messene. The connection with
the graves is also emphasized by the fact that enagismos is used for a
sacrifice at the burial of the ordinary dead. The war dead at Marathon and
from Megara and Aristomenes died violent deaths, being killed in battle,
while Palaimon was drowned. Furthermore, the terms seem to have been
particularly favoured when hero-sacrifices were instituted or restored, which
seems to have been the case with the Marathon and Megarian war dead,
Palaimon and perhaps also for Aristomenes at Messene and Aristonidas at
Pergamon.

3.2. Literary sources

3.2.1. Enagizein, enagisma and enagismos in the Archaic to early
Hellenistic sources

In the literary sources dating to before 300 BC, enagizein and enagismata
are used for sacrifices to heroes (Table 10), and enagizein, enagismata and
enagismoi for sacrifices to deceased persons (Table 11, p. 87).270

Table 10

Instances of enagizein, enagisma and enagismos
in the Archaic to early Hellenistic literary sources.

Greek contexts: Heroes

Term Recipient Source Date

Çnagízein Killed Phokaians Hdt. 1.167 5th century BC

Çnagízein  v �rÿ Herakles Hdt. 2.44 5th century BC

Çnagízein Atreidai, Tydeidai,
Aiakidai and Laertiadai Mir. ausc. 840a 4th century BC

Çnagísmata Harmodios and Aristogeiton Ath. pol. 58.1 4th century BC

The earliest literary source in which enagizein is found is Herodotos,
who uses the term in two di¢ferent passages.271 The first case concerns

270 Since non-participation sacrifices are discussed more fully in ch. II, a certain overlap in the
treatment of the sources is inevitable.
271 1.167 and 2.44; the latter will be discussed below.
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sacrifices performed to a number of Greek prisoners of war from Phokaia
who had been killed by stoning by the Etruscans of Agylla (Hdt. 1.167).
After this summary execution had taken place, the location where the stoned
Phokaians lay proved to be a dangerous spot: any man or animal from Agylla
passing it became distorted, crippled and paralysed. The Agyllans consulted
Delphi about remedying their wrongdoing, and the Pythia ordered them to
do what they still did in Herodotos’ time, namely to sacrifice greatly to the
dead Phokaians and to set up athletic games and horse-races (� dè Pujíhsféav Çkéleuse poiéein tà kaì nûn o° >Agullaîoi Ïti Çpiteléousi; kaì gàrÇnagízousí sfi megálwv kaì �g÷na gumnikòn kaì °ppikòn Çpistâsi).

The contents of these enagizein sacrifices are likely to have been sub-
stantial, since they are performed megálwv (greatly) and were accompanied
by athletic contests and horse-races. Exactly what was sacrificed is not
known, but a ritual on that scale presumably included some animal sacrifice.
The ritual was probably focused on the place where the Phokaians had
died and were buried. The reason for the institution of the cult should also
be noted: to avoid a dangerous situation, arising from a violent and unjust
killing, and to propitiate the anger of the recipients of the sacrifices. Even
though the setting itself is non-Greek, the ritual was prescribed by Delphi,
i.e., it had a Greek origin and followed a Greek pattern: sacrifice, games and
horse-races.272

The second passage of interest here is found in the Aristotelian Athenaion
politeia (58.1), where the religious duties of the polemarch are discussed.

<O dè polémarqov júei mèn jusíav tån te t� >Artémidi t� �grotérý kaì t§>Enualíÿ, diat[í]jhsi d� �g÷na tòn Çpitáfion {kaì} toîv teteleuthkósin Çn t§polémÿ kaì <Armodíÿ kaì >Aristogeítoni Çnagísmata poieî.273

The polemarch performs the sacrifices to Artemis Agrotera and to Enyalios and
arranges the funeral games in honour of those who have fallen in the war and
performs enagismata to Harmodios and Aristogeiton.

The relation between these three religious activities is somewhat complic-
ated, since it is not directly clear over how many festivals they were spread.
The thysia sacrifices to Artemis Agrotera and Enyalios to commemorate
the victory at Marathon were presumably performed at a separate festival
on the 6th of Boedromion.274 The funeral games to the war dead and

272 This sacrifice is peculiar, since it is hard to picture athletic games and horse-races not
being accompanied by dining (and animal sacrifice) of any kind. Fontenrose (1968, 98, n. 38)
questioned the authenticity of the oracular response that called for the institution of the cult and
suggested that this was an ancient and native Etruscan cult which was later identified by the
western Greeks as that of the slain Phokaians.
273 Text after Chambers 1986.
274 At least the sacrifices to Artemis fell on that day and presumably also those to Enyalios; see

Rhodes 1981, 650; Deubner 1969, 209; Pritchett 1979, 173–174; Mikalson 1975a, 18 and 50.
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the enagismata to Harmodios and Aristogeiton are more di¢ficult to sort
out.275 The text states that the polemarch diatíjhsi d� �g÷na tòn Çpitáfion
{kaì} toîv teteleuthkósin Çn t§ polémÿ kaì <Armodíÿ kaì >AristogeítoniÇnagísmata poieî. The interpretation depends on whether the kai before tois
teteleutekosin should be deleted, emended or retained.276

It is beyond dispute that funeral games were organized for those who
had fallen in the war. The question is, whether these war dead received
funeral games separately from the enagismata to Harmodios and Aristogeiton
or whether both the war dead and Harmodios and Aristogeiton were the
recipients of funeral games as well as enagismata. Any certainty seems
impossible, but, in any case, the cult of Harmodios and Aristogeiton must
have been close to the cult of the Athenian war dead: both fell under the
responsibilities of the polemarch, both were located at the Demosion Sema
and the Academy region, and both had a connection with warfare.277 It is
possible that Harmodios and Aristogeiton regularly received funeral games,
even though these seem to have been intimately linked mainly to the funeral
of the war dead but also to their subsequent cult.278 However, it is clear that
Harmodios and Aristogeiton were given enagismata, but it is questionable
whether this was the kind of sacrifice normally used in the cult of the war
dead in this period. Other contemporary sources that mention the sacrifices
to the war dead speak of thysiai, never enagismata.279 It is probably
best to regard the enagismata sacrifices to Harmodios and Aristogeiton as

275 On which day the commemoration of the war dead fell is not definitely known. Jacoby
1944, 62–65, suggests that it took place at the Genesia on the 5th of Boedromion, a festival
which was later called Epitaphia. Deubner 1969, 230, assigns these rituals to the Epitaphia;
cf. Rhodes 1981, 651; Pritchett 1979, 183–184.
276 Deletion: Chambers 1986; cf. Poll. Onom. 8.91 (Bethe 1900–31). Emendation: Rhodes 1981,

650–652 emends kai with epi (by analogy with three inscribed bronze vases used as prizes in
funerary games for the war dead) and considers the cult of Harmodios and Aristogeiton as
distinct from the commemoration of those who had died in war; cf. Loraux 1986, 363, n. 149.
Retaining: Pfister 1909–1912, 469; Calabi Limentani 1976, 11 and n. 11. Jacoby 1944, 38, n. 3,
retains kai but states that Aristotle does not say that Harmodios and Aristogeiton received
enagismata at the same time as the war dead did, and that the games were meant for these
two as well, though this may have been possible.
277 Clairmont 1983, 14; Calabi Limentani 1976, 11–12. Deubner 1969, 230, ascribes both the

commemoration of the war dead and the sacrifices to Harmodios and Aristogeiton to the
Epitaphia, which was held annually at the Kerameikos. According to Pausanias (1.29.15),
Harmodios and Aristogeiton were buried in the Kerameikos, but it is not known whether this
burial was a cenotaph or a real grave, since the fate of their bodies in 513 BC is unknown (see
Jacoby 1944, 38, n. 3, and 50, n. 64).
278 Loraux 1986, 38; Stupperich 1977, 54–55; cf. Seaford 1994, 121.
279 Pl. Menex. 244a; Dem. Epitaph. 36. On the unwillingness of the literary sources to elaborate

on the cult of the war dead, see above, p. 76, n. 248. Therefore, the use of the terminology
should perhaps not be pressed too far.
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being distinct from the commemorations of the war dead, on a concrete,
executional level.

The passages from Herodotos and the Athenaion politeia do not o¢fer
any direct explanation of the contents of the rituals covered by enagizein
and enagismata. On this particular point, the sacrifices to various groups
of heroes at Taras mentioned in the Ps.-Aristotelian On marvellous things
heard, are of great interest.280

>En Táranti Çnagízein katá tinav qrónouv fasìn >Atreídaiv kaì Tudeídaiv kaìA±akídaiv kaì Laertiádaiv, kaì >Agamemnonídaiv dè qwrìv jusían Çpiteleîn Çn�llþ �mérý ±díý, Çn � nómimon eµnai taîv gunaixì mä geúsasjai t÷n Çkeínoivjuoménwn.
At certain times, the Atreidai, Tydeidai, Aiakidai and Laertiadai received
enagizein sacrifices, while on another special day, the Agamemnonidai
were given a thysia. The text further specifies, that at the sacrifice to the
Agamemnonidai, it was not the custom for the women to taste the meat from
the victims sacrificed to these heroes (mä geúsasjai t÷n Çkeínoiv juoménwn).
On the basis that the thysia included consumption, it is reasonable to view
the enagizein sacrifices to the Atreidai, Tydeidai, Aiakidai and Laertiadai as
not including any ritual dining. The context of the On marvellous things
heard where this information is given, mentions other cults and temples at
various locations. This particular passage is very brief, however, and nothing
further is known as to where and when these sacrifices took place and
whether the recipients had any particular characteristics.

The final passage in which enagizein is used for sacrifices to a hero
during this period is Herodotos’ well-known account of the double cult of
Herakles (2.44).

kaì dokéousi dé moi o¼toi Ärjótata <Ellånwn poiéein, oÒ dixà <Hrákleia°drusámenoi Ïkthntai, kaì t§ mèn  v �janátÿ >Olumpíÿ dè Çpwnumíhn júousi,t§ dè Ætérÿ  v �rÿ Çnagízousi.
According to Herodotos, those Greeks who had two cults of Herakles
were behaving in the most correct fashion. They sacrificed to Herakles,
on the one hand, as to an immortal, calling him Olympian,  v �janátÿ>Olumpíÿ dè Çpwnumíhn júousi, and, on the other, as to a hero,  v �rÿÇnagízousi. The use of the two terms thyein and enagizein in this passage
clearly reflects two kinds of sacrificial rituals, just like the description of the
sacrifices to the various groups of heroes at Taras in the On marvellous things
heard (840a).281

280 Mir. ausc. 840a.
281 On the opposition of thyein and enagizein, see Casabona 1966, 84–85 and 337.
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If the context in which Herodotos makes this statement is taken into
account, it is clear that he is recommending a dual ritual to be performed
to Herakles, owing to his specific background. The original Herakles was
a Phoenician god with temples both in Tyre and on Thasos.282 The Greek
Herakles, on the other hand, was a son of Amphitryon, born at least five
generations after the construction of the temple on Thasos. This duality in
character is the reason why he is supposed to receive two kinds of cult.
A hero who has a divine side clearly distinguishable from an early period,
is a unique feature in Greek religion and Herodotos’ separation of the two
kinds of cult should be viewed as an expression of the special position of
Herakles. The notion that Herakles was partly an immortal god and partly a
mortal hero is mentioned as early as in the Odyssey and a further indication
of his mixed status can be found in Pindar, who calls him heros theos.283

Moreover, Herakles was worshipped all over the Greek territory and there is
no tradition of him having a tomb, only the pyre on Mount Oite, on which
he burnt himself to death and then ascended to Olympos.284

The exceptional position of Herakles in the Herodotos passage becomes
even more apparent if the treatment of heroes at large in Herodotos is
considered. A recent study has shown that clear-cut distinctions between
gods and heroes are far from a hallmark of Herodotos.285 Apart from this
specific passage, he makes little or no distinction between gods and heroes
in discussing matters of religion. Heroes may even be referred to as theoi,
when he is concerned with their religious roles or o¢ferings made to them.286

The remaining cases of enagizein, enagisma or enagismos in the early
sources concern sacrifices to the ordinary dead (Table 11). In all, these
terms are more frequently used for covering rituals in the cult of the dead
than for sacrifices to heroes. The contexts are more uniform and related
to the regular ritual practices devoted to the dead, which do not seem to
have included any exceptional behaviour. In the funerary contexts, we get
more information on what actions took place, and it is clear that the terms
could cover di¢ferent kinds of rituals. Enagizein could refer to the whole
ritual complex, performed annually at the tomb, as in Isaios 2.46, where the
orator states that a person who dies without an heir will not receive these

282 On the Phoenician and Thasian contexts of the cults of Herakles, see Bonnet 1988, esp.
346–371.
283 Od. 11.601–603; Pind. Nem. 3.22. It has been suggested that Od. 11.602–604 is a 6th century

interpolation, since the concept of Herakles’ apotheosis is post-Homeric, see Sourvinou-Inwood
1995, 86–87; see also Petzl 1969, 28–41; Heubeck & Hoekstra 1989, 114, lines 601–627.
284 On the connection between the manner of Herakles’ death and the sacrificial rituals, see

Nilsson 1922; Nilsson 1923.
285 Vandiver 1991, 93–97 and 136.
286 Vandiver 1991, 110.
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Table 11

Instances of enagizein, enagisma and enagismos
in the Archaic to early Hellenistic literary sources.

Greek contexts: The ordinary dead

Term Recipient Source Date

Çnagísmata The dead Ar. Tag. fr. 504, 12 (PCG III:2) 5th–4th century BC

Çnagízein The dead Isae. 2.46 5th–4th century BC

Çnagízein The dead Isae. 6.51 5th–4th century BC

Çnagízein The dead Isae. 6.65 5th–4th century BC

Çnagízein The dead Isae. 7.30 5th–4th century BC

Çnagismoí The dead Kleidemos FGrHist 323 F 14 4th century BC

Çnagismoí Phorbas Dieuchidas FGrHist 485 F 7 4th century BC

Çnagízein Charmos Klearchos fr. 58 (Wehrli 1969) 4th–3rd century BCÇnagízein
or Çnagísmata The dead Diphilos fr. 37 (PCG V) 4th–3rd century BC

rituals. The same meaning is found in 7.30, where Isaios speaks about the
necessity for a dying person to arrange for someone to perform sacrifices
(Ã Çnagi÷n) and carry out the customary rites (pánta tà nomizómena ...poiåswn). The enagizein sacrifice probably took place at the tomb, while ta
nomizomena seems to have marked the end of the mourning period, when
the family resumed their normal way of living again.287 The 4th-century
historian Dieuchidas uses enagismoi in a similar manner, describing how
Phorbas commanded his friends to have freemen perform the enagismoi to
him after his death.288 Finally, Kleidemos, in his Exegetikon, a handbook on
religious and ritual matters, mentions enagismoi in connection with the cult
of the dead and the purification of the unclean.289 The text, only preserved
as a fragment and with a somewhat unclear content, seems to refer to the
rituals performed at the tomb. The ritual described consisted in digging a
trench to the west of the grave and pouring water and scented oil into it.

287 Kurtz & Boardman 1971, 147.
288 Dieuchidas FGrHist 485 F 7. Dieuchidas (or rather Athenaios [6.262a] who is quoting him)

further says that freemen continued to have this function Çn t� jusíý toû Fórbantov. The use of
thysia could be taken as an indication that dining had a place in the continuous rituals performed
to Phorbas; see Nock 1944, 580, n. 24. However, according to Diod. Sic. 5.58.5, Phorbas received
heroic honours after his death and the dining would then have formed a part of the hero-cult
of Phorbas rather than of the funerary cult.
289 Kleidemos FGrHist 323 F 14; McInerney 1994, 22. The passage concerns the ordinary dead

(see Jacoby’s commentary to FGrHist 323 F 14) and not heroes, as Kearns 1989, 3–4, assumes.
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However, it is not clear from the context whether this ritual formed a part of
the enagismoi or whether it referred to a separate action.

More specifically, enagizein and enagismata could mean the non-fluid
part of a funerary sacrifice. Isaios describes how the children of the deceased
visit the tomb and o¢fer sacrifices and libations, Çnagízousi kaì qéontai.290

A fragment of Aristophanes mentions that enagismata are sacrificed (thyein)
and choai poured to the deceased, as though to gods, and the dead are asked
to send up good things to the living.291 What was o¢fered at the enagizein
sacrifice to the dead is specified by Klearchos in one case, telling the story
of the piper and fish-lover Technon, who sacrificed small fried fish on the
tomb of his dead colleague Charmos (�popurídav Çpì toû mnåmatov Çnågizena¹t§).292

Finally, a comedy by Diphilos, entitled >Enagízontev or >Enagísmata,
seems to have dealt with funerary matters, but hardly anything is known of
the contents of this play.293

To sum up the use of enagizein, enagisma and enagismos in the pre-300 BC
sources, the most important conclusion is that these sacrifices are connected
with death, since the recipients are all dead persons, either heroes or the
departed. The terms are more frequently used for sacrifices to the ordinary
dead than to heroes.

Since the terms seem to have been mainly used for the regular sacrifices
to the departed, it is possible that the use of enagizein sacrifices in the cult of
the heroes functioned as a way of connecting these recipients with the sphere
of death. There are several factors supporting such an interpretation. The site
where the Phokaians had been killed, and presumably buried, was of central
importance for the institution of the cult and the sacrifices are likely to have
taken place at that location. The sacrifices to Harmodios and Aristogeiton
were probably also focused on their grave. Death itself was also significant
(the manner of death and its consequences). Herakles committed suicide
by burning himself and both the Phokaians and Harmodios and Aristogeiton
died particularly violent deaths, which in the case of the Phokaians led to
severe problems that could be solved only by instituting a cult. The cult
functioned as an appeasement of the anger of the killed men and solved the
di¢ficulties arising from the death of the heroes.

290 Isae. 6.51 and 6.65.
291 Ar. Tag. fr. 504, lines 12–14 (PCG III:2, 1984): júomen † a¹toîsi toîv Çnagísmasin ¢sperjeoîsi, kaì qoáv ge qeómenoi a±toúmej� a¹toùv deûr� �niénai t�gajá.
292 Klearchos fr. 58 (Wehrli 1969).
293 Diphilos fr. 37 (PCG V, 1986).
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If we assume that death was an important aspect of heroes receiving
enagizein sacrifices, it is also possible to argue that these sacrifices could
function to mark the recipient as being di¢ferent from, or at least removed
from, an immortal god on the conceptual level. Herakles has both an
immortal side as a god and a mortal side as a hero and therefore receives
both thyein and enagizein sacrifices. However, the distinction can also apply
to various groups of heroes who are more or less mortal or immortal, as
in the case of the Atreidai, Tydeidai, Aiakidai and Laertiadai, who received
enagizein sacrifices at Taras, while the Agamemnonidai were given a thysia.

Concerning the contents of the ritual actions, none of the sources o¢fer
any detailed descriptions but the use of the terminology gives indications
of what kinds of sacrifices were meant. The contrasting of enagizein and
thyein is an argument in favour of the terms referring to two kinds of rituals,
enagizein covering a kind of sacrifice di¢ferent from thyein, namely a sacrifice
not followed by collective dining. Presumably the o¢ferings at an enagizein
sacrifice were destroyed in one way or another.294 The use of enagismata
and choai to describe the rituals performed at the tomb is also of interest in
this context, since this division indicates that enagizein sacrifices are likely
to have consisted not only of libations but of some kind of food-stu¢f or of
animal victims, depending on who was the recipient.

3.2.2. Enagizein, enagisma and enagismos in the post-300 BC
sources

In the sources dating to after 300 BC, the three terms enagizein, enagisma
and enagismos are used for sacrifices to three kinds of recipients. The two
main recipients are the same as in the earlier sources: heroes and the ordinary

Table 12

Number of instances of enagizein, enagisma
and enagismos in the post-300 BC sources.

Recipient
Greek

contexts
Roman

contexts
Other

contexts
Total

Heroes 72 10 – 82

Ordinary dead 14 11 4 29

Gods 8 – 8 16

Total 94 21 12 127

Instances are divided according to the recipients (unidentified recipients have
been left out) and their cultural contexts. On the Roman “heroes”, see below,
pp. 106–108. The “gods” group includes daimones.

294 Parker (forthcoming) compares enagizein to hagizein and kathagizein which both seem
to refer to the o¢ferings being wholly destroyed, either by fire or in some other way.
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dead. To these can be added a new group found only in the later sources:
gods.

In the earlier sources, the terms are used only for sacrifices in contexts
that are Greek or have a Greek origin. In the post-300 BC material, enagizein,
enagisma and enagismos are most frequently found in Greek contexts, but
the terms can also cover Roman sacrifices, as well as occasional instances of
other contexts (Egyptian, Hebrew and Carthaginian). The tables 12 and 13
illustrate the general spread of the use of the terms for various kinds of
recipients, cultural contexts and dates.

Table 13

Chronological spread of the post-300 BC sources that use en-
agizein, enagisma and enagismos in the respective contexts.

Date
Greek

contexts
Roman

contexts
Other

contexts
Total

3rd century BC 2 (2) – – 2 (2)

3rd–2nd century BC 1 (1) – – 1 (1)

1st century BC 2 (2) 1 (1) – 3 (3)

1st century BC
to 1st century AD 5 (5) – – 5 (5)

1st century AD – 1 (–) 4 (–) 5 (–)

1st–2nd century AD 15 (12) 19 (9) 4 (–) 38 (21)

2nd century AD 35 (29) – – 35 (29)

2nd–3rd century AD 15 (12) – – 15 (12)

3rd century AD 12 (7) – 3 (–) 15 (7)

3rd–4th century AD 1 (–) – – 1 (–)

4th century AD 6 (2) – – 6 (2)

4th–5th century AD – – 1 (–) 1 (–)

Total 94 (72) 21 (10) 12 (–) 127 (82)

Each context includes all three categories of recipients (heroes, the ordinary dead and gods). The
figures in parentheses indicate the number of sacrifices to heroes for each context and period.

The majority of the sources deal with Greek religious contexts and the
Roman and other contexts make up only a third of the Greek cases.

In the Greek contexts, enagizein, enagisma and enagismos are found
most frequently in connection with heroes (77 %). The instances of sacrifices
to the deceased covered by these terms make up only about one-seventh
of the total number of cases, and the contexts in which the recipients are
gods are even fewer (8 %). This can be compared with the use of the terms
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in the earlier sources (even though the total sample for that period is much
smaller): four instances of sacrifices to heroes and nine instances of sacrifices
to the ordinary dead.

The Roman contexts are more evenly spread between heroes (ten cases)
and the ordinary dead (eleven cases). At the same time, it should be noted
that these two categories are more di¢ficult to separate in the Roman contexts
than in the Greek.295 The small but mixed group of other contexts (Egyptian,
Hebrew and Carthaginian) contains no sacrifices that could be considered as
being to heroes and only a few concerning the ordinary dead. Here, instead,
the gods dominate.

If the chronological distribution of the sources using enagizein, en-
agisma and enagismos is considered, almost 60 % of the texts date to the
1st and 2nd centuries AD. Sources dating to the later 2nd and 3rd cen-
turies AD make up an additional 25 % of the total number of instances.
This remarkable peak is due to the popularity of enagizein, enagisma
and enagismos in certain sources. For example, Pausanias uses the terms
30 times (only for Greek contexts), Plutarch 20 times (seven Greek contexts,
twelve Roman and one other context), Philostratos eleven times (all Greek
contexts) and Heliodoros ten times (seven Greek contexts and three other
contexts).296 Of these sources, Pausanias stands out, not only because of
his frequent use of the terms, but because he never uses them for sacrifices
to the dead. In Plutarch, Philostratos and Heliodoros, on the other hand,
enagizein, enagisma and enagismos cover sacrifices to heroes, ordinary dead
and gods alike. From this review, it is clear that 55 % of the instances of
enagizein, enagisma and enagismos are found in four sources only, dating
from the 1st to the 3rd centuries AD, while the remaining 45 % are spread
between about 25 di¢ferent sources dating from the 3rd century BC to the
5th century AD.

3.2.2.1. Greek contexts: Heroes

From the use of enagizein, enagisma and enagismos in the earlier sources,
it was suggested that the three terms were used for sacrifices in hero-cults
that were particularly connected with the burial and the tomb of the hero,
for heroes who had died a violent death and for whom the sacrifice seems
to have served as some kind of appeasement, and finally as a marker of the
hero’s mortality as a contrast to the immortality of the gods. A similar pattern
of usage of the terms can be traced also in the sources dating to after 300 BC.

295 The category “hero” is here chosen from the Greek point of view to facilitate the comparison
of the chronological and geographical spread of the material, although there is no direct Roman
equivalent to the Greek heroes and hero-cults. See further discussion below, p. 106 esp. n. 372.
296 For the references, see Tables 14–20, and for Pausanias, see also Ekroth 1999, 145–158.
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Table 14

Instances of enagizein, enagisma and enagismos in the post-300 BC literary sources.

Greek contexts: Heroes

Term Recipient Source Date

Çnagízein Chrysos
Hippoc. [Ep.] 27
(Littré 1839–61, vol. 9, 414) Hellenistic

Çnagízein Polykrite Andriskos FGrHist 500 F 1 3rd century BC

Çnagízein Xanthos Polyb. 23.10.17 3rd–2nd century BC

Çnagísmata Achilles,
Aias and the rest Diod. Sic. 17.17.3 1st century BC

Çnagismoí War dead Dion. Hal. Thuc. 18.6 1st century BC

Çnagismóv Neleids Strabon 6.1.15
1st century BC

to 1st century AD

Çnagízein Kalchas Strabon 6.3.9
1st century BC

to 1st century AD

Çnagízein Achilles, Patroklos,
Antilochos and Aias Strabon 13.1.32 (twice)

1st century BC
to 1st century AD

Çnagízein Amphilochos Strabon 14.5.17
1st century BC

to 1st century ADÇnagízein  v �rÿ Herakles Apollod. Bibl. 2.5.1 1st–2nd century AD

Çnagízein  v nekr§ Herakles Apollod. Bibl. 2.5.1 1st–2nd century AD

Çnagízein Hippokrates Sor. Vit. Hipp. 3.6 1st–2nd century AD

Çnagismóv Hephaistion Plut. Vit. Alex. 72.3 1st–2nd century AD

Çnagízein Konnidas Plut. Vit. Thes. 4.1 1st–2nd century AD

Çnagízein War dead at Plataiai Plut. Vit. Arist. 21.2 1st–2nd century ADÇnagízein  v fjitoîvkaì �rwsin Herakles
and Dionysos Plut. De malign. Her. 857d 1st–2nd century AD

Çnagízein War dead at Plataiai Plut. De malign. Her. 872f 1st–2nd century AD

Çnagízein  v �rÿ Herakles
Ptolemaios Chennos 3.12
(Chatzis 1914) 1st–2nd century AD

Çnagízein  v �rwsi Heroes Dio Chrys. Or. 15.10 1st–2nd century AD

Çnagízein Ësa �rÿ Amphilochos Arr. Anab. 2.5.9 1st–2nd century AD

Çnagízein �rÿ Hephaistion Arr. Anab. 7.14.7 1st–2nd century AD

Çnagízein Pyrrhos Paus. 1.4.4 2nd century AD

Çnagízein  v �rÿ Herakles Paus. 2.10.1 (twice) 2nd century AD

Çnagízein  v �rÿ Alexanor Paus. 2.11.7 2nd century AD

Çnagízein Phoroneus Paus. 2.20.3 2nd century AD

Çnagízein  v o±kístþ Theras Paus. 3.1.8 2nd century AD

Çnagízein Hyakinthos Paus. 3.19.3 2nd century AD
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Table 14 (continued)

Term Recipient Source Date

Çnagízein Eurytos Paus. 4.3.10 2nd century AD

Çnagízein Aristomenes Paus. 4.32.3 2nd century AD

Çnagismóv Augeas Paus. 5.4.3 2nd century AD

Çnagízein Aitolos Paus. 5.4.4 2nd century AD

Çnagízein Suitors of Hippodameia Paus. 6.21.11 2nd century AD

Çnagízein Sostratos Paus. 7.17.8 2nd century AD

Çnagízein Oibotas Paus. 7.17.14 2nd century AD

Çnagízein Eurypylos Paus. 7.19.10 2nd century AD

Çnagízein Preugenes Paus. 7.20.9 2nd century AD

Çnagízein Talthybios Paus. 7.24.1 2nd century AD

Çnagízein  v �rÿ Iphikles Paus. 8.14.10 2nd century AD

Çnagízein Myrtilos Paus. 8.14.11 2nd century AD

Çnagízein Children of Kaphyai Paus. 8.23.7 2nd century AD

Çnagízein  v �rwsin War dead
from Oresthasion Paus. 8.41.1 2nd century AD

Çnagízein Thersander Paus. 9.5.14 2nd century AD

Çnagízein Skedasos
and his daughters Paus. 9.13.6 2nd century AD

Çnagízein Children of Oidipous Paus. 9.18.3–4 (twice) 2nd century AD

Çnagízein Pionis Paus. 9.18.4 2nd century AD

Çnagízein Linos Paus. 9.29.6 2nd century AD

Çnagízein Aktaion Paus. 9.38.5 2nd century AD

Çnagízein Neoptolemos Paus. 10.24.6 2nd century AD

Çnagízein Children of Medea Ael. VH 5.21 2nd–3rd century AD

Çnagízein Alexander Cass. Dio Epit. 68.30.1 2nd–3rd century AD

Çnagísmata Achilles Cass. Dio Epit. 78.16.7 2nd–3rd century AD

Çnagísmata Achilles Philostr. V A 4.16 2nd–3rd century AD

Çnagísmata Achilles Philostr. Her. 52.3 2nd–3rd century AD

Çnagísmata Achilles Philostr. Her. 53.8 2nd–3rd century AD

Çnagízein Achilles Philostr. Her. 53.13 2nd–3rd century ADÇnagízein  vtejne÷ti Achilles Philostr. Her. 53.15 2nd–3rd century AD

Çnagísmata Achilles Philostr. Her. 53.17 2nd–3rd century AD

Çnagízein Achilles Philostr. Her. 53.17 2nd–3rd century AD
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Table 14 (continued)

Term Recipient Source Date

Çnagísmata Achilles Philostr. Her. 53.19 2nd–3rd century AD

Çnagismoí Alexander Herodian. Div. Marc. 4.8.7 2nd–3rd century AD

Çnagísmata Palaimon Philostr. Imag. 2.16.3 3rd century AD

Çnagízein Heroes at the Academy Heliod. Aeth. 1.17.5 3rd century AD

Çnagismóv Neoptolemos Heliod. Aeth. 2.34.7 3rd century AD

Çnagismóv Neoptolemos Heliod. Aeth. 2.35.2 3rd century AD

Çnagismoí Neoptolemos Heliod. Aeth. 2.35.3 3rd century AD

Çnagismóv Neoptolemos Heliod. Aeth. 3.1.1 3rd century AD

Çnagismóv Neoptolemos Heliod. Aeth. 4.20.3 3rd century AD

Çnagismoí Child who committed
suicide Sopater Diair. zet. 238 4th century AD

Çnagízein War dead at Plataiai Lib. Decl. 13.59 4th century AD

The burial and the tomb of the hero feature prominently in more than
half of the passages in which enagizein, enagisma and enagismos are used
for the sacrifices. This connection is particularly clear in Pausanias. In those
cases in which he describes the cult place as being connected with a burial
(taphos, mnema, polyandrion, choma ges) or mentions the fact that the
hero was buried or his bones kept, the term for the sacrificial activity is
enagizein.297 Most of these sacrifices seem to have been performed at the
actual tomb of the hero. On the other hand, when Pausanias calls the cult
place a hieron, temenos, naos, alsos, heroon, kenon erion (empty mound),
bomos or bothros, the terms for the sacrifices are thyein or thysia.298 Even if
there was a burial also at these cult places, it does not seem to have been a
prominent feature.

The tombs of some of the heroes who fell at Troy were also honoured
with enagizein sacrifices.299 The sacrifices to Achilles, centred on his

297 Ekroth 1999, 147–149; cf. Pirenne-Delforge 2001, 125. Taphos: 2.20.3; 4.32.3; 6.21.9;
7.17.8; 7.24.1; 9.18.3; 10.24.6. Mnema: 1.4.4; 4.32.3; 5.4.4; 6.21.9; 6.21.11; 7.17.8; 7.17.13–14;
7.19.10; 7.20.9: 7.24.1; 8.14.9–10; 9.5.14; 9.18.3; 10.24.6. Polyandrion: 8.41.1. Choma ges: 6.21.9
Burial/bones: 3.19.3; 4.32.3; 5.4.4; 8.14.9–10; 8.14.11; 8.23.7; 9.38.5. For the exceptions (1.41.9,
2.3.7 and 6.20.15–20), see Ekroth 1999, 155–156. Pausanias of course also mentions burials and
tombs of heroes without commenting on the sacrificial rituals.
298 Ekroth 1999, 148–149; cf. Pirenne-Delforge 2001, 127–128. Hieron: 1.44.5; 3.20.8; 4.30.3.

Temenos: 2.32.1; 3.13.7; 5.13.1–3. Naos: 2.32.1; 9.39.4. Alsos: 9.39.4. Heroon: 1.42.7. Kenon erion:
6.20.17. Bomos: 1.26.5; 6.20.15. Bothros: 5.13.2; 9.39.6.
299 Diod. Sic. 17.17.3; cf. Strabon 13.1.32; Cass. Dio Epit. 78.16.7 and Philostr. V A 4.16.
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burial mound, are described in great detail by Philostratos.300 Neoptolemos
received enagizein sacrifices at Delphi, presumably at his tomb, which was
circled three times by the procession which took place in connection with
the enagismata performed by the Ainianes, according to Heliodoros.301

Chrysos, a warrior killed at Delphi in the first Sacred War, was buried in
the hippodrome and given enagizein sacrifices by the Delphians at public
expense.302 The 4th-century AD rhetor Sopater tells the story of a young boy,
who committed suicide to save his city from a plague and who was buried,
honoured and given enagismoi to keep him friendly and gracious.303 The
sacrifices to the war dead buried at Plataiai, which took place at their tomb,
are described as enagizein by Plutarch.304 Also in the cults of the oikists,
in which the tombs were of great importance, the term enagizein could be
used for the sacrifices.305

The enagizein sacrifices could also be particularly linked to the rituals
performed at the burial, which did not necessarily mean the institution of a
recurrent cult. At the public burial of Polykrite, who was killed by accident
after having helped to defend her city against the Milesians, the Naxians
sacrificed (enagisantes) a hundred sheep.306 Plutarch describes Alexander’s
attempts to institute a cult to Hephaistion after his death.307 The oracle of
Ammon ordered that Hephaistion was to be honoured and receive sacrifices
as a hero, timân <Hfaistíwna kaì júein  v �rÿ. Before the burial and the
construction of the tomb, Alexander attacked and slaughtered the Kossaians,
an act which was called an enagismos to Hephaistion and which can be seen
as an extreme form of funerary sacrifice.308 To this context can also be added
the enagizein sacrifice performed by Trajan to Alexander in Babylon in the
very room where he had died.309

300 Philostr. Her. 52.3 and 53.11–13.
301 Paus. 1.4.4 and 10.24.6; Heliod. Aeth. 3.1.1.-3.6.1, esp. 3.5.2.
302 Hippoc. [Ep.] 27 (Littré 1839–61, vol. 9, 414).
303 Sopater Diair. zet. 238.
304 Plut. Vit. Arist. 21.2; De malign. Her. 857f.
305 Strabon 6.1.15: at Heraklea, a city founded by the Pylians, the Neleids received an

enagismos. Paus. 3.1.8: Theras worshipped on Thera; Paus. 9.18.4, the oikist Pionis at Pioniai,
Mysia, from whose grave smoke rose by itself. On the graves in the cults of oikists, see Malkin
1987, 200–203.
306 Andriskos FGrHist 500 F 1. For the conjecture of probata instead of panta suggested by

Rohde, see FGrHist 500 F 1, commentary.
307 Plut. Vit. Alex. 72.3–4.
308 On enagismos referring to the killing of humans in connection with a burial: Plutarch (Vit.

Pyrrh. 31.1) speaks of the enagismos performed by Pyrrhos to his dead son, which was preceded
by the killing of a great number of Spartans; cf. App. B Civ. 1.117, where Spartacus sacrificed
(Çnágisav) 300 Roman prisoners to Krixos after his death.
309 Cass. Dio Epit. 68.30.1.
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The importance of the actual dead state of the heroes receiving en-
agizein sacrifices is clear from the prominent place which the tomb and the
burial occupy in many of these cults. The manner in which the hero died
is also of interest and further emphasizes the fact that he is dead. In about
one-fourth of the cases, the heroes perished violently. Many of the heroes
receiving enagizein sacrifices were killed in battle: for example, the war dead
buried at Plataiai, whose cult is described in detail by Plutarch, the Athenians
who fell in Sicily, the men of Oresthasion, who had to die in order to help the
inhabitants of Phigaleia and who had a polyandrion in that city, Thersander,
who had a monument in the agora of Elaia, as well as Chrysos, killed in the
first Sacred War and buried in the hippodrome at Delphi.310 To this group can
be added Iphikles, who died from wounds received in battle and Polykrite,
who helped her fellow citizens in war and was killed by accident.311 Also
the sacrifices to the heroes Achilles, Aias, Antilochos and Patroklos, all killed
at Troy, are covered by enagizein or enagismata.312 The enagizein sacrifices
to Xanthos in Macedonia may also have had a connection with war, since
they took place at the same time as the annual purification of the army.313

Other recipients of enagizein sacrifices were murdered and sometimes
not even properly buried. The suitors of Hippodameia were killed by
Oinomaos and only scantily buried, until Pelops provided them with a proper
monument.314 Oinomaos’ charioteer Myrtilos was drowned by Pelops and
not buried until the corpse was taken care of by the people of Pheneos.315

A violent, unjust death and the lack of a proper burial might lead to grave
consequences that had to be remedied by a cult that aimed at soothing the
anger of the hero. Pausanias tells the story of the children of Kaphyai, who
pretended to hang a statue of Artemis and were therefore stoned by the
enraged Kaphyans.316 After this, the women began to have miscarriages,
until the Pythia ordered the Kaphyans to bury the children and perform

310 Plataiai: Plut. Vit. Arist. 21.2–5; the war connection is further emphasized by the archon
using a sword for the killing of the bull sacrificed; cf. Lib. Decl. 13.59. Sicily: Dion. Hal.
Thuc. 18.6. Men of Oresthasion: Paus. 8.41.1. Thersander: Paus. 9.5.14. Chrysos: Hippoc. [Ep.] 27
(Littré 1839–61, vol. 9, 414). Heliodoros (Aeth. 1.17.5) mentions that the polemarchs enagizousin
to the heroes at the Academy: these heroes may have been the Athenian war dead (see Parker
1996, 137 with n. 57) or Harmodios and Aristogeiton (cf. Ath. pol. 58.1; Poll. Onom. 8.91 [Bethe
1900–31]).
311 Iphikles: Paus. 8.14.10. Polykrite: Andriskos FGrHist 500 F 1.
312 Diod. Sic. 17.17.3; Strabon 13.1.32.
313 Polyb. 23.10.17. Purifications of the army do not seem to have been performed at the end

of a campaign, but only after serious disorders, such as mutiny (see Pritchett 1979, 197–202).
314 Paus. 6.21.9–11.
315 Paus. 8.14.11.
316 Paus. 8.23.7.
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annual enagizein sacrifices to them, since they had died unjustly. This course
of events shows a striking similarity to Herodotos’ account of the Phokaians,
who were stoned by the people of Agylla and whose unjust deaths and the
e¢fects thereof also led to the institution of a cult (1.167).

Another example is the children of Medea, who, according to Claudius
Aelianus, were killed by the Corinthians and not by their mother.317 This
scandalous act led the Corinthians to perform enagizein sacrifices to the
children, as if to give them a tribute, an action which must also have
functioned as a kind of propitiation.318 The herald Talthybios had tombs
in both Athens and Sparta and received sacrifices at both locations.319 The
appeasement of Talthybios was linked to his revenge for the murder of the
Persian heralds sent to Greece to demand earth and water for king Darius, a
revenge which in Laconia fell on the whole people, but in Athens only on the
family of Miltiades.320 An improper burial also seems to have been a direct
cause of the institution of a cult, as in the case of Aktaion, whose unburied
remains the Orchomenians had to cover with earth in order to get rid of a
creature who was devastating the region with rocks.321 The Orchomenians
also performed annual enagizein sacrifices to the hero.

A few heroes who received enagizein sacrifices had committed suicide.
The daughters of Skedasos hanged themselves after they had been raped by
two Spartans, and their father also committed suicide, after trying in vain to
seek justice at Sparta.322 This event took place at Leuktra and Epaminondas
sacrificed (Çnågize) to Skedasos and his daughters at that location before the
battle in 371 BC, implying that the struggle would seek to avenge them.323

Similarly, a young boy, mentioned in one of the declamation themes by
Sopater, had committed suicide to save his city from a plague and was
therefore given enagismoi to keep him friendly and gracious.324

317 Ael. VH 5.21.
318 Cf. Johnston 1997, 44–70, esp. 50.
319 Paus. 3.12.7 and 7.24.1.
320 A less serious case concerns the athlete Oibotas, who cursed his fellow Achaians, when he

did not receive any special rewards after his victory at Olympia (Paus. 7.17.14). The curse led
to a complete lack of Achaian victories, a trend which was not broken until several centuries
later, when Oibotas was given a statue at Olympia and enagizein sacrifices at home.
321 Paus. 9.38.5.
322 Paus. 9.13.6.
323 Epaminondas’ sacrifice to Skedasos and his daughters is mentioned in a number of sources.

According to Plutarch (Vit. Pel. 21–22, esp. 22.2), Pelopidas enetemon a brown horse on the
grave, while in Am. narr. 774d he speaks of a white horse being slaughtered (sphagiazasthai).
Xenophon (Hell. 6.4.7) states that the Thebans decorated the monument of the young girls.
Diod. Sic. 15.54.2 mentions Skedasos and the tomb of his daughters but gives no details of any
sacrifice.
324 Sopater Diair. zet. 238.
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All these heroes died violent deaths, often connected with war and
occasionally leading to di¢ficulties among those who had carried out the
killing. In the latter cases, in which the hero’s anger led to the institution
of the cult, the enagizein sacrifices must have served as an appeasement
of the hero. This is not necessarily true of the heroes killed in war, even
though there is some evidence that soldiers fallen in battle may have been
counted among the biaiothanatoi, at least in the Roman period.325 In any
case, the fact that the heroes had died violently seems to have emphasized
their status as belonging to the dead and constituted a reason why they were
given enagizein sacrifices.

The third category of usage of enagizein in the earlier sources was
to mark the mortal side of the hero, i.e., the fact that he was dead, as a
contrast to the immortal side connected with the gods. In more than a third
of the post-300 BC instances of enagizein, enagisma and enagismos, the
terms occur in contexts contrasting the heroic and the divine, emphasizing
the recipients’ mortality and immortality, respectively. Such a contrast can
be found in the same recipient, as in the case of Herakles, or concern two
di¢ferent recipients, usually a hero and a god, but in some instances two
heroes. The contrast is usually expressed by enagizein being opposed to
another ritual, predominantly thyein or thysia, and more rarely timan. The
hero receiving the enagizein sacrifices could also be buried in or near the
sanctuary of a god and receive sacrifices in connection with the worship of
a god.

The particular case of Herakles, who started o¢f as a mortal hero and
ended as an immortal god, is commented upon by several sources. The
question of the heroic and the divine sides of Herakles and their reflection
in the terminology and the sacrificial rituals seems to have been initiated
by Herodotos (2.44) and to have worried scholars ever since. Plutarch
comments directly on the position of Herodotos in his critical work on that
author.326 According to Plutarch, Herodotos considered the Herakles and the
Dionysos worshipped by the Egyptians as ancient gods, while the Herakles
and the Dionysos worshipped by the Greeks were in origin mortal men.
To the latter pair, Herodotos thought it proper to  v fjitoîv kaì �rwsinÇnagízein, but not to júein  v jeoîv, a position of which Plutarch disapproved.
The double ritual to Herakles is also mentioned by Ptolemaios Chennos and
Pausanias, both contrasting Çnagízein  v �rÿ with júein  v je§.327

325 Nock 1950, 714; Cumont 1949, 332–334; cf. Waszink 1954, 391–394. As a rule, those who
died honourably, such as soldiers in battle, did not become biaiothanatoi, see Johnston 1999,
149–150.
326 De malign. Her. 857d.
327 Ptolemaios Chennos 3.12 (Chatzis 1914); Paus. 2.10.1.
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Few other heroes show the same characteristics as Herakles. The closest
case is Achilles, who, just like Herakles, seems to have been considered more
of a god than a hero.328 According to Strabon, Achilles had both a mnema
and a hieron near Sigeion and the Ilians performed enagizein sacrifices to
him, as well as honouring him as a god, the first ritual presumably taking
place at the mnema and the second at the hieron.329 The sacrifices to Achilles
by the Thessalians, described by Philostratos, explicitly emphasized his two
sides.330 The enagizein sacrifice was centred on his burial mound and clearly
underlined the recipient’s character as dead, since the black bull sacrificed
was slaughtered as to a deceased person,  v tejne÷ti Ïsfatton. The second
part of the sacrifice, which took place on the beach, was a thysia with all its
particular details and was specified as being performed as to a god (Ïjuongàr tän jusían taúthn  v je§).

The cult of Hephaistion ordered by Alexander also involved two kinds of
rituals, but they do not seem to have been acted out at the same time. After
the death of Hephaistion, Alexander ordered that there should always be
enagizein sacrifices to Hephaistion as a hero.331 At the same time, he asked
the oracle of Ammon whether it would also be permissible to  v je§ júein to
Hephaistion, but the oracle did not give its consent to consider Hephaistion
as a god. The aim here seems to have been to promote a hero to a god,
rather than to emphasize the two sides of the cult.332

It was unusual for the same recipient to receive both enagizein and
thyein sacrifices. More frequently, enagizein is used for a sacrifice to a hero
in a context that also mentions a god. The sacrifice to the hero could be
performed in connection with the sacrifice to the god, and the latter ritual
was then covered by thyein or thysia. For example, at Amyklai, before
the thysiai to Apollon, Hyakinthos received enagizein sacrifices through a
bronze door of the altar of the god.333 Linos was annually given enagizein
sacrifices before the thysiai to the Muses on Mount Helikon.334 Alexanor

328 Hommel 1980; Hedreen 1991, 313–330, with references.
329 Strabon 13.1.32; cf. Julian. Ep. 79 mentioning the Achilleion and the tomb of Achilles at

Ilion. Patroklos, Antilochos and Aias also received the same kind of worship. Diod. Sic. (17.17.3)
speaks of the enagismata at the tombs of Achilles, Aias and the other heroes, and Cassius Dio
(Epit. 78.16.7) mentions enagismata and armed races encircling the tomb of Achilles.
330 Philostr. Her. 53.8–15. In V A 4.16, Philostratos mentions the enagismata performed by the

Thessalians and the public thyein sacrifices by the Trojans.
331 Arr. Anab. 7.14.7.
332 The ancient tradition concerning the religious status of Hephaistion varies. Arrianos

(Anab. 7.23.6) and Plutarch (Vit. Alex. 72.3) call Hephaistion a hero, Diodorus Siculus (17.115.6)
states that Alexander made him a theos paredros and, according to Lucian (Cal. 17), he was a
theos paredros and alexikakos.
333 Paus. 3.19.3.
334 Paus. 9.29.6.
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and Euamerion, both having statues located in the sanctuary of Asklepios at
Titane, also had contrasting rituals, the sacrifices to Alexanor being Çnagízein v �rÿ and those to Euamerion júein  v je§.335 Apollodoros tells the story
of how Herakles, on his way to Nemea to kill the lion, stayed with Molorchos
at Kleonai.336 Molorchos wanted to sacrifice a victim (thyein hiereion) but
was told by Herakles to wait thirty days and, if Herakles had returned safely
by then, to perform a thyein sacrifice to Zeus Soter, but, if not, to Çnagízein v �rÿ. On the thirtieth day, Herakles came back and found Molorchos
about to  v nekr§ tò °ereîon Çnagízein (perform an enagizein sacrifice of an
animal victim as to a dead person). Since he was alive, Herakles performed
a thysia to Zeus Soter.

In other cases, the contrast between the heroic and the divine is marked
by the hero who received the enagizein sacrifice being buried in or near a
sanctuary of a god or a goddess, for example, Neoptolemos in the sanctuary
of Apollon at Delphi.337

Finally, in two instances, both in Plutarch, enagizein or enagismata are
used in contexts of contrast, which seem to involve only heroes.338 Plutarch
states that to Konnidas, the teacher of Theseus, the Athenians enagizousi
a ram on the day before the Theseia.339 Theseus and Konnidas can be
regarded as a major and a minor hero, but it is also possible that Plutarch
considered Theseus as being more of a god than a hero. The other case
concerns Hephaistion, who was given thyein sacrifices  v �rÿ as well as
enagismata.340 The thyein sacrifices were his regular cult, approved of by
the oracle of Ammon. The enagismata, on the other hand, can be seen as
a funerary sacrifice, emphasizing the dead side of the recipient, since they

335 Paus. 2.11.7. Other cases following the same pattern: enagizein sacrifices to Eurytos at
Ochalia instituted at the same time as the thyein sacrifices to the river Pamisos and held before
the mystery of the Megaloi Theoi at Andania (Paus. 4.3.10); enagizein sacrifices to Eurypylos at
Patras at the festival to Dionysos (Paus. 7.19.10); thysia to Apollon at Delphi being followed by
the enagismos and procession to Neoptolemos (Heliod. Aeth. 2.35.2); hecatombs to Sarapis and
enagismoi to Alexander (Herodian. Div. Marc. 4.8.7).
336 Apollod. Bibl. 2.5.1.
337 Neoptolemos: Paus. 10.24.6; cf. Paus. 1.4.4 and Heliod. Aeth. 3.5.2–3. Other cases, all

mentioned by Pausanias: Phoroneus buried by the sanctuary of Nemean Zeus at Argos (2.20.3);
Hyakinthos having his tomb in the altar of Apollon at Amyklai (3.19.3); Preugenes buried in
front of the sanctuary of Athena at Patras (7.20.9); Myrtilos buried behind the temple of Hermes
at Pheneos (8.14.11).
338 In the Imagines by Philostratos (2.16.3), thyein, thysia and enagismata are all used to

describe the sacrifices to Palaimon at Isthmia. Here, thyein and thysia seem to be used in a
general sense, meaning any kind of sacrifice, and not in a particular sense, constituting a contrast
to enagismata. The sacrificial ritual at the Palaimonion seems to have been an enagizein sacrifice
at which the bulls were destroyed in a holocaust (see above, pp. 80–81).
339 Plut. Vit. Thes. 4.1.
340 Plut. Vit. Alex. 72.3–4.
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were performed on a single occasion before the burial and consisted in the
massacre of a group of people (see above, p. 95).

This review of the use of enagizein, enagisma and enagismos for sacrifices
to heroes in the post-300 BC sources shows that the terms are used in
contexts similar to those found in the earlier sources. The heroes receiving
the enagizein sacrifices have a close connection with death. Their tombs are
important in the cult; they often died violent deaths and occasionally caused
di¢ficulties, once dead. The cult is frequently contrasted with the cult of a
god.

Finally, the contents of the rituals should be considered. From the
contrast between enagizein and thyein, it is clear that the two terms refer to
two di¢ferent kinds of rituals. Pausanias is particularly explicit in describing
the dual sacrifices to Herakles at Sikyon.341 According to him, the Sikyonians
slaughter (sphaxantes) a lamb and burn the thigh-bones on the bomos. Some
of the meat is eaten, as from an ordinary victim ( v �pò °ereíou), while they
sacrifice other parts of the meat as to a hero ( v �rÿ t÷n kre÷n Çnagízousi).
The latter ritual must have meant a destruction of the meat, probably by
burning it. The enagizein sacrifice cannot simply have meant that the blood
was poured out, since it took place after the animal had been slaughtered
and explicitly involved the meat. It is interesting to note that the same animal
could be used for the two rituals. The sacrifice was initiated as a regular
thysia, where the thigh-bones were burnt, followed by the dining on the
meat, but a certain quantity was destroyed as well.

Philostratos gives a detailed account of the sacrifices to Achilles at Troy,
performed by the Thessalians.342 These rituals also consisted of two parts: an
enagizein sacrifice at the burial mound and a thysia sacrifice on the beach.
The first sacrifice was directed to Achilles as a hero, clearly underlining
his dead state. The burial mound was garlanded, bothroi were dug out, a
black bull was slaughtered as to a deceased ( v tejne÷ti Ïsfatton), and
Achilles and Patroklos were invited to the dais. To describe the whole
ceremony, Philostratos uses entemnein and enagizein, indicating that the
sacrifice consisted both in the handling of the blood of the bull, which must
have been poured into the bothroi, and in the destruction of the meat, either
by burning it or by simply leaving the carcass at the site.343 The second part
of the sacrifice took place on the beach where the Thessalians had landed.
They sacrificed a white bull (verb thyein), initiating the ritual with barley from

341 Paus. 2.10.1.
342 Philostr. Her. 53.8–13.
343 For the meaning of entemnein, see Casabona 1966, 225–227. On the use of the bothroi,

see pp. 60–74.
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a reed basket and with the handling of the splanchna, since this sacrifice was
performed as to a god (Ïjuon gàr tän jusían taúthn  v je§). Finally, they
sailed away, taking the animal victim with them, in order to avoid feasting
in the enemy’s country ( v mä Çn t� polemíý e¹wqoînto).

The two ceremonies are clearly contrasted, consisting of di¢ferent actions
but directed to di¢ferent aspects of the same recipient. At the enagizein
sacrifice to the dead hero, there was no dining for the worshippers. The
meat was either destroyed or left at the tomb. The dais seems to have been
given only to Achilles and Patroklos and probably consisted of the blood of
the victim, as well as the carcass, and not a proper meal sacrifice, since there
is no indication of a kline, table or food o¢ferings. At the thysia to the god
Achilles, on the other hand, the meat was kept and eaten, even if the dining
did not take place at the site of the sacrifice.

A third passage of great interest in understanding the meaning of
enagizein is Plutarch’s description of the sacrifices to the war dead at Plataiai,
performed annually by the Plataians on behalf of all the Greeks.344 The
whole ritual complex is designated by enagizein, but a number of other
terms are used to cover various parts of the sacrifice. In a procession to the
burial site, there were brought a black bull, jars of wine and milk, pitchers
of oil and myrrh, water and myrtle wreaths. The gravestones were washed
and anointed with myrrh. The bull was slaughtered (sphaxas) at the funeral
pyre by the archon, using a sword instead of a knife, and the fallen Greeks
were called to come to the deipnon and the haimakouria. Finally, a libation
of water and wine was poured out.

The term deipnon usually refers to food o¢ferings, often of the kind not
meant to be eaten.345 It is possible that the deipnon in this case consisted
of the slaughtered bull, of which no part was eaten by the worshippers.
There is no reason to interpret the sacrifice in general, and the deipnon in
particular, as a theoxenia where food would have been displayed.346 The
meat may have been completely burnt, perhaps on the old funeral pyre, or
left on the site of the sacrifice. The rare term haimakouria meant an o¢fering
of blood.347 The war dead were invited to come to the deipnon and drink the
blood, just as Achilles and Patroklos were invited to the dais and o¢ferings of
blood at Troy. In any case, there is no indication of the worshippers dining
on the meat at this sacrifice.

344 Plut. Vit. Arist. 21.2–5.
345 Jameson 1994a, 38–39, with n. 18.
346 Jameson 1994a, 39, n. 18.
347 Haimakouria is found also in Pindar’s description of the sacrifices to Pelops at Olympia

(Ol. 1.90); see below, pp. 171–172.
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These three sources support the interpretation of enagizein as meaning
a sacrifice not including any dining by the worshippers. Moreover, Plutarch
uses enagismos referring to the slaughter of humans, and in Polybios the
victims used for the enagizein sacrifice were horses: in neither of these cases
would there be any meat to dine on.348 The bull sacrificed to Aristomenes
at Messene was probably not eaten, since Pausanias never seems to use
enagizein for a sacrifice involving dining.349 In all, the frequent contrasting
of enagizein and thyein can be taken as a further indication that enagizein
refers to a non-participation sacrifice. In fact, in none of the contexts in which
enagizein is used, apart from one case in a late source, is there any evidence
that any form of dining took place. The exception is found in the Aethiopica
of Heliodoros. Here, the enagismos to Neoptolemos at Delphi consisted of
bulls, lambs and goats being sacrificed (hiereuonto); their extremities were
burnt on a bomos and the ritual concluded with a banquet.350

In many cases, the sources o¢fer no information on what was sacrificed at
the enagizein sacrifices to heroes, but when the o¢ferings are specified, they
consist of animal victims. A bull was sacrificed to the war dead at Plataiai,
to Achilles at Troy, to Aristomenes at Messene and to Palaimon at Isthmia.351

Herakles at Sikyon was given lambs and at the burial of Polykrite 100 sheep
were sacrificed.352 The consultants of the oracle of Kalchas at Daunia in
southern Italy sacrificed black sheep and slept in the hides.353 Konnidas, the
teacher of Theseus, received a ram on the day before the Theseia.354 At the
enagizein sacrifice performed to the dead Herakles as a hero in Apollodoros’
Bibliotheca, the victim is a hiereion.355 The enagismos to Neoptolemos at
Delphi consisted of a hecatomb of oxen, as well as lambs and goats.356

Enagizein and the two related nouns rarely seem to cover libations.
There are two possible cases. The enagizein sacrifice to Hyakinthos at
Amyklai was performed through a door in the altar of Apollon, where the

348 Plut. Vit. Alex. 72.4; Polyb. 23.10.17.
349 Paus. 4.32.3; Ekroth 1999, 151–154; cf. Pirenne-Delforge 2001, 125, who points out that

enagizein refers to destruction of the o¢ferings, though not necessarily an animal but, for
example, cakes.
350 Heliod. Aeth. 3.1.3–5; 3.5.2–3; 3.6.1; 3.10.1–3. Heliodoros produces other cases of an

unusual use of enagizein and enagismos: for a battle-line sacrifice (1.28.1) and a magic sacrifice
aimed at resurrecting a corpse (6.13.6).
351 War dead at Plataiai: Plut. Vit. Arist. 21.2. Achilles: Philostr. Her. 53.11. Aristomenes:

Paus. 4.32.3. Palaimon: Philostr. Imag. 2.16.3.
352 Herakles: Paus. 2.10.1. Polykrite: Andriskos FGrHist 500 F 1.
353 Strabon 6.3.9.
354 Plut. Vit. Thes. 4.1.
355 Apollod. Bibl. 2.5.1. A hiereion could be any kind of victim.
356 Heliod. Aeth. 3.1.3–4; 3.5.2.
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hero was buried.357 Since the sacrifice took place in the altar, it is unlikely to
have involved the use of fire. It may have consisted of some kind of libation,
of blood or perhaps of a deposition of meat. The other case is found in
Philostratos, who states that something was mixed with (Çgkatamignúntev)
the enagismata to Achilles at Troy, which may imply that they consisted of
some kind of liquid.358

3.2.2.2. Greek contexts: The ordinary dead

In the post-300 BC sources, as in the earlier sources, enagizein, enagisma
and enagismos could refer to the sacrifices performed at the burial, as well
as to the regular funerary cult (see Table 15).359 In some cases, when the
activities are outlined in more detail, enagizein and enagismata cover one
part of the ritual, which also consisted of various kinds of libations (choai,
melikraton), deposition of popana and wreathing of the gravestone.360

Enagizein and enagismata usually seem to have referred to the o¢ferings
of food. In Lucian, the enagismata were brought to the grave site: the
gravestone was drenched with myrrh and crowned with wreaths, while the
visitors themselves enjoyed the food and drink that had been prepared.361

In another passage from Lucian, the enagizein sacrifices at the tomb are
contrasted with a thysia, at which animal victims were sacrificed and eaten.362

The context concerns Hippokrates, who is said to have been upset when
his annual thysia was late. One of the two physicians participating in the
discussion exclaims that things have gone too far when even Hippokrates
demands thyein sacrifices and to be feasted on animal victims, when he
should be content if someone gives him enagizein sacrifices, pours out
melikraton and puts wreaths on his gravestone.

Enagizein rarely seems to have meant animal sacrifices to the ordinary
dead. The only clear case is found in Plutarch but concerns the conditions
in a much earlier period.363 In describing the laws of Solon dealing with
funerary practices, Plutarch states that these laws, among other things, did
not allow the enagizein of an ox and forbade the women to bring more than

357 Paus. 3.19.3.
358 Philostr. Her. 52.3.
359 Burial: Plut. Vit. Sol. 21.5; Philostr. Her. 31.8; Philostr. Imag. 2.29.4; Heliod. Aeth. 2.18.2.

Regular funerary cult: Plut. Quaest. Rom. 270a; Lucian Catapl. 2; Lucian Philops. 21; Lucian De
merc. 28; Ael. Arist. Smyrna 8; Philostr. Her. 53.23; Diog. Laert. 10.18; Sopater Diair. zet. 200;
Lib. Progym. 2.13.
360 Libations: Lucian Catapl. 2; Lucian Philops. 21. Popana: Lucian Catapl. 2. Wreaths: Lucian

Philops. 21; Lucian De merc. 28; Lib. Progym. 2.13.
361 Lucian De merc. 28. Cf. Lucian Catapl. 2: choai, popana and enagismata.
362 Lucian Philops. 21.
363 Plut. Vit. Sol. 21.5; Ruschenbusch 1966, F 72c. Cf. Toher 1991, 161.
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Table 15

Instances of enagizein, enagisma and enagismos in the literary post-300 BC sources.

Greek contexts: The ordinary dead

Term Recipient Source Date

Çnagízein The dead Plut. Vit. Sol. 21.5 1st–2nd century AD

Çnagismóv Pyrrhos’ dead son Plut. Vit. Pyrrh. 31.1 1st–2nd century AD

Çnagízein The dead Plut. Quaest. Rom. 270a 1st–2nd century AD

Çnagísmata The dead Lucian Catapl. 2 2nd century AD

Çnagízein Hippokrates Lucian Philops. 21 2nd century AD

Çnagísmata The dead Lucian De merc. 28 2nd century AD

Çnagísmata The dead Ael. Arist. Smyrna 8 2nd century AD

Çnagísmata Aias Philostr. Her. 31.8 2nd–3rd century AD

Çnagízein The dead Philostr. Her. 53.23 2nd–3rd century AD

Çnagísmata Polyneikes Philostr. Imag. 2.29.4 3rd century AD

Çnagísmata Dead members
of Epikouros’ family Diog. Laert. 10.18 3rd century AD

Çnagízein The dead Heliod. Aeth. 2.18.2 3rd century AD

Çnagízein The dead Sopater Diair. zet. 200 4th century AD

Çnagízein The dead Lib. Progym. 2.13 4th century AD

one obol’s worth of food and drink to the grave. In this case, the enagizein
sacrifice was a ritual separate from the food o¢ferings.

In general, the enagizein sacrifices do not seem to have been eaten.
Lucian makes fun of those who eat and drink the enagismata brought to the
tomb.364 Any food o¢ferings could have been left at the grave or perhaps
burnt. Fire was at least used for the enagismata to Polyneikes, as shown
on a painting described by Philostratos.365 In some instances, the o¢ferings
could not be eaten. In Sopater, the victims slaughtered at the tombs for the
enagizein sacrifices were prisoners of war.366 When Pyrrhos’ son had been
killed by the Spartans, Pyrrhos, in his fury, annihilated the attackers to vent
his grief: this action is called an enagismos and preceded the funeral games
to the dead son.367

364 Lucian De merc. 28.
365 Philostr. Imag. 2.29.4.
366 Sopater Diair. zet. 200, Çk t÷n a±qmalötwn Çpisfáxai.
367 Plut. Vit. Pyrrh. 31.1. Plutarch’s use here of enagismos for the killing of humans as an act of

grief is the same as in Vit. Alex. 72.3 concerning Hephaistion and the slaughter of the Kossaians
by Alexander.
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The enagizein sacrifices were performed in an atmosphere of gloom and
dread. Aelius Aristides compares the day on which an earthquake destroyed
Smyrna to the day when the enagismata are brought.368 Lucian has Charon
complain that in Hades there are only asphodels, choai, popana, enagismata
and misty darkness.369 According to Plutarch, the enagizein sacrifices to the
dead, as well as certain purification rituals, took place in the month dedicated
to the gods of the underworld.370 When no regular funerary o¢ferings (ta
nomizomena) were available, the mourners could sacrifice their tears and
lamentations instead.371

3.2.2.3. Roman and other contexts: “Heroes” and the ordinary dead

In all, enagizein, enagisma and enagismos are less frequently used for
sacrifices in the Roman and other contexts than in the Greek contexts (see
Table 12, p. 89). The Roman contexts concern both heroes and the ordinary
dead, while, in the few cases of other contexts, the recipients are only the
departed (Tables 16–17).

There is no direct Roman equivalent to the Greek concept of heroes and
hero-cult and the closest counterpart to a Greek hero is probably a Roman
lar.372 Here, the term “hero” has been applied from the Greek point of view
to facilitate the comparison between the Roman contexts and the rest of the
material. The reason for considering certain of these Roman recipients of
enagizein sacrifices as heroes and not as deceased, lies in the fact that they
are dead persons receiving a treatment exceeding that given to the ordinary
dead. In general, the prominent Roman dead seem to have become gods and
certain recipients of cult regarded as Roman heroes in the Greek sources may
rather have been Roman gods seen with Greek eyes. Still, the fact that they
were dead called for the use of the term enagizein for the sacrifices by the
Greek sources. Furthermore, the Greek terminology presented the possibility
of a further, non-Roman, distinction to be made.

368 Ael. Arist. Smyrna 8.
369 Lucian Catapl. 2.
370 Plut. Quaest. Rom. 270a.
371 Heliod. Aeth. 2.18.2.
372 Roman religion seems more or less to have lacked any intermediate categories between

gods and men. Prominent dead characters, such as Aeneas or Romulus, were looked upon as
gods or identified with gods rather than considered as heroes. Even in the cult of the dead
the deceased shared some degree of divinity, see Beard, North & Price 1998, 31 and 140–149,
esp. 141. The Greek hero of Plautus’ Aulularia has been replaced by a lar, see Kuiper 1940,
16–17, 36–37 and 39–41; cf. Latte 1960, 99. On the di¢ficulty of transferring Greek religious
concepts to the Roman sphere, see Price 1984b on the use of theos in relation to the Roman
Imperial cult and Mikalson 1975b on the relation �méra �pofráv and dies ater. For a discussion
of Plutarch’s view of Hellenic influences on Roman culture, (though not religion), see Swain
1990, 126–145.
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Table 16

Instances of enagizein, enagisma and enagismos in the post-300 BC literary sources.

Roman contexts: “Heroes”

Term Recipient Source Date

Çnagismoí Seduced Vestals Dion. Hal. Ant. Rom. 2.67.4 1st century BC

Çnagismoí Larentia Plut. Quaest. Rom. 272e 1st–2nd century AD

Çnagismoí Seduced Vestals Plut. Quaest. Rom. 287a 1st–2nd century AD

Çnagízein Nero Cass. Dio Epit. 64.7.3 1st–2nd century AD

Çnagismoí War dead killed
in Dacia and Rome Cass. Dio Epit. 67.9.6 1st–2nd century AD

Çnagízein War dead killed in Dacia Cass. Dio Epit. 68.8.2 1st–2nd century AD

Çnagízein Pompey Cass. Dio Epit. 69.11.1 1st–2nd century AD

Çnagízein Pompey Cass. Dio Epit. 76.13.1 1st–2nd century AD

Çnagismóv Geta Cass. Dio Epit. 78.12.6 1st–2nd century AD

Çnagízein Krixos App. B Civ. 1.117 1st–2nd century AD

The use of the terms for sacrifices to heroes and the ordinary dead in the
Roman and other contexts are only of marginal interest here. In the Roman
contexts of the enagizein sacrifices, it is in many cases di¢ficult to decide
whether the cult should be considered as an o¢ficial hero-cult or as a kind of
extended cult of the dead.

The Roman heroes receiving enagizein sacrifices are historical persons:
Pompey, members of the imperial family, the Vestal Virgins, the war dead
and other characters associated with Roman wars.373 The basic connection
between enagizein and death found in the Greek usage of the term can
be found also in the Roman contexts and the authors of the Roman period
writing in Greek seem to apply the Greek sense of the term to the Roman
contexts. The sacrifices to the Vestal Virgins and the courtesan Larentia
were performed at the grave site.374 Most of the recipients had died violent
deaths, for example, killed in war, being murdered, committing suicide or
being buried alive.375 There is only scanty information on the contents

373 Pompey: Cass. Dio Epit. 69.11.1; Epit. 76.13.1. Nero: Cass. Dio Epit. 64.7.3. Geta: Cass. Dio
Epit. 78.12.6. Vestal Virgins: Plut. Quaest. Rom. 287a; cf. Dion. Hal. Ant. Rom. 2.67.4. The war
dead: Cass. Dio Epit. 67.9.6; Epit. 68.8.2. Krixos: App. B Civ. 1.117.
374 Vestal Virgins: Plut. Quaest. Rom. 287a; cf. Dion. Hal. Ant. Rom. 2.67.4, lack of enagismoi

at grave as a means of dishonouring the seduced Vestals. Larentia: Plut. Quaest. Rom. 272e.
Cf. Cass. Dio Epit. 69.11.1, enagizein sacrifice at the mnema of Pompey in Egypt.
375 Killed in war: Cass. Dio Epit. 67.9.6; Epit. 68.8.2 (war dead in Dacia); App. B Civ. 1.117

(Krixos). Murdered: Cass. Dio Epit. 69.11.1; Epit. 76.13.1 (Pompey); Cass. Dio Epit. 78.12.6
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of the rituals, but they do not seem to refer to any kind of dining. The
enagizein sacrifice to Krixos consisted in the killing of 300 Roman prisoners
of war.376 Caracalla’s annual enagismos to Geta is depicted as a final insult
to his memory, after Caracalla had exposed Geta to extensive damnatio
memoriae.377

Table 17

Instances of enagizein, enagisma and enagismos in the post-300 BC literary sources.

Roman contexts: The ordinary dead

Term Recipient Source Date

Çnagismoí The dead Joseph. AJ 19.272 1st century AD

Çnagismoí Vindex Plut. Vit. Galb. 22.2 1st–2nd century AD

Çnagízein The dead Plut. Vit. Num. 19.5 1st–2nd century AD

Çnagízein Dead parents Plut. Vit. Cat. Mai. 15.3 1st–2nd century AD

Çnagízein Cassius Plut. Vit. Brut. 45.8 1st–2nd century AD

Çnagízein The dead Plut. Quaest. Rom. 268b 1st–2nd century ADÇnagismoíÇnagízein The dead Plut. Quaest. Rom. 272d 1st–2nd century AD

Çnagízein The dead Plut. Quaest. Rom. 272e 1st–2nd century AD

Çnagízein The dead Plut. Quaest. Rom. 285b 1st–2nd century AD

Çnagísmata The dead Cass. Dio Epit. 64.13.5 1st–2nd century AD

Çnagísmata The dead Cass. Dio Epit. 67.9.3 1st–2nd century AD

The enagizein sacrifices to the Roman ordinary dead mainly concern
references to the Roman festivals of the dead, the Parentalia and the
Lemuria.378 At the Parentalia, meals were brought to the tombs, and Plutarch
mentions choai and enagismoi being o¢fered to the dead on that occasion.379

That food o¢ferings were part of the rituals covered by the terms is also clear
from two passages in Cassius Dio, where enagismata is used for funerary
sacrifices of food, even though the context is not a funerary one. At a weird
party given by Domitian, the guests were served with everything that was

(Geta). Suicide: Cass. Dio Epit. 64.7.3 (Nero). Buried alive: Plut. Quaest. Rom. 287a (Vestal
Virgins). On the Vestal Virgins, see also Cornell 1981, 27–37.
376 App. B Civ. 1.117.
377 Cass. Dio Epit. 78.12.6.
378 Parentalia: Joseph. AJ 19.272; Plut. Vit. Num. 19.5; Plut. Quaest. Rom. 268b and 272d–e;

Plut. Vit. Cat. Mai. 15.3. Lemuria: Plut. Quaest. Rom. 285b. For these festivals, see also Latte
1960, 98–99; Beard, North & Price 1998, 50.
379 Plut. Quaest. Rom. 272d.
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usually o¢fered in the enagismata (Çn toîv Çnagísmasi kajagízetai), painted
black and served on black plates.380 Another interesting use of enagismata
is found in a conversation between two soldiers taking their last meal before
a battle.381 One of the soldiers is urging the other to eat and drink in order
to gain strength and make the hand that holds his sword grow strong and
perform the killing well. He calls the food they are eating enagismata and
says that this is given by Vitellius and Vespasian to the soldiers while they
are still alive. The soldier sarcastically remarks that they themselves will
then be sacrificed to the long-time dead (toîv pálai nekroîv katajúswsi).
The only indication of enagizein referring to animal sacrifices is found in
Plutarch, where Cato instructs a younger man that the enagizein sacrifices
brought to his dead parents should not consist of lambs and kids, but of the
condemnation and tears of their enemies.382

The few instances of contexts that are neither Greek nor Roman concern
sacrifices to the dead at Carthage and in Egypt (Table 18). In the first case,
enagizein and enagismata are used for the regular funerary sacrifices to the
Punic dead, which are contrasted with the thyein sacrifices to the gods in the
sanctuaries.383 The Egyptian sacrifice is di¢ferent, since here the enagismoi
are a magic ritual aimed at bringing a dead person back to life.384 By
performing enagismoi at night, an old woman tries to wake up the corpse of
her dead son in order to enquire about the fate of her other son. A bothros is
dug in the ground and the corpse is placed between two fires. Honey, milk
and wine are poured into the hole. A cake shaped like a man is thrown in as
well. Finally the woman draws blood from her own arm and sprinkles it on
the fires. After some more rituals, no less surprising according to Heliodoros,

Table 18

Instances of enagizein, enagisma and enagismos in the post-300 BC literary sources.

Other contexts: The ordinary dead

Term Recipient Source Date

Çnagísmata The dead at Carthage App. Pun. 84 1st–2nd century AD

Çnagízein The dead at Carthage App. Pun. 89 (twice) 1st–2nd century AD

Çnagismoí Dead Egyptian Heliod. Aeth. 6.13.6 3rd century AD

380 Cass. Dio Epit. 67.9.3.
381 Cass. Dio Epit. 64.13.5.
382 Plut. Vit. Cat. Mai. 15.3.
383 App. Pun. 84 and 89.
384 Heliod. Aeth. 6.13.6–6.14.6. See also discussion above, pp. 66–70.
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the woman murmurs incantations in the ear of the corpse and thus makes it
wake up.

3.2.2.4. Greek and other contexts: Gods

In the later sources, enagizein, enagisma and enagismos are also used for
sacrifices to gods in Greek contexts (Table 19), as well as in occasional
Hebrew, Egyptian and Christian cases (Table 20).

Table 19

Instances of enagizein, enagisma and enagismos in the post-300 BC literary sources.

Greek contexts: Gods

Term Recipient Source Date

Çnagízein Black goddesses Paus. 8.34.3 2nd century AD

Çnagísmata Gods Ael. Arist. Contr. Lept. 106 2nd century AD

Çnagísmata Chthonian and
“unspeakable” gods Philostr. Her. 53.5 2nd–3rd century AD

Çnagízein Epichthonian, heavenly,
thalassian and
hypochthonian gods

Porph. De phil. 112 3rd century AD

Çnagízein Chthonian gods Porph. De phil. 114 3rd century AD

Çnagismoí Chthonian gods Iambl. VP 27.122 3rd–4th century AD

Çnagízein Hera Akraia
Markellos fr. 125
(Klostermann & Hansen 1991) 4th century AD

Çnagízein Daimones
Greg. Nys. Encom. xl
mart. II 776 M 4th century AD

From the evidence discussed so far, it has been argued that enagizein
and the two nouns have a particular connection with death. The recipients of
these sacrifices are dead, their graves are central to the cult and in the case
of hero-cults, the heroes have often perished violently. Moreover, heroes
receiving enagizein sacrifices are often contrasted with gods and thyein
sacrifices. Considering this pattern of use of the terms, it may, at first glance,
seem surprising that enagizein, enagisma and enagismos can also be used
for the sacrifices to gods.

However, a number of the enagizein sacrifices to gods can be fitted
into the previously outlined pattern of use of the terms, even though the
recipients are neither heroes nor the ordinary dead. The gods receiving
these sacrifices are often connected with the underworld and the rituals are
performed in an atmosphere far removed from the joyful thysia sacrifices.
Iamblichos speaks of the chthonian gods, who, contrary to the Olympians,
rejoice in lamentations, dirges, choai, epiphoremata (grave o¢ferings) and
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enagismoi.385 The enagismata to the chthonian and unspeakable gods on
Lemnos were performed annually to purify the island after the women had
killed their husbands.386 In a fit of madness after having killed his mother,
Orestes bit o¢f his finger and the black goddesses who had been pursuing
him suddenly appeared white and benevolent. Orestes then performed an
enagizein sacrifice to the black goddesses to turn away their anger (Çnågisen�potrépwn tò månima a¹t÷n), followed by a thyein sacrifice to the same
goddesses in their white aspect.387 Plutarch describes the island of Philai,
which was untrodden by any living creatures and on which was located
the tomb of Osiris.388 Once a year, the priests visited the island to perform
enagizein sacrifices and to place wreaths on the tomb. This ritual almost
bridges the gap between gods, heroes and the ordinary dead, since the
recipient of the sacrifice is a god, but he is also dead. Heliodoros uses
enagizein twice for sacrifices to gods in Egypt. In the first case, the sacrifice
takes place before a battle and must have constituted a kind of sphagia, i.e.,
the slaughtering and bleeding of a victim to ascertain the right moment to
attack.389 The second passage in Heliodoros concerns a human sacrifice,
performed as a thank-o¢fering after a victory in war.390

It should be noted that the extended use of enagizein and its two related
nouns to cover rituals performed to gods is a late development: none of the
sources in question is earlier than the 1st century AD. The basic meaning
of the terms was a sacrifice at which the o¢ferings were annihilated, usually
by burning them and such a ritual is suitable for the contexts mentioned
previously. However, at this period, the use of the terms had also been
extended to mean “a complete burning of o¢ferings, no matter who was the
recipient”.

In the writings of Bishop Gregorios of Nyssa, the recipients of the en-
agizein sacrifice are the daimones, which here means the pagan gods.391 The
sacrifice consists of frankincense, which must have been burnt completely.
A hymn by the Christian Synesios, praising the Lord, mentions enagismata of
myrrh: an o¢fering which must have been burnt as well.392 The Christian use

385 Iambl. VP 27.122.
386 Philostr. Her. 53.5.
387 Paus. 8.34.3. Pirenne-Delforge 2001, 125–127, explains the use of enagizein in this case as

related to the goddesses’ divine character being a secondary development.
388 Plut. De Is. et Os. 359b.
389 Heliod. Aeth. 1.28.1. On sacrifices before battle, see Jameson 1991.
390 Heliod. Aeth. 10.16.7.
391 Greg. Nys. Encom. xl mart. II 776 M.
392 Hymn. 6.27. In line 29, the text also mentions another completely burnt sacrifice, júh kalá

of frankincense. For the term thyos, see Casabona 1966, 109–115.
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of the terms can be related to the use by Flavius Josephus of enagismoi for the
daily sacrifices in the temple in Jerusalem.393 The rituals that Josephus speaks
of are the tamid sacrifices, which consisted of two daily holocausts of lambs,
accompanied by a mixture of flour and oil, as well as a libation of wine.394

At these sacrifices, there was no dining. In one of the passages, Josephus
mentions the daily thysiai, enagismoi and allai therapeiai performed to God
in the temple.395 Here, the enagismoi are the holocaustic tamid, while the
thysiai correspond to the zebah selamim, at which the animal was eaten by
the worshippers and a portion given to the priest, the fat was burnt on the
altar and the blood was sprinkled on it.

Table 20

Instances of enagizein, enagisma and enagismos in the post-300 BC literary sources.

Other contexts: Gods

Term Recipient Source Date

Çnagismoí Jahve Joseph. BJ 1.32 1st century AD

Çnagismoí Jahve Joseph. BJ 1.39 1st century AD

Çnagismoí Jahve Joseph. BJ 1.148 1st century AD

Çnagismoí Jahve Joseph. BJ 6.98 1st century AD

Çnagízein Osiris Plut. De Is. et Os. 359b 1st–2nd century AD

Çnagízein Gods of Egypt Heliod. Aeth. 1.28.1 3rd century AD

Çnagízein Gods of Egypt Heliod. Aeth. 10.16.7 3rd century AD

Çnagísmata Christian God Synesios Hymn. 6.27 4th–5th century AD

A similar use of enagizein is also found in Porphyrios’ Philosophy from
oracles.396 The text divides the gods into four categories: hypochthonioi,
epichthonioi, thalassioi and ouranioi, to all of whom the worshipper is en-
couraged to jusíav Çnagízwn. The text is full of ritual detail and terminology
which partly deviate from the common usage found in earlier sources, but it
is clear that, at the sacrifices to the first three categories of gods, the victims
were to be destroyed, either by burying, by burning or by throwing them into
the sea. At the sacrifices to the ouranioi theoi, the animals are eaten, and

393 Joseph. BJ 1.32; 1.39; 1.148; 6.98. In AJ 19.272, Josephus uses enagismoi for sacrifices to
the dead.
394 Milgrom 1991, 456–457; de Vaux 1960, 364; Lust 1993, 283–284 and 295.
395 BJ 1.148.
396 Porph. De phil. 112. In 114, jusíav Çnagízwn seems to refer only to the rituals of the

chthonioi and nerterioi theoi.
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the ritual has many of the characteristics of a regular thysia. Since thysias
enagizein is used for all the sacrifices, the terms seem here to be used
as a general expression for “to sacrifice” without any inherent meanings of
holocausts or of particular recipients.

A certain confusion in the use of the terms can also be noted in some
cases in which enagizein is used for sacrifices to gods, however, mainly in
the sources of later date. Markellos speaks about the rituals concerning the
children of Medea at Corinth.397 When the Corinthians enagizontas a black
goat, the knife is missing, but the goat finds it with its hoof and the animal
is subsequently sacrificed to Hera Akraia (a¹t� tujænai). If the text is read
straight o¢f, it means that Hera received an enagizein sacrifice. It is possible
that enagizein here should be considered as being used as a general term for
holocaustic sacrifice.398 However, it is also possible that Markellos, or rather
Eusebios, who quotes Markellos, was confused as to who was the recipient
of the enagizein sacrifice, since, when this particular ritual is mentioned in
other sources, it is the dead children of Medea, and not Hera, who are given
the enagizein sacrifices.399 Similarly, Aelius Aristides speaks of the gods as
the euergetai of the world, since they both created it and preserved it, and
says that they prefer being greeted as euergetai rather than by being given
great outlays of enagismata (poluteleíav Çnagismátwn).400 That these gods,
who show no particular connection with the underworld, should be given
enagismata seems puzzling. The transmission of enagismata was perhaps
a mistake and the original text may have read då tisi jusi÷n instead, as
is found in one manuscript.401 It would make more sense if the gods who
created and ruled the world were given thysiai rather than enagismata as
their main sacrifice.

On the whole, the enagizein sacrifices performed to gods were not
of the kind in which any dining took place, either in the cases in which
the recipients are connected with death and the underworld or when the
terms are used in the general sense of burning.402 The ritual consisted in a
complete destruction of the o¢ferings, usually by fire.403 In some instances,

397 Markellos fr. 125 (Klostermann & Hansen 1991).
398 Cf. Burkert 1966, 118.
399 Ael. VH 5.21; Phot. Lex. s.v. a±gòv trópon (Theodoridis 1982–98, A 532).
400 Ael. Arist. Contr. Lept. 106.
401 For the reading då tisi jusi÷n, see Dindorf 1829, vol. 2, 683, app. crit. line 4.
402 The only exception would be the use of jusíav Çnagízwn in Porphyrios’ Philosophy from

oracles (112) for the sacrifices to the heavenly gods. The meat from the animals killed at these
sacrifices was to be eaten by the worshippers (117 and 120).
403 Greg. Nys. Encom. xl mart. II 776 M; Synesios Hymn. 6.27; Joseph. BJ 1.32, 1.39, 1.148

and 6.98.
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the sacrifices are remarked upon as involving great expense, perhaps a
further indication that the o¢ferings were completely destroyed.404 In a few
cases, the ritual was instead focused on the blood of the victim. Heliodoros
uses enagizein for a pre-battle sacrifice, at which the animal was bled and
left on the spot, without any burning taking place.405 The enagizein sacrifice
purifying Lemnos cannot have involved any burning, since all fire on the
island was extinguished during this period and new fire was later brought
from Delos.406 This ritual may have consisted in a purification accomplished
by blood.407

3.2.3. Enagizein, enagisma and enagismos in the explicatory sources

Enagizein, enagisma and enagismos are found in a substantial number of
explicatory sources, both as terms being explained and as being used in the
explanations of other terms and concepts. The terms are mainly connected
with sacrifices to the ordinary dead and are less frequently used for sacrifices
to the heroes. There is also a handful of cases in which the recipients are
gods (Table 21).

The context and usage of the terms for sacrifices to the ordinary dead
and to the gods in the explicatory sources are similar to those found in the
post-300 BC sources. Enagizein, enagisma and enagismos are used both for
the rituals performed at the burial and for the o¢ferings made at the graves to
the ordinary dead.408 In one instance, enagismata is used as a reference to
the Anthesteria.409 Of the gods receiving enagizein sacrifices, some have a
connection with the underworld, since they are specified as katachthonioi.410

404 Iambl. VP 27.122: the chthonian gods rejoice in enagismata involving great expense (toîvmetà megálhv dapánhv Çnagismoîv). Cf. Ael. Arist. Contr. Lept. 106: great expense on enagismata
(poluteleíav Çnagismátwn). For the alternative reading då tisi jusi÷n, see p. 113, n. 401.
405 Heliod. Aeth. 1.28.1.
406 Philostr. Her. 53.5.
407 Cf. Burkert 1970, 1–16, esp. 8; Burkert 1983, 192–194, suggests the blood of a ram.
408 Rituals at burial: schol. Hom. Od. 1.291 (Dindorf 1855). Sacrifices and rituals at the grave:

schol. Aesch. Cho. 23b (Smith 1976); Suda s.v. �pargmátwn  ríwn kairiöteron (Adler 1928–35,A 2921); Phot. Lex. s.v. Çnagísmata (Theodoridis 1982–98, E 793), o¢ferings of fruit at the
grave. Meals given to the dead: schol. Aesch. Cho. 23b and 484c (Smith 1976). The o¢ferings
to the dead: schol. Lucian Catapl. 2 (Rabe 1906). General contexts: Erot. Voc. Hipp. 74.80;
Poll. Onom. 3.102 and 8.146 (Bethe 1900–31); Hsch. s.v. a°makouría (Latte 1953–66, A 1939),
s.v. �pofrádev (A 6792), s.v. Çggrimâsjai (E 148), s.v. Çnagízein (E 2586), s.v. mä mèn däkajar§ janátÿ (M 1210); Suda s.v. Çnagízein (Adler 1928–35, E 1092), s.v. �pofrádev �mérai
(A 3642), s.v. qoáv (Q 364); Etym. Magn. s.v. Çnagízein (Gaisford 1848); schol. Eur. Phoen. 274
(Schwartz 1887); schol. Ar. Ach. 961 (Pfister 1909–12, 473); schol. Ar. Ran. 293 (Koster 1962);
schol. Pind. Ol. 1.146a (Drachmann 1903–27); schol. Ap. Rhod. Argon. 1.587 (Wendel 1935).
409 Schol. Nic. Ther. 860a (Crugnola 1971); cf. Burkert 1983, 218.
410 Katachthonioi theoi: Erot. Voc. Hipp. 74.80; schol. Lucian Tim. 43 (Rabe 1906). Cf. schol.

Aesch. Supp. 122 (Smith 1976): sacrifices (enagismata) to the gods if death is avoided.
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In other cases, enagismata is used for sacrifices to gods in the sense of a total
burning of the o¢fering no matter who was the recipient. In a scholion on the
Iliad, the mera, the thigh-bones burnt as the gods’ portion at a thysia, are
explained as the enagismata for the gods.411 A similar use of enagismata
as the burnt part of a thysia is perhaps intended in a scholion on Pindar,
speaking of the thysiai and enagismata filling up the area around the altars
of Zeus at Olympia.412

Table 21

Instances of enagizein, enagisma and enagismos in the explicatory literary sources.

Term Recipient Source Date

Çnagízein The dead and the
subterranean gods Erot. Voc. Hipp. 74.80 1st century AD

ÇnagízeinÇnagísmata The dead Poll. Onom. 3.102 (Bethe 1900–31) 2nd century AD

Çnagísmata Harmodios Poll. Onom. 8.91 (Bethe 1900–31) 2nd century AD

Çnagísmata The dead Poll. Onom. 8.146 (Bethe 1900–31) 2nd century AD

Çnagísmata The dead
Hsch. s.v. a°makouría
(Latte 1953–66, A 1939) 5th century AD

Çnagízein The dead
Hsch. s.v. �pofrádev
(Latte 1953–66, A 6792) 5th century AD

Çnagízein The dead
Hsch. s.v. Çggrimâsjai
(Latte 1953–66, E 148) 5th century AD

Çnagízein The dead
Hsch. s.v. Çnagízein
(Latte 1953–66, E 2586) 5th century AD

Çnagísmata –
Hsch. s.v. Çnagísmata
(Latte 1953–66, E 2587) 5th century AD

Çnagismoí –
Hsch. s.v. Çnagismoí
(Latte 1953–66, E 2588) 5th century AD

Çnagízein Heroes
Hsch. s.v. Çntémnousi
(Latte 1953–66, E 3346) 5th century AD

Çnagismóv –
Hsch. s.v. jessalöpav
(Latte 1953–66, J 407) 5th century AD

Çnagízein The dead
Hsch. s.v. mä mèn dä kajar§ janátÿ
(Latte 1953–66, M 1210) 5th century AD

Çnagízein Children of Medea
Phot. Lex. s.v. a±gòv trópon
(Theodoridis 1982–98, A 532) 9th century AD

411 Schol. Hom. Il. 1.464 b1–b2 (Erbse 1969–88, vol. 1).
412 Schol. Pind. Ol. 3.33b, cf. 3.33d (Drachmann 1903–27). Pindar (Ol. 3.19) speaks of the

consecrated altars (bwm÷n �gisjéntwn) of Zeus. Hagizein in the Classical period meant “to
place in the domain of the sacred” (Casabona 1966, 198; Rudhardt 1958, 235–236) but may
have been interpreted by the scholiast as referring particularly to a complete annihilation by
fire: cf. Etym. Magn., explaining enagizein as katakaiein and deriving it from hagizein (s.v.Çnagízein [Gaisford 1848]).
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Table 21 (continued)

Term Recipient Source Date

Çnagísmata –
Phot. Lex. s.v. Çnagísmata
(Theodoridis 1982–98, E 792) 9th century AD

Çnagísmata The dead
Phot. Lex. s.v. Çnagísmata
(Theodoridis 1982–98, E 793) 9th century AD

Çnagízein –
Phot. Lex. s.v. Çnagízwn
(Theodoridis 1982–98, E 794) 9th century AD

Çnagismoí –
Phot. Lex. s.v. Çnagismoí
(Theodoridis 1982–98, E 795) 9th century AD

Çnagísmata The dead
Suda s.v. �pargmátwn  ríwnkairiöteron (Adler 1928–35, A 2921) 10th century AD

Çnagísmata The dead
Suda s.v. �pofrádev �mérai
(Adler 1928–35, A 3642) 10th century AD

Çnagízein The dead
Suda s.v. Çnagízein
(Adler 1928–35, E 1092) 10th century AD

Çnagízein Xanthos
Suda s.v. Çnagízwn
(Adler 1928–35, E 1093) 10th century AD

Çnagismoí The dead
Suda s.v. Çnagismoí
(Adler 1928–35, E 1094) 10th century AD

Çnagísmata The dead
Suda s.v. qoáv
(Adler 1928–35, Q 364) 10th century AD

Çnagízein The dead
Etym. Magn. s.v. Çnagízein
(Gaisford 1848) 12th century AD

Çnagísmata –
Etym. Magn. s.v. qútla
(Gaisford 1848) 12th century AD

Çnagízein The dead
Schol. ad Aesch. Cho. 23b
(Smith 1976) –

Çnagismoí The dead
Schol. ad Aesch. Cho. 484c
(Smith 1976) –

Çnagízein Aischylos
Schol. ad. Aesch. PV, Vita
Aeschyli 11 (Herington 1972) –

Çnagísmata Gods
Schol. ad Aesch. Supp. 122
(Smith 1976) –

Çnagízein The dead
Schol. ad Ap. Rhod.
Argon. 1.587 (Wendel 1935) –

Çnagísmata –
Schol. ad Ap. Rhod.
Argon. 1.1075–77a (Wendel 1935) –

Çnagísmata The dead
Schol. ad Ar. Ach. 961
(Pfister 1909–12, 473) –

Çnagízein Themistokles
Schol. ad Ar. Eq. 84b
(Jones & Wilson 1969, vet.) –

Çnagízein The dead
Schol. ad Ar. Ran. 293
(Koster 1962) –

Çnagízein Polyeidos
and his children

Schol. ad Dion. Byz. Bosp. 19
(Wescher 1874) –

Çnagízein Those going down
Schol. ad Eur. Phoen. 274
(Schwartz 1887) –
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Table 21 (continued)

Term Recipient Source Date

Çnagísmata The gods
Schol. ad Hom. Il. 1.464 b1 & b2

(Erbse 1969–88, vol. 1) –

Çnagízein –
Schol. ad Hom. Il. 3.273b
(Erbse 1969–88, vol. 1) –

Çnagismoí ?
Schol. ad Hom. Il. 23.75–76
(Erbse 1969–88, vol. 5) –

Çnagísmata The dead
Schol. ad Hom. Od. 1.291
(Dindorf 1855) –

Çnagísmata The dead
Schol. ad Lucian Catapl. 2
(Rabe 1906) –

Çnagízein The subterranean gods
Schol. ad Lucian Tim. 43
(Rabe 1906) –

Çnagísmata The dead
Schol. ad Nic. Ther. 860a
(Crugnola 1971) –

Çnagísmata The dead
Schol. ad Pind. Ol. 1.146a
(Drachmann 1903–27) –

Çnagismoí Pelops
Schol. ad Pind. Ol. 1.146b
(Drachmann 1903–27) –

Çnagismoí Pelops
Schol. ad Pind. Ol. 1.146d
(Drachmann 1903–27) –

Çnagísmata Pelops
Schol. ad Pind. Ol. 1.150a
(Drachmann 1903–27) –

Çnagísmata Zeus
Schol. ad Pind. Ol. 3.33b
(Drachmann 1903–27) –

Çnagísmata Zeus
Schol. ad Pind. Ol. 3.33d
(Drachmann 1903–27) –

Çnagísmata Antenoridai
Schol. ad Pind. Pyth. 5.113b
(Drachmann 1903–27) –

Çnagismoí The heroes at Delphi
Schol. ad Pind. Nem. 7.62c
(Drachmann 1903–27) –

Çnagízein Children of Herakles and Megara
Schol. ad Pind. Isthm. 4.104b
(Drachmann 1903–27) –

Çnagísmata –
Schol. ad Thuc. 3.58.4
(Hude 1927) –

ÇnagízeinÇnagísmata –
Schol. ad Thuc. 5.11.1
(Hude 1927) –

Some of the heroes connected with enagizein, enagisma and enagismos
in the explicatory sources can be fitted into the pattern of use of these terms
outlined previously. In some cases, the explicatory sources simply quote an
earlier source, mentioning a hero receiving enagizein sacrifices, or refer to
an earlier tradition of such rituals in a particular hero-cult.413 In other cases,

413 Poll. Onom. 8.91 (Bethe 1900–31): enagizein sacrifices to Harmodios mentioned previously
in the Ath. pol. 58.1; cf. Heliod. Aeth. 1.17.5. Phot. Lex. s.v. a±gòv trópon (Theodoridis 1982–98,
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the enagizein sacrifices were performed at the grave of the hero (Aischylos
and Themistokles).414 Themistokles is also said to have died a violent death,
committing suicide by drinking the blood of a bull.415

It is interesting to note the use of enagizein, enagisma and enagismos by
the scholia to explain sacrifices to heroes mentioned in earlier sources, such
as Pindar, Thucydides and Apollonios Rhodios. These earlier authors never
use these terms, either for sacrifices to heroes or for the rituals performed
to the ordinary dead.416 In some instances, the rituals explained in the
scholia are more or less the same or at least are related to the actions
covered by enagizein. For example, the haimakouriai given to Pelops at
Olympia, mentioned by Pindar, are explained in the scholia as a Boiotian
term for enagismata to the dead and enagismoi of blood.417 The sacrifices
to Brasidas at Amphipolis are described by Thucydides by the terms  v �rÿÇntémnein and jusíai, while the scholion explains entemnein as “enagizein,
bringing of enagismata, thyein”.418 In the Argonautica, Apollonios Rhodios
speaks of Ïntoma målwn keían at the tomb of Dolops: entoma is explained
by the scholiast as sphagia and the enagizomena to the dead.419 The
esthemata (clothes) o¢fered annually to the war dead at Plataiai, according to
Thucydides, are glossed as enagismata and can also be related to the sphere
of funerary o¢ferings.420

In other cases, the rituals explained seem to have had a content which
was not at all related to that of enagizein sacrifices. The preparation of bomoi
and burnt-animal sacrifice (empyra), filling the air with knise to the children
of Herakles and Megara at Thebes, described in Pindar’s fourth Isthmian

A 532): enagizein sacrifices to the children of Medea, cf. Ael. VH 5.21; Markellos fr. 125
(Klostermann & Hansen 1991). Suda s.v. Çnagízwn (Adler 1928–35, E 1093), quoting Polybios
(23.10.17) on the sacrifices to Xanthos.
414 Aischylos: schol. Aesch. PV, Vita Aeschyli 11 (Herington 1972). Themistokles: schol. Ar.

Eq. 84b (Jones & Wilson 1969, vet.).
415 Schol. Ar. Eq. 84b (Jones & Wilson 1969, vet.); cf. Ar. Eq. 84.
416 In fact, enagizein, enagisma and enagismos are used also by the scholiasts on Homer,

Aischylos, Euripides, Aristophanes and Nikander to explain various features of these texts (not
connected with sacrifices to heroes), but the terms are never used by these authors themselves.
417 Pind. Ol. 1.90; for the contents of these sacrifices, see below, pp. 190–192. Schol. Pind.

Ol. 1.146a–d and 1.150a (Drachmann 1903–27).
418 Thuc. 5.11; for the contents of these sacrifices, see below, pp. 184–185. Schol. Thuc. 5.11.1

(Hude 1927).
419 Ap. Rhod. Argon. 1.587–588; schol. Ap. Rhod. Argon. 1.587 (Wendel 1935). Cf. the

entemnetai sphagia to Polyeidos and his children in Dion. Byz. Bosp. 14 explained in the scholia
as enagizein (schol. Dion. Byz. Bosp. 19 [Wescher 1874]).
420 Thuc. 3.58; for the contents of these sacrifices, see below, p. 179. Schol. Thuc. 3.58.4

(Hude 1927).
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Ode, are promptly summarized by the term enagizein by the scholiast.421 In
the fifth Pythian Ode, Pindar describes how Battos and his men welcomed
the Antenoridai at Kyrene with thysiai and brought them gifts (dékontaijusíaisin ... o±qnéontév sfe dwrofóroi).422 In the scholion, it is stated that
the children of Antenor were honoured with thysiai and received gifts and
enagismata.423 The heroes of Delphi were honoured with processions and
many sacrifices (polythytoi), according to Pindar: the scholiast describes the
rituals as thysiai followed by enagismoi.424 In these cases, it seems as if the
scholiasts automatically assumed that enagizein sacrifices formed a part of
the rituals to all heroes, whether the actual sources they were commenting
upon indicated such sacrifices or not. It is possible that the increased use
of enagizein for sacrifices to heroes in the Roman period may have led to
the assumption by some scholiasts that this kind of ritual was standard in the
cult of heroes, also in the Classical and the Hellenistic periods. Therefore,
in commenting upon the sacrifices to heroes, the scholiasts use enagizein,
enagisma and enagismos as an explanation both of rituals that could form
part of enagizein sacrifices or could be equated with such sacrifices and of
rituals that seem to have been thysiai followed by dining.

Finally, the meanings of the terms, as regards concrete actions, should be
considered. In the explicatory sources, enagizein, enagisma and enagismos
are linked both to di¢ferent kinds of libations and to a total burning of the
o¢ferings. In the case of enagizein, the sources o¢fer a series of explanations:
to bring choai, to sacrifice to the dead (júein toîv katoiqoménoiv), to
destroy completely by burning (dià puròv dapanân or katakaíein) or to kill
(foneúein).425

A specific explanation as libations is given in several cases. A scholion
on Aristophanes states that choai are the enagismata for the dead or
spondai.426 The lexicon by Photios explains enagismata as choai and

421 Pind. Isthm. 4.61–68; for the contents of these sacrifices, see below, pp. 181–182. Schol.
Pind. Isthm. 4.104b (Drachmann 1903–27). The scholiast in this case was Chrysippos (1st cen-
tury BC), who is generally considered as untrustworthy (see Körte 1900, 131–138).
422 Pind. Pyth. 5.85–86. For the contents of these sacrifices, see below, p. 177.
423 Schol. Pind. Pyth. 5.113b (Drachmann 1903–27).
424 Pind. Nem. 7.46–48; for the contents of these sacrifices, see below, p. 183. Schol.

Pind. Nem. 7.62c (Drachmann 1903–27). Perhaps the scholiast was influenced by Heliodoros’
description of the sacrifices to Neoptolemos in the Aethiopica.
425 Hsch. s.v. Çnagízein (Latte 1953–66, E 2586); Phot. Lex. s.v. Çnagízwn (Theodoridis 1982–98,E 794); Suda s.v. Çnagízein and Çnagízwn (Adler 1928–35, E 1092–1093); Etym. Magn. s.v.Çnagízein (Gaisford 1848).
426 Schol. Ar. Ach. 961 (Pfister 1909–12, 473); cf. Suda s.v. qoáv (Adler 1928–35, Q 364). This

scholion is found only in Pfister (1909–12, 473) and not in Wilson’s edition (1975) of the scholia
on this play.
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enagizein as to perform choai.427 In the scholia on Pindar’s seventh Nemean
Ode, enagismoi are being poured out.428 The Etymologicum Magnum and
a scholion on Apollonios Rhodios state that enagismata and choai were
incorrectly used for a mixture of water and olive oil, called chytla.429 The
contents of the libations are not specified in these cases, but the scholia
on Pindar explain haimakouriai as enagismoi of blood, given to the dead,
and Hesychios equates haimakouriai with enagismata to the dead.430 In
the scholia on Apollonios Rhodios, the term entoma is defined as sphagia
and ta enagizomena to the dead.431 The enagizein sacrifice into a bothros,
mentioned in the scholia on Euripides, can also be taken as a connection
between this term and o¢ferings of blood.432

In other sources, the terms are explained as meaning that the o¢ferings
were burnt. Enagismata and enagismoi are explained as holokautomata by
Hesychios, Photios and Suda.433 In the scholia on the Iliad, enagismata is
used to explain the term mera (the thigh-bones burnt in the altar fire).434 A
scholiast on the Libation Bearers by Aischylos uses enagismoi to clarify the
empyra knisota (steaming, burnt sacrifices) o¢fered to the dead.435

There is no indication in the explicatory sources that the terms are
connected with sacrifices involving any kind of dining.436 Apart from
referring to the burning of o¢ferings and the pouring of libations, the terms
are also used for sacrifices di¢fering from regular thysiai, as regards both the
context and the ritual detail. In a scholion on the Iliad, commenting upon an
oath sacrifice, it is said that no hair was thrown into the fire from the victims
used at enagizein sacrifices, indicating a ritual di¢ferent from the one at a
thysia.437 The explicatory sources also connect enagizein with pollution, by

427 Phot. Lex. s.v. Çnagísmata (Theodoridis 1982–98, E 792).
428 Schol. Pind. Nem. 7.62c (Drachmann 1903–27).
429 Etym. Magn. s.v. qútla (Gaisford 1848); schol. Ap. Rhod. Argon. 1.1075–77a (Wendel 1935).
430 Schol. Pind. Ol. 1.146d; cf. 1.146a (Drachmann 1903–27); Hsch. s.v. a°makouríai (Latte

1953–66, A 1939), cf. s.v. Çntémnousi (E 3346).
431 Schol. Ap. Rhod. Argon. 1.587 (Wendel 1935).
432 Schol. Eur. Phoen. 274 (Schwartz 1887). On the relation between bothroi and blood, see

above, pp. 60–74.
433 Hsch. s.v. Çnagísmata (Latte 1953–66, E 2587), s.v. Çnagismoí (E 2588); Phot. Lex. s.v.Çnagismoí (Theodoridis 1982–98, E 795), s.v. Çnagízwn (E 794); Suda s.v. Çnagismoí (Adler

1928–35, E 1094).
434 Schol. Hom. Il. 1.464 b1–b2 (Erbse 1969–88, vol. 1).
435 Schol. Aesch. Cho. 484c (Smith 1976).
436 The use of enagizein, enagisma and enagismos as explanations for thysia are another

matter.
437 Schol. Hom. Il. 3.273b (Erbse 1969–88, vol. 1).
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explaining agos as miasma, and with purifications, by giving enagismata as
an alternative to katharmata, the o¢fscourings from purificatory rituals.438

3.3. Conclusion

The two principal conclusions reached in this review of enagizein, enagisma,
enagismos and enagisterion concern the chronological spread of the terms
as used for hero-cults, as well as the changes in use and meaning which the
terms underwent in the course of time.

In the Classical and Hellenistic literary sources, the terms are used
only for sacrifices to the ordinary dead and the heroes and are not very

Table 22

Chronological distribution of enagizein, enagisma, enagismos and enagis-
terion in Greek contexts for sacrifices to heroes and the ordinary dead in
the epigraphical and literary sources (explicatory sources not included).

Date
Heroes The dead Total

Inscr. Lit. texts Inscr. Lit. texts Inscr. Lit. texts

5th century BC – 2 – – – 2

5th–4th century BC – – – 5 – 5

4th century BC – 2 – 2 – 4

4th–3rd century BC – – – 2 – 2

3rd century BC – 2 – – – 2

3rd–2nd century BC 1 1 1 – 2 1

1st century BC 1 2 – – 1 2

1st century BC
to 1st century AD 1 5 – – 1 5

1st–2nd century AD – 12 1 2 1 14

2nd century AD 1 29 – 6 1 35

2nd–3rd century AD – 12 – 3 – 15

3rd century AD – 7 – 5 – 12

3rd–4th century AD – – – 1 – 1

4th century AD – 2 1 4 1 6

4th–5th century AD 1 – – – 1 –

Total 5 76 3 30 8 106

438 Agos as miasma: Hsch. s.v. Çnagízein (Latte 1953–66, E 2586); Etym. Magn. s.v. Çnagízein
(Gaisford 1848). Enagismata as katharmata: schol. Hom. Od. 1.291 (Dindorf 1855).
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frequent. The earliest occurrence of enagizein and the related nouns
in the epigraphical evidence dates to the late 2nd century BC. In the
Roman period, the use of the terms for sacrifices to the ordinary dead is
still not very common, but there is a pronounced increase in the use of
enagizein and its related nouns for sacrifices in hero-cults, particularly in the
2nd century AD (see Table 22). The hapax enagisterion is only found in an
late 2nd century AD inscription, for example.

Is this increase in the use of these terms to be taken as a reflection
of enagizein sacrifices having become more common in Roman times as
compared with earlier periods or as the terms now being used in a more
general manner, not necessarily corresponding to particular rituals and
recipients, as was the case previously? The possibility that changes may have
taken place both in the religious and the linguistic spheres has to be taken
into consideration but, most of all, the use of enagizein and its related terms
has to be put in relation to the aim and character of the sources in which
the terms are found and the period when these texts were composed. The
popularity of the terms in question is, in fact, almost exclusively the result
of their frequent use in four sources: Pausanias, Plutarch, Philostratos and
Heliodoros. These writers can all be said both to reflect and to be influenced
by the antiquarian tendencies of the age in which they were active, i.e., the
1st to the 3rd centuries AD. Among the trends of this period was a fascination
for the past, which led to a greater interest in the religion of old times.439

Old cults were revived or boosted and new ones with a connection with the
past were instituted.

In this period, enagizein sacrifices may have been considered as an
old and venerable ritual and as a sign of hero-cults that had a long history.
In several instances, the writers comment upon the age of the cults in
question. This is most obvious in Pausanias, who uses the terms more
frequently than any other ancient source. In ten cases out of 25, he remarks
that the enagizein sacrifices were “still carried out” or performed “even
in my day”.440 Also Plutarch comments that the sacrifices to Konnidas in
Athens and to the war dead at Plataiai were performed to this very day,
the latter even said to be the same kinds of rituals as those instituted in the
5th century BC.441 Philostratos reports that the enagizein sacrifices to Achilles

439 Spawforth & Walker 1985; Spawforth & Walker 1986; Cartledge & Spawforth 1989, 99,
106–107, 164–165 and 190–211. For archaism in general, see Bowie 1970, 3–41; Anderson 1993,
101–132; in religion, see Lane Fox 1987, 64–101.
440 See Ekroth 1999, 151–152 and Table 2. It should be noted that, of the 29 enagizein sacrifices

mentioned by Pausanias, 26 were contemporaneous rituals. On Pausanias’ interest in the past,
see further Elsner 1992, 11; Arafat 1992; Alcock 1993, 174.
441 Plut. Vit. Thes. 4.1; Plut. Vit. Arist. 21.2 and 21.5.
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at Troy, performed by the Thessalians, were considered as originating from
the time of the tyrants.442 Other sources from the same period make similar
comments, for example, the sacrifices to Hippokrates on Kos being described
as still carried out in the 2nd century AD, the enagizein sacrifices to the
children of Medea being performed méqri toû nûn by the Corinthians and
the enagizein sacrifices to the war dead at Megara carried out [m]eqrìv Çf��m÷n (up to our own day).443

The reason for considering enagizein sacrifices as old cult practices in
the Hellenistic and Roman times may have been that they di¢fered from the
rituals used in the new hero-cults established in these periods. The sacrifices
used in these cults, as well as in the ruler and imperial cults, were of the
thysia kind.444 Dining formed an important part of the ritual and, by having
a large number of citizens participating in the meal, the recipient of the
cult, as well as his relatives, gained in prestige. Since enagizein sacrifices
were especially connected with recipients who were dead and seem to have
functioned as a marker of the recipient’s “dead-ness”, they were not suitable
sacrifices for the ruler and imperial cults which aimed at disguising the
mortality of the recipient.445 This di¢ference in the kind of rituals performed
may have been taken as the enagizein sacrifices being a mark of an ancient
and venerable hero-cult, distinct from contemporaneous practices. As such,
they attracted the attention of the writers with an interest in antiquarian
matters.

Enagizein sacrifices as a sign of an old cult may perhaps also be
the explanation for a certain increase in the course of time in the use
of enagizein, enagisma and enagismos for sacrifices to the war dead, an
increase which, to some extent, may reflect a change in cult practices. In the
Classical period, sacrifices of this kind do not seem to have been practised
in the cult of the war dead or, at least, they are not mentioned in the
available sources.446 In the Hellenistic period, the terms are used for the
sacrifices to the war dead of earlier periods, even though these heroes do

442 Philostr. Her. 53.8–14, esp. 53.14.
443 Kos: Sor. Vit. Hipp. 3.6. For an earlier date of this text, see Sherwin-White 1978, 355–356.

Children of Medea: Ael. VH 5.21. Megara: IG VII 53, 13 = Kaibel 1878, no. 461.
444 Price 1984a, 32–36 and 207–220. Price (33 and 209) stresses that heroic sacrifices

(enagismata) were never used in the cult of the Hellenistic kings and the Roman emperors.
Lanciers 1993, 204–223, gives one possible example of a non-participation sacrifice in a
Hellenistic ruler cult, but this sacrifice was performed in a Hebrew context, which may have
influenced the choice of ritual.
445 Price 1984a, 32–36.
446 The enagismata mentioned in Ath. pol. 58.1 seem to have concerned only Harmodios and

Aristogeiton and not the war dead (see above, pp. 83–85). For the sacrifices to the war dead,
see also p. 197.
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not seem to have received enagizein sacrifices previously. In his critical
commentary on Thucydides, Dionysios of Halikarnassos explicitly blames
the earlier historian for not mentioning the enagismoi to the Greeks killed in
the war in Sicily in 414/3.447 Thucydides himself, however, never uses this
term. The enagizein sacrifices to the Marathonian war dead, mentioned in
a late-2nd-century BC inscription, do not seem to have been a continuous
tradition from the Classical period and may have been a new feature of
this period.448 Also the sacrifices to the Megarian war dead, which, in the
4th century AD, were designated by enagizein, may have been a kind of
ritual that had not been practised previously.449 Similarly, Plutarch describes
the enagizein sacrifices to the war dead at Plataiai. For these sacrifices
we actually have more evidence as to their content in earlier periods and
it seems clear that there had been changes in the cult practices from the
5th century BC down to Plutarch’s time.450

Why this change took place is hard to say but one suggestion is that
the link between enagizein sacrifices and the war dead could be seen as
an attempt to evoke the glorious past of the independent poleis that did
not exist any longer. Festivals with a historical focus, particularly those
commemorating the military glory of earlier times, became increasingly
popular in the Hellenistic and the Roman periods.451 The cult of the war dead
served as a reminder of the past and the use of enagizein sacrifices may have
functioned as a way of marking their ancient character and distinguishing
them from the more recent heroes of the Hellenistic and the Roman periods.

In the case of the war dead, a change in cult practice may have
taken place, but the evidence is too scant for any certainty. Other cults
containing enagizein sacrifices show evidence of having been re-organized,
newly installed or even created in the Hellenistic or Roman periods.452 A
particularly interesting case is the enagisterion used for the cult of Palaimon
at Isthmia, which seems to be, in fact, the only osteologically demonstrated
case of a holocaust to a Greek hero. This cult place was clearly a Roman

447 Dion. Hal. Thuc. 18.6.
448 IG II2 1006, 26 and 69 (123/2 BC).
449 IG VII 53 = Kaibel 1878, no. 461.
450 Plut. Vit. Arist. 21.2–5; De malign. Her. 872f; cf. Lib. Decl. 13.59. The Classical sources

speak of o¢ferings of clothes, customary gifts and aparchai (Thuc. 3.58). For the distinctions
between Plutarch’s account and the earlier sources mentioning this cult, see Étienne & Piérart
1975, 66–67 and 74–75; Schachter 1994, 129–132 and 137–138; Parker 1996, 137, n. 57.
451 Chaniotis 1991, 138–142; Jacoby 1944, 66; Cartledge & Spawforth 1989, 192.
452 The cult of the Megarian war dead was perhaps instituted or at least reorganized in the

4th century AD, see IG VII 53 = Kaibel 1878, no. 461, and discussion above, pp. 77–78. Similarly,
there is no Classical evidence for the enagizein sacrifices to the Marathonian war dead, only
documented in a late-2nd-century BC inscription, IG II2 1006, 26 and 69.
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establishment and need not have had any connections in ritual with a
Classical cult of the hero on the same site.453 If enagizein sacrifices were
considered as a sign of venerable age, this kind of ritual practice may have
been consciously chosen for these very reasons, even though the sacrifices
to Palaimon in the Archaic and Classical periods may have been of another
kind. It is also possible that contemporary Roman demands and taste may
have a¢fected the ritual practices of some hero-cults (as well as other cults)
but this is a matter that requires further investigation.454

Such considerations have to be taken into account when deciding to
what extent the mentions of enagizein sacrifices in the Roman sources have
any bearing on the cult practices of earlier periods, for which enagizein and
its related terms are rare. Many of these cults are remarked upon as being
old, but are we to assume that the same kinds of rituals were performed also
in the Classical period, for example? Since there is, in most cases, no earlier
evidence to compare with, the question becomes one of methodology, i.e.,
whether later sources can be used to throw light on earlier periods, which
brings us back to the initial comments on the 1st- to 3rd-century AD sources
reflecting the attitudes of their own time. In some instances in which more
information is available, the war dead at Plataiai, for example, it is clear
that the practices reported by the Roman sources cannot be considered valid
also for earlier periods. In all, even though it is theoretically possible that
these later sources reporting enagizein sacrifices may describe rituals also
performed as early as the Classical period, the information on these sacrifices
in the Roman sources is best used with care when applied to conditions of
earlier periods considering the many uncertain factors.

The occurrence of enagizein and the corresponding nouns in the Roman
period may thus, to a certain extent, correspond to an increase of certain
rituals that were less common during earlier periods. At the same time, it has
to be kept in mind that the bulk of the evidence for enagizein sacrifices is
found in Pausanias, who deliberately picked out matters worthy of reporting.
It is possible that his frequent use of enagizein is a result of these sacrifices
being interesting and spectacular rather than an indication of this kind of
ritual being more or less the standard practice of hero-cults of his time.455

In fact, Pausanias mentions almost as many sacrifices to heroes covered by

453 IG IV 203 = Gegan 1989, 350; for the archaeological evidence, see above, pp. 80–81. For
the Roman aspect of this cult, see also Piérart 1998, 106–109.
454 Cf. the interesting suggestion by Wilamowitz (1931, 385–387) that the holocaust of live

animals to Artemis Laphria at Patras, described by Pausanias (7.18.11–13), was a Roman
adaptation or even a complete reconstruction of the cult in accordance with the contemporary
venationes, animal fights in the amphitheatres. The distinctions between eschara and bomos
became more pronounced in the Roman period, see above, pp. 58–59.
455 See Ekroth 1999, 158.
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thyein or thysia as sacrifices covered by enagizein or enagismos.456 On the
whole, enagizein sacrifices may still have been relatively rare in the Roman
period, as compared to thysia sacrifices, but this is an assumption, which
can only be verified or falsified by a wider investigation of hero-cults in this
period.

There is no reason to assume, on the other hand, that the popularity
of enagizein and the related terms is due to their being used in a more
general sense for hero-cults in these sources, even though signs of a gradual
change in use and meaning can be noted in the 3rd and 4th centuries AD (see
below, p. 127). Pausanias, for example, makes the same distinctions between
enagizein sacrifices and thysiai as do the sources of earlier periods.457 The
detailed descriptions of the rituals for the war dead at Plataiai by Plutarch
and in the cult of Achilles at Troy in Philostratos’ Heroicus leave no doubt
that the sacrifices performed were of a kind entirely di¢ferent from thysiai.

In any case, the frequent use of enagizein, enagisma and enagismos
for the sacrifices to heroes in the Roman period, no matter how it is to be
explained, may be the reason for the link between enagizein and hero-cults
made in the scholia. These sources use enagizein, enagisma and enagismos
almost as generic explanations of any kind of sacrifices to heroes mentioned
in earlier sources, whether these earlier rituals corresponded to the content
of enagizein sacrifices or not.

Enagizein, enagisma and enagismos started o¢f in the Classical period as
terms used for sacrifices to dead recipients, both heroes and the ordinary
dead. The heroes receiving this kind of sacrifice seem to have had a particular
connection with death. From the contexts in which these sacrifices are found,
it is clear that the fact that they were dead and had died was considered
important. The burial and the grave could figure prominently in the cult
and many of these heroes had died in a violent way, being killed in war,
murdered or having committed suicide. Sometimes, the manner of death led
to grave consequences and the enagizein sacrifices were aimed at placating
the heroes’ anger. These particular characteristics can be traced from the
earliest cases in which enagizein sacrifices are used for heroes (5th century)
all through the Roman period.

The connection between enagizein sacrifices and death is further un-
derlined by the many contexts in which these sacrifices are contrasted with
the cult of an immortal recipient. A hero receiving enagizein sacrifices may
be worshipped in connection with an immortal god or be buried in the
god’s precinct. This contrast between mortality and immortality can also be

456 Ekroth 1999, 149, Table 1.
457 See in particular Paus. 2.10.1; cf. Ekroth 1999, 151–156.
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found in the same recipient. The earliest and clearest case is the dual cult of
Herakles, who received both enagizein sacrifices as a hero and thyein sacri-
fices as an immortal god, a ritual combination which is explicitly commented
upon by sources from the Classical, the Hellenistic and the Roman periods
alike.458 Because of his dual character and dual cult, Herakles occupies a
unique position among the heroes. The only parallel to Herakles in this
aspect is Achilles and it is interesting to note that they both seem to have
been principally regarded as gods.459 In the case of Herakles, and probably
also Achilles, the use of both kinds of rituals seems to mark the fact that the
recipient was originally a mortal hero who was later promoted to become
an immortal god.460 The enagizein sacrifices served as a reminder of the
recipient’s origin, an origin that he seems to have more or less transgressed
in the course of time.

In the Roman period, the usage and meaning of the terms underwent
some important changes regarding both the recipients of the sacrifices and
the contents of the rituals. The pronounced connection between enagizein
and death seems to have diminished gradually. First of all, enagizein
and the two nouns began to be used also for sacrifices to gods, though
gods with a connection with the underworld. The enagizein sacrifices to
these gods di¢fered from thysia sacrifices regarding both their aim and their
ritual content, since they were concerned with, for example, purification,
expiation, pre-battle sacrifice and human sacrifice. Secondly, the terms came
to mean a total burning of the o¢ferings without any particular bearing on the
character of the recipient or the context in which the sacrifice was performed.
The recipient did not have to be dead or to have a connection with death
and the sacrifice did not necessarily di¢fer from a thysia. In this particular,
late use of enagizein, the actual burning and creation of fragrant smoke was
of essential importance and therefore enagizein seems to be used in almost
the same sense as thyein.

Apart from this late and rare usage, enagizein and its connected nouns
were used for sacrifices at which the o¢ferings were destroyed and the
participants did not dine, in contrast to thysia sacrifices. The di¢ference
between enagizein sacrifices and thysiai does not concern only the fact that
the recipients of the former kind of sacrifice had a particular connection

458 Hdt. 2.44; Apollod. Bibl. 2.5.1; Plut. De malign. Her. 857d; Ptolemaios Chennos 3.12
(Chatzis 1914); Paus. 2.10.1.
459 Achilles: Strabon 13.1.32; Philostr. Her. 53.8–15; Philostr. V A 4.16. In the case of Herakles,

it is doubtful to what extent the enagizein sacrifices were ever actually performed (see below,
pp. 219–221 and p. 238).
460 It should be noted that the only enagizein sacrifices that Achilles received were performed

at his tomb at Troy. Herakles, on the other hand, had no tomb and is connected with enagizein
sacrifices at Thasos, Kleonai and Sikyon.
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with death. A further sign of the distinction is the use of enagizein for
contexts di¢fering from the thysiai, such as rituals of purification, pre-battle
sacrifices and human sacrifices. This use is, however, mainly documented in
the Roman period.

What was sacrificed at the enagizein sacrifices is often not specified.461

When the terms are used for sacrifices to heroes, the o¢ferings seem to have
consisted of animal victims: bulls, oxen, sheep, rams, lambs and goats. In
contexts concerning sacrifices to the ordinary dead, the terms could refer to
the whole ritual performed at the tomb or, more specifically, the non-fluid
o¢ferings, consisting of cakes, fruit and prepared food.

The animal victims at enagizein sacrifices were totally abandoned by
the worshippers. This could mean that the carcass was left at the site of
the sacrifice or, more commonly, that it was destroyed by burning. The
importance of fire in the enagizein sacrifices is clear from the use of the
terms to cover rituals in non-Greek contexts, at which the o¢ferings were
completely annihilated by fire and from the extended meaning of the terms
in the late Roman period as general terms for burning.

A particular connection with blood and the use of enagizein and the
two nouns for a sacrifice consisting of blood is mainly found in the late
Roman and the explicatory sources. An enagizein sacrifice of an animal
victim may have included a particular treatment of the blood, for example,
a total discarding of the blood on a specific place, an action which could
have initiated the ritual. However, since the meat was not available for
consumption, the basic meaning of the terms must have been as a destruction
sacrifice involving a whole animal victim. The particular handling of the
blood is rather indicated by the use of a separate term.

The link with libations is less clear when the terms are used for hero-
cults. In funerary cults, the terms enagisma and enagismos could refer to
libations, but the rituals at the grave could also be divided into enagizein
and the pouring of choai. It is mainly the explicatory sources that explain
the terms as libations.

461 The construction of enagizein with an accusative is a post-Classical development: earlier,
the term refers only to a ceremony and not to an action (see Casabona 1966, 205 and 209).



Chapter II

Evidence for sacrifices in hero-cults

down to 300 BC

Chapter II deals exclusively with sources dating to before 300 BC, in order to
distinguish the sacrificial rituals in hero-cults in the Archaic to early Hellenistic
periods from the contemporaneous evidence alone. As in the preceding
section, the epigraphical and literary sources will be examined separately.

As I mentioned in the introduction, heroes have commonly been
considered as having sacrificial rituals di¢ferent from those of the gods:
holocaustic sacrifices, libations of blood, o¢ferings of meals. Thysia sacrifices,
at which the animal was divided between the deity and the worshippers and
the ritual was followed by dining, have been regarded as exceptions or late
developments in the cult of the heroes. In order to test this assumption, the
occurrence of these four kinds of rituals has been investigated. Each category
of ritual has been defined as follows:

1. Destruction sacrifices. At this kind of sacrifice, the animal victim was
totally destroyed and no meat was available for consumption. The
destruction could be accomplished by burning, by total immersion in
water or simply by leaving the carcass at the place of the sacrifice. This
category also includes sacrifices at which a larger part of the animal was
destroyed than was usual at a thysia (see below, no. 4).1

2. Blood rituals. These include the rituals at which the blood of the victim
was of special importance, either because it was treated in a particular
way, for example, poured out at a specific location, or because the
animal was killed in a manner emphasizing the blood.

1 The term “destruction sacrifice” is a modern construct, which does not correspond to
“destruction” in the sense covered by fjeírw. Here, “destruction” refers to the treatment of
the o¢ferings from the point of view of the human worshippers, who at these sacrifices received
less meat than usual or no meat at all. The divinity, on the other hand, received his share of the
sacrifice, which was even larger than at a regular thysia.
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3. Theoxenia. The term theoxenia (heroxeinia exists but is very rare) here
stands as a collective term for the o¢ferings of food of the kind eaten
by humans.2 These o¢ferings could consist of grain, fruit and cakes, but
also of portions of meat, either cooked or raw. They were usually placed
on a table (trapeza). A couch could be prepared and the recipient of
the sacrifices was invited to come and dine.

4. Thysia sacrifices followed by dining. At these sacrifices, the animal was
consecrated to the divinity and slaughtered. The deity’s share of the
victim (fat, bones, gall-bladder) was burnt, while the meat fell to the
worshippers. The whole ceremony was concluded by the participants
dining, either collectively in the sanctuary or at home.

The character of the material does not always make it possible fully to follow
the structure outlined above. A sacrifice could consist of a combination
of rituals, for example, a thysia with dining initiated by a blood ritual or
theoxenia performed in connection with thysia. Since the same inscription
or passage in a text may contain evidence for more than one kind of ritual,
a certain degree of repetition is inevitable.

The evidence for sacrifices to heroes occurs in di¢ferent contexts in
the epigraphical and literary sources, respectively, and therefore the two
parts di¢fer somewhat in the detailed structure. The review of the epi-
graphical evidence ends with an examination of the four, well-preserved
Attic, sacrificial calendars from Thorikos, Marathon, Erchia and the genos of
the Salaminioi, since the completeness of these four inscriptions makes it
possible to discuss the relation between heroes and gods as recipients of
sacrifices, as well as local variations and patterns in the sacrifices to heroes.
The review of the literary evidence concludes with a discussion on the use
and meaning of the specification of some sacrifices as  v �rÿ.

Libations have not been included in this study, unless they form part
of an animal sacrifice to a hero.3 To fully understand and evaluate the use
and functions of libations in hero-cults, an extensive study of the material is
needed, also in contexts outside hero-cults, i.e., in the cult of the gods and in
the cult of the dead. Such an investigation is outside the scope of this work.

A few words should also be said about the geographical distribution
of the material. The basic geographical area of concern here is the Greek
mainland and the islands of the central Aegean. However, the inscriptions

2 Theoxenia here covers the same actions as those included in the recent treatment of the
subject by Michael Jameson (1994a).

3 For libations to heroes as independent rituals not performed in connection with animal
sacrifice, see below, p. 179, n. 213. On heroes and wineless libations, see Henrichs 1983, 93–100,
esp. 98–99 with n. 58.
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that describe sacrifices to heroes come almost exclusively from Attica. Any
study of sacrificial rituals in the Archaic and Classical periods will, to a large
extent, have to depend on the Attic evidence, since the most complete and
extensive sacrificial calendars and sacred laws have been found in that region
(Table 23).

Table 23

Number of inscriptions with religious contents,
based on the dated inscriptions in LS and LSS.

Origin 6th century 5th century 4th century Total

Athens/Attica 1 27 36 64

Peloponnese 4 4 2 10

Central Greece – 9 9 18

Aegean islands 1 18 33 52

Total 6 58 80 144

Some new evidence can be added to Sokolowski’s collections of sacred laws,
for example, the sacrificial calendar from Thorikos (Daux 1983), but the general
spread of the material is still the same geographically and chronologically.

Outside Attica, inscriptions dealing with religious matters are markedly
less frequent and are dated mainly to the Hellenistic period. The Aegean
islands, and Kos in particular, have yielded some sacrificial calendars and
sacred laws, but heroes are only mentioned occasionally. Crete has produced
some early epigraphical material but with little bearing on religious matters.4

In other regions, such as the Peloponnese and the colonies, occasional
inscriptions dealing with religion have been recovered, for example, the
extensive sacred laws from Kyrene and Selinous.5

How is the dominance of the Attic material to be handled? Even
though it cannot automatically be assumed that the information on hero-cults
stemming from the Attic inscriptions can be treated as valid also for the rest

4 Cf. a regulation of the relations between Argos, Knossos and Tylissos, dated to c. 450 BC,
which contains a number of sacrifices (see Meiggs & Lewis 1988, no. 42). For a comparison
between the early epigraphical evidence from Attica and Crete, though not only inscriptions
with a religious connection, see Stoddart & Whitley 1988, 763–767.

5 Peloponnese: Corinth has yielded few inscriptions before the Roman period (see Dow
1942, 113–119 for possible explanations) and of these only two have a religious content: a
sacred law from the temple of Apollon, Meritt 1931, no. 1, with a new fragment, Robinson 1976,
230–231 = SEG 26, 1976–77, 393, pre-570 BC, and a horos from the Sacred Spring temenos,
Meritt 1931, no. 22 = LSS 34, c. 475 BC. On the early Spartan inscriptions, see Cartledge 1978,
35–36. Kyrene: LSS 115, late 4th century BC; for the extensive bibliography on this inscription,
as well as a translation and discussion, see Parker 1983, 332–351; cf. Malkin 1987, 206–212.
Selinous: Jameson, Jordan & Kotansky 1993; Kernos 12, 1999, 234–235, no. 45.
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of the Greek world during the same period, there is very little material from
other regions to decide whether, and to what extent, there were regional
di¢ferences and what cultic expressions these di¢ferences may have had. The
Athenians may have taken greater interest in their heroes than other city
states did, judging from the sheer number of Attic heroes known and how
well represented they are in the religious inscriptions. Still, hero-cults are
documented in all Greek regions, and the Athenian interest may simply be a
result of the abundance of the epigraphical documentation from this area.6

The positive side of the amount of Attic epigraphical evidence, however, is
the fact that it is large enough to make it possible to discern variations in the
sacrificial practices and attitudes to heroes within one region.7

The hero-cults mentioned in the literary sources, on the other hand,
show a wider geographical spread, which can help to balance the Attic
predominance in the epigraphical material.8 Of the approximately 50 hero-
sacrifices that will be discussed here, a fifth is found in Athens and almost as
many in the Peloponnese and central Greece respectively. To this evidence
can be added a handful of cases from northern Greece, Ionia and the
Greek colonies, as well as occasional, non-Greek contexts which are still
of interest.9

6 Athens has produced more inscriptions than any other city state, and not only regarding
religious matters (see Hedrick 1994, 160–161). For example, Athenian inscriptions occupy more
IG space than entire regions of ancient Greece.

7 In later periods, however, when there is more comparative material from other regions, the
attitudes to the heroes and heroization (but not necessarily to sacrificial rituals) seem to have
been di¢ferent in Attica, as compared with elsewhere, see Parker 1996, 276; see also above,
p. 18, n. 18. Heroization of regular mortals, for example, is less common in Attica than in other
regions, as is clear from the use of the term heros on tombstones, see Fraser 1977, 77; Guarducci
1974, 152–153; Craik 1980, 175–176; Graf 1985, 129, n. 56.

8 So does the archaeological evidence for hero-cults (see Abramson 1978; Antonaccio 1995,
145–197; Boehringer 2001; Pariente 1992, 205–211; Ekroth 1998), which I hope to be able to
deal with later.

9 The definition of a hero-sacrifice as Greek or barbarian is sometimes di¢ficult, for example,
a sacrifice prescribed by Delphi but executed by a non-Greek population or a cult by non-
Greeks of a Greek recipient. The geographical division of the passages is as follows: Attica 14,
Peloponnese 10, central Greece 8, the Aegean islands 5, northern Greece 4, Ionia 3, Italy 2,
Sicily 1, Cyprus 1, Kyrene 2, Media 2 and general contexts that cannot be tied to a particular
geographical location 6.
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1. Epigraphical evidence

1.1. Destruction sacrifices

The evidence for the destruction of a larger part of the animal victim than
at a regular thysia or of the total destruction of the victim is not abundant
in the inscriptions that concern hero-cults. In all, there is only testimony for
this kind of ritual in two of the sacrificial calendars from Attica, the one from
Erchia and the one of the genos of the Salaminioi, both dating to the first half
of the 4th century BC. Only four non-participatory sacrifices to heroes are
explicitly mentioned, all being holocausts.

In the calendar from Erchia, the hero Epops received two holocaustic
sacrifices on the 5th of Boedromion, while the heroine Basile was given
a holocaust on the 4th of the same month.10 No other sacrifices were
performed on these occasions, either to Epops or to Basile or to any other
deities.

The victims of the two holocausts to Epops were piglets and the sac-
rifices were to be followed by libations designated as wineless (nephalios).
Sacrifices to Epops are known only from the Erchia calendar. The mytho-
logical context of Epops is not clear, but he may also be mentioned in a
papyrus fragment of the Aetia by Kallimachos, in which one passage may
concern a conflict between the demes Paiania and Erchia.11

The sacrifice to Basile consisted of a white, female lamb and was also
followed by a wineless libation. The colour of the animal is to be noted,
since holocausts have commonly been classified as chthonian sacrifices, and
it is usually assumed that the victims used in such rituals were black.12 Basile
was also worshipped elsewhere in Attica, but nothing is known of the kind
of sacrifices she received at those locations.13

In the sacrificial calendar of the genos of the Salaminioi, there is one
holocaust of a sheep to Ioleos.14 This sacrifice took place in Mounychion
(no date is specified) at a major festival of the Salaminioi. On the same
occasion, Herakles received an ox and Kourotrophos a goat; Alkmene, Maia,
Ion (every second year) and the Hero at the Hale all received a sheep each,
while the Hero at Antisara and the Hero at Pyrgilion were each given a piglet.

10 LS 18: Epops, col. IV, 20–23, and col. V, 12–15; Basile, col. II, 16–20.
11 Hollis 1990, 127–130; Callim. Aet. fr. 238, line 11 (Suppl. Hell. 1983). Epops was perhaps

related to the hoopoe (see Kearns 1989, 159).
12 Stengel 1910, 187–190; Radke 1936, 26–29.
13 Kearns 1989, 151; Shapiro 1986, has collected the available evidence on Basile. In Athens,

Basile, together with Kodros and Neleus, had a substantial temenos, in which at least 200 olive-
trees could be planted (IG I3 84, 418/7 BC).

14 LSS 19, 84.
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All these victims must have been eaten.15 Just like Basile, Ioleos also received
sacrifices at other locations in Attica. The sacrificial calendar from Marathon
prescribes a sheep for him without any indication that this sacrifice was a
holocaust.16

Van Straten has argued for the presence of a second holocaust in
the Salaminioi calendar. He suggests that the sacrifice performed in the
Eurysakeion (LSS 19, lines 34–36) was also a holocaust, since the priest of
Eurysakes was given 13 drachmas as compensation for the leg and the skin,
which he would have received from a regular sacrifice.17 It seems strange,
however, that, if the calendar listed two holocausts, one was explicitly called
holokautos (to Ioleos), while in the other case there was no term of that
kind. Ferguson, in the publication of the text, o¢fered a di¢ferent explanation
of the financial compensation of the priest. Private sacrifices, other than
those performed by the genos to Eurysakes, also took place in this shrine.
The 13 drachmas was a compensation given to the priest, since, at these
private sacrifices, if the o¢ficiating priest was someone other than the priest
of Eurysakes, he received the leg and the skin, and therefore the priest of
Eurysakes was given financial compensation.18 Furthermore, the priest of
Eurysakes cannot have received the skin of the victim sacrificed by the genos
to Eurysakes (line 87), since that victim was a pig, an animal which was only
singed and not flayed, and therefore yielded no hide.19

The victims used for holocausts were not of the most expensive kind.
The piglets listed in the Thorikos and Erchia inscriptions cost 3 drachmas
each, and the lamb sacrificed to Basile was also among the cheaper victims
(7 drachmas). The sheep burnt whole to Ioleos cost 15 drachmas, which
places it in the more expensive category of sheep: the cheaper ones usually
cost between 10 and 12 drachmas.20 Still, this sheep was far less expensive
than the cattle or pigs mentioned elsewhere in the Salaminioi inscription,

15 See below, pp. 153–157.
16 LS 20 B, 14. Cults of Ioleos are known also from other regions than Attica, but only from

later sources (see Kearns 1989, 172–173).
17 Van Straten 1995, 158, n. 144.
18 In support of the notion of private sacrifices involving the priests of the genos, Ferguson

(1938, 42) pointed out that the priest of Eurysakes was also the priest of the Hero at the Hale and
received the skin and the leg of the victims which were sacrificed to that hero, t÷n juoménwnlambánein tò dérma kaì tò skélov (LSS 19, 37–39). Ton thyomenon must refer to the animals
sacrificed by private persons rather than to the single sheep sacrificed to the Hero at the Hale
by the genos (line 85).

19 Ferguson 1938, 42. Sacrificed swine are sometimes called e¸stá in the inscriptions. They
do not seem to have yielded any skins: they were singed and the rind must presumably have
been eaten (see Ziehen 1899, 267–274; Stengel 1920, 112, n. 21; Jameson 1988, 107–108).

20 It was probably a wether, a castrated ram (see van Straten 1995, 181–186).
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which cost 70 and 40 drachmas respectively (see further discussion on prices
below, pp. 163–166).

1.2. Blood rituals

Rituals with emphasis on the blood are very rare in the epigraphical evidence
concerning hero-cults. The rituals connected with blood described by terms
with the root sphag- are not documented at all for sacrifices to heroes in the
inscriptions dating to the period of interest here.21

The only epigraphical instance of a blood ritual is to be found in a
mid-4th-century inscription from Thasos regulating the honours given to the
Agathoi, the men who had died in battle for their country.22 They will
be given a worthy funeral, their names will be inscribed publicly and their
fathers and children will be invited when the state sacrifices to the Agathoi
(kaleîsjai a¹t÷n toùv patérav kaì toùv paîdav Ëtan � póliv Çntémnhi toîv>Agajoîv, lines 9–11) and be given seats of honour at the games. Furthermore,
there will be financial compensation for the sons and daughters of the
Agathoi.

The term for the sacrifice is entemnein, a technical term meaning to cut
the throat of the animal victim, without any bearing on what was done with
the meat afterwards.23 Even though no other term is used for the sacrificial
activity in the Thasian inscription, this sacrifice to the Agathoi is likely to have
been followed by a banquet, since the fathers and the sons are explicitly
invited to come there.24 To invite the relatives of these war dead to attend a
ceremony at which the animal victims were simply killed and destroyed and
then to send them home empty-handed would seem strange, particularly
since the sacrifice was part of the compensation for the relatives of those
killed in war. Moreover, the financial compensation given to each of them

21 For this group of terms, see Casabona 1966, 155–196. The earliest use of any of these
terms in an inscription concerning hero-cults is the 2nd-century BC foundation of Kritolaos
from Amorgos, which prescribes that a ram is to be slaughtered (sfaxát.wsan), boiled whole
and used for prizes at the games for the heroized Aleximachos (LSS 61, 75–81 = IG XII:7 515
= Laum 1914, vol. 2, no. 50).

22 LSS 64, 7–22 = Pouilloux 1954b, no. 141.
23 Casabona 1966, 226–229; Rudhardt 1958, 285–286. Entemnein has been restored for a

hero-sacrifice in a cult regulation from Kos (LS 156 A, 10), dating to 300–250 BC. According to
the restoration proposed by Herzog (1928, no. 5; followed by Sokolowski, LS 156 A), a priestess
cannot personally sacrifice to Hekate or to the chthonian gods, nor sacrifice (entamnetai) to
the heroes of the nether world, nor step on a heroon (mhd.è par� <Ekátav Megál[av mhdè Ëssatoîv jeoîv toîv qjoní]oiv júetai mhdè Ëssa toîv Çne[rtéroiv �rwsin Çntámnetai, mhdè Çm]p.ateîn�r÷ion, lines 8–10).

24 Pouilloux 1954b, 373–374 and 377; Casabona 1966, 227; commentary on LSS 64, line 10,
by Sokolowski; cf. Krummen 1990, 71–72.
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was the same as that given to the timouchoi, citizens receiving particular
benefits, which seem to have included, among other things, contributions of
food for a certain time or permanently.25

The ritual may rather have consisted of an animal sacrifice at which the
victims were killed and bled, and the blood perhaps poured on the tomb of
the Agathoi.26 After the entemnein sacrifice had been concluded, the meat
of the victims was treated as at a thysia and eaten by the participants, among
whom the relatives of the Agathoi occupied a prominent position.

1.3. Theoxenia

In modern scholarship, the term theoxenia is used for a whole set of rituals
connected with the o¢ferings of food, but the term is actually quite rare in
the ancient sources.27 The term <Hroxeínia is found in a late-4th-century
inscription from Thasos.28 The text is a regulation listing in chronological
order a number of festivals during which it was not allowed to take certain
legal proceedings.29 The Heroxeinia is likely to have been a major festival at
Thasos, since it is listed together with other important festivals, such as the
Apatouria, the Anthesteria and the Dionysia. Judging from the name and by
analogy with theoxenia, Heroxeinia must have meant a feast for the heroes
to which they were invited to come and dine.30 The practicalities of this
festival are unknown.31

In the case of the Heroxeinia, the ritual is recognised from the name of
the festival. In other instances, it is the equipment mentioned that indicates
that the theoxenia took place. A 4th-century BC inscription from the Athenian
Agora lists the belongings of a nameless hero: a double-headed couch, a
mattress, a bedspread, a smooth rug, four pillows, two kinds of cloths and

25 LSS 64, commentary on line 12; cf. Pouilloux 1954b, 374.
26 Cf. Casabona 1966, 226–227.
27 For the use of this term, see Jameson 1994a, 36–37; Gill 1974, 122–123; Gill 1991, 11.
28 LSS 69, 3 = Salviat 1958, 195.
29 Salviat 1958, 198–212; LSS 69, commentary p. 127.
30 Salviat 1958, 254–259; Jameson 1994a, 36 with n. 6. Among the other festivals mentioned in

the same inscription are the Herakleia and the Dioskouria, i.e., festivals to divinities who often
received theoxenia (see Jameson 1994a, 46–48).

31 The Heroxeinia festival has been connected with various Thasian heroes, such as the
Agathoi killed in war (Salviat 1958, 259; Dunant & Pouilloux 1958, 97) and Herakles (Bergquist,
forthcoming). <Hrwixeínia is found in another Thasian inscription of substantially later date
(Dunant & Pouilloux 1958, no. 192, line 23; 1st century AD). In this case, the two euergetai
Euphrillos and Mikas were given parts in the heroixeinia and also received sacrifices of bulls
(boujuteîsjai ... taúrouv) and games on their anniversary.
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a number of silver vessels.32 These items may have been used for ritual
dining by the worshippers in connection with the cult. The single couch, on
which two people could recline, was perhaps used by the priest or some of
the more prominent participants. However, it is more likely, owing to the
fact that the equipment could be used by so few, that it was utilized in a
theoxenia ceremony for the hero. The contents of the shrine correspond to
the objects depicted in the reliefs showing banqueting heroes.33

In most cases, the inscriptions mention simply the trapezai (tables) and,
more rarely, a kline (couch). The term trapeza should not be taken to refer
to the table itself, but to the o¢ferings that were placed upon it.34 These could
consist of one or several portions of the meat from the thysia victim, either
cooked or raw, if such a sacrifice was performed on the same occasion,
or of other kinds of food, as well as perhaps vessels and crowns.35 The
preparation of the table could be seen as an action aimed at inviting the
hero to come and participate in the sacrifice as an honoured guest.36 The
o¢ferings on the table probably went to the priest and were subsequently
eaten.37

The two inscriptions mentioned above seem to refer to a sacrifice in
which a meal and an invitation for the hero to come and dine were the
main purpose. A thysia sacrifice, including dining by the worshippers, may
have been performed on the same occasion, but the theoxenia was the
more important ritual.38 In most cases in which theoxenia is found in the
epigraphical record concerning hero-cults, the ritual was combined with
animal sacrifice and seems to have functioned as an addition to the thysia.
The hero received both a thysia and theoxenia and the whole ritual was
concluded with a meal. This is the case in a 5th-century, orgeonic decree

32 Rotro¢f 1978, 196–197, lines 4–13 = SEG 28, 1978, 53. Among the silver listed were ten
kylikes belonging to the Eponymous Heroes, which led Rotro¢f to suggest that the hero was
one of the Eponymoi, possibly Leos. Lewis 1979 argued that it is more likely that the kylikes
were stored in an important civic building, for example, the Strategeion, and that the hero could
have been Strategos.

33 Rotro¢f 1978, 203; Jameson 1994a, 50 with n. 55. Cf. the foundation of Diomedon on Kos
(LS 177, 120–130 = Laum 1914, vol. 2, no. 45; cf. Sherwin-White 1977, 210–213; late 4th to early
3rd century BC) listing the theoxenia equipment of Herakles Diomedonteios: two lampstands,
two lamps, a grill (eschara), a krater, a rug, a table, five gilt wreaths for the statue, two clubs,
three incense-burners and one couch. For the eschara, see above, p. 31.

34 Gill 1991, 10.
35 Jameson 1994a, 40; Gill 1991, 10.
36 Jameson 1994a, 39–40.
37 Jameson 1994a, 37–41.
38 Cf. Jameson 1994a, 41, for similar cases concerning gods.
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concerning the worship of the Heros Echelos and his Heroines.39 On the
first day of the celebrations, a piglet was sacrificed to the Heroines and to the
Hero a full-grown victim, a teleon, which in all probability meant a sheep.40 A
table was also prepared for the Hero, trápezan paratijénai. On the following
day, the Hero received a second teleon (line 16). The meat from the victims
was distributed among the orgeones (see below, pp. 140–141).

A similar use of trapezai in connection with animal sacrifices is found in
the sacrificial calendar from Marathon. When the Hero at -rasileia received a
sheep costing 12 drachmas, he was also given a trapeza worth 1 drachma.41

Similarly, the Hero at Hellotion got a sheep for 12 drachmas and a 1-drachma
table.42 An anonymous couple consisting of a Hero and a Heroine each
received a piglet costing 3 drachmas, as well as a joint trapeza worth
1 drachma.43 From this pricing, it is clear that whatever was put on the table
must have been additional to the sacrificed animal, since the trapeza had its
own cost. However, a portion of meat from the thysia could still have been
placed on the table.44

From the Marathon calendar, it is evident that the trapeza was a cheaper
kind of sacrifice than a thysia. In the Thorikos calendar, the trapezai are also
combined with animal sacrifices to heroes, but to di¢ferent recipients. The
tables were given to the less important recipients, all of whom were heroines,
while their male counterparts received animal victims, such as sheep, piglets
or cows.45

The use of a trapeza as a parallel o¢fering to a less important deity at a
thysia sacrifice to another divinity also seems to be found in the combination

39 LSS 20, 12–23 = Meritt 1942, 282–287, no. 55 = Ferguson 1944, 73–79, Class A, no. 1. The
inscription was cut in the early 3rd century BC, but the decree containing the information on
the sacrifices dates to the mid 5th century (see Ferguson 1944, 76; Jameson 1994a, 41). The hero
is named Echelos in the 3rd-century part of the inscription (lines 4–5).

40 LSS 20, 14–15. For the interpretation of teleon as a sheep, see van Straten 1995, 173, n. 53;
Rosivach 1994, 24, n. 42 and 150–151.

41 LS 20 B, 23–24.
42 LS 20 B, 25.
43 LS 20 B, 3–4.
44 That seems to have been the case in an early-4th-century law from a tribe or a deme:

the priestess of the Heroine was to get certain portions of meat from the trapeza (LS 28, 8–9
= IG II2 1356).

45 Daux 1983, 153–154: lines 16–17, a sheep to Kephalos and a trapeza to Prokris; lines 18–19,
a selected sheep to Thorikos and a trapeza to the Heroines of Thorikos; lines 28–30, a cow to
Thorikos and a trapeza to the Heroines of Thorikos; lines 48–49, a sheep to Hyperpedios and
a trapeza to the Heroines of Hyperpedios; lines 50–51, a piglet to Pylouchos and a trapeza to
the Heroines of Pylouchos. The trapeza to Philonis (line 44) probably went, together with the
preceding sacrifice of a pregnant sheep, to Demeter (lines 43–44) (see Parker 1987, 145) and a
sheep to Zeus Herkeios (added to the right-hand side of the stone at the level of line 44). On
the lesser status of heroines in the Attic sacrificial calendars, see Larson 1995, 26–34.
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of heroes and gods. In a fragmentary Athenian list of sacrifices, dating to
c. 430 BC, a table is mentioned three times.46 In lines 4–7, a trapeza is
mentioned, as well as the spreading of something over a couch or perhaps
a throne. Eros and Hippolytos are named, and probably also Aphrodite.47

Jameson suggests that in all of these three groups of deities, where trapezai
are found, an animal sacrifice was prescribed for the major divinity, in this
case Aphrodite, while the less important characters, Eros and Hippolytos,
received the table and the couch.48 A similar case is an early-5th-century
sacrificial calendar, which prescribed the sacrifice of a kid to Dionysos, while
Semele received a trapeza.49

The o¢fering of bloodless gifts should also be considered here, since
these were commonly used at theoxenia. Various kinds of food, for example,
bread, cakes, fruit, grain, oil and wine, could be o¢fered and either placed
on the altar or on a separate table. The mention of such edible matters does
not automatically mean that a theoxenia took place; it may be a reference to
the hiera, the additional o¢ferings that were burnt in the sacrificial fire.50

Explicit references to this kind of o¢fering to heroes are fairly rare in
the epigraphical evidence. A fragmentary decree from the deme Kollytos
mentions that the gods and the heroes were to be given popana and
pelanos.51 This o¢fering was perhaps preceded by an animal sacrifice,
since a thysia is mentioned earlier in the inscription (line 8). Furthermore,
the expenses for the sacrifices may have been as much as 30 drachmas
([pó]pana kaì pelanò[n kaì t�lla À deî �pò draqm÷n triák]onta, lines 12–13),
a very large sum did the sacrifice consist only of cakes. Similarly, two
anonymous heroes in an early Athenian, sacrificial calendar received two
measures of wheat.52 The bloodless o¢ferings are described in more detail in
a mid-4th-century sacrificial calendar from Kos, which may concern sacrifices
to heroes, depending on how the text is restored.53 Three sheep (telea) are

46 LS 11 A, 6, 12 and 16 = IG I3 255 A, 4, 10 and 14; cf. Jameson 1994a, 39.
47 The cult of Hippolytos seems always to have been connected with that of Aphrodite and

her name has been restored in LS 11 A, 5 and IG I3 255 A, 4 (see commentaries to each edition).
48 Jameson 1994a, 39. The other two tables are used for Zeus Tropaios and Herakles

(LS 11 A, 9–10) and for Apollon Pythios, probably together with another recipient (LS 11 A,
13–15?).

49 LS 1 A, 17–19 = IG I3 234 A; c. 480–460 BC; cf. Jameson 1994a, 39.
50 Gill 1991, 7–11; Jameson 1994a, 37. For cakes at thysia, see Kearns 1994, 65–67.
51 LS 38, 10–13 = IG II2 1195; late 4th century BC; cf. Kearns 1994, 65–70.
52 LS 2 C, 2–4 = IG I3 246 D, 29–32; c. 470–450 BC.
53 LS 151 C, 2–8. The beginning of line 2, in which the recipients were named, is lost. Paton &

Hicks 1891, no. 39, restored the line as toîv �rw](s)in o° [°areîv] Ìïe teléw; Herzog 1928, no. 3
proposed [�rwsi pâ]sin(?) Ìie[v treî]v. télewi, followed by Segre 1993, no. ED 140; Sokolowski,
LS 151 C, suggested basileû]sin oµ[ev treî]v télewi.
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to be sacrificed, and one measure of barley groats, one measure of mixed
wheat and barley, three kylikes and a tray (pínax) are to accompany each
victim. These extras are called hiera and were probably burnt in the altar
fire as additional o¢ferings to the thysia, but it is possible that this practice
was equivalent to the preparation of tables with food at a thysia.54

Finally, raw meat could also be deposited on a table, a ritual usually
called trapezomata.55 Here, the table was principally used for presenting
and displaying the priest’s share of the meat. At a sacrifice to a heroine
mentioned in a law of a deme or a tribe from the early 4th century BC, a
thigh, a part of the side near the hip with the surrounding meat, and half of
the head of the victim stu¢fed with guts were deposited on a trapeza.56 This
meat was subsequently taken by the priestess.

1.4. Thysia sacrifices followed by dining

1.4.1. Direct evidence for dining

Greek inscriptions relating to sacrifices, whether those to the gods or those
to the heroes, rarely stated that the ritual was to be concluded with a meal,
at which the meat from the animal was to be eaten. There are many other
indications of the animal being available for consumption, for example,
regulations for the division of the meat between the participants, stipulations
of the perquisites of the priest in the form of portions of meat and the skin,
prescriptions that the meat could not be taken out of the sanctuary (ou phora)
and mentions of dining facilities and dining personnel.

The most obvious evidence for meals in hero-cults is when the inscrip-
tions comment upon how the meat is to be handled after the animal has been
killed. One of the earliest inscriptions providing this kind of information is
a decree of the orgeones of the Hero and the Heroines dating to the mid
5th century BC and mentioned earlier in the discussion of the Theoxenia.57

This association of orgeones had a host who performed the sacrifice, tònÆstiátora júein tän [jusí]an, once a year, on the 17th and the 18th of
Hekatombaion. On the first day, a piglet was sacrificed (thyein) to the
Heroines and a full-grown victim, teleon, to the Hero, which in all probability
meant a sheep (lines 14–16).58 For the Hero a table, trapeza, was also

54 Jameson, Jordan & Kotansky 1993, 35–36.
55 Jameson 1994a, 56 with n. 83; Gill 1991, 15–19.
56 LS 28, 8–9 = IG II2 1356: Çpì dè] tän trápezan k[w]læn, pleuròn ±sqío, �míkra[iran qord]æv.

For the identification of the parts, see Le Guen-Pollet 1991, 14 and 20.
57 LSS 20. For the date, see above, p. 138, n. 39.
58 For the interpretation of teleon as a sheep, see above, p. 138, n. 40. Ferguson 1944, 74,

n. 16, and 77, argues that an ox was also sacrificed when funds were available (line 20, [Èn �ib]o.ûv).
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prepared. The following day, the Hero received a second, full-grown victim.
The decree ends with the detailed description of the distribution of the meat
by the host to the orgeones and members of their families (lines 17–23).
Orgeones who were present each received a full portion of meat. There is
some disagreement among the commentators on how the rest of the meat
was divided, but the sons and the women of the orgeones seem to have
received at least half a portion of meat each.59

In his publication of the inscription, Meritt stressed the chthonian nature
of Echelos (as the Hero was named in the 3rd century), which he considered
to be further underlined by his being worshipped by a group of orgeones
and by the fact that a piglet was sacrificed to the Heroines connected with
Echelos.60 This statement is surprising, since thysia here definitely refers to
an alimentary sacrifice, at which the distribution of the meat was carefully
regulated. Furthermore, the hieron of Echelos and the Heroines, at least
in the 3rd century BC, may have had a bomos, the kind of altar usually
assumed to be characteristic of Olympian, rather than chthonian, cults.61 The
interpretation of the Hero/Echelos as chthonian depends, of course, on how
“chthonian” is defined, but it cannot be done on the basis of what we know
of the sacrifices performed in his cult, since they show all the signs of being
what is commonly called Olympian.

The division of meat is rarely as explicit as in the decree of the Hero and
the Heroines. In the deme Skambonidai, the citizens, and also the metoikoi,
could receive meat, when sacrifices were performed to the hero Leos.62

The animal sacrificed was a teleon, i.e., probably a sheep, and the portions
handed out were probably worth two or three obols each.63

Other instances of a division of the meat at the sacrifices to heroes are
to be found in the mid-4th-century sacrificial calendars of the genos of the
Salaminioi and of the deme Erchia, which will both be further discussed
below. In the calendar of the Salaminioi, it is stipulated that, when the
sacrifices to the gods and the heroes are performed, the raw flesh should
be equally divided between the two branches of the genos.64 In the Erchia
calendar, it is stated that the women were to receive the meat from the goat
sacrificed to Semele on the 16th of Elaphebolion. This sacrifice took place

59 For di¢ferent interpretations, see Meritt 1942, 287; Ferguson 1944, 73–76, and LSS 20,
commentary.

60 Meritt 1942, 286.
61 Lines 6–7, t[òn bwmòn] Çn t÷i °er÷i; cf. Ferguson 1944, 79.
62 LS 10 C, 4–9 = IG I3 244 C; c. 460 BC.
63 LS 10 C, 5. The stone is damaged. Wilamowitz 1887, 255, suggested lêq[sin dúo Ä]bolôn;

LS 10 C, lêq[sin III Ä]bolôn; Berthiaume 1982, 63, three obols. IG I3 244 C o¢fers no restoration.
64 LSS 19, 19–24.
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on the altar (bomos) of Dionysos and the women were also given the meat
sacrificed to this god on the same day.65

In other cases, particular portions of meat are specified for certain
persons as a reward for their contributions. A group calling themselves the
Paraloi worshipped Paralos, who most likely had a sanctuary in Piraeus. In
two decrees passed by the Paraloi after 350 BC, a member of the group is
honoured by receiving a meris (meat-portion) when the Paraloi j[ú]wsi t[÷i]Parálwi.66

The perquisites of the priest, usually the skin and/or certain parts of
the animal, are also specified at some hero-sacrifices. The share given to
the priest is carefully regulated in a 4th-century inscription from Oropos,
concerning sacrifices made to Amphiaraos as a thanksgiving, either after
e¢fective incubation or in fulfilment of a vow.67 The sacrificial animal could
be of any kind, but no meat was to be taken out of the sanctuary. After the
prayer, the sacred share should be placed on the bomos (kateúqesjai dè t÷n°er÷n kaì Çpì tòm bwmòn Çpitijeîn, lines 25–26) and the skin belonged to the
sanctuary. The priest received as payment one shoulder of each victim from
private sacrifices: when the festival of Amphiaraos took place, the priest’s
share came from the public victims.

Another sacred law from a deme or a tribe in Attica specifies that the
priestess of the Heroine (unnamed) should get, as her priestly perquisites
(hierosyna), five drachmas and, among other things, the skins from at least
some of the victims and portions of meat, deisíav kre÷n.68 From the trapeza,
the table where o¢ferings were deposited, she also received certain parts
of the meat.69 In the Salaminioi calendar, several priestly perquisites are
specified. The priest of the Hero at the Hale was given the skin and a leg of
the animals sacrificed to that hero.70 The priest of Herakles at Porthmos at
Sounion, where the Salaminioi had their Herakleion, received the skin and

65 LS 18, col. I, lines 44–51 (Semele); col. IV, lines 33–40 (Dionysos).
66 IG II2 1254, 11–12, dated from after 350 BC, and SEG 37, 1987, 102, c. 300 BC; the latter

is quite damaged, but the word merida is preserved. For the Paraloi and their sanctuary,
see Garland 1987, 131–132, who identifies them with the crew of the sacred trireme Paralos.
Cf. Kearns 1989, 193.

67 IG VII 235, 25–36 = LS 69; new edition by Petropoulou 1981, 48–49 (= SEG 31, 1981, 416).
On the disputed dating of this inscription, early or late 4th century BC, see SEG 31, 1981, 416;
SEG 38, 1988, 386; Knoepfler 1986, 96, n. 116; Knoepfler 1992, 452, no. 78; Parker 1996, 148–149.

68 LS 28, 5–9 = IG II2 1356; early 4th century. Sokolowski (LS 28, line 6, commentary)
suggested that the skins might have come from lambs, [�rn]í�ni�wn. Ziehen 1899, 273, n. 1,
proposed the restoration [<Hrw]iníwn. For the interpretation of deisíav kre÷n (line 6) as portions
of meat, see Le Guen-Pollet 1991, 22.

69 See above, p. 140.
70 LSS 19, 37–39.
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the leg of animals that were flayed, the leg of the pigs, which were singed
and did not yield any skin, and from the oxen he was to be given nine pieces
of meat and the skin.71 This priest must have performed all the sacrifices
o¢fered by the Salaminioi at Porthmos, including those o¢fered to the other
heroes worshipped there in connection with Herakles, and was therefore
also given parts of the animals from the sacrifices to these heroes.72 In the
sacrificial calendar from Erchia, the priestesses of the Heroines at Schoinos,
of the Heroines at Pylon and of Semele received the skins of the animals
sacrificed.73 The two groups of anonymous heroines received sheep, while
Semele was given a goat. According to a sacrificial calendar from Kos, dating
from the mid 4th century, the priestess of Leukothea had the right to take
portions of meat from the sacrifice.74 A very fragmentary inscription from
Thasos seems to mention portions allotted to the priest at sacrifices to an
unnamed hero and to Dionysos.75

The evidence reviewed so far deals mainly with the division of the meat,
which seems to have been by no means an unimportant activity to regulate.
To this context can be added the specification that the meat was not to be
taken out of the sanctuary, which must have meant that it was consumed
within that area.76 This kind of restriction is found in the sacrificial regulation
concerning the cult of Amphiaraos at Oropos, dating to the non-Attic period
of the sanctuary; “there is to be no carrying away of the meat outside the
sanctuary”.77 In the calendar from Erchia, seven of the eleven sacrifices to

71 LSS 19, 31–33. On the lack of skins from the pigs, see p. 134, n. 19.
72 LSS 19, lines 84–87, for the recipients: Alkmene, Maia and Ion were given sheep and

the Hero of Antisara and the Hero at Pyrgilion a piglet each; cf. Ferguson 1938, 65. Another
inscription concerning the Salaminioi, also published by Ferguson (1938, 9–10) and dated to
the mid 3rd century BC, speaks of the temenos of Herakles at Porthmos as having altars, bomoi
(lines 8–9). Presumably these altars must have been used for all the sacrifices performed at the
Herakleia (see Ferguson 1938, 22 and 71; Woodford 1971, 221). On the location of this sanctuary
at Sounion, see Young J.H. 1941, 169–171.

73 LS 18: heroines at Pylon, col. I, lines 19–22; heroines at Schoinos, col. V, lines 3–8; Semele,
col. I, lines 46–51.

74 LS 151 A a: t÷n juoménwn tâi Leukojæi �poforà Çv °érean.
75 LS 70 = Pouilloux 1954b, no. 129; late 4th to early 3rd century BC. To the examples of

priests receiving shares from sacrifices to heroes should perhaps be added LS 11 B (= IG I3 255 B;
c. 430 BC). Lines 8–9 can be reconstructed as [ – – – glôt]tan dè tôi >Arqegéte[i – – – ] which
are perhaps to be interpreted as the tongue from the victim sacrificed to Archegetes being given
to the priest. In the Classical period, the tongues were often the prerogative of the priest, see
Kadletz 1981, 21–29 (LS 11 B not included).

76 On this particular practice, see Scullion 1994, 99–112, who provides an overview of both the
evidence in all kinds of cults and the previous interpretations. Scullion argues that the practice
was a sign of chthonian ritual, see further below, pp. 313–325.

77 Petropoulou 1981, 49, lines 31–32, t÷n dè kre÷n mä eµnai Çkforän Ïxw toû teméneov.
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heroes are marked as o¹ forá (the Heroines at Pylon, Semele, Herakleidai,
Aglauros, Leukaspis, Menedeios and the Heroines at Schoinos).78

The opposite restriction, namely that the meat had to be sold, is perhaps
indicated in the sacrificial calendar from Thorikos.79 Neanias received a
teleon at the Pyanopsia festival. After this entry, the line breaks o¢f and only
the letter P is preserved, which Parker restored as p[ratón] (“to be sold”).80

Also the skins of victims sacrificed to heroes could be sold, as was the case
of the hides from the animals sacrificed at the Theseia.81

Facilities for dining in the sanctuary of a hero are specified in a lease,
established by the orgeones of the hero Egretes.82 The orgeones leased the
hieron and the oikiai to a private person for ten years (lines 1–7). When
they performed the annual sacrifice to the hero, Ëtan dè júwsin o° Ärge÷nevt÷i �rwi, the tenant was to let them use the oikia housing the hieron, which
was to be opened up, two other structures called the stégh and the Äptánion,
as well as klínav kaì trapézav e±v dúo tríklinia (lines 26–30). Stege means
a roofed place of some kind and was perhaps a small stoa or portico, or
a temporary shed or shelter, while the optanion was the kitchen.83 The
couches and the tables may have been placed in the stege and provided
reclining space for 12 to 30 people depending on how many used each
couch.84 If there was not enough space to house all the worshippers, the
remaining ones could have dined under the trees growing in the sanctuary.85

The mention of an hestiator or host can be taken as an indication that
the cult included dining, judging from the use and meaning of the term in the
inscription regarding the cult of the Hero and the Heroines mentioned above
(LSS 20) and in the literary sources.86 Two histiatores (a variant spelling
of hestiatores) are known from a decree of a group of orgeones dating

78 LS 18: Heroines at Pylon, col. I, lines 19–22; Semele, col. I, lines 46–51; Herakleidai,
col. II, lines 42–44 (ou phora added later); Aglauros, col. II, lines 57–59 (ou phora added later);
Leukaspis, col. III, lines 50–53; Menedeios, col. IV, lines 53–55; Heroines at Schoinos, col. V,
lines 3–8.

79 Daux 1983, 153, line 27.
80 Parker 1987, 145–146, commentary on line 11 and lines 26–27. Daux 1983, 155–157,

suggested the restoration P[oseid÷]- and that this line should be connected with the addition-÷ni téleon Pu.anoyíoiv on the left-hand side of the stone at the height of line 31. Cf. Rosivach
1994, 23, n. 40.

81 IG II2 1496, 134–135 and 143; 334/3 to 331/0 BC. Cf. Jameson 1988, 111–112.
82 LS 47, 27–30 = IG II2 2499; 306/5 BC.
83 LSJ s.v.; Ferguson 1944, 80; LS 47, commentary on line 29.
84 Ferguson 1944, 80 with n. 27.
85 Trees, line 15. The number of members in these kinds of cult-associations seems to have

been quite small. According to Ferguson (1944, 91 and 117), the orgeones of Asklepios were 16,
while the cult-association of Dionysos had 15 members.

86 See LSJ s.v. for references.
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from the late 4th century BC.87 The decree honours two persons who have
performed that duty and taken care of the a¢fairs and the sacrifices (thysiai)
of the association. This inscription was found in the Amyneion, west of the
Acropolis, and must concern the cult of Amynos, Asklepios and Dexion.88

IG II2 1252, a decree dating from the mid 4th century, gives a further
indication that the cult of Amynos, Asklepios and Dexion included dining.
The decree honours two members of the association for their achievements.
They would each be given money for a thysia and a votive o¢fering
(lines 12–14). They were also to have �téleian toû qoû (line 11), which
Körte interpreted as meaning that they would be granted an exemption from
bringing wine to the sacrifices.89

The substantial, mid-4th-century, sacrificial calendar from Kos, remarked
upon previously in connection with Leukothea, may also concern sacrifices
to other heroes, depending on the restoration of the text.90 If the restoration
of the recipients as heroes is correct, the three heroes, in the names of
the three tribes in the city, received annual sacrifices in three di¢ferent
sanctuaries. Each hero was given a sheep (teleon). The o¢ficials who
performed the sacrifice (toì °a[ropoioì] kaì júonti) were also to provide °erá
in the form of one measure of barley groats, one measure of mixed wheat
and barley, three kylikes and a tray (pínax) for each of the victims (lines 5–8).
Presumably these hiera were burnt in the sacrificial fire on the altar, a ritual
forming a part of a normal thysia sacrifice.91 The pinax may have been used
for carving, and perhaps also for displaying, the meat from the sacrificed
sheep.92 Veyne, however, identified the pinax with a signboard, carried in
the sacrificial procession, on which the name of the tribe performing the
sacrifice was written.93

87 IG II2 1259, 1–2.
88 For the Amyneion, see also IG II2 1252 + 999 and 1253; Kearns 1989, 147; Kutsch 1913,

12–16 and nos. 14 and 15; Ferguson 1944, 86–91. It has recently been convincingly shown
that Dexion does not correspond to the heroized Sophokles, see Connolly 1998, 1–21. For the
archaeological remains of the Amyneion, which had a small shrine with a cult table, a stoa for
the worshippers to eat and sleep in and a supply of water by a well and presumably also by
being connected to a water conduit to the south, see Körte 1893; Körte 1896; Judeich 1931, 289;
Travlos 1971, 76–78.

89 Körte 1896, 301–302, in analogy with Hegesandros quoted by Ath. 8.365d: “the contribution
brought in to the symposia by the drinkers is called by the Argives q÷v (heap)” (transl.
Gulick 1930).

90 LS 151 C: the beginning of line 2, where the recipients were named, is lost. For the
restoration of the recipients as heroes, see above, p. 139, n. 53.

91 On the treatment of hiera, see Jameson, Jordan & Kotansky 1993, 35–36. On the interpret-
ation of the hiera as part of a theoxenia ritual, see above, p. 139.

92 LS 151 C, commentary on line 7, pinax explained as a tray.
93 Veyne 1983, 286, the pinax is thus a part of the actual sacrifice. This practice was more

common in Roman sacrifices.
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To sum up, the inscriptions discussed above give clear evidence that
the animals sacrificed in these hero-cults were not destroyed but eaten by
the worshippers (or perhaps sold), either in the sanctuary or elsewhere. The
texts mention the division and handling of the meat, the histiatores (hosts),
the perquisites for priest and priestesses (skins and portions of meat), the
restrictions on where the meat might be eaten and the facilities for dining.
In the cases in which a term is used for the sacrificial activity, it is thyein or
thysia, but it should be noted that in some inscriptions no particular term is
mentioned (this will be further discussed below in connection with the four,
well-preserved, Attic sacrificial calendars).

1.4.2. Circumstantial evidence for dining

Other inscriptions in which sacrifices to heroes are mentioned are not as
explicit as those discussed so far, but it can still be argued that the meat
of the animal was available for consumption. Some of these inscriptions are
very concise and give little information, apart from the name of the recipient,
the kind of victim and sometimes the price.

The context in which these sacrifices to heroes are found and, more
specifically, the company in which the heroes occur, o¢fer guidance on
what kind of ritual was used. According to the epigraphical evidence, some
sacrifices to heroes and to gods were performed on the same occasion, with
no indications that there were any ritual distinctions. In the case of the
sacrifices to gods, it is usually assumed that the consumption of the meat was
so self-evident that it did not have to be mentioned. If no other information
is provided, the sacrifice must have been of the regular thysia kind. Since the
sacrifices to the heroes, taking place on the same occasion, are not marked
as being in any way di¢ferent from those to the gods, they, too, should be
considered as being thysia sacrifices, followed by dining.

This is clearly the case with the various heroes worshipped at Eleusis.
IG I3 5, for example, dating from about 500 BC, contains a résumé of
sacrifices performed when the initiates arrived at Eleusis.94 The only verb
for the ritual activity is j. [úe]n (line 2). Hermes Enagonios and the Charites
are given a goat, Poseidon a ram, and Artemis a goat. Telesidromos and
Triptolemos probably received a ram.95 To Plouton, Iakchos96 and the two
goddesses, there is sacrificed a tríttoa bóarqov, i.e., a bovine, a pig and a
sheep. This sacrifice of three animals was given jointly to the four recipients
and there is no indication that di¢ferent kinds of rituals were performed.

94 IG I3 5 = LS 4; cf. von Prott 1899, 241–266; Clinton 1979, 1–12; Clinton 1992, 83, n. 109.
95 IG I3 5, line 4, Tri.p. [tolémoi krión].
96 On the restoration of [>Iák]qov in line 5, see Clinton 1988, 70–71 with n. 24.
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In the First Fruit Decree from Eleusis (around 422 BC), IG I3 78 (LS 5),
lines 39–40, Triptolemos, Theos, Thea and Eubouleus receive a full-grown
victim each. Here, too, only one verb, thyein, is used for the sacrificial activity
(line 36). In another First Fruit Decree from the mid 4th century BC, IG II2 140
(LSS 13), Zeus, Demeter, Kore, Triptolemos, Theos, Thea and Eubouleus are
given a hiereion each (lines 20–23).

One of the fragments connected with the recodification of the Athenian
state calendar by Nichomachos at the end of the 5th century lists sacrifices
performed to both gods and heroes by the genos of the Eumolpidai at
Eleusis.97 The term for the sacrifice was probably thyein, E¹molp[ídai] taûta[júousin] (lines 73–74). The first four recipients are gods, Themis, Zeus
Herkeios and Demeter receiving sheep and Pherrephatte receiving a ram.98

Next come Eumolpos, Melichos the hero, Archegetes, Polyxenos, Threptos,
Dioklos and Keleos, who all receive a sheep each, apart from Threptos, who
is given a ram.99

In a similar fashion, the sacrifices to gods and heroes are mixed in the
sacrificial calendars from Thorikos, Marathon and Erchia and of the genos
of the Salaminioi, which will be discussed in detail further on. However, it
can be pointed out also here that, in the sacrificial calendar of the genos
of the Salaminioi, the gods and the heroes are mentioned as an entity. In
two passages, it is stated that the Salaminioi are to sacrifice to the gods
and the heroes, júen dè toîv jeoîv kaì toîv �rwsin.100 The sacrifices are
listed in chronological order, and there is no particular information on the
rituals, either for those of the gods or for those of the heroes, apart from
the fact that one of the hero-sacrifices was to be a holocaust, specified in
connection with this particular sacrifice.101 In the sacrificial calendar of the
deme Marathon, the series of annual and biennial sacrifices are initiated with

97 LSS 10 A, 60–74 = Oliver 1935, 19–32, no. 2; cf. Healey 1984. Oliver places the sacrifices at
the Mysteries in Boedromion, while Healey (137) and Sokolowski assign them to the Eleusinia
in Metageitnion.

98 Pherrephatte must mean Kore, since she appears after Demeter (see Clinton 1992,
63, n. 199).

99 Melichos (line 66), was formerly read as Delichos; for the correction, see Graf 1974,
139–144. Healey 1984, 139, suggests that Melichos was explicitly called heros to distinguish him
from Zeus Meilichios. Melichos, Archegetes and Threptos have been considered as cult epithets
for Eubouleus, Hippothoon or Eleusis/Eleusinos, and Triptolemos or Demophon, respectively
(see Healey 1984, 139–140). Clinton 1992, 101, prefers to identify Threptos with Demophon
rather than with Triptolemos.
100 LSS 19, 19–20 and line 79, júwsi a±eì toîv jeoîv kaì toîv �rwsi. In line 81, all the sacrifices

are called thysiai.
101 LSS 19, 84. See above, pp. 133–134.
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the term thyein.102 For the individual sacrifices, no particular regulations are
prescribed.

A fragmentary decree from the deme of Kollytos also mentions joint
sacrifices to both gods and heroes.103 Finally, among the questions posed
to the oracle of Zeus at Dodona and recorded on lead tablets are inquiries
about which of the gods or the heroes one was to sacrifice (thyein) and pray
to in order to fare well.104

In the inscriptions discussed so far under the heading Circumstantial
evidence for dining, there are no indications of the victims sacrificed to
the heroes being treated in a particular fashion, apart from those few
cases in which specific ritual instructions are given, for example, the
holocausts recorded in the Erchia and Salaminioi calendars. The most
plausible interpretation, therefore, must be that, when the sacrifices to heroes
and to gods are mentioned together, they were of the same kind and ended
with dining.

The company in which the heroes were worshipped can thus help us
to understand what kind of sacrifices were used. Another indicator concerns
who performed the sacrifices and for what purpose. The war dead Agathoi
worshipped on Thasos received a sacrifice that contained a blood ritual, since
the term for the sacrifice is entemnein. Still, the whole ritual was aimed at
compensating the families of the fallen for their loss and one essential part
of the compensation must have been a banquet for those who attended the
ceremony.105

Other heroes, documented in the epigraphical material as receiving
sacrifices, were worshipped by small cult-associations meeting once a year
to sacrifice. The orgeones of the hero Egretes mentioned above (IG II2 2499
= LS 47) leased his hieron to a private person for ten years, on the condition
that they would have access to it for their annual celebration in Boedromion.
This sacrifice ended with a meal taking place in the sanctuary, which was
equipped with a kitchen, couches and tables (see above, p. 144). Egretes
has a very close parallel in Hypodektes, who is also known from only
one inscription dating from the end of the 4th century BC.106 This is also

102 LS 20 B, 2, 23 and 39.
103 LS 38, 6–7 and 10–13 = IG II2 1195; late 4th century. The o¢ferings seem to have been

bloodless, popana and pelanos, but may also have included an animal victim, see above, p. 139.
104 Pomtow 1883, nos. 1, 2, 8, 34 and 47; cf. SGDI 3208–3209. The dating of these tablets is

di¢ficult but seems mainly to be the 5th–4th centuries BC (see Parke 1967, 259–273).
105 LSS 64; see above, pp. 135–136.
106 IG II2 2501. The mythology of Hypodektes is unknown, like that of Egretes. Kearns 1989,

75 and 202, suggests two possible origins: Hypodektes may either have been originally an
underworld god or he may have functioned as the original recipient of the hiera from Eleusis
in Athens.
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a lease, by which the orgeones of Hypodektes permanently let out his
temenos, containing a hieron (line 4) and an oikia (line 11), to a private
person for an unspecified use. The orgeones performed a sacrifice (thysia)
to Hypodektes on the 14th of Boedromion, when the hieron was to be
opened and garlanded at dawn and his statue oiled and unveiled (lines 6–9).
Hypodektes is called theos in the inscription (line 20).

Hypodektes and Egretes both had substantial cult-places, where the
orgeones gathered once a year to perform the sacrifices. In the case of Egretes
they must have dined in the sanctuary, since equipment for this activity was
available there. The orgeones of Hypodektes probably did the same, since
his cult-place contained an oikia, where the worshippers could have been
housed. Thus, classification of Hypodektes as a god and Egretes as a hero has
no relation to the kind of sacrifices performed. Why, then, are they labelled
di¢ferently? Ferguson suggested that theos was a honorific appellation given
to Hypodektes.107 It is possible that the orgeones could decide by themselves
what to call the focus of their cult. Perhaps the orgeones of Hypodektes were
a more prominent group than those of Egretes and therefore they labelled
Hypodektes a god. A sign of his importance was the fact that he had a statue,
which was oiled and unveiled as a part of the ritual. Even if Egretes had had
a statue, it was not considered important enough to be mentioned in the
inscription.108

Other cases of cult-associations are the orgeones of Amynos, Asklepios
and Dexion, already commented upon previously, and the thiasotai of
Tynabos, who, in a honorary decree, venerate members of the group,
because they have taken care of the thysiai and other matters.109 Ferguson,
in his study of the Attic orgeones, emphasized that the major feature of the
cult practised by these associations was the sacrifice and the meal which

107 Ferguson 1944, 82; cf. the Heros Iatros at Athens, who is called theos in an inventory,
IG II2 839, 20, 33 and 45–46, dated to 221/0 BC.

108 Cult-statues of heroes seem to have been quite rare and mainly found in the cults of major,
well-known heroes, often having substantial precincts: Amphiaraos at Oropos, statue base in the
temple, Petrakos 1968, 99; Amphieraos at Rhamnous, mentioned in IG II2 1322, 13, stele to be
placed parà tòn jeón; Heros Archegetes at Rhamnous, Pouilloux 1954a, no. 26, �.rqegétei héroi�[g]a.lma (cf. Petrakos 1991, 41–42, no. 15, an additional part to the same base); Heros Ptoios at
Akraiphiai, inscribed statue base, Perdrizet 1898, 243–245; Helen at Therapne, Hdt 6.61; Lykos,
Ar. Av. 819–821.

109 IG II2 1262, 6–7, dating from 301/0 BC. For the new reading o° Tunábou (line 17), see Tracy
1995, 145–146; Mikalson 1998, 147 with n. 28. Kearns 1989, 201, proposes that Tynaros (as his
name was read previously) may have been a foreign god rather than a hero, judging from the
find-place of the inscription, Piraeus, and the foreign name. Tracy (ibid.) suggests an Egyptian
origin, while Mikalson (ibid.) is in favour of the cult stemming from Cyprus.
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followed. There is no sign of what he calls chthonian rituals and sacrifices,
and he finds that a holocaust was unthinkable and unheard of.110

1.4.3. Unspecified cases

It remains to consider the inscriptions, in which the sacrifices to heroes are
simply mentioned without any additional information or in no particular
context. Among these are included many of the sacrifices to heroes found
in the well-preserved, sacrificial calendars from Thorikos, Marathon, Erchia
and of the Salaminioi. These will be treated further below.

In IG I3 255, a list of rituals, including sacrifices and the shares given to
priests, dating to c. 430 BC, the heroes Glaukos and Xouthos each receive
a lamb.111 To Erechtheus, a ram and also a bull were sacrificed.112 Two
anonymous heroes, defined as the Heroes in the field, were each given a
full-grown victim (teleon).113 We can only speculate on how these sacrifices
were performed, but since no particular ritual actions are indicated, there is
no reason to assume that they were not of a thysia kind.

A more doubtful case of a sacrifice to a hero is found in a law of the
Delphic Amphictyony, dating from 380/79 BC.114 The relevant line in the
new edition by Rougemont reads Çnéstw; [t]oû boòv timà toû �rwov, Ækatònstatærev A±ginaîoi. Rougemont suggests the following translation: “... were
is found(?). Cost of the bull of the hero(?). 100 Aiginetan stateres”. He finds
the line unclear and the expression toû boòv toû �rwov completely obscure.
Two explanations are suggested, either “the hero bull”, i.e., an extremely
fine bull, or the hero should be taken as a complement to the bull, which
could perhaps mean that the bull was sacrificed to the hero, but it is far from
certain.115

1.5. Four Athenian sacrificial calendars: A comparison

The Athenian sacrificial calendars o¢fer a wealth of information concerning
Greek sacrifices, both to heroes and to gods. The four best-preserved

110 Ferguson 1944, 123–129.
111 LS 11 A, 11–12 = IG I3 255 A, 13–14.
112 IG II2 1357 a, 5, >Ereqjeî �rnewv; late 5th century. LS 31, 7–8 = IG II2 1146, júen d]è taûronkaì t – – –; after 350 BC.
113 LS 2 C, 6–10 = IG I3 246 D, 34–37, héroin Çm pedíoi: téleon hek.a.t.é.r.[oi – – – ]; c. 470–450.

Cf. LS 1 A, 12 = IG I3 234 A, 12, [h]er.o·nei: Çm p[ – – – ]; c. 480–460.
114 Rougemont 1977, no. 10, line 32. The re-edition of the text by Rougemont replaces

IG II2 1126.
115 Rougemont 1977, 113–114; the first interpretation is comparable with Ã boûv �gemön (Xen.

Hell. 6.4.29).
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calendars, those of the demes Thorikos, Erchia and Marathon, and that of
the genos of the Salaminioi, all of which have been partly commented upon
above, will be more fully discussed together in this section (for the texts, see
the Appendix, pp. 343–355).116 In these calendars, a substantial number of
heroes are mentioned and a closer study of these inscriptions can provide
a context for the sacrifices to heroes, both concerning the relation between
various kinds of heroes and between heroes and gods.

Of the other known calendars from Attica, which are more fragmentary,
LSS 10 A and IG II2 1357 have been discussed previously. The fragmentary
calendars of the demes Eleusis and Teithras do not mention any sacrifices to
heroes.117 It is clear from the better-preserved calendars that heroes generally
received fewer sacrifices than the gods and the lack of heroes in the Eleusis
and Teithras calendars is probably best explained by the coincidence of
preservation.

The four calendars in question here are spread in time over a period of
almost a hundred years. The Thorikos calendar is dated to about 430,118 the
Marathon calendar to c. 400–350,119 the Erchia calendar to c. 375–350,120

and the calendar of the genos of the Salaminioi to 363/2 BC.121

The fastidious character of the calendars is obvious and it is interesting
to see which kind of information is included and how it is arranged. In
all the calendars, the sacrifices are arranged by month, but only the Erchia

116 Three of the calendars (Thorikos, Marathon and Erchia) have recently been discussed by
Annie Verbanck-Piérard (1998), whose approach is similar to mine.
117 Eleusis: IG II2 1363, re-edited by Dow & Healey 1965. Teithras: Pollitt 1961 = LSS 132. For

an overview of the Athenian sacrificial calendars, see Dow 1968; for the religion of the Attic
demes, see Mikalson 1977; Whitehead 1986a, 176–222; Verbanck-Piérard 1998.
118 Daux 1983, 152–154 = Daux 1984, 148 = SEG 33, 1983, 147; Parker 1987, 144–147; Rosivach

1994, 22–29; cf. Whitehead 1986a, 194–199. Daux dates the text to about 385 to 370, but
Lewis 1985, 108, Parker 1987, 138 with n. 11, and Jameson 1988, 115, n. 7, all favour a date
about 440/430 or 430/420 based on the letter-forms. The beginning of the calendar is partly
damaged.
119 LS 20 B = IG II2 1358 B; Rosivach 1994, 29–36; cf. Whitehead 1986a, 190–194. The

inscription originally covered sacrifices of the organization of the Marathonian Tetrapolis, which
was made up of the demes Marathon, Probalinthos, Oinoe and Trikorynthos. Only the deme
Marathon is of concern here: the rest are too damaged and also contain no sacrifices to heroes.
In the Marathon calendar, a part of the first quarter of the Attic year is missing.
120 LS 18; Daux 1963a, 603–634; Jameson 1965, 154–172; Dow 1965, 180–213; Rosivach 1994,

14–21; cf. Whitehead 1986a, 199–204. The calendar is complete, apart from four sacrifices
missing at the end. On the interpretation of the title of the calendar, Demarchia he mezon
(Greater Demarchia), see Daux 1963a; Dow 1965, 188–213; Dow 1968, 182–183; Mikalson 1977,
427–428; Whitehead 1986b, 57–64; Jameson 1988, 115, n. 4; Rosivach 1994, 20–21. The deme
Erchia was located south of modern Spata, south-east of Athens (see Vanderpool 1965, 21–24).
121 LSS 19; Ferguson 1938, 1–74; Lambert S. 1997, 85–106 (partly correcting Ferguson); Rosivach

1994, 40–45; cf. Parker 1996, 306–316. The text is completely preserved.
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calendar specifies the dates properly.122 The name of the recipient and the
kind of victim are listed in each case. Prices for the victims are given in the
Marathon, Erchia and Salaminioi calendars and for two of the sacrifices in the
Thorikos calendar, both being to heroes.123 Modern studies have emphasized
that one of the prime reasons for inscribing the sacrificial calendars was to
regulate the financial responsibilities, rather than to give instructions to the
worshippers.124 As Jameson comments, “The ritual information is precious,
but it is incidental, even casual”.125

Still, the calendars o¢fer a great amount of information on sacrificial
practices. If their prime purpose was to deal with financial matters, it seems
plausible to argue that only such ritual indications were given as deviated
from the regular procedures, understood by everyone. What was regular
practice did not have to be specified, in contrast to any particular ritual
behaviour. For example, the Erchia calendar mentions only the prerogatives
of the priestesses, but not those of the priests. Dow has argued that the
priestesses were mentioned in order to make sure they received their share
and that, in those cases in which no specification is made, the recipient of
the hide of the animal is likely to have been the priest.126

1.5.1. Heroes versus gods

The first observation to be made is that there is no indication of the separation
of the sacrifices to the heroes from the sacrifices to the gods. The sacrifices
are listed in chronological order, no matter whether the recipient is a hero or
a god. However, as regarded the actual number of sacrifices, the heroes

122 In the Erchia calendar (LS 18), one sacrifice lacks an indication of date, col. II, lines 37–39, a
sheep given to Hera at the end of Gamelion. Indications of dates in the other calendars: Thorikos
(Daux 1983, 153): the 16th of Pyanopsion (line 26), a teleon to Zeus Kataibates, and the 12th of
Anthesterion (line 33), a kid to Dionysos. Marathon (LS 20 B): the 10th of Elaphebolion (line 17),
a goat to Ge. Salaminioi (LSS 19): the 18th of Mounychion (line 87), a pig to Eurysakes; the 7th of
Metageitnion (line 88), a pig to Apollon Patroos, and the 6th of Pyanopsion (line 91), a pig to
Theseus.
123 Daux 1983, 153–154, lines 28–30, a cow to Thorikos costing between 40 and 50 drachmas,

and lines 54–56, a cow to Kephalos costing between 40 and 50 drachmas. The interpretation
by Daux 1983, 156 and 169, of the two superimposed D between oµ and n at the beginning
of line 57 as “a sheep costing between 10 and 20 drachmas”, has been questioned by Parker
1987, 147, and van Straten 1995, 177, n. 59, on the grounds that the price is too high for such a
victim.
124 Jameson 1965, 155–156; Dow 1968, 180–186; Whitehead 1986a, 176–204. This is particu-

larly obvious in the Erchia calendar, in which the sacrifices are listed in five parallel columns,
each column adding up to more or less the same amount of expenses. The sacrifices in one
column were probably paid for by one individual. To find out which rituals took place on a
certain day, it was necessary to consult all five columns.
125 Jameson 1965, 156.
126 Dow 1965, 207.
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generally received less attention than the gods. They were given fewer
sacrifices or, in total, less money was spent on them, as can be seen from
the table below.

Table 24

Number of sacrifices to heroes and gods and the amount of money spent in the
sacrificial calendars of Thorikos, Marathon, Erchia and the genos of the Salaminioi.

Calendar
Sacrifices
to heroes Cost in drs

Sacrifices
to gods Cost in drs

Thorikos 23 (80–100) drs 31 –

Marathon
(1) 22 354 drs 17 314 drs

(2) 23 366 drs 23 366 drs

Erchia 11 99 drs 45 422 drs

Salaminioi 12 166.5 drs 10 262.5 drs

Total
incl. Thorikos 68 or 69 – 103 or 109 –

Total
excl. Thorikos 45 or 46 619.5 drs or 631.5 drs 72 or 78 998.5 drs or 1050.5 drs

Since prices are given only for two sacrifices in the Thorikos calendar, these have been excluded in the
summaries of the costs. For the calculation of the various items, see the discussion on the individual
calendars, below. The numbers (1) and (2) for the Marathon calendar relate to the alternative years,
including biennial sacrifices (see further explanation under the Marathon calendar, p. 159).

If the number of sacrifices in all the four calendars are added, it is clear
that the heroes received a little less than 40 % of all the sacrifices that were
performed. If the amounts of money spent are compared (which excludes
the Thorikos calendar), the percentage is more or less the same: the cost
of the sacrifices to the heroes was c. 38 % of the budget. This distribution
illustrates that, even though the gods are likely to have been considered as
being the more prominent and powerful, the heroes occupied an important
position as recipients of sacrifices. The importance of the heroes is further
underlined, if the average costs of a sacrifice to a hero and a sacrifice to a
god are estimated (excluding Thorikos). The average amount spent on the
hero was 14 drachmas, just the same as the average for a sacrifice to a god.
Even though heroes often received fewer sacrifices in absolute numbers,
each sacrifice was of no less value than the sacrifices to the gods. If each
calendar is studied on its own, the proportions vary for the numbers and costs
of sacrifices, to the heroes and to the gods, a fact which will be commented
on below.

The calendars provide us with a context which makes it possible to
discern how the sacrifices to heroes functioned in a larger framework.
Therefore, the four calendars o¢fer us di¢ferent kinds of opportunities to
evaluate the assumption that hero-sacrifices meant destruction of the animal
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victim and that no meat was eaten. If the meat from the animals sacrificed
to heroes was considered unfit for consumption, this would mean that
more than a third of the animals slaughtered could not be eaten. Such an
interpretation seems unlikely for several reasons.

First of all, animal sacrifice, and especially the dining which followed,
fulfilled an important role in ancient Greek society as a means of strengthen-
ing the social ties between the citizens and also as a means of indicating who
did belong and who did not. Whitehead, in his study of the Attic demes, has
shown that there were three categories of deme sacrifices, depending on who
could have a share in the hiera: (1) hiera which could be shared by outsiders,
(2) hiera which could not be shared by outsiders, and (3) hiera in which
others besides the demesmen were regularly included.127 The interpretation
that more than a third of the sacrifices performed in the deme were not
followed by dining fits badly into that picture.128

Secondly, if all the victims sacrificed to heroes were destroyed, a third of
the money spent would literally have gone up completely in smoke, without
making any meat available for the worshippers. Such a waste of meat seems
highly implausible, considering the scarcity of meat in antiquity and the fact
that, as far as we can tell, virtually all the meat eaten seems to have come
from animals killed at sacrifices.129

Thirdly, in the discussion above on which kinds of sacrifices can be
reconstructed from the epigraphical material, it was argued that only a
very small number of sacrifices could be interpreted as involving the total
destruction of the animal victim. These sacrifices were explicitly marked
as holocausts. If we were to assume that also other, unspecified sacrifices
to heroes meant a total destruction, why were not these, too, marked as
being holocausts? What would be the di¢ference between these two kinds
of destruction sacrifices, i.e., between those marked as holocausts and those
not marked, but only implicitly understood as holocausts? It seems more
plausible to argue that, when a sacrifice di¢fered from a regular thysia,
that di¢ference was marked in some way. If there is no indication of any

127 Whitehead 1986a, 205–206; Rosivach 1994, 11–12; Sourvinou-Inwood 1990, 313–316. See
further Parker 1987 on the importance of local sacrifices and festivals for the solidarity of the
demes.
128 I see no reason to follow Rosivach (1994, 15), who excludes all piglets from the victims that

were eaten, since they were commonly used as purificatory victims and would, in any event,
not supply much meat, at least not on these occasions. For the dining on piglets, see Jameson
1988, 98.
129 Rosivach 1994, 84–88; Stengel 1920, 105–106; Berthiaume 1982, 62–69 and 79–80; Isenberg

1975.
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particulars, there is no reason to assume a di¢ference from a regular thysia
sacrifice.130

The third point is further illustrated by the similar treatment of heroes
and gods with regard to the use of ritual specifications for the various
sacrifices. These specifications provide additional information regarding
what was to be done with the animal or if any other kind of ritual action was
to be performed. Most sacrifices listed in the four calendars have no such
specifications.131 In the Marathonian calendar, there are none at all, which
seems to indicate that all the animal sacrifices were performed in the same
manner, i.e., thysia with dining. In the Salaminioi calendar, one sacrifice is
specified and in the Thorikos calendar there are six specifications. The Erchia
calendar stands out clearly with 46 ritual specifications. Some sacrifices in
the Erchia calendar are specified in more than one way. For example, a
holocaust may also be nephalios (wineless) or the meat from a sacrifice can
be stipulated as to be given to a certain group of people, who also had to
consume it within the sanctuary. The ritual specifications are summarized in
Table 25.

It is clear from the table that the ritual specifications are fairly evenly
distributed among the sacrifices to the heroes and the gods, respectively.
The predominance of ritual specifications for the sacrifices to the gods must
be related to the fact that more sacrifices were performed to the gods than
to the heroes (cf. Table 24).

In the Salaminioi calendar, the holocaust to the hero Ioleos is the only
ritual specification given. In the Thorikos calendar, there is one holocaust
for a god and five specifications that the meat is to be sold: one sacrifice
concerning a hero and the rest concerning gods. The impression one gets
from these two calendars is that it was of great interest to indicate clearly
those few occasions when the meat would not be available for consumption
by the worshippers. If the animal was burnt whole or the meat sold, there
would be no dining. It is important to note that these sacrifices were
performed both to heroes and to gods.

In the Erchia calendar, the giving of ritual instructions must clearly have
been of the utmost importance, considering the frequency of these additions.
Both the cult of the heroes and that of the gods were regulated in this manner.

The large number of specifications in the Erchia calendar should be
compared with the fact that this calendar has no particular term for the
sacrificial activity at the beginning: the listing of the sacrifices in the five

130 Cf. Verbanck-Piérard 1998, 115–119.
131 Information on where the sacrifice was to be performed or at which festival has not been

taken into consideration here.
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Table 25

Occurrence of ritual specifications in the sacrificial calen-
dars of Thorikos, Erchia and the genos of the Salaminioi.

Action
Thorikos Erchia Salaminioi

Heroes Gods Heroes Gods Heroes Gods

Holocaust – 1 3 1 1 –

Ou phora – – 7 15 – -

Distribution of meat – – 1 4 – –

Meat to be sold 1 4 – – – –

Skin to be torn – – – 2 – –

Skin to priestess – – 3 2 – –

Nephalios – – 4 4 – –

Total 1 5 18 28 1 0

The division of the ritual specifications. The listing follows the order of the table above. References
to the inscriptions: Thorikos – Daux 1983, 152–154; Erchia – LS 18; for the three cases of ou phora
added later, see Daux 1963a, 628; Salaminioi – LSS 19. See also the Appendix, pp. 343–355.
Holocaust: Thorikos 15 (Zeus); Erchia col. II, 18–19 (Basile); Erchia col. IV, 22–23 (Epops); Erchia

col. V, 13–14 (Epops); Erchia col. III, 23–24 (Zeus Epopetes); Salaminioi 85 (Ioleos).
Ou phora: Erchia col. I, 21 (Heroines at Pylon); Erchia col. I, 51 (Semele); Erchia col. II, 44 (Herakleidai),

added later; Erchia col. II, 59 (Aglauros), added later; Erchia col. III, 53 (Leukaspis); Erchia col. IV, 55
(Menedeios); Erchia col. V, 6–7 (Heroines at Schoinos); Erchia col. I, 5 (Apollon); Erchia col. I, 10–
11 (Hera Thelchinia); Erchia col. III, 6–7 (Kourotrophos); Erchia col. III, 10 (Artemis); Erchia col. III,
17–18 (Zeus Polieus); Erchia col. III, 64 (Zeus Polieus); Erchia col. IV, 6–7 (Kourotrophos); Erchia
col. IV, 10–11 (Artemis); Erchia col. IV, 38 (Dionysos); Erchia col. IV, 46 (Tritopatreis); Erchia col. V,
21–22 (Ge); Erchia col. V, 26–27 (Zeus); Erchia col. V, 30 (Zeus Horios); Erchia col. V, 38 (Apollon
Lykeios), added later; Erchia col. V, 63–64 (Zeus Epakrios).

Distribution of meat: Erchia col. I 48–50 (Semele); Erchia col. II, 49–50 (Apollon Pythios); Erchia
col. III, 36–37 (Apollon Apotropaios); Erchia col. IV, 37–38 (Dionysos); Erchia col. V, 36–37 (Apol-
lon Lykeios).

Meat to be sold: Thorikos 27 (Neanias); Thorikos 11–12 (Zeus Kataibates); Thorikos 23 (Athena);
Thorikos 26 (Zeus Kataibates); Thorikos 35 (Zeus Milichios).

Skin to be torn: Erchia col. III, 11–12 (Artemis); Erchia col. IV, 11–12 (Artemis).
Skin to priestess: Erchia col. I, 21–22 (Heroines at Pylon); Erchia col. I, 51–52 (Semele); Erchia col. V,

7–8 (Heroines at Schoinos); Erchia col. II, 38–39 (Hera); Erchia col. IV, 39–40 (Dionysos).
Nephalios: Erchia col. II, 19–20 (Basile); Erchia col. III, 52 (Leukaspis); Erchia col. IV, 23 (Epops);

Erchia col. V, 14–15 (Epops); Erchia col. I, 41–43 (Zeus Milichios); Erchia col. III, 24–25 (Zeus
Epopetes); Erchia col. IV, 45–46 (Tritopatreis); Erchia col. V, 63 (Zeus Epakrios).

columns begins immediately below the heading Demarchia he mezon.
Apparently there was no need for a term, such as thyein or thysia, which
summarized all the sacrificial activity. In the introduction to the listing of the
sacrifices in the Salaminioi calendar, all the subsequent activity is summarized
as tà °erà júwsi a±eì toîv jeoîv kaì toîv �rwsi.132 In the Marathon calendar,

132 LSS 19, 79. Also in lines 19–20, all the sacrifices are referred to: júen dè toîv jeoîv kaì toîv�rwsi.
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the series of annual sacrifices are initiated with [Ã Ma]rajwníwn júei (line B 2)
and the second group of biennial sacrifices with táde tò Îteron Ïtov júetai
(line B 39).133 For the Thorikos calendar, the beginning is lost, but there may
have been a comprehensive sacrificial term in the part which is now missing.

Most of the ritual specifications in the Erchia calendar are concerned
with the meat: four holocausts, 22 regulations that no meat was to be taken
away and five stipulations on who was to receive the meat. In Erchia, just
as in Marathon and among the Salaminioi, it seems to have been important
to clarify, not only when there was no meat available for consumption, but
also, whether there were any restrictions on what could be done with the
available meat.

Moreover, the specifications in the Erchia calendar are used in the same
manner both for heroes and for gods. For example, the four holocausts,
three to heroes and one to a god, are all to be wineless (nephalia). The
distribution of the meat is prescribed after one sacrifice to a heroine and
following four sacrifices to gods. In the case of the heroine Semele, the meat
was given to the women and was to be eaten in the sanctuary. This sacrifice
was performed on the same day and at the same altar (bomos) as the sacrifice
to Dionysos, in which the meat also was given to the women and consumed
in the sanctuary. Furthermore, in both cases, the priestesses received the
hide of the goats sacrificed. The only specification stipulated in the Erchia
calendar that occurs only for gods and not for heroes is the tearing of the
skins of the goats sacrificed to Artemis.

In all, although the main purpose of the calendars was to regulate
economical matters, the fact remains that the main cost at a sacrifice must
have been the animal victims. Admittedly, many possible ritual actions are
not commented upon in these texts. This is clear if a comparison is made
with the more detailed documents such as the mid-4th-century inscription
from Kos or the new sacred law from Selinous. Still, what the calendars do
say about ritual, and this applies both to the Attic examples as well as to
other inscriptions, is principally concerned with meat: the amount available,
its division, any particulars surrounding its consumption. And since the
treatment of meat and the dining on meat must be viewed as a main feature
of Greek religion, these documents can definitely be considered as having a
bearing on the rituals practised, especially when it comes to evaluating the
traditional notion of the main ritual in hero-cults being a sacrifice at which
the animal was destroyed.

133 LS 20 B; cf. also line 23, táde Ã dåmarqov Ã Marajwníwn júei.
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1.5.2. Thorikos

If we continue to look at each calendar separately, it is possible to discern
some regional distinctions concerning the cult of the heroes. The earliest
calendar is that from Thorikos.134

In the Thorikos calendar, c. 40 % of the animals sacrificed were to
heroes. Prices are given only for one category of victims, namely cattle,
which were to cost between 40 and 50 drachmas. However, we are well
informed of the prices for the other categories of animals from the other
calendars and it is safe to assume that the cows or oxen were the most
expensive animals sacrificed at Thorikos. Only heroes received these costly
animals in this deme. One was sacrificed to the hero Thorikos (lines 28–30),
the eponymous hero of the deme, while the other was o¢fered to Kephalos
(lines 54–56), a hero who was intimately connected with the deme Thorikos

Table 26

The Thorikos calendar. Type and number of anim-
als and expenses for sacrifices to heroes and gods.

Animal Heroes Cost in drs Gods Cost in drs

Sheep 9 – 5 –

Teleon 5 – 9 –

Lamb – – 4 –

Pregnant ewe – – 2 –

Goat – – 3 –

Kid – – 3 –

Cow or ox 2 40–50 drs – –

Piglet 1 – 5 –

Trapeza 6 – – –

Total 23 80–100 drs 31 –

Trapezai have been included, even though that kind of sacrifice did not
include a particular victim.

134 The text follows Daux 1983, 152–154, apart from the following restorations: line 27, Neaníaitéleon, Puanoyíoiv, p[ratón] (see Parker 1987, 146); line 36, <Hrakleíd[aiv téleon] (see Parker
1984, 59). Excluded restorations: line 56, unidentified god or hero, perhaps Poseidon (see Daux
1983, 154), Prokris (see Parker 1987, 147) or Pandrosos or Pandora (Scullion 1998, 121); the
addition to the left-hand side, at level of line 31, -wni téleon Pu.anoyíoiv; lines 12 and 52, two
unidentified oath-victims. For the interpretation of teleon as a full-grown sheep, see above,
p. 138, n. 40. For the text, see also the Appendix, pp. 343–345.
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in myth.135 The importance of these two heroes is further indicated by the
fact that both of them also received a sheep each on another occasion during
the year (lines 16–18).

Though the total number of sacrifices to heroes was less than that to
the gods, it is interesting to note that the heroes mainly received substantial
victims. Apart from the two cows or oxen, the heroes were given 14 grown
sheep, just as many as the gods. The latter, however, also received two
pregnant ewes and three goats. The remaining sacrifices to the gods were
mainly made with what must have been relatively cheap animals: lambs, kids
and piglets. The heroes seem either to have been considered so important
that they were given substantial animals like cows or oxen and sheep or
of relatively minor importance, and therefore received only a piglet or a
trapeza, which, in all probability, did not include a particular animal victim
(see above, p. 138). Trapezai were given only to heroines, and five of these
heroines received their trapeza in connection with a male hero being given
an animal victim: cow or ox, sheep or piglet. Some of these heroines did
not even have their own names but were simply designated after their male
companion as the Heroines of (the hero) Thorikos (line 30) or the Heroines
of Hyperpedios (lines 48–49).136

1.5.3. Marathon

The calendar from Marathon is, in many ways, similar to that from Thorikos,
concerning both the number and the type of sacrifices and their division
between heroes and gods.137

The sacrifices in the Marathon calendar are divided into three sec-
tions in the inscription. First are listed sacrifices performed every year
(lines B 2–33), followed by two groups of sacrifices performed in alternate
years (lines B 34–38 and B 39–53 respectively). In Table 27, boxes with two
numbers for the animals or two kinds of prices show the di¢ferences between
the alternate years. Boxes with only one number or price indicate that there
was no di¢ference between the two years. The number and kind of sacrifices
given to the heroes and the gods, respectively, therefore depend on which
year is being discussed. What can be noted regarding this division is that the

135 See Kearns 1989, 177.
136 On the particular role of heroines in the Attic sacrificial calendar, see Larson 1995, 26–34,

who argues that heroines were often given less and received less attention than their male
counterparts.
137 The text follows LS 20 B, apart from line 20, where -neqov is preferred (see Kearns

1989, 188). Line 10, spylia 40 drs, is not known from anywhere else and has been excluded.
Line 32, the sheep given to the Tritopatores (no price given) has been counted as costing 12 drs.
On the two kinds of sheep, ewes and wethers, see van Straten 1995, 181–184. For the text, see
also the Appendix, pp. 345–346.
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Table 27

The Marathon calendar. Type and number of anim-
als and expenses for sacrifices to heroes and gods.

Animal Heroes Cost in drs Gods Cost in drs

Sheep, ewe, 11 drs
(1)

6 66 drs
6 66 drs

(2) 4 44 drs

Sheep, wether, 12 drs
(1)

8 96 drs
1 12 drs

(2) 2 24 drs

Pregnant ewe, 16 drs – – 1 16 drs

Ram, 12 drs
(1) – – 1 12 drs

(2) 1 12 drs 2 24 drs

Goat, 15 drs – – 1 15 drs

Cow or ox, 90 drs
(1)

2 180 drs
1 90 drs

(2) 1 90 drs

Pregnant cow, 90 drs – – 1 90 drs

Piglet, 3 drs
(1)

3 9 drs
4 12 drs

(2) 7 21 drs

Pregnant pig, 20 drs
(1)

– –
– –

(2) 2 40 drs

Trapeza, 1 dr
(1)

3 3 drs
1 1 dr

(2) 2 2 drs

Total
(1) 22 354 drs 17 314 drs

(2) 23 366 drs 23 366 drs

Trapezai have been included, even though that kind of sacrifice did not include a
particular victim. The numbers (1) and (2) refer to the di¢ferences between sacrifices
performed in alternate years (see the explanation p. 159).

biennial sacrifices deal almost exclusively with the gods. The sacrifices to the
heroes are all found among those performed every year, with the exception
of the sacrifice of a ram to Galios every two years (line B 51).

For the first of the two years, the heroes receive more than the gods,
both in actual numbers of victims and in the amount of money spent.138 In
the second year, the sacrifices to the heroes and those to the gods are more

138 The recipient of two sacrifices among the annual ones cannot be identified. Line B 5 ends
with prò m[u]st[h]r[íwn – – – – ] and line B 6 reads “one cow/ox 90 drs, one sheep 12 drs. To
Kourotrophos ...”. The cow or ox and sheep are likely to have been sacrificed to Demeter, since
the Mysteries are concerned and Demeter is linked with Kourotrophos also in lines B 43–46.
The recipient of the cow or ox (90 drs) and the sheep (12 drs) in line B 8 was probably a hero,
since the next sacrifice was to a heroine. Furthermore, the victim and the price of the sacrifice
to Kourotrophos (line B 6, see above) and Zeus Hypatos (line B 13) have not been preserved.
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alike. The heroes receive 14 sheep and the gods six, but the gods are also
given a pregnant ewe, a ram and a goat: victims within the same price range
or somewhat more expensive. The cows or oxen are distributed with two for
the heroes and two for the gods; however, one of the latter was specified as a
pregnant cow. The piglets are more unevenly spread. The heroes were given
three and the gods seven. To the gods were also sacrificed two pregnant
pigs, victims that were of a more expensive kind. Even when the number
of victims sacrificed was evenly divided between heroes and gods, the latter
were given more unusual kinds of animals, such as pregnant females or an
uncastrated male.

In some cases, a hero or a god received more than one victim on the
same occasion, making the total cost of the o¢fering exceed 100 drachmas.
The hero Neanias was given a cow or ox, a sheep and a piglet, a trittoa
boarchos, of a total cost of 105 drachmas (line B 21), and the Hero -nechos,
received a cow or ox and a sheep, together costing 102 drachmas (line B 20).
The only, more expensive group of o¢ferings given to a single deity found
in the Marathon calendar is that to Athena Hellotis (lines B 35–36). To her
were sacrificed a cow or an ox, three sheep and a piglet, which altogether
cost 126 drachmas. However, this expensive sacrifice to Athena Hellotis took
place only every second year: in the intermediate year, Athena Hellotis was
given only a sheep costing 11 drs (line B 41). The sacrifices to Neanias and
-nechos, on the other hand, were performed every year. This comparison
illustrates clearly the prominence of these heroes in this deme.

As in the Thorikos calendar, also minor heroes receiving cheap o¢ferings
are found at Marathon. For example, an unnamed Hero and his Heroine
were given a piglet each, as well as a joint trapeza (lines B 3–4). The pairing
up of a male hero and female heroine is common in many cases, apart from
the one just mentioned. Both the important heroes, Neanias and -nechos, are
each accompanied by an anonymous heroine, who receives a female sheep
as sacrifice (lines B 20 and 22). The Hero at -rasileia is given a sheep and
a trapeza, and his anonymous heroine a sheep (lines B 23–24). The same
o¢ferings were made to the Hero at Hellotion and his heroine, also unnamed
(lines B 25–26).

1.5.4. Erchia

The Erchia calendar shows many di¢ferences, compared with the Thorikos
and Marathon calendars.139 In these two calendars, the sacrifices were listed

139 The text follows Daux 1963a, 606–610 = LS 18 = SEG 21, 1965, 541. The restorations
proposed for the missing endings of columns III and V are not included (see Jameson 1965,
156–157, and Dow 1965, 187). On the two kinds of sheep, ewes and wethers, see van Straten
1995, 181–184. For the text, see also the Appendix, pp. 347–351.
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Table 28

The Erchia calendar. Type and number of anim-
als and expenses for sacrifices to heroes and gods.

Animal Heroes Cost in drs Gods Cost in drs

Sheep, ewe, 10 drs 4 40 drs 6 60 drs

Sheep, wether, 12 drs 3 36 drs 17 204 drs

Ram, 10 drs – – 1 10 drs

Lamb, 7 drs 1 7 drs 3 21 drs

Goat, female, 10 drs 1 10 drs 5 50 drs

Goat, male, 12 drs – – 4 48 drs

Kid, 5 drs – – 1 5 drs

Piglet, 3 drs 2 6 drs 8 24 drs

Total 11 99 drs 45 422 drs

for each month, with no clear indication of the day on which the ritual
was to take place. Furthermore, the Marathon calendar contained no ritual
specifications and the Thorikos calendar very few. In the Erchia calendar,
the dates are carefully indicated and there are ample ritual specifications
for a number of sacrifices. The most striking di¢ference, however, is the
proportions of the sacrifices to the heroes and the sacrifices to the gods.

The impression one gets from the Erchia calendar is one of economy.
No animals of the most expensive kind were sacrificed, such as cows or
oxen or pigs. There are no pregnant animals, which also seem to have had
a higher price. The cult of the gods seems to have been given precedence at
the expense of the sacrifices to the heroes. Of the preserved sacrifices listed
from Erchia, only a fifth were performed to heroes. They mainly received
sheep, but only a total of seven, compared with 23 sheep sacrificed to the
gods. Both heroes and gods were given lambs and female goats, the gods
more often than the heroes. As in the Thorikos and Marathon calendars, the
gods at Erchia were given a greater variety of animal victims, usually not
given to the heroes: male goats, a kid and a ram.

The heroes that do receive worship mainly have a strong local colour,
but still seem to be quite insignificant. There are two groups of heroines
only identified by their toponyms, the Heroines at Pylon and the Heroines
at Schoinos (col. I, 19, and col. V, 3). Alochos, Epops and Menedeios all
have unknown or unclear mythology and seem to have had no known cults,
apart from those documented in the Erchia calendar.140 The mythological

140 Col. III, 28; col. IV, 20 and col. V, 12; col. IV, 53. For Menedeios, perhaps related to the cult
of Bendis, see Jameson, 1965, 158–159.
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background of Leukaspis is obscure, but he may also have been worshipped
at Syracuse.141 Local heroes of major importance in terms of expenses for
sacrifices, such as Thorikos and Kephalos at Thorikos or Neanias and -nechos
at Marathon, are completely lacking at Erchia.

Dow explained the unusual division of the sacrifices in the Erchia
calendar into five columns as a result of a new way of financing the sacrifices,
which apparently was di¢ficult. The calendar was re-codified and divided
into five, almost equal parts, the expenses of each column were to be paid
for by one demesman. Dow further suggested that there may have been
more hero-sacrifices previously but that they had had to be abandoned in
the 4th century.142 If that assumption is correct, it would explain the low
number of sacrifices to heroes at Erchia, as compared with Thorikos and
Marathon.

It is also possible that this calendar of sacrifices was not the only one
at Erchia. The heading of the calendar, Dhmarqía � mézwn, the “Greater
Demarchia”, has usually been taken as an indication that there was also a
“Lesser Demarchia”. Dow argued that this “Lesser Demarchia” contained the
sacrifices that used to be performed in the past, before the re-codification and
creation of the “Greater Demarchia”.143 The “Greater Demarchia” is therefore
a replacement for the former “Lesser Demarchia”. Other scholars, beginning
with the publisher Daux, have argued that a “Greater Demarchia” rather
presupposes a contemporary “Lesser Demarchia”.144 The main argument for
another contemporary calendar is the lack of any biennial or quadrennial
sacrifices in the extant calendar.145 If there was a second calendar at Erchia,
it is possible that that calendar contained a number of sacrifices to the
heroes.146

1.5.5. The genos of the Salaminioi

The last calendar to be dealt with does not regulate the sacrifices of a
deme, but of the two branches of the genos of the Salaminioi.147 The whole

141 Col. III, 50; for Leukaspis at Syracuse, see Dunst 1964, 482–485. This cult will be further
discussed in ch. III, pp. 259–261.
142 Dow 1965, 210–211; Dow 1968, 182–183.
143 Dow 1965, 192–193; Dow 1968, 183.
144 Daux 1963a, 632–633; Jameson 1965, 155; Whitehead 1986b, 62.
145 Daux 1963a, 632; Mikalson 1977, 427–428.
146 On the contents of the presumed “Lesser Demarchia”, see Whitehead 1986b, 60–61.
147 The text is completely preserved; see LSS 19 (N.B. I follow Sokolowski’s numbering of the

lines which di¢fers from Ferguson’s after line 67); Ferguson 1938, 3–5; new edition by Lambert S.
1997, 86–88, correcting the price for wood in line 91 to 3.5 drachmas. One sacrifice is listed as
being biennial (line 87, a sheep to Ion). No price is given for this victim, but, if all the costs listed
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inscription is an arbitration dealing with the common cults of the genos and
how these are to be funded and administered. The sacrificial calendar forms
only the last part of the text (lines 85–94) and lists the sacrifices that the
Salaminioi paid for with the income from the lease of land at their Herakleion
at Sounion. In the inscription are also mentioned sacrifices at which the
victims were furnished by the state or by voluntary contributions from the
individual members, but we have no information on the kinds of victims,
their prices or who received them.148

Table 29

The calendar of the genos of the Salaminioi. Type and number
of animals and expenses for sacrifices to heroes and gods.

Animal Heroes Cost in drs Gods Cost in drs

Sheep, ewe, 12 drs 2 24 drs 1 12 drs

Sheep, wether, 15 drs 3 45 drs – –

Goat, 10 drs – – 1 10 drs

Cow or ox, 70 drs – – 1 70 drs

Pig, 40 drs 2 80 drs 4 160 drs

Piglet, 3.5 drs 5 17.5 drs 3 10.5 drs

Total 12 166.5 drs 10 262.5 drs

The cost of wood has not been included.

The Salaminioi calendar displays some di¢ferences when compared with
the three deme calendars discussed previously. First of all, the total number
of sacrifices is substantially lower than that of the other calendars. This is
not surprising, however, since the Salaminioi were a genos and not a deme
and therefore must have had less resources. Secondly, the heroes receive
more sacrifices than the gods, twelve to the heroes (thirteen if the biennial
sacrifice to Ion is included) and ten to the gods. This division may also be
explained as being related to the fact that the inscription concerns a genos,
who may have been even more interested in genealogical cults than a deme
was. Furthermore, in terms of sacrificial practices, a genos may be compared
to an association of orgeones, which also focused on the cults of heroes,
even though it mainly concerned itself with one, and not several, heroes.

in the calendar have been deducted from the total of 530.5 drs (summarized in line 94), there
remain 11 drs, which in two years would have added up to 22 drs, more than enough to buy
a sheep costing 15 drs, as well as wood; for discussion, see Ferguson 1938, 64–65; Lambert S.
1997, 93. On the two kinds of sheep, ewes and wethers, see van Straten 1995, 181–184. For the
text, see also the Appendix, pp. 352–355.
148 Lines 20–24 and 86; cf. Ferguson 1938, 33–34 and 67.
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Even though the heroes received more sacrifices than the gods, the
sacrifices to the latter cost substantially more money. The heroes were mainly
given sheep (five) and piglets (five), and the only expensive animals were
two pigs costing 40 drs each. The gods receive only one sheep and one goat,
but four pigs and the only cow or ox listed in the calendar.

Just as in the Thorikos and Marathon calendars, it is possible to
distinguish various categories of heroes. Eurysakes and Theseus received
pigs, the most expensive victims given to the heroes (lines 87 and 91). On
the days when their sacrifices were performed, the Salaminioi seem to have
made no other o¢ferings, since each occasion has the date indicated, the
18th of Mounychion for Eurysakes and the 6th of Pyanopsion for Theseus.
These festivals were apparently focused completely on the respective hero.
Eurysakes had a priest and a precinct, the Eurysakeion at Melite in Athens,
which is likely to have been the headquarters of the Salaminioi and where
their published records were stored.149 Theseus was, of course, a major
Athenian hero, receiving worship at several locations, but the Salaminioi
probably sacrificed to him in Athens or perhaps at Phaleron.150

All the other heroes were worshipped together with a god or gods.151

For example, the heroes Phaiax, Teukros and Nauseiros each received a
piglet costing 3.5 drs at the same festival as when Poseidon was given a pig
worth 40 drs (lines 89–91).

At the major festival of the Salaminioi, which took place in Mounychion
at their Herakleion at Porthmos at Sounion, six heroes (or seven, depending
on the year) and two gods were given sacrifices (lines 84–87). Herakles,
the main deity, received an ox, the only one in the whole calendar, and
Kourotrophos a goat, also the only one in the calendar. Of the heroes,
Alkmene, Maia, Ion (every second year), the Hero at the Hale and Ioleos
were given sheep, but the sheep sacrificed to Ioleos was burnt in a holocaust.
Finally, the Hero at Antisara and the Hero at Pyrgilion were given a piglet
each. The last two heroes, identified only by their toponym, received the
smallest victims. The Hero at the Hale, “the Hero of the salt-works”, was
also known by his toponym but was given a sheep. This hero was probably
more important, since his cult was administered by the priest of Eurysakes.152

149 Lines 11, 34 and 83–84; Ferguson 1938, 16.
150 Ferguson 1938, 28 and 67.
151 The di¢ferent occasions when the Salaminioi sacrificed, either to a group of gods and heroes

or to a singular god or hero, are separated from each other by the phrase covering the funds
for wood and other expenses (lines 86, 87, 88, 89, 91 and 92) and/or the indication of the date
when the sacrifice was to be performed (lines 87, 88 and 91); see Ferguson 1938, 22; Parker
1996, 313–316.
152 Lines 52–54; for the salt-works, see Ferguson 1938, 54–55; Thompson 1938, 75–76;

Young J.H. 1941, 179–182.
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Finally, the hero Skiros received a sheep on the same occasion as Athena
Skiras was given a pregnant ewe (line 92). This entry ends with the expense
of 3 drs for wood for the altar (bomos), which presumably was used for both
these sacrifices.

1.5.6. Conclusions

Four points can be made from this discussion of the four calendars. Before
these points are outlined, it is important to remember that the calendars
reflect sacrifices performed on an intermediate level of Athenian society,
which, to a certain degree, was di¢ferent from the religious activity of the
state or from that in the private sphere, such as the family or groups of
orgeones. Both the deities which received worship and the kind of animals
sacrificed are clearly related to the fact that we are dealing with the records
of demes and a genos.153

First of all, it is evident that the most frequent ritual performed both
to heroes and to gods was a sacrifice ending with dining. The terminology
used for these sacrifices is thyein and thysia in the Marathon and Salaminioi
calendars, but this ritual seems to have been so common that it was su¢ficient
to use these terms in the introduction to the whole calendar or to sections
of the text. The individual sacrifices did not have to be specified as thysiai.
In the calendars from Thorikos and Erchia, the terms thyein and thysia do
not occur at all.154 Any ritual behaviour deviating from a regular thysia,
on the other hand, was indicated by particular terms, such as holokautos,
nephalios or ou phora. Moreover, these ritual specifications are used both
for the sacrifices to heroes and for those to gods.

Secondly, the interpretation of the main kind of sacrifice to the heroes as
a thysia including dining, is strengthened by the prominent position which
the heroes occupy in the calendars. The heroes were important recipients of
worship, as is obvious from the actual number of sacrifices they received and
the amount of money that was spent on these sacrifices, and it seems highly
unlikely that such a substantial part of the sacrifices would not have ended
with dining. In all four calendars, the worship of the heroes is interwoven
with that of the gods throughout the year. Judging from the frequency of
sacrifice and the kinds of animal victims used, the heroes must, in many
cases, have been considered as just as important as the gods and in a few
instances even more important. Some heroes, such as Thorikos and Kephalos
at Thorikos, and Neanias and -nechos at Marathon, received cattle, i.e.,

153 Cf. van Straten 1995, 170–181. On the relation between deme and state sacrifices, see
Mikalson 1977; Sourvinou-Inwood 1990, 313–316.
154 The beginning of the Thorikos calendar is lost and may have contained such terminology.
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victims of the most expensive kind. These large animals gave a substantial
amount of meat, and the festivals of these heroes must have been of major
importance, since a great number of people could participate.155 Cattle were
usually sacrificed only by the Athenian state, which had more substantial
resources at its disposal.156

Thirdly, the heroes we encounter were not all of the same kind. Some
were major religious characters, such as Thorikos, Kephalos, Neanias and
-nechos mentioned above, who may have been the eponymous hero or
the archegetes of a deme.157 In the Salaminioi calendar, the major hero is
Eurysakes, who received an expensive victim, a pig, and whose shrine must
have been the meeting-point of the genos, since they stored their records at
that location. The large animals sacrificed to these heroes clearly emphasize
their importance, and their festivals must have been major events. On a
middle level are the bulk of the heroes in the calendars. Several of these
heroes are little known apart from these inscriptions. The sacrifices they
receive are mainly sheep. On the lowest level, we find the heroes, who are
often identified by their toponyms or simply called the Hero or the Heroine.
These heroes receive piglets or the most inexpensive kind of o¢ferings,
trapezai.

Finally, there are regional variations between the calendars, regarding
both the numbers of sacrifices to heroes and the animals used (see Tables 24
and 30). If we compare the three demes, it is clear that Thorikos and
Marathon must be considered as having been fairly wealthy, while Erchia
was more frugal. In his study of the relation between sacrifice and animal
husbandry in ancient Greece, Michael Jameson has emphasized that, on this
local level, the victims sacrificed correspond more or less to the seasonal
supply of animals but that the local geographical conditions were also of
importance.158 On the Marathon plain, there was good pasturage for cattle
and therefore the deme could sacrifice this expensive type of animal. Erchia
was apparently dependent on sheep and did not sacrifice one single cow or
ox. Furthermore, the Erchia calendar di¢fers from the other three calendars
regarding the low number of sacrifices to heroes: only a fifth of the total. It
is possible that this deme had had di¢ficulties in financing the sacrifices and
had therefore cut down on the o¢ferings to the heroes. However, the Erchian

155 On the amount of meat from di¢ferent victims, see Rosivach 1994, 157–158, who also
outlines the di¢ficulties of calculating how far this meat went.
156 Jameson 1988, 94–95, some of these animals may have been bought from outside Attica.
157 Not all demes could have had an eponymous hero, since they were not eponymously

named, and may have had an archegetes instead (see Whitehead 1986a, 208–211). A Heros
archegetes, who also had a statue, is known from Rhamnous (see Pouilloux 1954a, no. 26;
Petrakos 1991, 43, no. 16).
158 Jameson 1988, 87–119, esp. 95 and 106.
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calendar records more sacrifices to the gods than the other calendars, and
therefore it seems rather as if the Erchians gave priority to the gods over the
heroes.

Table 30

Number and kind of animals sacrificed to heroes and gods in the
calendars of Thorikos, Marathon, Erchia and the genos of the Salaminioi.

Animal Thorikos
Marathon

Erchia Salaminioi
(1) (2)

Sheep, sex not indicated 14 – – –

Sheep, ewe – 12 10 10 3

Sheep, wether 14 9 10 20 3

Ram – 1 3 1 –

Lamb 4 – 4 –

Pregnant ewe 2 1 – –

Goat, sex not indicated 3 1 – 1

Goat, female – – 6 –

Goat, male – – 4 –

Kid 3 – 1 1

Cow or ox 2 3 – –

Pregnant cow – 1 – –

Pig – – – 6

Pregnant pig – – 2 – –

Piglet 6 7 10 10 8

Total 48 35 41 56 22

The numbers (1) and (2) refer to the di¢ferences between sacrifices performed alternate
years, see the explanation above under the Marathon calendar, p. 159.

Bearing the regional variations in mind, it can be said that from the
perspective of the deme and the genos, little distinction seems to have been
made between gods and heroes, judging from the sacrifices performed.
Admittedly, the gods as a whole received more sacrifices than the heroes, but
the most important heroes must be considered as being more or less on the
same level as the gods. The cheapest kinds of victims, piglets, could also be
given to gods, although a preference for presenting such sacrifices to minor
heroes can be noted. Any explicit need to distinguish between heroes and
gods in these contexts may rather have been expressed on another level than
the actual sacrifices performed. By their exclusive and individual nature, the
heroes were more connected with a local community, a family or a group
than the pan-Hellenic gods, worshipped not only in Athens itself but also
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outside Attica. Still, it has to be remembered that many of the gods occurring
in these documents can by their epithets be considered as having clear
local traits. The general impression remains, however, that any particular
distinctions made between heroes and gods can rarely be demonstrated from
the calendars but have to be sought in other kinds of evidence.

1.6. Conclusion: Sacrifices to heroes from the epigraph-
ical evidence

From the review of the epigraphical evidence for sacrifices to heroes in the
Archaic to early Hellenistic periods, it is clear that there is no support for
the notion that the rituals used in hero-cults were predominantly holocausts,
blood libations and o¢ferings of food. Holocausts and blood rituals are
rarely indicated in the inscriptions, judging from the terminology used. If we
assume that these rituals were performed also in other cases, apart from when
it is explicitly stated, we are faced with the problem of deciding which of
the other hero-sacrifices should be interpreted as having been holocausts or
blood rituals. Furthermore, why should a handful of holocausts to heroes be
specified as being of this kind, while the great majority were not? The direct
evidence for thysia including dining is so substantial that this kind of ritual
has to be assumed also in the cases in which there is no extra information,
showing beyond any doubt that the meat of the animal was kept and eaten.

The theoxenia are more common than the holocausts and blood rituals
but seem mainly to have functioned as a complimentary ritual used on the
same occasion as a thysia. Either the hero receiving a thysia would also
receive a table with o¢ferings or the table would be presented to a less
important hero or heroine at the same time as the thysia to the other recipient.

According to the epigraphical material, the standard sacrifice to heroes
was a thysia with dining. This ritual was so frequent that it did not need
any particular explanations, unless the meat or the skin was to be handled
in a special manner. It was the deviating, unusual practices that had to be
indicated. The basic sacrifice to a hero was a thysia at which the worshippers
ate, just as in the cult of the gods.
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2. Literary evidence

2.1. Destruction sacrifices

In the epigraphical material, the instances of total destruction of the animals
sacrificed to heroes were covered by the term holokautos. In the literary
sources, the verb holokautein and its variants are not documented at all
for sacrifices to heroes and are in fact rare also in other Greek religious
contexts.159

The terms which the literary sources use for the hero-sacrifices in which
the whole victim was destroyed are enagizein, enagisma and enagismos.
From the investigation of the use and meaning of these terms in chapter I, it
is clear that they were linked in particular to recipients who had a close
connection with death and that the rituals covered consisted in a total
destruction of the o¢ferings, usually by means of fire, not leaving any meat
to dine on.

In the period of interest here, down to 300 BC, only enagizein and
enagisma are used for sacrifices to heroes in a total of four cases. Since
these passages have already been discussed, only a brief summary is given
here.160 The Greek prisoners of war killed by the inhabitants of Agylla
received enagizein sacrifices and games at the command of the Pythia.161

These sacrifices were instituted to remedy the negative e¢fects of the unjust
killing of the Phokaians. The contents of the rituals are not described by
Herodotos, but they probably included the killing of animals, since they are
said to be performed megalos and were accompanied by athletic games and
horse-races.

Harmodios and Aristogeiton were given enagismata performed by the
polemarch in Athens.162 The cult of Harmodios and Aristogeiton seems to
have been close to, but not identical with, the cult of the war dead, which
was also among the responsibilities of the polemarch. The contents of the
enagismata are not known, but animal sacrifice seems likely, considering
the importance accorded to Harmodios and Aristogeiton in the abolition of
the tyranny.163 Furthermore, it seems strange that these heroes should have
received less than, for example, the minor local heroes known from the
sacrificial calendars of Attica.

159 Rudhardt 1958, 286–287. The terms are commonly found in Hebrew and Christian contexts.
160 See above, pp. 82–86.
161 Hdt. 1.167.
162 Ath. pol. 58.1.
163 Demosthenes (De falsa leg. 280) says that Harmodios and Aristogeiton received a share in

the libations at sacrifices in every shrine and that they were honoured as equals to the gods and
the heroes. They also had statues in the agora, a unique honour; see Wycherley 1957, 93–98;
cf. Parker 1996, 136, with n. 55.
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The third case of enagizein sacrifices concerns four groups of heroes
at Taras, the Atreidai, Tydeidai, Aiakidai and Laertiadai.164 These heroes
received their enagizein sacrifices on certain occasions, while another group
of heroes, the Agamemnonidai, were given thysiai on another day. The
thysia to the Agamemnonidai was followed by dining, since the text states
explicitly that the women were not allowed to taste the meat. Animals were
probably also sacrificed at the enagizein sacrifices.

Finally, Herakles was worshipped in two aspects, on the one hand, with
enagizein sacrifices as a hero, and on the other, as an immortal Olympian
receiving thysia.165 The explicit contrasting of thyein and enagizein is best
interpreted as referring to two di¢ferent kinds of rituals, a sacrifice ending
with dining and a destruction sacrifice, respectively.

The enagizein sacrifices to the Phokaians at Agylla, and to the Atreidai,
Tydeidai, Aiakidai and Laertiadai at Taras, as well as the enagismata to
Harmodios and Aristogeiton, were the only rituals to be performed to the
heroes on each particular occasion, as far as it is possible to tell. The dual
cult of Herakles, on the other hand, may have been a single entity consisting
of both an alimentary and a destruction sacrifice, using either the same victim
or two separate animals.166

2.2. Blood rituals

The blood rituals mentioned in the literary sources are covered by a
terminology more varied than that of the destruction sacrifices. The evidence
for blood rituals is not abundant, though. It is interesting to note that, in
all the cases of relevance to Greek conditions, the blood rituals belong to
a larger complex, which also included thysia followed by dining. Only the
blood rituals themselves are of interest here, while the contexts to which they
belong and in particular the evidence for thysia sacrifices will be considered
later in this chapter.167

The first and clearest case of a blood ritual is found in Pindar’s
description of the cult of Pelops at Olympia, in which it is said that he has
a share in the splendid o¢ferings of blood: nûn d� Çn a°makouríaiv �glaaîsimémiktai.168 Haimakouria must be considered as referring to an o¢fering

164 Mir. ausc. 840a.
165 Hdt. 2.44.
166 See further below, pp. 219–221.
167 Pp. 183–192; cf. Ekroth 2000.
168 Pind. Ol. 1.90–91. For the full text and discussion of this passage, see pp. 190–192.
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of blood.169 This term is highly unusual and seems to have been a local
Boiotian word, which, apart from this instance in Pindar, is only found once
in Plutarch and in a few lexica from late antiquity.170

The Spartan general Brasidas, who fell when defending Amphipolis
against the Athenians, was buried in the city and considered as its new
founder.171 The Amphipolitans instituted a cult consisting of various features: v �rwí te Çntémnousi kaì timàv dedökasin �g÷nav kaì Çthsíouv jusíav
(“they perform entemnein sacrifices to him as a hero and gave him honours
in the form of games and annual thysiai”). This sacrifice contained a blood
ritual covered by the term entemnein: the same term was used also for the
sacrifices to the war dead Agathoi on Thasos, recorded in an inscription
discussed above (LSS 64). The meaning of this term was to cut the throats of
the animals, a purely technical action, which seems to have had no bearing
on the subsequent treatment of the body, i.e., it cannot be automatically
assumed that the meat was destroyed in connection with this sacrifice.172

In a substantial fragment of the Erechtheus by Euripides, three sacrifices
which can be interpreted as blood rituals are mentioned.173 The setting in
which these rituals are outlined is the end of the play: both Erechtheus
and his daughters are dead and Athena instructs his wife Praxithea on
the sacrifices they are to receive. The dead daughters, now called the
Hyakinthids, are to be given two sets of sacrifices.

First of all, they are to have a regular cult consisting of thysiai and
the slaughter of oxen (sfagaîsi [bouk]t.ónoiv).174 The term sphage, which
is used for wounds, killings, massacres and suicides, refers, in connection
with sacrifices, to the actual gesture of killing the animal victim by cutting
its throat.175 This is an action highlighting the blood. Sphage di¢fers from
sphagia (used for battle-line sacrifices, for example), since the latter could
mean a separate ritual, a sacrifice of blood which was never followed by a
meal.176 In the Erechtheus, the sphage rather forms part of the thysia and it

169 Gerber 1982, 141–142; Casabona 1966, 206; Krummen 1990, 159. The etymology is usually
given as deriving from kórov (fill); see Chantraine 1968–80, s.v. a´ma 2; cf. Slater 1989, 493, n. 39.
170 Plut. Vit. Arist. 21.5 (see above, p. 102); Hsch. s.v. (Latte 1953–66, A 1939); Etym. Magn.

s.v. (Gaisford 1848). See also schol. Pind. Ol. 1.146a and 1.146d (Drachmann 1903–27).
171 Thuc. 5.11. For the full text and discussion of this passage, see pp. 184–185.
172 Casabona 1966, 128 and 226–229, who equates the term with haimakouria; Rudhardt

1958, 285; Stengel 1910, 103–104; Hornblower 1996, 451–452.
173 Fr. 65, lines 77–94 (Austin 1968); see also Cropp 1995 for commentary and translation; cf.

Jouan 2000.
174 Fr. 65, lines 77–80 (Austin 1968). For the full text and discussion of this passage,

see pp. 186–188.
175 Casabona 1966, 174–178.
176 Casabona 1966, 189 and 336–337. On sphagia, see also Jameson 1991.
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is possible that the sacrifice referred to was an ordinary thysia. On the other
hand, since both terms are explicitly mentioned, they can be taken to refer
to two kinds of sacrificial actions, which, however, were performed jointly
involving the same victims. Even though sphage could form part of any
regular animal sacrifice, the interpretation of the sphagai, in this context, as
referring to the actual killing and bleeding of the animals may be supported
by them being specified as bouktonoi, a unique term but best understood as
“ox-slaying”.177 This is no ordinary slaughter of oxen but an event when the
actual killing and bleeding was emphasized.

The second set of sacrifices was to be performed to the Hyakinthids in
case of war, when the Athenians were to júein prótoma polemíou doróv,
not using any vine-wood nor libating any wine on the altar (pyra), but
instead pouring out honey and water.178 The term protoma is a hapax
and has generally been taken to mean a sacrifice before battle.179 Cropp
suggests the translation “pre-cuttings” of sacrificial victims and seems to
equate this sacrifice with the battle-line sphagia performed just before the
armies clashed.180 However, in war sphagia in the true sense, no libations
were poured, no fire was lit and no altar was used.181 Since honey and water
were to be poured out at the protoma and an altar (pyra) is mentioned, this
sacrifice seems rather to have been performed before the army took the field
than on the actual battleground.182

It is tempting to connect protoma with temnein, “to cut”, and especially
with protemnein, meaning “to cut o¢f beforehand”, even though the latter
term does not seem to have been used in a religious sense.183 Protemnein-
protoma may be compared to entemnein-entoma, the latter being the
noun corresponding to entemnein and meaning either the victims, whose
throats one cuts to make the blood flow into something, or the equivalent

177 See Cropp 1995, 192, line 79, who compares bouktonos to tauroktonos, “bull-slaying” (Soph.
Phil. 400). Cf. Eur. IT. 384: jusíaiv brotoktónoiv; Eur. Cret. fr. 82, line 37 (Austin 1968): sfagàv�ndroktónouv, “cut-throat murders”. Cf. Robertson 1996, 45, translating sphagai bouktonoi as “a
bloodletting of slain oxen”.
178 Fr. 65, lines 81–86 (Austin 1968). For the full text and discussion of this passage,

see pp. 186–188.
179 Austin 1967, 57, line 83; Kron 1976, 196; Henrichs 1983, 98; Scullion 1994, 117; Cropp 1995,

173 and 192; Connelly 1996, 58; Jouan 2000, 34. Mikalson 1991, 32, gives the meaning “first
fruits of battle”.
180 Cropp 1995, 192, line 83, with references to Wilkins 1993, 101–102, lines 399–409.
181 Jameson 1991, 205.
182 On the distinction between camp-ground and battle-line sacrifices, see Jameson 1991,

205–209.
183 LSJ s.v.
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rituals.184 If there is a connection, protoma may perhaps have been a
sacrifice of blood performed before another action, for example, going to
war. The performance of the protoma as a preparation for war strengthens
the interpretation of the ritual as being centred on blood.

Perhaps there is also a connection with protomå, the front part which
is cut o¢f, especially the head of an animal.185 In that case, protoma may
refer to a ritual in which the whole head of the victim was cut o¢f, in
order to bleed the animal dry, and not just the throat. The evidence for the
decapitation of animal victims is meagre and the most explicit references are
late, but there may have been a connection between this kind of ritual and
war.186 Of interest is also Odysseus’ slaughter and bleeding of sheep over
a bothros preceding his consultation of Teiresias in the Odyssey, covered by
the verb �podeirotomeîn, which may have referred to the victims’ heads being
severed.187 Incidentally, a depiction of this scene on a Lucanian, red-figure
kalyx-krater shows the severed head of a ram, blood flowing from the neck,
lying between Odysseus’ feet (Fig. 6).188 Next to the decapitated head is seen
the body of a second animal victim, a ewe with its throat slit, and the head
of Teiresias emerging from a pit in the ground.

Thus, it is suggested that protoma is to be interpreted as a blood
ritual performed as a preparation for war, presumably initiating the sacrifice

184 See Casabona 1966, 227–229; entoma is also very rare and is attested only twice in sacrificial
contexts in the Archaic-Classical sources (Hdt. 2.119 and 7.191), both cases concerning sacrifices
of blood in order to procure favourable winds.
185 LSJ s.v. Cf. tómov (slice, piece). Cf. also the rhyta consisting of an animal’s head or protome

with a funnel attached to it. These vessels have been suggested to be particularly connected
with heroes and hero-cults, see Ho¢fmann 1997, 8–15.
186 Cf. Aesch. Psych. no. 125, col. II, lines 3–4 (Kramer et al. 1980, 17): ¸pò t� a¹qénion laimòn�måsaw toûde sfagíou (when you have cut o¢f the throat of this sacrificial victim at the neck);

parodied in Ar. Av. 1559–1560. A scholiast on Ap. Rhod. Argon. 1.587 (Wendel 1935) states that
at sacrifices to the dead and the chthonians, the victims are decapitated facing the ground, diàtò Çn t� g� a¹t÷n �potémnesjai tàv kefálav. Decapitation of the sacrificial victims before a
battle may also be referred to in Plut. Vit. Pyrrh. 31. Pyrrhos’ and Antigonos’ armies are ready to
clash near Argos when Pyrrhos has a bad omen: the heads of the sacrificed oxen, which were
already lying apart (from the bodies), were seen to put forward their tongues and lick their
own blood (t÷n gàr bo÷n tejuménwn a° kefalaì keímenai qwrìv �dh táv te glöttav £fjhsanprobállousi kaì periliqmömenai tòn Æaut÷n fónon). Cf. the Roman Octoberhorse, which was
decapitated and also had a connection with war, see Latte 1960, 119–121; Beard, North & Price
1998, 47–48 with n. 144.
187 Od. 11.35. Hughes (1991, 52 and 219–220, n. 14) prefers the translation “cut the throat of”

rather than “behead”, even though he admits that decapitation might well be a consequence. In
the Theogony (line 280), apodeirotomein means behead, since the direct object of the action is
the head of Medusa. For other instances of apodeirotomein with the same meaning but not in a
religious context, see LSJ s.v.
188 Paris, Cabinet des Médailles 422, c. 400–375 BC; Furtwängler & Reichhold 1900, vol. 1,

300–302, pl. 60:1; Trendall 1938, pl. 16; LIMC VIII, 1997, s.v. Teiresias, no. 11.
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Fig. 6. Odysseus consults the shade of Teiresias by means of the blood
from two slaughtered sheep. The head of the ram has been severed from its
body and lies between Odysseus’ feet. Lucanian kalyx-krater, c. 400–375 BC,
Paris, Cabinet des Médailles. From Furtwängler & Reichhold 1900, pl. 60:1.

by killing the animals, perhaps by completely cutting o¢f their heads, and
emphasizing the blood.

The sphagai and the protoma concerned the Hyakinthids but Athena
also gives Praxithea instructions on how to perform the sacrifices to Erech-
theus himself.189 In his newly constructed precinct, he is to receive fonaìboújutoi. Bouthysia originally meant a substantial, solemn sacrifice followed
by dining, often in a context of games and festivals, but was later used almost
as an equivalent to a hecatomb, often in an ironical sense.190 Here, however,
the meaning must be the older one. Phone is usually used for carnage and
bloodshed by slaying, often on the battlefield.191 Phonai bouthytoi may
perhaps also be taken to mean a major sacrifice of cattle, at which there

189 Fr. 65, lines 90–94 (Austin 1968). For the full text and discussion of this passage,
see pp. 188–189.
190 Casabona 1966, 140–142. For the ironical use, see Ar. Av. 1231–1233.
191 See LSJ s.v. for references; cf. Vernant 1991, 294.
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was special emphasis on the killing of the animals and presumably also on
their blood, either when the animals were slain or afterwards.192

All the blood rituals considered above formed part of a larger sacrificial
complex, the other rituals being indicated by a terminology which is di¢ferent
from that covering the blood rituals. Since the killing of the animal had, of
course, to precede the handling of the meat, whether it was to be eaten
or not, the blood rituals are likely to have initiated these sacrifices. The
haimakouria was an o¢fering of blood and the entemnein sacrifice, the
sphagai bouktonoi, the protoma and the phonai bouthytoi probably also
denoted the same kind of ritual or a particular way of killing the animal,
perhaps by cutting o¢f the head. The contexts in which the blood rituals are
found also concern the tomb or the burial of the hero: the tymbos of Pelops,
the burial and the mnemeion of Brasidas at Amphipolis, the burial of the
Agathoi, the taphos chthonos of the Hyakinthids.193 Erechtheus has also been
confined to earth.194 As for the actual execution of the ritual, the blood may
have been poured onto the tomb of the hero, perhaps into a pit dug for that
particular purpose.195 In the case of Erechtheus, the blood may have been
discarded over the fissures in the rock of the Acropolis, usually identified as
the location where Erechtheus was killed, and after the construction of the
Erechtheion, through the hollow altar placed in the northern portico of this
building.196

An additional case of blood rituals performed to heroes is found in
Xenophon, who describes a series of sacrifices performed by Kyros at
Babylon: a holocaust of bulls to Zeus and a holocaust of horses to the Sun,
followed by a blood ritual to the Earth and the local heroes of Syria (ÏpeitaG� sfáxantev  v Çxhgåsanto o° mágoi Çpoíhsan; Ïpeita dè �rwsi toîv SuríanÏqousi).197 Even though these sacrifices are mentioned in a Greek source, it

192 Cropp 1995, 193, lines 93–94, gives the translation “ox-sacrificing slaughters”.
193 Pind. Ol. 1.93; Thuc. 5.11; LSS 64, 1–4; Eur. Erech. fr. 65, line 68 (Austin 1968).
194 Eur. Erech. fr. 65, lines 59–60 (Austin 1968).
195 Cf. Casabona 1966, 226. Paus. 5.13.2 speaks of Herakles sacrificing (thyein) into a bothros

at the installation of the cult of Pelops at Olympia. Cf. above, pp. 67–68.
196 Ekroth 2000, 274–276, fig. 1. A small hole with unknown purpose, cut in the paving near the

foot of the back wall of the portico, may also have been used for the discarding of the blood, see
Ekroth 2000, 276, fig. 2; Paton 1927, 109–110, figs. 66 A–B:e and 67 A–B:e. Robertson (1996, 32)
suggests that blood or bile may have been meant to run into these cavities in the rock. For the
cult of Erechtheus in the northern portico of the Erechtheion and the altar, see also Paton 1927,
104–110, figs. 66 A–C and 67 A–B; cf. Kron 1976, 43–47; IG I3 474, 77–80 and 202–208. On the
identification of the Erechtheion, see Hurwit 1999, 200–209, esp. 202; Jeppesen (1987, passim)
suggests the “House of the Arrephoroi” to be the Erechtheion, while Robertson (1996, 37–44)
proposes the so-called “Pandion”.
197 Cyr. 8.3.24.
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is questionable whether they are relevant to the rituals in Greek hero-cults,
since both the recipients and the context are non-Greek.198

2.3. Theoxenia

The literary evidence for theoxenia in hero-cults is not very distinct, when
compared with the explicit references to trapezai in the epigraphical sources.
The performance of theoxenia is indicated both by the terminology used and
by the character of the o¢ferings.

In the fifth Pythian Ode, Pindar speaks of how Battos and the people
accompanying him to found the colony at Kyrene worshipped the Anten-
oridai, who were considered to be the mythological founders of the city.
Pindar writes that the Antenoridai were warmly welcomed with sacrifices,Çndukéwv dékontai jusíaisin, and that Battos and his men greeted them
with gifts, o±qnéontév sfe dwrofóroi.199 Of particular interest here is the
verb dekomai or dechomai meaning “to welcome” or “to receive”. Most
commentators on the passage agree on the meaning here being interpreted
as a theoxenia ritual, to which the Antenoridai were invited, but opinions
di¢fer on whether Pindar refers to a recurrent cult or to a single occurrence
in connection with the arrival of Battos and his people.200 The context of the
cult of the Antenoridai has also been discussed and it seems most plausible to
connect the performance of the rituals with the Karneia and the sacrifices to
Apollon Karneios. The Antenoridai were welcomed with thysiai or invited to
the thysiai, presumably referring to animal sacrifices which took place at the
Karneia.201 It is thus possible that the theoxenia to the Antenoridai should
be considered as being performed in connection with animal sacrifice, like
many of the theoxenia mentioned in the inscriptions, and that this ritual
formed one part of a more extensive complex of rituals.202

198 Casabona 1966, 164, considers the sacrifices as barbarian customs viewed by Greek eyes.
199 Pyth. 5.85–86. There has been some disagreement concerning who received whom in this

passage. Perret (1942, 182–212) and Brunel (1964, 5–21) both suggested that the Antenoridai
received Battos upon his arrival. Most scholars concerned with the matter support the more
plausible interpretation that it is the Antenoridai who are welcomed, see Malkin 1994, 52–56
and 64–66; Krummen 1990, 117–130; Defradas 1952, 282–301.
200 Recurrent cult: Farnell 1932, 179–180; Defradas 1952, 292–300; Vian 1955, 307–309;

Krummen 1990, 120; Malkin 1994, 55–56 and 64–66. Single occurrence: Chamoux 1949,
155–161; cf. Malkin 1987, 153; Brunel 1964, 7–12.
201 Malkin 1994, 55–56; Krummen 1990, 120–124; Defradas 1952, 289–301, who identifies the

Antenoridai with the Dioskouroi/Akamantes on the basis of the theoxenia ritual. Vian (1955, 308)
also stresses the connection with the Karneia but considers the theoxenia as a kind of funerary
cult to the Antenoridai.
202 For topographical suggestions on where the cult of the Antenoridai was performed, see

Malkin 1994, 53–56; Krummen 1990, 126.
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To receive a hero could be an indication of theoxenia, but also the
description of the recipient as reclining at a banquet evokes the same kind
of ritual. The latter case could be argued for the cult of Pelops at Olympia,
also described by Pindar and discussed above in connection with the blood
rituals. Pindar states that Pelops nûn d� Çn a°makouríaiv �glaaîsi mémiktai,>Alfeoû pórÿ klijeív (“and now he partakes of splendid blood sacrifices
as he reclines by the course of the Alpheos”).203 It has been suggested
that klitheis means “reclines”, in the sense that Pelops is not just put to
rest in his tomb near the Alpheos but that he is reclining as a guest at a
banquet.204 Gerber, in his commentary on the ode, stresses the analogy
between Pelops and Hieron found throughout the poem: Pelops is reclining
as at a symposium, while Hieron’s table is often surrounded by guests
(line 17).205 A further reference to banquets is found in memiktai: Pelops
participates in or partakes of the o¢ferings of blood.206 It is thus possible to
view Pelops as being honoured with theoxenia, at which he was presented
with the haimakouria. As the invited guest of honour, he reclines, but he
is drinking blood instead of wine. The haimakouria forms a part of the
theoxenia and, since blood was o¢fered, animal sacrifice must have taken
place as well.207

The nature of the o¢ferings made to heroes could also be taken as an
indication of theoxenia. The hero Kylabras at Phaselis in Pamphylia received
a sacrifice of smoked or salted fish, táriqov.208 This ritual was said to have
originated in the circumstances at the foundation of Phaselis. The oikist
Lakios bought the territory from the shepherd Kylabras for some pickled or
smoked fish, which was the reason why the Phaselites sacrificed this kind of
fish to Kylabras, annually (táriqon júousi).

The sacrifice of fish of this kind cannot have followed the usual
proceedings of a regular thysia––killing of the animal, burning of the god’s
portion and consumption of the rest of the meat by the worshippers––since
the fish was already dead and prepared. It seems possible that the fish was
o¢fered to Kylabras as a part of a theoxenia ritual and subsequently eaten by

203 Pind. Ol. 1.90–92. Translation by Race 1997. For the full text and discussion of this passage,
see pp. 190–192.
204 Gerber 1982, 143–144; Slater 1989, 491; Krummen 1990, 164–165.
205 Gerber 1982, 142.
206 Gerber 1982, 142, who also points to the contrast between Tantalos (lines 58–59), having

no share in the banquet, being deprived of fellowship and having a life of continuous toil, and
Pelops (line 93), participating in the blood-o¢ferings and enjoying the fellowship of man.
207 See below, pp. 190–192.
208 Heropythos FGrHist 448 F 1; Philostephanos FHG III, 29, F 1; cf. Malkin 1987, 197. Ontáriqov as a regular kind of food served, for example, at the Eileithyiaia on Delos, see Linders

1994, 78.
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the worshippers, since the o¢ferings were of the same kind as the food eaten
by humans.209 There is no indication of any other kind of sacrifice in this
case.

Finally, in the o¢fering of aparchai there might have been a theoxenia
aspect or, more precisely, the handling of the actual o¢ferings recalls the
use of trapezai known from the inscriptions. Thucydides writes that the war
dead at Plataiai were given o¢ferings of clothes and customary gifts, as well
as aparchai of the fruits of the season from the earth.210 Aparchai as a
main ritual usually consisted of vegetable materials, though cases of animal
sacrifices are known.211 The aparchai could be deposited in a particular
place, such as a trapeza, and may have been destroyed, but seem more
commonly to have benefited the priests of the temple where the o¢ferings
were made. The cult of the war dead at Plataiai, as described by Thucydides,
does not seem to have included animal sacrifice and the o¢ferings were of the
kind usually found in simpler versions of theoxenia: fruits and agricultural
produce.212

2.4. Thysia sacrifices followed by dining

2.4.1. Direct evidence for dining

Just as in the inscriptions, many literary contexts in which sacrifices to heroes
are mentioned o¢fer little information, apart from the fact that the sacrifice
took place.213 Exactly what was done during the ritual or, whether the

209 Malkin 1987, 200, assumes consumption. Apollonides of Smyrna (early 1st century AD),
Anth. Pal. 6.105, wrote an epigram on a fisherman sacrificing a grilled red mullet, a hake and a
cup of wine with bread broken into it. This sounds like a theoxenia ritual. There is epigraphical
evidence for fish being burnt as a complement to the hero’s portion at a thysia (Foundation of
Diomedon, LS 177, line 63, c. 300 BC; Testament of Epikteta, c. 250–200 BC, Laum 1914, vol. 2,
no. 43, line 191 = LS 135), but that does not seem to have been the case in the cult of Kylabras.
210 Thuc. 3.58: Çsjåmasi te kaì toîv �lloiv nomímoiv, Ësa te � gæ �m÷n �nedídou  raîa, pántwn�parqàv Çpiférontev.
211 Beer 1914, 8–49; Rudhardt 1958, 219–222; Burkert 1985, 66–68; Jameson 1994a, 38–39.

Aparchai is usually the ritual which initiates a sacrifice.
212 A similar ritual is mentioned in the laws of Drakon, as quoted by Porphyrios, Abst. 4.22.7:jeoùv timân kaì �rwav Çgqwríouv ... sùn e¹fhmíý kaì �parqaîv karp÷n �kaì� pelánoiv Çpeteíoiv

(Patillon & Segonds 1995). This passage is often referred to as one of the earliest mentions of
sacrifices in hero-cult. The law is probably not an authentic Draconian law, however, but rather
of Hellenistic date; see Busolt & Swoboda 1926, 814, n. 2.
213 Unlike the inscriptions, the literary sources occasionally mention libations to heroes

performed as independent rituals and not in connection with animal sacrifice: the Persian
magi Çqéanto qoàv ... toîsi �rwsi at Troy (Hdt. 7.43); Harmodios and Aristogeiton being
made partners Çpì taîv jusíaiv spond÷n kaì kratårwn koinwnoúv (Dem. De falsa leg. 280);
the second cup of mixed wine (krâsiv) at a meal o¢fered to the heroes (Aesch. Epig. fr. 55
[Nauck 1889]); bomoi, spondai and heroa given to three of the companions of Demetrios
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sacrifice was followed by a meal, is rarely outlined. In many cases, the literary
texts are even less explicit than the epigraphical sources, a di¢ference which
is understandable, since the inscriptions were made to regulate cults and the
handling of the meat, while the literary sources often mention hero-sacrifices
in passing. Therefore, it seems suitable to begin with those contexts which
provide the most detailed information about dining.

One explicit reference to dining in hero-cults concerns the group of
heroes at Taras described in On marvellous things heard and discussed
previously in connection with the enagizein sacrifices.214 Two categories
of heroes are mentioned: on the one hand, the Atreidai, Tydeidai, Aiakidai
and Laertiadai, who received an enagizein sacrifice at certain times (Çnagízeinkatá tinav qrónouv) and, on the other, the Agamemnonidai, whose sacrifice
was performed on another day (qwrìv jusían Çpiteleîn Çn �llþ �mérý ±díý).
At the sacrifice to the Agamemnonidai, the women were not allowed to taste
the meat from the victims sacrificed (taîv gunaixì mä geúsasjai t÷n Çkeínoivjuoménwn).

Two important facts concerning hero-cults can be deduced from this
passage. First of all, the meat from animals sacrificed to heroes was regularly
eaten. Since the women were not allowed to eat of the meat from the
victims sacrificed to the Agamemnonidai, this must mean that the meat was
consumed by the men alone. The exception here is not the fact that the
hero-cult included dining but that women were excluded from tasting the
meat.215 Secondly, it is clear from the use of the terminology that heroes
could receive two di¢ferent kinds of sacrifices, labelled enagizein and thyein
respectively. Since it is obvious that thyein here means a sacrifice followed by
dining, it must be assumed that enagizein refers to a sacrifice not including
dining.216

References to dining, as explicit as this text, are rare in the literary
evidence for hero-cults. However, a thysia sacrifice which ended with dining
contained particular rituals, such as the burning of the divinity’s portion in the
altar fire, and the mention of such actions can also be taken as an indication
of the meat being available for consumption.

Poliorketes (Demochares FGrHist 75 F 1). The traditional linking of chein and choe with the gods
of the underworld, heroes and the dead, and spendein and sponde with the heavenly gods, has
been shown to be too stereotyped; see Casabona 1966, 293–296; Rudhardt 1958, 240–248.
214 Mir. ausc. 840a. See above, p. 85.
215 The prohibition for women to eat of these animals is surely to be connected with the fact

that Agamemnon was slain by a woman, his wife Klytaimnestra. Women were excluded also
from the cults of some other “misogynist” divinities who had had bad experiences of women, for
example, Herakles (IG XII Suppl. 414, 3–4; see Bergquist 1973, 73, n. 190, for further references)
and Orpheus (Konon FGrHist 26 F 1, 45.6). For the barring of women from cult, see also Wächter
1910, 125–130.
216 See discussion above, p. 85 and pp. 127–128.
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The rituals that preceded the dining are described by Pindar in the fourth
Isthmian Ode in a passage dealing with the worship of Herakles and the sons
of Herakles and Megara at Thebes, outside the Electran gate.217

t§ mèn >Alektrân ºperjen daîta porsúnontev �stoìkaì neódmata stefanömata bwm÷n a»xomenÏmpura qalkoarân Äktõ janóntwn,toùv Megára téke o° Kreontìv u°oúv;
65 toîsin Çn dujmaîsin a¹gân flòx �natelloména suneqèv pannuqízei,a±jéra knisáenti laktízoisa kapn§,kaì deúteron �mar Çteíwn térm� �éjlwngínetai, ±sqúov Ïrgon.

In his honour, above the Electran Gates we citizens prepare a feast and a newly built
circle of altars and multiply burnt o¢ferings for the eight bronze-clad men who died,
the sons that Megara, Kreon’s daughter, bore to him. For them at sunset the flame
rises and burns all night long, kicking heaven with its savour of smoke. And on the
second day is the conclusion of the annual games, the labour of strength.218

Both Herakles and his eight sons with Megara receive sacrifices by the
Thebans. For Herakles, a banquet (dais) is prepared. In Pindar, dais means
a festive meal for the gods among themselves, but most frequently a meal
in honour of the gods, i.e., a sacrificial banquet at which the meat was
distributed and eaten.219 Next are mentioned a number of bomoi, which
either had been newly constructed in a circle or freshly garlanded, depending
on how the text is interpreted.220 These bomoi must have been used for the
sacrifices to Herakles himself, but also for the sacrifices to his eight sons,
sacrifices which consisted of burnt o¢ferings, empyra.221 The sacrifices to the
sons of Herakles and Megara seem to have been regular thysiai, at which
the portions of the heroes were burnt on the bomoi, filling the air with
knise (a±jéra knisáenti laktízoisa kapn§). The burning of the sacrificial
fires all through the night is unusual at a regular sacrifice, since the fire

217 Isthm. 4.61–68.
218 Translation by Race 1997.
219 Slater 1969, s.v. daív; Schmitt-Pantel 1990, 22. Krummen 1990, 56, also recognizes a

theoxenia element.
220 Fresh garlands: Thummer 1968, 175, line 80. Newly built altars: Bury 1892, 76, line 62;

Slater 1969, s.v. neódmatov. Schachter 1986, 26, n. 1, finds either interpretation possible. Cf.
Krummen 1990, 41–48, suggesting the altars being new but also garlanded, the latter action
being a reference to funerary cult.
221 On the meaning of auxomen empyra, “make great the sacrifice of burnt o¢ferings”, see Slater

1969, s.v. a¹xánw. Krummen (1990, 43, 54–55 and 62–69) understands auxomen as containing
both a reference to honour and to cult, and argues for a connection between empyra and pyrai
(funeral pyres), since, according to the literary tradition, Herakles killed his sons by throwing
them into the fire. The connection between dais and bomos is made also in Ol. 9.112 (see
below).
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would normally have been extinguished by a wine-water libation after the
divinity’s portion had been burnt.222 Even though the time when the sacrifice
is performed (at sunset) and the extensive use of the fire di¢fer from the
practices at a standard thysia, there is no indication of a larger part of the
victim being burnt than was the usual practice. The whole ceremony ended
the following day with the celebration of games.223

The combination of dais and bomos to describe the cult of a hero is
found also in the ninth Olympian Ode by Pindar.224 Here, the victorious
wrestler Epharmostos is said to crown the bomos of Aias at the festive meal
(dais) of the hero, presumably referring to an animal sacrifice followed by
the victory banquet.225

2.4.2. Circumstantial evidence for dining

In the three passages discussed above, it is clear that the sacrifices ended
with dining, since it is stated that the meat was eaten or the rituals described
were of the kind characteristic of a sacrifice ending with a banquet. The
remaining passages are not as explicit. However, it can be argued also here
that the contexts in which the sacrifices are found support an interpretation
of the ritual as a thysia with a banquet. In some cases, the sacrifices are
performed in a ritual setting for which an interpretation of the sacrifices as a
thysia with dining is the most plausible. In other cases, the performance of a
sacrifice followed by dining is evident from the execution of other rituals on
the same occasion, for example, blood rituals and theoxenia. Finally, heroes
are mentioned together with gods or other divine beings as recipients of
sacrifices without any direct indications of there being any ritual distinctions.

The ritual setting of the sacrifice can serve as a guideline for the
interpretation of the kind of ritual performed. For example, a sacrifice to a
hero, which was performed at a major state festival, is likely to have included
dining. That was the case of the hero-cult to Adrastos and his successor
Melanippos at Sikyon.226 Owing to the political development (a conflict with
Argos), Kleisthenes of Sikyon decided to exchange the hero Adrastos, an
Argive, for the hero Melanippos from Thebes. The sacrifices and festivals
(jusíav te kaì Ãrtáv) were taken away from Adrastos and promptly given

222 Burkert (1985, 63) takes this ritual to be a parallel to the fire festivals of Herakles on Mount
Oite. Sacrifices to heroes have often been considered as taking place at night; see Stengel
1910, 133; Stengel 1920, 143; Rohde 1925, 116 and 140, n. 7. In most cases, however, there
is no information about the time of day when the sacrifice is performed.
223 Either to Herakles or to the sons, see Schachter 1986, 26; Krummen 1990, 75–94.
224 Pind. Ol. 9.112.
225 For the meaning of dais, see Slater 1969, s.v. daív; Schmitt-Pantel 1990, 22.
226 Hdt. 5.67.
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to Melanippos, while the tragic choruses of Adrastos were transferred back
to Dionysos. Adrastos was ousted from his heroon in the market-place and
Melanippos was given a temenos in the prytaneion.

The cult of these two heroes must have been of central importance
for Sikyon, since the fate of the city was considered as depending on the
geographical origin of the hero worshipped in its centre. Both Adrastos and
Melanippos received thysiai and heortai, sacrifices and festivals. The use of
these two terms together also indicates that this cult was a major event.227

Even though heortai could occasionally include some gloomy or lugubrious
elements, the majority of such festivals were pleasant and joyful experiences
with an abundance of food and entertainment.228 Moreover, the location of
the temenos of Melanippos in the prytaneion indicates a further connection
with dining, since this was one of the main functions of such a building.229

Adrastos and Melanippos were given thysiai and heortai, rituals that
are likely to have included dining. A similar case is that of the heroes at
Delphi, described by Pindar in the seventh Nemean Ode.230 Here, Pindar
speaks about the fate of Neoptolemos, who was killed at Delphi and buried
in the sanctuary of Apollon. His purpose after death was to stay at Delphi
and see to the processions honouring heroes with many sacrifices (�rw·aivdè pompaîv jemiskópon o±keîn Çónta polujútoiv, lines 46–47). Who those
heroes were is not stated, but their cult must have been substantial, since the
rituals are described as polythytoi, “with many sacrifices”.231 These sacrifices
are likely to have been of the regular thysia kind followed by dining, since
the heroes also received pompai, a feature particularly connected with that
type of sacrificial ritual.232

The hero-sacrifices at Sikyon and Delphi are not very explicit in ritual
detail, but their execution at a festival (heorte) or in connection with a
procession (pompe), respectively, makes it likely that dining took place. In
other cases, the ritual detail is more abundant and the occurrence of a thysia

227 On the relation between thysia and heorte, see Casabona 1966, 132–134 and 336.
228 See Mikalson 1982, 213–221, on the meaning and contents of heorte.
229 Miller 1978, 4–13.
230 Nem. 7.46–47.
231 The term polythytos does not seem to occur outside poetry, see Casabona 1966, 144; Bury

1890, 135; cf. Slater 1969, s.v. Suárez de la Torre (1997, 155–156) suggests that the heroes
mentioned constitute a reference to Neoptolemos, either alone or in connection with other
heroes.
232 On the relation between sacrifice and pompe, see Burkert 1985, 56 and 99–102; Graf 1996,

56–65. The intimate link between pompe and thysia is clear also from the iconographical material
(see Peirce 1993, 229). The scholion on the Pindar passage (Drachmann 1903–27, Nem. 7.68a)
states that there were xenia for heroes at Delphi, to which Apollon called the heroes to come
and participate.
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with dining can be argued from the fact that other rituals with a di¢ferent
content were performed on the same occasion. The thysia with dining was
complemented with another kind of sacrifice, expressed by a particular term
or terms. These complementary rituals mainly concern the blood of the
sacrificial animal and in one case there is also a theoxenia element. The
evidence for blood rituals and theoxenia in these passages has already been
outlined but can now be put into a wider context and be related to the thysia
sacrifices.233

The most interesting case of a hero-sacrifice, consisting of both a thysia
and another ritual, is the cult of the Spartan general Brasidas at Amphipolis,
described by Thucydides.234 The text runs as follows:

Metà dè taûta tòn Brasídan o° xúmmaqoi pántev xùn Ëploiv Çpispómenoidhmosíý Ïjayan Çn t� pólei prò tæv nûn �gorâv o»shv; kaì tò loipòn o°>Amfipolîtai perieírxantev a¹toû tò mnhmeîon,  v �rwí te Çntémnousi kaìtimàv dedökasin �g÷nav kaì Çthsíouv jusíav, kaì tän �poikían  v o±kist�proséjesan, katabalóntev tà <Agnöneia o±kodomåmata kaì �fanísantev e³ti mnhmósunón pou Ïmellen a¹toû tæv o±kísewv periésesjai, nomísantev tònmèn Brasídan swtærá te sf÷n gegenæsjai kaì Çn t§ parónti �ma tän t÷nLakedaimoníwn xummaqían fóbÿ t÷n >Ajhnaíwn jerapeúontev, tòn dè �Agnwnakatà tò polémion t÷n >Ajhnaíwn o¹k Èn Ãmoíwv sfísi xumfórwv o¹d� Èn�déwv tàv timàv Ïqein.
Brasidas was buried in the city with public honours in front of what is now the
Agora. The whole body of the allies in full armour escorted him to the grave.
The Amphipolitans fenced o¢f his tomb, and to this day they cut the throats of
victims to him as a hero, and have also instituted games and yearly sacrifices in his
honour. They also made him their founder, and dedicated the colony to him, pulling
down the cult buildings of Hagnon, and obliterating any other solid memorials of
Hagnon’s foundation. For they thought Brasidas was their saviour, and in the present
circumstances fear of Athens made them flatter their Spartan allies. The idea that
Hagnon should retain the honours of a founder, now that they were enemies of the
Athenians, seemed to them against their interests, and uncongenial.235

Brasidas, who had captured the city from the Athenians in 424 BC, was, after
his death in battle, buried by the Amphipolitans and given a monument in the
agora. Thucydides says that the Amphipolitans fenced in his monument and
ever since  v �rwí te Çntémnousi kaì timàv dedökasin �g÷nav kaì Çthsíouvjusíav. They also adopted him as a founder of the colony and obliterated
the cult buildings of Hagnon, the previous founder.236

233 See above, pp. 171–179; cf. Ekroth 2000.
234 5.11. On the particular role of Brasidas in Thucydides, see Hornblower 1996, 38–61.
235 Translation by Hornblower 1996, 449–455.
236 On the interpretation of the Hagnoneia as cult buildings, see Hornblower 1996, 452–455;

cf. Malkin 1987, 231–232.
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This passage is frequently evoked in discussions on sacrificial rituals
in hero-cults, since it is so detailed and has consequently been interpreted
variously. It is clear that Brasidas received various kinds of sacrifices and
honours: entemnein sacrifices “as a hero”, games and annual thysiai.237

Malkin argued that Brasidas received two kinds of cults, which should not
be viewed as being antithetic but rather as juxtaposed.238 >Entémnousi refers
to a continuous cult of a more popular kind, while dedökasin �g÷nav kaìÇthsíouv jusíav meant the institution of a solemn, annual, state cult with
sacrifices and games.239 This interpretation, however, does not account for
the technical meaning of the term entemnein as “cutting the throat of the
animal”. Why should the popular ongoing worship of Brasidas consist in
a sacrifice which emphasized the slaughtering and bleeding of the animal,
even when such sacrifices were also followed by dining?

It is better to view the whole ritual as one sacrificial complex, consisting
of di¢ferent parts. Entemnein must refer to a blood ritual: the cutting of the
throats of the victims and disposing of the blood, presumably on the tomb
of Brasidas.240 This blood ritual formed an initial part of the cult, which was
followed by the thysiai, i.e., the burning of the hero’s share of the victims
and the dining on the meat by the worshippers.

Brasidas was buried in the centre of the city and his cult was a state
festival, an event likely to have centred on ritual dining. One further reason
to argue that the thysiai ended with a banquet may be found in the fact that
the principal title given to Brasidas was oikistes.241 The cult of an oikist was
of central importance for the identity of a city and is likely to have involved
ritual meals on a grand scale, with the purpose of integrating all members of
the society.242 Thus, the thysiai must refer to these meals which took place
in connection with the annual sacrifices.

237 The addition  v �rÿ will be discussed below (pp. 206–212), since it is used also with other
terms. There seems to be no support for Gomme’s interpretation (1956b, 654–655) that Brasidas
was worshipped as a god or received annual festivals at which sacrifices to the gods took place
(see Malkin 1987, 228–232; Hornblower 1996, 452).
238 Malkin 1987, 228–230.
239 Malkin 1987, 230. The present tense, Çntémnousi, has also been suggested as indicating an

eye-witness account, presumably by Thucydides himself (see Hornblower 1996, 452).
240 Cf. Casabona 1966, 128 and 226. For the conjectural identification of “Brasidas’” tomb under

the museum at Amphipolis, see Hornblower 1996, 451.
241 Brasidas was not the actual founder of Amphipolis, but he took over the role of oikist from

Hagnon who had founded the city in 437 BC (see Malkin 1987, 81 and 229–230).
242 Malkin 1987, 203. Malkin (193) further defines the cult of the oikist as a hero-cult but does

not specify which kind of sacrifice that would imply, even though he seems to favour a ritual
with dining.
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The cult of Brasidas is also mentioned by Aristotle, who speaks of the
cult as tò júein Brasídý, without specifying any particular details.243 In this
case, thyein is best understood as a general term meaning “to sacrifice”,
which probably included the rituals outlined by Thucydides (a blood ritual
and thysiai with dining), but it is also possible that the entemnein sacrifice
was no longer performed in the 4th century and at that time the ritual
consisted only in sacrifices followed by ritual dining.

The terminology used for the cult of Brasidas can be interpreted as
referring to two kinds of sacrificial rituals: a regular thysia with dining,
which was complemented by or extended with the handling of the blood
of the animal victims in a particular manner. A similar ritual seems to
have been performed to the daughters of Erechtheus, the Hyakinthids,
as documented in the Erechtheus by Euripides.244 After the death of the
daughters of Erechtheus in attempting to save Athens, Athena instructs their
mother Praxithea on the burial of her daughters, now to be called the
Hyakinthids, and on how the ritual to them is to be performed and their
sanctuary administered.

... toîv Çmoîv �sto[îv lég]wÇniausíaiv sfav mä lelhsm[énouv] q.rónÿjusíaisi. t.i.m.â.n kaì sfagaîsi [bouk]t.ónoiv
80 kosmoû[ntav °]eroîv parjénwn [qoreú]masin;gnon[ . . . . . . ]q.jr.. e±v máqh[nkin.[ . . . . . . . ]av �spída strat[prötaisi júein prótoma polemíou doròvtæv o±nopoioû mä jigóntav �mpélou
85 mhd� e±v puràn spéndontav �llà polupónoukarpòn melísshv potamíaiv phgaîv Ãmoû;�baton dè témenov paisì taîsd� eµnai qreön,e³rgein te må tiv polemíwn júsþ lajõnníkhn mèn a¹toîv g� dè t�de phmonån.

I instruct my citizens to honour them, never forgetting over time, with annual sacrifices
and slaughterings of oxen, adorning the festival with sacred maiden-dances; � . . . . . . �
into/for battle, rous- � . . . � shield � . . . �, to o¢fer first to them (the Hyakinthids) the
sacrifice preliminary to battle, not touching the wine-producing vine nor pouring wine
upon the altar but rather the industrious bee’s produce together with stream-water.
There shall be an untrodden sanctuary dedicated to these maidens; you must prevent
any of your enemies from secretly making o¢ferings there so as to bring victory to
themselves and a¢fliction to this land.245

243 Arist. Eth. Nic. 1134b; cf. Malkin 1987, 229. A third source mentioning the cult of Brasidas
at Amphipolis is the mid-2nd-century AD Aelius Aristides, who describes the cult as Brasídýjúein ...  v �rÿ kaì o±kist� (Alex. epitaph. 85).
244 Fr. 65, lines 77–89 (Austin 1968); see also Cropp 1995 for commentary and translation.
245 Translation by Cropp 1995, 173.
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The Hyakinthids were to be honoured with annual sacrifices and slaughtering
of oxen (jusíaisi. t.i.m.â.n kaì sfagaîsi [bouk]t.ónoiv), as well as with sacred
dances of maidens (lines 77–80). The following two lines are damaged,
but they seem to introduce the theme of war and to indicate that the
Hyakinthids could help in that kind of situation.246 If there was a war, the
Athenians were first to o¢fer to the Hyakinthids a sacrifice preliminary to
battle (or “before taking up the spear of war”, júein prótoma polemíou doróv,
line 83), not using wood from the vines, nor pouring wine on the sacrificial
fire or altar, but instead using honey and water from rivers (tæv o±nopoioûmä jigóntav �mpélou mhd� e±v puràn spéndontav �llà polupónou karpònmelísshv potamíaiv phgaîv Ãmoû, lines 84–86). Furthermore, the sanctuary
of the Hyakinthids was to be an abaton, and any enemies must be prevented
from secretly sacrificing (thyein) there, in order to bring victory to themselves
and misery to the Athenians.247

The rituals used in the worship of the Hyakinthids thus seem to have
consisted of two sets of sacrifices, one kind performed continuously and
another, which was used in the case of war.248

The first set of sacrifices consisted of thysiai and sphagai (lines 77–80).
Since the two terms thysiai and sphagai are here found together, they can
be taken to refer to two kinds of sacrificial actions, which, however, were
performed jointly. Thysia covers the main ritual, consisting of an animal
sacrifice ending with dining, an interpretation which is strengthened by
the fact that, on the same occasion, the sacred dances of the maidens
took place.249 Sphagai bouktonoi, “ox-sacrificing slaughters”, indicates a
highlighting of the blood of the victims (see above, pp. 172–173). The
sphagai could be considered as forming a ritual separate from the thysiai, but
it seems more plausible that they constituted a part of the thysiai and were
performed with the same victims. The detailed terminology of the passage
may be seen as a desire to show that, in this case, the ritual di¢fered from an
ordinary thysia, since the blood was of particular importance.250 How this
blood ritual was performed is not known, but it is possible that the animal
was killed in a fashion di¢ferent from that at a regular thysia and that the
blood was libated on the tomb of the Hyakinthids.

The second set of sacrifices to the Hyakinthids (lines 81–86) seems
to have been used when there was an emergency (war). In this ritual,

246 For possible reconstructions of lines 81–82, see Cropp 1995, 173 and commentary, 192.
247 Lines 87–89.
248 Cf. Henrichs 1983, 98.
249 Cf. Mikalson 1991, 33–34; Casabona 1966, 176.
250 Robertson 1996, 45–46, suggests that the ritual was similar to the sacrifices performed on

the battlefield.
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the Athenians were to thyein a protoma. The hapax protoma has been
interpreted as meaning a sacrifice connected in particular with war. It was
suggested earlier (pp. 173–175) that this term may refer to a blood ritual
performed before the army left Athens. The heads of the victims used in
this sacrifice may have been completely cut o¢f and the blood poured on
the grave of the Hyakinthids. In any case, the protoma sacrifice di¢fered
from a regular thysia in several respects. Vine wood was not allowed for the
sacrificial fire, and the usual libations of wine were to be replaced with honey
and water. The o¢ferings are likely to have consisted of animal victims, since
both thyein and spendein are used, as well as the mention of an altar, pyra,
and, albeit in a negative sense, firewood.251 It is thus possible to interpret
this sacrifice as a thysia, modified by a series of libations consisting of blood,
honey and water instead of wine, but still followed by dining, since the
ritual was performed at Athens and should not be understood as a battle-line
sphagia. This second set of sacrifices is probably the same as those referred
to in a fragment of Philochoros, according to which both wineless thysiai and
the burning of some wood were performed to Dionysos and the daughters
of Erechtheus.252

The context of the protoma sacrifice was when war was approaching.
This ritual does not seem to have been a sacrifice taking place on the
battlefield but was rather accomplished in Athens, in or at the abaton of
the Hyakinthids, since it was this sanctuary that the Athenians were to
watch, so that no enemy should secretly sacrifice there to gain victory in
war (lines 87–89). Whether the temporary protoma sacrifices and the annual
thysia took place at the same location cannot be deduced from the text, but
this interpretation may be possible.253

In the same Euripides fragment are also outlined the sacrifices to
Erechtheus himself.254

90 pósei dè t§ s§ shkòn Çm mésþ póleiteûxai keleúw peribóloisi la·noiv,
251 Thyein covers the ritual opposite to pouring out a libation and never seems to refer only to a

drink-o¢fering (see Casabona 1966, 75–76). For the firewood, see Cropp 1995, 192, lines 84–86.
For pyra meaning an altar, see Denniston 1939, 112, line 513.
252 Philoch. FGrHist 328 F 12 (ap. schol. Soph. OC 100 [Papageorgius 1888]); cf. Kearns 1989,

60–61, n. 70.
253 The Hyakinthids were buried where one of them was sacrificed and the rest killed

themselves (Eur. Erech. fr. 65, lines 67–70). Henrichs 1983, 98, with n. 54, believes that there was
a grave separate from the cult-place, as well as separate locations for the sacrifices. Cropp 1995,
191, lines 67–68, and Larson 1995, 153 and 187, n. 98, locate the cult at the tomb. Treu 1971,
121–122, places both the burial and the cult place outside the city. Jouan 2000, 34, n. 30, suggests
Euripides combined the rituals for the Hyakinthids with those of the Panathenaia, which ended
with a hecatomb.
254 Fr. 65, lines 90–94 (Austin 1968); Cropp 1995, 174–175 and 193.
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keklåsetai dè toû ktanóntov oºnekasemnòv Poseid÷n Ìnom� Çpwnomasménov�stoîv >Ereqjeùv Çm fonaîsi boujútoiv.
For your husband I command the building in mid-city of a precinct with stone
enclosure. In recollection of his killer the citizens, slaughtering sacrificial oxen, shall
call him august Poseidon surnamed Erechtheus.255

Athena instructs Praxithea (and the Athenians) to build a precinct with
a stone enclosure in the middle of the city (shkòn Çn mésþ pólei teûxai... peribóloisi la·noiv). In the cult, Erechtheus is to be called Poseidon,
surnamed Erechtheus as a recollection of him being killed by the god.256

The sacrifices are called phonai bouthytoi, “ox-sacrificing slaughters”. The
term phonai, often used for carnage on the battlefield, links these sacrifices
with war and bloodshed, and the ritual may be understood as a substantial
sacrifice of cattle at which the blood was of particular importance (see
above, pp. 175–176). The rest of the ritual was probably a regular thysia,
since the term used is bouthytoi, and ended with the worshippers dining
on the meat.257 The blood of the victims may have been poured onto the
fissures in the Acropolis rock, usually considered as the location where
Erechtheus was killed, above which was later placed the hollow altar in
the northern portico of the Erechtheion.258 Thus the sacrifices to Erechtheus
follow a ritual scheme corresponding to that of the Hyakinthids.259 As for the
ritual context of these sacrifices to Erechtheus, there are no clear indications.
The rituals described may have formed a part of the Panathenaia, a festival
which has even been suggested as originally dedicated to Erechtheus, but
the o¢ferings to this hero outlined in the Erechtheus have also been assigned
to the Skira.260

255 Translation by Cropp 1995, 175.
256 On the complex question of the merging of Erechtheus and Poseidon in the cult, see, for

example, Kron 1976, 48–52; Kearns 1989, 210–211; Christopoulos 1994, 123–130; Cropp 1995,
193, lines 93–94.
257 Cf. Harmodios of Lepreum (FGrHist 319 F 1), who speaks of the bouthysia megale to the

heroes at Phigaleia, a sacrifice followed by a banquet in which the slaves could participate and
the boys dined with their fathers.
258 See above, p. 176, n. 196. See also Stern (1986, 57–58), who suggests that the northern

portico of the Erechtheion resembles the set of a theatre. The construction of the Erechtheion
definitely seems to have begun when Euripides wrote the Erechtheus, probably in 424 BC, see
Treu 1971, 125–126.
259 Sacrifices to Erechtheus are mentioned in the Iliad (2.550–551) as taúroisi kaì �rneioîv°láontai koûroi >Ajhnaíwn (the young men of the Athenians propitiate him with bulls and rams);

on the authenticity of this passage, see Kirk 1985, 179–180 and 208–209. Is the propitiation to
be taken as a reference to a blood ritual?
260 For the link Erechtheus-Panathenaia, see Mikalson 1976, 153; Connelly 1996, 77–78. For

Erechtheus receiving his sacrifices at the Skira, see Robertson 1985, 235 with n. 6; Robertson
1996, 45.
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The cult of Brasidas at Amphipolis and the sacrifices to the Hyakinthids
and Erechtheus showed a similar pattern in the sacrificial practices. The
major ritual seems to have been a thysia with dining. This sacrifice was
complemented with another kind of ritual, which focused on the killing,
bleeding and handling of the blood of the animal, as is indicated by the use
of the term entemnein at the sacrifice to Brasidas, sphagai and protoma at
the annual sacrifices to the Hyakinthids and perhaps also phonai in the cult
of Erechtheus. A last case can be added to this category: the cult of Pelops
at Olympia. Here, the blood ritual seems to have been performed in the
context of a thysia, but there was also a theoxenia element.

The reference to the sacrifices to Pelops at Olympia is to be found in
Pindar’s first Olympian Ode.261

90 nûn d� Çn a°makouríaiv�glaaîsi mémiktai,>Alfeoû pórÿ klijeív,túmbon �mfípolon Ïqwn poluxenwtátÿ parà bwm§.
And now he partakes of splendid blood sacrifices as he reclines by the course of
the Alpheos, having his much-attended tomb beside the altar thronged by visiting
strangers.262

Even though there is very little written evidence for the actual sacrifices
to Pelops, it is clear that he was the most important hero worshipped at
Olympia, being almost on an equal footing with Zeus.263

The language Pindar uses to describe the rituals of Pelops is both rich
and unusual, but the use of nûn at the beginning of the description of
the sacrifices makes it likely that he reports the sacrificial practices of his
own time.264 In the discussion previously in this chapter, two of the rituals
outlined by Pindar have already been touched upon: the sacrifices of blood
covered by haimakouriai and the presence of a theoxenia element indicated,
above all, by klitheis.265

To have an o¢fering of blood, there must be an animal victim, or
rather victims, since the haimakouriai are in the plural and are called

261 Ol. 1.90–93.
262 Translation by Race 1997.
263 The other major piece of evidence for sacrifices to Pelops is Paus. 5.13.1–3. On the

importance of Pelops at Olympia, see Burkert 1983, 93–103. For the archaeological remains of
the Pelopion, see, for the older excavations, Furtwängler 1890, 2–3; Dörpfeld 1892, 57; Dörpfeld
1935, 118–124; Mallwitz 1972, 133–137; Herrmann H. 1980, 62–73. The new investigations of the
Pelopion have lowered the date of the introduction of the cult to the Archaic period; see Mallwitz
1988, 79–109; Kyrieleis 1990, 181–188; Kyrieleis 1992, 20–24; cf. Antonaccio 1995a, 170–176.
264 Gerber 1982, 141.
265 See pp. 171–172 and p. 178.
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aglaaisi––splendid or magnificent.266 It was suggested earlier that the
haimakouriai formed a part of the theoxenia and that Pelops, as an invited
guest, received blood instead of wine. The question is, what was done with
the rest of the victims after the blood had been used? The meat could have
been destroyed, but there is nothing in Pindar’s text that supports such an
interpretation. It is possible that some of the meat was prepared and o¢fered
to Pelops along with the blood at the theoxenia, but most or all of the meat
was probably consumed at a banquet.

Of great interest for the treatment of the meat is the bomos mentioned in
line 93. Pelops has his túmbon �mfípolon ... parà poluxenwtátÿ bwm§ (“his
much-attended tomb beside the altar thronged by visiting strangers”). This
altar has usually been understood as the famous ash-altar of Zeus, which
was located somewhere to the east of the Pelopion.267 Gerber, however,
in his commentary on the ode, interprets the altar as that of Pelops and
suggests that polyxenotatos may be understood as meaning both “visited by
many foreigners” and as “entertaining many guests”.268 He further proposes
that amphipolon, usually translated as “much visited”, may be a reference to
amphipoloi, i.e., the servants bringing food and drink.269 This would mean
that both the tomb and the altar were much visited and also entertained
many guests, which, of course, is possible only if the sacrifice to Pelops
was a thysia with dining for the worshippers. The interpretation of the altar
as that of Pelops would constitute a further analogy between Pelops and
Hieron: Pelops’ altar entertains many guests, just as Hieron’s table is often
surrounded by guests.270

It is thus possible to interpret Pindar’s text as describing three kinds
of rituals: a blood ritual, theoxenia and thysia with dining. Pelops would
have been given the haimakouriai, the blood of the animals slaughtered,
at the theoxenia to which he had been invited. The blood was probably
poured on his burial mound, perhaps into a pit which may have been dug
for each occasion or was a permanent installation.271 It is also possible

266 Gerber 1982, 142.
267 For example, Burkert 1983, 96; Slater 1969, s.v. bwmóv; Race 1997, 56, n. 1. No traces of

this altar have been found (see Mallwitz 1972, 84). Slater 1989, 491, is more hesitant in his
identification of the altar and says that it is “presumably that of Zeus”.
268 Gerber 1982, 145, followed by Krummen 1990, 159–160.
269 Gerber 1982, 144. Krummen (1990, 163–164) is more in favour of the amphipoloi providing

for Pelops himself than for any visitors.
270 Gerber 1982, 145. The scholia on this passage either identify the altar as that of Pelops

(schol. Pind. Ol. 1.150a [Drachmann 1903–1927]) or as belonging to Zeus and Pelops (schol.
Pind. Ol. 1.150b [Drachmann 1903–1927]).
271 Pausanias (5.13.2), the only other source to comment upon the details of the sacrifices to

Pelops, does not mention a haimakouria or any other blood ritual being executed in his time,
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that he received additional portions of meat, perhaps placed on a table.
The haimakouria and the theoxenia were both, however, part of the thysia
sacrifice, at which the worshippers dined on the meat from the sacrificial
victims, which had been sacrificed at his bomos.272 The thysia was the major
ritual which was modified by the haimakouriai and the theoxenia.

One final comment on the sacrifices to Pelops concerns the preparation
of the meat for the banquet. Several scholars have argued that there was
a particular connection between the use of cauldrons at Olympia and the
cult of Pelops and that the meat from the sacrifices to this hero may have
been boiled instead of grilled.273 There is nothing in Pindar’s text which
indicates a use of a cauldron at the actual sacrifices, but, according to the
myth, Pelops was boiled in a cauldron.274 Cauldrons were used in other
sacrifices at Olympia for boiling the meat, and it is possible that this was also
the method of preparing the meat from the victims sacrificed to Pelops.275

The final group of literary sources to be considered under the heading of
Circumstantial evidence for dining consists of cases in which the sacrifices to
heroes are mentioned together with sacrifices to gods or other divine beings.
In general, these texts o¢fer little information apart from the term for the
sacrifice, usually thyein or thysia. However, the context may be an indication
of the kinds of rituals used. In the epigraphical evidence, sacrifices to heroes
and gods were intermingled in the same sacred law or sacrificial calendar,
without any indications of there being any ritual distinctions as to how the
sacrifices were to be executed. For these inscriptions, it was suggested that
the ritual meant must have been the one most frequently performed in Greek
cult, i.e., thysia with dining. A similar argument can be made for the texts.

When Plato describes the necessary kind of legislation connected with
religion, which was stipulated by Apollon at Delphi, he mentions the
founding of temples, sacrifices and other forms of worship to the gods,
daimones and heroes (°er÷n te °drúseiv kaì jusíai kaì �llai je÷n te kaì

but he states that the cult of Pelops was initiated by Herakles, who performed a thysia in a
bothros, a sacrifice which may be taken as a reference to a blood ritual (see above, p. 70).
272 Pausanias (5.13.2) also describes a ritual including dining: the neck of the sacrificial victim

was given to the woodman and anyone eating of the meat of the victim was barred from entering
the temple of Zeus, cf. Burkert 1983, 101; Slater 1989, 494; Ekroth 1999, 154.
273 Slater 1989, 495–501; Burkert 1983, 100–102; cf. Uhsadel-Gülke 1972, 31–33; Krummen

1990, 168–184.
274 Earlier in the ode (Ol. 1.46–53), Pindar refutes as slander the myth of Pelops being boiled.

Cf. Slater’s discussion of Ol. 1.48–49 as referring to the public sacrifice and boiling of the black
ram (Slater 1989, 498).
275 Hdt. 1.59. On the recovery of cauldrons and tripods from the excavations at Olympia, see

Burkert 1983, 101 and n. 39.
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daimónwn kaì �röwn jerapeîai).276 Furthermore, the dead were to be buried
and given the appropriate services to keep them happy.277 This division
between various recipients of cult or of religious attendance can, to a certain
extent, be said to be a philosophical construct, which does not necessarily
reflect actual, practised religion. The religious category of daimones, in
particular, is a feature of the writings of the philosophers.278 Still, it is of
interest to note that the gods, the daimones and the heroes are considered
as forming one category receiving one kind of treatment, while the dead
form a special group.279 There is no indication that the heroes were treated
in a fashion di¢ferent from that of the gods and the daimones.

In the Laws, Plato lists, in a similar fashion, the di¢ferent kinds of
recipients of religious attention in descending order.280 First of all, timai are
to be accorded to the gods, both to the Olympian gods and to the gods of the
polis, as well as to the chthonian gods. Then the wise man will worship the
daimones, and after them the heroes (toîv daímosin Ë g� Ïmfrwn Ärgiázoit��n, �rwsi dè metà toútouv). After these come private shrines dedicated to
the ancestral gods and, finally, the timai paid to the living parents.

The grading of gods, heroes and ordinary mortals is found also in the
philosophical treaty entitled On the cosmos (transmitted with the Aristotelian
corpus).281 In this text, discussing the divine law and order which is to
govern the city, it is stated that the law orders customary public feasts and
yearly festivals, thysiai to the gods, therapeiai to the heroes and choai to
the dead.282 The distinction, if any, between the thysiai and the therapeiai
cannot be defined from this context, but both these categories are likely to
have been substantial sacrifices, unlike the simple choai to the dead.

The lumping together of heroes and gods in speaking of sacrifices is
found in the speeches and historical texts as well. Demosthenes mentions

276 Resp. 427b.
277 Resp. 427b: teleuthsántwn te a½ jækai kaì Ësa toîv Çkeî deî ¸phretoûntav ²lewv a¹toùvÏqein.
278 Plato’s three categories of gods, daimones and heroes occur also in Resp. 392a and Leg. 818c,

cf. also Motte 2000, 79–90; Ramos Jurado 2000, 101–103. The meaning of the term daimon shows
substantial variations, depending on the source where it is found and its date (see Nowak 1960
for the general development of the term from Homeric to Christian times) but does in general
not refer to a recipient of cult, apart from the Agathos daimon; see Mikalson 1983, 64–66. On the
Platonic meaning of daimon, see Burkert 1985, 331–332; Reverdin 1945, 127–139; Motte 2000,
79–90. For the use of daimon in 5th-century tragedy, where it refers to (usually bad) “fortune”
and is never a cult deity, see Mikalson 1991, 22–29.
279 Cf. Casabona 1966, 128.
280 Leg. 717a–b.
281 Mund. 400b.
282 Mund. 400b: je÷n te jusíai kaì �röwn jerapeîai kaì qoaì kekmhkótwn.
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a case of the Athenians praying and sacrificing (júsantav) to the gods and
heroes who guard their city and country.283 In a fragment of Philochoros,
it is stated that, if someone sacrifices (júþ) a cow to Athena, a sheep must
also be sacrificed (júein) to Pandrosos and the victim was called epiboion.284

Xenophon describes how Kyros performed thysiai to the gods and heroes
of Assyria to win their favour, after having crossed the border into that
country.285 These sacrifices were likely to have been jointly made to both the
gods and the heroes, since Xenophon specifies that they were preceded by
another kind of ritual to a di¢ferent recipient: propitiatory libations to Earth
(Gæn °lásketo qoaîv). Before crossing the border between Media and Assyria,
Kyros had already sacrificed first to Zeus Basileus and then to the rest of the
gods, while the heroes dwelling in Media and guarding the country were
invited to come and join in (symparakalein).286 If the heroes also received
any sacrifices of their own, they must have been the same as those to the
gods.287

A lengthy oracle, preserved in the speech Against Makartatos, mentions
sacrifices to both gods and heroes.288 In order to obtain good omens,
the Athenians were instructed by Delphi to perform a series of sacrifices.
First of all, they were to sacrifice (júontav) to Zeus Hypatos, Athena
Hypate, Herakles and Apollon Soter and send o¢ferings (�popémpein) to the
Amphiones. The next part of the oracle prescribes a sacrifice to Apollon,
Leto and Artemis: the streets are to be drenched in sacrificial smoke, kraters
and dances are to be set up (tàv �guiàv knisæn, kaì kratærav °stámen kaìqoroúv) and the participants are to wear wreaths after the custom of their
fathers. To all the Olympian gods and goddesses, thank-o¢ferings are to be
made (mnasidwreîn) with raised arms, according to ancestral custom. Thirdly,
to the Heros Archegetes, the Athenians were to sacrifice and bring presents
(júein kaì dwroteleîn), after the custom of their fathers. Finally, the relatives
should fulfil their duties to the dead on an appointed day, according to
established custom (toîv �pofjiménoiv ... teleîn ... kattà �ghména).

The first group of sacrifices performed to Zeus, Athena, Herakles and
Apollon must have been regular thysiai. It should be noted that Herakles is

283 De cor. 184.
284 Philoch. FGrHist 328 F 10.
285 Xen. Cyr. 3.3.22: jeoùv jusíaiv kaì �rwav >Assuríav o±kåtorav h¹menízeto.
286 Xen. Cyr. 3.3.21–22.
287 This is a non-Greek sacrifice described in Greek terms, but rituals performed at a border

crossing on land seem not to have included any kind of particular action di¢ferent from a regular
sacrifice, as opposed to the crossing of rivers and the sea, at which the sacrifices seem to have
been sphagia, see Jameson 1991, 202–203.
288 Contr. Macart. 66; Fontenrose 1978, 253–254, H 29, dated to before 340 BC.
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treated as one of the gods, while the Amphiones are not. The o¢ferings sent to
this pair of Theban brothers may not even have included animal sacrifice.289

The sacrifices to Apollon, Leto and Artemis were definitely regular thysiai
with dining, since the streets were drenched in knise, and they took place
in a festive mood, in which wreaths were worn and dances performed. The
Olympian gods and goddesses mentioned next are probably the gods in
general and the gifts brought to them may have meant animal sacrifice, but
it is possible that the gifts were some kind of aparchai. The sacrifice to
the Heros Archegetes makes up a separate entry, which may imply that
he received a kind of sacrifice di¢ferent from that of the gods and heroes
mentioned so far, but it is also possible that the division simply meant that his
sacrifice should be performed on a separate occasion or simply at a di¢ferent
location. The rituals to the dead, finally, were definitely supposed to take
place on a particular day.

In this last category of passages, there are no indications of any clear
distinctions between the sacrifices to the heroes and those to the gods. The
use of the same or equivalent terms for the rituals to both heroes and gods
makes any major distinctions in the sacrificial practices unlikely. If anything,
the texts indicate a separation between, on the one hand, divine recipients,
such as gods and heroes (and daimones in the philosophical writings) and,
on the other hand, ordinary mortals, either dead or still alive. On the basis
of the general terminology and the lack of details, it is probable that, in the
case of gods and heroes, it was the most common ritual that was intended,
i.e., an animal sacrifice followed by a meal. However, the sense of these
texts should not be forced too far, since they are rarely, if ever, intended
to describe ritual practices in detail and the sacrifices are often mentioned
in passing in a context dealing with non-religious matters. Furthermore, the
division between various kinds of divinities in the philosophical treaties, such
as in Plato, may be more of a theoretical construct than a reflection of actual,
practised cult.290

2.4.3. Unspecified cases

Finally, there is a handful of cases of sacrifices to heroes which are even less
explicit than the texts discussed so far. The question here is how the lack of
details is to be interpreted, just as in the passages in which heroes and gods
were mentioned together without any indication of ritual distinctions.

289 Apopempein may be used in the sense “to send away”, for example a pharmakos, but the
meaning “to send o¢ferings” without any negative connotations is also common from Homer
and onwards, see Schlesier 1990, 38–41.
290 This concerns in particular the daimones, see above, p. 193, n. 278. Still, it is interesting to

note the complete lack in Plato of the terms usually considered as characteristic for hero-cults,
such as enagizein, eschara and heroon, see Motte 2000, 88.
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On the one hand, the scarcity of ritual specifications can be interpreted
as due to the source speaking only of “a sacrifice” in general, without any
intention of elaborating on ritual detail. In that case, these passages can be
used only as evidence of hero-cult sacrifices taking place, but not of the kind
of actions which they contained. On the other hand, the lack of information
may also be considered as referring to sacrifices of the most frequent kind,
and that was why it was considered unnecessary to specify any details.
However, if we assume that the lack of information should be interpreted
as the sacrifice being of the kind that was most common in hero-cults, we
still have to define which kind of sacrificial rituals was intended. Judging
from the evidence reviewed so far, both epigraphical and literary, it seems
as if the most common ritual in hero-cults was a thysia followed by dining.

Aisopos, in a fable called The hero, tells the story of a man who had
a hero near his house and was sacrificing lavishly to him (polutel÷v Ïjuen;pollà e±v jusíav dapan÷ntov).291 One night, the hero appeared before the
man and told him to stop destroying his property by this extravagant activity.
If the man ruined all his fortune, the hero was afraid that he would have to
take the blame.

The thysiai performed to this hero may have been of any kind. From
what we know of the sacrificial practices of private individuals and families,
animal sacrifice seems to have been quite rare, as compared with o¢ferings
of fruit, vegetables and cakes.292 On the other hand, the hero’s point of view
is just that the sacrifices may threaten to ruin the man, and therefore they are
better understood as more expensive animal sacrifices. There seems to be
no reason to interpret them as anything else than regular thysia.

In other passages, the information is very brief. Pindar writes in the
fifth Isthmian Ode that Tydeus and Meleager, the sons of Oineus, receivedjusíai faennaí, “brilliant sacrifices”, from the Aetolians.293 The description
of the sacrifices as brilliant may be an indication of the use of fire, since the
adjective faennóv could be used to describe a shining or radiant fire, but
the term could also be used metaphorically.294 A fragment of Philochoros
speaks of the sacrifices to a hero called Keramos: toû júein Kerámwi tinì�rÿ.295 Lykourgos is mentioned in an Ephoros passage as being the only

291 Perry 1952, no. 110 = Hausrath 1962, no. 112. For other cases of heroa near houses, see
Rusten 1983, 292–295.
292 See van Straten 1995, 179.
293 Isthm. 5.30–31.
294 Slater 1969, s.v.
295 Philoch. FGrHist 328 F 25.
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one of the Spartan law-makers to have had a temple constructed to him and
receiving annual sacrifices (°eròn °drûsjai kaì júesjai kat� Ïtov).296

Two texts mention the rituals performed to the war dead at Athens.
According to Plato, the war dead were to be given prayers and thysiai.297 In
a later passage from the same text, the honours accorded to the war dead
are specified as an annual public performance of the private funerary rituals
(ta nomizomena), as well as athletic contests, horse-races and music.298

Demosthenes speaks of the war dead as receiving deathless honours, a
memorial erected by the State, thysiai and games.299 The content and
extent of the religious treatment of the war dead are di¢ficult to grasp, since
the sources o¢fer few details.300 It is clear, however, that they received
public funerals and a consecutive cult, as well as athletic games, horse-races
and music competitions. The war dead occupied a prominent place in
society, especially in democratic Athens, and it therefore seems likely that
the sacrifices consisted of animal victims. Furthermore, since the burial
and commemoration of the war dead was a public ritual, distinct from the
private celebrations of the dead, some kind of collective ritual dining may
be assumed.

The final four passages to be considered are from Herodotos, and all
of them use the terms thyein or thysia for the sacrifices. Herodotos is a rich
source of information about hero-cults, mentioning such sacrifices no less
than 13 times. His use of di¢ferent terms for the rituals must reflect a wish
to di¢ferentiate between various kinds of sacrifices, for example, enagizein
for destruction sacrifices, thyein/thysia for sacrifices followed by meals, and
choai for rituals consisting only of libations.301

The first passage concerns the athlete Philippos of Kroton, winner at
Olympia and the most beautiful of all Greeks.302 According to Herodotos,
Philippos participated in the Spartan attempt to colonize Sicily but was killed
in battle with the combined forces of the Phoenicians and Segestans. He
was buried at Segesta and received unrivalled honours from the Segestans
because of his beauty. They built a heroon on his tomb and propitiated him
with sacrifices (jusíþsi a¹tòn °láskontai). Of particular interest here is the
fact that the sacrifices were aimed at propitiating Philippos. It is not clear

296 Ephoros FGrHist 70 F 118.
297 Pl. Menex. 244a.
298 Pl. Menex. 249b.
299 Dem. Epitaph. 36.
300 See above, p. 76, n. 248.
301 Enagizein: 1.167; 2.44. Thyein/thysia: 5.47 (twice); 5.67; 5.114; 6.38; 7.117. Choai: 7.43. For

hero-sacrifices described by timan/timai (1.168; 4.33; 4.35 [twice]), see below.
302 Hdt. 5.47.
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from Herodotos’ account why this had to be done. Two alternatives are
possible: either Philippos had to be appeased, since he had caused some
kind of problem for the Segestans, perhaps since he was a former enemy
of theirs (cf. the Phokaians killed at Agylla), or, if he was propitiated, he
was thought to be able to help the worshippers in some way.303 The use of
the verb hilaskesthai may indicate that these sacrifices contained particular
rituals, but it is also possible that the use of this term simply refers to the aim
of the whole sacrifice and has no bearing on the ritual content.304

In the last three Herodotos passages, the thyein sacrifices are said to be
performed  v �rÿ or  v nómov o±kist�. Whether these additions refer to
the recipient being regarded as a hero or an oikist or to the thyein sacrifices
having a particular content will be more fully discussed below, since  v �rÿ
is also used together with enagizein, entemnein and timan.

The first passage concerns Onesilos, king of Salamis on Cyprus, who
was killed in the siege of Amathous.305 The Amathousians cut o¢f his head
and placed it above the gates to their city, where it hung until the hollow skull
was entered by a swarm of bees, which filled it with their honey comb.306

The Amathousians consulted an oracle concerning the matter and were told
to take the head down, bury it and júein  v �rÿ annually to Onesilos, since,
if they did so, they would fare better.

The second case of júein  v �rÿ concerns the overseer of Xerxes,
Artachaies, who was the tallest man in Persia and had the loudest voice on
earth.307 He died at Akanthos during the Persian invasion and was mourned
by Xerxes, who gave him a funeral and a substantial burial mound.308 The
Akanthians continue to sacrifice to him in accordance with an oracle (júousi>Akánjioi Çk jeopropíou  v �rÿ) and to call his name.

In both these cases, apart from the specification of thyein as  v �rÿ,
there is nothing in the contexts which indicates that any particular kinds of

303 On the cult of enemies, see Visser 1982. Fontenrose (1968) classifies the athletes worshipped
as heroes as belonging to the “avenging-hero” type, i.e., the wronged hero whose anger is
placated by cult. On athletes as heroes, see further Bohringer 1979, who argues that these
kinds of cults arose in particular when the city, which later worshipped the hero, experienced
di¢ficulties.
304 Herodotos uses hilaskesthai and exhilaskesthai also for sacrifices to various gods (Apollon,

Pan, Zeus, the winds) and to inanimate objects (the gold of the Skythians), as well as
metaphorically (see Powell J. 1966, s.v. for references).
305 Hdt. 5.112–113.
306 Hdt. 5.114.
307 Hdt. 7.117.
308 The term Çtumboqóee is to be taken as referring to the piling up of the grave mound

rather than as a reference to choai, see Powell J. 1966, s.v. tumboqoéw; Casabona 1966, 84–85.
Furthermore, the whole army participated, an involvement which is unlikely, had the action
consisted in the pouring of libations.
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rituals were performed. The construction júein  v �rÿ may be compared
with júein  v nómov o±kist�, which Herodotos uses in describing the honours
accorded to the deceased Miltiades by the Chersonesitai, whom he had ruled
as a “tyrant”.309 Ever since Miltiades died, the Chersonesitai sacrificed to him
“as it is the norm for a founder” (júein  v nómov o±kist�) and arranged
horse-races and athletic contests. Malkin, in his discussion of the passage,
argues that there must have been a generally accepted norm for the cults
of founders and that this cult was manifested by annual commemorations
which included sacrifices and feasting.310

2.4.4. The honouring of heroes

With the exception of a few instances, the passages discussed so far in
this chapter contain a terminology which in one way or another refers to
concrete actions: the killing of a sacrificial victim and how it was handled
afterwards. In many cases, however, the literary sources speak of heroes
being honoured.311 The terms most commonly used are timân and timå ortimaí, but a few others are also found, for example, sébesjai and gérav.

What kind of activity is meant, when the literary sources speak of heroes
being honoured? Do the sources refer to animal sacrifice, bloodless o¢ferings
or other kinds of rituals, for example, the deposition of votives or the holding
of contests and the performance of music? Terms used to describe the
honours, such as timan and time, have not received the same attention in the
study of the religious terminology as, for example, thyein, presumably since
these terms have been considered as covering less direct ritual actions.312

According to the LSJ, timan signifies to honour and revere as men do the
gods or the elders, rulers or guests, while time is worship, esteem, honour
and, in the plural, honours, such as those accorded to gods or to superiors.
Time underwent a change of meaning from Homeric to Classical times, which
is more apparent than the development of thyein during the same periods.313

309 Hdt. 6.38. For the historical background, see Malkin 1987, 77–78 and 190–193.
310 Malkin 1987, 190–191 and 200.
311 The honouring of heroes seems to be a particular feature of the literary sources, rarely

documented in the inscriptions from the period under study here. The only comparable,
epigraphical case concerns the hero Naulochos of Priene, who was honoured (�rwa tóndesébein) as a guardian of the city and had a sanctuary; see Hiller von Gaertringen 1906, no. 196,
c. 350 BC; cf. LS 180, 15 (c. 250 BC), an oracle approving a cult of Archilochos on Paros,
([ti]m÷nti >Arqíloqon).
312 The terminology of honours is not commented upon in particular by Stengel (1910 and

1920), Nilsson (1967), Burkert (1985), Rudhardt (1958) or Casabona (1966).
313 In Homer, time is reserved solely for the living and has no connection with religious

observances (see Nagy 1979, 149–150; McGlew 1989, 286–287 with nn. 7 and 8). Hesiod uses
time as referring both to the actual sacrifice, in particular to the god’s portion, and to the religious
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In the Classical period, time and timan had come to specify the honour
which a hero or a god received in cult.314 Mikalson, in his study of popular
religion in Greek tragedy, o¢fers a lengthy discussion on the meaning and
use of time, which he considers as the essential element of Greek piety,
defining it both as the “honour” and the “o¢fice” or “function” for which
one receives honour.315 If a god or a hero has time, it means that he is
worshipped with sanctuaries, dedications, hymns, dances, libations, rituals,
prayers, festivals and, above all, sacrifices.316 Thus, it is important also to
look into the honouring of heroes when investigating sacrificial rituals.

In the case of hero-cults, the honours given refer to some kind of cult
with sacrifices taking place. On this level, the terms referring to honours
function more or less as thyein does in the evidence discussed previously.
However, the sacrifices covered by timan and time can include animal
victims, but in some cases the o¢ferings seem to have been bloodless. The
use of time and timai as meaning sacrifices of various kinds can be illustrated
by how the terms are used in Herodotos’ description of the cult of the
Hyperborean maidens on Delos.317

Herodotos tells the story of how the Hyperboreans sent o¢ferings to
Delos with two maidens, Hyperoche and Laodike, who were escorted by five
men. This group never made it back to the Hyperboreans. Both Hyperoche
and Laodike and their escort, the latter called the Perpherees by the Delians,
are said to be honoured on Delos. The Perpherees were given great honours
(timàv megálav ... Ïqontev), which Herodotos does not specify further.318

Hyperoche and Laodike were also honoured by the Delians (timän Ïqousi).319

The Delian girls and boys cut their hair and placed it on their tomb, the sæma,
which was located at an olive-tree on the left-hand side as one entered the
Artemision.320

attention, the honour, given to the divinity (see Theog. 73–74, 112–113 and 881–885, discussed
by Rudhardt 1970). On time in Hesiod and the distinction from its usage by Homer, see Nagy
1979, 151–155. For the development of the meaning of thyein, see Casabona 1966, 69–85.
314 Nagy 1979, 118–119; Mikalson 1991, 183–202.
315 Mikalson 1991, 183–202; see also Mikalson 1998, 301–303.
316 Cf. the components of time among the Greeks as defined by Aristotle (Rh. 1361a): sacrifices,

memorials in verse and prose, privileges, grants of land, front seats, public burial, statues and
maintenance by the state (mérh dè timæv jusíai, mnæmai Çn métroiv kaì �neu métrwn, géra, teménh,proedríai, táfoi, e±kónev, trofaì dhmósiai).
317 Hdt. 4.33–35.
318 Hdt. 4.33.
319 Hdt. 4.35.
320 Hdt. 4.34. The sema has usually been identified with a semi-circular foundation in the

Artemision, cut out of the poros bedrock and covered with a stone packing. The monument,
probably of Late Bronze Age date, was fenced in by a wall in the Hellenistic period. See Guide
de Délos3 1983, no. 41; Picard & Replat 1924, 247–263; Picard 1946, 56, with fig. 1, for the
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There was also another pair of Hyperborean maidens, Opis and Arge,
who were said to have come to Delos earlier than Hyperoche and Laodike
and who received another kind of honours (timàv �llav dedósjai).321 The
women of Delos took up collections for them and named them in a hymn.
Their tomb, the jåkh, was located behind the temple of Artemis, facing east,
close to the banqueting-hall of the people of Keos.322 Finally, Herodotos
says that the ashes from the thigh-bones burnt upon the altar (t÷n mhríwnkatagizoménwn Çpì t§ bwm§ tän spodón) were used for throwing upon thejåkh.

This passage is fairly explicit about the kinds of honours which the
two pairs of Hyperborean maidens received.323 In the case of Hyperoche
and Laodike, the only o¢ferings mentioned are the cut-o¢f hair placed on
the sema, and there may have been no sacrifice of animal victims.324 The
honours paid to Opis and Arge are said to be di¢ferent, timai allai, from those
given to Hyperoche and Laodike. A collection was made by the women of
Delos, which must have been a form of ritual begging,325 as well as the
singing of hymns, but Opis and Arge were also given the ashes from the
thigh-bones burnt upon the bomos. Whom did this altar belong to? The
common interpretation has been to consider the bomos as belonging to
Artemis or Apollon, but that identification is a modern inference, since the
text does not mention any particular owner of the altar.326 Since Herodotos
says “the ashes of the thigh-bones burnt on the altar are used to cast upon
the theke of Opis and Arge”, it is possible to identify this altar as that of the

Hellenistic enclosure; Gallet de Santerre 1958, 32–33 and 94–95; Vatin 1965, 225–230; Roux
1973, 528; Schallin 1993, 102–104. Among the finds in this structure were pottery dating from
the Mycenaean to the Archaic periods, fragments of a bronze lebes, spindle whorls and ashes.
321 Hdt. 4.35.
322 The location of the theke is more disputed. The remains of a built-up, Bronze Age tomb,

surrounded by a semi-circular wall in the Hellenistic period and situated on the southern side of
the portico of Antigonos, is the most frequently suggested candidate (see Guide de Délos3 1983,
no. 32; Courby 1912, 63–74; Gallet de Santerre 1958, 32–35 and 93–94; Vatin 1965, 225–230;
Schallin 1993, 102–103). Roux 1973, 525–534 and 543–544, argues for a di¢ferent location further
to the west, north of the temple of Artemis (Guide de Délos3 1983, no. 46) and east of the
building no. 48 (Guide de Délos3 1983), which he identifies as the hestiatorion of the Keans.
323 Some scholars have argued that there was originally only one cult of the Hyperborean

maidens which was later doubled (see the discussion in Larson 1995, 119–121). Whatever the
origin of the cult, Herodotos describes two sets of honours or sacrifices.
324 O¢ferings of hair were among the timai megistai promised to Hippolytos by Artemis (see

Eur. Hipp. 1423–1427; cf. Mikalson 1991, 41–42 and 186).
325 On this particular ritual, see Robertson 1983, 143–169; Burkert 1985, 101–102.
326 Artemis: Pfister 1909–12, 452; Nilsson 1906, 207; Sale 1961, 78; Robertson 1983, 147; Larson

1995, 119. One suspects that Pfister excluded the possibility of the bomos belonging to the
Hyperborean maidens, since he was convinced that the altar used in a hero-cult was either an
eschara or a bothros (ibid. 474–476). Apollon: Guide de Délos3 1983, 145, n. 1.
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Hyperborean maidens.327 If that was the case, the cult of Opis and Arge
must have consisted of a regular thysia, at which the divine portion, the
thigh-bones, was burnt on the altar and the rest of the meat was consumed
by the worshippers. In any case, Opis and Arge were given the ashes from
a thysia sacrifice.328

From the usage of timai in Herodotos, it is clear that the term could be
used for sacrifices of a non-edible kind, such as hair, but perhaps also for
regular animal sacrifices, depending on how the text is interpreted. Examples
of both kinds of usage can be found also in other texts.

The war dead at Plataiai were honoured with clothes, customary gifts
and aparchai consisting of fruits of the season from the earth (Çtim÷men katàÏtov Îkaston dhmosíý Çsjåmasí te kaì toîv �lloiv nomímoiv, Ësa te � gæ�m÷n �nedídou  raîa, pántwn �parqàv Çpiférontev).329 In this case, it seems
as if animal sacrifice was not part of the ceremonies and that the aparchai of
fruits may have been o¢fered at theoxenia.330 The clothes could either have
been burnt, as the garments given to Periander’s wife Melissa had to be, for
her to enjoy them in Hades, or deposited whole somewhere, as is known
from sanctuaries, Brauron, for example.331

A definite case of timan referring to rituals which included animal
sacrifice is the way the term is used in Euripides’ Erechtheus discussed

327 Roux 1973, 525–526 with n. 2, identifies the altar as belonging to Opis and Arge. Chantraine
& Masson (1954, 99) and Casabona (1966, 202–203) interpret the ritual as a sacrifice o¢fered
to Opis and Arge following the traditional Greek rituals, i.e., a regular thysia. Casabona
further emphasizes that there is no particular chthonian connection of the term kathagizein
in Herodotos.
328 The spreading of the ashes in a particular place, and especially a holy one, such as the

theke, was not a common action. Unless the ashes were left where the burning had taken place
and allowed to form an ash-altar, they were considered as waste that had to be disposed of.
Negligence to clear away ashes could even be punished with a fine; see Németh 1994, 62–63,
who has shown that in many cases spodos was treated in the same way as kopros, the dung or
excrement of animals produced during sacrifice.
329 Thuc. 3.58.
330 Cf. the fragmentary laws of Drakon which state that the gods and heroes of the country

should be honoured annually in public with prayer and aparchai consisting of fruits and cakes
(jéouv timân kaì �rwav Çgqwríouv Çn koin§ ... sùn e¹fhmíý kaì �parqaîv karp÷n �kaì� pelánoivÇpeteíoiv; Porph. Abst. 4.22.7; Patillon & Segonds 1995). For the date of this law, probably
Hellenistic, see Busolt & Swoboda 1926, 814, n. 2.
331 Burning of clothes: Hdt. 5.92; cf. the clothes mentioned in the 5th-century BC funerary

law from Ioulis, Keos, LS 97 A, 2–3 = IG XII:5 593. Gomme (1956a) suggests that the clothes
mentioned by Thucydides were either o¢ferings of clothes to the dead or the special clothes
worn by the Plataian archon at the festival at the tombs, as narrated by Plutarch (Vit. Arist. 21.4).
Dedications of clothes are mainly known from sanctuaries of Artemis (see van Straten 1995,
82–83 and Linders 1972 for the inventories from Brauron in which the clothes are mentioned).
For the dedication of clothes as spoils of war, see Aesch. Sept. 275–279, with commentary by
Hutchinson 1985, 87–88.
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previously. In this passage, Athena instructs the Athenians to honour, timân,
the Hyakinthids annually with thysiai, sphagai and choruses.332 Here, timan
is used in a general sense, covering a whole set of rituals, for which the
particular actions are designated by special terms.

A similar usage is found in Thucydides when he is speaking of the
worship of Brasidas at Amphipolis, to whom the Amphipolitans timàvdedökasin �g÷nav kaì Çthsíouv jusíav, i.e., honours comprising games and
annual thysiai.333 When Brasidas was adopted as the new founder and
saviour of the city, Hagnon, the original founder of Amphipolis, was deprived
of the timai he used to receive. The timai accorded to Hagnon have usually
been considered as being the same as the timai given to Brasidas.334 It seems
plausible that both Hagnon and Brasidas would have received timai in the
form of animal sacrifices and games in their aspects as founders of the city.335

To take the honours as referring to sacrifices of animal victims followed
by ritual dining is probably the best interpretation also in other oikist cults,
since communal feasting seems to have formed the essential part of the cult
of the oikist.336 Timesios of Klazomenai, the original founder of Abdera, who
was later driven out by the Thracians, received honours from the people of
Teos (timàv ...  v �rwv Ïqei), who founded a new colony on the same site in
544 BC.337 Battos, the founder of Kyrene, is said to be a �rwv laosebåv, “a
hero honoured by the people” and had his tomb in the agora.338 Euphron,
the leader of the popular party at Sikyon, was killed in 364 BC by his political
opponents when in Thebes.339 The Sikyonians brought him home, buried
him in the agora and revered him as the founder (archegetes) of the city ( v�rqhgéthn tæv pólewv sébontai).340

Another group of recipients of honours are the war dead. It has
commonly been pointed out that, even though the war dead received an

332 Fr. 65, lines 79–80 (Austin 1968).
333 Thuc. 5.11; cf. Hornblower 1996, 455.
334 Hornblower 1996, 455; Malkin 1987, 231–232.
335 The entemnein sacrifices to Brasidas were not necessarily part of the cult of Hagnon, since

these rituals seem to have been linked in particular to the fact that Brasidas was killed in war
(see the discussion below, pp. 257–259). Hagnon, on the other hand, was still alive when he
was accorded the timai, see Hornblower 1996, 452–454; Malkin 1987, 231.
336 Malkin 1987, 200 and 203.
337 Hdt. 1.168. See Malkin 1987, 221–223, on the status of this cult as that of an oikist.
338 Pind. Pyth. 5.95. See further Malkin 1987, 204–206, with a discussion of the sacred law

from Kyrene in connection with Battos. On the sacrifices to the mythical founders of Kyrene,
the Antenoridai, see above, p. 177.
339 Xen. Hell. 7.3.12.
340 The term archegetes was commonly applied to oikists, for example, to Battos, and could

serve as a cult title (see Malkin 1987, 241–250).
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established cult in most Greek cities, the sources are often unwilling to
elaborate on the details.341 It is therefore interesting to note that the worship
of the war dead is often described in terms referring to honours. The public
honouring of the war dead at Plataiai mentioned by Thucydides has already
been commented upon.342 The Athenian war dead, who were buried at
public expense in the Kerameikos, are described as receiving honours and
the sources often stress the honour of being buried by the state, more than
the fact that they were also the focus of a continuous cult. Thucydides speaks
only of timai in connection with the funeral.343 Lysias mentions the public
funeral and the following games and further states that the war dead were
worthy of receiving the same honours as the immortals (taîv a¹taîv timaîvkaì toùv �janájouv timâsjai).344 In Plato’s Menexenos, the city honours
(tim÷sa) the war dead with a public version of the private funerary rituals
(ta nomizomena), athletic games, horse-races and music.345 Demosthenes
speaks about the deathless honours (�gårwv timáv) for the war dead, as
well as a public monument, thysiai and games.346 The importance of the
worship of the war dead in Athens makes it likely that the rituals did not
consist only of o¢ferings of clothes and fruit, as was the case of the war
dead buried at Plataiai. It is probable that, in Athens, animal victims were
sacrificed and that timan and timai should be interpreted as referring to
such sacrifices, in particular, since these honours are defined as consisting
of thysiai in one case.347 The frequent usage of timan and timai may be
understood as playing down the religious aspect in the treatment of the war
dead.

A final example of timai, which may correspond to animal sacrifice, is
found in the Funeral speech by Hypereides.348 Here, the orator complains
that the Athenians are now forced to bring thysiai to ordinary men and,
while the statues, altars and temples of the gods are left without care, those
belonging to living men are being taken care of. Furthermore, the Athenians
have to honour the servants of these men as heroes (¢sper �rwav timân ...�nagkazoménouv). This passage concerns the conditions in Athens in 323 BC,

341 See above, p. 76, n. 248.
342 Thuc. 3.58.
343 Thuc. 2.35.
344 Lys. Epitaph. 80.
345 Pl. Menex. 249b. In Menex. 244a, Plato speaks of thysiai.
346 Dem. Epitaph. 36. Cf. Loraux 1986, 38, on the distinction between the burial of the war

dead, which ensured them eternal remembrance, and the annual sacrifices and games, which
reactivated the initial honours.
347 Dem. Epitaph. 36; cf. Pl. Menex. 244a.
348 Hyp. Epitaph. 21.
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when cults had been instituted both to Alexander and to Hephaistion.349 It
is di¢ficult to say whether the di¢ference in terminology–– thysiai, statues,
altars and temples for the gods and simply timai for the heroes––reflects a
distinction in rank between gods and heroes.350 Alexander and Hephaistion
seem to have been intimately united in cult, and the use of thysiai and timai
may just be a way of varying the language.351 On the other hand, if the
equating of Hephaistion with a hero was intended to diminish his importance
as compared with Alexander, it is possible that timai should be understood
as rituals less elaborate than animal sacrifice.352

As in the case of thyein, there is a handful of passages in which timan
or other terms for honours paid to heroes are used without any further
specifications of what was done. In one of the orations by Isokrates, the
Plataians urge the Athenians to help them against Thebes, giving as one
of the reasons for demanding support that they were concerned for the
monument of the fallen Greeks at Plataiai, lest it should be damaged and
the gods and heroes of the site would not receive their rightful timai.353

A fragment of Alkman refers to the cult of Menelaos, who is mentioned as
being honoured (timâ[sjai]) at Therapne, together with the Dioskouroi.354

Helen is mentioned a few lines further down in the same fragment (line 10)
and her name is followed by a kai, which may indicate that she also
had a companion or companions. Helen and her company may also have
been honoured, if the [tim]à.v Ïqousi (line 13) later in the fragment refers
to them. Pindar speaks of Iolaos being honoured (gérav Ïqei) at Thebes,
just as Perseus was at Argos.355 Preceding this statement, Pindar mentions
that Tydeus and Meleager, the sons of Oineus, were given thysiai by the
Aitolians. The geras accorded to Iolaos and Perseus were probably also some
kind of sacrifices, presumably thysiai. Aristotle states that men of talent are
honoured everywhere (tim÷sin) and further quotes the orator Alkidamas,
according to whom the Parians honoured (tetimåkasi) Archilochos, in spite

349 Habicht 1970, 28–36; Parker 1996, 257–258.
350 Price 1984a, 33–34, considers that the classification of the recipient as a hero was a means

of degrading his status.
351 Cf. Habicht 1970, 31–32.
352 The relationship between Demetrios Poliorketes, considered as a god or equal to a god,

and three of his companions, who were given bomoi, heroa and spondai, is perhaps a better
example of the use of a hero-cult as marking an inferior status (Demochares FGrHist 75 F 1;
cf. Habicht 1970, 44–58; Price 1984a, 33–34; Parker 1996, 259; Mikalson 1998, 88). It may be of
importance that Demetrios and his companions were still alive when these cults were instituted.
353 Isoc. Plat. 60. Probably these heroes were not the war-dead buried at Plataiai (see Schachter

1986, 55–56).
354 Alkman, no. 7, fr. 1, lines 6–9 (Page 1962).
355 Pind. Isthm. 5.32–33.
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of his evil tongue, the Chians Homer, although he had rendered no public
services, the Mytilenians Sappho, although she was a woman, the Italiotes
Pythagoras, and the Lampsakenes buried Anaxagoras, although he was a
foreigner, and honour him still (tim÷sin Ïti kaì nûn).356 According to the
Aristotelian work On marvelous things heard, Philoktetes was honoured
(timâsjai) among the Sybarites.357 Two fragments from plays by Euripides
also mention unspecified honours given to heroes. In the Antiope, Amphion
and Zetos will receive the greatest honours (timàv megéstav) at Thebes, while
the timai accorded to Hippolytos at Troizen are mentioned in a fragment of
the first and now lost version of the Hippolytos.358

A final and slightly di¢ferent case to consider is the treatment of the
Spartan kings after their death. Xenophon says that a dead king was given
timai after he had died, and that in this manner the laws of Lykourgos show
that they honour the kings of the Spartans not as mortal men but as heroes
(o¹q  v �njröpouv, �ll�  v �rwav ... protetimåkasin).359 There has been
some argument as to whether this statement should be taken to mean that
the kings became heroes, honoured in cult after they had died, or that they
only received exceptional funerals, since they had an inherent heroic quality
from birth but got no continuous honours after their burial.360 Considering
the usage of timan and timai for definite, continuous hero-cults, such as
those of the oikists, it seems di¢ficult to avoid the conclusion that the dead
kings were treated as heroes with proper cults. Xenophon’s terminology may
be compared with the cautious attitude to the religious position of the war
dead found in other sources. Even if a cult did exist, it was not emphasized.

2.5. The specification of the sacrifice as  ̋ �ρÿ

It has been noted above that some sacrifices to heroes are specified as  v�rÿ. This addition has been taken to indicate the performance of particular
rituals, which in the case of hero-cults would mean a complete destruction
of the animal victim and no dining for the worshippers.361 The addition

356 Arist. Rh. 1398b; Alkidamas no. 14 (Radermacher 1951, 134).
357 Mir. ausc. 840a; cf. Harrison 1989, 174.
358 Eur. Antiope fr. 48, line 99 (Kambitsis 1972, with commentary pp. 124–125); Jouan 2000, 36,

esp. n. 41. Eur. Hipp. I, fr. 446 (Hallerau 1995 = Nauck 1889, fr. 446); cf. Mikalson 1991, 41–42.
In the second version of the Hippolytos, the hero is promised timai megistai and o¢ferings of
hair (Eur. Hipp. 1423–1427).
359 Xen. Lac. 15.9.
360 On the Spartan kings as heroes with continuous cult, see Cartledge 1988. For the designation

of the kings as heroes only referring to the funeral, see Parker 1988.
361 Deneken 1886–90, 2505; von Fritze 1903, 66; Stengel 1920, 141–142; Pfister 1909–12,

479–480.
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 v �rÿ has been compared with sacrifices specified as  v je§, which have
been understood as rituals at which the worshippers dined. Since it has been
assumed that dining did not take place at sacrifices to heroes, the addition
of  v �rÿ to the verb thyein has caused some problems among modern
scholars. The combination júein  v �rÿ has been viewed as an impossibility
and has consequently been explained as a mistake or a careless usage of
the terminology by the ancient sources.362 The expression júein  v je§
used for a sacrifice to a hero, on the other hand, has been considered as a
conscious choice, indicating that the recipient di¢fered from regular heroes,
most frequently by not having died a proper death or by not having any
grave.363

The problem of interpreting  v �rÿ as referring to particular sacrificial
rituals concerns not only the fact that some ancient sources have to be
dismissed as sprachlich nicht korrekt, since they use this addition with
thyein.364 A review of the expression  v �rÿ shows that it is used with
thyein, timan, entemnein and enagizein alike, terms with highly varied
meanings (see Table 31).

To add  v �rÿ to enagizein in order to mark the presence of rituals
particular to hero-cults seems unwarranted, since in the Classical and Hel-
lenistic periods this term was, anyway, used only for sacrifices to heroes
and the dead and never for the cult of the gods.365 Entemnein is also
connected in particular with hero-sacrifices and would therefore need no
further elucidation.366 Moreover, which kind of ritual should be considered
as being the most typical for heroes and correspond to  v �rÿ? The review
of the epigraphical and literary sources indicates that sacrifices to heroes
were mostly of the alimentary kind, while destruction sacrifices and blood
rituals were uncommon. A hero could of course receive destruction sacrifices
(enagizein) or blood rituals (entemnein), since these were among the rituals
performed to heroes, but a hero could also, and did frequently, receive thysia
sacrifices followed by dining. It is therefore not possible to argue that  v �rÿ
is automatically to be taken as indicating enagizein or entemnein sacrifices.
On the whole, the interpretation of  v �rÿ as referring to ritual practices for
heroes di¢fering from the cult of the gods rests upon the assumption that the
sacrifices to heroes were ritually distinct from those to the gods.

362 Pfister 1909–12, 479–480; Rohde 1925, 140, n. 15.
363 Pfister 1909–12, 479–489.
364 Thus, Pfister 1909–12, 480.
365 For enagizein, see above, pp. 82–89.
366 Thuc. 5.11; LSS 64, line 9; cf. Rudhardt 1958, 285–286. Entemnein used for sacrifices to

heroes in later sources: Plut. Vit. Sol. 9.1; Plut. Vit. Pel. 22.2; Lucian Scytha 1; Philostr. Her. 53.13.
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Table 31

Sacrifices specified by an addition.

Expression Recipient Category Source

Thyein or the equivalent

júein  v �rÿ Onesilos Hero Hdt. 5.114

júousi . . .  v �rÿ Artachaies Hero Hdt. 7.117

júousi  v nómov o±kist� Miltiades Oikist Hdt. 6.38

 v �janátÿ . . . júousi Herakles Immortal (god) Hdt. 2.44²statai . . . �rqagétý,¢sper je§, målwn teknissáessa pompà Tlapolemos God Pind. Ol. 7.78–80

jusíav . . . �poteloûsin o¹q v �rwsin �ll�  v jeoîv Helen and Menelaos Gods Isoc. Hel. 63

Timan or the equivalent

timàv . . .  v �rwv Ïqei Timesios Hero Hdt. 1.168o¹q  v �njröpouv, �ll�  v�rwav . . . protetimåkasin Dead Spartan kings Heroes Xen. Lac. 15.9

 v �rqhgéthn tævpólewv sébontai Euphron Archegetes Xen. Hell. 7.3.12

¢sper �rwav timân Servants of the Macedonians
(Hephaistion) Heroes Hyp. Epitaph. 21

Entemnein

 v �rwí te Çntémnousi Brasidas Hero Thuc. 5.11

Enagizein or the equivalent

 v �rÿ Çnagízousi Herakles Hero Hdt. 2.44

júomen † a¹toîsi toîvÇnagísmasin ¢sper jeoîsi The dead Gods
Ar. Tag. fr. 504,
12–13 (PCG III:2)

The alternative interpretation of  v �rÿ has no bearing on the contents
of the rituals but concerns the status of the recipient.367 If the addition  v�rÿ is viewed from this angle, it would constitute a means of indicating
that the recipient belonged to the category of heroes. Similarly, júein  vje§ defines the recipient as being a god and sébesjai  v �rqhgéthn as an
archegetes. The thyein  v �rÿ to Onesilos and Artachaies, the honouring
of Timesios  v �rÿ, the entemnein  v �rÿ to Brasidas and the enagizein v �rÿ to Herakles would mean that all these recipients were considered as

367 Kontoleon 1970, 45–46,  v �rÿ meaning “as if to a hero” in the sense of a hero of epic,
not simply a heroized mortal. Cf. Habicht 1970, 172, on ¢sper je§ and  v jeón referring to the
recipient as being a god in cult. See also Scullion 2000, 167–171.
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being heroes and not any other kind of divine beings.368 Likewise, Euphron
of Sikyon, who was honoured as  v �rqhgéthn tæv pólewv, belonged to the
category of archegetai.369

The importance of the religious status is especially obvious when it is
emphasized that the recipient belonged to one particular category and not
to another. When Isokrates speaks of the cult of Helen and Menelaos at
Sparta, he makes a point of stressing that the couple were receiving holy
and traditional thysiai, not as heroes but as being gods (jusíav a¹toîv �gíavkaì patríav �poteloûsin o¹q  v �rwsin �ll�  v jeoîv �mfotéroiv o½sin).370

Similarly, the dead Spartan kings were honoured, not as ordinary men, but as
heroes (o¹q  v �njröpouv, �ll�  v �rwav ... protetimåkasin).371 The only
case in which the addition seems to concern the ritual practices is the worship
of Miltiades among the Chersonesitai. Here, however, it is indicated that the
people of Chersonesos “sacrifice as is the norm for a founder” (júousi  vnómov o±kist�), a ritual presumably centred on an annual, solemn feast.372

In the examples discussed so far, the recipients are considered as being
heroes, oikists, archegetai or gods and it was argued that the additions were
meant to clarify their status, not to indicate any particular rituals. In a few
cases, the addition is not  v �rÿ or  v je§ but ¢sper �rwav or ¢sperje§/jeoîsi. The meaning of this addition is less clear and can, in fact, both
refer to the status of the recipient and to the rituals they receive.

In the first example, the status of the recipient must be the issue.
Hypereides complains about the Athenians having to perform thysia and
erect statues, altars and temples to their Macedonian overlords and honour
their servants as heroes (¢sper �rwav timân), a passage taken to refer to the
cult of Alexander and Hephaistion.373 The point being made is not that the
servants (or Hephaistion) were considered as being heroes, but that they had
to be honoured as if they were heroes, i.e., Athenians had to show them an
excessive amount of respect. A certain degree of irony can be detected here.
The fact that the servants had to be treated as heroes, while the masters were
gods, may have been a means for indicating that the former were of lesser
status than the latter. In any case, the passage is to be taken as having a

368 Onesilos: Hdt. 5.114; Artachaies: Hdt. 7.117; Timesios: Hdt. 1.168; Brasidas: Thuc. 5.11;
Herakles: Hdt. 2.44.
369 Xen. Hell. 7.3.12.
370 Isoc. Hel. 63.
371 Xen. Lac. 15.9. Cf. Parker 1988, 10, who does not believe that the kings were given

a continuous hero-cult but that they were given a special status, since their divine descent
(idem 15.2) led to their being seen as heroes.
372 Hdt. 6.38; cf. discussion in Malkin 1987, 190–200.
373 Hyp. Epitaph. 21; cf. Habicht 1970, 28–36; Parker 1996, 257–258.
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bearing on the status of the recipients of the honours rather than as a sign
of there being particular ritual practices for heroes, distinct from those of the
gods.

A second, slightly di¢ferent case, in which the same construction
is found, concerns the cult of the mythical founder of Dorian Rhodes,
Tlapolemos. Pindar, in his seventh Olympian Ode, states that on Rhodes “is
established for Tlapolemos, the Tirynthians’ colony-founder, as if for a god,
a procession of rich sacrificial flocks and the judging of athletic contests”
(Tlapolémÿ ²statai Tirunjíwn �rqagétý, ¢sper je§, målwn te knisáessapompà kaì krísiv �mf� �éjloiv).374 Tlapolemos is an archegetes and not a
god, but he is given sacrifices as if he were a god. The rituals to Tlapolemos
are of a kind commonly performed to the gods but they may as well be
found in a cult of an archegetes. The meaning intended here, seems to have
been a wish to show the extent to which he was honoured and the fact that,
though an archegetes, he was worshipped on the same scale as a god.375

Here can also be considered an interesting fragment of Aristophanes’
Tagenistai.376 The speaker in the text states that “we are sacrificing enagis-
mata to them (the dead) as if they were gods, and we are pouring out
choai, begging them to send up the good things here” (júomen † a¹toîsitoîv Çnagísmasin ¢sper jeoîsi, kaì qoáv ge qeómenoi a±toúmej� a¹toùv deûr��niénai t�gajá). Also in this case, the rituals themselves do not seem to
be the main issue. In this period, the gods would not be recipients of
enagismata and the stipulation that the dead were to be given these o¢ferings
“as to the gods” clearly has no bearing on them being gods nor of the gods
actually receiving enagismata. Intended is rather the unusual situation that
the dead are receiving a substantial amount of o¢ferings, just as the gods,
although the departed normally would be given comparably poor o¢ferings.
The use of thyein can also be taken as an indication of the exceptional
character of these sacrifices, since this term is, as a rule, not used for rituals
for the ordinary Greek dead in this period.377

374 Pind. Ol. 7.77–80. Translation by Race 1997.
375 The description of the ritual as a thysia with dining is natural, since this was the most

common kind of sacrifice in the cult of the gods. In the particular case of Tlapolemos, the
emphasis on the sacrifices being performed as if for a god should perhaps be connected with
the fact that both the role as a founder and the cult were later transferred from Tlapolemos to
the god Helios (see Malkin 1987, 245).
376 Ar. Tag. fr. 504, 12–14 (PCG III:2, 1984).
377 See below, p. 288, n. 367. For the use of ¢sper in the new sacred law from Selin-

ous (Jameson, Jordan & Kotansky 1993), see below, pp. 235–237. In this text, the impure
Tritopatores are to receive sacrifices hósper toîv heróesi (A 10), the pure Tritopatores
hósper toîv jeoîv (A 17) and the sacrifice to the elasteros is to be performed hósper toîv�janátoisi (B 12–13).
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Why, then, was there a need to specify the religious status of the
recipient in some cases? In general, the denominations heros and theos
seem to have been used in quite a flexible manner.378 It is interesting
to note that most of the passages defining the recipient as a hero, an
oikist or an archegetes concern the institution of the cults in one way or
another. When Herodotos speaks of the thyein  v �rÿ sacrifices to Onesilos
and Artachaies, it is in describing the background of the cults and the
circumstances of their institution.379 The cults of Euphron at Sikyon and
Brasidas at Amphipolis were also new cults, even though Brasidas replaced
Hagnon in many respects.380 The worship of Timesios at Abdera was
probably newly established by the second group of colonists of the site.381

The honouring of the dead Spartan kings can also be said to concern the
institution of cults, since the elevation of the kings to heroes took place only
in connection with their burial.382 At the institution of a new cult, it seems to
have been of importance to define the status of the recipient.383 Furthermore,
it cannot be a coincidence that so many of these cults concern founders,
whether they were the actual founders or not or only later adopted as such:
Miltiades at Chersonesos, Timesios at Abdera, Euphron at Sikyon, Brasidas at
Amphipolis and Tlapolemos on Rhodes. After his death, the founder received
a hero-cult, but it still seems to have been of interest whether he was to be
called a hero, an oikist or an archegetes.

The link between the addition  v �rÿ and the religious status of the
recipient is further supported by the role played by oracles in the institution
of the cults. It is well known that Delphi in many cases ordered the recovery
of the bones of a hero and the foundation of a cult.384 The sacrifices to
Onesilos and Artachaies described by Herodotos were both begun on the
command of an oracle. Delphi also played an important role in the creation
of oikist cults, since it was the oracle which appointed the oikist, who, when

378 Thus, in particular, in the inscriptions: the theos Hypodektes (IG II2 2501, 20) and the heros
Egretes (IG II2 2499, 25); the Heros Iatros called theos (IG II2 839, 20, 33 and 45–46); Amynos,
Asklepios and Dexion referred to as theoi (IG II2 1252, 7–8).
379 Hdt. 5.114 and 7.117.
380 Xen. Hell. 7.3.12; Thuc. 5.11.
381 Hdt. 1.168. For the institution of the cult, see Malkin 1987, 55–56.
382 Xen. Lac. 15.9.
383 It is interesting to note that the cults marked  v je§ or  v �janátÿ are referred to as being

already in existence and are performed to “old” and well-established heroes of myth, such as
Helen and Menelaos, and Herakles.
384 Boedeker 1993, 164–177, on the specific case of Hdt. 1.66–68 (the bones of Orestes); for

other cases, see Rohde 1925, 122 with nn. 35–36 and 129 with n. 72. On the importance of
oracles at the institution of cults of athletes, see Fontenrose 1968.
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he died, received a hero-cult.385 When the oracle decided on the institution
of a cult, it is possible that it also decided upon the status of the recipient
as a hero, an oikist or an archegetes. The importance of the epithet and the
role of an oracle in these matters are clear from Plato, when he speaks of
the guardians and leaders of the state, who, after their death, will depart to
the Island of the Blessed and dwell there.386 Plato says that the state should
establish mnemeia and thysiai for them, as daimones ( v daímosin), if the
Pythia approves, and, if not, as divine and godlike men ( v e¹daímosi te kaìjeíoiv). The distinction here does not lie in di¢ferent kinds of rituals, since in
both cases mnemeia and thysiai will be established, but in the designation of
the recipients and how their religious status was to be perceived, a decision
made by the oracle.

2.6. Conclusion: Sacrifices to heroes from the literary
evidence

The picture of sacrifices to heroes presented in the literary sources is basically
the same as that given by the review of the epigraphical evidence, but there
are some distinctions, which mainly depend on the particular character of
each category of evidence.

Direct evidence for destruction sacrifices and blood rituals is not abund-
ant in the literary evidence. The sources o¢fer few details as to the execution
of the destruction sacrifices, but the blood rituals always seem to have been
performed in connection with thysia sacrifices, presumably constituting the
initial ritual of a sacrifice ending with dining. The evidence for theoxenia is
scarce and less direct than in the inscriptions, but it is clear that this kind of
ritual could be used both as a main ritual and as a complement to animal
sacrifice.

The texts specifically indicating animal sacrifice followed by dining are
few, if compared with the epigraphical evidence. This is not surprising,
considering the fact that the literary sources often mention the hero-sacrifices
in passing when discussing non-religious subjects, while one of the primary
aims of the inscriptions was to regulate the handling of the meat. The bulk
of the literary texts use thyein or thysia in describing the sacrifices. In most
cases, however, the contexts support an interpretation of the ritual as animal
sacrifice followed by dining. A number of texts also speak of heroes receiving
honours, a terminology almost unknown in the epigraphical sources, but best

385 Malkin 1987, 27–28. Cf. Plato (Leg. 738d), who declares that, when a state is created,
religious matters must be regulated by an oracle, such as Delphi, Dodona or Ammon, and a
plot of land must be assigned to each god, daimon or at least to a hero.
386 Pl. Resp. 540b–c.
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interpreted as referring to a proper cult with sacrifices, either of animals or
of less substantial o¢ferings.

The lack of detail in the majority of the literary references to hero-cults
can in itself be taken as an indication of the ritual intended. When no
specifics were given, the sacrifice performed must have been of the most
common kind, which meant a ritual at which the worshippers dined. The
fact that some sacrifices are specified as destruction sacrifices, blood rituals
or theoxenia supports the notion that these sacrifices were unusual and
therefore commented upon, rather than that rituals of this kind were common
in hero-cults.





Chapter III

The use and meaning of the rituals

in a wider perspective

The review of the epigraphical and literary evidence in the previous chapters
established a ritual pattern which di¢fers in many ways from the traditional
view of the sacrificial rituals of hero-cults. In this chapter, the four ritual cat-
egories––destruction sacrifices, blood rituals, theoxenia and thysia sacrifices
followed by dining––will be discussed in more detail. To understand the
place and function of each kind of ritual within hero-cults, it is of interest to
see to what extent similar rituals occur in the cult of the gods and the cult of
the dead, respectively.1

In trying to understand and explain why certain sacrifices were per-
formed in hero-cults, the traditional approach has been to link the ritual to
the character of the recipient. Hero-cults have been considered as originating
in the cult of the dead and preserving older traits which later were abandoned
in the funerary cult. Furthermore, in the division of Greek religion into
Olympian and chthonian spheres, the heroes were firmly placed in the latter
and connected with the cult of the dead and to a lesser extent with the cult
of the chthonian gods.2 Consequently, a number of traits and activities com-
monly understood as chthonian have been ascribed to the heroes, whether
or not there is any actual evidence for such a connection.

At the same time, it has always been noted that the connection between
the character of the recipient and the sacrifices performed is not absolute.
Even though heroes were chthonian, they could receive thysia sacrifices, at
which the meat from the animal victims was eaten, i.e., the ritual usually
considered as being Olympian and reserved for the gods of the sky. This
practice has been regarded as unusual and explained as later deviations from

1 In order provide such full contexts as possible for the four ritual categories also in the cult
of the gods and the cult of the dead, material later than 300 BC will occasionally be included.

2 Deneken 1886–90; 2502; Thomsen 1909, 482; Stengel 1910, 138–145; Eitrem 1912, 1125;
Stengel 1920, 141; Rohde 1925, 116; Meuli 1946, 194; Burkert 1985, 205.
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the sacrificial norm, as influences of the cult of the gods, as a result of the
fact that the hero had not died a proper death but had simply disappeared
or as careless usage of the terminology by the ancient sources.3

The alternative approach to the sacrificial practices has been to focus
on the ritual itself and on the occasion in which the sacrifice was performed,
instead of the character of the recipient. In certain situations, a particular
kind of sacrifice had to be performed and the character of the recipient was
of little importance or no specific deity was even mentioned as receiving the
sacrifice.

Of particular interest in this approach are the sacrifices at which no
meal took place, such as holocausts and sphagia, or rituals in which a
more substantial part of the animal victim was destroyed than was the usual
practice, since these are the rituals that have usually been considered as
being chthonian and as expressing the chthonian character of the recipient.
Arthur Darby Nock called these actions heilige Handlungen and meant
that non-participation in these sacrifices was a result of the purpose and
atmosphere of the ritual, as well as the disposition and aspect imputed to the
recipients rather than their identity or supposed habitat.4 Michael Jameson
has advocated the view of Greek sacrifices as consisting of, on the one
hand, the normal type of sacrifice, thysia, and, on the other, of a variety
of “powerful actions” which could be used to modify and colour the thysia,
depending on the purpose and context of the rite.5 Sarah Peirce divides
the sacrifices according to the presence or absence of consumption and not
after the divine destination of the ritual. An animal at a thysia sacrifice had a
di¢ferent kind of “sacrality” than an animal at an enagismos, since the latter
was linked with notions and observances of darkness and pollution.6 The
stressing of the ritual before the recipient has been most strongly advocated
by Fritz Graf in a study on libations, in which he argues that the libations
were chosen according to the inner logic of the ritual rather than to the
character of the recipient of the sacrifice.7 Also Walter Burkert notes that
di¢ferent kinds of sacrifices, both complete destruction of the victim by fire
and partial burning followed by a meal, could exist within the same ritual.8

3 Unusual: Scullion 1994, 115. Later deviations and influence from the cult of the gods: Foucart
1918, 101–106; Meuli 1946, 197; Nilsson 1967, 186–187. Disappearance: Stengel 1920, 141–142;
Pfister 1909–12, 480–489. Terminological mistakes: Rohde 1925, 140, n. 15; Pfister 1909–12,
478–479.

4 Nock 1944, 590–591.
5 Jameson 1965, 162–163. See also Verbanck-Piérard 2000, 283–284, on the distinctions

between thysia and enagismata.
6 Peirce 1993, 252 with n. 134.
7 Graf 1980, 209–221, esp. 220.
8 Burkert 1983, 9, n. 41; Burkert 1966, 103, n. 36.
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1. Destruction sacrifices

1.1. The complete or partial destruction of the animal
victim in the cult of the gods

At a thysia, only the non-edible parts of the victim were burnt and the rest of
the meat was available for consumption by the worshippers. The complete
opposite to such a sacrifice was a holocaust, meaning that the whole victim
was destroyed in the fire.9 Between these two poles, the holocaust, leaving
no meat to dine on, and the thysia, at which all the meat was eaten, other
degrees and modes of destruction were possible, which all a¢fected the parts
of the animal that fell to the worshippers. The intestines or particular portions
of the meat could be cut out and destroyed by burning, either by putting
them directly into the fire or by first displaying them on a table and then using
them in a theoxenia ritual. The blood could be poured out completely, not
just splashed on the altar (to be treated below, pp. 242–254). The skin, which
was usually the prerogative of the priest, could be burnt or cut into pieces.
Finally, a sacrifice could be initiated by the holocaust of one victim, followed
by a thysia which made use of a second victim or victims. A holocaust could
thus replace a thysia completely, but the destruction of a whole victim, or
only parts of it, could also be used to modify a thysia in di¢ferent ways.

The evidence for complete or partial destruction sacrifices to Greek gods
is scattered, but it is evident that the use of sacrifices of this kind was a
marginal feature, as regards the actual number of such rituals performed.
Two recipients stand out, Zeus and Herakles, to whom can be added a mixed
handful of others: the Tritopatores at Selinous, Boubrostis (“The ravenous
appetite”), an unnamed god at Epidauros, Artemis and the Charites.10

Furthermore, the clear majority of the destruction sacrifices, either complete
or partial, took place at a thysia that concluded with dining. The o¢ferings
destroyed often constituted only a minor part of a larger whole, such as a leg

9 A total destruction could also be accomplished by throwing the victim into the sea (Il.
19.267–268; Paus. 8.7.2; cf. Hdt. 1.165, sinking iron bars in the sea) or into a river or by simply
leaving it on the ground where it had been killed, as must have been the case with the pre-battle
sphagia, which will be further discussed below. The whole piglets deposited in the megara in
the sanctuaries of Demeter are a di¢ferent matter, since they were not completely destroyed.
Their rotten remains were hauled up at the Thesmophoria, placed on the altars and spread
on the fields to procure fertility see Burkert 1983, 256–259; Burkert 1985, 242–245; Detienne
1989b, 134–135. On the mystic piglets which were not eaten but deposited in the megara at the
Mysteries at Eleusis, see Clinton 1988, 72–79.

10 The holocausts of bulls to Zeus and of horses to Helios performed by Kyros (Xen.
Cyr. 8.3.24) have not been considered here, since they seem to be Persian rituals (cf. Casabona
1966, 164). On the burning of the tongues to Hermes from the victims sacrificed to other gods,
a ritual which in fact does not seem to have been performed, see Kadletz 1981; Stengel 1910,
172–177.
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of the victim or a ninth part of the meat or an animal of lesser value, such as
a piglet.

For example, the two holocausts to Zeus mentioned in the extensive,
mid-4th-century, sacrificial calendar from Kos, referred to several times
previously, were of this kind. Zeus Polieus received a holocaust of a
piglet, burnt together with its splanchna on the bomos, while the rest of
the intestines were washed out and burnt by the side of the altar.11 This
holocaust was followed the next day by the sacrifice of an ox, which was
concluded by a banquet, since meat portions were distributed and not
allowed to be carried away.12 In the same calendar, Zeus Machaneus was
given a piglet burnt in a holocaust on the eleventh of the month of Batromion
and on the following day, he received three sheep and an ox or, every
alternate year, only three sheep.13 From these victims, gérh were distributed
and this sacrifice must have been a thysia at which the worshippers ate.

Zeus Polieus at Thorikos also received a similar sacrifice. In Boedromion,
he was given the holocaust of a piglet, as well as a sheep and an-
other piglet, both of which must have been eaten, since they are not
marked as holokautos.14 The connection between the sheep/piglet sacri-
fice and the piglet holocaust depends on the understanding of the lettersEPAUTOMENAS. Daux o¢fered the interpretation “the women acclaim-
ing the god” (Çp� A¹toménav), while Parker proposed “to Automenai” (Çp�A¹tomenav), i.e., a geographical location.15 Recently, Scullion has suggested
the reading Çp� a¹to m ´̄enav, “remaining on the spot/within the sanctuary”.16 If
the first and the third interpretations are followed, the three sacrifices would
belong together, the holocaust taking place after the sacrifice of the sheep
and the other piglet. This sequence of events, with the holocaust being
performed after the sacrifice of the animals meant to be eaten, is rare. The
holocaust usually preceded the thysia sacrifice (see, for example, the Coan

11 LS 151 A, 32–34. This sacrifice must have been to Zeus Polieus (see Jameson 1965, 164–165;
Scullion 1994, 82, n. 17) and not to Hestia Hetaireia, as Graf suggests (1980, 210).

12 LS 151 A, 46–55. Scullion 1994, 85, suggests that LS 17 A b, 5–8 (= IG I3 241, 14–17,
5th century BC) refers to an Athenian case of a holocaust to Zeus Polieus, since the inscription
mentions piglets, wood, hiereia and kerykes: the last-mentioned played a prominent part in the
sacrifice to Zeus Polieus on Kos.

13 LS 151 B, 10–21.
14 Daux 1983, 153, lines 13–15: Diì Polieî kritòn oµn : qoîron kritón, EPAUTOMENAS,qoîron ¡nhtòn Ãlókauton, t÷i �koloujônti �ristom paréqen tòn °eréa.
15 “The women acclaiming the god”, see Daux 1983, 154 and 171–174; Daux 1984, 152

and n. 28. “To Automenai”, see Parker 1987, 144.
16 Scullion 1998, 116–121, esp. 117. In his article from 1994 (p. 88, n. 33), Scullion agreed

with Parker.
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calendar discussed above).17 The second interpretation would mean that the
holocaust took place at a di¢ferent location or on an occasion di¢ferent from
the preceding sacrifices of the sheep and the piglet. The latter explanation
seems preferable, since the priest was to provide the attendant with lunch
after the piglet holocaust, an action which would have been unnecessary,
had that sacrifice been performed in connection with the other sacrifices,
from which there was meat to dine on.18

Another case of a partial destruction sacrifice at a thysia to Zeus is to be
found in the newly published, sacred law from Selinous. Zeus Meilichios,
in the plot or sanctuary of Euthydamos, is to receive sacrifices in two
consecutive years.19 The first year, he is to be given a ram (lines A 17–18).
The following year, no recipient or victim is specified but it seems plausible
to assume that both were the same as in the previous year, Zeus Meilichios
receiving a ram.20 Apart from the animal sacrifice, there was also to be a
theoxenia entertainment (A 18–20) and from the table used at this ritual,
o¢ferings (apargmata) were to be taken and burnt, as well as a thigh and
the bones.21 Thus, the text prescribes the sacrifice of a ram, of which a
whole thigh was to be burnt, as well as some additional meat o¢ferings first
placed on the theoxenia table.22 The rest of the meat was eaten, since it was
forbidden to carry it away, and the person performing the ritual could invite
whomever he wished to participate (A 20).

The second major recipient of destruction sacrifices, apart from Zeus,
was Herakles. Herodotos speaks of the dual cult of Herakles on Thasos:
those Greeks behaved most correctly who performed both thyein sacrifices

17 LS 151 A, 32–34 and 46–55; C, 8–15. It is not entirely sure that the sacrifices are mentioned
in the correct order on the stone.

18 The command t÷i �koloujônti �ristom paréqen tòn °eréa may, however, also be inter-
preted as meaning that the priest had to provide the attendant’s lunch from his own perquisites.

19 Jameson, Jordan & Kotansky 1993, A 17–21; cf. Jameson 1994a, 43–44. The editors of the
text take tôi Çn E¹judámo (line 17) to refer to a precinct belonging to an important, gentilitial
group established by Euthydamos, whose cult of Zeus Melichios had become significant for the
whole community (idem, 28–29 and 37). Clinton (1996, 165) suggests that Euthydamos was
rather a local hero of Selinous, who had a precinct of Zeus Meilichios in, or attached to, his
sanctuary.

20 For the identification of the recipient, see Clinton 1996, 173. Jameson, Jordan & Kotansky
1993, 64, identify the recipient as both Zeus Melichios and the Tritopatores (mentioned
previously, A 9–16).

21 A 19–20: projémen kaì &oléan kaì t�pò tâv trapézav : �párgmata kaì tÄstéa ka[ta]kâai;
cf. Jameson, Jordan & Kotansky 1993, 38–39, 64 and 68. The thigh does not seem to have been
placed on the table (see Jameson 1994a, 44).

22 The thigh was usually given as the perquisite of the priest; cf. Jameson, Jordan & Kotansky
1993, 38 and 64. A decree regulating the relations between Argos, Knossos and Tylissos states
that, when six full-grown rams were sacrificed to Machaneus, a leg of each victim was to be
given to Hera (see Meiggs & Lewis 1988, no. 42, lines 29–31, c. 450 BC).
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to Herakles as an immortal Olympian and enagizein sacrifices to him as
a hero.23 All cases of destruction sacrifices to Herakles, which, on the
whole, are quite few, seem to have followed the same scheme: a smaller,
non-participatory ritual, in which a part of the victim or a separate animal
was destroyed, followed by a second, more substantial sacrifice, from which
the meat was eaten. In the calendar from Kos mentioned above, Herakles
received a lamb, which was burnt whole (�rän kautóv) and an ox, sacrificed
by the priest (toûton júei Ã °areúv).24 The second sacrifice was more
elaborate, since there were also to be provided as hiera certain quantities of
barley, wheat, honey and cheese, i.e., extras usually accompanying a regular
thysia, as well as a new oven, dry sticks, wood and wine.25

Another case is to be found in a fragmentary inscription from Miletos
regulating a cult of Herakles, dated to around 500 BC, prescribing that eating
the splanchna was not allowed, a stipulation which can be interpreted as
meaning that these parts were destroyed, presumably holocausted.26 The
rest of the meat from the animal victim was probably eaten.

Sacrifices to Herakles involving partial destruction of the animal victim
are also covered by the term Çnateúein. This term has usually been inter-
preted as meaning that the meat of the animal was divided into nine parts,
one of which was burnt, even though the contexts in which the term is used
do not mention the use of fire.27 This interpretation is supported by the new
sacred law from Selinous, which prescribes for the sacrifice to the impure
Tritopatores that “of the nine parts burn one”.28

23 Hdt. 2.44. For the post-Classical, literary tradition of such sacrifices, see above, p. 127,
n. 458.

24 LS 151 C, 8–15.
25 For reconstructions of line 11, see LGS, vol. 1, no. 7, [je÷i °]erá; LS 151 C and Segre 1993,

ED 140, [je÷i Çf]íera. Presumably these extras were provided by the priest or some other
o¢ficial, such as the hieropoioi mentioned in lines 7–8. The cereal, the honey and the cheese
may have been baked into cakes in the oven, before being sacrificed in the altar fire; cf. Stengel
1920, 42. The interpretation of °pnóv (line 13) as lantern or lamp, suggested by LSJ s.v. and LGS,
vol. 1, p. 29 seems less likely in this context. On the burning of hiera, see Jameson, Jordan &
Kotansky 1993, 35–36.

26 LSA 42 A, 4–5: – – – laqánwn : [o]¹ [br]÷siv; see commentary by Sokolowski.
27 An additional, later case of enateuein is found in a sacrificial calendar from Mykonos

(c. 200 BC), prescribing such a sacrifice to Semele, LS 96, 23–24. The rest of the meat from
the victim is likely to have been eaten, since it is stipulated that this sacrifice, unlike some other
cases in the same calendar, should be accessible to the public, Çpì to(û)t[o] plæjov. Three other
victims listed in the same calendar are to have particular parts cut out (koptetai) but presumably
not destroyed: the back and the shoulder blade of a ram to Poseidon Temenites (line 7), the back
of a pregnant sheep to Demeter Chloe (line 12) and the back of a bull to Apollon Hekatombios
(lines 30–31). Perhaps these parts constituted honorary portions; cf. Odysseus being given the
back of the swine prepared by Eumaios (Od. 14.437–438).

28 Jameson, Jordan & Kotansky 1993, A 11–12, commentary 31–32.
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On Thasos, the term is used in two inscriptions for sacrifices to
Herakles, but it is in fact doubtful to what extent sacrifices of this kind
were actually performed. The first case, a sacred law, prohibits, among
other things, the use of enateuein sacrifices in the cult of Herakles Thasios,o¹[d]� Çnateúetai.29 The second inscription, a regulation for the lease of
the garden of Herakles, is broken just before [Ç]nateujæi, but it is possible
that the missing part contained a negation, [o¹d� Ç]nateujæi, so that also this
inscription banned the use of this kind of sacrifice in the cult of Herakles.30

Thus, the ritual of enateuein seems to have been known on Thasos but
perhaps not executed. This conclusion receives additional support from
the archaeological investigation of the Herakleion on Thasos, which has
provided no evidence for a dual cult of Herakles at this site.31 The mention of
the enateuein ritual may have functioned as an echo of Herakles’ particular
history and mythology, which hardly ever was acted out in actual practised
cult.

The impure and the pure Tritopatores mentioned in the sacred law from
Selinous were also recipients of destruction sacrifices. The sacrifice to the
impure Tritopatores was to be performed “as (one sacrifices) to the heroes,
having poured a libation of wine down through the roof, and of the ninth
parts burn one” (toîv Tritopatreûsi toîv miaroîv hósper toîv heróesi, voînon
hupolheíyav di� Ärófo kaì tân moirân tân Çnátan katakaíen mían).32

The pure Tritopatores at Selinous were given a full-grown victim
(teleon), presumably a sheep, as well as a theoxenia ritual (A 13–17). On
the table were to be placed a clean cloth, crowns of olive, honey mixture in

29 LSS 63, 5 = IG XII Suppl. 414, c. 450 BC; cf. Bergquist 1973, 65–90. The law also prohibits
goats and piglets as sacrificial victims, the participation of women, the cutting of gera and
contests. Bergquist (forthcoming) has convincingly argued that the whole ritual referred to was
a normal thysia sacrifice followed by dining; see also Bergquist 1973, 65–90; Bonnet 1988,
359–360. Most other commentators, beginning with the editor Picard (1923, 241–274, esp. 252),
have interpreted the law as a regulation for a holocaust, see for example, Seyrig 1927, 193–198;
Scullion 2000, 166–167.

30 IG XII Suppl. 353, 10, late 4th or early 3rd century BC; Launey 1937, 380–409; cf. Bergquist
1973, 66–69. For the suggestion [o¹d� Ç]nateujæi, see Bergquist (forthcoming). A small fragment
of another Thasian inscription (c. 400–350 BC) may contain a third instance of the prohibition of
enateuein sacrifices, [o¹]d� e±náteuen, see Pouilloux 1954b, 82–85, no. 10a, line 1; cf. Bergquist
1973, 75; Bergquist (forthcoming).

31 Bergquist’s re-study of the Thasian Herakleion (1973) has demonstrated that the alleged
bothros rather was a well and the “temple” with an interior heroic eschara a regular hestiatorion,
which was later extended to five banquet rooms; see also Bonnet 1988, 358–366. Furthermore, a
recent analysis of the bones found in the Herakleion on Thasos shows that the animals sacrificed
at that site must have been eaten (see Des Courtils, Gardeisen & Pariente 1996, 799–820,
esp. 799–800).

32 Jameson, Jordan & Kotansky 1993, A 9–12, translation by the editors. On the specification
hósper toîv heróesi, see below, pp. 235–237.
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clean cups, cakes and meat. The text further stipulates that, from the food
on the table, o¢ferings were to be made and burnt.33 At this sacrifice, too,
some of the meat was destroyed, but presumably less than at the sacrifice to
the impure Tritopatores.

The editors considered the impure and pure Tritopatores as two versions
of the same deities, who had been polluted, presumably by bloodshed and
violent death within the society, but were brought back to a pure state
by the ninth-part sacrifice.34 Furthermore, they suggested that the impure
Tritopatores did not receive any victim of their own and that the meat portion
to be burnt was taken from the two victims sacrificed to Zeus Eumenes and
the Eumenides, and to Zeus Meilichios, at the rituals preceding the sacrifices
to the Tritopatores.35 Each of these two victims would have provided a ninth
part and one of these was burnt to the impure Tritopatores.

It seems strange, however, that the actions of humans should have
been powerful enough to pollute deities and that sacrifices could in fact
change their condition from impure to pure.36 This di¢ficulty is avoided if the
Tritopatores are considered as being permanently of two types, impure and
pure, as has been argued by Kevin Clinton on linguistic grounds.37 Moreover,
Clinton has pointed out the rarity of one divinity receiving parts of a victim
sacrificed to another deity and has proposed that the impure Tritopatores

33 A 15–16: plásmata kaì krâ k�parxámenoi katakaánto; cf. Jameson, Jordan & Kotansky
1993, 69.

34 Jameson, Jordan & Kotansky 1993, 29–30 and 53; Jameson 1994a, 44. North 1996, 299–301,
suggests an outbreak of disease or a period of infertility as the cause of the impure state. Johnston
1999, 52–57, proposes sterility, since impurity may cause this condition. See also Kernos 12,
1999, 234–235, no. 45.

35 Jameson, Jordan & Kotansky (1993, 31, cf. 18–20) take katakaíen (A 11–12) as referring
explicitly to the burning of the ninth portion and katagizónto (A 12) as concerning the burning
of the usual parts, the hiera, at a regular animal sacrifice. Juónto jûma (A 12) is taken to refer
to the animal sacrifices considered so far, i.e., those to Zeus Eumenes, the Eumenides, Zeus
Meilichios and the impure Tritopatores.

36 Even though mortals can pollute gods, it is the o¢fenders who will su¢fer, not the divinity, see
Parker 1983, 144–146. The parallels o¢fered by the editors (Jameson, Jordan & Kotansky 1993, 53)
of the Selinous text are Orestes’ sacrifice to the black and white goddesses near Megalopolis
(Paus. 8.34.1–3) and the dual cult of Achilles at Troy (not Leuke, as stated on p. 53) described
by Philostratos (Her. 53.8 and 53.11–13). In the first case, the goddesses change from black to
white when Orestes bites o¢f his finger: he then sacrifices to them both (see above, p. 111).
The sacrifices to Achilles are directed to his two aspects as a mortal hero and an immortal god,
respectively (supra, p. 99 and pp. 101–102). In none of these instances do the sacrifices result
in any changes in the character of the recipient. Johnston 1999, 53–54, o¢fers more compelling
examples of deities being purified.

37 Clinton 1996, 163 and 172. He furthermore refutes the editors’ interpretation of side A of
the text as dealing with the purification needed in a particular instance and instead considers
the text on side A as a regular sacrificial calendar arranged chronologically.
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must have received their own victim, of which a ninth part of the meat was
burnt.38

In any case, the ninth-part destruction can be said to have modified
a thysia ending with dining. If the portion burnt came from one of the
victims sacrificed to Zeus Eumenes, the Eumenides and Zeus Melichios,
the remaining portions (eight out of nine) of meat must have been eaten.
Furthermore, if the impure and pure Tritopatores were just two sides of the
same deities, the ninth-part destruction could also be considered as initiating
and modifying the subsequent thysia to the pure Tritopatores.39 On the other
hand, if Clinton’s interpretation is followed, which in many ways seems the
more preferable, the impure Tritopatores would be separate divinities who
were given their own victim, a ninth part of which was burnt. This sacrifice
to the impure Tritopatores would have been a thysia modified by a partial
destruction, just like the sacrifices to Zeus and Herakles outlined above, but
in this case, it was stipulated that the destruction should comprise a ninth
part of the meat.40

To destroy the skin of the animal sacrificed, either by cutting it up or
burning it, also constitutes a partial destruction. Two such cases are to be
found in the Erchia calendar at sacrifices of goats to Artemis at Erchia.41 In
both of these sacrifices, the meat was eaten, as is clear from the ou phora
demand. Another partial destruction of the skin of the victim was made at a
sacrifice to the Charites on Kos, in connection with an oath ceremony.42

38 Clinton 1996, 170–171, takes juónto jûma (line A 12) to refer to the sacrifice to the impure
Tritopatores of a victim of unspecified type and argues that both katakaíen and katagizónto
concern the burning of the ninth part of this victim.

39 From the meat on the table presented to the pure Tritopatores, o¢ferings were to be taken
and burnt (A 15–16). This meat must come from the victim sacrificed to the pure Tritopatores.
However, if the impure Tritopatores did not receive any victim of their own and the ninth portion
burnt to them came from the two victims sacrificed to Zeus Eumenes, the Eumenides and Zeus
Meilichios (A 8–9), the meat portion on the table for the pure Tritopatores could have been the
second of the two ninth parts of the animals slaughtered to Zeus Eumenes, the Eumenides and
Zeus Meilichios (Jameson, Jordan & Kotansky 1993, 31, suggest that each of these two victims
yielded a ninth part) and thus the counterpart to the first ninth part burnt whole to the impure
Tritopatores.

40 The text speaks of tân moirân (A 11), portions of meat from a sacrifice (Jameson, Jordan &
Kotansky 1993, 31). Whether the victim was that of Zeus Eumenes and the Eumenides, of Zeus
Meilichios or of the impure Tritopatores, the animal must first have been treated as at a regular
thysia, i.e., the portion of the divinity was burnt, and then the meat was divided into nine parts,
one of which was used for the holocaust.

41 LS 18, col. III, 8–12, and col. IV, 8–12; cf. Jameson, Jordan & Kotansky 1993, 18–19.
42 LS 151 D, 16–17; cf. Jameson, Jordan & Kotansky 1993, 18–19. The goat sacrificed to the

Charites on this occasion was apparently eaten after two portions (of the meat?), dúo ju÷nai, had
been burnt or just placed on the altar, see Pirenne-Delforge 1996, 210–212; cf. the commentary
by Sokolowski to LS 151 D.
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The destruction sacrifices considered so far all took place in the context
of thysiai and were followed by dining. The burning of a portion of the
victim sacrificed or of a separate, smaller victim comprised only part of the
ritual, often being performed at the beginning of the sacrifice. Holocausts
not accompanied by any thysia are rarer and can be demonstrated only in a
few cases, some of which are in fact doubtful.

The most extreme case of a complete destruction sacrifice concerns
Boubrostis (“The ravenous appetite”), who received a holocaust from the
people of Smyrna, according to Metrodoros, a 4th-century BC historian
quoted by Plutarch.43 The victim was a black bull, which was sacrificed and
cut up and burnt entirely, hide and all: júousi Boubröstei taûron mélanakaì katakóyantev a¹tódoron Ãlokautoûsin. Here, there is no indication
of any meal taking place. Another example of a single holocaust, though
involving a smaller victim, is found in the Erchia calendar. According to this
inscription, Zeus Epopetes was given the holocaust of a piglet on the 25th of
Metageitnion.44 No other victim was sacrificed on the same occasion, either
to Zeus or to any other divinity.

In the Anabasis, Xenophon describes a situation in which he had run
out of money and the seer Eukleides suggested a sacrifice to Zeus Meilichios,
since Xenophon used to thyesthai and holokautein to this god at home
(7.8.4–5). Xenophon Çjúeto kaì  lokaútei qoírouv t§ patríÿ nómÿ, kaìÇkalliérei, “he sacrificed and performed holocausts of piglets, as was the
custom of his fathers, and obtained favourable omens”. The same day,
the money for the army arrived. It is possible, however, that this sacrifice
consisted of two rituals, a holocaust of piglets and a regular thysia of another
victim or victims, since good omens were obtained (kallierein), a procedure
which it must have been di¢ficult to perform, had the sacrifice been solely a
holocaust.45

Finally, a slightly later case is an Epidaurian inscription mentioning
the Ãlokaúthsiv performed to an unnamed god, t÷i je÷i, usually iden-
tified as Asklepios.46 The inscription records contributions of money for
the holokautesis, made by individuals from all over Greece on behalf of

43 FGrHist 43 F 3 (ap. Plut. Quaest. conv. 694a–b).
44 LS 18, col. III, 20–25.
45 Jameson 1965, 163; cf. Rudhardt 1958, 286–287. It was possible to take signs at sacrifices

in which the animal was destroyed. In connection with war sphagia, signs were probably taken
only by observing the flow of the blood and how the animal fell (Jameson 1991, 205, see also
below, p. 252, n. 175). The inspection of entrails and the use of fire at sphagia are documented
only in post-Classical sources (see Jameson 1991, 207–208; Henrichs 1981, 213–214).

46 Peek 1969, 38–39, no. 43, lines 2, 6, 23 and 26 = IG IV2 97; 3rd century BC. For the
identification of the god as Asklepios, see Farnell 1921, 242; Robert F. 1939, 343–347; Roux
1961, 190; Petropoulou 1991, 30–31; Riethmüller 1999, 139.
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themselves and their families. The text o¢fers no indication of what was to
be purchased for the money and burnt completely. No other sacrificial terms
are used in the inscription and it is possible that the holokautesis meant only
a sacrifice of incense or cakes.47

Since complete or partial destruction sacrifices were so uncommon, it is
particularly interesting to consider whether these rituals can be regarded as
a manifestation of the character of the deities receiving them or as a result of
the contexts in which they were performed. No conclusive answer can be
given, since, in most cases, it is possible to argue for both approaches.

If by chthonian character is meant a connection with the earth, in the
aspects of both fertility and agriculture and as the place where the dead
reside, most of the recipients of destruction sacrifices can be fitted into this
category.48 A connection with fertility and agriculture can be argued for
Zeus Polieus, Zeus Machaneus and Zeus Meilichios.49 The Tritopatores were
the collective dead ancestors but were concerned with fertility as well.50

They were also identified with the winds and counted among the powers
of the weather and mountain-top Zeuses, such as Zeus Epopetes. These
powers were similar in temperament to the chthonians and therefore received
chthonian worship.51 The ou phora stipulation, i.e., the ban on removing
meat from the sanctuary after a sacrifice, it has been suggested, is a further
sign of chthonian cult, and therefore the sacrifice to Artemis, at which the
skins were torn, can be explained as being related to her character as well.52

Herakles and Asklepios both began as mortal heroes, though they were later
transformed into gods, and the destruction sacrifices have been seen as an
indication of this origin.53

Still, if these rituals are to be viewed as an expression of the chthonian
character of the recipients, it is remarkable that such sacrifices can so rarely
be demonstrated. If we take the cases of Herakles and Asklepios, for
example, in whom the chthonian side would be expected to be particularly

47 A fragmentary regulation for a mystery cult at Phanagoria on the Black Sea, dated to the
1st or the 2nd century AD, also mentions a holokautesis (LS 89, 6). The term here seems to refer
to the burning of parts of the animal victim, the rest of which was not destroyed, since the priest
received the feet, the tongue and the hide (see commentary by Sokolowski on LS 89).

48 For the definition, see Scullion 1994, 90–92; Clinton 1996, 169, n. 39; Clinton 1992, 61–63;
Burkert 1985, 199–203; OCD3 s.v. chthonian gods.

49 Scullion 1994, 93, 103 and 106–107; Jameson, Jordan & Kotansky 1993, 95–97; cf. Burkert
1983, 136–143; Durand 1986, passim.

50 Scullion 1994, 110–111; Clinton 1996, 172; Jameson, Jordan & Kotansky 1993, 107–114.
51 Scullion 1994, 110–112; Jameson, Jordan & Kotansky 1993, 112.
52 Scullion 1994, 99–112, esp. 109.
53 Scullion 1994, 90–92 and 99; Petropoulou 1991, 29–31; Robert F. 1939, 343–347.
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prominent, considering the fact that they both had died before becoming
divine, the evidence for destruction sacrifices is meagre. Only a small fraction
of the rituals to Herakles can be shown to have included the burning of a
substantial part of the animal or a separate victim.54 For Asklepios, there
is even less evidence for holocausts and the only documented case seems
to be the holokautesis inscription from Epidauros.55 Moreover, even though
Asklepios can be taken as a likely candidate for this sacrifice, it has to be
remembered that he is not named in this document, since the holokautesis
is only said to be performed “to the god”. To consider this ritual as being a
particularly “heroic” sacrifice, as has often been done, seems odd, since the
inscription says explicitly that the holokautesis is performed “to the god” and
not “to the hero”.56

If we leave the character of the recipient and turn to the context in which
the sacrifice is performed, the destruction sacrifices can in most cases also be
shown to be connected with a situation in which a society or an individual
is faced with threats, danger or problems. The performance of the sacrifices,
either in a single instance or in the form of the institution of a cult, was aimed
at resolving the crisis.57

The sacrifices to Zeus Meilichios were performed by Xenophon in order
to procure funds for the army, while the holocaust of a bull to “The ravenous
appetite” (Boubrostis) was meant to keep starvation away. The rituals of
Zeus Polieus, which included holocausts of piglets, at least at Kos and
Thorikos, and perhaps also at Athens, have been linked to the prosperity
of the crops and the community.58 At Athens, the sacrifices to Zeus Polieus

54 Cf. Verbanck-Piérard 1989, who criticizes the assumption that, for example, Herodotos’
statement on the dual cult of Herakles at Thasos (2.44) should be considered as characteristic of
his cult in general. See also Lévêque & Verbanck-Piérard 1992, 51–64; Verbanck-Piérard 1992;
Bonnet 1988, 346–371; Woodford 1971, 213; Bergquist 1973; Bergquist (forthcoming). For the
archaeological evidence, see supra p. 221, n. 31.

55 Edelstein & Edelstein 1945, 189 with n. 19, and 193 with n. 7, are sceptical about
the existence of a chthonian cult to Asklepios; see also Verbanck-Piérard 2000, 281–332.
Riethmüller’s interpretation (1996, 1999) of both the tholos in the Asklepieion at Epidauros and
the so-called bothros at the Asklepieion at Athens as used for holocausts and enagismoi of blood
is based on the assumption of these rituals being common in his cult. On the bothros in the
Athenian Asklepieion being a reservoir, see Aleshire 1989, 26 with nn. 6 and 7; Verbanck-Piérard
2000, 329–332.

56 This sacrifice has been connected with a low altar, to the south of the temple of Asklepios,
where the chthonian part of the cult of Asklepios has been located (see Robert F. 1939, 343–347;
Petropoulou 1991, 30–31). For the remains of this altar, see Rupp 1974, 139–143, no. 46, who
does not identify the recipient. Burford (1969, 48–51), on the other hand, suggests that the altar
belonged to Apollon Pythios, on the basis of IG IV2 40, found in Building E to the east of the
altar.

57 On religion and crisis management, see Burkert 1985, 264–268.
58 Scullion 1994, 81–89.
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were performed at the Dipoleia, a festival said to emanate from the murder
of an animal which led to drought and barrenness of the country, a problem
which was solved by the collective slaughter and consumption of an ox.59

The sacrifice to Zeus Machaneus at Kos also included the holocaust of a
pig, followed by the thysia of a bull and three sheep, and was probably
copied from the cult of Zeus Polieus and may have had a similar meaning.60

The destruction of the skin of the goat sacrificed to the Charites at an oath
ceremony may also be connected with the situation: in oaths, the blood of
the victim was usually discarded and the rest of the animal also destroyed.61

The destruction sacrifices to Zeus Meilichios and the Tritopatores, mentioned
in the sacred law from Selinous, can be related to the situation, if the editors’
interpretation is followed, which suggests that the purpose of the whole
inscription was to regulate purification, probably needed after some kind
of crisis, for example, civil war or another form of extraordinary death, or
perhaps to deal with the miasma arising from ine¢fective funerary rites.62

In the cases of Herakles and Asklepios (if the latter received destruction
sacrifices at all), there are no direct indications of why rituals of these kinds
were practised on certain occasions but the small number of instances in
total suggests that external conditions may have had an e¢fect on the choice
of sacrifices in these particular cases.

It is thus possible to link the destruction sacrifices both to the character
of the recipient and to the situation when the sacrifice was performed:
one of these approaches is not more obvious than the other and no
distinct conclusion can be reached. More evident, however, is the fact that
destruction sacrifices formed part of the sacrificial practices of the gods, but
they were rarely performed and usually took place in connection with thysiai
followed by dining. In most cases, the destroyed part constituted only a
portion of the victim or a small and cheap animal. The principle of these
sacrifices seems to be that of destroying a smaller entity to rescue the rest: a
ninth part of the meat, some of the meat from the theoxenia table, a piglet

59 On the link between Zeus Polieus on Kos and the Dipoleia at Athens, see Scullion 1994,
84–86. Though the evidence for the Dipoleia is di¢ficult to disentangle, it is clear that the festival
was connected in some way with anxiety, solving problems and unusual contexts; see Durand
1986, 9–12 and 43–143, esp. 52–55; Scullion 1994, 84–89; Deubner 1969, 158–174; Burkert
1983, 136–143. Cf. also the comments by Rosivach (1994, 162–163) on the slaughter of working
animals.

60 Nilsson 1906, 21–22, suggested that the original sacrifice to Zeus Machaneus consisted only
of the three sheep: the holocaust of the piglet and the bull sacrifice were later additions. The
meaning of Machaneus is uncertain; Cook 1940, 566, n. 2, suggested “Contriver” in the sense of
“crafty”.

61 Stengel 1920, 136–138; Burkert 1985, 250–252.
62 Jameson, Jordan & Kotansky 1993, 56–61 and 131. For diseases or sterility as possible

reasons for the creation of the inscription, see North 1996, 299 and Johnston 1999, 52–57.
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before the sacrifice of a sheep or an ox.63 The holocaust of a whole ox to
Boubrostis stands out, but the renunciation of the largest and most expensive
animal was probably the only action considered to be su¢ficient to ward o¢f
the threat of starvation.64

1.2. The destruction of the animal victims in the cult of
the dead

Of central importance in discussing the use of destruction sacrifices in the
cult of the dead is the question whether animal sacrifice formed a part of
the rituals performed to the dead or not, either at the funeral or in the
subsequent practices at the grave. The destruction of other o¢ferings (food,
clothes, equipment for the dead person) is of less interest here.

Modern scholars have often assumed that animal sacrifice, including the
destruction of the victim, used to form part of the rituals at the burial and the
cult of the dead. The main evidence cited for this view is the Homeric epics
and, in particular, the description of the funeral of Patroklos in the Iliad.65 It
has usually been considered that, from the historical period onwards, animal
sacrifice was not frequently performed and gradually came to be replaced by
libations and the o¢ferings of cakes and various kinds of food.66 In fact, the
evidence for animal sacrifice to the dead in the Archaic and Classical periods
is both rare and di¢ficult to interpret. We are best informed of the situation
in Attica, but the evidence from outside this region seems to concur more or
less with the Athenian practices.

Judging from the written sources, animal sacrifice in connection with
the burial seems, already in the Archaic period, to have been considered as
an act of the past. In the laws of Solon, as they are quoted by Plutarch, it
is stated that the sacrifice of an ox was no longer to be permitted, Çnagízeindè boûn o¹k e³asen.67 Also in the Minos, a late 4th century dialogue wrongly

63 See Burkert 1987, 44–46. A similar pattern is found in the scapegoat rituals: one person is
chosen and expelled in order to save the community (see Bremmer 1983a, 299–320; Hughes
1991, 139–165).

64 Moreover, anything but a complete destruction would be impossible in the case of
Boubrostis, since a sacrifice at which the worshippers ate (either a partial destruction sacrifice
or a regular thysia) would imply that the worshippers shared their meal with “Hunger”. On the
negative aspect of Boubrostis, see also Hom. Il. 24.532.

65 23.6–58, esp. 29–34 and 55–57, for the meal preceding the funeral and 23.166–177 for the
sacrifice of sheep, oxen, four horses, two dogs and twelve, noble, young Trojans, all burnt on
the funeral pyre, together with Patroklos’ corpse.

66 Burkert 1985, 193–194; Rohde 1925, 167; Nilsson 1906, 454; Nilsson 1967, 179–180; Garland
1985, 112–113.

67 Plut. Vit. Sol. 21.5; Ruschenbusch 1966, F 72c. The laws of Solon also ordered the mourning
women to bring no more than one obol’s worth of food and drink to the tomb. This nourishment
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ascribed to Plato, it is declared that, in accordance with the former laws
regarding the dead, victims were slaughtered before the funeral procession
set out.68 It is also interesting to note the complete absence of any reference
to animal sacrifice on the Attic, white-ground lekythoi with funerary motifs.69

Furthermore, none of the representations of animal sacrifice on pottery or
stone reliefs covered by the study by van Straten can be connected with the
cult of the dead.70

One of the rare examples of animal sacrifice in a context dealing with
the ordinary dead is to be found in a funerary law from Ioulis on Keos, dated
to the 5th century BC, which states that a prosphagion was to be performed
according to ancestral custom.71 Presumably this sacrifice took place before
the burial and the deceased must have received the prosphagion as a grave
o¢fering. The victim was probably killed at the grave and deposited whole
in the grave or burnt with the corpse.

This interpretation is complicated by the fact that the funerary laws, both
the one from Ioulis and other examples, are concerned with restricting the
funerary practices: the number of mourners, their dress, the number of grave
o¢ferings accompanying the deceased, the period of mourning.72 In such a
context, animal sacrifice to the ordinary dead seems like an extravagance
and at least in Athens, the killing of the most prestigious victim, an ox, was
forbidden in the laws of Solon. It is possible that the prosphagion is to be
considered as having been performed to a divinity and not to the deceased.
Sacrifices to gods, both the “Olympian” kind and those connected with the
underworld, were made after the burial, when the family and the house had
been purified, and the meat from these sacrifices was eaten at the funeral
meal.73 However, the prosphagion seems to have taken place before the
burial, when the family was still ritually impure.74 It cannot therefore be

must have been intended as grave-gifts for the dead and not as a meal for the living at the grave
side.

68 [Pl.] Min. 315c: o²oiv nómoiv Çqrömeja prò toû perì toùv �pojanóntav, °ereîá te prosfát�tontev prò tæv Çkforâv toû nekroû. Some of the other rituals referred to in the same passage
also seem to have fallen out of use at the time when the dialogue was written, see De Schutter
1996, 339.

69 Garland 1985, 113.
70 Van Straten 1995, passim. On the banquet reliefs (Totenmahl reliefs) carved on gravestones,

persons bringing food and drink are never shown (see Thönges-Stringaris 1965, 65). This is in
marked contrast to how commonly worshippers leading animals are found on the banquet reliefs
dedicated to heroes (see van Straten 1995, 98–100 and 303–321, R115-R190).

71 LS 97 A, 12–13 = IG XII:5 593: prosfagíwi [q]rêsjai k.atà t.à p[átria].
72 Seaford 1994, 74–78; Toher 1991, 159–175.
73 See Hughes (forthcoming).
74 This is not entirely sure, since the entries in the Ioulis law (part A) do not follow in strict

chronological order: lines 13–18 speak of the purification of the house taking place after the
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understood as a regular thysia from which the meat was to be eaten, since
the family could not participate in such sacrifices.75 Thus, the prosphagion is
probably to be taken as an animal sacrifice to the ordinary dead but probably
performed on a small scale on the private level and not resulting in any meat
for the family of the deceased.

To define the occurrence of animal sacrifice in the cult of the dead,
a substantial investigation of the archaeological material would be needed,
which is, of course, outside the scope of this study. Works on burial practices
and funerary rituals, however, show that animal bones are not frequently
found in or at graves and, when this is the case, the quantities are often
small. On the whole, the finds of animal bones seem to be too scanty to
support the notion of animals either being burnt in a holocaust or sacrificed
and eaten at the grave on a regular basis. The animal bones rather represent
portions of meat, raw or cooked, being given to the dead, burnt on the pyre
or placed in the grave. Furthermore, bones are recovered only from some of
the graves in a certain plot or cemetery and it seems clear that food o¢ferings
consisting of meat were not given to all the dead. Perhaps meal o¢ferings
were considered to be a particularly prestigious gift, which was reserved for
the most distinguished burials.76

In the 7th- and 6th-century BC material from the Kerameikos, for
example, animal bones were found only occasionally and consisted of tiny
fragments.77 Moreover, the range of the pottery in each o¢fering-trench,
regarding the number of shapes and the composition of vase-shapes, is too
uneven to be interpreted as dining equipment used by the mourners. It
may rather have served as a reference to dining and does not have to be
interpreted as evidence for actual banquets taking place.78 Of the around
100 Archaic graves excavated on Thera, only 15 yielded animal bones and in

burial; lines 18–20 state that at the funeral the women have to leave the tomb before the men
(or “not before the men”; see Seaford 1994, 77); lines 20–21 forbid the rituals on the thirtieth
day after the burial; lines 21–29 mention rituals when the deceased was still in the house, as
well as those who could enter the house after the body had been brought to the tomb. On the
impure status of the mourners, see Parker 1983, 36–38.

75 If the prosphagion was performed by a person outside the family, who was untouched by
the miasma stemming from the death, the sacrifice may have been a thysia, cf. the enknisma
(Plut. Quaest. Graec. 296f–297a) discussed by Hughes (forthcoming), which, however, took
place after the funeral and as a conclusion of the period of mourning. However, sphagion
usually refers to a sacrifice not followed by dining (see Casabona 1966, 187).

76 Cf. Houby-Nielsen 1996, 49, who has suggested that the vases in the o¢fering-trenches at
the Kerameikos were not gifts to the dead, but rather a material expression of the quality of the
dead. See also Murray 1988, 249–250.

77 Houby-Nielsen 1996, 44–49, with n. 22: the identified bones are one sheep or goat thigh-
bone, teeth, bird-bones and shells.

78 Houby-Nielsen 1996, 46–47.
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the ashes from the o¢fering-pits near some of the graves, only small fragments
of animal bones were recovered.79 From a LG grave plot with 22 burials in
the Athenian Agora, small fragments of animal bones were recovered in the
burnt deposits in or near four of the graves.80

At the Knossos North cemetery, the Early Greek tombs yielded animal
bones from joints of meat in four cases, and teeth, maybe representing
amulets, were also found in some graves.81 The only remains that seemed
to be those of animal sacrifices were two major deposits, clearly di¢ferent
from the bones serving as food o¢ferings, since they consisted of skeletons
of horses and dogs, animals that were never eaten. These animals had been
sacrificed at the tombs and not at the pyres.82 In the North cemetery at
Corinth, many of the Geometric graves yielded quantities of charcoal but only
some fragments of animal bones, while in the Classical to Roman graves, no
traces of food were observed, apart from shells of hen’s eggs and sea-shells,
the latter probably being toys.83

The new, extensive investigations of cemeteries in the Greek colonies in
the west show a similar pattern. Of the 359 burials investigated at Metaponto,
only 13 yielded any kind of animal bones.84 Of these, four cases were
skeletons, whole or fragmentary, from pets or work animals, while in four
other graves were found sheep and goat astragaloi, sometimes in great
numbers, which were probably used as decorative art pieces or toys.85 Bones
that could definitely be interpreted as food remains were only recovered in
five tombs, i.e., in less than 1.5 % of the total number of graves.86 In the
Archaic cemetery at Morgantina, animal bones taken to be food o¢ferings

79 Pfuhl 1903, 268–282. The bones in the graves come from the parts of the animals that
would have been eaten: legs of lamb, sheep, goat, calf or cow, heads of sheep, ribs of pigs
(268–269). Also the bones from the o¢fering-pits are mainly long bones and skulls. It could not
be deduced whether whole animals or only parts of animals had been burnt in the pits (273).
No post-burial, burnt sacrifices could be proved (282). Cf. Kurtz & Boardman 1971, 215.

80 Young R.S. 1939, 19–20, graves XI, XII, XVIII and XX. In grave XI, an amphora with
unbroken animal bones was recovered. None of the bone finds was identified as to species.
The excavator interpreted the bones as evidence for animal sacrifice and the perideipnon taking
place at the graves.

81 Cavanagh 1996, 668. The joints of meat come from sheep or goats and pigs, and some were
burnt on the pyre. The teeth are those of cattle, sheep or goats, pigs and dogs.

82 Cavanagh 1996, 674.
83 Blegen, Palmer & Young 1964, 17–18 and 84.
84 Carter 1998, 120–121 and 560–562.
85 Whole animal skeletons: Carter 1998, 560–562, T 62, mule; T 191, dog; T 316, horse;

T 321, wolf. Astragaloi: Carter 1998, 560–562, T 186, 25 pieces; T 263, 8 pieces; T 264, 51 pieces;
T 397, 3 pieces.

86 Food remains: Carter 1998, 120–121 and 560–562 (T 37, T 128, T 301, F 344 and T 347).
Eggshells were also recovered from one tomb (T 218–13) and an olive pit from another burial
(T 196–19).
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were discovered in three tombs.87 The bones are identified as sheep, pig
and ox, and are in two cases mixed with the human bones and pottery,
suggesting them to belong to the rituals executed in connection with the
burial. The assumption that meat o¢ferings were prestigious and unusual
gifts reserved for only a minority of the dead is further supported by the fact
that the three tombs with this kind of o¢ferings in the Morgantina cemetery
were located together.

In all, though it has been assumed that animal sacrifice used to be
performed to the ordinary dead, there is, even in the Archaic period, very
little evidence for such practices.88 Neither the written nor the archaeological
evidence indicates that animal sacrifice and dining by the mourners at the
tombs of the ordinary dead was a regular practice in the Archaic and the
Classical periods. Holocaustic sacrifices of animals were not a part of the cult
of the dead, but portions of meat, either raw or cooked, were occasionally
given to the dead and burnt on the pyre, even though this practice also
seems to have decreased in time.89

The reasons for destroying the o¢ferings to the dead, whatever they
consisted of, can be linked to the practices at the burial, at which some
gifts were deposited in the grave, while others were burnt together with the
corpse on the pyre. More specifically, the destruction has been considered
as being a necessity, since the dead could not profit from the o¢ferings unless
they had been burnt. The ghost of Melissa, the dead wife of Periander, for
example, explicitly asked for her clothes to be burned so that she would be

87 Lyons 1996, 122–124 and 221–223 (T 50, T 51 and T 52).
88 To clarify matters, the practices during the Geometric period have to be studied, which

is, of course, outside the scope of this study; see Hägg 1983, 192–193; Antonaccio 1995, 249,
who interpret the animal bones found in connection with Geometric graves as the remains of
meals rather than animal sacrifices. For the rare cases of food o¢ferings shown on LG vases with
funerary scenes, see Boardman 1966, 2; Himmelmann 1997, 15–16, n. 11.

89 On food o¢ferings to the dead, see further below, pp. 278–280. In the late Hellenistic
and Roman periods, animal sacrifice seems to have been performed in the cult of some dead,
but none of the instances found in the epitaphs cited by Lattimore (1962, 126–127) is earlier
than the 1st century BC. In the private cult foundations, beginning in the 3rd century BC,
animal sacrifice, followed by dining, played an important role, for example, the foundation
of Diomedon, Kos, c. 300–250 BC (LS 177 = Laum 1914, vol. 2, no. 45; Sherwin-White 1977,
210–213); the foundation of Epikteta, Thera, 210–195 BC (LS 135 = IG XII:3 330 = Laum 1914,
vol. 2, no. 43); the foundation of Kritolaos, Aigale, Amorgos, late 2nd century BC (LSS 61
= IG XII:7 515 = Laum 1914, vol. 2, no. 50); the foundation of Poseidonios, Halikarnassos,
3rd–2nd century BC (Laum 1914, vol. 2, no. 117); cf. Kamps 1937, 145–179. The rituals in these
cults were rather modelled on the hero-cults of the preceding and contemporary periods than
on the cult of the dead, since the aim of the foundations was to separate these deceased from
the ordinary dead. Furthermore, these practices cannot be said to be typical of funerary cult in
general, since the purpose of the cult foundations was to separate these particular, important
deceased from the mass of the ordinary dead.
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able to use them.90 Similarly, the burning of food on the pyre has been seen
as a way of feeding the dead or at least providing them with necessities in
the next life.91

It has also been suggested that the destruction of the o¢ferings func-
tioned as a way of channelling the grief and anger felt by the relatives of
the dead person.92 Still, the same ritual may very well have had di¢ferent
meanings for di¢ferent individuals depending on the time and place. An-
dromache’s burning of Hektor’s clothes after his death may be interpreted
both as an action to assure that the dead man will receive them and as a
means for his widow to act out her loss and despair. At the same time, to
burn the clothes can be seen as a way of increasing Hektor’s kleos, since
this is all that will survive after his death.93 Possibly, the destruction of the
o¢ferings to the dead may be linked to the fact that the actual death, the
burials and the handling of the dead body, as well as subsequent visits to the
grave, all involved various degrees of pollution. The burning of the o¢ferings
to the dead could perhaps be viewed as a way of dealing with this pollution,
just as the water used for purification when the corpse was in the house had
to be poured out and the sweepings from the floors were discarded at the
tomb.94

1.3. Enagizein sacrifices in hero-cults and the cult of the
dead, and the relation to the term holokautos

In chapter I, it was argued that the terms enagizein, enagisma and enagismos
were, above all, used for sacrifices to dead recipients, either the ordinary
dead or heroes. The dead status of a hero receiving enagizein sacrifices is
often underlined by the mention of his grave, the manner of his death or by
a contrast with the cults and sanctuaries of the immortal gods.

Furthermore, enagizein and the relevant nouns referred to sacrifices at
which no dining took place, either in hero-cults or in the cult of the dead.
At an enagizein sacrifice, the o¢ferings were completely consecrated, usually
by burning them, and nothing was left for those who brought them. Even
though the same terms were used for both hero-cults and the cult of the dead,

90 Hdt. 5.92; cf. Leach 1976, 83.
91 Nock 1944, 590; Nilsson 1967, 179; Stupperich 1977, 61.
92 Burkert 1985, 192–193; Meuli 1946, 202–206.
93 Hom. Il. 22.510–514; see commentary by Richardson 1993, 162. I am grateful to David

Boehringer for this reference.
94 For the treatment of such o¢fscourings, see Parker 1983, 35–39. The animals, the blood of

which was used for purifications, seem to have been destroyed, usually by burning them, after
the purification had been achieved, see below, p. 251, n. 167.
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the contents of the o¢ferings di¢fered, depending on whether the recipient
was a hero or an ordinary mortal. The contents of the enagizein sacrifices in
hero-cults are rarely specified, but the ritual usually seems to have comprised
animal sacrifice. The o¢ferings in the cult of the dead, on the other hand,
consisted of cakes, fruit, prepared food, flowers and wreaths, as well as
libations. The common denominator in the use of enagizein in hero-cults
and the cult of the dead was not the contents of the o¢ferings, but the dead
status of the recipients and the absence of dining, since the o¢ferings were
destroyed.

If enagizein in hero-cults referred to a ritual in which the meat of the
animal victims was destroyed by burning and no banquet followed, what
was then the di¢ference, if any, between a sacrifice covered by enagizein
and one designated as holokautos? At a sacrifice marked as holokautos, the
whole victim was also destroyed and nothing was left to be eaten.95 It is
possible that the distinction simply reflects the usage of di¢ferent kinds of
terminology in the literary and epigraphical sources in the period under
study here, enagizein being the literary equivalent of holokautos, kautos
or karpoein in the inscriptions. In the late Hellenistic and Roman periods,
the vocabulary of the inscriptions became more diversified and the terms
enagizein and enagismos were used in the epigraphical material as well.96

A further sign of this development is the term enagisterion, which is found
once in a 2nd-century AD inscription.97

Another explanation of the distinction between an enagizein sacrifice
and a holokautos concerns who was the recipient of the sacrifice and the
attitude which the worshippers took towards the recipient. The common
denominator between the recipients of the enagizein sacrifices, the heroes
and the deceased, is that they are all dead. In the Archaic and the Classical
periods, enagizein, enagisma and enagismos are never used for sacrifices
to gods, either in inscriptions or in literary texts. When the terms occur in
the inscriptions in late Hellenistic times, the recipients of the sacrifices are
still only heroes and the ordinary dead. In the literary sources, enagizein,
enagisma and enagismos may occasionally be used for sacrifices to gods,
but it should be noted that all instances but one date to the 2nd century AD
or later, when the terms seem to have taken on the more general meaning

95 Cf. the calendar from Thorikos, Daux 1983, 153, lines 15–16: at the holocaust of a piglet to
Zeus Polieus, the priest had to provide the attendant with lunch.

96 The earliest epigraphical instance of enagizein is in IG II2 1006, 26 and 69, late 2nd cen-
tury BC; see further references above, pp. 75–82.

97 IG IV 203, 9.
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of “to burn completely, no matter who was the recipient”.98 Moreover, the
gods receiving enagizein sacrifices often show a connection with the realm
of the dead and the rituals are performed in an atmosphere removed from
that of the joyful thysia sacrifices.

Thus, in the Classical and Hellenistic periods, enagizein, enagisma and
enagismos were not used for sacrifices to Greek gods, since they were
considered to be immortal. The three terms were reserved for dead recipients
and often carried with them a notion of burials, graves and violent death,
incompatible with the sphere of the gods. Holokautos, on the other hand,
does not seem to have had any such particular connotations in this period
and could therefore be used for both heroes and gods. This term must have
been more neutral, meaning “to burn completely”, without any particular
bearing on the recipient, while enagizein was used for the same kind of
activity but also indicated the dead status of the recipient.99

1.4. Destruction sacrifices in hero-cults

In discussing the function of destruction sacrifices in hero-cults, the problem
is the lack of information regarding the particulars of the situation when
the sacrifices were performed or any specific traits in the character of the
recipient. The starting point, however, must be the small number of cases
in which rituals of these kinds can be demonstrated in hero-cults. Before
discussing the evidence for heroes outlined previously, it is of interest to
take a closer look at the sacrifice to the impure Tritopatores in the Selinous
lex sacra, a ritual said to be performed “as one sacrifices to the heroes”,
hósper toîv heróesi, since this text may seem to contradict the conclusion
that destruction sacrifices were rare in hero-cults. The whole passage runs
as follows:100

toîv Tr-
10 itopatreûsi ; toîv ; miaroîv hósper toîv heróesi, voînon hupolheí-yav ; di� Ärófo ; kaì tân moirân ; tân Çnátan ; kataka-íen ; mían. juónto jûma : kaì katagizónto hoîv hosía ; kaì perirá-nantev katalinánto

98 For references, see pp. 110–114. The only pre-2nd-century AD instance is given by Flavius
Josephus, who uses enagismos to describe the holocaustic sacrifices in the temple at Jerusalem
(BJ 1.32, 1.39, 1.148 and 6.98).

99 On the connection between enagizein and the world of the dead, see Chantraine & Masson
1954, 100–102; cf. Parker 1983, 5–10. Agos refers to the religious power that can a¢fect humans,
contrary to hagios/hagnos, see Vernant 1990, 137. Cf. Pirenne-Delforge 2001, 122, who suggests
that a similar distinction can be observed in Pausanias’ use of the terms kathagizein and
enagizein, only the latter being connected to the identity of the recipient of the sacrifice.
100 Jameson, Jordan & Kotansky 1993, A 9–13.
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(Sacrifice) to the Tritopatores, the impure, as (one sacrifices) to the heroes, having
poured a libation of wine down through the roof, and of the nine parts burn one. Let
those to whom it is permitted perform sacrifice and consecrate, and having performed
aspersion let them perform the anointing.101

The sacrifice that the impure Tritopatores receive must, in some way, have
encompassed rituals which were considered as particular for heroes, or the
stipulation would have been meaningless. At first, it may seem obvious
to take this passage as an indication of partial destruction of the animal
victim being a standard ritual in hero-cults.102 However, the survey of the
occurrence of this kind of ritual behaviour in other contexts than hero-cults
has shown that the destruction of a more substantial part of the meat than
at a thysia sacrifice cannot simply be considered a typically heroic ritual.
From the evidence discussed above, it is clear that partial destructions of
the animal victims were used also in the cult of the gods, in particular for
Zeus in various guises, but also for Artemis and the Charites. Therefore, the
heroic side of this sacrifice to the impure Tritopatores ritual has to be further
considered.

Which rituals does the stipulation hósper toîv heróesi actually refer to?
The text states that a libation of wine is to be poured through the roof and
that one of the nine portions of meat is to be burnt. Presumably these two
actions make up the contents of a sacrifice “as to the heroes”. To perform
a ritual “as to the heroes” cannot, however, have been self-evident, or the
contents of the ritual would not have had to be outlined as clearly as, in fact,
it is done here.103

The wine libation through the roof has been compared to similar
practices in hero-cults, for example, the pouring of liquids into the tomb
of the hero, but, on the whole, there is very little comparanda for the use
of this kind of ritual in hero-cults.104 The verb used to describe the pouring,
hypoleibein, seems to refer to the physical action of pouring a liquid down,
in this case through the roof of a structure. The term does not seem to have
any particular heroic connotations, since it is used also for the libation at the
sacrifice to the pure Tritopatores, which is specified as being performed “as
to the gods”.105 Possibly it is the content of the libation, wine, that is to be

101 Translation by Jameson, Jordan & Kotansky 1993, 15.
102 Cf. Scullion (2000, 165), who suggests that such rituals were common at sacrifices to heroes.
103 The alternative, less likely interpretation, is to consider the wine libation and the burning

of a ninth portion of the meat as actions to be performed in addition to the “as to the heroes”
ritual, the contents of which are unknown.
104 Cf. Paus. 10.4.10, blood being poured through a hole into the tomb of the Heros Archegetes

at Tronis; Garland 1985, 114. For libating through the roof, see Jameson, Jordan & Kotansky
1993, 30–31 and 70–73.
105 Jameson, Jordan & Kotansky 1993, A 17 and commentary p. 36, line A 16, and p. 71–72.
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taken as being heroic. Wineless o¢ferings, such as the melikraton o¢fered to
the pure Tritopatores, have often been claimed to be characteristic for the
dead and the divinities connected with the underworld, but they seem to
have been the exception rather than the rule in hero-cults.106 To libate wine
is therefore perhaps to be seen as using a ritual from hero-cults also in the
cult of the Tritopatores.

What may have been particularly heroic, however, was the division of
the meat from the victim into nine parts, one of which was burnt. The
contents of the partial destructions used in the cult of gods are less well
defined, consisting of a leg of a ram, o¢ferings from the theoxenia table or a
separate, small victim, usually a piglet. The partial destruction of a ninth of
the meat is a very distinct stipulation, which is known only from two other
instances, both heroic: Herakles on Thasos and Semele on Mykonos.107 As
for the division of the meat into nine parts, it is interesting to note that the
priest of Herakles in the Salaminioi inscription from Attica was to be given
nine pieces of flesh from the ox sacrificed to Herakles at Sounion.108

The heroic rituals at the sacrifice to the impure Tritopatores can therefore
be suggested to have consisted primarily of the division of the meat into
nine portions and the burning of one of these, perhaps in connection with
the contents of the libation being wine. To assume that a destruction of a
ninth of the meat was commonly performed at all sacrifices to heroes seems,
however, to be pressing the evidence too far, considering the small number
of instances when this kind of ritual can be ascertained.

That the impure Tritopatores received rituals also used in hero-cults is
not surprising, considering the fact that both the Tritopatores, being the
collective ancestors, and the heroes were dead and therefore would be
expected to receive sacrifices of the same kind. It is possible that the
destruction of the meat of the animal victims to the impure Tritopatores
is to be seen as connected to their impurity. The impurity of the impure
Tritopatores is of course beyond dispute but if this character trait may be
related to the partial destruction of the animal victim in this case, the same
explanation may also be valid for the use of similar rituals in hero-cults. This
argument may be supported by the use of enagizein and enagismata for
destruction sacrifices to the heroes. These terms seem to have marked the
recipients as being dead but, at the same time, it is possible that the rituals
covered by these terms are to be seen as engendered by the dead character

106 See Henrichs 1983, 98–99; cf. Jameson, Jordan & Kotansky 1993, 72–73.
107 Herakles, supra, p. 221, nn. 29–30; Semele, supra, p. 220, n. 27.
108 LSS 19, 33.
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of the recipient and perhaps also as a response to or a recognition of a certain
impure quality.109

If we now turn to the rest of the evidence, a connection between the
destruction sacrifices and the character of the recipients can be argued for in
some instances. Just as in the case of the impure Tritopatores, the rituals
are here to be taken as a recognition of the impurity rather than as an
attempt to purify the recipient. The use of enagizein sacrifices to Herakles
in his aspect as a hero can be seen as connecting him with the sphere of
the dead and marking him as having a mortal side. However, destruction
sacrifices were rare in his cult and it was apparently not necessary to show
his dual character as both a mortal hero and an immortal god at all sacrifices
and he seems mainly to have been perceived as a god.110 The mythical
background of Herakles may have lent itself to local interpretations, which
in some cases led to particular rituals.111 From the ritual point of view,
Herakles occupies a unique position in Greek religion and has a ritual pattern
similar to that of Zeus, when it comes to destruction sacrifices. Apart from
being both a hero and a god, it is also possible that the manner of Herakles’
death––committing suicide by burning himself to death––may have a¢fected
the rituals practised in his cult. On Mount Oite, where this event was said to
have taken place, Herakles had a cult centred on a large pyre with a bonfire,
but thysia sacrifices also seem to have been performed. However, the rituals
at this particular site can be viewed as belonging to a complex of fire rituals
known also from other sites in central Greece and the myth of Herakles may
have been adapted to fit these rituals.112

In connection with Herakles, it is of interest to consider the holocaust
to his close friend Iolaos. Such a ritual is known in one case only to this
hero, who was given a sheep burnt whole, when the genos of the Salaminioi
celebrated their main festival in the Herakleion at Porthmos, Sounion.113

Iolaos (a variant spelling of Ioleos) was worshipped also at Marathon, but
in this calendar there are no indications of the sacrifice being anything but

109 On the question of the heroes also being polluted, see also below, pp. 263–265.
110 Verbanck-Piérard 1989, 46–53; Lévêque & Verbanck-Piérard 1992, 53–64; see also supra,

p. 226, n. 54.
111 Pirenne-Delforge 2001, 120–121; cf. Bonnet 1988, 346–371. At Lindos, Herakles was said

to have prepared and eaten a whole ox, leaving no scope for any sharing of the meat and
communal consumption (see Durand 1986, 156–173). This mythical background to the cult of
Herakles on Rhodos can be taken as a further indication of his particular position, even though
the cult at Lindos did not contain any destruction sacrifices. On Herakles’ exceptional behaviour
towards meat and consumption, see also Verbanck-Piérard 1992, 97–98.
112 On the fire rituals, see Nilsson 1922 and 1923. On the cult on Mount Oite and the

archaeological remains, see Verbanck-Piérard 1989, 58, n. 38; Pappadakis 1919, 25–33; Pantos
1990, 174; Krummen 1990, 62–63 with n. 16.
113 LSS 19, 84.
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a regular a thysia followed by dining.114 As in the case of Herakles, all
sacrifices to Ioleos did not have to be holocausts. At Sounion, the holocaust
to Ioleos formed part of a complex of sacrifices: Herakles was given an ox,
Kourotrophos a goat, Alkmene, Maia, Ion (every second year) and the Hero
at the Hale each received a sheep, while the Hero at Antisara and the Hero at
Pyrgilion were given a piglet each.115 Since Ioleos did not receive holocausts
at other locations, this destruction sacrifice is rather to be considered as
depending on the local context and, perhaps most of all, on the fact that he
was worshipped in connection with Herakles. Annie Verbanck-Piérard has
proposed the attractive suggestion that in this case, instead of performing a
holocaust to Herakles to mark his mortal side, a sacrifice of this kind was
made to his close companion, the mortal Ioleos.116

The holocausts and partial destruction sacrifices to Herakles may thus
have depended on local conditions and contexts. Also in the case of Ioleos it
has been proposed that it was the particular ritual context where his sacrifice
was performed that influenced the holocaust. It is therefore possible to argue
that the situation when the sacrifices were performed may have been just as,
or even more, essential than the character of the recipient. The situation in
which the ritual was performed seems definitely to have been decisive in the
case of the enagizein sacrifices to the Phokaians, stoned by the people of
Agylla.117 Here, the rituals were clearly a response to the problems caused
by the violent and unjust deaths of these Greeks. The cult was aimed at
placating the anger of the recipients. The enagizein sacrifices were originally
meant to solve the immediate problems arising from the stoning of the Greek
prisoners of war, but sacrifices of this kind continued to be the standard ritual
in this cult. On the other hand, the cult was probably performed at the site
where the Phokaians had been killed and buried and the enagizein sacrifices
may have been practised as a kind of funerary cult, though with games and
horse-races.118

About the holocausts to the heroine Basile and the hero Epops men-
tioned in the sacrificial calendar from Erchia, there is not much additional
information.119 Basile was worshipped at other locations in Attica, apart
from Erchia, and had a major precinct in Athens, together with Kodros and

114 LS 20 B, 14; cf. Pind. Isthm. 5.32–33, Iolaos being honoured (see also supra, p. 205).
115 LSS 19, 84–86.
116 Verbanck-Piérard 1989, 53, speaking of the “satellite” cult of Ioleos.
117 Hdt. 1.167.
118 On the problems of picturing a festival with games and horse-races but without sacrifice

followed by dining, see above, p. 83, n. 272. Still, the possibility remains that this cult may have
been a particular Etruscan feature only described in Greek terms.
119 LS 18, col. II, 16–20; col. IV, 20–23; col. V, 12–15.
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Neleus, but no details are known of how the sacrifices were performed in her
Athenian temenos.120 Epops is not known to have received any cult, except
that at Erchia.

It has been suggested that the sacrifices to Epops on the 5th of
Boedromion may have been linked to the state festival of Genesia on the
same day, when the dead were honoured, since Epops received wineless
holocausts, an o¢fering considered as being appropriate for the dead.121

Another possibility would be to link Epops with the commemoration of the
war dead who fell at Marathon, which may have taken place on the same
date.122 A connection between Epops and war can be argued from a passage
in the Aetia of Kallimachos, which mentions Epops as helping the deme
Erchia in a conflict with Paiania.123 Epops may have been a local, war-related
hero who received a holocaust, perhaps serving as a reminder of the fallen
at Marathon who were cremated on the battlefield.124

It is interesting, however, to note how the holocausts to Epops, Basile
and Zeus Epopetes, mentioned in the Erchia calendar, are related in time.
Zeus Epopetes received his holocaust on the 25th of Metageitnion, Basile hers
on the 4th of Boedromion and the two holocausts to Epops were performed
on the 5th of the same month. These four sacrifices are concentrated in
a period of ten days during which no other sacrifices were performed (at
least not by the demesmen of Erchia). Since they make up a distinct group,
they may have had a specific purpose.125 The end of Metageitnion and
the beginning of Boedromion would fall somewhere around the middle of
August to the middle of September, depending on how the ancient months
are co-ordinated with the modern calendar.126 This is the time of the year

120 See above, p. 133, n. 13.
121 Mikalson 1977, 430; Johnston 1999, 44, however, erroneously locating the sacrifice to Zeus

Epopetes to the same day.
122 Jacoby 1944, 62–65; cf. supra, p. 84, n. 275.
123 Hollis 1990, 127–130; Callim. Aet. fr. 238, line 11 (Suppl. Hell. 1983).
124 The similarities between the funeral cremation rites and the burning of the god’s portion at a

thysia, as well as holocaustic sacrifices, have been emphasized by Vernant 1989, 38–41; Vernant
1991, 69–70; Burkert 1985, 63; on the general connection between funeral and sacrifice, see
Burkert 1983, 48–58. See also supra, p. 238, n. 112, for the relation between Herakles’ suicide
and the sacrificial practices of his cult. The battle of Marathon gave rise to the institution of a
annual goat sacrifice to Artemis Agrotera, the goat being her favourite victim, which was also
used for the battle-line sphagia directed to Artemis (see Jameson 1991, 209–210; Vernant 1991,
247–248).
125 Verbanck-Piérard (1998, 120, n. 52) suggests that the calendar reflects the combined cult of

two divine pairs, Hera Thelchinia (21st of Metageitnion) with Zeus Epopetes, and Basile with
Epops, and argues that these sacrifices must be very old, since they extend over the turn of the
months Metageitnion and Boedromion.
126 To define the modern equivalents of the ancient months is di¢ficult, owing to the

irregularities in the ancient calendar (see Samuel 1972, 58; Pritchett 1979, 164–166). Cf. the
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after the harvest and before the rains, when the fields lie barren, dry and
burnt and no vegetation has begun to sprout. Perhaps these holocausts are
to be seen as connected with this particular “dead” period, aimed at dealing
with problems stemming from the warm season but maybe also serving as a
kind of placation of the gods in order to achieve the wind and the weather
necessary for the crops to grow.127

In some cases, finally, we simply cannot discern the reasons behind
the execution of the destruction sacrifices: too little is known of both the
recipients and the cultic contexts. There is no additional information on
the enagizein sacrifices performed in the cult of the Atreidai, Tydeidai,
Aiakidai and Laertiadai at Taras which could hint why these sacrifices were
performed.128 The cults of these groups of heroes, or descendants of
heroes, were contrasted with the thysia sacrifices, followed by dining, for the
Agamemnonidai on a separate occasion. Similarly, in the case of Harmodios
and Aristogeiton, little is known, apart from the fact that they received
enagismata, performed by the polemarch.129 These two heroes had died
a violent death, being slain at the Panathenaia, and their cult was close to
that of the war dead, though there seems to have been a di¢ference between
the enagismata to Harmodios and Aristogeiton and the funerary games and
cult of the war dead.130

To sum up, the function of the destruction sacrifices in hero-cults cannot
be given a uniform explanation. On the one hand, the use of destruction
sacrifices to heroes can be connected to the fact that the heroes were dead
and therefore received enagizein sacrifices, just like the ordinary departed. In
those cases, the sacrifices mark this particular character trait of the hero and

following definitions of Hekatombaion: KlPauly 2 (1975), s.v. Hekatombaion 2, Hekatombaion
= July/August, but also Metageitnion = July/August (KlPauly 3 [1975], s.v.); Bischo¢f 1912,
2785–2786, Hekatombaion = June/July; Woodhead 1992, 58, from end the of the 5th century,
Hekatombaion = July; Jameson 1988, 117, n. 23, Hekatombaion equated with August, rather
than July/August, for simplicity.
127 Scullion (1994, 110–111) has suggested that Zeus Epopetes is to be understood as belonging

to the category of mountain-top Zeuses concerned with the weather and that a similar function
could be argued for Epops, the “Overseer”. For Zeus as a weather god, see also Parker 1996,
29–32. Cf. the sacrifices to Zeus on Keos at mid-summer to bring in cooling winds (Burkert
1983, 109–110; Burkert 1985, 266).
128 Mir. ausc. 840a.
129 Ath. pol. 58.1.
130 See discussion pp. 83–85. Perhaps Harmodios and Aristogeiton were given enagismata,

since they were, in some sense, considered to be impure, having committed a sacrilege by
killing Hippias at a religious festival, see Thuc. 6.56–57; cf. Parker 1983, 159–160. Robert Parker
has also suggested to me the possibility that the enagismata marked the fact that Harmodios
and Aristogeiton had died recently, thus being closer to the ordinary dead than were the heroes
in general.
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may also have served as a means of recognizing in ritual a certain degree of
impurity, which can be further emphasized by contrasting this ritual with the
thysia sacrifices of the immortal sphere. Considering how rarely destruction
sacrifices were performed in hero-cults, the dead character of the recipient
seems to have been of importance only on a few occasions.

On the other hand, destruction sacrifices can also be used as a response
to a di¢ficult and dangerous situation, which is remedied by cult. By
destroying the o¢ferings, the recipient is propitiated and placated and
the conditions are improved. The principle here seems to have been to
completely surrender a part or a portion to save the rest and the extent of the
o¢ferings depended on the gravity of the situation: the graver the situation,
the more was destroyed.

2. Blood rituals

2.1. Blood on the altar and the purpose of the sphageion
at a regular thysia

In order to clarify the role of blood rituals in hero-cults, the use of the blood
at regular thysia sacrifices must first be considered. The common opinion
among scholars has been that the blood of the animal was used for pouring
or splashing on the altar and that the blood that did not end up on the altar
was poured out.131 The blood has been considered as constituting the god’s
part of the sacrifice, together with any other libations made and the knise
from the bones, the fat and the non-edible intestines burnt in the altar fire.

To stain the altars with blood from the sacrificial victims was an
important part of the sacrifice. This action, a°mássein toùv bwmoúv, is
mentioned in many literary sources.132 It is also evidenced in a number
of vase-paintings which clearly show the bloodstains on the altar (Figs. 4
and 7).133 The question is, whether the blood was really meant to cover
the whole altar. The bloodstains depicted on the altars are prominent but

131 Stengel 1910, 19; Ziehen 1939, 615; Rudhardt 1958, 262; Burkert 1983, 5; Durand 1989a,
90–92; van Straten 1995, 104–105. I hope to deal more extensively elsewhere with the uses of
animal blood in Greek religious contexts.
132 Aesch. Sept. 275–279 (for the text, see Hutchinson 1985, with commentary pp. 87–88); Ar.

Thesm. 695; Ar. Pax 1020; Theoc. Epigr. 1.5; Lucian De sacr. 9 and 13; Philostr. V A 1.1.
133 For example: Louvre G 112, Athenian red-figure kylix, van Straten 1995, V147, fig. 110 (my

Fig. 7); Palermo MN V661 a, Athenian red-figure kylix, van Straten 1995, V198, fig. 133; Athens
NM 9683, Athenian red-figure pelike, van Straten 1995, V341, fig. 49; Frankfurt b 413, Athenian
red-figure bell-krater, van Straten 1995, V178, fig. 126; London BM F 66, Apulian, red-figure
bell-krater, van Straten 1995, V384, fig. 43; cf. the wooden pinax from Pitsa, van Straten 1995,
fig. 56; cf. Durand 1991, 47–48.
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fairly small and in no case is the whole altar shown as covered with blood.
If the altar was supposed to be drenched in blood, it seems odd that the
bloodstains shown are of such a moderate size. Furthermore, if the blood
was poured out over the altar, it would have extinguished the sacrificial fire
already at the beginning of the sacrifice, before the splanchna had been
grilled.

Fig. 7. Preparations for the killing of a piglet. Athenian red-figure
kylix, c. 525–550 BC, Paris, Louvre. From Stengel 1920, pl. 3, fig. 12.

The handling of the blood from the victim is believed to have depended
on its size. Small animals were lifted up above the altar and their throats were
slit so that the blood would pour out over the altar.134 The clearest, but also
unique, representation of this action, or rather the stage preceding this action,
is found on the tondo of an Athenian red-figure kylix showing a man lifting
up a piglet, while another man clutches a large knife (Fig. 7).135 Perhaps
at this sacrifice the blood of the piglet was to cover the altar, but it is not
shown in the vase-painting (the altar has bloodstains from previous sacrifices,
though). Owing to the uniqueness of this vase-painting, it is possible that
the action shown is not even a regular thysia. The animal to be sacrificed

134 Stengel 1910, 117; Rudhardt 1958, 261; van Straten 1995, 104–105.
135 Louvre G 112, van Straten 1995, V147, fig. 110. The small group of scenes showing youths

wrestling with bulls, and in one case even piercing the throat of the animal, do not include any
altar (see van Straten 1995, V141, fig. 115 and V145, fig. 116 and my Fig. 12).
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Fig. 8. Mageiroi cutting up a ram lying on its back on a table, under
which the sphageion is centrally placed. Athenian black-figure
pelike, c. 500 BC, Paris, Collection Frits Lugt, Institut Néerlandais.

is a piglet or a small pig, and perhaps the ritual depicted is a purification
sacrifice, which was regularly performed with this kind of animal.136

Larger animals were first stunned, then killed and the blood gathered
in a bowl or basin. This vessel, the sphageion, is shown on a number of
vase-paintings and is also known from written sources (Figs. 8, 9 and 12).137

It is usually considered that, for practical reasons, the blood was first collected

136 On the depictions of purification sacrifices, see infra, p. 289, n. 376. For purifications by
the blood of a piglet, see Parker 1983, 30 with n. 66, 230 and 371–373. This particular vase
is furthermore unusual, since it prominently displays the sacrificial knife, which is usually not
depicted (see Peirce 1993, 232 and 234, who considers the motif a thysia).
137 For iconographical representations, see also, for example, Copenhagen NM 13567, Caeretan

hydria, van Straten 1995, V120, fig. 114; Ferrarra T 499 VT, Athenian red-figure kylix, van Straten
1995, V347, fig. 53; Louvre C 10.754, Athenian red-figure stamnos, van Straten 1995, V135, fig. 47
(sceptical); see also below, p. 245, n. 140. For the written sources, see Stengel 1910, 117;
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in this vessel and then splashed onto the altar. However, why collect the
blood in such large vessels as those shown on the vase-paintings, if only a
small amount was needed to stain the altar, while most of the blood would
be discarded shortly afterwards?

It is possible that both the use and the size of the sphageion are to be
explained by its also fulfilling an alimentary purpose. The blood was first
collected in this vessel or in a wider and shallower bowl, and some of it
was splashed on the altar.138 The main function of the sphageion, I would
suggest, was to collect the blood for future use, i.e., to be prepared in some
way, so that it could be eaten. When an animal is slaughtered and the blood
is to be kept and subsequently used for food, it is standard procedure to
whip the blood carefully to prevent it from coagulating.139 After the blood
has been whipped for about 30 minutes to one hour while it cools down,
there is no longer any risk of coagulation and at the same time flour and
seasoning may be added. A large vessel, such as the sphageion, would serve
such a purpose excellently.

Some of the vase-paintings depicting the meat being cut up and
prepared for dining show a sphageion centrally placed under the table on
top of which the dead animal is lying (Fig. 8–9).140 If the sphageion was
used only for holding the blood temporarily before it was poured out, it
seems strange that the vessel should occupy such a prominent place in the
vase-paintings, particularly in those scenes showing the cutting up of the
meat. Rather, the sphageia filled with blood are to be considered as being
left to the mageiroi (butchers) for them to prepare the blood in a suitable

Casabona 1966, 180; van Straten 1995, 105 with n. 8. In Homer, the sphageion is called amnion,
which is also a medical term for a foetal membrane collecting blood, see King 1987, 117–126.
138 See the vessel depicted on the Viterbo vase (my Fig. 12, p. 274), van Straten 1995, V141,

fig. 115; Barbieri & Durand 1985, fig. 7, which, in fact, is similar in shape to the modern vessels
used for blood collecting at slaughter, see Divakaran 1982, 13, fig. 2.
139 Blood clots within three to ten minutes, see Divakaran 1982, 6. Today, chemicals are often

used to avoid coagulation, but defibrination, vigorous stirring with a rough-surfaced rod to
which the fibrin responsible for the clotting sticks, is still practised (Divakaran 1982, 41). For
the treatment of blood in modern times, see also Durand-Tullou 1976, 97–98. For an ancient
example of blood being whipped, see Erasistratos (3rd century BC, ap. Ath. 7.324a), who
describes a dish of cooked meat stewed in blood that had been thoroughly beaten. Blood may
also have been mixed with vinegar or red wine to prevent coagulation, as modern experiments
have shown, see Marinatos 1986, 25, n. 80.
140 Depictions of sphageia in connection with meat: Boston MFA 99.527, Athenian black-figure

oinochoe, van Straten 1995, V213, fig. 157, Berthiaume 1982, pl. 15:2; Paris, Fondation Custodia
3650, Athenian black-figure pelike (my Fig. 9), van Straten 1995, V151, Berthiaume 1982, pl. 19,
Durand 1989a, 111, fig. 8; Munich, Athenian red-figure lekythos (my Fig. 8), van Straten 1995,
V230, Berthiaume 1982, pl. 15:1; Ferrarra T 256 b VP, Athenian red-figure Janiform kantharos,
van Straten 1995, V152, fig. 119, Berthiaume 1982, pl. 20; Berlin 1915, Athenian black-figure
olpe (sacrifice of a tuna fish), Durand 1989a, 116, fig. 20.
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Fig. 9. Mageiros preparing the meat for consumption. The sphageion is placed
under the table on top of which the animal is being cut up. Note the
blood that has spilled over the sides of the sphageion. Athenian red-figure
lekythos, c. 475–450 BC, Munich, Staatliche Antikensammlungen und Glyptotek.
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manner after having taken care of the meat. The blood had to be taken care
of quite quickly, since it was easily spoilt.

This interpretation of the function of the sphageion receives additional
support from the use of this vessel at the sacrifice of a wineskin described
by Aristophanes.141 The wineskin/child is to be slaughtered, �posfagåsetai,
and the mother calls for the sphageion, so that she will at least be able to
keep the “blood”. Of course, in this case the “blood” is wine and perfectly
consumable, but, had the sphageion not generally been used to keep the
blood from the sacrificial victims for future consumption, Aristophanes’ play
on the terminology would have been unintelligible.

2.2. Evidence for food made with blood

The ancient Greek sources are not very explicit on the use of blood.
However, there is no indication of a rule stipulating that, after some blood
had been used for splashing on the altar, the rest had to be poured out,
since it belonged to the gods or was considered as unfit for consumption.
There are a number of clear cases of the blood being kept and eaten. In the
Odyssey, Odysseus’ twisting and turning in his bed is compared to that of a
man grilling a stomach filled with fat and blood (kníshv te kaì a²matov) over
the fire, turning it over and over to make sure that it is evenly cooked.142

Another example is to be found in the Homeric Hymn to Hermes (122–123).
The god slaughters two of Apollon’s cows and roasts the meat, as well as
the bowels filled with blood, mélan a´ma Çrgménon Çn qoládessi, a kind of
blood sausage. The term a°mátion, also meaning blood sausage, is found
in inscriptions among the parts to be distributed after a sacrifice.143 The
4th-century BC comedian Sophilos also speaks of a blood sausage, a°matíthvqordå.144 Blood seems to have been used for the Spartan black broth, zwmòvmélav, since another term for this soup was a°matía.145 Another dish, called
myma, was prepared with meat and blood. The tender parts of the meat were
cut up and mixed with the intestines, blood, cheese, various kinds of onions

141 Ar. Thesm. 750–755.
142 Od. 20.25–28.
143 LSA 44, 12, from Miletos, c. 400 BC; LS 151 A, 52, from Kos, c. 350 BC; LS 156 A, 29 (restored),

from Kos, c. 300–250 BC; for commentary, see Le Guen-Pollet 1991, 14. A fragmentary cult
regulation from Thasos (LSS 70, 5, late 4th to early 3rd century BC) mentions a kústiv (bladder),
which could have been filled with fat or blood (see commentary by Sokolowski).
144 Sophilos fr. 6 (PCG VII, 1989). Cf. also Ar. Nub. 409: Strepsiades fries a stu¢fed stomach,

which bursts.
145 Zomos melas: Matron Convivium 94 (Brandt 1888), 4th century BC; Theophr. Char. 8.6

(where the word is used metaphorically for a bloodbath); Plut. Vit. Lyc. 12.6. Haimatia: Poll.
Onom. 6.57 (Bethe 1900–31).
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and a number of spices and herbs.146 Hyposphagma was the name of a
black-pudding, made of blood mixed with various other ingredients.147 Later
sources indicate that blood could be used when garum was manufactured.148

Thus, it was not forbidden to eat the blood. However, if blood was
eaten on a regular basis, why are there not more mentions of food prepared
with blood or blood being kept to be eaten? The most plausible answer is
that blood products were not considered to be the most prestigious kind
of food, especially if compared with the meat. Food prepared from animal
blood was probably seen as more of a poor man’s diet and was not eaten
by those who could a¢ford better. The fact that the Spartans used blood in
their frugal alimentary regime agrees well with blood being a simple kind
of nourishment. The ideal fare in the ancient Greek world was meat, grilled
meat, the kind of diet most strongly emphasized in the Homeric poems.149

Secondly, blood must be treated before it can be eaten. Sausages
could probably be manufactured on the spot by pouring the whipped and
seasoned blood into the intestines that had been cleaned out and then
grilling them over the fire, in the same manner as referred to in Homer
and the Homeric Hymn to Hermes mentioned above.150 A bronze vessel for
preparing sausages, gastrópthv, is mentioned among the dining equipment
in the Delian inscriptions.151 More likely, the sausages were first cooked in
water, to preserve the blood, and later fried or grilled, just like the French
boudin noir.152 The preparation of blood sausages takes a longer time than
the direct grilling of the splanchna, or the cooking of the meat, and therefore

146 Artemidoros of Tarsus (1st century BC) ap. Ath. 14.662d; Epainetos ap. Ath. 14.662d–e. The
myma could also be made with fish. Cf. the mimarkys, a similar kind of meat-stew including
blood, mentioned in a scholion on Ar. Ach. 1112 a II (Wilson 1975) and by Hsch. s.v. mímarkuv
(Latte 1953–66, M 1371).
147 Erasistratos ap. Ath. 7.324a; Glaukos of Lokris ap. Ath. 7.324a; cf. Hipponax, fr. 166 (West

1971–72), a “squid-pudding”.
148 Tò dè kállion gárov, tò kaloúmenon a°mátion, followed by a recipe on how to prepare it

(Geoponica 20.46.6 [Beckh 1895], AD 10).
149 The infrequent mention of blood products can be compared with how rarely the boiling of

meat is reported, though that cooking method must have been widespread (see Burkert 1983,
89, n. 29; Berthiaume 1982, 15–16). Cf. the harpax from the Menelaion, used for fishing up
pieces of boiled meat (Catling & Cavanagh 1976, 153–157) and the boiling of meat shown on
the “Ricci hydria” (van Straten 1995, V154, fig. 122).
150 The cleaning of intestines in connection with sacrifices is discussed by Németh 1994, 63–64.
151 Gastrópthv, IG II2 1638 B, 67 (359/8 BC); ID 104, 142. Gastroptív, IG XI:2 161 B, 128

(3rd century BC). Gastropotív, IG II2 199 B, 79 (275–274 BC). Cf. Poll. Onom. 10.105 (Bethe
1900–31): gastrópthv dè Çn toîv Dhmioprátoiv pépratai, kaì deutår, koinòn �rtopoi§ kaìmageírÿ skeûov, �pò toû deúein ¡nomasménon. This vessel was used for “dry” cooking and may
have been some kind of grill or toasting rack, pan or tray, see Amyx 1958, 232.
152 For the preparation of the boudin noir in intestines and boiling them in connection with

the slaughter, see Durand-Tullou 1976, 97–98; Marchenay 1976, 120. The blood sausages may
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belongs to the aftermath of the sacrifice, which rarely is described in the
sources.

Apart from the direct instances of preparation of the blood mentioned
above, one could argue from the point of view of practicality. Since, at a
regular thysia, everything in the animal was eaten except the parts which
could not be digested by man, such as the bones, the fat, the bile and the
hide, it seems highly unlikely that the blood would have been discarded,
since it is both nutritious and contains valuable minerals, especially iron.153

Moreover, if all the blood was to be poured out on, at, around or near
the altar, one would have expected regulations stipulating where this could
be done, just as there were regulations stipulating where various kinds of
dung and ashes could be disposed of.154 This, however, is not the case.
Considering the amount of blood that had to be disposed of at each sacrifice,
it seems unlikely that the blood was simply discarded on the ground.155

Matters would have been di¢ferent, had there been a ritual prohibition
against eating blood, but there is no trace of such a rule in the Greek
contexts.156 In this respect, there is a fundamental di¢ference between the
Greek ritual practices and the Israelite ones, in spite of the fact that many
similarities can be found between these two cultures regarding the way in
which the sacrifices were performed.157 At the Israelite sacrifices, it was
forbidden to eat the blood, since it belonged to God and contained the life

later have been sold (see Berthiaume 1982, 48 with n. 24; cf. Theophr. Char. 9.4, a vendor of
tripe).
153 The blood makes up c. 3–5 % of the weight of the modern animals usually slaughtered for

consumption, see Divakaran 1982, 50. Dahl & Hjort 1976, 173, gives the figure 3.4–3.5 % for East
African cattle, which in size may perhaps be closer to the animals of antiquity than the European
modern livestock. On the nutritive value of blood, see also Dahl & Hjort 1976, 172 and 218.
154 For the handling of dung and ashes, see Németh 1994. Unused blood is a major source of

contamination, since it putrefies so easily, a fact which requires particular precautions in modern
slaughter houses, see Divakaran 1982, 3–4.
155 The amount of blood collected at slaughter is di¢ficult to estimate, since it depends on how

the animal is butchered. The East African cattle studied by Dahl and Hjort (1976, 174) each gave
c. eight litres of blood, while a modern European ox yields 10–12 litres of blood, according to
a French butcher.
156 It should be pointed out that the blood was prepared before being eaten. Consumption

of raw blood is a di¢ferent matter, which is clear from the tradition claiming that Themistokles
committed suicide by drinking the blood from a bull (Ar. Eq. 83–84; Plut. Vit. Them. 31.6; Diod.
Sic. 11.58.8) and the female oracle of Apollon at Argos drinking blood and becoming possessed
with the god (Paus. 2.24.1). Raw blood is not dangerous for humans to consume, as is clear
from pastoralists bleeding their cattle occasionally, for example in East Africa, see Dahl & Hjort
1976, 171–174 and 218.
157 On the lack of a blood taboo, see Burkert 1985, 59; Himmelmann 1997, 10, n. 6. For the

relationship between the Near Eastern and the Greek sacrificial practices, see Bergquist 1993;
Burkert 1966, 102, n. 34; Burkert 1985, 51 with n. 46.
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of the animal sacrificed.158 It could be collected in a particular vessel and
used for ritual purposes, but in the end it was all poured out, usually over
the altar.

The Israelite practice of not eating the blood was transferred to the
Christian sphere. The Christian emperors of the 4th century AD forbade the
blooding of the altars, even though animal sacrifice seems to have been on
the wane in pagan circles already during the 3rd century AD for financial
reasons.159 The Christian distaste for eating blood is particularly clear in a
passage from Tertullianus’ Apology (9.13–14). Here, the pagans are said to
o¢fer the Christians sausages of blood (botulos cruore distentos) just because
they were perfectly aware of this kind of food being forbidden to eat for
those belonging to the Christian faith. A formal prohibition against eating
food made with blood was pronounced by the Byzantine emperor Leo VI
(late 9th century AD), but even in the 12th century AD some sources claim
that “foods made from blood” were still eaten.160 Altogether, it is possible
that the attitude to blood in the Judaeo-Christian culture has been allowed
to influence the interpretation of the Greek evidence in modern times,
which has led to the assumption that the blood was considered as unfit for
consumption also at Greek sacrifices and that it was therefore poured out.

Considering the available evidence, however, it seems more likely that
at regular thysia sacrifices the blood was kept and eaten after a small
amount had been sprinkled on the altar. Finally, if all the blood was
poured out, in one way or another, at regular thysiai, what would then
have been the di¢ference between that action and the blood libations and
blood rituals covered by terms such as haimakouria, sphage, sphagia,
sphazein, sphagiazein, entoma and entemnein? The existence of a particular
terminology for the complete discarding of the blood can be taken as a
further argument in favour of the conclusion that the blood was kept at
sacrifices for which no such particular terminology was used.161 To discard

158 Ringgren 1982, 154–155 and 157; Hubert & Mauss 1964, 34–36 with nn. 201, 202 and 221.
159 Bradbury 1995; cf. Himmelmann 1997, 60–62, on the killing of animals losing its religious

character in the Christian sphere. On Tertullianus’ and Origines’ views on blood not to be eaten
by the Christians, see Grimm 1996, 122 and 144.
160 Dalby 1996, 197. Cf. the Christian, neo-Greek sacrifices, at which the blood does not seem

to be kept and eaten but disposed of into a ditch, together with the rest of the inedible parts (tail,
ears, horns, bile). The blood from these sacrifices can be used for making the sign of the cross
or fingerprints to procure good health and fertility, for divinatory purposes or for protecting the
church, see Georgoudi 1989, 190 with n. 42; Aikaterinides 1979, 171 and 173–176.
161 See also the sacrifice to the elasteros in the Selinous lex sacra (Jameson, Jordan & Kotansky

1993, B 12–13), hóka tôi Çlastéroi qrézei júen, júen hósper toîv �janátoisi. sfaz.éto d� Çvgân. This ritual must have been a thysia of the regular kind but modified by letting the blood
flow into the ground. The fact that this handling of the blood is explicitly pointed out, can be
taken as an indication of that this was not the usual practice at a thysia.
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all the blood seems to have been an exceptional practice reserved for
particular occasions.

2.3. Rituals at which the blood was not kept and eaten

Of interest here are the rituals focusing in particular on the blood of the
animal victim, whether the meat of the animal was eaten or not after the
blood ritual had been performed. Some of these rituals were performed
on a recurrent basis, while others were singular events triggered by the
circumstances on a specific occasion. Apart from the blood rituals found in
hero-cults, rituals of this kind are usually considered as having been used at
purifications, oath-takings and battle-line sacrifices and at sacrifices to rivers,
the sea and the winds, as well as in certain rituals for the dead, i.e., both in
particular situations and to particular recipients.162

Purification rituals were needed in a number of instances, the most
urgent being death, especially after blood had been shed in murders, but
purifications were also used as propitiations to avert hostile forces.163 The
actual means of accomplishing the purification varied: water, the burning of
acrid-smelling substances, laurel, eggs and onions, but the most powerful
kind of purification was brought about by blood.164 It was used in purifying
murderers, but also armies after mutinies and for cleansing temples and
assemblies on a regular basis.165 The animals preferred at these ceremonies
were pigs or piglets. The fate of the animal, after the blood had been used,
is often not indicated, but apparently it was usually considered unfit for
consumption.166 A major component in the purification sacrifices was to get
rid of the matter used in the ritual by throwing it away, burying it or pouring
it into the sea, and the animal victims seem often to have been completely
burnt after the ceremony had been completed, since it was the blood that
achieved the purification.167 Though some gods, in particular, Apollon and
Zeus, were connected with purifications, the actual purificatory sacrifices
were not performed to these gods and often no specific divine recipient is
mentioned in these contexts.168

162 Cf. Ziehen 1929, 1669–1670.
163 Parker 1983, passim; Jameson, Jordan & Kotansky 1993, 73–76 and 116–120; cf. van Straten

1995, 4.
164 Parker 1983, 225–232 and 371–373.
165 Parker 1983, 371–373; Burkert 1985, 76–77 and 80–82; Pritchett 1979, 196–202.
166 Parker 1983, 283, with. n. 11.
167 Kevin Clinton, in a paper on pig sacrifices presented at the seminar entitled Greek sacrificial

ritual, Olympian and Chthonian at Gothenburg in April 1997, argued that most pigs (and other
animals) used for purifications were subsequently destroyed in holocausts.
168 Parker 1983, 139, n. 142, and 393; Healey 1964.
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The second category of blood rituals was the sacrifices made when
oaths were taken.169 The blood was important in these instances, since it
emphasized the gravity of the situation and also the fate of the oath-takers,
should the oath be broken. The blood could be collected in a bowl or a
shield and the oath-takers were to dip their hands or spears into it.170 The
animal could also be cut into pieces, on which the oath-taker was to stand.171

In this latter instance the animal could not have been eaten and the same
is probably also true for the animals of which only the blood was used.172

When the oath was taken, divine figures were often invoked as witnesses,
but the actual killing of the animal rarely seems to have been directed to a
particular divinity.173

Blood rituals occupied an important place among the sacrifices made
in connection with war.174 Most sacrifices performed in war seem to have
been regular thysiai followed by dining, but, when the two armies were
facing each other across the battlefield, sphagia were performed. At this
kind of sacrifice, executed by a mantis and not a priest, no altar was used,
no fire was lit and the animal was not even opened up for inspection of
the intestines. It was simply killed and signs were probably read from how
the blood flowed on the ground and the manner in which the dead body
fell.175 The war sphagia meant a destruction of the blood and the body of
the animal was abandoned on the spot where it had been killed. It should

169 Stengel 1920, 136–138; Ziehen 1929, 1671–1673; Burkert 1985, 250–252; Faraone 1993,
65–80; Casabona 1966, 165.
170 Xen. An. 2.2.9; Aesch. Sept. 42–53; Eur. Supp. 1194–1202.
171 Dem. Arist. 67–68; Ath. pol. 7.1 and 55.5; cf. also Paus. 5.24.9–11; Poll. Onom. 8.86

(Bethe 1900–31). For further examples, see Faraone 1993, 68–75; Casabona 1966, 220–225.
The interpretation by Stengel 1910, 78–85, that tomia were the cut-o¢f testicles of the victim has
been rejected by Casabona 1966, 220–225.
172 Stengel 1920, 137–138; Ziehen 1929, 1674; cf. Stengel 1914, 97–98, on the burning of the

parts of the animals used at the oath-takings. To use the animals after the oath ceremony,
presumably for consumption, seems to have been rare. The lambs used for the oath sworn by
the Greeks and Trojans in Il. 3.292–301 were removed by Priamos (3.310). The meat from the
goat from an oath-sacrifice to the Charites on Kos (LS 151 D, 5–17) seems to have been eaten,
see Pirenne-Delforge 1996, 210–212. Cf. Pausanias’ remark that he forgot to ask what they did
with the victim used for the oath taken by the athletes at Olympia (5.24.9–11).
173 Burkert 1985, 250–251; Casabona 1966, 165 and 215–216.
174 For the evidence and discussion, see Jameson 1991; Jameson 1994b; Casabona 1966,

165–166 and 180–191; Vernant 1991, 244–257.
175 An idea of how such a divination may have been carried out can perhaps be gleaned from

the modern, Moroccan, Muslim ram sacrifices performed annually to predict the prosperity of
the coming year, see Combs-Schilling 1989, 212–232. The ram is held on its back, its head turned
towards Mecca and the person performing the sacrifice plunges the knife deeply into the ram’s
throat. The way the blood spurts, whether the ram manages to stand up after having its throat
cut and how long it will live after it has fallen are among the signs to be observed.
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be noted that also these sacrifices were, in most cases, not addressed to any
supernatural figure.176 What seems to have been of major importance was
the performance of the act itself.

At the purifications, oath-takings and war sphagia, it was the situation
that called for the blood rituals and a specific recipient was rarely mentioned.
Among the deities that were actual recipients of blood rituals are rivers and
the sea.177 For example, on Mykonos, the river Acheloios received an annual
sacrifice of eight lambs slaughtered (sphattetai) so that the blood would flow
into the river, while two more lambs and a full-grown sheep were killed at
the bomos.178 At this sacrifice, which formed part of the regular sacrificial
calendar of the island, the meat of the victims may very well have been
eaten.179 Other sacrifices to rivers and the sea, at which the blood was
emphasized, were performed in times of war, when the army had to cross
over the water or on other occasions involving danger.180 At these sacrifices,
the blood of the animal was made to flow into the water and the victims
seem to have been abandoned afterwards.181

The blood rituals for rivers and the sea can be linked with the use of the
same kind of practices to calm or receive favourable winds.182 The winds
could receive thysia sacrifices followed by dining and a number of bomoi
dedicated to winds are known.183 However, the blood rituals in the cult of
the winds seem mainly to have been reserved for dealing with dangerous and
threatening situations or to prevent the winds from damaging the crops.184

Thus, it turns out that the contexts in which blood rituals were used
mainly seem to concern situations that in some way di¢fered from a regular
thysia. The atmosphere in which these sacrifices were performed was
characterized by some kind of threat or danger, and often also by a close
connection with death. The war sphagia before battle and at crossings of
water were the most extreme cases, but the purificatory rituals and the
sacrifices at oath-takings were also particular situations. The aim of the
blood rituals was to get rid of this danger or to prevent the unwanted from

176 Jameson 1991, 211–212; Henrichs 1981, 213–214 and 219–220.
177 Stengel 1920, 135–136; Nilsson 1906, 425–426; Jameson 1991, 202–203.
178 LS 96, 35–37, c. 200 BC.
179 Cf. Jameson 1991, 203 with n. 16.
180 Jameson 1991, 202–203; Casabona 1966, 189–190.
181 Rivers, the sea and springs were also given sacrifices at which the victims were plunged

into the water and drowned (Burkert 1985, 138–139; Stengel 1920, 135).
182 Stengel 1910, 146–153; Stengel 1920, 126–127; Nilsson 1906, 444–445; Casabona 1966,

228–229; Hampe 1967.
183 Hampe 1967, 12.
184 Evidence collected by Stengel 1910, 146–153.
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happening. In most cases, the animal was destroyed or discarded after the
ritual had been completed. The main focus, however, was the handling of
the blood. The blood rituals are often not directed to any specific recipient:
it is the actual execution of the sacrifices on a certain occasion that is of main
interest. Also in those cases in which there was a named recipient, the blood
rituals can often be connected with particular situations.

2.4. The use of blood rituals in the cult of the dead

Blood rituals are also considered to have been used in the cult of the dead.185

This presupposes that animals must have been killed either in connection
with the funeral or later, as a part of the ongoing tending of the grave and
the dead. In the previous section on destruction sacrifices, it was argued that,
even though animal sacrifice may have been practised in earlier periods, this
ritual rarely formed a regular part of the cult of the dead in the Archaic and
Classical periods, at least not in Attica.

Blood rituals for the dead seem to have been regarded as a practice of
the past, which in historical times had been replaced by choai made of wine,
water, milk, honey and oil.186 The terminology used in the Minos points in
that direction, when it is stated that it used to be the custom that victims were
slaughtered before the dead were brought out, °ereîá te prosfáttontev pròtæv Çkforâv toû nekroû.187

Most evidence of blood rituals to the dead is found in epic and tragedy,
i.e., pictured as taking place in mythical history, and it is questionable to
what extent these practices should be taken as being relevant to the actual
cult of the dead in the Archaic and Classical periods.

For example, Odysseus’ slaughter of a black ram and a black ewe de-
scribed in the Odyssey (10.504–540 and 11.23–50) can scarcely be considered
as reflecting any contemporaneous rituals performed to the dead.188 Both
the aim of the ritual, to approach a certain deceased person and to acquire
information, and the context in which it is set, at the entrance to Hades, far
away from society, argues against such an interpretation. Another passage
often evoked in this context is the description of the sacrifice performed by
Achilles at the funeral of Patroklos.189 For the dinner preceding the burial,

185 Eitrem 1912, 1123; Stengel 1920, 148; Meuli 1946, 193–194; Burkert 1985, 60.
186 Stengel 1920, 148–149; Rohde 1925, 167–169; Garland 1985, 113–115. See also the Derveni

papyrus, col. VI, 6–7 and col. II, 5; Laks & Most 1997, 10–12; Tsantsanoglou 1997, 102–103.
187 [Pl.] Min. 315c.
188 See discussion by Sourvinou-Inwood 1995, 77–83. Garland 1985, 112, takes the blood

sacrifice performed by Odysseus in Od. 10.526–540 to be a description of a regular sacrifice
to the dead. See further discussion above, pp. 62–63 and p. 73.
189 Il. 23.166–178.
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sheep, goats and boars were slaughtered and their blood flowed around
Patroklos’ bier.190 At the actual interment, a number of sheep and oxen, four
horses, two dogs and twelve young Trojans, were all slaughtered and burnt
on the funeral pyre, hardly a ritual with parallels in the funerary practises
in the historical period. In the tragedies, a number of passages mention
sacrifices of blood to the dead. In the Electra of Euripides, Orestes visits
his father’s grave at night and o¢fers his tears and some cut-o¢f hair, as well
as the blood of a black sheep.191 Polyxena is to be killed on the tomb of
Achilles at Troy and her blood sacrificed to his ghost, a sacrifice which her
mother Hekabe thinks should rather be performed with an ox.192 Eurystheus
promises that he will protect Athens from his grave, but the Athenians are
not to worship him and not to let choai and blood drip on his tomb.193

The problem is, to what extent, if any, these passages from Homer
and the tragedians can be said to reflect the contemporaneous rituals to the
ordinary dead during historical times. In his study of popular religion in the
Greek tragedies, Jon Mikalson has argued that the concept of the dead in
these tragedies has little relevance to our knowledge of the attitude to the
ordinary dead in the Classical period.194 Even though the “literary” dead are
ordinary dead in their own contexts, they cannot automatically be considered
as corresponding to the ordinary dead in an actual contemporaneous context.

Moreover, some of the cases of blood rituals found in epic and tragedy
concern human sacrifice, for example, the slaughter of the twelve Trojans at
Patroklos’ funeral pyre or of Polyxena at the tomb of Achilles, which further
remove them from the sphere of contemporary funerary cult.195 The use of
sacrifices of blood, from either animal or human victims, to the dead in these
contexts is perhaps best seen as a means of distinguishing these dead from
the ordinary dead of the Classical period. In the mythical/epic past, blood

190 Il. 23.30–34, esp. 34: pántþ d� �mfì nékun kotulåruton Ïrreen a´ma, either referring to the
blood being so plentiful that it could be taken in cups or the blood actually being caught in
cups and poured out, see Richardson 1993, 169, line 34; Burkert 1985, 60.
191 Eur. El. 91–92; cf. 511–515.
192 Eur. Hec. 124–126, 260–261, 391–393 and 528–537.
193 Eur. Heracl. 1026–1036 and 1040–1043. Other examples: Aesch. Ag. 1277–1278; Eur.

Alc. 845; Eur. Hel. 1255; Eur. Tro. 622–623.

194 Mikalson 1991, 114–123, cf. 29–45; Garland 1985, xi, considers tragedy as drawing more
from hero-cult than from the cult of the ordinary dead. Cf. Henrichs 1991, 200, arguing that
tragedy focuses on the abnormal dead, while comedy reflects the attitude to the normal dead.
195 Hom. Il. 23.22–23 and 175–176; Eur. Hec. 528–537. Cf. Casabona 1966, 168–170, on the

terms aposphazein and katasphazein, which are used almost exclusively for the killing of
humans.
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was sacrificed to great men, such as Achilles, Agamemnon and Patroklos,
but that was no longer the case in later periods.196

Of great interest in this context is a 5th-century BC law from Ioulis on
Keos regulating burial modes. This text, which has been discussed previously
in connection with the Destruction sacrifices, stipulates that a prosphagion
should be performed according to ancestral custom.197 The prosphagion
must have taken place before the burial and seems to have been some kind
of animal sacrifice. The meat could not be eaten, since the family was still
ritually impure, and was probably deposited in the grave or burnt with the
corpse.198 The term prosphagion, however, indicates that the blood of the
victim was of importance at this ritual.199 Most likely, the main purpose of
the ritual was to provide the dead with the blood of the animal.

Another possibility would be to view the prosphagion as part of the
purification of the family of the departed. A scholion on the passage in the
Minos, which mentions the slaughter of an animal before the ekphora, states
that there were particular women, enchytistriai, who purified the enageis
and poured out the blood of the hiereion.200 If the prosphagion is to be
considered as connected with purifications, it made up only one part of
the transformation of the family from impure to pure, since the house was
purified the following day by sea- and spring-water and soil.201

Whatever was the purpose of the prosphagion, it seems to have been
a rare ritual, which is documented only from Keos.202 It was not practised
in Attica in the Classical period.203 Other funerary laws regulating the burial

196 The mention of blood rituals to the dead in the tragedies could be seen as an influence
from hero-cult, but each passage cannot automatically be taken as a description of or reference
to an actual hero-cult, see Mikalson 1991, 31–45; see also below, p. 261, n. 228.
197 LS 97 A, 12–13 = IG XII:5 593: prosfagíwi [q]rêsjai k.atà t.à p[átria].
198 See discussion above, pp. 229–230. Furthermore, to share a victim with an unburied family

member would have been to share his condition as unburied, dead and impure.
199 See Casabona 1966, 170–174: prosphagion is found only in the Ioulis law, while prosphazein

and prosphagma are mainly found in tragedy, often concerning human sacrifice.
200 [Pl.] Min. 315c: °ereîá te prosfáttontev prò tæv Çkforâv toû nekroû. Schol. [Pl.] Min. 315c

(Greene 1938): Çgqutistríav; ... légontai dè kaì Ësai toùv Çnageîv kajaírousin, a´ma Çpiqéousaitoû °ereíou. Cf. De Schutter 1996, 335.
201 LS 97 A, 14–17. One of the main purposes of the funerary laws may have been to limit and

prevent the spread of pollution, see Heikkilä (forthcoming).
202 Louis Robert (1937, 306–308, no. 3) suggested the restoration prosf. a[g]iáz[ontev] in a

late imperial epitaph recording the institution of a funerary cult in Phrygia. The terminology
is unusual also in this context, since the other examples of similar texts use thyein or thysia
(ibid. 391).
203 Enagizein and enagismos used for funerary rituals in Athens refer to the burning of

vegetable o¢ferings and cakes, as well as the pouring of libations, but cannot be taken as support
for the use of animal sacrifice and blood rituals in the cult of the dead.
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and the later activities at the tomb, just as the Keos law, do not mention any
similar kind of ritual.204

2.5. Blood rituals in hero-cults

The association between many of the blood rituals and sudden, violent death
is apparent. Blood was emphasized in the sacrifices just before the armies
were to begin the killing and blood was used to wash away the guilt caused
by bloodshed. The spilling of blood is also prominent in the descriptions
of human sacrifice. The representations of blood flowing in Greek art are
limited to human sacrifice and war sphagia, situations far removed from the
regular thysia and not followed by any consumption of the meat.205 As a
contrast, the killing and the bleeding at regular sacrifices are hardly ever
shown in art and, apart from the splashing of some of the blood on the altar,
blood did not occupy a prominent place in a thysia.206

The blood rituals known from hero-cults should be considered against
this background. On the general level, the rare use of blood rituals in
hero-cults is in accordance with the infrequency of these kinds of rituals
in Greek religion on the whole. The heroes are interesting, however, since
they could be direct recipients of blood rituals, which was rarely the case
with gods, apart from rivers, the sea and the winds.

If the cases of blood rituals documented in hero-cults are compared with
the contexts outlined above, in which the blood of the sacrificial animal was
particularly important, there are three contexts that may be relevant to the
understanding of blood rituals in hero-cults: war, purification and the sphere
of the dead and the underworld.

Most of the heroes for whom blood rituals are documented have a connection
with war.207 The cult of Brasidas at Amphipolis consisted of a thysia sacrifice
at which the blood of the victim was of particular importance, as indicated
by the term entemnein, probably referring to a complete renunciation of the

204 See, for example, LS 77 C (= Rougemont 1977, no. 9 C and discussion pp. 51–57),
the funerary law of the phratry Labyadai, Delphi, c. 400 BC; LSA 16, Gamberion, Mysia,
3rd century BC; LS 124, Eresos, Samos, 2nd century BC; cf. Seaford 1994, 74–78; Toher 1991,
159–175.
205 Peirce 1993, 253–254; Jameson 1991, 219; Durand 1989a, 91. Human sacrifice: London

BM 97.7–27.2, black-figure, “Tyrrhenian” amphora showing the death of Polyxena, van Straten
1995, V422, fig. 118; see also Durand & Lissarrague 1999, 83–106, esp. 91–102. On human
sacrifices in general, see Hughes 1991; Bonnechere 1994. War sphagia: Cleveland 26.242,
Athenian red-figure kylix (my Fig. 11, p. 272), van Straten 1995, V144, fig. 112.
206 Durand 1986, 10–11; Durand 1989a, 91–92; Peirce 1993, 220.
207 Cf. Ekroth 2000, 277–279.
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blood.208 The connection of Brasidas with war is obvious: he was a general
who had been killed in battle. The Amphipolitans regarded him as a founder
of their city, but also as a saviour who gave his life in order to save them.209

The war dead on Thasos, the Agathoi, constitute a close parallel to
Brasidas.210 These men killed in battle were subsequently honoured by the
city, together with their families. The inscription recording these honours
states that the polemarchs and the secretary of the council should record the
names of the war dead among the Agathoi and that their fathers and children
should be invited when the city performed the entemnein sacrifice to them.
The text does not use any other term for the sacrifice, but since the fathers
and children were invited to attend, the blood ritual is likely to have been
followed by a banquet.211

The sacrifices to the Hyakinthids in the Erechtheus of Euripides are set
in the aftermath of a war and described by a terminology evoking war.212

The daughters of Erechtheus have died in order to save the city at a time
of war: one of them was sacrificed and the other two committed suicide.213

When Athena describes the sacrifices the Hyakinthids are to receive in the
future, the relation to war is important. When war threatens, the Athenians
are to perform a particular sacrifice, protoma, to the Hyakinthids and their
sanctuary is to be a guarded abaton, which no enemy should be allowed to
enter and sacrifice to secure victory. Their regular cult is to consist of thysiai
sacrifices at which oxen are slaughtered and the blood shed in sphagai, blood
rituals related to sphagia. Erechtheus himself, who was killed by Poseidon
in connection with war, was to receive sacrifices called phonai, a term often
used to describe bloodshed on the battlefield.214

208 Thuc. 5.11. Most instances of entemnein in hero-cult have a connection with war; see Plut.
Vit. Sol. 9.1, heroes of Salamis; Plut. Vit. Pel. 22.2, daughters of Skedasos; Philostr. Her. 53.13,
Achilles; cf. Plut. Quaest. Rom. 290d, Enyalios; perhaps also the Scythian Toxaris who was
depicted as carrying a bow, Lucian Scytha 1–2.
209 Discussed by Hornblower 1996, 454–456. According to Thucydides, Hagnon, who received

a cult at Amphipolis prior to Brasidas, was given timai. It is possible that Thucydides deliberately
used only the term timai to make a distinction between the cult of Hagnon and that of Brasidas,
since the latter had been killed in war and therefore received rituals of a particular kind.
210 LSS 64, 7–22.
211 See discussion above, pp. 135–136.
212 Fr. 65, lines 77–89 (Austin 1968). For references to war in this passage, cf. Robertson

1996, 45.
213 Cf. Lacore 1995–96, 102–107, suggesting that the death and subsequent cult of the

Hyakinthids is to be seen as a reference to the citizens who die for their country and the
honours they are promised and that the tone and content of Euripides here are reminiscent of
the epitaphioi logoi.
214 No direct war connection can be demonstrated for Pelops, who also received a blood ritual.

Zeus, however, with whom Pelops was associated at Olympia, was in the Archaic and Classical
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A connection with war can, admittedly, be demonstrated for many
heroes, but I would suggest that in these cases this link was considered
as being particularly essential and therefore may have a¢fected the ritual
practices. The use of blood rituals in these cults may have served as a
reminiscence of the sphagia, the war sacrifices par excellence, but also of
the shedding of blood taking place in war and the fact that the hero had
fallen in battle or been killed as a consequence of war, which was the case
of all these heroes.215

It is important to note, however, that the blood rituals were not the
only sacrifices performed to these heroes. The discarding of the blood, and
perhaps also the killing of the animal in a particular fashion, only formed one
part of a ritual which ended with dining. The use of the blood of the victim
in hero-cults is thus di¢ferent from that found in most of the other contexts
in which blood rituals are documented. The blood rituals in hero-cults seem
to have operated like the blood rituals in the sacrifices to the river Acheloios
on Mykonos: the killing and bleeding of the animal were followed by the
consumption of the rest.216 The blood rituals to the heroes and to Acheloios
are both institutionalized parts of the cults, performed on a regular basis, in
contrast to purifications, oath-takings, pre-battle sphagia and the placating
of waters and winds, for which the blood rituals constituted a response to a
particular situation.

The blood rituals to the heroes should not be considered as being proper
war sphagia, but as modifications of regular thysiai by a specific handling
of the blood, in order to recognize in ritual the fact that the recipients had
specific connections with war. The thysia sacrifices, at which the blood rituals
were performed, can, in fact, be considered as partial destruction sacrifices:
the hero was given all of the blood, while the worshippers dined on the
meat.217

This kind of particular hero-sacrifice, a blood ritual followed by a thysia
with dining to a hero with a war connection, is perhaps what is alluded to

periods chiefly worshipped as a god connected with war, receiving a remarkable number of
war-related o¢ferings and having an oracle that was consulted about the outcomes of military
campaigns, see Mallwitz 1972, 24–39; Sinn 1991, 38–46.
215 See also Robertson 1996, 45. Cf. the sacrifice of goats to Artemis Agrotera before battle,

taken as symbolizing the imminent shedding of human blood, see Vernant 1991, 256.
216 LS 96, 35–37; Jameson 1991, 203 with n. 16.
217 The best parallel to this ritual is that of the Heros Archegetes at Tronis, described by

Pausanias (10.4.10): each day, the hero was honoured with animal victims, the blood of which
was poured into the hero’s grave, while the meat was consumed on the spot (Ïqei d� o½n Çpì�mérai te páshi timàv kaì �gontev °ereîa o° Fwkeîv tò mèn a´ma di� Äpæv Çsqéousin Çv tòn táfon,tà dè kréa taúthi sfísin �naloûn kajésthken). The identity of this hero is unknown, but it
is interesting to note that, according to one tradition reported to Pausanias, he was a famous
soldier called Xanthippos.
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(a) (b)

Fig. 10. (a) Silver coin from Syracuse showing the hero Leukaspis, late 5th cen-
tury BC, Munich, Staatliche Münzsammlung. (b) Drawing of silver coin from Syra-
cuse showing the hero Leukaspis, late 5th century BC. After Rizzo 1946, 215, fig. 47b.

on a late-5th-century BC coin from Syracuse showing the hero Leukaspis
(Fig. 10).218 The hero is naked and in arms (helmet, spear and shield),
charging to the right in front of a rectangular altar (to the left) and a dead
ram lying on its back (to the right). The motif is remarkable, since sacrificial
scenes are rarely depicted on Greek coins and within the Sicilian material
such scenes are confined to divinities libating on altars.219 It is therefore
likely that the Leukaspis coin refers to a particular ritual. The presence of the
altar excludes the possibility that the scene shown is a pre-battle sphagia,
even though rams are clearly the preferred kind of animals in representations
of war sphagia.220 On the other hand, the dead ram lying on its back
evokes a kind of sacrifice di¢ferent from a regular thysia, at which the dead
animal never seems to be shown, at least not lying by the altar.221 Leukaspis

218 Ekroth 2000, 279, figs. 3–4; Dunst 1964, 482–485, fig. 1, who also discusses possible
connections with the Attic Leukaspis mentioned in the Erchia calendar (LS 18, col. III, 50–53);
Caltabiano 1992, 273; Jenkins 1972, fig. 421 and p. 169. For a discussion of the coin type, see
Raven 1957, 77–81, who proposes a date around 412 BC.
219 For altars and sacrifices in the Greek numismatic material, see Aktseli 1996, 50–54; Ayala

1989, 56–65, esp. 59; cf. Liegle 1936, 203.
220 Jameson 1994b, 320–324, nos. 1–12, esp. 323, no. 9, the animals all being rams. Bulls

are used for the sphagia shown on the Nike parapet (Jameson 1994b). There are also a few
examples of the Leukaspis coin type which show only the ram and no altar, see Rizzo 1946,
pl. 47:5; Lacroix 1965, 50–51.
221 In the regular thysia scenes, the dead victim is shown only when being opened up or cut

up into portions (see van Straten 1995, 115–153). A parallel to the position and appearance of
the dead ram on the Leukaspis coin is to be found on an Athenian red-figure stamnos by the
Triptolemos painter (ARV 2 361/7) showing Aias or Achilles fighting Hektor, both being restrained
by older men. Between the warriors lies a ram on its back with its throat deeply cut and blood
running out of the wound. The vase-painter has named the ram PAT[, presumably Patroklos:
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was a local Sicanian or Siculian, who was killed, together with a number
of other military leaders, defending their territory against the invasion of
Herakles. The story is told by Diodorus Siculus (4.23.5), who further adds
that Leukaspis and the other generals received heroikai timai even in his
time. The minting of the coin has been connected with the Sicilian victory
over the Athenians in 415 BC, an occasion when it would be particularly
suitable to worship a local hero connected with war.222

The link between heroes, war and blood can be traced also in other
cases, even though the individual passages do not necessarily reflect actual
hero-cults.223 Before a military undertaking, but not as a direct, pre-battle
sphagia, heroes could receive blood rituals to secure their help, since they
were intimately connected with the land that was to be invaded or defended,
as was the case with the occasional protoma sacrifice to the Hyakinthids.224

For example, before the Athenian invasion of Salamis, Solon secretly sailed
to the island at night and performed a blood ritual, entemnein sphagia, to
the heroes Periphemos and Kychreus.225 Pelopidas was urged by Skedasos
and his daughters to slaughter (sphagiasai) a virgin on their tombs to procure
victory at Leuktra in 371 BC: he finally sacrificed a mare (enetemon).226 The
Cretan king Kydon was told by an oracle that, in order to defeat his enemies,
he had to sacrifice (sphagiasai) a virgin to the heroes of the country.227 The
statement by the dying Oidipous in the Oidipous at Kolonos, that his body
will lie hidden in the Athenian ground and drink the blood of the enemies
killed in future conflicts between Athens and Thebes, can also be interpreted
along the same lines.228

for the various interpretations, see Schmidt M. 1969, 141–152; Gri¢fiths 1985, 49–50; Gri¢fiths
1989, 39; Jameson 1994b, 320, no. 2. Cf. also a Roman coin from Magnesia showing Themistokles
with a phiale and a sword next to an altar and the front part of a bull, see Rhousopoulos 1896, 21;
Podlecki 1975, 170–171 and pl. 3:c.
222 Raven 1957, 77–81; cf. Lacroix 1965, 51. For Leukaspis’ war connections, see also an

early-6th-century dedication from Samos to this hero showing a shield and the front part of
a ship (Dunst 1972, 100–106 and pl. 45–46). The monument was put up by two men from the
same island, thanking Leukaspis for helping them at a Sicanian attack on Himera.
223 The connection between heroes and war is further underlined by heroes being shown on

reliefs as armed, with or without horses (van Straten 1995, 93–94) and the presence of weapons
in the banqueting hero-reliefs, in particular those from Thasos (Thönges-Stringaris 1965, 58).
224 Cf. Jameson 1951, 49–51, for the connections that heroes have with the territory. Cf. the

heroes Echetlos and Marathon participating in the battle at Marathon, Paus. 1.32.4–5.
225 Plut. Vit. Sol. 9.1.
226 Plut. Vit. Pel. 21–22; Am. narr. 774d.
227 Parth. Amat. Narr. 35.2.
228 Soph. OC 621–622: ²n� o¸mòv eºdwn kaì kekrumménov nékuv yuqróv pot� a¹t÷n jermòna´ma píetai. The OC has often been suggested to imply a hero-cult of Oidipous at Athens,

see Kearns 1988, 48 and 189; Méautis 1940, 37–51; cf. Seaford 1994, 130–136. This passage,
however, is not to be used as evidence for the ritual practices of such a cult, since the tomb is to
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The worship of the war dead was spread all over the Greek territory,
but in many cases it is not possible to ascertain whether blood rituals formed
a regular part of the worship of all war dead, since there is no information
on how the sacrifices were performed. For the Agathoi on Thasos, as well
as for Brasidas at Amphipolis, a blood ritual was performed in connection
with the thysia.229 The sources that speak of the treatment of the war dead
at Athens, on the other hand, tend to play down the religious element. From
Thucydides’ speech over the fallen Athenians, it can hardly be deduced that
they received any kind of regular cult.230 Other sources are more outspoken
but use only the terms timan and thysiai in referring to the cult.231 Sacrifices
including animal victims and banqueting were certainly performed, but it is
not known whether the blood of the victims was handled in any particular
manner. However, it is interesting to note that the sources that speak of
the funeral and cult of the Athenian war dead stress that they now had an
immortal quality and received honours accordingly.232 Perhaps the blood
rituals are to be viewed as being more connected with heroes who had died
in war, whose actual deaths were considered to be of central importance, for
example, the Thasian Agathoi and Brasidas, while in the case of the Athenian
war dead there was a wish to emphasize that, by dying, they had transcended
death and had now reached an immortal state, being closer to the gods.233

be secret and unapproachable and receive no regular cult (see Mikalson 1991, 41). The strongest
advocates for OC reflecting an actual cult of Oidipous are Henrichs (1983) and Edmunds (1981,
229, n. 31). Their opinion is partly based on a fragment of the Thebais (Allen 1912, 113, fr. 2;
7th–6th century BC), in which the terms paréjeke trápezan (line 2) and géra (line 6) are used
in connection with Oidipous, which, Henrichs and Edmunds argue, suggests the existence of a
hero-cult of Oidipous. This reasoning seems strange, since Oidipous in that particular context
is still alive and quarrels with his sons over the distribution of meat after a sacrifice; cf. Bethe
1891, 102–103.
229 Cf. the haimakouria to the war dead at Plataiai described by Plut. Vit. Arist. 21.1–5. The

rituals to these war dead seem to have undergone changes from the 5th century BC to the
2nd century AD, see above, p. 124, n. 450. Welwei 1991, 56, considers the 2nd-century AD ritual
as being more or less intact from the 5th century BC.
230 Thuc. 2.34–46; cf. Hornblower 1991, 292.
231 Pl. Menex. 249b; Dem. Epitaph. 36.
232 Lys. Epitaph. 80: those fallen in war are worthy of receiving the same honours as the

immortals ( v �xíouv Ìntav toùv Çn t§ polémÿ teteleuthkótav taîv a¹taîv timaîv kaì toùv�janátouv timâsjai); Dem. Epitaph. 36: the war dead as possessors of ageless honours, who had
had a memorial of their valour erected by the State, and were deemed deserving of sacrifices and
immortal games (semnòn dé g� �gårwv timàv kaì mnåmhn �retæv dhmosíý kthsaménouv Çpideîn, kaìjusi÷n kaì �gönwn �xiwménouv �janátwn); Stesimbrotos FGrHist 107 F 9: Perikles declared that
the fallen in the Samian War had become immortal like the gods (toùv Çn Sámÿ tejnhkótav ...�janátouv Ïlege gegonénai kajáper toùv jeoúv); cf. Parker 1996, 135–136; Sourvinou-Inwood
1995, 191–195; Loraux 1986, 40–41.
233 On the immortal state of the war dead, see also Hyp. Epitaph. 27–30; Simonides’ epitaph

for the fallen at Thermopylai (no. 532, Campbell 1991); cf. Rudhardt 1958, 122–125. The fact
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The second context of blood rituals which may be relevant to the understand-
ing of the use of rituals of this kind in hero-cults is that of purification. Here,
we enter into the question of what degree of impurity, if any, was ascribed
to the heroes. Contact with the ordinary dead created pollution, particularly
in connection with the burial, but also later visits to the grave could cause a
certain impurity.234 The prosphagion sacrifice in the funerary regulation from
Keos perhaps functioned as a purification of the family of the dead person
and of those participating in the funeral.235

The heroes and the tombs of the heroes, on the other hand, do not seem
to have caused much pollution, since they could be located in sanctuaries,
which were areas from which death and burials usually had to be kept
away.236 The evidence for heroes spreading pollution is scarce and seems
mainly to have concerned those who were particularly sensitive. Two
inscriptions from Kos, both dating to the first half of the 3rd century BC,
stipulate that priestesses of Demeter, in order to keep their state of purity,
should not step on or eat by a heroon (or from the sacrifices to heroes).237

The sacred law from Kyrene contains a di¢ficult passage that may be taken
to mean either that the oikist Battos, the Tritopatores and Onymastos the
Delphian could pollute anybody or only those who were “pure” or, on the
contrary, Battos, the Tritopatores and Onymastos alone among the dead did
not cause any pollution.238 Pausanias states that anyone eating of the meat
from the sacrifices to Pelops at Olympia cannot enter the temple of Zeus, a
case which he parallels with the similar regulations for the cult of Telephos at

that the Athenian war dead did not receive enagizein sacrifices (in this period) may have been
a further way of distancing them from death. Cf. also Fuqua 1981 on Tyrtaios’ allusion to the
Spartan war dead being considered as immortal. The religious status of the war dead, as well as
their cult, is a complex question, which I hope to be able to pursue further elsewhere.
234 Parker 1983, 37–39; LS 97 B, 1–11.
235 See above, p. 256.
236 For graves of heroes located in sanctuaries of gods, see Pfister 1909–12, 450–459; Vollgra¢f

1951, 315–396. In speaking of the funerals of the “Examiners”, Plato states that priests and
priestesses are to participate in the funeral procession as to a tomb that is pure ( v kajareúontit§ táfÿ), even though they are barred from approaching all other tombs (Leg. 947d). These
“pure” tombs were probably the tombs of heroes.
237 LS 154 A, 21–22 and 37; LS 156 A, 10. According to Herzog’s restoration of LS 156 A, 9–10,

the priestess could not participate in the sacrifices to the chthonian gods or the heroes. However,
this restoration is highly conjectural (see above p. 135, n. 23). The superstitious man in the
Characters of Theophrastos (16.9) refuses to step on a gravestone (mnema), to view a corpse
or to visit a woman in childbirth, so as not to incur pollution. A heroon, however, does not seem
to have posed any danger to him.
238 LSS 115 A, 21–25, late 4th century BC. For the interpretation of the passage, see discussions

by Parker 1983, 336–339; Malkin 1987, 206–212; Jameson, Jordan & Kotansky 1993, 110–111;
cf. Nock 1944, 577.
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Pergamon.239 Finally, the impure Tritopatores at Selinous received sacrifices
“as the heroes”, but from this stipulation it does not automatically follow that
all heroes were also impure.240

The way in which the hero died may be thought to be a cause of
pollution and therefore purification. Violent and unjust death, such as
murder, called for purification of the murderer by blood, but heroes who
perished in this way do not seem to have been a source of any particular
pollution. The war dead, who could be considered as having died a violent
death, were not considered as being impure, at least not in this period and
there is no evidence for purifying the army after battle, only after mutiny.241

The mode of death seems to have been of importance, however, since
to die with kleos, for example on the battlefield, did not turn one into a
biaiothanatos.242 Moreover, the pre-battle sphagia do not seem to have
been meant as a purification.243 A hero may be angry and revengeful at
being violently killed and having died, but in those cases the sacrifices were
aimed at placating the hero rather than at achieving purification.244 Sarah
Johnston has recently suggested that purifications in general were more
concerned with appeasing and averting the angry dead than has previously
been recognized but she wavers on whether this view of purifications applies
to heroes or not.245

The problem that still remains is to decide to what extent the heroes are
to be considered as being impure. It seems doubtful that any of the rituals
performed to heroes aimed at purifying the recipient. The use of enagizein
sacrifices in hero-cults, for example, does not seem to have constituted a
purification and is rather to be considered as a recognition of the dead state
of some heroes and a certain impure quality (see above, pp. 237–239). The
concept of impurity has been shown not to be fundamental to agos, but rather
a consequence of the awesome character of the sacred.246 The enagizein

239 Paus. 5.13.3. In the case of Telephos, a bath would allow the worshipper to enter the temple
of Asklepios.
240 On the impure Tritopatores, see Jameson, Jordan & Kotansky 1993, A 9–12, and above,

pp. 221–223 and pp. 235–238.
241 Parker 1983, 42; Pritchett 1979, 196–202; cf. Bremmer 1983b, 105. The sacrifices on the

battlefield after the battle at the tropaion were regular thysia, see Durand 1996, 50–52.
242 See Johnston 1999, 149–150; Bremmer 1983b, 105–108.
243 Jameson 1991, 212–213.
244 Seaford 1994, 123–139. The concept of the heroes being angry and revengeful at being

violently killed and having died seems mainly to have been a later development (see Rose 1953,
1052–1057, cf. Nock 1950, 713–714; Waszink 1954, 391–394; Nilsson 1967, 183–184). Revengeful
spirits are another matter. The elasteroi at Selinous receive thysia sacrifices “as to the immortals”,
but the blood is to flow into the ground, see Jameson, Jordan & Kotansky 1993, B 12–13.
245 Johnston 1999, 129–139.
246 Chantraine & Masson 1954, 85–106; Parker 1983, 6.
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sacrifice of a ram to Kalchas at Daunia before the consultation of his oracle,
for example, may have been a purification, but of the consultant, not the
divinity, and the consultant then slept in the skin of the ram.247 On the whole,
there is little evidence for the heroes spreading such kinds of pollution as
would necessitate purification, and the blood rituals in hero-cults are best
not connected with such a purpose.248

Finally, a third context for blood rituals in hero-cults should be considered:
the use of blood in the sphere of the dead and the underworld, particularly
as a means of establishing contact.249 To pour out the blood of a sacrificial
victim, often in combination with evoking the recipient in question, seems
to have been used as a means of getting his or her attention. The purposes
for performing such rituals varied but in some cases it is an oracular function
that was aimed at.250 The clearest case is the sacrifice of blood to Teiresias
in the Nekyia (Od. 11.23–43; 97–99), made in order to persuade the seer to
give Odysseus instructions on his return to Ithaka. Odysseus slaughters and
bleeds the victims into a pit and sits back to wait for the shade of Teiresias
to come and drink, and thereafter provide the desired information. Similarly,
before the consultation of the oracle of Trophonios at Lebadeia, a sacrifice
was made in a bothros and Agamedes was called.251 The term used for the
sacrifice is thyein, but it is possible that the blood of the ram sacrificed went
into the bothros by analogy with Odysseus’ sacrifice in the Nekyia leading
up to the consultation of Teiresias. Blood was also used for calling and
contacting other beings of the underworld, such as Hekate and certain dead
characters, in order to enquire about various matters.252

In other cases, it was help and advice in a more general sense that
was desired. At the killing of Polyxena on the tomb of Achilles Neoptolemos
urges his dead father to come forward and drink her blood and to grant them

247 Strabon 6.3.9; see Petropoulou 1985; cf. Jameson, Jordan & Kotansky 1993, 83 and 95, on
the Diòv k¯dion used for purifications.
248 The terms enagizein, enagisma and enagismos occasionally occur in contexts mentioning

purifications (Kleidemos FGrHist 323 F 14; Polyb. 23.10.17; Plut. Quaest. Rom. 270a), but a more
direct connection between these terms and concepts of pollution is to be found only in the
lexicographers and the scholia, e.g. Hsch. s.v. Çnagízein (Latte 1953–66, E 2586); Etym. Magn.
s.v. Çnagízein (Gaisford 1848); schol. Hom. Od. 1.291 (Dindorf 1855). Cf. the development of
agos and enages to become synonymous with miasma and miaros from the late 4th century BC
(Parker 1983, 8, n. 35).
249 Cf. Ekroth 2000, 274–277.
250 Page 1955, 24–25; Sourvinou-Inwood 1995, 82–83.
251 Paus. 9.39.6.
252 Most examples come from later sources, see Heliod. Aeth. 6.14.3–6; oracle given by Apollon

at Klaros, Krauss 1980, no. 11; see further above, pp. 60–74. Cf. also the female oracle of Apollon
at Argos drinking blood to become possessed by the god (Paus. 2.24.1).
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a safe journey home.253 To pour out blood for heroes as a preparation for
war can also be seen as a way to approach them and secure their support.
This may have been the intent of the protoma sacrifice to the daughters of
Erechtheus, which, it was argued above, consisted of a libation of blood.254

Possibly the sacrifice of blood to the elasteros in the Selinous inscription may
also have aimed at procuring the services of this being, although as a means
of revenge.255 Other cases can be found in the later sources.256

The common nominator for the use of the blood in these rituals seems
to have been to attract the attention of the recipients by means of the
blood. In such cases in which the recipients were dead, the blood itself, to
a certain extent, may also have revitalized those receiving it, giving them
back some of the powers they had while still alive and thereby making
them approachable.257 This function is clearest in the case of Teiresias
and the dead in the Homeric underworld. The ordinary dead cannot even
speak before having drunk the blood and Teiresias can only prophecy after
consuming this liquid. It is possible that the heroes were thought to have
needed the blood to be invigorated as well, though is seems doubtful that
they would have been considered as being as weak and feeble as the
ordinary dead. Rather, in the case of the heroes, just as for the other divine
beings of the underworld, the libation of blood created a connection and
facilitated interaction between the recipients and the worshippers.

In hero-cults, however, an additional purpose can be suggested for the
libation of the blood and the evoking of the hero: to serve as an invitation and
an attempt to procure the hero’s presence at the sacrifice and the following
festival, such as athletic games and horse-races.258 The haimakouriai to
Pelops at Olympia can be seen as being part of a theoxenia ritual, at which
the blood of the animal victim constituted the invitation to the hero to come
and participate in the sacrifice and the festival, as an invited guest participates
in a symposium.259 The distinction between Pelops and a regular guest
lies in the fact that Pelops is drinking blood, not wine. The sacrifices to
Brasidas and the Agathoi on Thasos both contained blood rituals and were

253 Eur. Hec. 534–541.
254 See above, pp. 173–175; cf. Plut. Vit. Sol. 9.1; Vit. Pel. 21–22; Am. narr. 774 d.
255 Jameson, Jordan & Kotansky 1993, A 12–13, see also commentary pp. 119–120; cf. Clinton

1996, 179.
256 Philostr. V A 4.16; Ap. Rhod. Argon. 3.1026–1041 and 3.1104–1222; Lucian Philops. 14.
257 Sourvinou-Inwood 1995, 77 and 83; cf. below, pp. 285–286.
258 On the importance of calling and acclaiming the hero, in particular by using chaire, see

Sourvinou-Inwood 1995, 197. Johnston (1999, 155) further suggests that calling the hero was a
way of locating him at a desired location, a kind of goeteia.
259 See discussion above, pp. 171–172, 178 and 190–192.
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accompanied by games. There is no direct indication of the blood being used
as an invitation in these cases but it is possible that the blood was thought
to function in a similar manner in these cults: to ensure the presence of the
heroes.260

Further examples of blood being used as an invitation to heroes to come
and attend a sacrifice can be found in the post-Classical sources. In the Aetia
of Kallimachos, the blood is clearly intended as an invitation to the dead
founder of Zankle to come and participate in the rituals.261 The magistrates
invite the founder to the sacrifice (kaléousin Çp� Ïntoma). He is to come to
the dais and he may bring two or more guests, since no small amount of
the blood of an ox has been spilt (o¹k Äl. [í]g.w. v. a. [´]ma boòv k. é.q.u. [t]ai). The
blood sacrificed to the war dead at Plataiai described by Plutarch functions
in a similar manner: an ox is slaughtered and the war dead are invited to the
deipnon and the haimakouria.262 Achilles was called at the sacrifices on his
burial mound at Troy and, when a black bull was slaughtered (esphatton),
Patroklos was also invited to the dais to make Achilles happy.263

In the cases outlined here, the blood did not only serve as a means of
getting the hero’s attention, as an invitation and possibly as providing him
with the necessary powers to execute certain functions. Of importance is also
the view of the blood forming part of the o¢ferings presented to the hero at a
dais or deipnon, o¢ferings which he consumed on this occasion, and he may
have been perceived as participating in a symposium and drinking the blood.
Pelops, for example, is described as reclining like a guest at a banquet, taking
part in the o¢ferings of blood. That the recipients were to drink the blood is
also evident from the cases of Teiresias and Achilles.264

In all, the use of blood rituals to attract attention and to render commu-
nication possible seems to have been restricted to heroes, the divinities of
the underworld and dead persons from the mythical and epic past described
in the literary tradition.265 Libations of blood, it was argued above, cannot

260 On the question with which games the sacrifices to the Agathoi should be connected, see
Pouilloux 1954b, 378; Bergquist (forthcoming). A later case of a blood ritual in connection with
games to a hero is the foundation of Kritolaos, at Aigale, Amorgos. At the yearly festival to this
young hero a ram was to be slaughtered (sfaxát.wsan) at the agon, boiled whole and used for
prizes in the contest; LSS 61 = Laum 1914, vol. 2, no. 50, lines 74–80, late 2nd century BC.
261 Aet. book 2, fr. 43, lines 80–83.
262 Plut. Vit. Arist. 21.1–5. The term deipnon was mainly used for “dinners” associated with

apotropaic and cathartic rites, such as the deipna to Hekate, see Jameson 1994a, 38. Among the
few cases of positive connotations of deipna, Jameson places the sacrifices to the war dead at
Plataiai.
263 Philostr. Her. 53.11–12.
264 Hom. Od. 11.97–99; Eur. Hec. 536–537; cf. also Soph. OC 612–622, Oidipous is to be

buried in the Athenian soil and drink the blood of its enemies.
265 Cf. Jouan 1981, on calling the dead in tragedy; cf. Sourvinou-Inwood 1995, 197.
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be said to have formed part of the regular funerary cult in the Archaic and
Classical periods. The ordinary dead do not seem to have been called,
contacted or invited by means of blood and there is little evidence that there
was any desire for that kind of closeness with the departed.266 If the blood
could function both as a way of getting into contact with the beings of the
underworld and as a manner of revitalizing them and making them act, it is
possible that such rituals were deliberately avoided in the cult of the ordinary
dead, since, in the Archaic and Classical periods, they were beginning to be
perceived as a threat.267 Even though the departed could be manipulated
and used for the purposes of the living, such activities seem to have been
accomplished in a controlled manner, in which the living used the power of
the dead but made no attempts to increase it.268

To sum up, blood rituals in hero-cults seem to have had two possible
functions, not mutually exclusive, however. On the one hand, the o¢ferings
of blood can be connected with the prominent link with war which some
of the heroes had, who received these sacrifices. These heroes had either
been directly killed in battle or su¢fered a death caused indirectly by the
war. The sacrifice of the blood can have been a way of recognizing in ritual
this particular character trait and served as a reminiscence of the battle-line
sphagia. The use of blood rituals for heroes connected with war can be seen
as a way of institutionalizing a ritual usually only performed in particular
situations when the need arose.

On the other hand, the blood libations functioned as a means of calling
and inviting the hero to come and participate in the festival, at which he was
received as a divine guest and given the blood as a part of his entertainment.
On these occasions, sacrifices, and often also games, took place. This use of
the blood is more linked to the sphere of the underworld, as is evidenced
from the literary sources, even though it is doubtful whether such rituals
were carried out for the contemporary ordinary dead.

266 Mikalson 1991, 121. It seems rather to have been desired to keep the dead at a distance,
particularly from the Archaic period and onwards, see Johnston 1999, passim. At the Anthesteria,
when the souls of the dead were thought to come up into the world of the living, various
precautions were undertaken (Rohde 1925, 168; Deubner 1969, 111–114; Parke 1977, 116–117).
At the Genesia, the state celebration in honour of the dead, sacrifices were primarily performed
to Ge, even though some kinds of o¢ferings were probably also brought for the departed, see
Deubner 1969, 229–230.

267 Johnston 1999, 23–35. Possibly the explicit case of the dead drinking blood and being
revitalized in the Nekyia is to be put in connection with the Homeric concept of the dead as
weak and powerless shades; cf. Johnston 1999, 8–9; Sourvinou-Inwood 1995, 81–83.

268 See, for example, the use of curse tablets, Johnston 1999, 71–81.
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2.6. The position of the head of the animal victim in
blood rituals

Before concluding this section, a technical detail of the blood rituals should
be briefly considered. Among the distinctions between Olympian and
chthonian deities has often been mentioned a correlation between the
location of the divinity and the direction in which the sacrifices were
performed.269 Olympian deities residing in the sky above received sacrifices
aimed in that direction, while the chthonian deities below were given
sacrifices going into the earth. In particular, the position of the head of the
sacrificial victim, and therefore the direction of the blood streaming from
it, have been considered to di¢fer, depending on whether the recipient was
regarded as belonging to the upper or to the lower sphere. At the sacrifices
to heroes, who were dead and buried and classified as chthonian, the heads
and throats of the animals have been thought to have been facing downwards
when the animal was killed, so that the blood from the slit veins would soak
into the ground and be of benefit to the hero.270

Two points are of interest here. First of all, are the terms particularly
connected with the blood of the victim, such as haimakouria, sphagia and
entemnein, to be understood as covering not only the slaughtering of the
animal and the complete discarding of the blood, but also more specifically
the killing of the victim when the head was facing downwards, no matter
who was the recipient of the sacrifice? Secondly, are all sacrifices to heroes,
both the regular thysia and the blood rituals, to be considered as di¢fering
from the sacrifices to the gods, since the head of the animal was bent towards
the ground when a sacrifice was performed to a hero?

Apart from the apparently obvious correlation between the direction of
the sacrifice, downwards, and the location of the recipients, below ground,
we have to begin by looking at the extant evidence for bending the head of
the animal towards the ground and its relation to hero-cults. The idea that the
head was to be turned downwards is found most explicitly in two scholia,
on the Iliad 1.459 and on the Argonautica 1.587 by Apollonios Rhodios,
respectively.

The context of Iliad 1.459 is a sacrifice to Apollon by Kryseis, asking the
god to stop the plague, since the priest has received his daughter back. In
lines 458–459, after prayer and sprinkling of barley, the heads of the animals
are drawn back, and the victims are killed, flayed and later prepared, i.e.,

269 Deneken 1886–90, 2505; von Fritze 1903, 64–66; Stengel 1910, 113–125; Eitrem 1912, 1124;
Stengel 1920, 112; Rohde 1925, 116; Ziehen 1929, 1670–1671; Rudhardt 1958, 261–262 and
285–286; Scullion 1994, 97, n. 60; Scullion 2000, 169.
270 Stengel 1910, 113–125; Rohde 1925, 116; Rudhardt 1958, 285–286.
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a regular thysia.271 In the scholia on line 1.459, it is stated that, when a
sacrifice was performed to the gods, the throat of the victim was bent back,
so that one turned towards heaven for the gods who lived there, while to
the heroes, as to the departed, entoma were sacrificed towards the ground,
while looking away.272

The other scholion containing this information is on Apollonios Rho-
dios’ Argonautica 1.587. The passage describes the Argonauts arriving at
Magnesia, where the tomb of Dolops was located. Here, they performed a
sacrifice to Dolops, Ïntoma målwn keían, a killing and bleeding of sheep and
then burning them.273 The scholion states that “entoma are sphagia, mainly
the enagismata to the dead, at which the heads of the victims are cut o¢f
(apotemnesthai) towards the ground: this is the way to sacrifice (thyein) to
the chthonians; to the heavenly ones they slaughter while turning the throat
upwards”.274 The scholion mentions the dead and the chthonian gods, but
not the heroes.

To these two scholia can be added a passage in Plutarch concerning the
sacrifice to the daughters of Skedasos, performed by Pelopidas before the
battle at Leuktra in 371 BC.275 On the night before the battle, Pelopidas had
a dream, in which Skedasos and his daughters urged him to sacrifice his own
daughter to procure victory. Pelopidas was greatly troubled, but the matter
was finally resolved by sacrificing a young mare on the tomb of the maidens.
In the Teubner edition, the text runs as follows: Çk toútou labóntev tän ²pponÇpì toùv táfouv �gon t÷n parjénwn, kaì kateuxámenoi kaì katastéyantevÇnétemon, “they brought the mare to the tombs of the maidens and after
having prayed and garlanded, they sacrificed her by slitting her throat”.276

Some scholars have advocated the alternative reading of katastepsantes as

271 Il. 1.458–459: a¹tàr Çpeí �� e»xanto kaì o¹loqútav probálonto, a¹érusan mèn pr÷ta kaìÏsfaxan kaì Ïdeiran.
272 Schol. Il. 1.459 (Dindorf 1875, vol. I): a¹érusan: e±v to¹písw �néklwn tòn tráqhlon toûjuoménou °ereíou,  v proséqein e±v o¹ranòn toîv jeoîv o´v kaì Çjúonto,  v kaì a¹t÷n ÌntwnÇn o¹ran§. pálin dè toîv �rwsin,  v katoiqoménoiv, Ïntoma Ïjuon �poblépontev kátw e±v gæn.

This information is found in the so-called Didymos scholia, not included in the scholia maiora
published by Erbse (schol. Il. 1.459, Erbse 1969–88, vol. 1).
273 For the meaning of entoma, see Casabona 1966, 228.
274 Schol. Ap. Rhod. Argon. 1.587 (Wendel 1935): Ïntoma dè tà sfágia, kuríwv tà toîv nekroîvÇnagizómena, dià tò Çn t� g� a¹t÷n �potémnesjai tàv kefeláv. oºtw gàr júousi toîv qjoníoiv,toîv dè o¹raníoiv �nw �nastréfontev tòn tráqhlon sfázousin. Casabona 1966, 226, mistakenly

refers this scholion to Thucydides.
275 Plut. Vit. Pel. 21–22. This story is referred to in less detail also by other sources, see above,

p. 97, n. 323.

276 Plut. Vit. Pel. 22.2, ed. Ziegler 1968.
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katastréyantev, “after having turned down”.277 In that case, this gesture
preceded the slitting of the animal’s throat, meaning that the actual killing of
the animal was performed when the victim had its head facing the ground.

Of relevance in this context is also Odysseus’ sacrifice in the Nekyia, in
order to get in touch with the dead Teiresias. In book 10, Kirke instructs
Odysseus to sacrifice a black sheep and a black ram and to turn the
victims towards Erebos, while he himself looks away (Ìïn �rneiòn �ézeinjælún te mélainan e±v �Erebov stréyav, a¹tov d� �ponósfi trapésjai).278

In Odysseus’ own description of the event in book 11, he took the sheep
and slaughtered them above the pit, perhaps by cutting o¢f their heads, and
the blood flowed freely (tà dè mæla labõn �pedeirotómhsa Çv bójron, �ée d�a´ma kelainefév).279

Only in these four instances can a correlation be found between
particular recipients of blood rituals (the chthonian gods, heroes and the
dead) and the position of the animal’s head. The connection with heroes is,
in fact, made only in the scholion on the Iliad and in the alternative reading
of the Plutarch passage. In all other cases of sacrifices to heroes, or rituals
covered by terms particularly connected with the killing and bleeding of the
victim, the bending down of the head of the animal remains an inference.

The next step is to examine the practical course of action when
slaughtering an animal with the head bent towards the ground. It is clear
from Casabona’s study of entemnein, entoma, sphagia temnein, sphazein
and sphagiazein that these terms often have a direct technical meaning, all
concerning rituals in which the blood of the animal played an important part,
and that there is also a certain overlap in the use of these terms for the same
kinds of action.280 The blood shed at these rituals was completely discarded
and eventually soaked up by the ground, even though it may first have been
used for a certain purpose, for example, at oath-takings, or poured out at a
specific location.

Of particular interest among these blood rituals are the sphagia per-
formed before battle, since there exists a small number of representations
apparently showing this action.281 It is striking that, on all these representa-
tions, no matter whether they are found on vases, reliefs or coins, the head

277 Von Fritze 1903, 66; Stengel 1910, 104, n. 1; Rudhardt 1958, 285–286. For the reading
katastrepsantes, see Plut. Vit. Pel. 22.2, ed. Ziegler 1968, app. crit., line 23.
278 Od. 10.527–528.
279 Od. 11.35–36. On this sacrifice resulting in a decapitation of the victims, see above,

pp. 174–175, esp. n. 187.
280 Casabona 1966, 155–196, 211–229 and 337–338.
281 Material collected and discussed in Jameson 1991, 217–219 with n. 49, and Jameson 1994b,

320–324; cf. van Straten 1995, 103–113.
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Fig. 11. Sphagia sacrifice in connection with war. Fragmentary
Athenian red-figure kylix, c. 490–480 BC, Cleveland, Museum of Art.

of the animal is pulled up to expose the throat. The warrior or Nike who
is about to kill the animal has straddled its back, holding the muzzle or
the horns with one hand, while plunging, or being ready to plunge, the
sword into the animal’s throat with the other hand (Fig. 11). The throat is
stretched out and has a vertical position: in some cases, the head is even
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pulled backwards.282 Judging from these representations, the position of the
head was not important, only the flow of the blood, which, of course, would
go down into the ground.283 If the main purpose of blood rituals was a
complete renunciation of the blood, an exposure of the throat in this manner
would also have facilitated the blood flow.

Though it seems logical to bend the head of the animal towards the
ground when sacrificing to those residing below, there is a practical problem:
is it possible to slit the animal’s throat when its head is facing downwards and
its throat is not exposed? If the head of the animal is really bent towards the
ground and the muzzle is pointing downwards, the access to the jugular veins
is very restricted and it would seem almost impossible to cut the animal’s
throat. If, however, the victim is lifted up, so that the head and the throat
are oriented in a horizontal position, the throat can be pierced from below,
as is shown on a black-figure amphora from Viterbo (Fig. 12).284 Exactly
what kind of sacrifice this scene is showing is di¢ficult to be precise about,
owing to its uniqueness, but there is no objection to considering it as being
a regular thysia.285 What should be noted on the Viterbo amphora is the
presence of the sphageion to collect the blood, an object which is lacking in
the depictions of war sphagia. The sacrifice shown on the Viterbo vase is not
a sacrifice at which all the blood is to be spilt. Lifting animals up, in order
to kill them at sacrifices, is mentioned in the written sources, but there is no
indication of these rituals being anything other than regular thysiai, at which
the lifting up of the animals was a demonstration of strength.286 Thus, we
are faced with a paradox: in the depictions of sphagia, at which all the blood
was spilt, the throat is exposed and almost turned upwards, while at a thysia,

282 The interpretation of the clearest depiction of a sacrifice of this kind, a tondo of a
fragmentary, red-figure kylix now in Cleveland (my Fig. 11), is complicated by the problem of
how the picture is to be oriented. This is clear if one compares how Jameson (1991, 218, fig. 1)
and van Straten (1995, V144, fig. 112) have placed the vase. Jameson has turned the picture
so that the sword of the soldier is parallel to the ground and the exposed throat of the ram
is vertical to the ground. Van Straten, on the other hand, has oriented the illustration with the
sword pointing towards the ground at an angle of 45° and the throat of the animal facing
downwards. Considering how the head is shown on the other depictions of the same ritual,
Jameson’s orientation of the vase seems preferable.
283 Cf. Jameson 1991, n. 49; von Fritze 1903, 64–65.
284 See also van Straten 1995, V141, fig. 115; Barbieri & Durand 1985, figs. 1, 6 and 7.
285 Peirce 1993, 220 and 234–235, interprets the vase as showing the sphage in a thysia;

van Straten 1995, 111, does not consider the scene to be a sphagia.
286 For sources and discussion, see van Straten 1995, 107–113; Peirce 1993, 234–235 with n. 56;

Jouanna 1992, 412–413. Of particular interest is Od. 3.444–455: at this sacrifice, the vessel for
the blood is kept ready, the animal is stunned and thereafter raised (the entire animal or just
the head) from the ground, so that the throat can be slit and the blood flow out. If the raising
refers to the whole animal, the scene described would have been very similar to that shown on
the Viterbo amphora.
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Fig. 12. An ox being lifted and killed by a group of men. Athenian black-
figure amphora, c. 550 BC, Viterbo, Museo Archeologico Rocca Albornoz.

at which the blood was collected and kept, the victim could occasionally be
killed with the throat facing the ground.287 There is no indication that the
position of the head at these sacrifices had any bearing on the location of
the divine recipient.

To conclude, the important action at the blood rituals must have been
to steer the blood of the animal in a certain direction and eventually discard
it all, rather than bending the head of the animal towards the ground at
the moment of the killing. The action described in the Odyssey can also be
interpreted along the same lines: first, Odysseus sacrificed the animals over
the bothros by cutting their throats or, rather, by completely cutting o¢f their
heads, and then he turned the victims towards the ground, so that the blood

287 The small number of representations of the actual moment of killing should be kept in
mind. Cf. the position of the head and throat of the pig on the Athenian red-figure, kylix tondo
Louvre G 112, showing the moments preceding the killing of the animal (my Fig. 7, p. 243),
and the position of Polyxena on the vase depicting her being sacrificed (van Straten 1995, V422,
fig. 118). In these two cases, however, the position of the victim seems to be dependent on
what was convenient for the person performing the actual killing rather than the location of the
recipient.
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would flow into the pit. To correlate the position of the head of the victim,
when it was slaughtered, with the location of the recipient, as is done by
the scholiasts on Homer and on Apollonios Rhodios, and in the alternative
reading of the Plutarch passage, does not seem to fit the practicalities of
Greek sacrifices in the Archaic and Classical periods.

It is possible that, apart from the cases in which the animal was lifted up,
the head of the victim was always bent back to facilitate the killing, no matter
which kind of ritual was being performed or who was the recipient. The
distinction between a thysia and a blood ritual may rather have depended
on whether the blood was to be saved or not, as well as on the technique
employed at the actual killing. At a thysia, a knife was used for the killing,288

perhaps only piercing the vein so that the blood could be collected and saved
in a sphageion for future consumption. At the blood rituals, the throat was
slit or cut, or the head may have been completely cut o¢f, using a sword, at
least for the sphagia,289 and the blood was allowed to flow freely into the
ground.290 When the ritual took place at a bothros, the head of the animal, or
the decapitated carcass, was surely held so that the blood would be directed
down into the pit.291 The sacrifice to the elasteros in the Selinous inscription
being described as júen hósper toîv �janátoisi. sfaz.éto d� Çv gân (“sacrifice
as to the immortals but slaughter the victim so that the blood flows into the
ground”) obviously shows that it was not self-evident where the blood was
to go.292

Furthermore, the notion that there was a particular action of bending
the animal’s head towards the ground when sacrificing to heroes, chthonian

288 For the use of knives at thysiai, see Berthiaume 1982, 18 and 109–110, n. 14.
289 Odysseus uses a sword for the sacrifices in the Nekyia (Od. 11.24 and 11.48). In the

examples of iconographical representations of sphagia listed by Jameson (1994b, 320–324), a
sword is definitely used in nine cases out of twelve (nos. 1–5, 8–10 and 12; no. 6 has a sword
or a dagger; no. 11 probably a sword; no. 7, no weapon mentioned). On the use of swords
at depictions of human sacrifices, see Durand & Lissarrague 1999, 91–106, esp. 105. Cf. Plut.
Vit. Arist. 21.2–5, esp. 21.4; the archon at Plataiai uses a sword for the enagizein sacrifice and
haimakouria to the war dead.
290 The distinctions between piercing and slitting/cutting need to be further examined. In

the depictions of the pre-battle sphagia, it looks as if the person killing the animal is driving
his sword into the throat of the victim, rather than slitting it, see Jameson 1991, 218, fig. 1
(cf. 222, n. 9) = my Fig. 11, p. 272; Jameson 1994b, 321, figs. 18.8 and 18.9a. Stengel (1910,
120–123) and Ziehen (1929, 1670) argued that there was a vital di¢ference between piercing
and cutting the animal’s throat: the former was the practice at Olympian sacrifices and the latter
in chthonian rituals, but they also interpreted sphazein as referring to piercing and not cutting,
and Stengel further underlined that the scenes showing Nike performing sphagia were not to
be considered as being chthonian rituals.
291 The bending down of the head at the bleeding should not be overemphasized, since, to

collect the blood at regular thysiai, the head of the victim must have been turned downwards
or the whole carcass hung with the head facing towards the ground.
292 Jameson, Jordan & Kotansky 1993, B 13, see also commentary p. 45.
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divinities and the dead is based only on information found in late literary
sources and is perhaps best regarded as a literary construct with little bearing
on the actual rituals performed.293

Thus, there is no reason to suppose that all sacrifices to heroes, whether
they were regular thysiai or contained a blood ritual, were executed by
bending the head of the animal towards the ground during the killing, since
this manœuvre seems to be very hard to execute, unless the victim is lifted
up. The majority of sacrifices to heroes were regular thysiai, at which the
blood was kept and eaten along with the meat, and there was no interest
in spilling all the blood. In the specific case of blood rituals, however, the
blood was discarded and directed into the ground (or into a bothros dug into
the hero’s burial mound).

3. Theoxenia

3.1. O�ferings of food in the cult of the gods and the cult
of the dead

In the cult of the gods, o¢ferings of food of the kind eaten by humans
could take a variety of forms. Cakes, bread, pots of cooked grain and
fruit could be deposited on altars, on particular sacred tables, at sacred
places like caves and springs or before the images of the deities.294 At
the regular meals of men, the gods received an o¢fering of a part of the
food as a kind of aparchai.295 Deipna (dinners) were o¢fered to Hekate,
for cathartic and apotropaic purposes, where three roads met.296 Thysia
sacrifices were regularly accompanied by the burning of grain and cakes,
usually labelled hiera.297 Among these food o¢ferings, the ritual of theoxenia
occupies a particular place, since the divine recipient was not only given

293 The sacrificial reality can be di¢ficult to imagine. Cf. the butchers at the slaughterhouse in
Berlin, who laughed at Stengel (1910, 115) when he asked them whether it was possible to
lift adult living cows and then kill them, see van Straten 1995, 109. The practical di¢ficulties of
killing an animal while the head was bent down were remarked upon already by von Fritze
(1903, 61–66), who instead suggested that katastrephein referred to the pressing of the whole
animal towards the ground and not just turning down the head; see also Scullion 1994,
97, n. 60. Cf. also the Roman standard rendering of sacrifices, especially of bulls, from the
early 2nd century AD to late antiquity, in which the animal’s head is always bent towards the
ground to show the victim’s consent, a kind of representation lacking in the Greek material, see
Himmelmann 1997, 56–59; Brendel 1930.
294 Ziehen 1939, 582–586; Burkert 1985, 68; Gill 1991, 7–11; Jameson 1994a, 37.
295 Jameson 1994a, 38.
296 Jameson 1994a, 38.
297 Jameson 1994a, 37–38; Jameson, Jordan & Kotansky 1993, 35–36; Burkert 1985, 68;

cf. Kearns 1994.
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food of the kind eaten by humans, but was also thought of as a guest, who
was entertained and o¢fered a table with a prepared meal and a couch to
recline on.298

The important role that theoxenia played in Greek religion has been
made clear by several recent studies.299 Theoxenia rituals have usually
been considered as being used primarily for heroes or lesser gods, such as
Herakles and the Dioskouroi, but it is evident that this kind of ritual was also
practised in the cults of major gods, such as Apollon, Dionysos, Zeus and
Athena.300 The ritual seems to have been so widely practised that it cannot
be tied to any particular kind of god and it is therefore not possible to explain
theoxenia as a manifestation of the recipient’s character.301

When used in the cult of the gods, theoxenia could exist as a single
action, comprising only vegetable o¢ferings, and be of a relatively low cost.
The ritual could also be a complement to a thysia at which animals were
slaughtered and the o¢ferings on the table in these cases included portions
of cooked meat.302 Moreover, theoxenia could be the climax or focus of
a festival, at which other kinds of sacrifices were also performed, as was
the case at the Theoxenia performed to Apollon at Delphi.303 The o¢ferings
placed on the table seem regularly to have fallen to the priest, though the
sources rarely elaborate on the fate of the o¢ferings once they had been
made.304 Occasionally, the destruction of the gifts is stipulated, as in the
sacred law from Selinous, which prescribes that o¢ferings are to be taken and
burnt from the cakes and meat placed on the tables for the pure Tritopatores
and Zeus Meilichios, respectively.305

The use of similar rituals in the cult of the dead is more di¢ficult to
grasp, as regards both their contents and the extent to which they were used.
Though the term theoxenia is, of course, unsuitable for contexts involving
the ordinary dead, it is of interest to see whether the dead were invited as

298 Jameson 1994a; Burkert 1985, 107.
299 Jameson 1994a; Bruit 1989; Bruit 1990, 170–173.
300 Herakles and Dioskouroi: Verbanck-Piérard 1992; Hermary 1986; Jameson 1994a, 47–48;

Gill 1991, 9. Other gods: Jameson 1994a, 53–54; Bruit 1984 (Apollon); cf. Jameson, Jordan &
Kotansky 1993, 67–70.
301 Jameson 1994a, 54–55. Preserved remains of tables are associated with a variety of

recipients, see Gill 1991. These tables could have been used both for the regular deposition
of bloodless gifts and for theoxenia.
302 Jameson 1994a, 55.
303 Jameson 1994a, 41; Bruit 1984, 363–367.
304 Jameson 1994a, 37; cf. Gill 1991, 15–19; Jameson, Jordan & Kotansky 1993, 67.
305 Jameson, Jordan & Kotansky 1993, A 15–16 and A 19–20, cf. 64 and 68; Jameson

1994a, 43–44.
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guests and given a table and a couch, as were the heroes and the gods
receiving theoxenia.

Food was among the o¢ferings brought to the dead. At the burial,
o¢ferings of food could be burnt with the corpse or deposited in the grave.306

These o¢ferings probably comprised mainly vegetable materials, since the
finding of animal bones is quite rare in funerary contexts.307 Next to nothing
is known of the contents of ta trita and ta enata, the ceremonies that
followed on the third and the ninth day of the burial, but they probably
consisted only of libations brought to the tomb.308 The perideipnon, the meal
which terminated the period of mourning and ritual impurity for the family
of the departed, took place at home, and not at the grave and was a meal
reserved for the living.309 It was previously thought that the dead person
participated in the perideipnon or even acted as its host,310 but evidence for
such a notion cannot be found before the Roman period, when the Greek
customs had been influenced by Roman practices.311

The annual ceremonies for the dead were performed at the grave by
the family. The o¢ferings seem mainly to have comprised various kinds of
libations (wine, honey, oil, milk, water), as well as cakes, flowers, fillets and,
to a lesser extent, prepared food.312 O¢ferings of food were also a part of
the ceremonies performed on the third day of the Anthesteria, Chytroi, which
was dedicated to the dead and on which a vegetable meal was cooked.313

There is some disagreement as to whether the recipient of this meal, of which
no humans ate, was Hermes or the dead, but the souls of the dead were
at least thought to enter into the world of the living on this occasion.314

306 Garland 1985, 110; Kurtz & Boardman 1971, 215; Burkert 1985, 192; De Schutter 1996,
340–342.
307 For examples of animal bones and the uneven distribution of these remains in di¢ferent

grave plots and the question of animal sacrifice for the ordinary dead, see above, pp. 230–232.
308 Stengel 1920, 146; Kurtz & Boardman 1971, 145–147. Burkert 1985, 194, suggests o¢ferings

of food. According to Rohde 1925, 167, the dead man had a meal alone at the grave.
309 Kurtz & Boardman 1971, 146; Sourvinou-Inwood 1983, 41–42; Burkert 1985, 193; Johnston

1999, 42; Hughes (forthcoming).
310 Stengel 1910, 144; Stengel 1920, 146; Rohde 1925, 167.
311 Nilsson 1967, 179; Murray 1988, 250; cf. Burkert 1985, 193.
312 Rohde 1925, 167; Kurtz & Boardman 1971, 147–148; Murray 1988, 250; Johnston 1999,

63–64 and 277. Garland 1985, 110–114, is more in favour of more extensive o¢ferings of meals,
as well as animal sacrifice to the dead.
313 Rohde 1925, 168; Nilsson 1967, 181; Deubner 1969, 111–114; Parke 1977, 116; De Schutter

1996, 339–345.
314 The information on the Chytroi is found only in late sources, whose authors have probably

mistaken the dead for Hermes, see Meuli 1946, 199–200; Nilsson 1967, 181; Deubner 1969,
111–114; Parke 1977, 116–117; Johnston 1999, 64. For the dead receiving a panspermia in
connection with the funeral, see De Schutter 1996, 338–345. On the Anthesteria and its contents,
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However, they can hardly be thought of as having been invited, since various
precautions were taken to deal with the presence of the dead and, at the
end of the day, the souls were driven away.315 The contents of the sacrifices
performed at the other festivals of the dead, for example, the Genesia, are
practically unknown.316

Altogether; though food seems regularly to have been given to the
ordinary dead, mainly in connection with the burial, there is no indication
that the o¢fering of food and the preparation of a meal fulfilled the same
function as they did at the theoxenia, i.e., to demonstrate that the recipient
was a welcome and honoured guest, who was invited and entertained.317

The purpose of the food o¢ferings in the cult of the dead is not clear, but it
has often been suggested that they served as a means of providing the dead
with sustenance and keeping them satisfied.318 The idea that the ordinary
dead were invited to a banquet and presented with a meal is to a large extent
based on the interpretation of the so-called Totenmahl reliefs, which show
a reclining male figure at a table laden with gifts.319 These reliefs have now
been demonstrated to be votary instead of funerary and showing banqueting
heroes instead of the ordinary dead.320 The banquet motif could occasionally
be used on gravestones, but the stelai bearing these reliefs belong mainly to

see also Robertson 1993, 197–250, who suggests that the keres are to be understood as Carians
rather than as ghosts.

315 The doorways were smeared with pitch, buckthorn was chewed and the sanctuaries closed,
see Rohde 1925, 168; Deubner 1969, 111–114; Parke 1977, 116–117; Murray 1988, 251. For the
fear of ghosts and the Anthesteria as a means to avert, appease and control the dead, see
Johnston 1999, 63–71.

316 At the Genesia, sacrifices were o¢fered to Ge, but private celebrations of the dead also took
place on the same day, see Deubner 1969, 229–230; Georgoudi 1988, 80–89; Johnston 1999, 44
with n. 24.

317 Funerary monuments resembling tables are known from Thera (Archaic period), Athens
(Hellenistic period), Macedonia and Boiotia, but it is doubtful to what extent they were used as
tables for meals, see Kurtz & Boardman 1971, 168–169 and 235–236; Gill 1991, 29. In the sacred
law from Selinous, a theoxenia ritual is used as a means to control an angry spirit, elasteros, but
the recipient is still dangerous and has to be separated from the living while being placated,
see Johnston 1999, 48. On the exceptional use of a symposium to the dead for the purpose of
necromancy, see Murray 1988, 252.

318 Stengel 1910, 126; Stengel 1920, 146–149; Rohde 1925, 170; Meuli 1946, 191–194.

319 Stengel 1920, 148–149; Meuli 1946, 191 and 198; cf. Burkert 1985, 193.

320 Thönges-Stringaris 1965, 48–62; Dentzer 1982, 353–363 and 526–527; van Straten 1995,
94–95; Jameson 1994a, 53–54. Cf. Murray 1988, 244–255, who argues that there was a polarity
between the world of the symposium and the world of the dead in the Greek world.
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the Hellenistic period.321 Furthermore, no worshippers or servants bringing
food are shown on any of the reliefs when used in a funerary context.322

Another distinction between the use of food in the cult of the dead
and at theoxenia concerns the handling of the o¢ferings at the end of the
ceremony. At theoxenia, the food was usually kept and eaten by the priest
or the worshippers. The food o¢ferings to the departed, on the contrary, do
not seem to have been eaten by the family members and other mourners.323

Instead, the o¢ferings were destroyed by burning, judging from the usage
of the terms enagizein and enagismata to describe the rituals, or simply
deposited on the grave site.324 At least, there are no direct indications of the
family members dining at the grave at the funeral or at the subsequent visits,
and the tombs of the ordinary dead were not equipped with dining-rooms
for the dead, nor for the living, until the Hellenistic period.325

3.2. The use and meaning of theoxenia

The meaning of theoxenia in Greek cult is debated. Its use in hero-cults
has been explained as originating in the cult of the dead: after the ritual
had been taken over into hero-cults, it later influenced also the cult of the
gods.326 Though the origin of the ritual may be impossible to trace, there are
several arguments against such a development.327

It is clear that o¢ferings of food in the cult of the dead seem to have had
a meaning di¢ferent from that in hero-cults and the cult of the gods, since the
dead do not seem to have been invited to receive the meal or considered to
be guests in the sense that the heroes and the gods were. The dead were
confined to an existence separate from the living and in those cases in which
they entered into the upper world, measures were taken to keep them at bay.

321 Thönges-Stingaris 1965, 65–67, suggests that the increase in mystery cults could have led
to the ordinary dead being pictured as partaking in an eternal symposium and therefore the
motif was used also in funerary contexts. However, if the motif had been used in hero-cults
from the late 6th century BC, is it not possible that the cult of the dead had been influenced by
the hero-cults in this matter?
322 Thönges-Stringaris 1965, 65.
323 Meuli 1946, 201, argued that the term xenia seems to imply that the family of the departed

participated in the meals at the tomb.
324 See above, pp. 127–128.
325 Nilsson 1967, 179. Incidentally, the examples cited by Nilsson–– the testament of Epikteta

and the heroon at Kalydon––are rather to be taken as hero-cults than as examples of the cult of
the ordinary dead.
326 Meuli 1946, 196–198.
327 Jameson 1994a, 53–54, is sceptical about deriving theoxenia from meals for the dead; cf. Gill

1991, 22–23.
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The view of the chronological spread of theoxenia from the dead to the
heroes and finally to the gods is also complicated by the mention of what
can be considered as an early precedent for theoxenia in Homer: Eumaios’
sacrifice to the Nymphs and Hermes described in the Odyssey.328 After having
sacrificed the pig in what seems to have been more or less the regular thysia
manner, Eumaios divides the grilled meat into seven portions and sets one
portion aside for the Nymphs and Hermes.329 A kind of theoxenia thus seems
to have been used for gods already in the Archaic period.

Alternative approaches to the meaning of theoxenia are less concerned
with the origins and focus instead on their function within the Greek
sacrificial system, mainly in relation to thysia. The ritual has been seen as a
cheaper version of sacrifice, as a means of modifying a thysia or as a way of
marking a more intimate connection with the divinity.

Theoxenia without animal sacrifice could be simple indeed and there-
fore not expensive, like the meal consisting of cheese, barley cake, ripe
olives and leeks o¢fered to the Dioskouroi in the Athenian Prytaneion.330

The cost of the trapezai in the sacrificial calendar from Marathon was only
one drachma apiece, while the cheapest kind of animal victim, the piglet,
cost three drachmas.331 In this sense, a vegetable trapeza could be used
as a less costly kind of sacrifice, in the same way as cakes and fruits were
regularly deposited in sanctuaries.

It has also been suggested that the performance of theoxenia in connec-
tion with thysia was a way of increasing the god’s share at the sacrifice.332

Apart from the inedible parts of the victim, the deity would receive a table
with various vegetable o¢ferings. On the table were also placed portions of
cooked meat, which later were taken by the priest. A similar practice was
the deposition of raw portions of meat, either on a table, on the altar or
at statues. These portions, usually labelled trapezomata, also served as a
means of increasing the god’s part of the sacrifice but finally fell to the priest
as well.333

The use of theoxenia at thysia may also have been a way of underlining
that sacrifice implied a division of an animal between the deity and the
worshippers.334 The preparation of the couch and the table with o¢ferings,

328 Od. 14.414–456; Gill 1991, 20–22; Jameson 1994a, 38–39; cf. Ziehen 1939, 616, who
considers theoxenia to be an older ritual than thysia.
329 For the details of this sacrifice, see Kadletz 1984; Petropoulou 1987.
330 Chionides fr. 7 (PCG IV, 1983); cf. Jameson 1994a, 46–47.
331 LS 20 B: trapezai, lines 3–4, 14–15, 23–24, 25 and 53; piglets, lines 28, 36 and 37.
332 Gill 1991, 22–23, who suggests that the idea could have come from house cults or the

practice of depositing food o¢ferings at shrines.
333 On trapezomata, see Jameson 1994a, 56; cf. Gill 1991, 11–15.
334 Jameson 1994a, 56–57.
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among which were included cooked parts of the animal victim, served as an
accentuation of the god as the recipient of his part of the sacrifice.

The di¢ference between theoxenia and thysia lies in the fact that, at the
former, the divinity is presented with the same kind of food as that eaten
by man. At a thysia, on the contrary, the deity receives his share of the
sacrifice in the form of the smoke from the fire on the altar, a way in which
it is impossible for humans to consume their food. Food eaten by humans
represents the human side of the sacrifice and evokes the distant period when
the gods still dined with ordinary men.335 The ritual serves to emphasize
that the relations between gods and men can be characterized by reciprocity
and exchange.336 Seen from this angle, theoxenia can be used as a means
of illustrating various levels of proximity and distance between the divine
recipients and the worshippers and therefore may modify a thysia.337

3.3. Theoxenia in hero-cults

In the epigraphical and literary sources, there is no abundant evidence for
the occurrence of theoxenia in hero-cults. In most cases, the ritual is found
together with thysia and functions as a complement to it.338 The number of
reliefs showing banqueting heroes, however, indicates that the ritual must
have been more popular in hero-cults than appears from the written sources
alone.339 Occasionally, these reliefs could be used for gods, for example,
Zeus Philios and Herakles, and, in later periods, also for the ordinary dead,
but the clear majority concern hero-cults.340 It is interesting to note that,
though these reliefs demonstrate the popularity of theoxenia in hero-cults, a
substantial number of them show not only the reclining hero and the table

335 Vernant 1989, 24–26; Bruit 1990, 171.
336 Bruit 1990, 170–173; cf. Bruit 1989.
337 There does not seem to have been any sense of commensality between gods and men in

Greek sacrifices, see Jameson 1994a, 55; Nock 1944; Gill 1991, 23; Bruit 1989, 21. At theoxenia,
the divine guests were thought of as visiting and then departing and at regular thysia, the divine
and the human part of the sacrifice were separate, both in time and in contents. Commensality
also seems to have been lacking in the cult of the dead.
338 See pp. 136–140 and 177–179.
339 Remains of actual tables have been found in the Amyneion in Athens (Körte 1893, 234;

Körte 1896, 289 and pl. 11:F; Gill 1991, 69, no. 53) and the Amphiareion at Oropos (Gill 1991,
69, no. 55, and 78, no. 62). Banqueting hero-reliefs are known from both these sites, see
van Straten 1995, R36–38; Petrakos 1968, 123, no. 24. Legs of tables were also found in two
small shrines at Corinth, usually interpreted as belonging to heroes, see Williams 1978, 7–11,
fig. 1 and pl. 1:a (Stele shrine); Williams, Fischer & MacIntosh 1974, 4–6, fig. 1 and pl. 1:b (Shrine
at the crossroads). Cf. also the banquet relief dedicated to Anios on Delos and the altar/bench
in the Archegesion, which may have been used in theoxenia ceremonies, see supra, pp. 36–37.
340 Thönges-Stringaris 1965, 22–24, 48–54 and 61–62; van Straten 1995, 89 and 94–100; Dentzer

1982, 503–511.
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with food, but also a sacrificial victim (or, more rarely, victims) being led
by the approaching worshippers. Of the about 100 banqueting hero-reliefs
included in the study by van Straten, 76 show the worshippers bringing
animals, while in 21 cases the worshippers are accompanied by a maid
carrying a kiste.341 The latter scenes must refer to the bringing of bloodless
o¢ferings, such as cakes.342 This interpretation is supported by the fact that
no altar is found in any of the reliefs showing the worshippers with the maid
and the kiste, while at least 50 of the banqueting scenes with animals also
show an altar. From this point of view, the banqueting hero-reliefs can be
taken as evidence, not only for the frequency of theoxenia in hero-cult, but
also for the combination of this ritual with regular thysia.

Jameson has noted that meat does not seem to be shown among the
food lying on the tables on the reliefs.343 However, on the vase-paintings
depicting Herakles or Dionysos at theoxenia are shown long strips hanging
from the tables, which probably represent meat unwound from the spits.344

Apart from any purely technical di¢ficulties in showing the meat relating to
the skill of the artists, an explanation of the lack of meat on tables on the
reliefs could be sought in the relation in time between the various actions
found in the reliefs. When animal sacrifice is alluded to in the reliefs, it is
always the pompe leading up to the sacrifice that is shown, i.e., the situation
before the animal has been killed. The reason for there being no meat on the
table must be that, at this particular moment, there was still no meat available
to put on the table, since the sacrificial victim was still alive. The reliefs thus
show two di¢ferent chronological stages: the worshippers bringing the animal
and other gifts, and the hero reclining at the banquet.345 The thysia alluded
to must also have been performed to the hero and it seems safe to assume
that cooked portions of meat would eventually end up on the hero’s table.
The epigraphical evidence shows that the preparation of the table usually
took place after the sacrifice of the animal.346 The order on the reliefs is
the reverse, showing the hero already having been presented with his table,
even though the animal sacrifice has not taken place. An explanation for

341 Van Straten 1995, 96: banqueting reliefs with animals, R115–190, with maid and kiste,
R191–211. Most reliefs have neither worshippers nor sacrificial victims, only the reclining hero
accompanied by a consort and a cupbearer, see Thönges-Stringaris 1965, 69. Cf. Salapata 1993
for the Laconian hero-reliefs, which never show any food, only drinking vessels.
342 Van Straten 1995, 96–97.
343 Jameson 1994a, 53; cf. Dentzer 1982, 335 and 519–524.
344 Jameson 1994a, 53; Verbanck-Piérard 1992, 92–93.
345 The composition of the reliefs with animal sacrifice falls into two parts, the worshippers

approaching with the animal on one side and the banqueter on the other, and there are no
attempts to integrate the two groups into one composition, see Dentzer 1982, 328.
346 Jameson 1994a, 53.
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this discrepancy is best sought in the standardization of the motif.347 The
most essential part of the relief was the banqueting hero and to this basic
component could be added worshippers, with or without animal victims,
as well as other attributes (weapons, horse, snake, dog, female companion,
cup-bearer). Furthermore, since the reliefs, with very few exceptions, were
private o¢ferings and the sacrifice of an animal was a costly business for a
family, there may have been a desire to clearly document the fact that the
hero was being honoured with an animal sacrifice and not only the vegetable
theoxenia.348 The best way of showing the animal was at the pompe. The
vase-paintings apparently show a later stage of the ritual, after the animal
had been killed and when there was meat available. However, they are not
entirely comparable with the reliefs, since the vase-paintings never show any
human presence, only the divine recipients.

The financial aspect of the use of theoxenia is definitely one reason
for the popularity of this ritual in hero-cults. As a cheaper alternative to
thysia, theoxenia were financially feasible for families who had less resources
than, for example, groups of orgeones or other cult-associations.349 In
the inscriptions and the literary sources, which mainly give evidence for
public cults, theoxenia to heroes are not very frequent, but considering
the substantial number of banqueting hero-reliefs, which predominantly
originate from private sacrifices, the ritual was very popular with heroes.
Since families had less resources to perform animal sacrifice, theoxenia may
have been the best solution. Also in the Athenian sacrificial calendars, it
is often heroes of minor importance and, most of all, heroines that receive
the trapezai, while the major heroes are honoured by animal sacrifice.350

Public sacrifice was aimed at collective participation and therefore animal
victims were necessary. In the private sphere, with fewer participants and
less resources, theoxenia may have been more suitable.

The explanation of the use of theoxenia for heroes as to financial
considerations is not valid in all contexts, however, since there were festivals
such as the Heroxeinia on Thasos, which must have been a major state
celebration for which funds were hardly lacking. Here, the fact that the
hero was invited and entertained must have constituted the main feature and

347 On the e¢fects of standardization, cf. Murray 1988, 246.
348 For the financial considerations in choosing an animal victim, see van Straten 1995, 179–181.
349 On the popularity of hero-cults on the family level, see van Straten 1995, 95–96, who further

points out that, judging from the names of many heroes, they were of a benevolent, kind and
helpful character, which must have been particularly appealing on the private level; cf. Parker
1996, 38–39; Kutsch 1913.
350 In the Thorikos calendar, all the recipients of trapezai are heroines (see p. 138, n. 45 for

references). On the lower status of heroines in the Athenian sacrificial calendars, see Larson
1995, 26–34.
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also the main purpose of the festival. No further details of the contents are
known, but the ritual may very well have included animal sacrifice, as did
the Theoxenia to Apollon at Delphi.351 The view of theoxenia as a manner
of approaching the deity, and bringing him closer, is therefore relevant to
the understanding of the use of this ritual in hero-cults. This may have been
true for all theoxenia rituals for heroes, especially since a substantial group
of heroes were of a helpful kind concerned with healing.352

The notion of inviting and entertaining the hero seems to have been at
work also in those cults in which the blood of the animal victim was poured
out for the hero. It was argued earlier that one of the purposes of blood
rituals in hero-cults was to call on the hero and procure his presence at the
sacrifice and the festival. Pelops is portrayed by Pindar as reclining as an
invited guest at Olympia, drinking blood instead of wine.353 Also in the cults
of Brasidas at Amphipolis and the Agathoi at Thasos, the blood may have
served a similar purpose.354 Later sources speak of heroes being invited to a
dais or a deipnon and given the blood of the animal sacrificed.355 The blood
rituals can be said to make use of the concept of theoxenia, but in a modified
way. First of all, even when blood could be eaten, it had first to be prepared.
The blood presented to the hero was raw and di¢fered from the food o¢ferings
usually comprising theoxenia.356 Secondly, the blood was poured out and
therefore destroyed, an action distinguishing these rituals from the practices
of theoxenia in general, though other cases of the destruction of the o¢ferings
at theoxenia are known.357

To use the blood of the victim in some hero-cults to achieve the same
purpose as at theoxenia can also be linked with the use of blood to contact
the beings of the underworld. This practice does not seem to have formed
a regular part of the cult of the dead, but it is documented for the “literary”
dead, for example, Achilles, Agamemnon and Teiresias, as well as in magical
contexts, though mainly in later sources.358 The blood may have activated

351 For the Heroxeinia, see p. 136. On the Theoxenia at Delphi, see Bruit 1984, 363–367;
Jameson 1994a, 41.
352 See above, p. 284, n. 349.
353 Pind. Ol. 1.90–92.
354 Thuc. 5.11; LSS 64, 7–22.
355 Plut. Vit. Arist. 21.5; Philostr. Her. 53.11–12. In these cases, however, the meat from the

animal used for the blood ritual seems not to have been eaten by the worshippers; cf. Jameson
1994a, 39, n. 18.
356 On the e¢fects of eating raw blood, see above, p. 249, n. 156.
357 For the burning of o¢ferings from tables at Selinous, see Jameson, Jordan & Kotansky 1993,

A 15–16 and A 19–20; cf. the burning of the hiera at a regular thysia and the deposition of the
deipna to Hekate, from which only the very poor ate, see Jameson 1994a, 38 and 45; Parker
1983, 347.
358 See pp. 62–71 and 254–257.
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the recipient and made him approachable, as is most evident in the case
of Teiresias, who could prophesy only after he had drunk the blood.359 It
remains doubtful, however, whether the heroes were considered as being as
weak and feeble as the ordinary dead and therefore in need of the blood to
be invigorated.360

To sum up, theoxenia in o¢ficial hero-cults were mainly used as an elab-
oration of a thysia, just as in the cult of the gods. In the private sphere,
the presentation of a table with o¢ferings constituted a cheaper alternative
to animal sacrifice, but also in private contexts the ritual could be used in
connection with animal sacrifice.

There are a number of similarities between the function of theoxenia in
hero-cults and the cult of the gods: the theoxenia-heroxeinia terminology,
the use of trapezai in the inscriptions for both heroes and gods, banqueting
reliefs used for both groups, the food constituting the priest’s share or being
eaten by the worshippers after the ceremony. It is therefore possible that
theoxenia may have originated in the cult of the gods, though the ritual seems
to have been more frequently practised in hero-cults, partly on account of
financial considerations.

The use of theoxenia to call the hero and induce him to attend the
sacrifice seems to have had a particular application in hero-cults in the cases
of blood rituals. Though the o¢fering of meals to the heroes cannot be shown
to have originated in the cult of the dead, it is possible that the pouring out
of the animal victim’s blood as both an invitation and the provision of a meal
for the hero should be considered as belonging to the rituals connected with
the beings of the underworld.

359 Od. 11.95–99.

360 The shades seem to have been in various degrees of need of the blood. Teiresias could
talk even before he had drunk the blood, while Odysseus’ mother did not recognize her son
before drinking, see Sourvinou-Inwood 1995, 81–83. For the o¢fering of food for the purpose
of necromancy, see Murray 1988, 252–253. The ordinary dead apparently su¢fered more under
their bodily needs than the heroes. The notion of the dead as being dry and thirsty and becoming
revitalized by the libations, also known from the Orphic gold leaves, seems to have concerned
the ordinary dead rather than the heroes, see Vernant 1985, 334–338; Deonna 1939, 60–70
and 76–77; Zuntz 1971, 370–374 and 389.
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4. Thysia sacrifices followed by dining

4.1. Animal sacrifice ending with a meal

The fundamental role of thysia sacrifice, i.e., animal sacrifice followed by
a communal meal, has always been recognized in the study of Greek
religion.361 This kind of sacrifice constituted the main ritual in the cult of
the gods and formed the basis for the whole Greek sacrificial system, both
on the o¢ficial and on the private level. Work done on thysia in the last
few decades, represented in particular by the studies by Walter Burkert,
on the one hand, and by Jean-Pierre Vernant and other French scholars,
on the other, has approached the ritual from di¢ferent angles. Burkert is
mainly interested in the origin of the ritual, explaining its structure and
function as deriving from the treatment of the animal by Palaeolithic hunters
and its subsequent transformation by the Neolithic farmers.362 The French
structuralists aim at understanding the function of thysia within the Greek
religious system, interpreting the ritual as serving as a marker for man’s
place in a larger context, defining his position in relation to the gods, on
the one hand, and in relation to the wild animals, on the other.363 Still, both
approaches emphasize two central features of thysia: its collective nature and
the consumption of meat by the worshippers. Furthermore, the ritual meant
a separation between god and man, most clearly manifested in the division
of the animal, resulting in the god’s portion amounting to next to nothing,
while man received the choice portions.364

The eating aspect is considered as particularly important in the French
model of thysia, in which the criteria distinguishing gods, men and animals
determine what each group ate: gods enjoyed the smoke from the altar fire,
man consumed the meat cooked in the company of his fellows, and animals
ate their meat raw. Moreover, the gods’ share of the sacrifice consisted only
of the smoke, which was something ethereal and could not be destroyed or
rot and therefore indicated their immortality. Men, on the other hand, ate
the meat, which would putrefy if not consumed and thereby demonstrated
their mortality.365

361 Burkert 1985, 55 with n. 1, for references to the older literature. It should be pointed out
that thysia sacrifice here means the contents of the rituals, whether or not the terms thyein or
thysia are used, since thysia sacrifice, in the sense of alimentary sacrifice, does not necessarily
have to be described by the terms thyein or thysia.
362 Burkert 1966, 104–113; Burkert 1983, 1–29; Burkert 1985, 55–59; cf. Meuli 1946.
363 Vernant 1989, 24–29 and 36–38; Vernant 1991, 279–283; Detienne 1989a; Durand 1989a;

Durand 1989b; Schmitt Pantel 1992. For mutual criticism, see Burkert 1985, 4 and 217, on the
structuralist approach and Vernant 1991, 279, on Burkert.
364 Burkert 1985, 57; Rudhardt 1970, 13–15; Vernant 1989, 27; Vernant 1991, 281.
365 Vernant 1989, 36–38; Vernant 1991, 280–281.
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No matter which approach to thysia is adopted, the importance of the
various actions making up the ritual and the treatment of the di¢ferent parts of
the victim are fundamental: the consecration, the handling of the grains and
the knife, the chernips, the killing, the sprinkling of the blood on the altar,
the burning of the god’s portion, the grilling of the splanchna, the libations
and, finally, the division of and dining on the meat. It is di¢ficult to imagine
an animal sacrifice following this scheme being directed to an ordinary dead
person, as a part of the funerary cult.366 The dead may occasionally have
been given animal victims, but the primary aim in those cases cannot have
been the division of the animal between the recipient and the worshippers,
as at a thysia.367 Furthermore, the ordinary dead were impure and the
consumption of an animal victim sacrificed to the dead would have resulted
in the living also sharing this impurity and being contaminated with it.368

In this respect, there was a di¢ference between the sacrificial practices
in the cult of the dead and in the cult of ancestors, even though these two
groups may be di¢ficult to separate. The ancestors were not directly identified
with specific dead persons and the cult did not necessarily take place at
actual graves.369 The Tritopatores, for example, being some kind of collective
ancestors, received sacrifices recognized in the o¢ficial sacrificial calendars
and the ritual consisted in regular thysiai followed by dining.370 A late 4th-
to early 3rd-century BC inscription from Nakone, Sicily, clearly states that the

366 On the suggested similarities between funeral and sacrifice, see above, p. 240, n. 124. The
dead person is rather to be likened to the animal victim at a sacrifice than to the divine recipient
of the thysia.
367 The actual terms thyein and thysia are, as a rule, not used for the rituals performed to the

ordinary Greek dead in the period under study here. The only case known to me is Ar. Tag.
fr. 504, lines 12–13 (PCG III:2, 1984): júomen † a¹toîsi toîv Çnagísmasin ¢sper jeoîsi. Here,
however, the o¢ferings were enagismata and no dining took place. In non-Greek contexts,
thyein and thysia can occasionally refer to sacrifices to the ordinary dead, for example, Hdt. 3.24
(rituals of the Ethiopians); Xen. Cyr. 8.7.1 (sacrifices in memory of Kyros’ parents).
368 Cf. the treatment of the impure Orestes at Athens, who had to eat and drink at a

separate table and not be addressed by anyone, lest his impurity should spread, see Eur.
IT 947–960; Phanodemos FGrHist 325 F 11; Burkert 1983, 221–222; Burkert 1985, 238–239. On
the prosphagion, an animal that was sacrificed to the dead but did not result in any meat for the
family, see above, pp. 229–230 and 256–257.
369 At least not in the case of the Tritopatores; see Jameson, Jordan & Kotansky 1993, 113.

For discussions of the distinctions between the ordinary dead and the ancestors from a cultic
perspective, see Schmidt B. 1994, 4–13 (though I disagree with his views on Greek hero-cult,
see ibid., 8–9 with n. 19); Hardacre 1987, 263–268, esp. 264.
370 Erchia calendar, LS 18, col. IV, 41–46, a sheep; Marathon calendar, LS 20 B, 33, a sheep,

and 53–54, a trapeza. The sacrifices to the pure Tritopatores at Selinous (and perhaps also to
the impure Tritopatores) consisted in animal sacrifice concluding with dining, even though a
part of the meat was completely burnt (see Jameson, Jordan & Kotansky 1993, A 9–17, and the
discussion above, pp. 221–223). For the cult of the Tritopatores in general, see further Jameson,
Jordan & Kotansky 1993, 107–113; Malkin 1987, 210–212.
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ancestors and Homonoia were to receive a hiereion each annually and that
the citizens were to feast with each other on this occasion.371

The animals sacrificed to the dead are better considered as representing
nourishment for the departed, as forming part of their belongings or as some
kind of manifestation of the state of the mourners, perhaps connected with
their impurity or grief. Animals sacrificed to gods in connection with the
funeral, particularly at the end of the mourning period, are a di¢ferent matter.
These sacrifices seem to have been thysiai from which the meat was eaten.372

Altogether, a thysia sacrifice, as regards both the content and the function, is
a kind of ritual distinct from the cult of the dead and belonging to the cult
of the gods.

Recent studies, based primarily on epigraphical or iconographical evi-
dence, have even more clearly demonstrated the fundamental place of thysia
among the Greek sacrificial practices and underlined its focus on collectivity
and dining.373 The importance of thysia sacrifices followed by dining is also
evident from the lack of evidence for rituals of other kinds, particularly rituals
in which little or no dining took place. Holocausts and sacrifices, at which
a more substantial part of the victim was destroyed than at a thysia, can
rarely be documented in the inscriptions and the literary sources.374 Also
the iconographical material is dominated by renderings of thysia followed
by dining.375

In his study of the images of animal sacrifice in the Archaic and Classical
period, van Straten expresses some surprise at the lack of evidence for
non-participatory sacrifices, particularly purificatory sacrifices, which were
regularly performed at both public meeting-places and sanctuaries.376 He
excludes the existence of some sort of taboo on depicting destruction
sacrifices and blood rituals, since a few cases are known, mainly battle-
line sphagia and one single holocaust.377 Van Straten o¢fers two possible

371 SEG 30, 1980, 1119, lines 29–33; the verb used for the sacrifices is thyein.
372 See Hughes (forthcoming).
373 See, for example, Berthiaume 1982; Peirce 1993; Rosivach 1994; van Straten 1995.
374 See above, pp. 217–225; for the specific case of Herakles, see Verbanck-Piérard 1989;

Lévêque & Verbanck-Piérard 1992.
375 Peirce 1993, passim; van Straten 1995, passim.
376 Van Straten 1995, 3–5. As regards the purification sacrifices, could some of the scenes

showing piglets being carried by one hind leg, with the head facing the ground, be purification
scenes? For depictions of piglets being carried (without any indications of belonging to a thysia
context), see Durand 1986, figs. 58 and 61 (= van Straten 1995, V71 and V92); for purifications
with piglets, only shown on Apulian and South Italian vases, see, for example, van Straten 1995,
V411 (Orestes) and V427, fig. 1 (Proitidai?). On the purification with piglets, see also Parker
1983, 21.
377 Van Straten 1995, 3–5; for the sphagia, see 103–107 (esp. V147, fig. 110) and for the

holocaust, see 157–158, V382, fig. 168: an Attic red-figure oinochoe from the late 5th century
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explanations: non-participatory sacrifices may have given the vase-painters
less scope for variety than sacrifices at which the meat was eaten, but it
is also possible that scenes showing purification sacrifices, or destruction
sacrifices in general, were only produced in small numbers and that by pure
coincidence no such renderings have been preserved.378

From the studies of representations of thysia, it is evident that the actual
moment of killing is hardly ever shown, a fact usually interpreted as a wish to
conceal the moment of death.379 Recently, the concept of Unschuldskomödie
has been challenged and it has been suggested that the killing was not
depicted simply since it was not considered as being of great importance.380

The fact that the clear majority of all representations connected with thysia
show acts which are in one way or another connected with the meat of the
animal and the dining aspects of this kind of sacrifice (the bringing of the
victim, the burning of the god’s portion and the grilling of the splanchna, the
division of the meat) may rather be taken as an indication of the importance
of these actions within this ritual than as an attempt to hide the fact that
the animal was killed. Sarah Peirce, in her analysis of the thysia motif on
Athenian vases, suggests that the abundance of scenes showing thysia should
be related to the message in the depictions of this kind of sacrifice: the
successful completion of the ritual and the subsequent dining.381 Scenes
related to non-eaten sacrifices belong to the entirely di¢ferent sphere of battle
and war, which is in fact shown, though rarely.382 The killing of the animal
refers only to death itself, nothing else, and it has even been suggested

(Kiel B 55) showing Herakles and a youth with an oinochoe next to a low altar, on which lies a
bovine skull and possibly a second animal skull. The interpretation of this scene as a holocaust
depends on the skull, which has usually not been considered as belonging to the god’s portion
placed on the altar (idem, 158). The finding of skull fragments and horn cores among the bones
from the altar of Poseidon at Isthmia (Gebhard & Reese forthcoming) shows that the head of
the animal could form part of the god’s portion as well and its presence does not necessarily
indicate a holocaust.
378 Van Straten 1995, 5. Even though the thysia sacrifices would have given the vase-painters

more scope for variation, the iconography of this ritual is limited to a few chosen moments:
the pompe, certain preliminary rituals, the post-kill butchering and the dining; see van Straten
1995; Peirce 1993, 228; Durand 1989a; Durand 1989b. However, Herakles’ funeral pyre, which
was also his holocaust of himself, is shown on red-figure Athenian vases (see Boardman 1990,
128–129, nos. 2909, 2910, 2916 and 2917). An animal holocaust would presumably have had a
similar appearance.
379 Durand 1986, 11; Durand 1989a, 91; Vernant 1991, 294; cf. Burkert 1966, 106; Burkert

1985, 58.
380 Henrichs 1998, 58–63; Bonnechere 1999, 21–35; cf. Lambert M. 1993, 293–311, esp. 308–309,

testing Burkert’s theory on Greek sacrifices against Zulu evidence.
381 Peirce 1993, passim.
382 Peirce 1993, 251–254.
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that such rituals focus exclusively on the slaughter itself and are not to be
classified as sacrifices.383

The absence of evidence is not automatically to be taken as proof of
absence, but the scarcity of representations of sacrifices di¢ferent from thysia
followed by dining supports the notion of this kind of ritual being performed
most frequently and considered as the “normal” kind of sacrifice.

The widespread use of thysia sacrifices is related to their function both
within society and within the religious system. Animal sacrifice followed by
dining was a ritual intimately linked to the social structure of society and the
communal sharing of the meat at these rituals seems to have been a central
feature of ancient Greek society.384 The collectivity is further emphasized by
the meat being divided into equal portions and distributed by lot, indicating
the equal positions of the citizens in relation to each other.385 In order to
participate in the sacrifices and receive and eat the meat, one had to be a
citizen and the participation was therefore a sign of citizenship, since most
sacrifices were not accessible to foreigners and slaves.386 At the same time,
it was the citizen’s duty to take part in the sacrifices.

The universality of thysia stands in sharp contrast to the destruction
sacrifices and blood rituals, which can never be considered as having been
common, regular rituals aiming at collective participation but are rather to
be connected with particular situations, recipients and festivals. These rituals
resulted in little or no meat for the worshippers. At destruction sacrifices,
all the meat, or at least a substantial quantity, was destroyed. The animals
used at blood rituals were often burnt or disposed of in a way that left no
meat, since the handling of the blood made up the ritual. Also at theoxenia
rituals, the actual dining for the worshippers was not the main purpose, even
though the o¢ferings to the divinity could be eaten in the end, usually by the
priest. In all, destruction sacrifices, blood rituals and theoxenia had a focus
di¢ferent from the collective participation and eating characterizing a thysia.

The centrality of thysia is further underlined by the fact that all the meat
eaten by the Greeks seems to have come from sacrifices or from animals
slaughtered in a religious manner.387 It also seems that most, if not all, meat

383 Durand 1989a, 91.
384 Vernant 1989; Burkert 1985, 55–59; Durand 1989a; Detienne 1989a, 3–5; Whitehead 1986a,

205–206; Murray 1990, 5–7; Rosivach 1994, 1–4 and 11–12.
385 Durand 1989a, 103; Schmitt Pantel 1992, 49–50.
386 Though men were the principal recipients of the meat from sacrifices, there is ample

evidence for women also receiving meat, either in the sanctuaries or at home, and metics and
slaves could also occasionally be given meat portions, see Whitehead 1986a, 205–206; Rosivach
1994, 66–67.
387 Berthiaume 1982, 64–69; Vernant 1989, 25; Detienne 1989a, 3; Peirce 1993, 234–240;

Rosivach 1994, 88; Jameson 1988, 87–88.
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sold came from sacrificial animals, the only exception being meat acquired
by hunting.388 The notion of eating only meat which has been procured in
a religious setting may seem strange to the modern mind but the fact that
most cultures seem to have had, and still have, religious rules surrounding
the killing of animals makes Western, Christian society rather the exception
than the rule.389

The important connection between animal sacrifice and the consump-
tion of meat is further illustrated by the fact that the terms thyein and thysia
were often used as meaning “to feast” or “feast” without any explicit mention
of the sacrificial activity or a divine recipient of the sacrifice, even though
such sacrifices must have had a recipient.390 There seems not to have been
any proper term in ancient Greek for the butchering of an animal in order to
eat it, apart from thyein.391 The frequency of sacrifices of this kind is also of
interest. A recent study by Rosivach has shown that, in the Classical period,
the ordinary Athenian male citizen could receive meat from state or deme
sacrifices as often as every eighth or ninth day and he suggests that this meat
distribution formed a substantial part of the protein intake in the diet.392 As
far as we can tell, meat was not frequently eaten in antiquity and this fact
alone would decrease the incentive to destroy the animal. The aim of a thysia
seems to have been to produce as much meat as possible for the participants,
no matter what origin or function modern scholars have ascribed to the
division of the animal between the deity and the worshippers. Moreover, it is
interesting to note that the animals used for destruction sacrifices were small
and cheap, i.e., usually piglets: if the destruction itself had been of central
importance, more substantial victims would have been expected. Practical
considerations were thus allowed to influence the sacrificial practices.393

388 Isenberg 1975, 271–273; Berthiaume 1982, 62–70 and 81–93 (on meat from animals not
ritually slaughtered); Xen. An. 5.3.7–10: a sacrifice to Artemis in which meat from hunted animals
(from the land of the goddess) was used as a supplement to the sacrificial victims; cf. Stengel
1910, 197–201.
389 Two contemporary examples are the Jewish kosher and the Muslim halâl slaughter. On

the non-religious character of butchering in the Christian sphere, see Himmelmann 1997, 61–62.
See also Murray 1990, 5, on the possible ritual functions of modern dining.
390 For example, Hdt. 1.126; Xen. Mem. 2.3.11, An. 6.1.2–4; Dem. De falsa leg. 139. Cf. Casa-

bona 1966, 80–81, 84 and 128; Durand 1989a, 87–89; Rosivach 1994, 3, n. 5.
391 Vernant 1989, 25–26; cf. Berthiaume 1982, 62–70.
392 Rosivach 1994, 2–3 and 65–67; for a di¢ferent opinion on the role of sacrificial meat in the

diet, see Jameson 1988, 105–106.
393 Similarly, Jameson has shown that the local, ritual commands (demonstrated in the sacrificial

calendars from the Attic demes) corresponded more or less to the seasonal supply of various
animals (1988, 87–119, esp. 106).
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4.2. Sacrifices to heroes at which the victims were eaten

In looking at the use and function of thysia sacrifices followed by dining in
hero-cults, there are two kinds of evidence to be considered. On the one
hand, there are the direct references to the handling of meat and dining,
in many instances covered by thyein or thysia, but often no comprehensive
term is used for the sacrifice. On the other hand, there is a substantial number
of cases for which no particular details are given as to how the sacrifice was
performed. The terminology used for this latter category are also thyein and
thysia, as well as various terms referring to honours being given, such as
timan and time. Thus, there is a di¢ference, as compared with the evidence
for the destruction sacrifices, the blood rituals and the theoxenia. For the
destruction sacrifices and the blood rituals, a particular terminology is used,
dealing especially with the practical and technical sides of these rituals: the
burning, the cutting and the bleeding. Also the evidence for the theoxenia
is often more factual, mentioning trapezai or terms referring to the actual
invitation of the hero.

In the review of the evidence in chapter II, it was argued that, apart
from the cases in which dining is indisputable, animal sacrifice followed by
consumption is the most likely interpretation, on circumstantial grounds, in
a number of cases for which only thyein, thysia and the honouring of heroes
are mentioned. Of interest here is why so many of the sacrifices to heroes
do not contain any specific information on the ritual practices and what this
fact can tell us about the place and function of hero-cults, as compared with
the cult of the gods and the cult of the dead.

A survey of the terminology used for sacrifices to heroes shows that
thyein and thysia are, in fact, the most frequently used terms to describe the
rituals (Table 32). If the totality of the evidence for hero-cults is taken into
account, the previous assumptions that thyein and thysia were rarely used in
hero-cults and mainly occurred as a result of the ancient sources using the
terminology in a sloppy manner or not respecting the rules of the vocabulary
are unfounded.394 Furthermore, to consider thyein and thysia as referring
only to sacrifices to the immortal gods of heaven, and as a sign of Olympian
cult has been demonstrated as all too schematic by Casabona’s careful
investigation of the use and meaning of these terms. According to Casabona,
thyein and thysia have a flexible use that can encompass all the di¢ferent
kinds of contexts, which have often been viewed by previous scholars as

394 Pfister 1909–12, 466 and 478–479; Rohde 1925, 140, n. 15, on the particular case of
Hdt. 7.117; Meuli 1946, 208, n. 1.
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Table 32

Terms used for sacrifices to heroes in the epigraphical and lit-
erary sources from the Archaic to the early Hellenistic periods.

Term or equivalent
Number

of instances

Holokautos 4

Enagizein, enagisma 4

Sphagai 1

Protoma 1

Entemnein 2

Haimakouriai 1

Phonai 1

Trapeza 12

Various expressions relating to theoxenia
(heroxeinia, aparchai, prepared food) 9

Thyein 22

Thysia 20

Bouthytoi 1

Polythytoi 1

Other terms (orgiazein, therapeia, apopempein) 3

Terms referring to honouring 15

No term given, but animal sacrifice followed
by dining evident from context 34

Only terms referring to a specific sacrifice are included.

more or less incompatible.395 He underlines that the understanding of the
terms in all cases depends on the contexts in which they are found.

Casabona does not comment in particular on hero-cults or on the
implications of his interpretation of thyein and thysia for the view of the
sacrificial rituals of hero-cults. There is, however, no reason why it cannot
be fully applied to the evidence for the sacrifices to heroes as well. If we look
at the use and meaning of thyein and thysia as terms for Greek sacrifices,
they refer most frequently, according to Casabona, to the whole sacrificial
ceremony, comprising both the consecration (katarchesthai) and the killing

395 Casabona 1966, 72–85 and 126–139 (see esp. 85, n. 23bis), criticizing the position of Meuli;
cf. Rudhardt 1958, 257–271. The use of the terminology in the post-Classical period is a di¢ferent
matter, since thyein was usually replaced by thysiazein (see Casabona 1966, 139); cf. the
development of the meaning of enagizein outlined above, pp. 126–127.
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of the victim (sphazein), as well as the pouring of libations (spendein). These
sacrifices ended with a meal for the worshippers and, when no particular
details are given which can help to clarify the contents of the rituals, the
most common meaning of the terms is to be assumed, i.e., a sacrifice in a
positive atmosphere concluding with a banquet for the participants.396 The
majority of all Greek animal sacrifices were of this kind.

As has been shown above, there are a number of sacrifices to heroes
in which the details given show beyond dispute that the terms refer to
sacrifices followed by ritual dining. More importantly, also when there are
no particulars given it is, in fact, possible to interpret thyein and thysia as
covering the same kind of sacrifice. Most obvious is the use of the terms in
the sacrificial calendars. In the calendar of the Salaminioi, for example, all
the sacrifices are summarized as júen dè toîv jeoîv kaì toîv �rwsin.397 In
the subsequent listing of the individual recipients and their sacrifices, one
sacrifice is further specified: the holocaust to Ioleos. In this case, thyein
must be considered to carry the general meaning “to sacrifice” and, unless
otherwise specified, “to sacrifice and eat”. Therefore, all the sacrifices in the
Salaminioi calendar, both those to the gods and those to the heroes, are to
be interpreted as followed by dining, apart from one case. The exceptional
sacrifice deviating from this norm and having a di¢ferent ritual is explicitly
pointed out and indicated as a holocaust.

Casabona further stresses that, owing to the general meaning, thyein
and thysia could also be used to describe sacrifices with widely di¢ferent
aims and directed to all kinds of divinities, a group that also includes the
heroes.398 This extended usage means that thyein and thysia could cover
sacrifices which did not include any dining on the meat from the victim,
such as purifications and apotropaic rituals (incidentally, none of the two
examples given by Casabona involve animal victims). The most evident
case of this use is thyein and thysia as referring to human sacrifices, which
of course would not be followed by a meal.399 Casabona makes it clear,
however, that the usage of thyein and thysia for sacrifices not followed by
consumption is rare, no matter the context, and that these rituals are generally

396 Casabona 1966, 75–76, 80, 84, 126–127 and 334–336.
397 LSS 19, 19–20, cf. line 79. Cf. the calendar from Marathon, LS 20 B, 2, 23 and 39.
398 Casabona 1966, 82–84 and 127–129.
399 The use of thyein and thysia for human sacrifice is in a way more understandable, since

this kind of sacrifice was never performed (at least not in Greek contexts). This marks a
di¢ference from sphagia and similar destruction sacrifices using animal victims, which were
actually executed and therefore were more likely to be described by their own particular
terminology. On the terminology of human sacrifice, see Scullion 1994, 97; Henrichs 1981,
218, n. 4, and 239–240. Non-Greeks are a di¢ferent matter. Herodotos describes several cases of
the sacrifice and eating of humans, using thyein for the ritual, see Hughes 1991, 8.
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covered by their own particular terminology, which is more concerned with
the purely technical aspects of the sacrifices than thyein and thysia. From
the evidence which has been discussed here, it is clear that this is the case
also in hero-cults, in which the blood rituals are described by terms such as
entemnein, haimakouriai, sphagai, protoma and phonai and the destruction
sacrifices are covered by holokautos, enagizein and enagisma.

Even though Casabona does not explicitly say so, there is, however, no
support for the notion that, when found in the cult of heroes, thyein and
thysia were used in such general senses that they had no bearing on the
ritual contents, i.e., the ritual could very well be a holocaust, even when
thyein and thysia were used.400 There is, in fact, not one single instance of
thyein or thysia in hero-cult which can be demonstrated as referring directly
to a specific, complete, destruction sacrifice in the same sense as terms such
as enagizein or holokautos.401 On the other hand, there are a number of
cases in which the general use of the terms can be shown to cover a sacrifice
followed by dining.

If the preconceived notions concerning how sacrifices to heroes were
performed are discarded and all the relevant evidence is considered, there is,
in fact, no objection to interpreting all unspecified contexts as being sacrifices
at which the worshippers ate. It is of interest here to consider briefly the
origin of the notion that the main ritual used in hero-cults was a sacrifice
that clearly di¢fered from the cult of the gods and that it left no meat for
the worshippers to dine on. This notion is firmly established in the late
19th and early 20th century handbooks on Greek religion, but it can be traced
even further back. As early as in Creuzer’s Symbolik und Mythologie der
alten Völker, which appeared in its third edition in 1842, and in Hermann’s
Lehrbuch der gottesdienstlichen Alterthümer der Griechen from 1846 the
regular hero worship is presented as a kind of funerary cult or the worship of
the dead, clearly distinguished from the cult of the gods, in particular when

400 Cf. Scullion 1994, 97, n. 57, and 117.
401 In two cases, thyein and thysia may have been used to cover a sacrifice followed by dining

but modified by a blood ritual. Aristotle (Eth. Nic. 1134b) refers to the sacrifices to Brasidas
at Amphipolis simply as tò júein Brasídý, while Thucydides (5.11) describes them as  v �rwíte Çntémnousi kaì timàv dedökasin �g÷nav kaì Çthsíouv jusíav. Philochoros (FGrHist 328 F 12)
mentions the jusíai nhfálioi to Dionysos and the daughters of Erechtheus, possibly the same
sacrifices as those outlined in the Erechtheus of Euripides (fr. 65, lines 79–86 [Austin 1968]), but
there said to consist of two sets of rituals described as jusíaisi. t.i.m.â.n kaì sfagaîsi [bouk]t.ónoiv
and júein prótoma. For these rituals, see pp. 172–175 and 183–188. There is, however, a
di¢ference in time between Thucydides and Aristotle, and between Euripides and Philochoros,
and it is possible that in the 4th century the blood rituals had disappeared. The words of
Philochoros are only preserved as quoted in a scholion (schol. Soph. OC 100 [Papageorgius
1888]): the original text may have contained more details.
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it comes to the terminology.402 All the assumed characteristics of hero-cults
are present here: the low altar called eschara, the blood poured into a pit,
the head of the victim being bent towards the ground, the ritual actions
covered by enagismos, enagismata and entoma, occasionally interrupted by
thyein. However, the evidence supporting this characterization of hero-cults
consists of a mixture of sources. With few exceptions, these sources are
post-Classical and most of them are of Roman date: Diogenes Laertios, Am-
monios, Pausanias, Plutarch, Philostratos, Athenaios, Porphyrios, as well as
the late-2nd-century AD inscription recording Juventianus’ restoration of the
Palaimonion at Isthmia. The explicatory sources also occur frequently: the
Etymologicum Magnum, Eustathius, Pollux, Apollonios’ Lexicon Homericum
and scholia to the Iliad, Euripides’ Phoenician women, Pindar and Apollo-
nios Rhodios. Apart from the fact that all of these texts are late works, it can,
in many cases, be demonstrated that they both reflect and are influenced
by their own contemporary contexts, which are not necessarily applicable to
the conditions during earlier periods.403 The only Archaic-Classical source
used by Creuzer and Hermann to demonstrate the particular characteristics
of hero-cults is Herodotos’ account of the cult of Herakles on Thasos, con-
trasting thyein and enagizein, a passage which, as has been shown above,
cannot be said to be generic for the sacrificial practices in hero-cults.404

From this brief review, it can be concluded that from the early 19th cen-
tury onwards, the understanding of the sacrificial rituals of hero-cults in the
Archaic and Classical periods has not been based on the contemporaneous
evidence. Instead, a selection of sources has been made, an approach
perhaps emanating from the belief that these texts (and the occasional
inscription) were representative for the general situation of all periods. It is
evident that a comprehensive evaluation of the sources from a limited time
span has not been aimed at in any case. When the entire material is taken

402 Creuzer 1842, 762–769, esp. 763; Hermann 1846, 66–67. See also Schoemann 1859, 173,
212–213 and 218–219; Wassner 1883. In other contemporary studies, the distinction between
hero-cult and the cult of the gods seems to be so well established that no or only very
few sources needed to be presented as evidence, see, for example, Müller 1848, 288–291;
Nägelsbach 1857, 104–110; Lehrs 1875, 320 and 324. It is interesting to note that Welcker (1862,
247–250, esp. 248, n. 2), though accepting a distinction between hero-cult and the cult of the
gods in terminology, altars and certain rituals, argued that enagismata and enagismoi could
be understood as referring to animal sacrifice, at which the meat was eaten and not burnt.
Ultimately, the notion of a distinction between the rituals for heroes and for gods can be viewed
as an e¢fect of the application of the Olympian-chthonian model, see Schlesier 1991–92, 38–44,
esp. 39–40.
403 To illustrate this point, see the discussion in chapter I of the terminology assumed to be

particular for hero-cults. Furthermore, in some cases, the sources referred to by these early
scholars do not concern hero-cults, but destruction sacrifices to other divinities. See, for example,
Wassner 1883, 6, n. 5.
404 For this passage (Hdt. 2.44), see pp. 85–86 and 225–226.
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into account, as has been attempted in this study, it is clear that the evidence
making up the foundations of the traditional notion of hero-cults cannot be
regarded as being representative. Furthermore, when these texts are put into
their respective chronological context it is even more apparent that they do
not present an accurate picture of the sacrificial rituals of the hero-cults in
the Archaic and Classical periods. Most importantly, the traditional notion of
hero-cults as distinct from the cult of the gods cannot be substantiated. From
this follows that there is no support for the assumption that thyein and thysia
in hero-cults can and should be interpreted as an unspecified use referring
to destruction sacrifices, since such rituals were characteristic of hero-cults.

In all, it can be argued that thyein and thysia had the same function in
both hero-cults and the cult of the gods. The di¢ficulties in accepting that
thyein and thysia in hero-cults refer to animal sacrifice followed by a meal
for the worshippers, unless when explicitly stated, rests on the assumption
that it was forbidden to eat of the meat from the victims sacrificed to the
heroes. The lack of evidence for destruction sacrifices and rituals focusing
on the blood of the victim, as well as the frequent combination of theoxenia
with thysia, does not support such a notion. The hesitation to recognize
the dominance of alimentary sacrifices in hero-cults and to interpret also
unspecified instances of thyein, thysia and other general terms as referring
to this kind of ritual has also originated in the belief that heroes received
their sacrifices on escharai and in bothroi. As has been demonstrated above,
these terms have little or no relevance to sacrifices to heroes in the Archaic
and Classical periods. When an altar is mentioned in a hero-cult, it is called
bomos, a fact which has been more or less overlooked.405

An alternative approach to the common use of thyein and thysia in
hero-cults has been to view the choice of the terms as a deliberate attempt
to indicate that in a few instances, the recipients were not regarded as
chthonian and dead, but as Olympian and immortal and therefore receiving
sacrifices concluded by dining.406 From this follows, that in the majority of
the instances, the sacrifices could still have been di¢ferent from the cult of
the gods. However, this explanation is also based on the assumption that
the heroes were chthonian and that their character automatically resulted
in certain rituals. The use of the terms in this manner is not supported

405 Bomoi to heroes: Aias, Pind. Ol. 9.112; Herakleidai, Pind. Isthm. 4.62; Pelops, Pind. Ol. 1.93,
cf. p. 165; Opis and Arge, Delos, Hdt. 4.35, cf. pp. 201–202; Amphiaraos, Petropoulou 1981, 49,
line 26; Echelos, LSS 20, 6 (restored). Heroes sharing a bomos with a god: Semele/Dionysos,
LS 18, col. I, 46–48; Athena Skiras/Skiros, LSS 19, 93. To the written sources can be added the
iconographical representations of altars in hero-cults, which show no distinctions from the altars
used in the cult of the gods or any indications of being used for anything other than regular
thysia, see van Straten 1995, 165–167; Ekroth 2001.
406 Pfister 1909–12, 480–489; Rohde 1925, 140, n. 15.
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by Casabona’s study of thyein and thysia. More importantly, this belief
is invalidated by the direct evidence for dining in hero-cults being more
substantial than the evidence for the destruction sacrifices and blood rituals.
If all the unspecified instances of sacrifices to heroes are excluded and only
the cases which can definitely be considered as being either holocausts,
blood rituals or centred on ritual dining are taken into account, thysia
sacrifices at which the worshippers ate are still more frequent than rituals
resulting in the destruction of the animal victim.

The majority of all sacrifices to heroes are not specified in any way, i.e.,
no particular term is given or the terminology consists of thyein, thysia or
terms referring to honours (see Table 32, p. 294). The lack of information for
so many of the sacrifices to heroes is, in itself, relevant, since it is the unusual
practices deviating from the norm that have to be specified and pointed out,
not the regular behaviour known to all.407 From the study of the evidence
for destruction sacrifices, blood rituals and theoxenia carried out above, it
was clear that particular comments or details concerning the sacrifices almost
exclusively concern the parts of the animal falling to the worshippers. Any
behaviour resulting in less or no meat to be eaten, a total discarding of the
blood, restrictions as to where the dining was to take place, as well as a
handling or division of the meat diverging from the ordinary, was in need of
elucidation. Unspecified sacrifices to heroes can thus be interpreted as being
thysia followed by dining.

Furthermore, if we assume that destruction sacrifices and blood rituals
were common in hero-cults, we have to presume that a number of cases refer
to such sacrifices, even though no particular term for the sacrifice is used
or just thyein, thysia or a term referring to honours. Still, it is impossible
to define which of these unspecified sacrifices are to be interpreted as
holocausts or blood rituals. The specification of a sacrifice as  v �rÿ does
not o¢fer any guidance, since this addition seems not to have had any bearing
on the ritual content but to have served as a means of defining the ritual
status of the recipient.

If every unspecified sacrifice to a hero (whether or not covered by thyein
or thysia) is to be taken as being either a destruction sacrifice or a sacrifice
ending with dining but modified by a partial destruction of the meat or by
a particular handling of the blood, it seems strange that this specific ritual is
indicated in some instances but not in others. For example, the inscription
from Thasos regulating the entemnein sacrifice to the war dead Agathoi can

407 The principle of a general category being in less need of specification than an unusual
category is the basis for the division into unmarked and marked, a model which is often used
in linguistics and anthropology (see Waugh 1982, with further references to Roman Jakobson)
but which can also be applied to Greek sacrifices (see Nagy 1979, 308, § 10n4).
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be compared with the rental contract of the orgeones of the hero Egretes
mentioning his thysia.408 In the latter case, it seems beyond doubt that dining
took place, since the lease mentions the kitchen and dining-rooms. In the
former inscription, dining also seems to have followed, but the sacrifice must
have been performed in a di¢ferent manner, since entemnein is used. Should
we assume that the orgeones of Egretes also performed an entemnein ritual
at the annual thysia to their hero? If the contexts of these two sacrifices are
taken into consideration, this seems highly unlikely. The blood ritual to the
Agathoi fits into the commemoration of those who had given their lives for
their country, emphasising the grim origin of this cult and its connections with
war. After the particular initiation of the sacrifice by this ritual, presumably
by pouring the blood of the victims on the tomb of the Agathoi, there follows
a thysia with a banquet. In the friendly and familiar, annual feasting in the
sanctuary of Egretes, however, a blood ritual would seem out of place, since
this cult did not carry with it any particular connotations that needed to be
recognized in ritual in this manner.

On the other hand, if we start from the opposite direction, namely the
definite cases of holocausts and blood rituals, it is possible to argue that
undefined cases are actually to be interpreted as regular thysia and that this
kind of ritual was so self-evident that, in most cases, there was no need
for any elaborations. Considering the importance of heroes in the Greek
religious system, there is no reason why thyein and thysia should not have
been used in the same manner in hero-cults as in the cult of the gods.

To sum up, the interpretation of thyein and thysia, of various terms covering
religious honours and of contexts in which no particular term is used, as
referring to rituals di¢ferent from sacrifices ending with dining, rests on the
assumption that holocausts, blood rituals and o¢ferings of meals were the
main rituals performed to heroes or at least that such rituals were frequent.
There is, however, no support for such a notion, either in the terminology,
or in the contexts in which sacrifices to heroes are found. If we approach the
hero-cults on the assumption that the consumption of the animal victims was
common, the opposite conclusion will be reached: the unspecified cases of
thyein and thysia are to be interpreted as sacrifices at which the worshippers
ate. This interpretation is in better accordance with the place occupied by
the heroes in Greek religion at large. The dominance of thysia sacrifice
followed by dining is clear, not only from the direct evidence, but also from
the terminology, in particular, the use of thyein and thysia, and the fact that,
in most cases, it was considered unnecessary to elaborate on the rituals. If
all the evidence is taken into account, which has not been done previously,

408 Thasos: LSS 64 = Pouilloux 1954b, no. 141. Egretes: LS 47 = IG II2 2499.
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and not just the exceptional cases (exceptional as regards both the ritual
content and the frequency), animal sacrifice with dining was the principal
ritual. The evidence for hero-cults shows that heroes were worshipped on
all levels of society and fulfilled the same role as the gods and therefore it is
inconceivable that the unspecified cases did not refer to thysia with dining.
The predominance of this kind of ritual further separates the heroes from the
ordinary dead, since, unlike destruction sacrifices and blood rituals, thysia
sacrifices had no connection with the sphere of the dead.





Chapter IV

The ritual pattern

1. The sacrificial rituals of Greek hero-cults

This study has had two aims, first of all, to establish the sacrificial rituals of
Greek hero-cults in the Archaic to the early Hellenistic periods and, secondly,
to investigate how these rituals are to be explained and interpreted and
what they can tell us about the place and function of the cult of heroes
in Greek religion. The investigation has been focused on the epigraphical
and literary evidence from the Archaic to early Hellenistic periods, both
in defining the sacrifices to heroes and in relating them to the rituals of
the gods and the ordinary dead. This chronological restriction has been
considered as particularly important, since the notion that the sacrifices to
heroes were distinct from the sacrifices to the gods is mainly based on Roman
and Byzantine sources. The basic conclusion is that the prevalent notion of
how sacrifices to heroes were performed in the Archaic to early Hellenistic
periods is in need of substantial revisions.

1.1. Thysia followed by dining

Contrary to the previous opinion, the most frequently performed ritual in
hero-cults was animal sacrifice, at which the meat was kept and eaten by the
worshippers. The terminology used for these sacrifices is thyein and thysia,
as well as various terms referring to the honouring of heroes. In many cases,
when dining is documented, particularly in the inscriptions, no specific term
is given covering the actual sacrifice, indicating that thysia sacrifices were so
universal that there was no need for any particular elaboration.

The fact that the meat was not destroyed, but kept and eaten, is clear
from the direct evidence for the actual handling and division of the meat,
dining facilities and references to eating. There is also a number of cases,
mainly epigraphical but also literary, in which it can be argued from the
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contexts in which the sacrifices are found, that dining must have formed
a part of the ritual. Considering the direct and circumstantial evidence
for thysia sacrifices followed by collective dining in hero-cults, it seems
safe to conclude that, when no particular details are given as to how the
sacrifices were performed or in what context the sacrifices took place, the
ritual was centred on the consumption of the meat from the animal victims.
Furthermore, if the political, social and nutritional importance of thysia
in Greek society is taken into consideration, it seems inconceivable that
hero-sacrifices, which made up a substantial part of all sacrifices made among
the Greeks, should have consisted of any other kind of ritual than sacrifices
at which the worshippers consumed the meat.

Thysia followed by dining was the main ritual of hero-cults, just as in
the cult of the gods. As divinities, the heroes occupied a similar place in
the Greek religious system as the gods. This is clear, in particular, from
the importance of the heroes in the sacrificial calendars as regards absolute
numbers but also from the fact that they in many cases could receive just
as expensive victims as the gods or even more costly animals. If compared
with the ordinary dead and mortal, living men, the heroes were treated like
the gods.

Considering the frequency of thysia sacrifices in hero-cults, the view of
the rituals of heroes as resembling or preserving an older version of the cult
of the dead can be seriously questioned. The ordinary dead may, in earlier
periods, have received animal victims, and occasionally did so, even in the
Archaic and Classical periods. It seems unlikely, however, that these animals
were sacrificed as at a thysia, since the treatment of the sacrificial animal at
this kind of ritual (division, burning and consumption of specific parts) aimed
at demonstrating the divine character of the recipient and distinguishing him
from the mortal worshipper.

1.2. Theoxenia

Theoxenia rituals rarely seem to have been the main ritual performed to
a hero, apart from those on the private level, in which the presentation
of a table with gifts could be a less expensive alternative to thysia, a fact
which is evident from the large number of reliefs showing such sacrifices.
In the o¢ficial cult, this kind of ritual often functioned as a means of
substantiating a thysia, either by giving the same recipient an animal victim
and theoxenia or by presenting the less important recipient, often a heroine,
with a table with o¢ferings, trapeza, while an animal sacrifice was performed
to another, major hero. The idea of inviting and entertaining the hero was
of central importance, presumably aiming at bringing the hero closer to the
worshippers than was the case at a thysia, which in its structure underlined
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the distinctions between divinities and mortals. The closeness and presence
of the hero may have been particularly desired on the private level, but also
in state cults, as is clear from the existence of a Heroxeinia festival on Thasos
and the use of the blood of the animal victims for inviting the hero at some
public sacrifices.

Even if food o¢ferings were given to the dead, especially in connection
with the burial, it is doubtful whether theoxenia are to be taken as indications
of the connections between hero-cults and the cult of the dead, since the
departed were not invited and entertained as heroes and gods receiving
theoxenia. The widespread use of the ritual for the gods and the many
similarities in its application to both heroes and gods suggests that theoxenia
originated in the cult of the gods rather than in the rituals performed to the
dead.

1.3. Blood rituals

Blood rituals performed in hero-cults have their own particular and varied
terminology, often referring to the technical aspects of killing and bleeding
the victim: haimakouriai, entemnein, sphagai, protoma and phonai. Blood
rituals are documented only in a few cases and were performed as the initial
part of thysia sacrifices centred on ritual dining. At regular thysiai, both to
heroes and to gods, the blood seems to have been kept and eaten, but at a
small number of sacrifices to heroes, the thysia was modified by a complete
discarding of the blood, presumably on the tomb of the hero. The animal
may also have been killed by severing its head altogether. The notion that
animals sacrificed to heroes were killed with the head turned down facing the
ground can be seriously questioned, however, both from the point of view
of the iconographical and the written evidence, particularly the terminology,
and from the practical di¢ficulties in slaughtering animals in that way.

In Greek cult in general, rituals focusing on the blood of the victims were
used in a number of particular situations, such as purifications, oath-takings
and battle-line sphagia. Here, no meal followed upon the killing of the
animal, and a specific deity is rarely named as the recipient. Blood rituals
could also be performed to the winds, the rivers and the sea, and in those
cases, the meat from the victims was occasionally eaten. In hero-cults,
most of the heroes receiving blood rituals can be demonstrated as having
a particular connection with war. It is suggested that these sacrifices served
as a reminder of the bloodshed on the battlefield and more directly of the
battle-line sphagia, but also as a means of recognizing in ritual the association
between these heroes and war. In these cases, the blood rituals have been
transformed from an occasional ritual performed as a result of a particular
situation (as was the case with the war sphagia) into an institutionalized
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practice used to modify a thysia ending with consumption of the victim’s
meat.

The blood rituals also seem to have had a second function in hero-cults,
being used for contacting and inviting the hero and procuring his presence
at the festival and games. In this respect, the blood rituals made use of
the principle of theoxenia, but the contents and treatment of the o¢ferings
di¢fered. The pouring out of blood to establish contact belongs to rituals
connected with the sphere of the dead and the underworld. In this context,
the blood could serve to revitalize the recipient and make him approachable.
Blood seems rarely to have been used in this manner in funerary cult,
however. This kind of ritual is mainly evidenced as part of the sacrifices to
epic and mythical characters in the literary sources, perhaps to be viewed as
inspired by hero-cults but, most of all, as indicating the di¢ference between
these exceptional dead and the contemporary, ordinary dead.

Of relevance for the understanding of blood rituals in hero-cults is the
term bothros, which cannot be connected with heroes before the Roman
period and is therefore not to be considered as a characteristic, sacrificial
installation in hero-cults. The investigation of the usage of the term bothros
in all contexts, not only those concerning heroes, indicates that bothroi
were predominantly used for occasional sacrifices of a private character not
followed by dining, taking place outside the bounds of society and o¢ficial
sanctuaries and cult, and aiming at getting in contact with the beings of
the underworld and propitiating them, often for a magical purpose. It is
interesting to note that most contexts in which bothroi are referred to can be
shown to be influenced by Homer’s description in the Nekyia of Odysseus’
sacrifice into a bothros. In the Hellenistic and Roman periods, the ritual using
bothroi seems to have become more or less a literary topos and it is doubtful
to what extent these sources can be taken as evidence for sacrifices of this
kind actually being performed.

In hero-cult, however, the bothroi were used for actual sacrifices, at
which the hero was contacted with the aid of the blood of the animal
victim, but a direct use of the term in a hero-context is not to be found
before Pausanias. The rituals formed part of an o¢ficial cult and were usually
concluded with a banquet. The use of bothroi for the purpose of calling
and contacting a figure of the underworld is apparent from most contexts
in which the term is found, no matter what the date or the recipient, and
it is possible that the blood rituals to heroes outlined in the Archaic to
early Hellenistic sources also made use of a bothros, even though such an
installation is not explicitly mentioned.
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1.4. Destruction sacrifices

Destruction sacrifices at which no dining took place, covered by the terms
holokautos in the inscriptions and enagizein, enagisma and enagismos in the
literary texts, are rare and cannot be considered as the regular kind of ritual in
hero-cults. All the terms seem to cover the same kind of ritual, the destruction
of the o¢ferings, but they have di¢ferent bearings on the character of the
recipient. Holokautos was more neutral, being used for both heroes and
gods, while enagizein, enagisma and enagismos are particular to hero-cults
and the cult of the dead. Apart from referring to a destruction sacrifice,
enagizein, enagisma and enagismos also mark the recipient as being dead
and therefore impure in some sense, and distinguish him, or a side of him,
from the gods, who are immortal and pure. In most cases, the destruction
sacrifices to heroes were performed as separate rituals and not in connection
with a thysia.

The enagizein sacrifices seem to have been aimed at highlighting the
dead and impure character of the hero. The destruction of the o¢ferings
formed part of the cult of the dead, but it is doubtful to what extent they were
performed with animal victims, since the sacrifice of animals had practically
disappeared from the cult of the ordinary dead already in the Archaic period,
partly as a result of the funerary legislation.

Partial and total destructions of the victims are also found in the cult
of the gods and can sometimes be viewed as a result of the character of
the recipient, but perhaps more clearly as a reaction to or as a reminiscence
of a particularly pressing and di¢ficult situation. Similarly, in hero-cults the
destruction sacrifices are not only a reflection of the recipient’s character, but
may also be a response to the problems and stress of a particular situation
or may be performed in order to avoid di¢ficulties in the future. Seen from
this angle, these rituals were used in the same manner as in the cult of the
gods.

The evidence for the terms enagizein, enagisma and enagismos, con-
sidered to be standard terms for the sacrifices to heroes, is slight for sacrifices
to heroes in the Archaic and Classical periods (no use at all is made of the
terms in inscriptions before the late 2nd century BC, for example). More
remarkable is the frequent use of the terms in the 1st to the 3rd centuries AD,
particularly in the 2nd century AD and especially by Pausanias and Plutarch.
The popularity of the terms during this period, evident also from the hapax
enagisterion (attested in an inscription dating from c. AD 170), can be
linked to the antiquarian tendencies of the Second Sophistic. Enagizein
sacrifices seem to have been regarded as an old and venerable ritual, and the
terms enagizein, enagisma, enagismos and enagisterion are predominantly
used for heroes considered as being ancient, a tendency which may have
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originated in a desire to separate the old, traditional heroes of the epic and
glorious past history from the more recently heroized, ordinary mortals of
the Hellenistic and Roman periods. This link between heroes and enagizein
may, in its turn, have been the reason for the almost mechanical use of
enagizein in the scholia to explain and elucidate sacrifices to heroes in the
Classical sources, whether or not these rituals contained any actions of the
kind usually covered by enagizein. It is also interesting to note that, in
the 2nd century AD and later, enagizein began to be used for sacrifices to
gods, though often to divinities connected with the sphere of death and
the underworld, and for sacrifices di¢fering from regular thysiai. In this late
period, the term seems gradually to have taken on the meaning “to burn
completely”, no matter who was the recipient.

The use and meaning of the term eschara, which has been connected
with holocaustic sacrifices to heroes, are also of significance in this context.
Eschara can rarely be connected with hero-cults before the Hellenistic
period, which is in accordance with the lack of evidence for destruction
sacrifices. In the Archaic and Classical sources, the term was used as a
synonym for bomos and, more specifically, for the separate, upper part
of a bomos, often made of a material di¢ferent from the rest of the altar
(metal, clay, fireproof stone), in order to protect the stone surface from being
damaged by the fire.

The original meaning of eschara being “hearth”, the term could also refer
to a simple altar, located directly on the ground. In this sense, the term is
found once in a hero-context in the Classical period, on a horos marking the
eschara of the Herakleidai at Porto Raphti. Similarly, one of the buildings in
the Archegesion on Delos was called escharon, “a place for an eschara”, on
account of the simple ash-altar located within this structure. An association
between escharai and holocausts is documented only in lexica and scholia,
and the escharai of the Herakleidai and in the Archegesion were probably
used for regular thysia sacrifices followed by dining, especially since the
term escharon seems to have been a local, Delian word for hestiatorion.
Moreover, an eschara was not a prerequisite for holocaustic sacrifices, and
smaller victims, or parts of victims, could be burnt on a bomos.1

1 This is clear from an extensive sacred law from Kos, dated to the mid 4th century BC, which
stipulates a holocaust of a piglet and its splanchna on a bomos: toì d.è. [kárukev k]arp÷nti tòmmèg qoî[ro]g. kaì tà splágqna Çpì toû bwmoû, LS 151 A, 32–33. To clarify the question of which
kinds of altars were required for holocausts and thysiai, respectively, practical experiments are
needed (cf. the experiments with ox-tails and gall-bladders performed by Michael Jameson 1986,
60–61 and figs. 3–4). It seems questionable whether it was possible to holocaust a substantial
victim, such as an ox or a full-grown sheep, on a bomos. To create enough heat and draught,
a construction over a pit seems more plausible; cf. the pits in the enagisterion at Isthmia (see
pp. 80–81 for references). Such practical considerations may also have guided the organization
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The notion of eschara as a particular altar used for holocausts in hero-
cults is based on the information in the post-Classical sources and mainly
the Roman and Byzantine lexicographers and commentators, as well as the
scholiasts, who show certain di¢ficulties in understanding the earlier use and
meaning of the term. It is possible that a change in cult-practice had taken
place after the Classical period, but the connection between eschara, heroes
and holocausts may also be a result of the late sources attempting to separate
eschara from bomos and hestia, and from the most frequent use of eschara
in the Roman period, namely as a medical term referring to a wound.

The ritual pattern of hero-cults presented here is based on the epigraphical
and literary sources dating to the Archaic to the early Hellenistic periods.
Instead of viewing hero-cults as opposed to the cult of the gods and
dominated by destruction sacrifices, blood rituals and o¢ferings of meals,
only seldom replaced by thysia sacrifices followed by dining, a more varied,
ritual pattern has emerged. The main ritual was animal sacrifice at which the
worshippers ate, just as in the cult of the gods. This ritual could be modified
by a theoxenia element and a di¢ferent handling of the blood and the meat

Table 33

Types of sacrificial rituals in hero-cults.

Description of the ritual
Treatment of the animal victim

or other o¢ferings

Thysia with or without hiera
(additional non-meat gifts such as
cakes, bread, fruit, vegetables)

Meat and blood eaten, as well as
hiera not burnt or left on the altar

Thysia modified by a trapeza
(table with gifts)

Everything eaten: meat, blood,
vegetable o¢ferings

Thysia modified by theoxenia
(preparation of couch, table with
gifts and invitation to participate)

Everything eaten: meat, blood,
vegetable o¢ferings

Thysia modified by trapezomata
(deposition of raw meat for the divinity,
later taken by the priest)

Everything eaten: meat, blood

Thysia modified by a particular way
of slaughtering and handling of the blood
(entemnein, haimakouriai, sphagai, protoma)

Blood discarded, meat eaten

Thysia modified by partial destruction
of the meat by burning it (enateuein, etc.)
or by the holocaust of another victim

A certain quantity of the meat destroyed,
the rest of the meat eaten,
as well as the blood

Holocausts (holokautos, enagizein, enagisma)
performed separately from thysia Blood and meat destroyed, nothing eaten

of the kathagizein sacrifice to Asklepios at Titane, in the Argolid, at which the larger animals,
such as a bull, a lamb and a pig, were wholly burnt on the ground, while the small victims, the
birds, were burnt on the altar (Paus. 2.11.7).
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from the victim. Occasionally, the thysia was replaced by a holocaust. The
possible variations are illustrated in Table 33.

The traditional picture of hero-cult rituals as consisting of holocausts,
libations of blood and o¢ferings of meals, is mainly derived from the post-
Classical sources, often dating to the Roman or even Byzantine periods, or
from the explicatory sources, i.e., the lexicographers, the commentators, the
grammarians and the scholia, the date and reliability of whom are often
di¢ficult to evaluate.

An investigation of the terminology considered as characteristic of
heroes (eschara, bothros, enagizein, enagisma and enagismos) indicates
that a connection between heroes and these terms can rarely be established
before the Roman period. In some instances, the use and meaning of the
terms have undergone substantial changes, which to a certain extent may
reflect changes in the ritual practices, but, in other cases, the di¢ferences
depend on the later sources not fully grasping the use and meaning of the
same terms in the sources from the Archaic and Classical periods. In the case
of hero-cults, it is evident that the information derived from the post-Classical
sources should be used with the utmost care and, in many instances, cannot
be considered as valid for the conditions in earlier periods.

After looking at the evidence for sacrifices in hero-cults and orienting the
rituals in relation to the cult of gods and the dead, the ritual pattern of hero-
cults will be considered both from the view-point of the Olympian-chthonian
model, being particular for the Greek evidence, and from other models,
which have been applied to sacrifices in a global perspective. Finally, the
role of immortality and mortality in Greek religion, and the heterogeneity
of the heroes as recipients of religious attention will be discussed, in order
to demonstrate the importance of these two concepts for the shaping of the
sacrificial rituals of Greek hero-cults.

2. The Olympian-chthonian distinction

The Olympian-chthonian division is clearly visible in most work on Greek
religion produced during the 20th century.2 The former, stricter stance was

2 Most of all in the scholarship in the German philological tradition (see Schlesier 1991–92,
38–44 and refs. in p. 215, n. 2). The almost complete absence of the terms Olympian and
chthonian in the work on Greek religion done by the structuralists of the Paris school is
interesting; see, for example, Vernant 1990, 101–119; Vernant 1991, 290–302; Detienne 1989a,
1–20. This is surely related to the view of the function of sacrifice held by these scholars: sacrifice
defines man’s place in the universe as being distinguished from those of the gods and the beasts
by their various eating modes. Cf. also Hubert & Mauss (1964, 9–18), who view all sacrifices as
consecrations at which the victims were destroyed, either by consumption by the worshippers
or by being handed over completely to the god.
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to view the Olympian and chthonian categories as clear opposites and as
more or less mutually exclusive.3 Today, scholars tend to be less categorical,
but they still adhere to the Olympian-chthonian approach. Walter Burkert,
for example, separates divinities, rituals, cult-places and terminology into the
two categories to emphasize this division as a fundamental trait in Greek
religion but he also admits that “cultic reality, however, remained a rich
conglomerate of Olympian and chthonian elements in which many more
subtle gradations were possible”.4 The validity of the Olympian-chthonian
division and the dependence of ritual on the character of the recipient have
recently been defended by Scott Scullion, who proposes a less strict view of
what should be regarded as belonging to each category and also argues that
the chthonian group should be extended to include all sacrifices in which
the meat had to be consumed within the sanctuary.5

Others have been more sceptical towards the Olympian-chthonian
division. Arthur Darby Nock urged that the term “chthonic” should be used
with caution, and a similar standpoint has been adopted by both Folkert
van Straten and Kevin Clinton, in particular in dealing with the archaeological
material.6 An even more radical view has recently been put forward by
Renate Schlesier, who argues that the Olympian-chthonian dichotomy does
not capture the essence of Greek religion, since it is mainly a modern,
scholarly product with little support in the ancient sources.7

The basic problem in applying the categories of Olympian and chthonian,
not only to hero-cults, but to Greek cult in general concerns what is to be
covered by each group. Since there are no direct, ancient definitions of the
terms, the modern interpretations often vary from scholar to scholar and it is
not evident whether the classification of a divinity as Olympian or chthonian
is to be made on the basis of the character of the recipient or of the rituals
performed.8 If by chthonian is simply meant a character connected with
the earth and the sphere of the dead without having any bearings on the
ritual, it is possible to consider the heroes as chthonian divinities. Whether
a chthonian character is to be considered as giving rise to particular rituals,
is, however, another matter.

3 Wide 1907; Stengel 1910, 126–133; Stengel 1920, 105–155; Harrison 1922, 1–31; Rohde
1925, 116 and 158–160; Ziehen 1939, 579–627, esp. 598. See also the 19th-century scholarship
referred to on pp. 296–297.

4 Burkert 1985, 202, cf. 428, n. 8; cf. Burkert 1966, 103–104; Burkert 1983, 9, n. 41; Henrichs
1991, 162–163.

5 Scullion 1994, 75–119; Scullion 2000, 163–167.
6 Nock 1944, 576, n. 3; van Straten 1995, 167; Clinton 1992, 61; Clinton 1996, 168–169,

esp. n. 39; cf. Pirenne-Delforge 2001, 132–134.
7 Schlesier 1991–92, 38–51.
8 For an overview, see Schlesier 1991–92; OCD3 s.v. chthonian gods.
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In the case of hero-cults, the chthonian character has usually been
thought to be manifested by certain rituals, such as holocaustic sacrifices
and libations of blood, as well as the use of escharai and bothroi as altars.
Other particular heroic characteristics brought forward are a preference for
the rituals taking place at night, the use of black victims and the killing
of the animals with their heads turned towards the ground. It has often
been argued that the heroes’ chthonian nature is not undermined by the
performance of thysia sacrifices, since this kind of ritual could also form
part of the cult of chthonian divinities and, on the whole, thysiai were
relatively rare in hero-cults.9 However, the limited evidence for the use of
holocaustic sacrifices, blood rituals and escharai or bothroi has removed
much of the support for classifying the heroes as chthonian on the basis of
the ritual. Also the validity of chthonian criteria such as the time of the day
when the sacrifice was performed, the colour of the victim and the mode of
killing can be seriously questioned if the evidence is more closely scrutinized.
Furthermore, it has been shown in this study that thysia sacrifices were not
rare in hero-cults, but, on the contrary, that this was the main ritual in these
cults.

The weak point of the Olympian-chthonian model has always been
its (in)applicability to actual ritual. Even though the proponents of the
Olympian-chthonian distinction admit that in the case of sacrificial ritual
the division was less strict, it is questionable whether it is possible, on the
one hand, to consider the Olympian-chthonian distinction as a fundamental
characteristic of Greek religion and, on the other, to stress that the same
distinction cannot be fully applied to ritual, since there was a great degree
of variation. Sacrificial rituals have, after all, been used as one of the main
characteristics in deciding whether a divinity is to be regarded as Olympian or
as chthonian and they have often been considered as a direct manifestation of
the character of the recipient. Furthermore, the importance of ritual actions
in Greek religion is indisputable and the ritual practices must be considered
as constituting the core of the religious system.

The discussion of the concepts Olympian and chthonian side by side in
the modern literature often gives the impression that the two spheres were
of equal proportions, both as to the divinities and to the rituals encompassed
by each category. This has led to an over-emphasis on the spread and
importance of “chthonian” rituals, especially destruction sacrifices, which
have usually been regarded as the chthonian ritual par excellence, when,
in fact, this kind of ritual is much less frequently documented than thysia,
its Olympian counterpart, no matter who the recipient. While epithets

9 See, for example, Scullion 1994, 98–99 and 101, who bases his opinions on dining in
hero-cults on Nock (“Nock’s canonical list”).
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such as Chthonios and Chthonia demonstrate the presence of chthonian
divinities in Greek religion, the existence of chthonian rituals can be seriously
questioned.10

2.1. Ou phora

In Scott Scullion’s revised definition of Olympian and chthonian, attempting
to demonstrate the applicability of the two categories also to ritual, the
chthonian category has been extended to include not only sacrifices at which
the victim was destroyed, but also all sacrifices from which the meat could
not be carried away and had to be consumed on the spot, usually designated
as ou phora.11 All divinities receiving such sacrifices are considered as being
chthonian and the prescribed dining in the sanctuary a manifestation of their
chthonian character. Furthermore, Scullion suggests that these “on-the-spot”
meals were often connected with a partial destruction of the victim’s flesh,
an action for which he suggests the convenient term moirocaust.12

When applying this revised definition to hero-cults, however, Scullion
has not taken the bulk of the evidence into consideration, nor the local
variations. To mention a few examples, he includes the Erchia calendar,
since it contains ou phora stipulations, but he does not comment upon the
implications of his theory for the heroes mentioned in the Thorikos calendar.
This latter inscription includes one holocaust (to a god), the presence of
which can be taken as support for the interpretation of all other unspecified
sacrifices in this calendar being thysia followed by dining, whether the
recipients were heroes or gods.13 Furthermore, the meat from one of the
hero-sacrifices in this calendar was apparently sold and cannot therefore have
been eaten on the spot.14 Scullion’s classification of the sacrifices mentioned
in the Salaminioi calendar as “on the spot” meals is also doubtful, since the
meat from the victims supplied by the state or by individual members was to
be divided raw between the two groups of Salaminioi.15 Similarly, Herakles is

10 The Olympian-chthonian distinction was the subject of a seminar in Gothenburg in
April 1997. Many of the presented papers expressed doubts about the existence of Olympian and
chthonian sacrificial rituals, even though the ancient sources mention Olympian and chthonian
gods, see, for example, Parker (forthcoming).

11 Scullion 1994, 98–119.
12 Scullion 2000, 165–166. Moirocaust is not known from any ancient source but the term is

a well-found description of the ritual referred to.
13 See the discussion of this calendar above, pp. 158–159.
14 Daux 1983, line 27, Neaníai téleon, Puanoyíoiv, p[ratón]. For the reading p[ratón], see

Parker 1987, 146.
15 Scullion 1994, 114, n. 128; LSS 19, 19–24. Furthermore, contrary to Scullion’s claims,

Ferguson (1938, 33–34) in his commentary explicitly says that the this meat was not eaten on
the spot but carried away.
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considered as the best example of a divinity being simultaneously Olympian
and chthonian, the mixed character being reflected in the rituals.16 Still, if
such character traits are to be considered as being of central importance, it
has to be explained why the chthonian side was scarcely ever acted out in
the sacrificial rituals.17

A further problem with this extension of the chthonian sphere is that
few deities are left outside of it: Apollon, Artemis, Zeus, Hera, Poseidon,
Dionysos and Athena, or at least various aspects of these deities, become
chthonian if the ou phora command is taken as a manifestation of the
chthonian character of the recipient. Moreover, taking a connection with
the earth as the main criterion for designating a divinity as chthonian also
widens this category of gods to more or less the whole pantheon.18

Another di¢ficulty in interpreting the ritual practices as a sign of the
chthonian character of the recipient concerns the question whether a reg-
ulation about the worshippers’ handling of the meat can actually be said
to have any bearing on the character of the recipient. Apart from the ou
phora and holocausts, Scullion also considers wineless sacrifices, nephalia,
as chthonian. Wineless sacrifices only concern the deity’s part of the sacrifice,
while ou phora concerns the worshippers’ share of the victim. Holocausts
concern both the deity and the worshippers, since the whole animal was
consecrated to the divinity and no meat fell to the participants. Is it possible
to define the chthonian nature of the recipient by combining one ritual
command explicitly regarding the deity’s part of the sacrifice (nephalios),
a second ritual command explicitly concerning the worshippers’ part of the
sacrifice (dining ou phora) and a third command a¢fecting both the deity
and the worshippers (holocausts)? It has often been pointed out that the
deity’s involvement in the sacrifice ceased after the sacrificial fire had been
extinguished with the wine-water libation.19 The gods did not dine with
the worshippers, they received their part of the sacrifice first and, when the
worshippers had their share, the divinity was no longer present.20 Therefore,
it is questionable to what extent the ou phora stipulation, which concerns

16 Scullion 1994, 90–91.
17 For the evidence, see Verbanck-Piérard 1989; Bergquist (forthcoming).
18 This is the argument usually presented against the categories of Olympian and chthonian:

most divinities do, in fact, have a chthonian aspect (see Clinton 1996, 168–169, n. 39; cf. OCD3

s.v. chthonian gods).
19 See above, p. 287, n. 364.
20 The aim of the dining at the thysia was collective sharing among men, not among men

and gods; see Burkert 1985, 57; Vernant 1989, 24–29; Vernant 1991, 291. Cf. the institution of
sacrifice by Prometheus as a means of separating gods and men, as described in the Theogony
and Works and Days; see Rudhardt 1970, 13–15; Vernant 1989, 26–35.
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the handling of the meat after the deity has received his share of the victim,
can be considered as related to the character of the recipient.

The main objection, however, against accepting the “on-the-spot” meals
as a sign of the chthonian character of the deities receiving these sacrifices
is related to the practical implications of this command. It has been
demonstrated beyond any doubt, most of all by the archaeological material,
that ritual meals in sanctuaries are to be considered as a main feature of Greek
cult.21 At some sites, facilities for feasting may even have been constructed
before any kind of temple was erected and a recent study has shown that
one of the important functions of the stoas, found both in sanctuaries and in
public areas, was to be used for ritual dining.22 The fact that the worshippers
ate in the sanctuary cannot by itself be considered as a distinguishing criterion
between chthonian and Olympian rituals.

If the ou phora command is to be interpreted in the sense Scullion
suggests, it has to be assumed that the worshippers made a distinction
between, on the one hand, dining taking place in a sanctuary, since there was
an ou phora command, and, on the other, eating there voluntarily, perhaps
since there were suitable dining facilities or they were far away from home.
To support such a notion, Scullion proposes that the chthonian “on-the-spot”
dining is to be considered as being set in a constrained environment and in a
gloomy atmosphere, which was only accepted since it was a better alternative
than a holocaust, giving no room for any ritual meals at all.23 If Scullion’s
interpretation is followed, the “on-the-spot” meals seem to have worked as a
means to force the worshippers to eat in the sanctuary, although they would
rather eat at home.

For the argument to carry, it has to be assumed, first of all, that chthonian
shrines, including those of the heroes, were locations having an uncanny,
negative atmosphere. There is no direct contemporary evidence supporting
this conception and to illustrate the atmosphere and the context of the
ou phora sacrifices, Scullion refers to a passage from the Orphic Lithika
concerning a ritual performed to Helios and Ge by three young men, who
sacrifice a snake and dine on it.24 The use of this passage as comparison

21 See, for example, the material treated by Bergquist 1990, esp. 57–61; Cooper & Morris
1990, 66–85; Bookidis 1990, 86–94; Tomlinson 1990, 95–101; Schmitt Pantel 1992, 304–333 and
Appendix 4; cf. Mazarakis Ainian 1997, 390–392, for the Early Iron Age evidence. On Greek
sanctuaries being planned for accommodating a large number of worshippers dining out in the
open, see Sinn 1992, 180–187.

22 The earliest building in the Herakleion on Thasos may have functioned as a dining room
rather than as a temple, see Bergquist 1998, 57–72. On the function of the stoas, see Kuhn
1985, 226–269.

23 Scullion 1994, 101 and 105–106.
24 Scullion 1994, 105–106.
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is highly questionable, considering its late date, the 2nd century AD or
even latter part of the 4th century, and the fact that the text deals with the
theurgical and magical manipulation of stones, a ritual far removed from the
public state and deme cults of the Classical period, which Scullion attempts
to elucidate.25 The atmosphere of the sacrifice in the Lithika rather has a lot
in common with the magic rituals performed at bothroi, mainly evidenced
in the Roman sources: a sacrifice in secrecy with a magic purpose involving
few participants, unusual o¢ferings (in this case, a snake), the abandonment
of parts of the o¢ferings on the site of the sacrifice, care taken not to look
back when leaving the site.26

Secondly, the basic ritual of hero-cults, as well as chthonian cult in
general, has to be considered as being a holocaust, which was circumvented
by the ou phora stipulation and the consumption of the meat in the
sanctuary. It would be a di¢ferent matter, could it be shown that all these the
“on-the-spot” recipients usually, or at least frequently, received holocausts.
The ou phora command could, in that case, be taken as a way of modifying a
holocaust, shifting it towards a regular thysia. In the majority of the instances,
however, the opposite seems to be the case and we seem rather to be dealing
with regular thysia sacrifices which have been modified as being ou phora.

In a later study, Scullion has argued that the “on-the-spot” meals were
frequently accompanied by moirocausts and that sacrifices to heroes not
being specified as holocausts were probably moirocausts rather than regular
thysiai.27 However, the connection between any form of ou phora stipulation
and partial destruction of the meat from the animal rests on rather weak
ground. The only indisputable case is the sacrifice to Zeus Meilichios in the
Selinous sacred law, at which a thigh of the victim was to be burnt and
the meat could not be removed.28 The second possible case referred to
by Scullion, the enateuein sacrifice to Semele in the Mykonos calendar, is
less certain. This can only be taken to be a combination of a moirocaust
with an “on-the-spot” prescription if the command dainúsjwn a¹toû (to be
eaten here) concerning the sacrifice performed on the following day to
another divinity is considered as also referring to Semele.29 Apart from these

25 For the date of the Lithika, see West 1983, 36; Halleux & Schamps 1985, 57. For the contents,
see Keydell 1942, 1338–1341; Halleux & Schamps 1985, 4–45.

26 See above, pp. 62–71.
27 Scullion 2000, 165–166.
28 Jameson, Jordan & Kotansky 1993, A 17–20.
29 LS 96, 22–26, Ændekáthi, Çpì to(û)t[o] plæjov, Semélhi Çtåsion ; toûto Çnateúetai ;duwdekáthi Dionúswi Lhneî Çtåsion ; ¸pè[r] ka[r]p÷n Diì Qjoníwi, Gæi Qjoníhi dertà mélanaÇtåsi[a] ; xénwi o¹ jémiv ; dainúsjwn a¹toû. The sacrifice to Semele takes place on the eleventh

of Lenaios (lines 22–24). The next day (lines 24–26), Dionysos Leneus, Zeus Chthonios and
Ge Chthonie all receive sacrifices. The “to be eaten here” stipulation follows after the last two
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two cases, the moirocausts at ou phora sacrifices to heroes, and to other
divinities as well, remain an inference. More compelling is the fact that
the explicitly clear moirocaust to the impure Tritopatores in the Selinous
inscription, which is said to be executed “as to the heroes”, is not specified
as being “on-the-spot”. Furthermore, none of the other known moirocausts,
which on the whole are few and mainly concern gods, show any indication
of the consumption of the meat being regulated in any way.30 To consider
the Selinous lex sacra as a support for moirocausts being common seems
therefore to be pressing the evidence too far. Most commentators agree on
this inscription being created as the response to some kind of crisis, in the
form of pollution stemming from civil war, ine¢fective funerary rites, disease,
infertility or the fear of ghosts.31 Destruction sacrifices, of the kind often
labelled heilige Handlungen, were one kind of ritual used to deal with such
conditions.32 The possibility has, at least, to be considered that the Selinous
inscription does not reflect any regular cult activity, but rather constitutes the
ritual response to a situation of stress, and is therefore not to be taken as an
example of ritual practices at large in the Greek world.

On the whole, the heroes seem to fit less well into the modified version
of the Olympian-chthonian model than do the chthonian gods. Even though
Scullion’s starting-point is that ritual dining was a rare feature of hero-
cults, he admits, at the same time, that the heroes received such sacrifices
more frequently than chthonian divinities at large, a fact he explains with
the heroes being more approachable than other chthonians.33 There are,
however, other indications of the heroes not conforming to the chthonian
pattern. Nephalia, wineless sacrifices, often taken as a sign of chthonian
ritual, are rare in hero-cults.34 To consider ou phora sacrifices as a ritual
particular for hero-cults is questionable, since most sacrifices to heroes show
no sign of having been regulated in this manner. Furthermore, it is also
interesting to note that of the divinities, for whom this stipulation is known,
only nine are heroes while 35 are gods. The suggestion that meat could

divinities (line 26). Scullion (2000, 165–166) considers all these three deities part of one complex,
to which Semele also can be added, and therefore any ritual commands at the end of the
sequence can be taken to apply to all four of them. However, a distinctive punctuation is used
to separate the events on the twelfth, i.e., the sacrifices to Dionysos Leneus from the sacrifices to
Zeus Chthonios and Ge Chthonie, the latter also being forbidden to outsiders, see Butz 1996, 91.
Furthermore, if dainúsjwn a¹toû is to cover the sacrifice to Semele, the conclusion must be that
the ban on xenoi also concerns this sacrifice. This causes a di¢ficulty, since the sacrifice to Semele
is specified as being accessible to the public, Çpì to(û)t[o] plæjov, see further above, p. 220, n. 27.

30 For the evidence, see above, pp. 217–225.
31 See above, p. 227, n. 62.
32 See examples discussed above, pp. 226–227.
33 Scullion 1994, 114–117.
34 See Henrichs 1983, 98–99; cf. Scullion 1994, 103.
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perhaps never be taken away from sacrifices to heroes is contradicted by
at least two cases where meat was removed to be eaten or sold.35 The
majority of the evidence for moirocausts concerns gods and not heroes and
the only indisputable case of the combination of a moirocaust and an ou
phora stipulation does not concern a hero but a god.36 Deviations such as
these from the assumed chthonian ritual pattern for the heroes raise further
doubts of the applicability of the Olympian-chthonian model, even in its
modified version, to sacrificial rituals.

Scullion’s explanation of the ou phora stipulation is based on the notion
that the chthonian nature or character of the recipient was decisive for the
occurrence of this command. The conclusion seems unavoidable, however,
that the chthonian rituals resulted in the same activity as the Olympian
ones, namely that the worshippers dined in the sanctuary. This being the
case, the ou phora stipulation seems to lose some of its force as a marker
of the recipient’s character. The distinctions claimed to separate the “on
the spot” dining from the voluntary feasting in sanctuaries, such as the ou
phora sacrifices taking place in a gloomy and constrained environment, often
being accompanied by moirocausts and only accepted, since they at least
give the worshippers some meat to dine on, can rarely be demonstrated in
the available evidence. The alternative course of action suggested here, is
therefore to approach the ou phora command from the ritual point of view,
starting with the stipulation itself and take a closer look at how it functioned
within its own context.

If we begin with the tangible results of an ou phora stipulation, it is
clear that it meant that the worshippers actually ate the meat in the sanctuary
instead of taking their portions with them to prepare and consume them at
home or perhaps to sell them. For some reason, it was desired that those who
participated in the sacrifice remained in the sanctuary also for those parts of
the ritual which did not have to be executed there, contrary to the killing
of the victim, burning of the god’s portion and grilling of the splanchna.
Since dining can be said to form an integrated part of the ritual of animal
sacrifice, the consumption of meat on the spot can be seen as a way of
prolonging the ritual sequence. In a way, this may have meant an emphasis
on the religious aspect of this meal. In this sense, it is possible to compare
prescribed feasting in a sanctuary with theoxenia, one function of which,

35 Scullion 1994, 114; Parker (forthcoming). For the removal of meat, see above, p. 313, n. 14,
Neanias at Thorikos, and the heroes mentioned in the calendar of the genos of the Salaminioi.
Of interest is also LS 151 A a, t÷n juoménwn tâi Leukojæi �poforà Çv °érean. It should be noted
that information stating that the meat was removed is rare in the Greek evidence, no matter the
divinity concerned.

36 See above, pp. 316–317.
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Michael Jameson has suggested, was to give the whole thysia ceremony
more weight and getting the participants more involved in the sacrifice.37

The practice of trapezomata, the deposition on a table within the sanctuary
of raw meat, which was subsequently taken by the priest, is also of interest in
this context, since it may have functioned in a similar manner.38 No carrying
away of the meat, theoxenia and trapezomata all emphasized the alimentary
aspect of the sacrifice but also made the food and the worshippers remain
for a longer time in the sanctuary. It is of interest to note that both the
Thorikos and the Marathon calendars list trapezai among the expenses for
sacrifices but that none of these inscriptions contain any references to ou
phora or similar practices.39 The Erchia calendar, on the other hand, has
no trapezai but 22 cases of ou phora.40 This may be a coincidence but
perhaps the two rituals had, in some way or to some extent, a similar content
and function, for example, the prescribed dining within the sanctuary also
involving cooked or raw meat being displayed along the lines of the practices
of theoxenia/trapezai or trapezomata.41 A sacrificial calendar from Kos is
also of interest here, since, at a sacrifice of a heifer to Hera, it is stipulated
that the meat could be taken away while portions of intestines and bread,
clearly priestly perquisites, had to remain in the naos.42 These latter o¢ferings
were to be sacrificed on the hearth in the temple and simply may have been
deposited there or perhaps burnt. The prescription against removing the
meat or the demand that the meat had to be eaten in the sanctuary seems,

37 Jameson 1994a, 53–57.
38 Jameson 1994a, 56–57. Jameson actually makes a comparison between theoxenia, ou phora

and trapezomata.
39 See above, p. 138 and 156, Table 25.
40 See above, p. 156, Table 25.
41 The Selinous lex sacra contains one of the few cases of a sacrifice at which a theoxenia

ritual and a prohibition of the removal of the meat are found together, see Jameson, Jordan &
Kotansky 1993, A 17–20, tôi Çn E¹judámo : Miliqíoi : kriòn j. [u]ónto. Ïsto dè kaì jûma pedà
vétov júen. tà dè hiarà tà damósia Çxh�a�iréto kaì trá[peza]n : projémen kaì &oléan kaì t�pòtâv trapézav : �párgmata kaì tÄstéa ka[ta]kâai ; tà krâ mÇqferéto. kaléto [h]óntina lêi. At
this sacrifice to Zeus Meilichios, the thigh of the ram, o¢ferings from the table and the bones
are said to be burnt. Perhaps the kra mechphereto is there to clarify that the rest of the meat on
the table was to be eaten (and also used as perquisites for the priest)? LSA 43 (2nd century BC),
concerning the cult of Sarapis at Magnesia, specifies that while the sacrificed victims had to be
consumed on the spot (line 7), a leg of each victim had to be left in the temenos as well as three
portions of meat (lines 10–12). These latter may have been used for some kind of trapezomata
ritual and subsequently fell to the priest, constituting his gera.

42 LS 151 B, 7–10, júei °areùv kaì °erà paréqei ; gérh. lambá[nei] dérma kaì skélov ; taútav�poforá ; Ïndora Çndéretai kaì júe.[tai] Çpì tâi °stíai Çn t÷i na÷i tà Ïndora kaì Çlatär Çx�miéktou [sp]ur÷n ; toútwn o¹k Çkforà Çk toû naoû. This case, incidentally, is interpreted by
Scullion (1994, 104, n. 82) as being without ritual significance.
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however, to have worked independently from the cutting of gera reserved
for the priest or priestess.43

Thus, prescribed dining in the sanctuary may have functioned as a way
of prolonging, strengthening and emphasizing the religious aspect of animal
sacrifice and the following meal, as well as the worshippers’ involvement
in the ritual. Why was this desired on certain occasions? Here, several
possibilities can be thought of. If we look at the evidence for ou phora, more
than two thirds of the cases are found in a total of only three inscriptions: the
sacrificial calendars from the deme Erchia, from Mykonos and from Kos. All
three of these can be put in connection with a recodification or reorganization
of the ritual activity at each location, which in its turn was brought about by
some kind of changes having taken place, either within the cult itself or in
the surrounding society. At Erchia, a new system for meeting the costs of
the sacrifices was probably the main reason that called for the calendar to
be inscribed.44 The Mykonos calendar explicitly states that it was written
down after the synoecism of the island in order to record new sacrifices and
changes in the old rituals.45 The Coan calendar also came about after the
synoecism in 366 BC.46 In fact, most of the remaining inscriptions containing
ou phora regulations can also be linked to external or internal changes
a¢fecting the cults, for example, two cults merging into one, a private cult
being transferred to the public domain, the control of the sanctuary changing
hands from one state to another.47 In all, the number of cases in which a

43 Many inscriptions stipulate both the prohibition of removing meat and which kind of gera
the priest is to receive, see, for example, LS 151 A, 45–46; A, 57–59; D, 1–3; Petropoulou 1981, 49,
lines 31–36 (= LS 69); LS 54. It is not clear whether the ou phora command applied also to the priest’s
portion. See also LS 28 = IG II2 1356, separately listing the hierosyna for certain priestesses
(consisting of money, skins and various kinds of food) and the parts of the sacrificial victims
they could take from the table; see also discussion of this and other cases in Gill 1991, 15–19.

44 The main argument for this theory is the division of the sacrifices into five columns, each
with more or less the same cost, see Daux 1963a, 632–633; Dow 1965, 210–213; Dow 1968,
182–183. On the relation between this calendar entitled Demarchia he mezon and the presumed
“Lesser Demarchia”, either older or contemporary, see above, p. 151, n. 120 and p. 163.

45 LS 96, 3–5. No earlier calendars are known from Mykonos, which means that the extent of
the religious changes is unknown. For evidence for the political changes, see Butz 1996, 88, n. 64.

46 LS 151, commentary by Sokolowski; Sherwin-White 1978, 292–293, who also comments on
the almost total lack of evidence for religion on Kos before the synoecism. Cf. LS 156 and 157
which also have been put in connection with the synoecism.

47 Cults of Zeus Apotropaios and Athana Apotropaia united under a single priestess (LSS 88 b,
Lindos, 3rd century BC, cf. commentary by Sokolowski); joining of the cult of Zeus Polieus and
that of the Twelve Gods (LS 156, Kos, 300–250 BC); cult of Sarapis being taken over by the
state (LSA 43, Magnesia, 2nd century BC, cf. commentary by Sokolowski); the control of the
Amphiareion at Oropos having passed from Athens to Boiotia (Petropoulou 1981, 49 [= LS 69],
Oropos, early or late 4th century BC?; on the disputed dating of this text, see SEG 31, 1981, 416;
SEG 38, 1988, 386; Parker 1996, 148–149 with n. 108; Knoepfler 1986, 96, n. 116; Knoepfler
1992, 452, no. 78).
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connection between ou phora and some kind of change can be established
seems to be too great for it to be dismissed as being entirely coincidental.

In situations of change, there may have been a desire to emphasize
or promote certain cults by ensuring that a larger number of participants
were actually present in the sanctuary, something which was accomplished
by making the worshippers consume the meat on the spot. One reason for
doing so, may have been that a cult had been moved. In the Erchian calendar,
every single sacrifice has the location indicated. This feature, unique for this
kind of document, has been suggested to be a result of some sacrifices having
changed locations and perhaps also being administered by the deme rather
than by a genos.48 This calendar also contains 22 cases of the ou phora
command, constituting almost half of the extant evidence for this kind of
regulation. It is tempting to trace a connection between the high number
of ou phora regulations and the fact that the locations are given for all
the sacrifices. To make the worshippers actually feast on the spot and to
prohibit the meat from being removed, may have been a way to establish
new traditions of these particular sacrifices at those specific cult places, as
well as to make them familiar to the public.49

After a synoecism, certain divinities may have been given a di¢ferent
and perhaps more significant role.50 To take another example from the
Erchia calendar, this document contains a low number of sacrifices to heroes
if compared with the other well-preserved calendars from Attica.51 Of the
eleven sacrifices to heroes in this calendar, however, seven are marked as
ou phora (the remaining cases being three holocausts and one thysia not
specified in any way). If the Erchian calendar marked a reorganization of the
deme’s cults due to financial di¢ficulties, it is possible that some hero-cults
may have been left out in order to save money.52 If that was the case,

48 Dow 1965, 212–213.
49 If the locations of the sacrifices in the Erchia calendar are considered, most sanctuaries

house both such sacrifices at which the meat could be taken away and such at which the dining
had to be on the spot. One sanctuary, however, has only ou phora sacrifices: the sacrifices to
Kourotrophos and Artemis on the 21st of Metageitnion Çv Zwtid÷n, “in the plot or precinct of
the Sotidai” (LS 18, col. III, 3–12), perhaps a temenos consecrated by a local family, the Sotidai;
cf. Daux 1963a, 624. Cf. the only ou phora sacrifice in the sacred law from Selinous being
to Zeus Meilichios in the plot or sanctuary of Euthydamos (tôi Çn E¹tudámo : Miliqíoi), see
Jameson, Jordan & Kotansky 1993, A 17 and 20, cf. idem, 27–28 and 37. For Euthydamos being
a hero rather than the progenitor of a gentilitial group, see Clinton 1996, 165.

50 Cf. Sherwin-White 1978, 292 and 299–302. Apollon Dalios and Apollon Pythios were two
traditional Coan cults apparently given continuity in the religion of the new state. Also Leto
was of major importance in the 3rd century BC. Both Apollon Dalios and Leto were given ou
phora sacrifices, see LS 151 D, 2 and 4. On the position of Zeus Chthonios and Ge Chthonie in
connection with the reorganization of the polis on Mykonos, see Butz 1996, 89–92 and 94.

51 For the evidence, see above, pp. 161–163.
52 See above, p. 163.
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the importance of the remaining hero-cults may have been stressed by the
“on-the-spot” meals.53

In connection with this line of thought, it is interesting to consider who
the divinities are who receive these sacrifices. Scullion considers them all
chthonian and in many cases a connection with the earth, the land, or a
specific locality is obvious. At changes a¢fecting the society, it may have been
of interest to strengthen and emphasize cults having a close relation to the
actual region or city where one lived. One way to accomplish this could have
been to regulate where the meat from these sacrifices could be consumed,
in the sanctuary or elsewhere. In the Coan calendars, for example, the meat
from certain sacrifices to Zeus Polieus, Zeus Ourios and Apollon Dalios could
not be taken outside the city or even outside the island.54 The prominence
of ou phora sacrifices to Zeus Polieus may, therefore, perhaps be due to his
close link with the city and the polis rather than to him being “chthonian” in
the sense Scullion advocates.55

To regulate where the meat could be taken and consumed could also
have functioned as a way of marking who belonged to a certain group
or context and who was excluded. The ou phora command, as well as
other commands in the same sense, are found in combination with other
regulations concerning the handling of the meat and who were allowed to
participate.56 In the Mykonos calendar, for example, the ou phora sacrifices
to Zeus Chthonios and Ge Chthonie were also specified as being closed
to foreigners or outsiders.57 If these divinities were of special importance
for the links to the land and the territory, dining within the sanctuary
could have been a way not just to underline this particular relationship but
also to control who were to participate and thereby exclude the foreigners
or outsiders more e¢fectively. The reason for making the sacrifice to the
Archegetes in the same calendar, another cult with strong local colour, an
“on-the-spot” meal may also have been to exclude those who were not

53 Only one of the hero-sacrifices is not marked as being ou phora in contrast to the sacrifices
to the gods, of which half are ou phora and half lack such a stipulation. There is also one
holocaust to a god.

54 LS 151 A, 54–55, meat from the ox sacrificed to Zeus Polieus not to be taken outside the
city; LS 156 B, 13 and 16, meat from animals sacrificed to Zeus Ourios and Apollon Dalios not
to be taken outside the island of Kos. Cf. LS 96, 6–7, Mykonos, the ram sacrificed to Poseidon
Temenites not to be brought into the city. Could this have been a way of promoting a rural,
local cult of this god?

55 On the connections between the polis and Zeus Polieus (as well as other divinities
concerned with the identity and protection of the polis), see Sourvinou-Inwood 1990, 307–312.

56 On the use and function of the prohibition of xenoi in religious contexts, see the discussion
by Butz 1996, 75–95, who argues that this restriction was used as a means of defining the polis.

57 LS 96, 24–26; see also Butz 1996, 89–92
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considered appropriate participants.58 In both these instances, these were
sacrifices for the inhabitants of the island and connected with the land itself.
To emphasize this fact, the dining was to be performed in the sanctuary.

Women were banned from the sacrifices to Athana Apotropaia and Zeus
Apotropaios on Rhodes, at which the meat could not be removed.59 An ou
phora command goes well with such a regulation, since the fact that the
men actually had to eat all the meat in the sanctuary definitely excluded
the women from any participation, accidental or deliberate. Thus, it is
possible that the ou phora command in some cases was used to reinforce
a restriction concerning who could participate and more precisely, who
could not. There are other, similar cases. A presumably private shrine and
temenos of Asklepios and Hygieia somewhere in Attica was only accessible
to farmers and those living nearby and the meat from the victims could not be
removed.60 Some of the meat, however, had to be given to the person who
had set up the shrine, as well as to the religious o¢ficial, probably the priest.
A regulation of cult of the <Ulléwn Númfai on Thera prohibits the meat from
being carried away.61 The inscription was cut in the rock, presumably at the
site where the sacrifices and the dining were to be performed. This cult may
have been reserved for the members of this tribe, and their eating on the
spot further indicated this exclusivity. It is interesting to note that at the ou
phora sacrifice to Zeus Meilichios in the Selinous lex sacra, it is stated that the
person performing the sacrifice may invite whomever he wishes.62 Perhaps
this latter stipulation also functioned as a way of selecting the participants
at this meal within the sanctuary, though the criteria for selection were here
dependent on the initiator of the sacrifice and may have varied from occasion
to occasion.63

58 LS 96, 40–41, the lines being very fragmentary; for the command dainús[jwn a¹toû], see
Syll3 1024, 40–41. The damaged part of the stone may perhaps have contained a ban on xenoi
to participate also in this sacrifice (see Butz, 1996, 91 with n. 69), cf. the Delian cult of the Heros
Archegetes or Anios, at which the entrances to the sanctuary, consisting of the escharon and
the oikoi, had inscriptions stating Xénwi o¹q Ãsíh Çsiénai, see the detailed discussion by Butz
1994, 69–98, esp. 83–94; see also supra, pp. 36–38. Butz suggests that the prohibition at Delos
aimed at excluding Athenians from this indigenous cult. The meat from the sacrifices to the
Heros Archegetes at Tronis described by Pausanias (10.4.10) had to be consumed on the spot
and this ritual may also be placed in the same category.

59 LSS 88 a, 3–6 (4th century BC), Athena Apotropaia, and b, 4–6 (2nd century BC), Athena
Apotropaia and Zeus Apotropaios.

60 LS 54, 1st century AD.
61 LS 132, 3; 4th century BC. On the meaning of <Ulléwn, see commentary by Sokolowski.
62 Jameson, Jordan & Kotansky 1993, A 17–20, esp. line 20, tà krâ mÇqferéto. kaléto[h]óntina lêi.
63 On the linking of the prohibition of removing the meat and the freedom to summon guests,

see also Clinton 1996, 173–174. It may also be possible that “he may invite whomever he wishes”
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If the dining took place in the sanctuary, it may have facilitated the
exclusion of those who were not to have access to the meat. At the same
time, the prohibition of removal of meat may have been a way of assuring
that a particular category of worshippers actually received their allotted share.
At the sacrifice to Dionysos Bakcheus on Mykonos, the hieropoioi were to
pay for the victim, a goat, and participate in the dining, which had to be
performed on the spot.64 In this case, the hieropoioi’s access to the meat they
had paid for was assured by the inscription stating both that they were to
take part in the meal and that the feasting was to take place in the sanctuary.
Three of the cases of meat being given to a certain group of participants in the
Erchia calendar are combined with ou phora. In two cases, at the combined
sacrifices to Semele and Dionysos, it is the women who are to receive the
meat.65 The consumption on the spot may have served as a guarantee for
them to be able to enjoy this meal. The third case of ou phora in connection
with meat consumption in this calendar concerns the Pythaistai, who were to
be given meat at a sacrifice to Apollon as well as at two other sacrifices to the
same god, at which no further restrictions are indicated.66 It is interesting to
note, that the ou phora command at this first sacrifice to Apollon involving
meat distribution to the Pythaistai has been added to the stone after the
inscription was cut.67 Perhaps this was a later measure taken to ensure that
this group should be able to get the meat.

To sum up, as a ritual regulation the ou phora command may have functioned
on various levels and been used to achieve di¢ferent, though often associated,
purposes. Consumption of the meat in a sanctuary can be seen as a way
of emphasizing the religious aspect of the meal and of connecting the
worshippers more closely to the cult place and the divinity, but also to
each other. In this sense, the ou phora command is not unique but may be
compared to theoxenia and trapezomata rituals. Feasting at a certain location
could have been desired for a number of reasons, particularly as a means of
enhancing the importance of some sacrifices in connection with changes in

meant the opposite, that is, even though this was an ou phora ritual, this particular sacrifice
could be open to anyone.

64 LS 96, 26–30.
65 LS 18, col. I, 46–51 and col. IV, 35–40.
66 LS 18, col. V, 33–38; col. II, 47–51; col. III, 33–37.
67 For this instance of ou phora, see Daux 1963a, 612 and 628, col. V, 36–38 (see also the

Appendix, p. 351), since it is not included in Sokolowski’s edition of the text (LS 18). There are
two more cases of ou phora being added later to this calendar (Daux 1963a, 628, col. II, 44 and 59,
the recipients being the Herakleidai and Aglauros). These two additions of ou phora are, in fact,
the only two cases of this command in the whole second column and are perhaps to be seen as
corrections, since they were forgotten when the stone was inscribed in the first place. The other
four columns have between four and six instances of ou phora each (see Dow 1963a, 204).
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the society or the cult itself. At the same time, regulations of where the meat
was to be eaten may have been used to mark who belonged to a particular
category or group but they also facilitated the distribution to those who were
entitled to a share on a particular occasion.

3. Thysia and powerful actions: low-intensity and
high-intensity rituals

It has been argued here that the definition of the heroes as chthonian
(even in its modified version) is not compatible with the evidence, since
the rituals performed in hero-cults are predominantly of the kind that would
be considered Olympian if the Olympian-chthonian distinction were to be
applied. Furthermore, holocausts, blood rituals and the o¢ferings of meals,
usually regarded as chthonian sacrifices, are also found in the cult of the
gods or in contexts in which no particular recipient is specified. The random
application of the label chthonian to everything that has to do with hero-cults
serves more to obscure than to elucidate the heroes and their sacrificial
rituals.

Since one of the aims of this study has been to demonstrate the
di¢ficulties in using the Olympian-chthonian model to understand sacrificial
rituals and, in particular, the rituals practised in hero-cults, it is interesting to
see to what extent other models of sacrifice may be applied to the Greek
rituals, in particular those of the heroes. Among other approaches to Greek
ritual in recent years is the view of the sacrifices as consisting of, on the
one hand, the “normal” kind of sacrifice, usually labelled thysia, and, on
the other, a variety of “powerful actions”, which could be used to modify
or colour the thysia, depending on the purpose and context of the ritual.68

These “powerful actions” could consist in choosing an animal of unusual
character (black, not castrated, pregnant) or pouring out libations of a of kind
di¢ferent from wine mixed with water (honey, milk, water, unmixed wine).
Most frequently, the powerful actions concern the treatment of the meat from
the victim, resulting in its partial or total destruction. In his important paper
on hero-cults, Nock distinguished between two kinds of holocausts, first of
all, o¢ferings to persons who have lived and died and who need sustenance,
and secondly, actions labelled as heilige Handlungen, rituals performed
as a reaction to the situation rather than to the character of the recipient.
Among these, Nock included the deposition of pigs in the megara at the
Thesmophoria, sacrifices of puppies to Enyalios, purifications, sphagia in
general, oath-sacrifices, o¢ferings of victims in a crisis, cathartic sacrifices and

68 Jameson 1965, 162–163; cf. Peirce 1993; Verbanck-Piérard 2000, 283–284.
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various ceremonies to avert evil.69 The main distinction between this manner
of approaching Greek religion and the Olympian-chthonian approach lies in
the former model’s focus on ritual, an aspect that has always been played
down in the latter approach.

The model of the sacrificial rituals as being mainly thysia, modified
by powerful actions on certain occasions, is, in fact, not unique and has
parallels in the study of sacrifices globally. A closer look at models of
sacrifices in other cultures and contexts is therefore of interest in order to
demonstrate that the Olympian-chthonian approach is far from the only
option when studying the Greek evidence. Jameson’s view of sacrifices
as usually being of the normal kind, occasionally modified or replaced by
powerful actions or heilige Handlungen, can, for example, be compared with
Henninger’s division into regular and extraordinary sacrifices.70 According
to this division, the regular sacrifices are determined by the astronomical and
vegetative year, annual commemorations of historical events and important
occasions in the life of the individual, such as birth, puberty, marriage and
death. Extraordinary sacrifices, on the other hand, are performed at special
occurrences in the life of the community or the individual, both of a joyous
and a disastrous kind.

A classification, perhaps fitting the Greek evidence better, has been
made by van Baal following Platvoet, who based his observations on
African material.71 According to di¢ferences in the religious situation, van
Baal divides the sacrifices into low-intensity and high-intensity rites. Low-
intensity rites are the ideal form for man’s relation with the supernatural
and encompass what is done on a regular basis for the upkeep of the
order and when nothing particular has occurred. These simple rites are
su¢ficient to keep up good relations with the gods, inspiring confidence
in their benevolence and protection. The high-intensity rites are performed
when disasters and misfortune persuade the faithful that there is something
wrong with these relations. These are special situations that demand special
actions.

The understanding of Greek sacrificial ritual as consisting mainly in
thysiai, at which the worshippers ate, and rarely heilige Handlungen or
“powerful actions” is to regard the situation in which the sacrifices were
performed, and not the character of the recipient, as decisive for the ritual.
The whole system is based on one kind of standard behaviour regulating
matters when conditions are normal. Therefore, most sacrifices were thysiai,

69 Nock 1944, 590–591.
70 Henninger 1987, 548–550.
71 Van Baal 1976, 168–169; Platvoet 1982, 27–28, has elaborated further on the same

classification.
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low-intensity rituals, dealing with the day-to-day contact with the divine
sphere, no matter whether the recipients were heroes or gods. On the other
side of the spectrum are the heilige Handlungen: total or partial destruction
of the victim and an emphasis on the animal’s blood. Such rituals can also be
found both in hero-cults and in the cult of the gods but are, on the whole, rare
for both kinds of recipients. In some cases of heilige Handlungen (such as
purifications, oath-takings and war sphagia), no divine recipient was named
and it has been suggested that these rituals are not even to be considered
as sacrifices.72 If the sacrificial rituals of hero-cults are considered from the
point of view of low-intensity and high-intensity rituals, it is obvious that the
cult of the heroes concurs with the cult of the gods and that the sacrifices to
heroes fulfilled the same function as those to the gods.

If thysia sacrifices were so intimately linked with Greek society, dining
and the procuring of meat, why were rituals performed at all, which focused
exclusively on the blood of the victim or at which some, or all, of the meat
was destroyed? If sacrifices to the divinities are aimed at helping men and
regulating their world, it would theoretically be su¢ficient to perform such
sacrifices and no di¢ficulties would occur. Still, all religious systems seem
to have had a need for some kind of sacrifices deviating from the usual
practices, to be used in particular situations, and often such rituals involved
the destruction of the o¢ferings.73 The principle at work seems to have been
that of renunciation: if a part is given up, the rest could be saved.74 This
behaviour functions as a last resort in unusual, extreme and unexpected
situations, not covered by the regular, ongoing cult, and is a manifestation
of the religious system being prepared for all eventualities.75 The intimate
link between the situation and the performance of such sacrifices makes
it understandable that, in many cases, at least in the Greek evidence, no
particular divinity was named as recipient.

72 Durand 1989a, 91; cf. Casabona 1966, 165. Still, they are religious actions performed in
order to achieve a certain purpose in relation to the supernatural sphere.

73 The Nuer in Sudan performed sacrifices at which the victim was not eaten, in order to
stay plague or murrain, to make certain birds leave the grain alone and in war, in front of
the advancing army (see Evans-Pritchard 1956, 219–229). Among the Dinka, an animal may be
trampled to death as a preparation of war, while purification from incest could be achieved by
cutting a ram in half while alive and sometimes discarding the meat, see Lienhardt 1961, 285
and 306–307.

74 Burkert 1987, 44–46. Versnel 1981, 184–185, suggests that all sacrifices that force people
to renounce a possession, to eliminate it from society, to destroy, kill, spill, bury or burn it, are
motivated by the same feeling of compulsion that payment has to be made and compensation
provided; cf. Gladigow 1984.

75 As Walter Burkert writes, “Every religion aspires to the absolute. Its claims, when seen from
within, make it self-su¢ficient. It establishes and explains but needs no explanation” (1983, xx).
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In all, high-intensity rituals must be considered to be rare, no matter
what the cultural context.76 This is an important observation which, in the
Greek case, is easily obscured if the Olympian-chthonian model is applied,
since from this model it is all too often taken for granted that all chthonian
divinities received destruction sacrifices or other kinds of high-intensity
rituals. Each sacrificial system is of course a product of its own specific
cultural context and comparisons with other religions have to be made with
care. However, if the traditional view of Greek sacrifices is followed and all
chthonians are to be considered as receiving particular rituals, for example
holocausts, moirocausts or o¢ferings of blood, this would mean that Greek
religion would have occupied a more or less unique position among cultures
practising animal sacrifice. In no other context, in which animal sacrifice
forms a regular part of the ritual practices, do destruction sacrifices seem to
make up more than a small fraction of the rituals performed. On the whole, it
may be argued that sacrifices resulting in an unusually large part of the victim
being destroyed, or a complete holocaust, are unusual, since they were only
needed occasionally. Furthermore, these rituals were meant to deal with the
di¢ficulties of particular situations. They would lose their distinctive meaning
and also their power to deal with the stress and danger of a specific situation,
were they to be performed on a regular basis.

Still, the division into low-intensity and high-intensity rituals and their
respective links with regular cult and occasional demands for particular
actions does not fully reflect the possible variations in the Greek evidence
(see Table 33, p. 309). Destruction lies at the heart also of a regular thysia
sacrifice, since it cannot be accomplished without the burning of the divinity’s
portion of the victim, a partial destruction which, however, does not a¢fect
the share of the animal falling to the worshippers. Moreover, it is interesting
to note that the heilige Handlungen can be disconnected from the occasional
use corresponding to a particular situation and instead form part of a regular
cult to a particular divinity. In these cases, the ritual may have begun as a
response to a particular situation demanding high-intensity rituals, but the

76 On destruction sacrifices among the Nuer and the Dinka, see above, p. 327, n. 73; see
also van Baal 1976, 173, on the rare cases of holocausts among the Southern Toradja in East
Indonesia; cf. Leach 1976, 83–84; Seiwert 1998, 276, on a part of the victim regularly being given
back to the worshippers at animal sacrifice. The daily holocausts in the Temple at Jerusalem
constitute an exception. This was the only, or at least, the principal location at which Hebrew
sacrifices were performed, at least from the Hellenistic period until the destruction of the Temple
(see Ringgren 1982, 143–149 and 295–296; Burkert 1985, 63). Cf. the statement by Porphyrios
(Abst. 2.26.1–2), referring to Theophrastos (fr. 13, Pötscher 1964; cf. Bernays 1866, 111–113),
that, if the Greeks were to be ordered to sacrifice in the same manner as the Syrians and the
Jews, they would cease doing it altogether, since the former do not eat the victims sacrificed
but burn them completely (e± tòn a¹tòn �mâv �trópon tiv� keleúoi júein, �postaíhmen Èn tævpráxewv. O¹ gàr Æstiömenoi t÷n tujéntwn, Ãlokautoûntev dè taûta).
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ritual came to be performed on a recurrent basis. As such, the ritual may
serve as a reminder of the cult originally having been instituted to deal with a
particular situation, but the performance of high-intensity rituals on a regular
basis can also be seen as an attempt to control in advance through sacrifices
a potentially di¢ficult situation.

The same ritual action can be given di¢ferent functions and meanings
depending on its context and periodicity. To illustrate the variety of the
Greek evidence, it may be useful to distinguish a third category of rituals,
besides the low-intensity and the high-intensity rituals (Table 34). This third
category makes use of the rituals belonging to the high-intensity category,
but they are performed on a regular basis and are used to modify ordinary,
low-intensity sacrifices. The blood rituals to the heroes, as well as most cases
of destruction sacrifices to heroes and to the gods, can be placed in this third
category.

Table 34

Low-intensity, high-intensity and modified rituals.

Low-intensity rituals High-intensity rituals Modified rituals

• Thysia
• Theoxenia
• Cult of the dead

• Battle-line sphagia
• Oath-takings
• Purifications in connection

with singular events, such as
murders

• Rites of crossing
• Holocausts to Boubrostis to

ward o¢f hunger and to Zeus
Meilichios to procure funds

• Blood rituals in hero-cults
• Enagizein to the Phokaians
• Holocausts in the sacrificial

calendars
• Partial or total destructions to

Herakles
• Enateuein sacrifices
• Purifications on a regular

basis, e.g., of temples and
the assembly

Seen from this angle, the modified rituals, i.e., the high-intensity rituals
performed on a regular basis often as a part of low-intensity rituals, can
be considered as corresponding to the character of the recipient or to a
particular side or aspect of his character, more than to the situation. In
some cases, the ritual may originally have been a response to the situation,
such as the enagizein sacrifices to the Phokaians killed at Agylla, but the
ritual continued to be performed as a part of the regular cult. In the case
of the blood rituals performed in hero-cults, the treatment of the blood in
the high-intensity ritual of battle-line sphagia was incorporated into a thysia
followed by dining as a reminiscence of some of these recipients having a
connection with war. At the same time, the blood rituals were used when
inviting the hero and to procure his presence at a festival. Therefore, it is
possible to view the modified rituals as a means of recognizing in ritual the
character of the recipient or a particular side of the recipient’s character.
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Thus, on the whole, it is possible to understand Greek sacrifices in
general, and those to heroes in particular, in another manner than by the
Olympian-chthonian distinction. The model of sacrifices as consisting mainly
of low-intensity rituals and occasionally of high-intensity or modified rituals
fits the ritual pattern of hero-cults and seen from this view, the heroes have
the same ritual pattern as the gods. The linking of the high-intensity rituals to
a particular situation is less evident in hero-cults and therefore the connection
between the character of the heroes and the performance of such rituals
needs to be further explored.

4. Immortality-mortality

The heroes are dead, a fact which distinguishes them from the gods. Still, the
heroes are not on the same level as the ordinary dead. The heroes are not as
impure, since their graves can be placed in the sanctuaries of the gods. They
can interfere with the living and are not confined to a powerless existence
in Hades. The question is to what extent the fact that the heroes were dead
a¢fected the ritual practices.

In order to understand better the character of the heroes in relation to
the ordinary dead and the gods respectively, Greek religion can be imagined
as being based on three major components: gods, heroes and the dead. The
gods are the highest, most universal and powerful, while the dead are the
lowest, locally confined and in possession of the least power. In between
the gods and the dead can be placed the heroes.

It is important to stress, however, that gods, heroes and the dead are
all linked to each other. Each group cannot be treated as a clear-cut, well-
defined entity. Rather, a spectrum has to be imagined, shifting from gods at
one end to the dead at the other. The slide from one side of the spectrum to
the other may be better understood, if each god, hero and deceased person
is imagined as being made up of two parts, not necessarily of the same size.
Thus, it is possible to picture their relationship in the following manner.

God/God

God/Hero

Hero/Hero

Hero/Deceased

Deceased/Deceased

Some gods are all divine, while others are more related to the heroes. Some
heroes have clear traits of gods in them. Other heroes are closer to the
ordinary dead and the fact that they are dead is considered as being of
central importance. Inherent both in gods, heroes and the ordinary dead is
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a certain degree of immortality and mortality, and it is the relation between
these two components that distinguishes a god from a hero and a hero from
a deceased person. A true god is, of course, immortal and shuns death; still,
Zeus, Dionysos and other gods are known to have had graves, according
to some traditions.77 Herakles and Asklepios were born as mortal men but
were after their deaths counted among the gods. A deceased person is dead
but is still regarded as having a kind of existence, whether in Hades or in
the tomb. Ordinary mortals can transcend the deceased state and be raised
to the rank of heroes after death.

To illustrate further this relationship between gods, heroes and ordinary
dead, the concepts of immortality and mortality, as well as the categories
of thysia and enagizein sacrifices, can be added to the model. The terms
thysia and enagizein are of particular interest, since it is clear that the latter
carried with it a reference to the recipient actually being dead and functioned
as a marker of the recipient’s mortality, especially in such cases when the
two terms were contrasted. Mortality and enagizein sacrifices are used from
the “bottom” up, i.e., for the dead and the heroes, but never for the gods.
The heroes are thus located in the middle, between the gods and the dead,
having a share of both immortality and mortality, a position which a¢fects the
sacrificial rituals. They therefore receive both thysia and enagizein sacrifices.

IMMORTALITY THYSIA

IMMORTALITY THYSIA

IMMORTALITY THYSIA

God/God

God/Hero

Hero/Hero

Hero/Deceased

Deceased/Deceased

ENAGIZEIN MORTALITY

ENAGIZEIN MORTALITY

ENAGIZEIN MORTALITY

The major distinction, however, seems to have been the divide between
gods and the deceased, rather than between gods and heroes or heroes
and the deceased. In a way, this may seem obvious, since the gods and
the deceased are the furthest apart, but this is an important characteristic of
Greek religion.78 For example, the priestess at Delphi wavered as to whether
to proclaim Lykourgos a god or a man, but finally deemed him to be the latter
(Dízw � se jeòn manteúsomai Ø �njrwpon; �ll� Ïti kaì mâllon jeòn Ïlpomai, ¥Lukóorge).79 The people of Elea sought advice from Xenophanes, whether
or not they were to sacrifice and sing dirges to Leukothea (e± júwsi t�

77 On gods fleeing death, see, for example, Artemis leaving the dying Hippolytos, Eur. Hipp.
1437–1439; cf. Parker 1983, 33 and 37; Burkert 1985, 201–203. For the tombs of gods, see
Pfister 1909–12, 385–397; Fontenrose 1960, 211, n. 32; for the tomb of Zeus, see also Kokolakis
1995, 123–138.

78 Burkert 1985, 201–202. For the gods’ fear of death, see supra, n. 77.
79 Hdt. 1.65.
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Leukojéý kaì jrhn÷sin, Ø mä), and received the answer that, if they believed
her to be a goddess, they were not to lament her, but, if they believed her
to be a mortal, they were not to sacrifice to her.80

It was essential to draw the line between the divine and the human
sphere, to distinguish between immortality and mortality. The heroes, being
mortals who received cult and were equipped with powers going beyond
those of the ordinary dead, had a share in both categories. Still, rituals
connected with the mortal side of the hero can rarely be documented and the
fact that the hero was dead seems to have been of surprisingly little concern
in hero-cults.

For example, enagizein and enateuein sacrifices, which can be taken
as a special marker of the mortal and impure character of the recipient, in
particular as a contrast to the pure and the immortal, were rarely used in
hero-cults. Moreover, both heroes and gods were given sacrifices designated
by the term holokautos and, as far as can be ascertained, the rituals covered
by enagizein and holokautos both meant a total destruction of the o¢ferings,
which in the cases of heroes and gods were performed with animal victims.
Partial destructions of the victims are also found in the cult of the gods
and may, in fact, have amounted to more or less the same quantity as the
meat destroyed at the enateuein sacrifices.81 Also the complete discarding
of the animal’s blood, aiming at revitalizing the recipient and making him
approachable, can be seen as a ritual concerning, in particular, the dead side
of the hero, but such rituals were apparently only considered as necessary
for a small number of sacrifices to heroes and for a particular purpose.

Why the mortal character of the hero was marked in some cases, but not
in the majority of hero-sacrifices, is di¢ficult to say, since the sources do not
provide the necessary information. The impurity stemming from death may
have been felt more strongly in the cases of some heroes and led to the total
abandoning of the o¢ferings, just as in the cult of the dead. Some heroes
had died a violent death at an early age and may have been considered
as biaiothanatoi, a fate which could have given them extraordinary powers
but which also made them angry and led to their having to be placated,

80 Arist. Rh. 1400b. For a similar separation, cf. Pl. Resp. 427b; Pl. Leg. 717a–b; Contr.
Macart. 66.

81 In the Selinous sacred law, the thigh of the ram sacrificed to Zeus Meilichios is to be burnt
(Jameson, Jordan & Kotansky 1993, A 19–20). The meat from the back leg of a modern sheep
makes up about one-tenth of the whole animal, while if the bones are not removed, the weight
of the leg constitutes one-sixth of the weight of the entire animal (according to an experienced
French butcher). The burning of the thigh may therefore not have constituted a substantial
di¢ference from the enateuein sacrifices.
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presumably by destruction sacrifices.82 On the other hand, although the
heroes could be the givers of good things, they also seem to have had a
negative, angry and dangerous side, which is documented, already in the
5th-century sources.83 To what extent this side or character trait may have
called for particular ritual practices is di¢ficult to say.

The mythical background of the hero might also have a¢fected the
ritual, as in the case of Herakles, who began as a mortal who died but was
finally elevated to a god. The enagizein sacrifices may have marked his
starting-point as a mortal, but this particular character trait was of no great
interest, since these sacrifices can rarely be documented in his cult.84 In
most cases, it seems to have been su¢ficient to evoke his mortal origin in
myth without having to act it out also in ritual.

If necessary, the distinctions between gods and heroes relating to their
immortal and mortal characters could have been demonstrated in other
ways than by the contents of the actual sacrifices. The dead character of
the hero must have been evident from his having a tomb or a cenotaph,
which in most cases led to a local confinement of the cult or at least not
to a pan-Hellenic spread (even though many minor gods and goddesses
also were only worshipped locally). Other means of marking the particular
character of the hero could have been by lamentations for his death.85

Athletic contests, even when held in honour of a god, were often associated
with a hero and considered as connected with the games performed at his
funeral.86 Any distinctions between heroes and gods could also have been
manifested by the temporal relation that the cult of the hero had with that of a

82 Seaford 1994, 123–139; Van Hoof 1991, 161; Nilsson 1967, 183. Johnston 1999, 71–80,
129–139 and 153–155, suggests that the installation of a cult may have appeased the anger of
the biaiothanatoi and that certain rituals, which have been interpreted as purifications may, in
fact, have served as appeasements. The preferred choice for the deposition of lead curse-tablets
seems to have been the tombs of those who had died young, been executed or perished by
violent means, since it was believed that these deceased had special powers to fulfil the curses
of the tablets, see Jordan 1985, 152–153; Gager 1992, 19. Holocausts were also used in magical
contexts (see Graf 1991, 195–196).

83 See, for example, Ar. Av. 1490–1493, on the hero Orestes; Ar. Her. fr. 322 (PCG III:2, 1984),
the heroes as the guardians of bad and good things; Hippoc. Morb. sacr. (Littré 1839–61, vol. 6,
362) on the heroes as senders of diseases; Men. Synepheboi fr. 459 (Edmunds 1961); cf. Henrichs
1991, 192–193; Johnston 1999, 147, n. 24 and 153–154.

84 The mortal side of Herakles was clearly more emphasized in myth than in cult, since in cult
Herakles was principally a god, see Verbanck-Piérard 1989, 44–49. Cf. Henrichs 1991, 195–196,
on the dangerous and malevolent side of certain divinities being relegated to myth while the
helpful and friendly side was emphasized and acted out in cult.

85 Seaford 1994, 139–142; Alexiou 1974, passim, esp. 55–62; Nilsson 1967, 187. On the
importance of lamentation in the ritual behaviour towards the ordinary dead, see Sourvinou-
Inwood 1995, 177.

86 Seaford 1994, 120–123; Roller 1981.
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god. The general notion that sacrifices to heroes functioned as a Voropfer in
relation to the main religious event, the sacrifice to the god, can, however, be
demonstrated only in a small number of cases, mainly found in later literary
sources.87 It remains possible that the fact that the hero was dead was in
itself not considered as being of central importance.88

87 For the Voropfer theory, see Rohde 1925, 113, n. 46; Eitrem 1915, 468; Nilsson 1906, 454;
Henrichs 1984, 258 with n. 9; Kearns 1992, 81. The examples usually brought forward are
Paus. 5.13.3 (Pelops and Zeus) and Paus. 3.19.3 (Hyakinthos and Apollon) to which can be
added Paus. 9.29.6 (Linos and the Muses) and Plut. Vit. Thes. 4.1 (Konnidas and Theseus).
In many other cases, it seems to have been more important to begin with the most powerful
divine being, the god, passing in descending order daimones, heroes, the ordinary dead and
occasionally also the living (Pl. Resp. 427b; Pl. Leg 717a–b; Mund. 400b; Contr. Macart. 66;
Aesch. Epig. fr. 55 [Nauck 1889]; Ar. Av. 866–887). In the inscriptions, heroes and gods are
either mixed or the sacrifices to the gods precede those to the heroes, but to what extent this
reflects the order in which the actual sacrifices were carried out is hard to say in most cases
(LS 18, col. I, 46–51, sacrifice to Semele on the 16th of Elaphebolion Çpì toû a¹toû bwmoû
as the sacrifice to Dionysos, col. IV, 35–40; LSS 19, lines 89–90, sacrifices to Poseidon, Heros
Phaiax, Heros Teukros and Heros Nauseiros and line 92, to Athena Skiras and Skiros; LSS 10 A,
60–74, sacrifices to Themis, Zeus Herkeios, Demeter, Pherrephatte, Eumolpos, Heros Melichos,
Archegetes, Polyxenos, Threptos, Dioklos and Keleos; cf. LS 4, 3–5; LS 5, 36–39; LSS 13, 17–23;
IG II2 140, 17–23).

88 An explicit distinction between the sacrificial practices of the heroes and those of the gods
seems to be a development that took place after the Classical period and is probably best
seen as a result of the changes that the hero concept underwent in the Hellenistic period and
later. Heroes and gods seem to have drifted apart, ritually speaking. Arrianos (Anab. 4.11.2–3),
for example, mentions Kallisthenes telling Alexander, in a context in which the latter wanted
to be a god, that the honours of men and of gods should be distinct, that all gods are not
honoured in the same way and that there are also di¢ferent honours for the heroes, distinct from
those paid to the gods (timaì ... �rwsin �llaì, kaì a¼tai �pokekriménai toû jeíou). Diogenes
Laertios (8.33) refers to Pythagoras, saying that equal worship should not be paid to gods and
heroes (timàv jeoîv deîn nomízein kaì �rwsi mä tàv ³sav). The actual distinctions do not concern
the treatment of the animal victims, however, but are outlined as worshipping the gods with
prayers, wearing white robes and observing purity, while the ceremonies to the heroes were to
take place only from midday onwards. Post-Classical sources often specify sacrifices as  v �rÿ
or  v je§, but the meaning here is rather the status of the recipient than the sacrificial rituals
(see the discussion above, pp. 206–212). Similarly, Diodorus Siculus (1.2.4; 4.1.4) speaks of
heroic or godlike honours and sacrifices being accorded to great and good men, while Plutarch
(De mul. vir. 255d–e) mentions the case of Lampsake, who after death and burial was first given
heroic honours (heroikai timai) but, at a later stage, they were replaced by sacrifices to her as
to a goddess (ºsteron  v je§ júein). According to Konon (FGrHist 26 F 1, 45.6), a temenos was
built around the head of Orpheus, buried on the beach where it landed, which then became
a heroon and later a hieron, where people perform sacrifices (thysiai) and celebrate rites by
which the gods are honoured (timontai). Also, in these cases, there seems to be the question
of the status of the recipient rather than the contents of the rituals.
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5. The heterogeneity of heroes

The scant attention paid to the dead character of the heroes in cult and the
limited extent to which the hero’s mortality can be demonstrated as reflected
in the actual sacrificial rituals contradict the traditional notion of hero-cults
as connected with the cult of the dead and the sacrificial rituals performed to
heroes as a development or reminiscence of the practices of tomb-cult. The
fact that thysia sacrifices followed by dining can be shown to have been the
principal ritual in hero-cults constitutes a further objection to the belief that
hero-cults originated in the cult of the dead and preserved particular traits of
such cult.

Of relevance for the understanding of the sacrificial rituals in hero-
cults is the fact that the heroes form a highly mixed group, to a large
extent depending on the varying origins of di¢ferent heroes.89 The complex
question of the origin of hero-cults at large cannot, of course, be fully
explored here, but a few remarks as to the origins should be made, since
the background of the heroes is pertinent to the understanding of the rituals
and any connections with the cult of the dead.

As early as in the Archaic period, a substantial distinction between the
rituals used in the cult of the dead and in hero-cults can be discerned and the
written evidence suggests conscious attempts to limit the scope of both the
funerary rituals and the monuments for the dead, a process which continues
in the Classical period.90 If hero-cults are to preserve the rituals of the cult
of the dead, it has to be the rituals used in the funerary cult of a distant
past, i.e., a period about which we have very little information. The extant
descriptions, for example, the burial of Patroklos in the Iliad, may have been
influenced by contemporary practices used in hero-cults or simply constitute
a mixture of both.91 It is possible that the rituals performed at the burials of
exceptional individuals and the subsequent tending of their graves can have

89 One of the trends in the study of hero-cults has been to focus on a particular category of her-
oes, for example, athletes (Fontenrose 1968; Bohringer 1979); eponymous heroes (Kron 1976);
former enemies transformed into heroes (Visser 1982); heroes from a certain region, such as
Corinth (Broneer 1942) or Attica (Kearns 1989); heroines (Larson 1995). See also Nagy, 1979,
on the separation of heroes of epic and heroes of cult, often referred to in modern studies. The
idea of dividing heroes into categories can be traced back to Farnell’s work in 1921 and has
been characterized as a result of the long-standing, scholarly concern to “introduce some order”
among the heterogeneous group of heroes (see Bruit Zaidman & Schmitt Pantel 1995, 180).
Cf. Coldstream 1976, 8: “Greek hero-worship has always been a rather untidy subject, where
any general statement is apt to provoke suspicion”.

90 For the funerary laws, see Seaford 1994, 74–86; Toher 1991; cf. Parker 1996, 133–135. For
grave monuments, see Morris 1992, 128–155.

91 On the heroic burials, see Antonaccio 1995a, 221–243; Antonaccio 1995b, 5–27.
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inspired hero-cults or even developed into hero-cults, but also in this case
the reverse process may have occurred.92

Of great interest for the theory of hero-cults as originating in the cult
of the dead is the concept of the dead in antiquity, especially in the
Homeric period, which would have been the time when the hero-cults
were developing.93 The dead in general in the Homeric epics are passive,
unreachable and have no individual destiny. These powerless dead, not
being given any particular attention after death, are unlikely candidates
for the origin of the heroes who received cults. A select few, however,
gained immortality and the idea of someone occasionally not sharing the
common fate of the Homeric dead may be put in connection with the rise
of hero-cults.94 The fact that it is emphasized that these fortunate individuals
became immortal instead of dying, i.e., that they were distanced from the
ordinary dead, is to be noted.95 These exceptional characters are linked to
the divine sphere rather than to the realm of the ordinary mortals and, if they
are to be considered as a source of inspiration for the hero-cults, it is by no
means surprising that the ritual practices of hero-cults do not correspond to
the rituals performed for the ordinary dead.

The former idea that the hero-cults had been inherited from the Bronze
Age and had been continuously practised all through the Dark Ages has now
been definitely abandoned, mainly because the later activity at the Bronze
Age tombs can in no case be shown to be the traces of a continuous attention
from the Bronze Age into the Iron Age.96 Furthermore, the latest work on
the Iron Age material in Bronze Age tombs has demonstrated that the later
activity at these tombs cannot universally be considered as the remains of

92 This has been suggested in particular for the West Gate heroon at Eretria, see Antonaccio
1995a, 228–236; cf. de Polignac 1995, 128–138; Bérard 1982, 89–90; Mazarakis Ainian 1997,
352–357. However, at other sites where a cult would have been expected, for example at the
so-called heroon at Toumba, Lefkandi, there are no signs of any memorial cult after the PG
burials had been made, see Popham 1993, 98–99. Instead, a cemetery with rich graves was
immediately located in the area to the east of the mound.

93 On the concept of the dead from Homeric to Classical times, see Sourvinou-Inwood 1995,
15–107 and 298–302; Johnston 1999, passim, esp. 6–31.

94 Sourvinou-Inwood 1995, 17–56; Johnston 1999, 11.
95 Sourvinou-Inwood 1995, 17–18 and 298, who also argues that this was a thought that

developed considerably in the post-Homeric times, providing models for hope of an afterlife
also for common mortals and leading to the development of eschatologies promising a happy
existence after death.

96 Burkert 1985, 204; Antonaccio 1995a, 245; Sourvinou-Inwood 1995, 90–94. Occasionally,
the Bronze Age tombs have o¢ferings from the 9th or even the 10th century, but the peak in this
activity was clearly in the 8th century BC (see Antonaccio 1995a, 246). Moreover, there seems
to be no mention of hero-cults in the Linear-B tablets (see Ventris & Chadwick 1973, 125–129
and 410–412), apart from ti-re-se-ro-e, which more likely refers to the Tritopatores than to heroes
(Ventris & Chadwick 1973, 289; Hemberg 1954).
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hero-cults, since the material comprises later burials, re-use for non-religious
purposes and dumping of waste, as well as the deliberate deposition of
o¢ferings.97 Moreover, within the material likely to represent some kind of
deliberate attention, there is great di¢ferentiation, ranging from a few pots
to whole deposits spanning several centuries, and perhaps only the major
deposits are to be regarded as the remains of cult.98 To exclude completely
the possibility that the Geometric and Archaic material in the Bronze Age
tombs represents the remains of early hero-cults, the conclusion drawn by
Antonaccio, seems too drastic.99

Still, Antonaccio’s questioning of the Iron Age deposits at the Bronze Age
tombs as the remains of hero-cults raises the interesting question whether
early hero-cults were dependent on actual graves and to what extent it is
possible to disconnect the hero-cults from the cult of the dead. Her main
argument for the disassociation of heroes and graves is the fact that the
documented cults of epic heroes, arising in the 8th and 7th centuries BC, are
not located at Bronze Age tombs, but only at other Bronze Age remains.100

Therefore, even though the tomb of the hero was important for the cult,
it is possible that the significance of older graves for the establishment of
hero-cults has been overestimated.101 The fact that the hero was honoured
by a cult may have been su¢ficient to make him friendly disposed towards the
living and whether this cult was focused on the hero’s tomb, his cenotaph

97 Antonaccio 1995a, passim, esp. 139–143; Mazarakis Ainian 1999, 9–36; Boehringer 2001,
passim.

98 The Menidi tholos in Attica (Antonaccio 1995a, 104–109; Boehringer 2001, 48–54 and
94–102), the Berbati tholos in the Argolid (Ekroth 1996, 201–206 and 222–224; Wells, Ekroth
& Holmgren 1996, 191–201) and some of the tholoi in Messenia (Antonaccio 1995a, 70–102;
Boehringer 2001, 243–371) have yielded substantial amounts of material. Two recent studies of
this material both arrive at the conclusion that the cult explanation has been greatly exaggerated,
see Ratinaud-Lachkar 1999, 87–108; Shelton (forthcoming).

99 Antonaccio 1993, 48–49; Antonaccio 1995a, 245–268; for objections, see Parker 1996,
34–35, esp. n. 21; Ekroth 1997–98. One of Antonaccio’s main arguments (246), the lack of
inscribed dedications from the Bronze Age tomb contexts, is not conclusive, considering the
number of heroes who were venerated without being named in later periods (for references,
see Rohde 1925, 127 with n. 62; cf. van Straten 1995, 96). Cf. Henrichs 1991, 192–193, on the
anonymity of heroes as a particular characteristic.
100 For references, see Antonaccio 1995a, 246; 147–152 (Agamemnoneion); 152–155 (Polis

cave, Ithaka) and 155–166 (Menelaion); cf. Antonaccio 1993, 55; Antonaccio 1994, 403–404;
Mazarakis Ainian 1999, 11–18. On Polis cave, see also Malkin 1998, 108–109. The interest in
relics seems to have been an Archaic feature at the earliest and the number of recorded cases
of relic-mongering are in fact few, see Antonaccio 1993, 62–63; Antonaccio 1995a, 265–266.
101 On the fact that many hero shrines did not have a tomb or were centred on a tomb,

see Kearns 1992, 65–68; Bérard 1983, 45 and 53–54; de Polignac 1995, 141–143. See Saı̈d
(1998, 9–20) arguing for the growing importance of the tomb in hero-cults, especially as a focus
for rituals, in the literary tradition from Homer to Apollonios Rhodios.
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or any other remains or objects connected with him may have been of less
importance.102

The view of the heroes and, in particular, their sacrificial rituals, as
deriving from the cult of the dead, is a result of considering Greek religion
as partly consisting of an older, pre-Greek stratum, to which belong the
rituals and beliefs connected with the dead, the heroes and the gods of
the underworld.103 This older stratum was later overlaid by the Olympian
religion, but traces of it can still be discerned in, for example, hero-cults.
Several objections can be raised against this evolutionistic perspective, above
all, when applied to hero-cults.104 If hero-cults are to preserve rituals used
in an older kind of funerary cult, the heroes must be an old feature of Greek
religion. This is not necessarily the case, at least not with all hero-cults.

The cults of heroes at Bronze Age tombs and the establishment of
cults of heroes mentioned in Homer both concern “old” heroes, deriving
from mythology and epic. It is clear, however, that some categories of
heroes were new creations of the Geometric and Archaic periods, i.e., cults
established to the contemporary dead, not mythical or epic characters. One
such, important, new category of heroes is the oikists, who were neither
associated with the Bronze Age nor connected with graves or other remains
from this period.105 Considering the early institution of some of these cults,
as early as the mid 8th century BC, it is possible that they, in fact, influenced
or even gave rise to hero-cults in the motherland.106

Another category of new hero-cults is the cult of the war dead, which can
be linked to the rise of the hoplite armies of the Archaic period. The origins
of these cults are more di¢ficult to date precisely and they are definitely
later than the oikist cults. A particular treatment of the war dead can be
discerned in the 6th century, though there is no direct information as to the
sacrificial practices in this early period.107 Since both the oikists and the war

102 Cf. Johnston 1999, 154–155; McCauley 1999, 94–95.
103 Wide 1907; Rohde 1925, 158–162; Harrison J. 1922, 1–31; Gallet de Santerre 1958, 136

and 150. For a useful historical overview, in particular of the 19th and early 20th century scholars,
see Schlesier 1991–92, 38–51.
104 For a critique of two direct cases of evolutionism, see Sourvinou-Inwood 1995, 356–361,

on the character and development of Charon; Sourvinou-Inwood 1991, 217–243, esp. 222, on
the previous owners of Apollon’s sanctuary at Delphi.
105 Malkin 1987, 189–266; cf. Antonaccio 1999, 109–121.
106 Malkin 1987, 261 and 263; cf. Antonaccio 1995a, 267–268; Bérard 1982, 94–95.
107 On the date in general, see Seaford 1994, 107; Stupperich 1994, 93; Parker 1996, 132–133;

Jacoby 1944, 42–45; Sourvinou-Inwood 1994, 428. An early case of the honouring of the
war dead, however, not containing any references to sacrifices, is a 6th-century epigram from
Ambrakia, see Bousquet 1992, 596–605 (see also SEG 41, 1991, 540); cf. Fuqua 1981, on Tyrtaios
reflecting the heroization of the Spartan war dead.
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dead were given hero-status by their contemporaries, it must have been of
essential interest to distinguish these heroes from the ordinary dead. One
way of doing so was by adopting the sacrificial rituals used in the cult of
the gods also for these heroes: animal sacrifices followed by dining for the
participants.108 The cults of the oikists and the war dead were of the same
essential concern to society as the cult of the gods and fulfilled the same
functions. Therefore, it is not surprising that the rituals were to a large extent
the same as those for the gods and emphasized the collective nature of these
cults. In the case of the war dead, the fact that they were dead is often
played down by the sources and instead their immortal nature is underlined:
this can also be seen as a way of distancing these heroes from the ordinary
dead.109 The ritual practices of these cults may have influenced the sacrificial
rituals of hero-cults at large. The funerary legislation of the Archaic period
may be considered as a further attempt to distinguish between new heroes
and contemporary dead by suppressing such traits in the funerary cult as also
existed in hero-cult, for example, animal sacrifice.110

Di¢ferent hero-cults came into being (and also disappeared) continu-
ously all through the Archaic and Classical periods.111 Even though some
hero-cults, for example, the Menelaion or the cults of the oikists in the
colonies, began in the 8th century, hero-cults do not seem to have become a
prominent feature in Greek religion until the Archaic period.112 The earliest
written evidence for hero-cults o¢fers, of course, only a terminus ante quem,
but it is interesting to note that heroes rarely figure in the earliest epigraphical
material, unlike the gods and the ordinary dead.113

108 A hint of the prominence of dining hero-cults from early on may be seen in one of the
earliest references to a hero being the hero Daites, “Feaster”, who was honoured among the
Trojans, according to Mimnermos fr. 18 (West 1971–72, 88).
109 For the immortal nature of the war dead, see above, p. 262, nn. 232–233. For the need

of a particular treatment of those killed in war, separate from that of the ordinary dead, and
often emphasizing a distance between the war dead and death itself, see Tarlow 1997, 102–121,
esp. 111–115, discussing the treatment and attitudes to those killed in the First World War.
110 On the funerary legislation, see Seaford 1994, 74–92; Parker 1996, 49–50; Stupperich 1977,

passim; Sourvinou-Inwood 1983, 47–48; Sourvinou-Inwood 1995, 421 and 440; Toher 1991.
111 For example, the practice of depositing o¢ferings in the Bronze Age tombs ceased in the

Classical period, to be revived in post-Classical times, see Alcock 1991.
112 Cf. Antonaccio 1993, 62–65; Mazarakis Ainian 1997, 357; Antonaccio 1999, 120–121,

suggesting that also the hero-cults in the colonies may, in fact, be later than is usually thought.
Few hero shrines show any activity before the 7th century. This is a question that needs to be
considered in connection with the archaeological material, since most hero sanctuaries identified
by written sources have yielded archaeological evidence pre-dating the written evidence.
113 Mentions of gods and dedications to gods are found from the end of the 8th century BC

and marked tombstones in the first half of the 7th century BC; see Sourvinou-Inwood 1995, 285;
Powell B. 1989; Je¢ferey 1990, 61–62; Thomas 1992, 59. One of the earliest epigraphical
references to sacrifices to heroes is a sacred law from the early 6th century BC from Sicily
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In fact, it seems impossible to pin down the origin of hero-cults, as
such, and therefore, it is more relevant to consider the rise of the category
of “hero”.114 A number of factors contributed to the origin and development
of hero-cults and the rituals used, not at least social and political changes.115

The colonisation and the development of the Greek city-state created the
need for new treatments of founders and prominent soldiers after they had
died, in order to distinguish them from the ordinary dead. Changes in the
attitudes towards the dead in general may also have contributed.116 In the
Archaic period, there are signs of the dead being perceived as dangerous and
having to be averted, which led to the creation of new methods in dealing
with them, a development that may have constituted a further reason for
linking the heroes to the gods rather than to the ordinary dead.117 In all,
hero-cults may be seen as one manifestation of the increased complexity
and the higher degree of specialization which Greek religion seems to have
undergone from the Early Iron Age down to the Classical period, as regarded
di¢ferent kinds of divinities, rituals, votives and sanctuaries alike.118

The variations in the sacrificial practices must be seen against the
mixed background of the heroes. Certain hero-cults may be derived from
the interest in ancient graves and the tending of the graves of important
individuals, and some rituals can perhaps be connected with the practices
of the cult of the dead in the distant past, even though our sources can
rarely verify or falsify such an assumption. On the whole, however, when the
category of “heroes” gradually appeared, it had to be orientated to relation to
the already existing cults of the gods and of the dead. There was no interest
in connecting the heroes with the ordinary mortals, rather a separation from

(Dubois 1989, 25–27, no. 20). The earliest inscribed dedication at the Menelaion may be no
earlier than c. 600 BC, according to Je¢ferey 1990, 446 and 448, no. 3a (the aryballos itself dating
from c. 650 BC). The excavators suggest a date around 675–650 BC, see Catling & Cavanagh
1976, 147–152. See also the early 6th century heroon at Argos for the heroes who participated
in the expedition against Thebes; for references, see p. 59 with n. 159.
114 Parker 1996, 33–39.
115 For an overview of the now abundant literature on the relation between the rise of the polis

and the occurrence of hero-cults, see Parker 1996, 36–39; Antonaccio 1995a, 6–9; de Polignac
1995, 127–149.
116 Sourvinou-Inwood 1983; Morris 1989; Sourvinou-Inwood 1995, 299–302; Johnston 1999,

passim, esp. 95–100.
117 On aversion of the dead, see Johnston 1999, 36–123; Sourvinou-Inwood 1995, 434.
118 To mention two examples, altars do not occur on vase-paintings until Attic black-figure,

but they then show an amazing variety, as a contrast to their more standardized appearance
on red-figure vases (see Rupp 1991, 56–62; Cassimatis 1988). The votives also seem to become
more specialized in the course of time: in the Geometric period, it is di¢ficult to decide the
recipient of a shrine from the votives, since the same objects were given to gods, heroes and
the dead (see Hägg 1987; cf. Antonaccio 1995a, 247–248, underlining the regional distinctions).
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the cult of the dead was desired: therefore hero-cults adopted the rituals of
the cult of the gods.

6. Conclusion

The basic ritual in hero-cults was a sacrifice at which the worshippers ate.
This ritual could occasionally be modified according to the needs of a
particular occasion or in a particular cult as a response to the character of the
recipient. These modifications show a great degree of variation as regards
the actual actions, for example, the presentation of a table with o¢ferings,
a total discarding of the blood of the victim or a partial or total destruction
of the meat, and even finer variations were surely possible (see Table 33,
p. 309). Most hero-cults, however, contained no such ritual modifications:
the worshippers sacrificed and ate, just as in the cult of the gods. The heroes
cannot be understood as a category ritually isolated from the gods, as has
often been done previously. Also conceptually, even though the heroes were
dead, they must in many ways have been perceived as being similar to the
gods. In Greek society and within the religious system, the heroes fulfilled
the same role as the gods and therefore they were given thysiai.

The reason why the thysiai were modified can be sought both in the
situation in which the sacrifices were performed and the purpose of the ritual
on that occasion, as well as in the character of the recipient. To consider
the character of the recipient as the main decisive factor for the ritual, as
the advocates of the Olympian-chthonian approach do, is not compatible
with the evidence for the hero-cults. The character may result in particular
rituals, but, since the main ritual in hero-cults was thysia sacrifice followed by
dining, the conclusion concerning the ritual would be that the heroes were
Olympian. The rituals have rather to be considered within a wider context.

One and the same ritual may have had more than one origin. The
burning of the animal victims, the discarding of the blood and the use
of o¢ferings to invite the recipient can be connected with similar rituals,
alike in the cult of the gods, in funerary cults and in rituals of the heilige
Handlungen kind, the latter usually having no recipient. At the same time,
the performance of such actions may also have had more than one function
and express more than one side of the recipient. On the whole, however,
the fact that the hero was dead seems to have been of little importance for
the sacrificial rituals. Ritually speaking, the heroes belonged with the gods.
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The sacrificial calendars of Attica

1. The sacrificial calendar from the deme Thorikos, c. 430 BC

After Daux 1983, 152–154; Daux 1984, 148–152; SEG 33, 1983, 147; see also p. 158, n. 134.

Lines 14 and 47: EPAUTOMENAS, for suggested readings, see pp. 218–219.

Line 27: Neaníai téleon, Puanoyíoiv, p[ratón] -, see Parker 1987, 146.

Line 36: <Hrakleíd[aiv téleon], see Parker 1984, 59.

Line 56: for suggested restorations, see p. 158, n. 134.

1 [ . . . . . . . . . 19 . . . . . . . . . <Ek]atombai÷n-[ov . . . . . . . . 19 . . . . . . . . . ]AKI kaì toî-[v . . . . . . . . . 18 . . . . . . . . . �]pristom paré-[qen . . . . . . . 14 . . . . . . . dra]qmän Ækater.-
5 [o . . . . . . . . . 19 . . . . . . . . . ]AI tän prhro[s]-[ían . . . . . . . 14 . . . . . . . Del]fínion aµg[a][ . . . . . . . . . . 20 . . . . . . . . . . ]EAI <Ekáthi [ . ][ . . . . . . . . . . 22 . . . . . . . . . . ]HNOSATH[. ][ . . . . . . . . . . 20 ? . . . . . . . . . . ] téleo.m prató[n].

10 [Metageitni÷nov, Diì Kat]aibáthi Ç.n. t.-÷i shk÷i p. [ar]à tò [Delfíni]on téleon pr-atón : Ãrkwmósion p.a. [ré]qen Çv e¹júnav.Bohdromi÷nov, Prhrósia : Diì Polieî kr-itòn oµn : qoîron kritón, EPAUTOMENAS,
15 qoîron ¡nhtòn Ãlókauton, t÷i �kolou-jônti �ristom paréqen tòn °eréa : Kef-álwi oµn kritón : Prókridi trápezan. vac.Joríkwi kritòn oµn : <Hrw·nhsi Joríkotrápezan : Çpì Soúnion Poseid÷ni �mn-
20 òn kritón : >Apóllwni qímaron kritón, K-orotrófwi qoîron kritån : Dåmhtri tél[eo]-[n], Diì <Erkeíwi téleon, Korotrófwi qoîr[on],�>Ajhnaíai oµn pratòn� Çf� �læi : Pos[eid÷ni]
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téleon, >Apóllwni qoîron. vac.

25 Puanoyi÷nov, Diì Kataibáthi Çm. [Filom]-h�l�id÷n téleon pratón, Îkthi Ç[pì déka].Neaníai téleon, Puanoyíoiv, p[ratón]-Maimakthri÷nov, Joríkwi boû[n m�lat]-ton Ø tettarákonta draqm÷n [méqri pe]-
30 ntåkonta, <Hrw·nhsi Joríko t[rápezan].Posidei÷nov, Dionúsia. vac.Gamhli÷nov, �Hrai, <Ier÷i Gámwi [ . . . 7 . . . . ]>Anjesthri÷nov, Dionúswi, dw[dekáthi],aµga leipegnömona purròn Ø [mélana, D]-
35 iasíoiv, Diì Miliqíwi oµn pra[tón. vac. ]>Elafhboli÷nov, <Hrakleíd[aiv téleon,]>Alkmånhi téleon, >Anákoin t[éleon, <Elé]nhi téleon, Dåmhtri, tän qlo[·an, oµn kr]-itän kuôsan, Dì �rna kritón. vac.

40 Monuqi÷nov, >Artémidi Monuq[íai téle]-
{e}on, Çv Pujío >Apóllwnov trít[toan, Kor]-otrófwi qoîron, Lhtoî aµga, >A[rtémidi]aµga, >Apóllwni aµga leipognö[mona, Då]mhtri : oµn kuôsan �njeian, Fil[wnídi tr]-

45 ápezan, Dionúswi, Çpì Mukhnon, [trágon]purròn Ø mélana. vac.Jarghli÷nov, Diì EPAUTOMENAS, [kritòn]�rna, <Uperpedíwi oµn, <Hrw·nhsi.[n <Uper]-pedío trápezan, Níswi oµn, Jras[ . . 5 . . . ]
50 oµn, Swsinéwi oµn, <Rogíwi oµn, Pu[lóqwi]qoîron, <Hrw·nhsi Puloqísi trá[pezan].Skirofori÷nov, Ãrkwmósion �p�ar[éqen, P]-lunthríoiv >Ajhnaíai oµn kri[tón, >Agl]-aúrwi oµn, >Ajhnaíai �rna krit[ón, Kefá]-
55 lwi boûn m�láttonov Ø tetta[rákonta]draqm÷n méqri pentåkonta, P[ . . . . . . . ]oµDDn : tòn d� e»junon Ämósai kaì t[òv paréd]-rov e¹jun÷ tän �rqän Ðn Ïlaq[on e¹jún]-en katà tà yhfísmata Çf� o´v Ç[gkajést]-
60 h.k. en � �rqå, Ämnúnai Día, >Apóll.[w, Dåmhtr]-a Çxöleian Çparömenon, kaì [tòv paréd]-rov katà ta¹tá, �nagrá{i}yai [dè tòn Ërk]-[o]n Çstålhi kaì katajênai p[arà tò Del�fí�]-
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[n]ion, Ësai d� Èn �rqaì a°rej÷- vac.
65 sin ¸peujúnov �enai �pása[v] vac.

Left side:

At the level of line 31 and the interspace between lines 31–32:-wni téleon Pu. -anoyíoiv
At the level of line 42:-i. <Erkeíwi ° oµn
At the level of line 58:-w·nhsin Korwnéwn ° oµn

Right side:

At the level of lines 4–6:I. Mukhno. [n – – – ][ . ]AN oµn [ : ]N[ – – – ]?ISO[ – – – ].
At the level of line 12:Foíniki tél[eon]
At the level of line 44:[Diì <E]rkeíwi ° oµn

2. The sacrificial calendar of the deme Marathon,
c. 400–350 BC

After LS 20 B; see also p. 159, n. 137 and p. 160, n. 138.

Line 20: -néqwi, see Kearns 1989, 188.

. . . . io[ . . . . . táde Ã dåmarqov][Ã Ma]rajwníwn júei Ç[n . . . . . . . . .h. ntai déka �mer÷n; �rwi : [qoîrov ���, �rw·nhi]qoîrov ���. trápeza t÷i �rw. [i kaì tæi �rw·nhi �].
5 Bohdromi÷nov; prò m[u]st[h]r[íwn. . . . . . . .bôv �DDDD, oµv D��. Kourotrófw[i . . . . . .deutérav trimåno; Poside÷[nov . . . . . .boûv H�, oµv D��, �rw·nhi [oµv D�, °erösuna]P��. Gæi Çg Gúaiv boûv kúousa �DD[DD, °erösuna. . . ]

10 Teletæi : spulia : DDDD vac.tríthv trimånou; Gamhl[i÷]nov;
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Daírai oµv kúousa DP�, °erösuna � vac.Gæi Çpì t÷i manteíwi oµv D�. Diì ¸p[átwi . . .>Iólewi oµv D��. Korotrófwi qoîro[v ���, trápe]-
15 za �, °erösuna ��IC. �rwi Fhraíwi [oµv D��,]�rw·nhi oµv D�, °erösuna ��� vac.>Ela[fh]boli÷nov; dekáthi °staméno; [Gæi Çpì t÷i]man[te]íwi trágov pammélav DP. °e[rösuna �]tetárthv trimåno; Mouniqi÷nov; >Ar[ . . . . .
20 . . . ]néqwi boûv �DDDD, oµv D��, �rw·nhi oµv D�, °e[rösu]na P��. Neaníai bôv �DDDD, oµv D��, qoîro[v ���]�rw·nhi oµv D�, °erösuna P��IC. vac.táde Ã dåmarqov Ã Marajwníwn júei; �rwi Çn. . . ]rasileíai : oµv D��, trápeza �, �rw·nhi oµv D�.
25 �rwi parà tò <Ellötion oµv D��, trápeza �, �rw·-nhi oµv D�. vac.Jarghli÷nov; >Aqaíai kriòv D��, jål[e]a D�,°erösuna ���. Moíraiv qoîrov ���, °erö[s]-una IC. vac.
30 Skirofori÷nov; prò Skírwn; <Utthníwi tà  ra[î]-a oµv D��. Korotrófwi qoîrov ���, °erösuna ��I.Tritopatreûsi oµv, °erösuna ��. >Akámasinoµv D��, °erösuna �� vac.táde tò Îteron Ïtov; protéra dramosúnh; <Eka[t]-
35 ombai÷nov; >Ajhnaíai <Ellwtídi bôv �DDDD,oµev treîv DDD���, qoîrov ���, °erösuna PH . . .Korotrófwi oµv D�, qoîrov ���, °erösuna � . . .dafnhfóroiv P�� vac.táde tò Îteron Ïtov júetai metà E»boulon �rq[o]-
40 nta Tertapoleûsi; ¸stéra dramosúnh;<Ekatombai÷nov; >Ajhnaíai <Ellwtídi oµv D[�],Korotrófwi qoîrov ���, °erösuna �IC.Metageitni÷nov; >Eleusiníai bôv �DDD[D],Kórhi kriòv D��, qoîroi treîv P����, °erö[s]-
45 una P�IIIIC, �lfítwn Ækteùv IIII, o³no qô[v . . ],Korotrófwi oµv D�, °erösuna �Diì >Anjaleî oµv D��, °erösuna ��>Anjesthri÷nov; >Eleusiníai ¼v kúousa : DD,°erösuna �I. Qlóhi parà tà Meidúlou ¼v kúou[sa]
50 DD, °erösuna �, �lfítwn Ækteùv IIII, o³no q[ôv. . ].Skirofori÷nov; prò Skírwn; Galíwi kriòv D[��],°erösuna ��, fréatov P�, Tritopatreûsitrápeza �.
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3. The sacrificial calendar of the deme Erchia, c. 375–350 BC

After Daux 1963a, 606–610; LS 18; SEG 21, 1965, 541; see also p. 161, n. 139.

For the three cases of ou phora added later, see Daux 1963a, 628.

[J] e o íDh m a r q í a � m é zwn
Col. IMetageini÷-nov dwdekáte-i, >Apóllwni v L-ukeíwi, Çn �st-
5 ei, oµv, o¹ fo, D��dekátei, prot-érai, �Hrai Jel-qiníai, Çm Pág-wi >Erqi, �rna p-

10 ammélainan, o-¹ forá P�� vBohdromi÷novtetrádi fjín-ontov, Númfai-
15 v, Çm Págwi >Erq-iâ, oµv, D vPuanoyi÷nov t-etrádi Çpì dé-ka, <Hrw·naiv, Ç-
20 m Pul÷ni >Erqi,oµv, o¹ forá, °e-reíai tò dér, DGamhli÷nov Æb-dómhi °stamé-
25 no, Kourotróf-wi, Çn Delfiní-wi >Erq : qoîr, ���>Apóllwni Del-finíwi, >Erqiâ,
30 oµv, D�� vÄgdóhi °stam-énou, >Apóllwn-i >Apotropaíw-i, >Erqiâsi, prò-

35 [v] Paianiéwn, va³x, D�� v>Anjesthri÷no-v, Diasíoiv, Çn�ste(i) Çn �Agrav,
40 Diì Miliqíwi,oµv, nhfáliovméqri splágq-[n]wn, D�� v[>E]lafhboli÷no-
45 v Îkthi Çpì dé-ka, Semélhi, Çp-ì toû a¹toû bw-moû, a³x, gunai-xì paradósim-
50 ov, °eréav tò d-érma, o¹ forá, D[J]arghli÷nov t-etrádi °stam-éno, Lhtoî, Çm P-
55 [u]jío >Erqiâsi,[a]³x : D v[S]kirofori÷no-v tríth(i) °stam-énou Kourotr-
60 ófwi, Çm Pólei>Erq : qoîrov, ���>Ajhnáai Poli-ádi, Çm Pólei >E-rqiâsi, oµv �n-
65 [t]íbouv, D v[Ke]fálaion v� � � �
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Col. IIMetageini÷-
nov dw[dek]át-
ei, Çn >Eleusi(níwi)
Çn �stei, Dåm-

5 htri, oµv, D v

Îkthi, Çpì dé-
ka, Korotróf-
wi, Çn [<E]káthv
>Erqiâsi, qoî-

10 rov, ��� v

>Artémidi <Ek-
átei, >Erqiâ[s]-
i[n, a³]x, D v

Bo[hd]romi÷no-
15 v tetrádi °s-

taméno, Basí-
lei, >Erqiâ, �m-
nä leukå, Ãló-
kautov, nhfá-

20 liov, P�� v

tetrádi fjí-
nontov, Çm Pá-
[g]wi >Erqiâsi-
n, >Aqelöwi v

25 oµv D�� v

Gamhli÷nov
Çnáthi °sta-
méno, >Hrosou-
ríoiv, Çm Pól-

30 ei >Erqiâsi, >A-
jhnâi, �mnå, P��
tetrádi fji-

nontov, Kour-
otrófwi, Çn �H-

35 rav >Erqiâsi,
qoîrov, ��� v

�Hrai, >Erqiâs-
i, oµv, °eréai
dérma, D v

40 Mouniqi÷no-
v tetrádi °s-
taménou, <Hra-
kleídaiv, oµ-
v, >Erqiâ, D�� v

(added later) o¹ f(orá)
45 [J]arghli÷nov

tetrádi °st-
améno, >Apóll-
wni Pujíwi, >E-
rqi : a³x, para-

50 dósimov Puj-
aïstaîv, D��
>Apóllwni Pa-
i÷ni, Çm Págw-
i >Erqi, oµv, D��

55 [S]kirofori÷n-
ov tríthi °s-
taméno, >Agla-
úrwi, Çm Póle(i)
>Erqi : oµv, D v

(added later) o¹ fo(rá)
60 Kefálaion v

HP���
vacat
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Col. III[<E]katombai÷n-
ov dekátei ¸-
stérai, Kour-
otrófwi, Çv S-

5 wtid÷n >Erqi,
qoîrov, o¹ fo-
rá, ��� v

>Artémidi Çv
Swtid÷n >Erq-

10 i : a³x, o¹ forá,
tò dérma kat-
agíz : D v

[M]etageitni÷-
nov dwdekát-

15 ei, Diì Polie(î),
Çm Póle(i) Çn �s-
te(i) oµv, o¹ for-
á, D�� v

Îkthi fjíno-
20 ntov, Diì >Epw-

peteî, Çm Pág-
wi >Erqiâsi, q-
oîrov, Ãlóka-
utov, nhfáli-

25 ov, ��� v

[B]ohdromi÷no-
v tetrádi jf-
ínontov, >Aló-
qwi, Çm Págwi

30 >Erqi : oµv : D v

[G]amhli÷nov Ä-
gdóhi °stam-
é, >Apóllwni >A-
potropaíwi,

35 >Erqiâsi, a³x,
Pu[ja]ïstaîv
paradós, D��
tetrádi fjí-
nontov, Diì T-

40 eleíwi, Çn �Hr-
av >Erqi : oµv, D��

[>A]njesthri÷n-
ov deutérai
°staméno, Di-

45 onúswi, �Erqi,
Ïrifov prop-
tórji : P v

[M]oniqi÷nov d-
ekátei [pr]ot-

50 érai, Leukás-
pidi, >Erqiâ, o-
µv, nhfáliov,
o¹ forá, D��

[J]arghli÷nov
55 tetrádi °st-

améno, Dií, Çm
Págwi, >Erqiâ,
oµv, D�� v

[S]kirofori÷n-
60 ov trítei °s-

taméno, Diì P-
olie(î), Çm Póle(i)
>Erqiâsi, oµv,
o¹ forá, D��

65 Îkt[hi Ç]pì dé-
ka � � � �
� � � � �
� � � �
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Col. IV<Ekatombai÷n-
ov dekátei ¸-
stérai, Koro-
[tr]ófwi, Çpì t-

5 [ô] �Akro >Erqiâ,
qoîrov, o¹ fo-
rá, ��� v

>Artémidi, Çp-
ì tô �Akro >Erq-

10 iâ, a³x, o¹ for-
á, dérma kata-
igíze : D v

Metageitni÷-
nov dwdekát-

15 e(i), >Ajhnâi Pol-
iádi, Çm Póle(i)
Çn �ste(i), oµv : D

Bohdromi÷no-
v pémptei °s-

20 tamé : �Epopi, >E-
rqiâsi, qoîr-
ov, Ãlókauto-
v, nhfáli : ���
tetrádi fjí-

25 nontov, <Ermæ-
i, Çm Págwi >Er-
qiâ : oµv : D�� v

Gamhli÷nov t-
etrádi fjín-

30 ontov, Posei-
d÷ni, Çn �Hrav

>Erqiâ, oµv, D��
>Elafhboli÷n-

ov Îkthi Çpì
35 déka, Dionús-

wi, >Erqiâ, a³x
paradó : guna-
{a}ixí, o¹ forá,
°eréai tò dé-

40 rma, D�� v

Moniqi÷nov d-
ekátei ¸sté-
rai, Tritopa-
treûsi, >Erqi,

45 oµv, nhfálio-
v, o¹ forá : D��

Jarghli÷nov
tetrádi °st-
améno, >Anáko-

50 in >Erqiâsin,
oµv, D�� v

Çnátei Çpì d-
éka, Menedeí-
wi, >Erqiâsin,

55 oµv, o¹ for, D��
Skirofori÷n-

ov tríthi °s-
taméno, Pose-
id÷ni, Çm Pól-

60 e(i) >Erqi : oµv : D��
Kefálaion
HD
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Col. VMetageitni-
÷nov Çnáte(i)
Çpì déka, <Hr-
w·naiv, Çpì

5 Sqoínwi >Er-
qiâsi, oµv, o-
¹ forá, °eré-
ai tò dér : D v

Bohdromi÷n-
10 ov pémpthi

°staméno, >E-
rqi : �Epopi, q-
oîrov, Ãlók-
autov, nhfá-

15 liov, ��� v

tetrádi fj-
ínontov Gæ-
i, Çm Págwi >E-
rqiâsi, oµv

20 kúousa, o¹ f-
orá, D v

Poside÷nov
Îkthi Çpì d-
éka, Dií, Çm P-

25 étrhi >Erqi-
âsin, oµv, o¹
forá, D�� v

Diì <Oríwi, >E-
rqiâsi, qoî-

30 rov, o¹ fo : ���
Gamhli÷nov

Æbdómhi °s-
taméno, >Apó-
llwni Luke-

35 íwi, >Erqiâs-
i, oµv, Pujaï-
staîv par[a]-
dósimov, D��

(added later) o¹ fo(rá)
Ägdóh(i) °sta-

40 méno, >Apóll-
wni Numfh[g]-
étei, >Erqiâ-
sin, a³x, D��
Númfaiv, Çp-

45 ì tô a¹toû b-
wmoû, a³x : D v

Jarghli÷no-
v tetrádi °-
staméno, <Er-

50 mæi, Çn �gor-
âi >Erqiâsi,
krióv, toút-
wi °ere÷sj-
ai tòn kåru-

55 ka kaì tà gé-
ra lambáne-
n kajá�p�er Ã
dåmarqov, D
Îkthi Çpì d-

60 éka, Diì >Ep[a]-
kríwi, Çn <Um-
htt÷i, �r[ån],
nhfáli[ov, o]-
¹ forá, [P�� v]

65 Skirof[ori÷]-
nov � � �
� � �
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4. The sacrificial calendar of the genos of the Salaminioi,
363/2 BC

After LSS 19; Ferguson 1938, 3–5; see also Lambert S. 1997, 86–88; see also p. 163, n. 147.

Line 92: xúla Çf� °eroîv kaì t�lla ���III, see Lambert S. 1997, 93.

Jeo í.>Epì Qarikleídv �rqontov >Ajhnaíoiv; Çpì toîs[d]-e diållaxan o° diaithtaì Salaminíov tòv Çk t÷-n <Eptaful÷n kaì Salaminíov toùv �pò Sonío Ãmo-
5 logoûntav �llåloiv kal÷v Ïqein À Ïgnwsan o° di-aithtaì Stéfanov Murrinósiov, Kleagórav >Aqa-rneúv, >Aristogeítwn Murrinósiov, E¹júkritovLamptreúv, Khfisódotov A±jalídhv; tàv °erews-únav koinàv eµnai �mfotérwn e±v tòn a±eì qròn-

10 on tæv >Ajhnáav tæv Skirádov, kaì tän tô <Hrakléo-u tô Çpì Porjm÷i, kaì tän tô E¹rusákov, kaì tän tæ-v >Aglaúro kaì Pandróso kaì tæv Korotrófo; kaì k-lhrôsjai koinæi Çx �mfotérwn Çpeidàn teleut-åsei tiv t÷n °erei÷n Ø t÷n °eréwn; tòv dè lanqán-
15 ontav °ere÷sjai Çf� o´sper kaì o° próteron °er-e÷nto; tän dè gæn tän Çf� <Hrakleíwi t÷i Çpì Porjm-÷i kaì tän �l{l}än kaì tän �goràn tän Çn Koílhi ne-ímasjai diqastän Ækatérov, kaì Ërov stæsai tæ-v Æaut÷n Ækatérov; júen dè toîv jeoîv kaì toîv �-
20 rwsi katà táde; Ësa mèn � póliv paréqei Çk tô dhm-osío Ø parà t÷n ¡[s]kofórwn Ø parà t÷n deipnofór-wn gígnetai lambánein Salaminíoiv, taûta mènkoinæi �mfotérov júontav némesjai tà kréa ¡m-à tà �mísea Ækatérov; Ësa dè �pò tæv misjösewv Ï-
25 juon Salamínioi parà sf÷n a¹t÷n júein katà tàpátria, tò �musu Ækatérov sumballoménov e±v �-panta tà °erá; toîv dè °ereûsi kaì taîv °ereíai-v �podidónai tà géra tà gegramména; t÷i dè tô <Hr-akléov °ereî °ereösuna DDD draqmáv; e±v pelan-
30 òn dè ��� draqmáv; toútwn tò �musu Ækatérov sum-bállesjai; t÷n dè °ereíwn ¤n Èn katárxhtai t÷nkoin÷n lambánein d.artô dérma kaì tò skélov, e¸-stô tò skélov; boòv dè Çnnéa sárkav kaì tò dérma;t÷i dè tô E¹rusákov °ereî °ereösuna P� draqmá-
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35 v; e±v pelanòn �mfotérwse P�� draqmáv; skélov k-
aì dérmatov Çn E¹rusakeíwi D��� draqmáv; toút-
wn tò �musu Ækatérov sumbállesjai; t÷i �rwi t÷-
i Çpì tæi �læi t÷n juoménwn lambánein tò dérma
kaì tò skélov; némein dè toîv °ereûsi kaì taîv °-

40 ereíaiv Çn toîv °eroîv Ëpo Èn Îkastoi °er÷nt-
ai merída par� Ækatérwn; tòv �rtov Çv Skirádov n-
émein katà tàde, �felóntav Çx �pántwn tòv nomi-
zoménov �faireîsjai katà tà pátria; kåruki �r-
ton, >Ajhnâv °ereíai �rton, <Hrakléov °ereî �rto-

45 n, Pandróso kaì >Aglaúro °ereíai �rton, Korotró-
fo kaì kalajhfórwi �rton, köpaiv �rton; t÷n dè �-
llwn némesjai tà �mísea Ækatérov; �rqonta dè k-
lhrôn Çm mérei par� Ækatérwn Ëstiv kataståsei
tòv ¡skofórov kaì tàv deipnofórov metà tæv °e-

50 reíav kaì tô kårukov katà tà pátria; taûta dè �n-
agráyai Çv stålhi koinæi �mfotérov kaì stæsa-
i Çn t÷i °er÷i tæv >Ajhnâv tæv Skirádov; tòn dè a¹-
tòn °eréa eµnai t÷i E¹rusákei kaì t÷i �rwi t÷i
Çpì tæi �læi; Çàn dè ti déhi Çpiskeueásai t÷n °e-

55 r÷n, Çpiskeuázen koinæi sumball{l}oménov tò �m-
usu Ækatérov; Çpì Qarikleído �rqontov o° Çk t÷-
n <Eptaful÷n parésqon �rqonta; tà dè grammateî-
a koinà eµnai �[mf]otérwn �panta; tän dè gæn Çrgá-
zesjai tòm memi[s]jwménon Îwv �n Çxéljhi Ã qrón-

60 ov Ën Çmisjösato, �podidónta tän �míseian mís-
jwsin Ækatéroiv; tò dè prójuma tô �míllo Çm mér-
ei Ækatérov katárqesjai; t÷n dè kre÷n tà �míse-
a Ækatérov lambánein kaì t÷n dermátwn; tän dè °-
erewsúnhn tô kårukov eµnai Jrasukléov katà t-

65 à pátria; t÷n dè �llwn Çnklhmátwn �pántwvn �fe-
îsjai t÷n te ìdívn kaì t÷n koin÷n e±v tòn v Bohd-
romi÷na mæna tòn Çpì Qarikleído �rqontov. vv

vacat

>Epì Difílo Diopeíjouv Souniéwv Salaminíoiv �rq-
ontov, o²de £mosan Salaminíwn t÷n �pò Sounío; Dio-

70 peíjhv Fasurkídou, Filónewv >Ameinoníkou, Qalkid-
eùv >Androménouv, Qariádhv Qarikléov, Jevfánev
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Zwfánouv, <Hgíav <Hghsío, >Ameiníav Filíno. >Epì >An-
tisjénouv >Antigénouv >Arqanéwv �rqontov Salami-
níoiv, o²de £mosan Çk t÷n <Eptaful÷n; Jrasuklæv Jrá-

75 swnov Boutá, Stratof÷n Strátonov >Agru, Melíttiov
>Exhkestídou Boutá, >Arístarqov Dhmokléouv >Aqar, v

>Arkéwn E¹mhlídou >Aqar, Qairéstratov Pankleídou >E-
pikhfí, Dåmwn Dhmaréto >Agrulæ. vacat

>Arqélewv eµpen; Ëpwv Salamínioi tà °erà júwsi a±eì toîv jeoîv kaì
toîv �rwsi katà tà pátria kaì

80 gígnhta[i] Çf� o´v diållaxan o° diallaktaì �mfotérouv kaì o° a°re-
jéntev £mosan, Çyhfísjai Salaminí-

oiv tòn �rqonta >Arístarqon Çggráyai tàv jusíav �pásav kaì tàv
timàv t÷n °eréwn e±v tän stålhn Çn e´

a° diallagaí e±sin, Ëpwv Èn o° �rqontev a±eì par� �nfotérwn e±d÷si
Ë ti deî �rgúrion sunbállesjai e±v tà[v]

jusíav �pásav Ækatérouv �pò tæv misjösewv tæv gæv tæv Çf� <Hra-
kleíwi, kaì stæsai tän stålhn Çn t÷i

E¹rusakeíwi. Mouniqi÷nov. Çpì Porjm÷i; Kourotrófwi aµga D,
>Iólewi oµn Ãlókauton DP : >Alkmånei oµn

85 D��, Maíai oµn D��, <Hrakleî boûn �DD, �rwi Çpì teî �leî oµn DP,
�rwi Çp� >Antisárai qoîron ���III, �rwi >Epi-

purgid. íwi qoîron ���III, �Iwn(i) oµn júein Çnallàx par� Ïtov;
xúla Çf� °eroîv kaì o´v � póliv dídwsin Çk kúrbew[n]

D; Ägdóei Çpì déka E¹rusák[ei] : ¼n : DDDD; xúla Çf� °eroî(v) kaì e.±vt�lla ���. <Ekatombai÷nov. Panajhnaíoiv >Ajhnâi
¼n : DDDD : xúla Ç.f. � °eroîv k[aì e±]v t�lla ���. Metageitni÷nov.

Æbdómei >Apóllwni Patröiwi ¼n : DDDD, Lhtoî qoîro[n]
[�]��III, >Artémidi qoîron ���III, >Ajhnâi >Ageláai qoîron ���III;

xúla Çf� °eroîv kaì e±v t�lla ���III. Bohdromi÷nov. Posei-
90 d÷ni <Ippodromíwi ¼n : DDDD, �rwi Faíaki qoîrvn ���III, �rwi Teú-

krwi qoîron ���III, �rwi Nauseírwi qoîron ��[�III];
xúla Çf� °eroîv kaì t�lla ���III. Puanoyi÷nov. Îktei Jhseî ¼n DDDD;

e±v t�lla ���; >Apatouríoiv Diì Fratríwi ¼n DDDD;
xúla Çf� °eroîv kaì t�lla ���. Maimakthri÷nov. >Ajhnâi Skirádi oµn

Çnkúmona D��, Skírwi oµn DP; xúla Çpì tòn bwmòn ��[�].
kefálaion o¼ deî �nalískein �mfotérov Çv �panta tà °erà �DDDIII.

taûta júein koineî �pò tæv misjösewv tæv gæv tæ(v) Çf� <Hrakl[eíwi]
[Çp]ì Sonío, �rgúrion sumballoménouv Ækatérouv Çv �panta tà °erá;
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Çàn dé tiv e³pei Ø �rqwn Çpiyhfísei toútwn ti katal[û]-
95 [s]ai Ø tréyei poi �llose tò �rgúrion, ¸peújunon eµnai t÷i génei

�panti kaì toîv °ereûsi katà ta¹tà kaì ¸pó-
dikon kaì t÷i bouloménwi Salaminíwn. vacat
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3081, 32254

pig: 134, 143, 146, 152122, 160–162, 164,
165, 167, 168, 227, 23179, 81, 232, 244,
251, 274287, 281, 3081, 325

piglet: 60–61, 133, 134, 138, 141, 14372,
154128, 158–168, 2179, 218–219, 22129,
224, 226, 227, 23495, 237, 239, 243–
244, 251, 281, 289376, 292, 3081

puppies: 65, 69, 325

ram: 3780, 62, 67, 68, 71, 100, 103,
114407, 128, 13420, 13521, 146, 147, 150,
160–162, 168, 174–175, 189259, 192274,
219, 22027, 237, 244, 252175, 254, 260,
265, 267260, 271, 273282, 31941, 32254,
32773, 33281

sheep: 3780, 3883, 42, 44, 47, 61, 62, 65,
67194, 95, 103, 128, 133, 134, 138, 139,
140–141, 143, 145–147, 152122, 123,
158–168, 174, 175, 194, 218–221, 227,
228, 230–232, 238–239, 253, 255, 270,
271, 288370, 3081, 33281

snake: 284, 315–316

wether: 13420, 160, 162, 164, 168

wolf: 23185

animal victim; see also animal bones, an-
imal species °ereîon, téleon; animal vic-
tim (treatment of)

god’s portion at sacrifice: 42, 115, 120,
130, 178, 180, 182, 199313, 202, 240124,
242, 287–288, 290, 318, 328

hero’s portion at sacrifice: 16, 179209,
180, 181–182, 185, 202

prices and financial considerations: 134–
135, 146, 152–153, 158–164, 284–285,
292, 304

parts of; see also meat
bile: 176196, 249, 250160

bones; see animal bones
ears: 250160

feet: 103, 22547

gall-bladder: 130, 3081

head: 14, 62178, 140, 174–176, 188,
23179, 252175, 269–276, 289376, 297,
305, 312

hide: 134, 152, 157, 224, 22547, 249;
see also skin

horn: 250160, 272, 289377

intestines: 15, 65, 217, 218, 242, 247–
248, 252, 319; see also splágqna

leg: 134, 142–143, 217, 21922, 23179,
237, 289376, 31941

muzzle: 272–273
neck: 174, 192272

rind: 13419

shoulder: 142, 22027
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animal victim, parts of (continued)
skin: 134, 140, 142–143, 144, 146, 157,

169, 217, 223, 225, 227, 265, 31942,
32043; see also hide

stomach: 65, 69, 247
tail: 250160, 3081

testicles: 252171

thigh: 140, 219, 316, 31941, 33281

tongue: 14375, 174186, 21710, 22547

animal victim, treatment of
burning

of entire victim: 14, 27, 60, 61, 63,
68–69, 75, 80–81, 101–102, 112, 119,
128, 129, 133–134, 155, 165, 179209,
216, 217–218, 224–225, 234–235,
238, 251, 255, 256, 270, 276, 290,
291, 308–309, 327–328, 332, 341; see
also destruction sacrifice, holocaust

of a part or parts of the victim: 216,
217–218, 220–226, 235–237, 252172,
277, 285357, 288370, 308, 316, 31941,
33281; see also “moirocaust”

of a ninth of the meat: 220–223, 235–
237; see also Çnateúw

of divinity’s portion: 15, 16, 42, 53,
101, 103, 112, 115, 118, 120, 130,
139, 140, 145, 178, 180–182, 185,
201–202, 217–218, 240124, 242,
285357, 289, 290, 318, 328

castrated: 13420, 160, 325; see also wether
decapitated: 62178, 174–176, 188, 271,

275
flayed: 63, 134, 143, 269
killed with head bent towards the ground:

14, 269–276, 297, 305, 312
singed: 134, 143
skin destroyed: 156, 157, 217, 223, 225,

227
throat cut, slit or pierced: 14, 65, 68, 135,

172–174, 184–185, 243, 252175, 260221,
269–275

Anios: 36–37, 282339, 32358; see also Heros
Archegetes

anonymous, heroes or heroines: 138, 139,
143, 150, 161, 33799

Antenoridai: 117, 119, 177, 203338

Anthesteria: 114, 136, 268266, 278–279

Antilochos: 92, 96, 99329

antiquarian tendencies: 122–123, 307–308

Antisara, see Hero at Antisara

Apatouria: 136

Aphrodite: 31, 46, 48, 55150, 139

Apollon: 29, 40, 41–42, 43–44, 55149,
61, 70221, 73, 99, 100, 103, 1315, 156,
183, 192, 198304, 201, 247, 249156, 251,
265252, 269, 277, 285, 314, 324, 33487,
338104

Apotropaios: 156
Dalios: 32150, 322
Hekatombios: 22027

Karneios: 177
Lykeios: 156
Patroos: 152122

Pythios: 46, 48, 13948, 156, 22656, 32150

Soter: 194–195

apotropaic rituals: 267262, 276, 295

appeasement: 88, 91, 97, 98, 198, 264,
279315, 33382; see also expiation, placa-
tion, propitiation

Archegesion, Delos: 36–39, 57–59, 282339,
308

Archegetes, see Heros Archegetes, �rqhgéthv
Archilochos: 199311, 205–206

Ares: 46, 47

Arge: 201–202, 298405; see also Hyperbo-
rean maidens

Argolid: 3081, 33798

Argonauts: 47, 65, 270

Argos: 59, 68, 70, 100337, 1314, 174186, 205,
21922, 249156, 265252, 340113

Aristogeiton: 66186, 82, 83–85, 88, 96310,
123446, 170–171, 179213, 241130

Aristomenes: 79, 81, 82, 93, 103

Aristonidas: 79, 81, 82

army: 96, 173–174, 188, 198308, 224, 226,
251, 252–253, 264, 32773, 338

Artachaies: 198, 208–209, 211

Artemis: 46, 48, 96, 146, 156, 157, 194–195,
201–202, 217, 223, 225, 236, 292388,
314, 32149, 33177

Agrotera: 83, 240124, 259215

Laphria: 125454

ash: 2833, 30, 3252, 35, 49, 58–59, 80,
201–202, 231, 249; see also ash-altar

Asklepieion, Athens: 22655

Asklepieion, Epidauros: 22655

Asklepios: 1614, 21, 60, 67, 100, 145, 149,
211378, 224–227, 264239, 3081, 323, 331

Assyria, heroes of: 194
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Athena: 32–33, 35, 37, 42, 100337, 156, 172,
175, 186, 189, 203, 258, 277, 314

Apotropaia: 32047, 323
Hellotis: 161
Hypate: 194
Polias: 44
Skiras: 166, 298405, 33487

Athens: 2128, 28, 33–34, 37, 44, 47, 55150,
70, 76244, 77, 97, 122, 131, 132, 133,
165, 168, 170, 184, 186, 188, 197, 204,
226–227, 229, 239, 255, 256, 261–262,
279317, 288368, 32047

athletes: 252172

worshipped as heroes: 2128, 97320, 197–
198, 211384, 33589

athletic contests: 13, 83, 197, 199, 22129,
333; see also games, funeral games

Atreidai: 82, 85, 89, 171, 180, 241

Attica: 1921, 29–30, 33, 37, 49, 57, 131–132,
133, 134, 142, 151, 167156, 169, 170,
228, 237, 239, 254, 256, 321, 323, 33589,
33798

Augeas: 93

aversion: 43, 251, 264, 279315, 326, 340

Babylon: 95, 176

banqueting hero-relief: 3780, 137, 229,
261223, 279, 282–284, 286

barley: 62, 101, 140, 145, 220, 269; see also
grain

cake made of barley: 281

Basile: 133–134, 156, 239–240

battle-line or pre-battle sacrifices: 103350,
114, 127, 128, 172–174, 188, 2179,
240124, 251, 252–253, 259–261, 264,
268, 275, 289, 305, 329; see also sfágia,
war

Battos: 119, 177, 203, 263

black animal victim, see colour

Black goddesses: 110, 111, 22236

blood
and purification: 114, 23394, 251, 253,

259, 263–265, 305, 327, 329
and war: 114, 135, 172–175, 187–188,

22445, 252–253, 257–262, 268, 271–
274, 305, 327, 329; see also battle-line
sacrifices, sfágia

consumed raw: 249156, 285
drunk: 63, 102, 118, 178, 265, 266, 267,

285
human blood: 109

kept, prepared and consumed: 245–251,
285, 309

on the altar: 49, 112, 217, 242–247, 249,
250, 257, 288

poured into bothros or pit: 14, 16, 27,
60–63, 65, 67–71, 73, 101, 102, 120,
128, 173–174, 176, 22655, 271, 274–
276, 297, 306

poured on the hero’s tomb: 14, 136, 176,
185, 236104, 276, 300

use in the cult of the dead: 254–257,
265–268, 285–286, 306; see also pros-fágion

used as a libation: 75, 80265, 104, 118,
120, 129, 136, 169, 178, 189, 190–191,
217, 253, 256–26, 312; see also a°ma-kouría

used as an invitation: 266–268, 285–286,
306, 329; see also jeoxénia

blood rituals: 15, 20, 129–130, 135–136,
148, 169, 171–177, 178, 182, 184–192,
207, 212–213, 215, 242–276, 289, 291,
293, 296401, 298–301, 305–306, 309–
310, 312, 325, 327, 328, 329, 332, 341;
see also a°makouría, Çntémnw, sfagå,sfágia, sfázw, fonå

bloodless sacrifices or o¢ferings: 13, 15,
16, 32, 37, 102, 108, 130, 139, 148103,
199–200, 277301, 283; see also cakes,
fruit, vegetables

bones, see animal bones
of hero: 79, 94, 198, 211

Boubrostis: 217, 224, 226, 228, 329

Brasidas: 118, 172, 176, 184–186, 190, 203,
208–209, 211, 257–258, 262, 266, 285,
296401

Brauron: 2829, 202

brazier: 25–26, 28–29

bread: 13, 15, 139, 179209, 279, 309, 319

burial: 63, 79–80, 82, 84277, 91, 94–97, 100,
103–104, 114, 126, 176, 185, 188253,
197, 200316, 204, 206, 211, 228–233,
235, 254, 256, 263; see also grave,
tomb, táfov

burial mound: 67, 69, 70, 71, 99, 101,
191, 198, 267, 276, 278–279, 305,
33488, 335–337

Byzantine literary sources: 24–25, 45110,
303, 309, 310; see also grammarians,
lexicographers, scholia

Byzantine period: 250
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Byzantion: 79

cakes: 13, 15, 16, 68, 103349, 128, 130, 139,
196, 202330, 22025, 222, 225, 228, 234,
256203, 276–278, 281, 283, 309

calling of recipient at sacrificial ritual: 67,
71, 73, 265–268, 306; see also evoca-
tion, invitation

Carthage: 109

Carthaginian sacrificial rituals: 90, 91; see
also non-Greek rituals

castration of animal victim: 13420, 160, 325;
see also animal species (wether)

uncastrated animals: 161

cauldron: 39, 192

cave: 1816, 46, 70221, 80265, 337100

cenotaph: 84277, 333, 337; see also kenòn�ríon
character of recipient, decisive of choice

of ritual: 20, 42, 85, 86, 99, 111387,
127, 215–216, 22236, 225–226, 227,
235, 237–242, 268, 277, 284349, 298,
304, 307, 311–318, 325–326, 329–333,
335, 341; see also situation, Achilles,
Herakles

Charites: 20, 146, 217, 223, 227, 236, 252172

Charon: 66, 106, 338104

cheese: 220, 247, 281

children: 88, 135, 258; see also daughters
of Antenor; see Antenoridai
of Herakles and Megara: 117, 118, 181
of Kaphyai: 93, 96
of Medea: 93, 97, 113, 115, 117413, 123
of Oidipous: 93
of Polyeidos: 116, 118419

Christian evidence and contexts: 17, 60,
110, 111, 170159, 193278, 250, 292; see
also non-Greek rituals

Chrysos: 92, 95, 96

chthonian, see also Olympian, underworld
divinities: 26, 35, 46, 47111, 60, 66,

110–111, 112, 114404, 13523, 193, 215,
225–226, 263237, 269–271, 297–298,
310–318, 325–326, 328, 330, 341;
see also qjónioi jeoí, Çpiqjónioi jeoí,kataqjónioi jeoí, ¸poqjónioi jeoí

rituals: 16–17, 27, 35, 53140, 60, 114404,
133, 141, 14376, 150, 202327, 215–216,
225–226, 269–271, 275290, 297402,
310–318, 322, 325–326, 328, 330, 341

Chytroi: 278; see also Anthesteria

city-state, see polis

clothes: 118, 124450, 179, 202, 204, 228,
232–233

colonies: 131, 132, 231, 339–340; see also
oikist

colour
colour of animal victim: 133, 312

black: 61, 62, 65, 81, 99, 101, 102, 103,
113, 133, 192274, 224, 254, 255, 267,
271, 312, 31629, 325

white: 97323, 101, 133
o¢ferings coloured black: 109
white clothing: 33488

comedy as source of sacrificial rituals: 19,
88, 255194

cooking pit: 53

cooking pots: 28, 39

Corinth: 113, 1315, 231, 282339, 33589

couch: 14, 31, 38, 130, 136–137, 139, 144,
277–278, 281; see also klính

cremation rites: 240124

crisis, ritual response to: 226–227, 317,
325; see also situation

crops: 33, 226, 241, 253

curse-tablets: 333

Cyprus: 1329, 149109, 198

Daidala: 2936

daimones: 2023, 40, 42, 43, 45109, 110, 111,
192–193, 195, 212, 33487

Daites: 339108

daughters: 135
of Erechtheus: 172, 186–188, 258, 266,

296401; see also Hyakinthids
of Skedasos: 93, 97, 261, 270

dead
cult of the dead: 14, 20, 23, 50, 66, 71–72,

74, 77, 79–80, 82, 86–91, 100, 104–111,
114, 118, 121–122, 126, 128, 130,
177201, 181220, 197, 204, 210, 215, 228–
235, 239, 240, 241130, 254–257, 263,
267–268, 276–280, 282, 285–286,
288–289, 296, 301, 303–307, 329–341

feeding the dead: 22867, 233, 286360,
289

libations to the dead: 88–89, 104, 119,
120, 128, 130, 228, 234, 256203, 278,
286360

o¢ferings to the dead: 21, 74, 104–106,
108–109, 110, 114, 118–120, 128,
193, 194–195, 228–235, 241, 254–257,
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dead (continued)
o¢ferings to the dead (continued): 265–

268, 277–281, 286, 288–289, 301, 329,
332, 335–337; see also meals

o¢ferings to the dead destroyed by burn-
ing: 66, 69, 105, 228–235, 254, 256,
278, 280, 289, 307; see also Çnagízw,Çnágisma, Çnagismóv

deification: 1817

Delichos 14799

Delos: 28–29, 36–39, 54, 56152, 57153, 58,
60–61, 114, 178208, 200–202, 282339,
298405, 308, 32358

Delphi: 3990, 42, 43–44, 83, 95, 96, 100,
119, 1329, 183, 194, 211–212, 257204,
277, 285, 331, 338104; see also Heroes
at Delphi

demes of Attica: 133, 13844, 139, 141–142,
147–148, 151, 154, 158–163, 166–169,
240, 292, 316, 320, 321; see also Eleusis,
Erchia, Kollytos, Marathon, Oinoe, Pai-
ania, Probalinthos, Teithras, Thorikos,
Trikorynthos, sacrificial calendars

Demeter: 40, 41–42, 44, 49126, 61170, 68,
13845, 147, 160138, 2179, 263, 33487

Chloe: 22027

Demophon: 14799

Demosion Sema: 84

destruction sacrifice: 14, 20, 133–135, 170–
171, 197, 212–213, 215–242, 254, 285,
289–290, 291–292, 293, 295–301, 307–
309, 312–313, 316–317, 325–329,
332–333, 341; see also Çnagízw, Çná-gisma, Çnagismóv

total destruction of animal victim: 14,
16, 70, 75, 101, 113, 129, 153–154, 171,
206–207, 216, 217–229, 238–242, 251–
252, 256, 309, 312–313, 316–317, 325,
328–329, 332, 341; see also holocaust

partial destruction of animal victim: 216,
217–228, 235–242, 252172, 259, 277,
309, 313, 316–318, 325, 327, 328–329,
332, 341; see also “moirocaust”, Çna-teúw

destruction of animal victim by fire: 14,
61, 63, 68–69, 75, 80, 101–102, 111–
113, 128, 129, 133–134, 155, 216, 217–
242, 251, 252172, 255, 256, 270, 291,
308–309, 327–328, 332, 341

destruction of other kinds of o¢ferings by
fire: 66, 69, 75, 89294, 103349, 105, 111,
113, 115, 119, 120, 127, 128, 139, 140,

145, 181, 224–225, 233–235, 255, 276,
277, 278, 280, 285357, 319, 332

in the cult of the dead: 66, 69, 105,
228–235, 254, 256, 278, 280, 289, 307

Dexion: 145, 149, 211378

Didyma: 49123

dining: 28
in connection with sacrifice/thysia sacri-

fice: 15, 20, 30, 34, 38, 67, 68, 71,
73, 76, 83272, 85, 87288, 101, 112–113,
123, 129, 130, 137, 140–169, 171, 175,
179–199, 203, 207, 210375, 212, 215,
217–221, 223–224, 227, 253, 259, 287–
301, 303–305, 309, 313–324, 329, 335,
339, 341

sacrifices not followed by dining: 43,
70, 72, 83272, 85, 89, 102–103, 108,
112–113, 120, 129, 133–134, 170–171,
206–207, 217–242, 251–254, 280, 305–
309, 327–329

dining-room: 38–39, 144, 201, 22131, 280,
300, 315; see also Æstiatórion

Dinka, sacrifices among: 32773, 32876

Dioklos: 147, 33487

Dionysia: 33–34, 136

Dionysos: 31, 3251, 33–34, 37, 61172, 75,
92, 98, 100335, 139, 142, 143, 14485,
152122, 156, 157, 183, 188, 277, 283,
296401, 298405, 314, 331, 33487

Bakcheus: 324
Eleuthereus: 33
Lenaios: 3463

Leneus: 31629

Dioskourion, Delos: 36, 38–39

Dioskouroi: 21, 37, 177201, 205, 277, 281

Dipoleia: 227

disease: 69, 22234, 317; see also plague

Dodona: 148, 212385

Dolops: 118, 270

Drakon, laws of: 179212, 202330

drinking cups: 38, 179209, 222, 255190

drowning: 82, 96, 253181

earth: 2126, 67, 97, 176, 179, 198, 202, 225,
269, 311, 314, 322; see also chthonian

Echelos: 138, 141, 298405

Echetlos: 261224

egg: 231, 251

Egretes: 2128, 144, 148–149, 211378, 300

Egypt: 107374, 109, 111, 149109
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Egyptian sacrificial rituals: 63179, 90, 91,
109–110, 111; see also non-Greek rit-
uals

Eileithyiaia: 178208

Eleusinia: 14797

Eleusinos: 14799

Eleusis: 44, 59159, 61170, 146–147, 148106

mysteries at Eleusis: 14797, 2179

sacrificial calendar from deme: 151

Eleusis, hero: 14799

enemy: 71, 102, 109, 184, 186–188, 258,
261, 267264

worshipped as hero: 198, 33589

entertaining: 285, 304; see also jeoxénia
Enyalios: 83, 258208, 325

Epaminondas: 97

ephebeia, Athens: 77

ephebes: 33–35, 75–77

Epidauros: 29, 217, 226

Epikouros: 105

Epikteta, testament of: 179209, 23289, 280325;
see also foundations of private cults

Epitaphia: 84275, 277

Eponymous heroes: 13732

Epops: 133, 156, 162, 239–241

Erchia, sacrificial calendar from deme: 30,
130, 133, 134, 141, 143, 147, 148, 151–
153, 155–157, 161–163, 166–168, 223,
224, 239–241, 260218, 288370, 313,
319–322, 324

Erechtheion: 176, 189

Erechtheus: 150, 172, 175–176, 186, 188–
190, 258

Eretria, West Gate heroon: 33692

Erinyes: 40, 42, 43

Eros: 139

Erotes: 46, 48

Etruscan sacrificial rituals: 83, 239; see also
non-Greek rituals

Euamerion: 99–100

Eubouleus: 147

euergetism: 1817

Eumaios: 2828, 39, 22027, 281

Eumenides: 4397, 222–223

Eumolpos: 147, 33487

Euphron of Sikyon: 203, 209, 211

Eurypylos: 93, 100335

Eurysakeion, Athens: 134, 165

Eurysakes: 134, 152122, 165, 167

Eurystheus: 255

Eurytos: 93, 100335

evocation of recipient at sacrificial ritual:
63, 65, 265–266; see also calling, invit-
ation

expiation: 127; see also appeasement, pla-
cation, propitiation

fat: 47, 112, 130, 242, 247, 249; see alsoknísh, lípov
female animal victims: 133, 161, 162, 168

female genitalia: 25, 54

fertility: 2179, 225, 250160

fire: 25–26, 29, 36, 39, 43, 45, 47–48,
53–57, 59, 61, 62, 65, 80, 89294, 104,
105, 113–114, 115412, 128, 139, 170,
173, 196, 216, 217, 219, 220, 22445, 247,
248, 252, 308

on the altar/sacrificial fire: 54–57, 120,
139–140, 145, 180, 181–182, 187, 188,
22025, 242–243, 282, 287, 314

fire rituals: 238

fish: 2510, 88, 178–179, 245140, 248146

flour: 112, 245

food, o¢ferings of: 15, 16, 31, 89, 102,
104–105, 108–109, 128, 130, 136–137,
139–140, 169, 178–179, 222, 228–233,
234, 276–286, 305; see also jeoxénia,
meal, table, trápeza

foreigners: 77, 291, 322; see also outsiders,xénoi
foundations of private cults: 1817, 31, 79,

13521, 13733, 178209, 23289, 267260

Diomedon, Kos: 31, 13733, 179209, 23289

Epikteta, Thera: 179209, 23289, 280325

Kritolaos, Amorgos: 13521, 23289, 267260

frankincense: 48, 61, 111

fruit: 13, 15, 16, 114408, 128, 130, 139, 179,
196, 202, 204, 234, 276, 281, 309

funeral: 135, 198, 204, 206, 228–230,
240124, 254–255, 262, 263, 278, 280,
288366, 289; see also pyre

funeral games: 83–84, 105, 135–136,
170, 172, 197, 204, 241, 333

funerary laws: 202331, 229–230, 256–257,
307, 335, 339

games: 175, 181–182, 184–185, 203, 239,
262232, 266–267, 268, 306; see also
athletic contests, funeral games

garland: 101, 149, 181, 270; see also wreath
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Ge: 49123, 152122, 156, 194, 176, 268266,
279316, 315

Chthonie: 31629, 32150, 322
Olympia: 46, 47

Genesia: 84275, 240, 268266, 279

Geometric period: 3148, 231, 23288, 337–
338, 340118; see also Iron Age

ghosts: 2126, 232, 255, 279315, 317; see also
souls of the dead

Glaukos: 150, 248

Golden Fleece: 65, 67, 69214

grain: 130, 139, 276, 32773; see also barley,
wheat

grammarians: 310; see also Byzantine liter-
ary sources, lexicographers, scholia

grating: 25, 29, 48117

grave: 60, 69, 84277, 87–88, 105–106, 110,
114, 128, 228–233, 235, 254–256, 263,
278, 280, 288, 331, 340; see also burial,
tomb, táfov

of hero: 19, 70, 79, 82, 88, 95–97, 107,
118, 126, 184, 188253, 198308, 207,
259217, 330, 335–338

gravestone: 1818, 2230, 102, 104, 1327,
22970, 263237, 279, 339113

grief: 105, 233, 289

grill: 28, 31, 35, 137, 248; see also Çsqára
Hades: 61, 62–63, 106, 202, 254, 330, 331

Hagnon: 184–185, 203, 211, 258209

hair: 120, 200–202, 206358, 255

Haloa: 44

Harmodios: 66186, 82, 83–85, 88, 96310,
115, 117413, 123446, 170–171, 179213,
241130

head, see also animal victim (parts of)
head of Onesilos: 198
head of Orpheus: 33488

hearth: 14, 25–29, 35, 36, 39, 4297, 48–49,
53–54, 58–59, 308, 319; see also Æstía,Çsqára

heavenly gods: 50, 113402, 179213, 270; see
also Olympian divinities

Hebe: 31

Hebrew sacrificial rituals: 90, 91, 110, 112,
123444, 170159, 32876; see also Israelite
sacrificial rituals, non-Greek rituals

hecatomb: 42, 100335, 103, 175, 188253

heilige Handlungen: 216, 317, 325–328,
341

Hekabe: 255

Hekate: 64, 65–67, 69, 13523, 265, 267262,
276, 285357

Hektor: 233, 260221

Helen: 1816, 149108, 205, 208, 209, 211383

Heliodoros and sacrificial ritual: 91, 103,
109, 111, 114, 119424, 122

Helios: 176, 210375, 21710, 315

Hellotion, see Hero at Hellotion

Hephaistion: 92, 95, 99, 100, 105367, 205,
208, 209

Hera: 31, 48–49, 55, 152122, 156, 21922,
314, 319

Akraia: 110, 113
Thelchinia: 156, 240125

Herakleidai: 29–30, 35, 37, 57, 144, 156,
158134, 298405, 308, 32467

Herakleion
at Porthmos, Sounion: 142–143, 164–

165, 238
on Thasos: 221, 31522

Herakles: 31, 3251, 67, 68, 70, 71, 82,
88, 92, 100, 103, 133, 13631, 13948,
142–143, 165, 176195, 180215, 181–182,
191271, 194–195, 208–209, 211383, 217,
223, 237, 240124, 261, 277, 282, 283,
289374, 377, 290378, 313, 329; see also
children of Herakles and Megara

dual character as both god and hero:
1614, 21, 85–86, 89, 98–99, 101, 127,
171, 208, 219–221, 225–227, 238–239,
297, 331, 333

death of: 86, 88, 238, 240124, 290238

Phoenician origin: 86
Diomedonteios: 31, 13733

Thasios: 221

Hermes: 100337, 21710, 247, 278, 281
Enagonios: 146

Hero at Antisara: 133, 14372, 165, 239

Hero at Hellotion: 138, 161

Hero at Pyrgilion: 133, 14372, 165, 239

Hero at -rasileia: 138, 161

Hero at the Hale: 133–134, 142, 165, 239

Hero -nechos: 161, 163, 166–167

Heroes at the Academy: 64, 70, 94, 96310

Heroes at Delphi: 117, 119, 183

Heroes at Phigaleia: 189257

Heroes at Plataiai: 205352

Heroes fallen at Troy: 94, 96, 99329, 179213

Heroes in the field: 150
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Heroes of Salamis: 258208

Heroines at Pylon: 143, 144, 156, 162

Heroines at Schoinos: 143, 144, 156, 162

Heroines of Echelos: 138, 140–141

Heroines of Hyperpedios: 13845, 159

Heroines of Pylouchos: 13845

Heroines of the Hero at Hellotion: 161

Heroines of Thorikos: 13845

heroization: 18, 76248, 1327, 13521, 14588,
208367, 308, 338107

Heros Archegetes, see also �rqhgéthv
Athens: 14375, 194–195
Delos: 36–39, 57–58, 32358; see also

Anios
Eleusis: 147, 33487

Mykonos: 322
Rhamnous: 149108, 167157

Tronis: 236104, 259217, 32358

Heros Iatros: 2128, 149107, 211378

Hestia Hetaireia: 21812

Hippodameia: 96
suitors of Hippodameia: 93, 96

Hippokrates, worshipped as hero: 92, 104,
105, 123

Hippolytos: 139, 201324, 206, 33177

Hippothoon: 14799

holocaust: 14, 16, 58, 68–69, 75, 80, 100338,
111–113, 115412, 119, 124–125, 127,
129, 133–134, 147, 148, 150, 154–157,
165, 169, 176, 216, 217–242, 251167,
289–290, 295–296, 299–300, 308–310,
313–316, 321, 32253, 325, 328–329,
33382; see also Ãlókautov, Ãlokautéw,
destruction sacrifice, Çnagízw, Çnágis-ma, Çnagismóv

Homer
and hero-cult: 2230, 337101, 338
and sacrificial rituals: 62–63, 65, 71, 72–

73, 195289, 199313, 244137, 255, 269–
270, 271, 273286, 274–275, 281, 306

worshipped as hero: 206

Homonoia: 289

honey: 65, 67, 70, 109, 173, 187–188, 198,
220, 221, 254, 278, 325

honouring in the sense of receiving cult:
76, 77, 95, 99, 119, 172, 181, 183, 184–
187, 197, 199–206, 208–212, 239114,
258, 259217, 262, 284, 293–294, 299,
300, 303, 33488, 337, 339108

horse-races: 13, 83, 170, 197, 199, 204, 239,
266

host: 140–141, 144, 146, 278

human sacrifice: 95308, 103, 105, 111, 127,
128, 22865, 255, 256199, 257, 275289,
295

hunt: 292

Hyakinthids: 172–173, 175–176, 186–190,
203, 258, 261; see also daughters of
Erechtheus

Hyakinthos: 92, 99, 100337, 103, 33487

Hygieia: 323

Hyperborean maidens: 200–202; see also
Arge, Hyperoche, Laodike, Opis

Hyperoche: 200–201; see also Hyperbo-
rean maidens

Hyperpedios: 13845

Hypodektes: 2128, 148–149, 211378

Iakchos: 146

iconographical representations of sacrifice:
24, 31, 183232, 242–246, 271–275,
289–290, 305; see also banqueting hero-
relief

Ilion, see also Troy: 99

immortality,
contrast with mortality and relation to

ritual practices: 74, 85–86, 89, 98,
126–127, 171, 206, 220, 22236, 233–
235, 238–239, 242, 262, 305, 307, 330–
334, 336

and the cult of the war dead: 204, 262,
339

immortal divinities: 74, 85, 126–127, 171,
204, 208, 250161, 275, 293, 298, 330–
334

Imperial cult: 106372, 123

impurity; see also míasma
heroes considered as impure: 237–238,

241–242, 263–265, 307, 330–332
impure Tritopatores at Selinous: 210277,

220, 221–223, 235–238, 317
worshippers being impure: 229–230,

256, 265, 278, 288–289
impurity and death: 227, 229–230, 237–

238, 256, 263–265, 278, 288–289, 307,
330–332

incense: 48, 225

incense-burner: 27–28, 31, 45, 48, 13733;
see also Çsqára

incubation: 142

infertility: 22234, 317

inventory: 28–29, 31, 39, 57, 202331
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invitation of recipient at sacrificial ritual:
67, 101–102, 130, 136–137, 177–178,
191, 194, 266–268, 277–280, 284–286,
293, 304–306, 309, 329; see also call-
ing, evocation, jeoxénia

Iolaos: 205, 238–239; see also Ioleos
Ioleos: 133–134, 155, 156, 165, 238–239,

295; see also Iolaos
Ion: 133, 14372, 163147, 165, 239
Ioulis, Keos: 202331, 229, 256–257, 263

Iphikles: 93, 96
Iris: 42
Iron Age: 1816, 31521, 336–337, 340; see

also Geometric period
Isis: 49
Israelite sacrificial rituals: 249–250; see also

Hebrew sacrificial rituals, non-Greek
rituals

Isthmia: 59, 80–81, 100338, 103, 124, 289377,
297, 3081

Jahve: 46, 112
Jason: 65, 67, 68–69
Jerusalem, temple at: 48, 112, 23598, 32876

Kalchas: 92, 103, 265
Kallipolis: 61
Kalydon, heroon: 280325

Kaphyai, see children of Kaphyai
Karneia: 177
Keleos: 147, 33487

Keos: 201, 241127; see also Ioulis
Kephalos: 13845, 152123, 158, 163, 166–167
Kerameikos: 3040, 77, 84277, 204, 230
Keramos: 196
Kirke: 65, 271
kitchen: 35, 144, 148, 300
Klaros, oracle of Apollon: 61, 73, 265252

Kleonai: 100, 127460

Klytaimnestra: 43, 180215

knife: 102, 113, 243–244, 252175, 275, 288
Knossos: 1314, 21922, 231
Kodros: 13313, 239
Kollytos, deme: 139, 148
Konnidas: 92, 100, 103, 122, 33487

Kore: 33, 40, 41–42, 44, 64, 66, 68, 70 147
Kos: 31, 123, 13733, 226–227, 23289, 263

sacrificial calendars: 131, 13523, 139–140,
143, 145, 157, 218–219, 220, 223,
247143, 252172, 3081, 31835, 319–322

Kourotrophos: 133, 156, 160138, 165, 239,
32149

Krixos: 95308, 107–108

Kychreus: 261

Kylabras: 178–179

Kyrene: 55149, 119, 1329, 177, 203
sacred law: 1315, 263

Kyros: 45, 176, 194, 21710, 288367

Kyzikos, city: 45, 49125

Kyzikos, hero: 64, 69

Laconia: 97

Laertiadai: 82, 85, 89, 171, 180, 241

lamentation: 106, 110, 333

Laodike: 200–201; see also Hyperborean
maidens

Lebadeia: 70, 71, 265; see also Trophonios,
oracle

leek: 281; see also onion

Lefkandi: 33692

Lemnos: 111, 114

Lemuria: 108

Leos: 13732, 141

Leto: 194–195, 32150

Leukaspis: 144, 156, 163, 260–261

Leukothea: 143, 145, 331

Leuktra, battle at: 97, 261, 270

lexicographers and lexica: 25, 59, 172,
265248, 308–310; see also Byzantine
literary sources, grammarians, scholia

libation: 13, 16, 42, 60–62, 65, 67–68, 70–
71, 75, 80265, 88, 89, 102, 103–104,
112, 119–120, 128, 129, 130, 133, 169,
170163, 173, 179213, 182, 188, 194, 197,
198308, 200, 216, 221, 228, 234, 236–
237, 242, 250, 256203, 266–268, 278,
286360, 288, 295, 310, 312, 314, 325:
see also blood, honey, melíkraton,
milk, nhfáliov, oil, water, wine, qoaí

Lindos: 31–33, 37, 58, 238111, 32047

Linear-B: 3989, 33696

Linos: 93, 99, 33487

Lykos: 149108

Lykourgos: 196, 331

Machaneus: 21922

magic: 66, 103350, 109, 285, 306, 316, 33382

Maia: 133, 14372, 165, 239

male animal victims: 161, 162, 168
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Marathon, battle of: 75–77, 83, 240124,
261224; see also war dead

Marathon, hero: 261224

Marathon, sacrificial calendar from deme:
130, 134, 138, 147, 151–153, 155–157,
159–162, 166–168, 238–239, 281,
288370, 295397, 319

meals
o¢ferings of meals: 14–15, 16, 32, 102,

129, 137, 181–182, 277, 278, 281, 286,
300, 309, 310, 325; see also food, jeoxé�nia, daív, deîpnon

sacrifices in connection with a meal: 39,
179212, 276

ritual meals in connection with sacrifices:
15, 35, 36, 47, 58, 123, 137, 140, 148,
149, 180, 185, 195, 197, 216, 287, 295,
298, 313–325; see also júw, jusía,
dining, kitchen, o¹ forá

o¢fered to the dead: 66, 69, 108, 114,
229, 230, 232, 278–280, 286; see also
dead, perídeipnon

meat: 14–16, 37, 42, 68, 71, 85, 101–104,
135, 138, 140–146, 154–157, 167, 176,
212, 225, 251, 283, 287–292, 295–299,
309–310, 313–325

boiled: 13521, 192, 248149, 267260

cooked: 15, 16, 130, 137, 230, 232, 248,
277, 281, 283, 319

deposited on table or altar: 130, 137,
138, 140, 142, 192, 217, 227, 281, 283,
309, 319; see also trapezömata

destroyed: 14, 16, 68, 80265, 101–103,
128, 129, 154, 157, 172, 217, 222–223,
227, 251–254, 256, 257, 285355, 291,
295, 298–299, 316–317, 327, 332, 341;
see also Çnagízw, Çnágisma, Çnagismóv,Ãlókautov
destroyed by burning: 14, 101–102,

155–157, 217–233, 236–237, 256,
277, 309, 316, 341

division of: 37, 140–143, 145–146, 155–
157, 220–224, 237, 245, 281, 288, 291–
292, 299, 303–304, 323–324

eaten: 15, 16, 42, 68, 71, 85, 101–102,
112–113, 130, 136, 140, 143, 146, 153–
154, 157, 169, 171, 176, 178, 180–182,
185, 189, 191, 202, 215, 22131, 223,
229–231, 238, 245–248, 259, 263, 276,
288–292, 297402, 299, 303–304, 309,
311, 313–325; see also júw, jusía

grilled: 28, 192, 248, 281, 287
nine portions of: 143; see also Çnateúw

not removed from sanctuary, see o¹ forá
portions of: 15, 130, 137, 138, 140–143,

146, 192, 217, 218, 220–224, 227, 230,
232, 236–237, 277, 281, 283, 291, 318–
320; see also géra, °erösuna, priest,
priestess

raw: 130, 137, 140, 141, 230, 232, 281,
287, 309, 313, 319; see also trapezö-mata

sold: 144, 146, 155–156, 292, 313, 318
women and meat; see women

meat-hook: 28, 248149

Medea: 65, 67, 97; see also children of
Medea

Media: 1329

heroes of: 194

medical terminology and literature: 26, 59,
62173, 244137, 309

Megaloi Theoi: 100335

Megara, city: 77–78, 82, 123; see also war
dead

Megara, wife of Herakles: 181; see also
children of Herakles and Megara

Melanippos: 182–183

Meleager: 196, 205

Melichos: 147, 33487

Melissa: 202, 232

Menedeios: 144, 156, 162

Menelaion, Sparta: 1816, 248149, 337100,
339–340

Menelaos: 205, 208, 209, 211383

Messene: 79, 81, 82, 103

Messenia: 33798

Metaponto: 53140, 231

metics: 141, 291386; see also métoikoi
Miletos: 220, 247143

milk: 61, 65, 67, 70, 75, 102, 109, 254, 278,
325

Miltiades: 97, 199, 208–209, 211

Moirai: 31

“moirocaust”: 313, 316–318; see also de-
struction sacrifice, Çnateúw

Mopsos: 65

Morgantina: 231–232

mortality
contrast with immortality and relation

to ritual practices: 74, 85–86, 89, 98,
126–127, 171, 220, 233–235, 238–239,
242, 262, 305, 307, 330–334, 336
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mortality (continued)
mortal side of hero: 21, 74, 85, 89, 98,

126–127, 22236, 225, 233–235, 238–
239, 307, 330–334, 339–340; see also
Achilles, Herakles

murder: 42, 96–97, 107, 126, 227, 251, 264

Muses: 99, 33487

music: 13, 197, 199, 204

mutiny: 96313, 264

Mykonos: 237, 253, 259, 32150

sacrificial calendar: 22027, 237, 253, 259,
316–317, 319–323, 324

myrrh: 102, 104, 111

Myrtilos: 93, 96, 100337

mysteries, mystery cult: 160138, 225, 280321

at Andania: 100335

at Eleusis: 14797, 2179

Nauseiros: 165, 33487

Neanias: 144, 156, 161, 163, 166–167, 31835

necromancy: 73239, 279317, 286360

Nekyia: 63, 71, 73, 265, 268267, 271, 275289,
306; see also Odysseus

Neleids: 92, 95305

Neleus: 13313, 239

Nemea: 100

Neoplatonism: 46–47, 58156; see also philo-
sophy

Neoptolemos: 43–44, 47, 93, 94, 95, 100,
103, 119424, 183231, 265

Nero: 107–108

Nike: 272, 275290

Nike parapet, Athens: 260220

ninth-part sacrifice: 218, 220–223, 227,
235–237; see also Çnateúw, meat, de-
struction sacrifice, animal victim (treat-
ment of)

non-Greek rituals described by Greek ter-
minology: 45, 63179, 83, 128, 132, 176–
177, 194, 288367

Nuer, sacrifices among: 32773, 32876

Nymphs: 281

oath, sacrifices at oath-taking: 42, 44, 48,
120, 158134, 223, 227, 251–253, 259,
271, 305, 325, 327, 329

Odysseus: 62–63, 65, 69, 174–175, 22027,
247, 254, 265, 271, 274–275, 286360,
306; see also Nekyia

Oibotas: 93, 97320

Oidipous: 41, 261–262, 267264; see also
children of Oidipous

oikist: 178, 263
oikist cult: 1816, 95, 185, 186243, 198–199,

203, 206, 209, 211–212, 338–339

oil: 61, 87, 102, 112, 120, 139, 254, 278

Oinoe, deme: 151119

Oinomaos: 96

Oite, mountain: 86, 182222, 238

olive: 281

olive pit: 23186

olive-tree: 13313, 200
crowns of olive: 221

Olympia: 48–49, 67, 70, 71, 97320, 102347,
115, 118, 171, 176195, 178, 190–192,
197, 252172, 258214, 263, 266, 285

Olympian; see also chthonian
divinities: 41, 42, 46–47, 74, 85, 141, 171,

193, 194–195, 215, 269, 298, 310–318,
338, 341; see also o¹ránioi jeoí, Çpou-ránioi jeoí

rituals: 26, 74, 85, 141, 171, 215, 269,
275290, 293, 298, 310–318, 325, 338

Olympian-chthonian model or distinction:
1614, 17, 46–47, 74, 215, 269, 297402,
298, 310–318, 325–326, 328, 330, 338,
341

Onesilos: 198, 208–209, 211

onion: 247, 251; see also leek

Onymastos: 263

Opis: 201–202, 298405; see also Hyper-
borean maidens

oracle: 67, 194, 198, 199311, 211–212, 261
of Ammon: 95, 99, 100, 212385

of Apollon at Argos: 249156

of Apollon at Delphi: 211
of Apollon at Klaros: 61, 73, 265252

of Kalchas at Daunia: 103
of Trophonios at Lebadeia: 68, 265
of Zeus at Dodona: 148, 212385

of Zeus at Olympia: 258214

Orestes: 111, 22236, 255, 288368, 289376,
33383

bones of Orestes: 211384

Oresthasion, see war dead from Orestha-
sion

Orpheus: 65, 67, 180215, 33488

Osiris: 111

outsiders: 154, 31629, 322; see also foreign-
ers, xénoi

oven: 220
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Paiania, deme: 133, 240

Palaimon: 80–82, 94, 100338, 103, 124–125

Palaimonion, Isthmia: 59, 80–81, 100338,
297, 3081

Pamisos: 100

Pan: 198304

Panathenaia: 188253, 189, 241

Pandora: 64, 65, 158134

Pandrosos: 159134, 194

Paralos: 142

Parentalia: 108

Paros: 55150, 199311

Patras: 100335, 125454

Patroklos: 67, 71, 92, 96, 99329, 101–102,
228, 254–256, 260221, 267, 335

Pausanias and sacrificial ritual: 71, 76, 78,
91, 94, 96–98, 101, 103, 122, 125–126,
23599, 252172, 297, 306, 307

Pelopidas: 97323, 261, 270

Pelopion, Olympia: 70, 190–191

Pelops: 64, 66, 67, 68, 70, 71, 96, 102347,
117, 118, 171, 176, 178, 190–192,
258214, 263, 266, 267, 285, 298405, 33487

Pergamon: 49123, 78, 81, 82, 264

Periphemos: 261

Perpherees: 200

perquisite of priest or priestess at sacrifice:
140, 142, 146, 219, 319; see also géra,
meat (portions of), °erösuna, priest,
priestess

Persephone: 61, 63

Perseus: 205

Persian sacrificial rituals, see also non-Greek
rituals: 45, 177–178, 179213, 194, 198,
21710, 288367

Phaiax: 165, 33487

Pherrephatte: 147, 33487; see also Perse-
phone, Kore

Phigaleia, see Heroes at Phigaleia

Philippos: 197–198

Philoktetes: 1920, 206

Philonis: 13845

philosophy and Greek religion: 2023, 46–
47, 193, 195; see also Neoplatonism

Philostratos and sacrificial ritual: 91, 99–
102, 104, 105, 122, 126, 297

Phokaians killed at Agylla: 82, 83, 88,
97, 170, 171, 198, 239, 329; see also
Etruscan sacrificial rituals

Phorbas: 87

Phoroneus: 92, 100337

Pionis: 93, 95305

Piraeus: 76244, 142, 149109

pit: 38, 58–60, 62–63, 68–69, 72–73, 80–
81, 174, 176, 191, 231, 265, 271, 275,
297, 3081; see also bójrov, blood

cooking pit: 53

placation: 126, 198303, 239, 241–242, 259,
264, 279317, 332–333; see also appease-
ment, expiation, propitiation

plague: 61, 95, 97, 269, 32773; see also
disease

Plataiai, battle of: 77; see also war dead,
Heroes at Plataiai

Plouton: 146

Plutarch and sacrificial ritual: 91, 96, 97,
98, 100, 102–103, 104–105, 106, 111,
122, 124, 126, 267, 270–271, 275, 297,
307, 33488

Poinai: 64, 65

polemarch: 71, 83–84, 170, 241

polis: 193, 32150, 322, 340

Polis cave, Ithaka: 1816, 337100

pollution: 120, 216, 233, 256, 263–265,
317; see also míasma

Polyeidos: 116, 118419; see also children of
Polyeidos

Polykrite: 92, 95, 96, 103

Polyneikes: 105

Polyxena: 255, 257205, 265, 274287

Polyxenos: 147, 33487

Pompey: 107

Poseidon: 53140, 55, 80–81, 146, 158134,
165, 189, 258, 289377, 314, 32254, 33487

Helikonios: 35, 37, 40, 44
Temenites: 22027, 32254

pottery: 3148, 3465, 200320, 229, 230, 232

“powerful actions”, see heilige Handlungen

Praxithea: 172, 175, 186, 189

pregnant animal victims: 13845, 158, 159,
160, 161, 162, 166, 168, 22027, 325

Preugenes: 93, 100337

Priamos: 47, 252172

Priene: 35, 37, 199311
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priest: 48, 77, 111, 137, 165, 179, 219, 220,
23495, 252, 263236, 269,

priest’s share at sacrifice: 112, 134, 140,
142–143, 146, 150, 152, 179, 217, 21918,
22547, 237, 277, 280, 281, 286, 291,
319–320, 323; see also géra, °erösuna,
meat (portions of)

priestess: 44, 13523, 263, 331
priestess’ share at sacrifice: 13844, 140,

142–143, 146, 147, 152, 157, 31835,
320; see also géra, °erösuna, meat
(portions of)

private sacrifices: 72–73, 166, 193, 287,
306, 320

to heroes: 21, 134, 142, 144, 148–149,
196, 284, 286, 304–305, 323; see also
foundations of private cults

Probalinthos, deme: 151119

procession: 13, 33–34, 45, 76, 95, 100335,
102, 119, 145, 183, 210, 229, 263236; see
also pompå

Procharisteria: 33

prohibition and sacrifice: 3780, 180, 221,
249–250, 319–324; see also women,
foreigners, outsiders, xénoi

prohibition on the removal of meat: 143,
218–219, 225, 311, 313–325; see alsoo¹ forá

Prokris: 13845, 158134

Prometheus: 31420

propitiation: 64, 72, 83, 97, 189259, 194,
197–198, 242, 251, 306; see also ap-
peasement, expiation, placation

Proschaireteria: 33

Ptoios: 149108

purification: 60–61, 87, 96, 106, 114, 121,
127–128, 154128, 222, 227, 229, 233,
244, 251, 253, 256, 257, 259, 263–265,
289–290, 295, 305, 325, 32773, 329,
33382; see also impurity

Pylon, see Heroines at Pylon

Pylouchos: 13845

pyre; see also purá
used at sacrifices: 61, 65, 68, 102, 173,

238
funeral pyre: 102, 181221, 22865, 230–

233, 255, 290378

pyre of Herakles on Mount Oite: 86, 238,
290378

Pyrgilion, see Hero at Pyrgilion

Pyrrhos: 92, 95308, 105, 174186

son of Pyrrhos: 95308, 105

Pythagoras: 206, 33488

Pythaistai: 47, 324

Pythia: 83, 96, 170, 212

relics: 337100

revitalization: 266, 268, 286360, 306, 332

Rhamnous: 76244, 149108, 167157

Rhodes: 31–33, 37, 79, 210, 211, 323

river: 62, 65, 187, 194287, 2179

worshipped with sacrifices: 20, 100335,
251, 253, 257, 259, 305

Roman
“hero-cults”: 90–91, 106–109
sacrifices and rituals: 90, 95, 108–109,

14593, 174186, 23289, 276293

Roman sources of Greek religion: 16,
2128, 2230, 25, 45, 58–59, 60166, 61,
72–73, 80–82, 90–91, 98, 119, 122–
128, 234, 278, 297, 303, 306–310, 316

ruler cult: 1817, 123

sacred law: 19, 131, 13844, 140, 142, 150,
157, 192, 203338, 210377, 219–221,
227, 263, 277, 279317, 3081, 316, 32149,
33281, 339113; see also Selinous, Kyrene

Sacred War: 95, 96

sacrificial calendars: 16, 19, 131, 147, 150–
169, 192, 22237, 284, 288, 292393, 304,
329; see also Eleusis, Erchia, Kos, Mara-
thon, Mykonos, Salaminioi, Teithras,
Thorikos

Salaminioi, sacrificial calendar of the genos:
130, 133–134, 141, 142–143, 147, 148,
151–153, 155–156, 163–168, 237–239,
295, 313, 31835

Salamis: 75, 198, 258208, 261; see also her-
oes of Salamis

Samos: 48–49, 55149, 257204, 261222

Sappho: 206

Sarapis: 37, 100335, 31941, 32047

sausage: 247–248; see also a°mátion
scapegoat: 22863; see also farmakóv
Schoinos, see Heroines at Schoinos

scholia: 25, 50–54, 59, 71–72, 114–120,
126, 174186, 183232, 191270, 248146, 256,
265248, 269–271, 296401, 297, 308–
310; see also Byzantine literary sources,
grammarians, lexicographers
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sea: 194287

worshipped with sacrifices: 251, 253,
257, 305

sacrifices performed into the sea: 47,
112, 2179

sea-shells: 3883, 231

Segesta: 197–198

Selinous: 53140, 217
sacred law: 131, 157, 210377, 219–223,

227, 235–238, 250161, 264244, 266, 275,
277, 279317, 285357, 288370, 316–317,
31941, 32149, 323, 33281

Semele: 139, 141–142, 143, 144, 156, 157,
22027, 237, 298405, 316–317, 324, 33487

Sicily: 60166, 96, 124, 1329, 197, 288, 339113

Sikyon: 101, 103, 127460, 182–183, 203,
209, 211

situation or occasion decisive of choice of
ritual: 16, 20, 63, 67–70, 74, 83, 85,
187, 216, 224, 226–227, 235, 239, 242,
251–254, 257, 259, 261, 268, 291, 305,
307, 317, 320–321, 325–330, 341; see
also crisis, character of recipient

Skambonidai, deme: 141

Skedasos: 93, 97, 258208, 261, 270; see also
daughters of Skedasos

Skira: 189

Skiros: 166, 289405, 334(87)

slaves, access to sacrifices: 189257, 291

smoke: 42, 47, 95305, 127, 154, 181, 194,
282, 287; see also knísh

Smyrna: 35, 106, 179209, 224

Solon: 261
laws of Solon regulating funerary prac-

tices: 104, 228–229; see also funerary
laws

Sophokles, worshipped as hero: 14588

Sostratos: 93

souls of the dead: 62–63, 65, 66, 268266,
278–279; see also ghosts

Sounion, see Herakleion at Porthmos

Sparta: 97
Spartan kings’ religious status after death:

206, 208, 209

statue: 34, 81268, 96–97, 200316, 204, 209,
281

of hero: 19, 31, 13733, 149, 167157, 170163

sterility: 22234, 22762

Strategos: 13732

suicide: 70, 88, 94, 95, 97, 107–108, 118,
126, 238, 240124, 249156, 258

sword: 109
used at sacrifices: 62–63, 96310, 102,

260221, 272–273, 275
synoecism: 320–321
Syracuse: 47, 163, 260
Syria, heroes of: 176

table: 14, 16, 31, 38, 47, 102, 130, 137–140,
142, 14588, 169, 178, 191–192, 217, 219,
221–222, 22339, 227, 237, 244–246,
277–278, 281, 282–283, 286, 288368,
304, 319, 32043, 341; see also jeoxénia,trápeza, meat

Talthybios: 93, 97
Tantalos: 178206

Taras: 85, 89, 171, 180, 241
Teiresias: 41, 62–63, 174–175, 265–267,

271, 285–286
Teithras, sacrificial calendar from deme:

151
Telephos: 263–264
Telesidromos: 146
Tenos: 53140

Teukros: 165, 33487

Thasos: 2128, 55, 86, 127460, 135–136, 143,
148, 172, 219, 221, 22654, 237, 247143,
258, 261223, 262, 266, 284–285, 297,
299–300, 305, 31522

Thea: 147
Thebes: 181–182, 203, 205, 206, 261

monument of Seven against Thebes in
Argos: 59, 339113

Themis: 147, 33487

Themistokles: 116, 118, 249156, 260221

Theogenes: 2128

Theos: 147
Theoxenia at Delphi: 277, 285
Thera: 95305, 230, 23289, 279317, 323
Theras: 92, 95305

Thersander: 93, 96310

Theseia: 100, 103, 144
Theseus: 42, 100, 103, 152122, 165, 33487

Thesmophoria: 61170, 2179, 325
tholos tomb; see also tomb

at Berbati, Argolid: 33798

at Menidi, Attica: 33798

Thorikos, deme: 218–219, 226
sacrificial calendar from deme: 30, 130,

131, 134, 138, 144, 147, 151–153, 155–
159, 161–162, 166–168, 218–219, 23495,
284350, 313, 31835, 319
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Thorikos, hero: 13845

Threptos: 147, 33487

Timesios: 203, 208–209, 211

Titane: 66, 67, 70, 100, 3081

Tlapolemos: 208, 210, 211

tomb, see also burial, grave, táfov, grave-
stone

of god: 111
of hero: 14, 20, 77–79, 82, 86, 91, 94–97,

99–102, 118, 127460, 176, 178, 184–185,
187–188, 190–191, 197, 200–203, 236,
255, 261228, 263, 265, 270, 300, 305,
333, 335–339

of the ordinary dead: 21, 69, 86–89,
104–105, 108, 128, 136, 228, 230–233,
257, 263, 278, 280, 331, 335–339

Late Bronze Age tombs: 1816, 200320,
201322, 336–339

torches: 33, 65, 68, 70

torch-race: 76

Totenmahl relief; see banqueting hero-relief

tragedy as source of sacrificial rituals: 19,
44, 193278, 200, 254–256, 267

Trajan: 95

Trikorynthos, deme: 151119

tripod: 1816, 42, 44, 192275

Triptolemos: 146, 147

Tritopatores: 156, 159137, 210377, 217, 219–
223, 225, 227, 235–238, 263–264, 277,
288, 317, 33696

Tronis, cult of the Heros Archegetes at:
236104, 259217, 32358

Trophonios: 67, 68, 70, 71, 265

Troy: 94, 96, 179213

Heroes fallen at Troy: 255; see also Achilles

Twelve Gods: 3465, 32047

Tydeidai: 82, 85, 89, 171, 180, 241

Tydeus: 196, 205

Tylissos: 1314, 21922

Tynabos: 149

Tynaros: 149109

Tyre: 86

unburnt sacrifices: 32

underworld: 73, 113, 229, 257, 265–268,
306, 308

divinities of the underworld: 14, 16, 17,
61, 64, 65–67, 69, 70, 72, 73, 106, 110,
114, 127, 148106, 237, 265–268, 285,
286, 338; see also chthonian divinities

vegetables: 13, 15, 16, 179, 196, 256203,
277, 278, 281, 284, 309

Vestal Virgins: 107–108

violent death; see also biaiojánatov
and hero-cults: 82, 83, 88, 91, 96–98,

101, 107, 118, 126, 239, 241, 332–333
and other ritual activity: 222, 235, 257,

264, 33382

virgin: 261

votives: 37, 199, 340118

war
and sacrifices: 111, 172–174, 186–189,

22445, 227, 239, 252–253, 258–259,
260, 266, 268, 271–275, 290, 305, 317,
327, 329; see also battle-line sacrifices,sfágia

and hero-cult: 96–98, 107–108, 123–126,
170, 203, 206, 239, 240, 241, 257–262,
264, 266, 268, 305, 329, 338–339; see
also war dead

war dead: 22, 92, 93, 98, 107, 108, 206,
257–262, 264, 338–339

at Marathon: 75–77, 81, 82, 124, 240
from Megara: 77–78, 81, 82, 123–124
from Oresthasion: 93, 96
at Plataiai: 77–78, 92, 94, 95, 96, 102,

103, 118, 122, 124–126, 179, 202, 204,
205353, 262229, 267, 275289

in Persian wars: 66186, 77
on Thasos; see also Agathoi: 135–136,

148, 172, 258, 262, 266, 299–300
sacrifices to the war dead: 76–78, 82,

84–85, 95, 96, 102, 103, 107, 118,
122–126, 135, 148, 170, 172, 179, 197,
202, 203, 241, 258, 262, 267, 275289,
299–300, 339

religious status of the war dead: 76, 84,
204, 206, 262, 264, 338–339; see also
immortality

water: 2618, 47, 55150, 62, 63, 67, 70, 87,
97, 102, 120, 14588, 173, 182, 186–188,
233, 248, 251, 253, 254, 256, 278, 314,
325

wheat: 139–140, 145, 220; see also grain

white animal victim, see colour

White goddesses: 111, 22236

winds: 60, 64, 66, 67, 70, 174184, 198304,
225, 241, 251, 253, 257, 259, 305
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wine: 61, 62, 63, 66, 67, 70, 75, 102, 109,
112, 129, 139, 145, 173, 178, 179209,
182, 186–188, 191, 220, 221, 236–237,
245139, 247, 254, 266, 278, 285, 314,
325

wineless sacrifice: 42–43, 1303, 133, 155,
157, 188, 237, 240, 314, 317; see alsonhfáliov, qoaì �oinoi

women: 96, 104, 111, 201, 218, 22867,
22974, 256

given meat at sacrifices: 141–142, 157,
291386, 324

not allowed to taste the meat: 85, 171,
180

prohibited to participate in cult: 180215,
22129, 323

wood: 26, 29, 65, 69, 79, 163147, 165151,
166, 173, 187, 188, 21812, 220

wreath: 31, 33, 75, 77, 102, 104, 111, 13733,
194–195, 234; see also garland

Xanthos: 92, 96, 116, 117413

Xouthos: 150

Zetos: 206; see also Amphiones

Zeus: 40, 41–42, 48–49, 115, 117, 147, 148,
156, 176, 190–192, 198304, 217–219,
223–225, 236, 238, 251, 258214, 263,
277, 314, 331, 33487

Apotropaios: 32047, 323
Astrapaios: 46, 47
Basileus: 194
Chthonios: 31629, 32150, 322
Epakrios: 156
Epopetes: 156, 224, 225, 240–241
Eumenes: 222–223
Herkeios: 46, 47, 52, 13845, 147, 33487

Horios: 156
Hypatos: 160138, 194
Kataibates: 152122, 156
Machaneus: 218, 225, 227
Meilichios: 14799, 219, 222–224, 225,

226–227, 316, 31941, 32149, 323, 329,
33281

Milichios: 156
Ourios: 322
Philios: 282
Polieus: 156, 218, 225, 226–227, 23495,

32047, 322
Soter: 100
Tropaios: 13948
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